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NOMINATION OF HENRY A. KHSSINGER

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 7, 1973

UNITED STATES SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room 318, Rus
sell Senate Office Building, Senator J. W. Fulbright | chairman],
presiding.
Present: Senators Fulbright, Sparkman, Church, Symington, Pell,
McGee, Muskie, McGovern, Humphrey, Aiken, Case, Javits, Scott,
Pearson, Percy, and Griffin.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.

HEARING PROCEDUIRE

As a preliminary statement on procedure I think the committee
should proceed initially under the 10-minute rule. Then after every
member has had an opportunity we will be flexible according to the
circumstances as they develop.
The Committee on Foreign Relations meets this morning to con
sider the nomination of Dr. Henry Kissinger to be the next Sec
retary of State of the United States.
[Biography of Dr. Kissinger follows:

PIOGRAPHY OF HENRY ALFRED KISSINGER

Position for which considered: Secretary of State
Present position: Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs
Office address: The White House, Washington, D.C. 20500
Born: May 27, 1923, Fuerth, Germany (Naturalized U.S. citizen, June 19, 1943,
Spartanburg, South Carolina)
Legal residence: District of Columbia
Marital status: Divorced 1964
Family: Children: Elizabeth, David
Home address: 2527 Waterside Drive, N.W., Washington. D.C. 2000S
Education: B.A. 1950, Harvard College; M.A. 1952, Harvard University ; Ph. D.
1954, Harvard University
Language ability: German, French
Earperience:
Government :
1950–61: Consultant, Operations Research Office
1952: Consultant, Director of Psychological Strategy Board
1955: Consultant, Operations Coordinating Board
1959–60: Consultant, Weapons Systems Evaluation Group of the Joint
Chief's Of Staff
1961–62: Consultant, National Security Council
1961–68 : Consultant, the RAND Corporation

(1)
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iº. Consultant, United States Arms Control and Disarmamentgency
1965–68: Consultant, Department of State

Nongovernment :
1954–55: Instructor, Department of Government, Harvard University;
1955–56: Study Director, Nuclear Weapons, and Foreign Policy, Council
on Foreign Relations;
1956–58: Director, Special Studies Project, Rockefeller Brothers Fund;
1957–59: Lecturer, Department of Government, Harvard University;
1957–60: Associate Director, Center for International Affairs:
1951–71: Director, Harvard International Seminar;
7/58–1/71: Director. Defense Studies Program, Harvard University
(Leave of absence Jan. 1969–Jan. 1971);
7/59–6/62: Associate Professor, Department of Government, Harvard
University :
7/62–1/71: Professor, Department of Government, Harvard University
(Leave of absence Jan. 1969–Jan. 1971) :
9/60–1/71: Faculty Member, Center for International Affairs, Harvard
University (Leave of absence Jan. 1969–Jan. 1971) ; and
1968 Presidential Campaign : Foreign Policy Adviser to Governor Nelson
A. Rockefeller.

Military service:
2/43–5/46: 84th Infantry Division : 970th Counter-Intelligence Corps
1946–59: Captain Military Intelligence Reserve

Awards:
BrOnze Star -

Phi Beta Kappa; Harvard National Scholarship : Harvard Fellowship (non
stipendiary); Harvard Detur; Rockefeller Foundation Fellowship for
Political Theory
1958 :
: National Junion Chamber of Commerce Award
Woodrow Wilson Prize for the best book in the fields of government,
politics and international affairs -

Citation by the Overseas Press Club, for Nuclear Weapons and Foreign
Policy

1965–66: Guggenheim Fellowship
1973:
Federal City Club Award for very distinguished public service
American Institute for Public Service Award for the greatest public
service performed by an elected or appointed official
International Platform Association, 1973 Theodore Roosevelt Award for
the most Outstanding official in the United States Government
Veterans of Foreign Wars of the United States, Dwight David Eisen
hower Distinguished Service Medal and Citation

Publications:
BOO}cs: -

-

A World Restored: Castlereagh, Mettermich, and Restoration of Peace,
1812–1822, Houghton-Mifflin, October, 1957.
Nuclear Weapons and Foreign Policy, Harper & Brothers, June, 1957.
The Necessity for Choice: Prospects of American Foreign Policy, Har
per & Brothers, January, 1961.
The Troubled Partnership: A Reappraisal of the Atlantic Alliance, Mc
Graw Hill, April, 1965.
Problems of National Strategy: A Book of Readiness, ed. Kissinger,
Frederick A. Praeger, November, 1965.
American Foreign Policy, Three Essays, W. W. Norton, 1969.

Articles:
“Reflections on the Political Thought of Metternich,” American Political
Science Review, December, 1954.
“American Policy and Preventive War,” Yale Review, April, 1955.
“Military Policy and the Defense of the ‘Grey’ Areas,” Foreign Affairs,
April, 1955.
“Limitations of Diplomacy,” The New Republic, May 6, 1955.
“Congress of Vienna,” World Politics, January, 1956.
“Force and Diplomacy in the Nuclear Age,” Foreign Affairs, April, 1956.
“Reflections on American Diplomacy,” Foreign Affairs, October, 1956.
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“Strategy and Organization,” Foreign Affairs, April, 1957.
“Controls, Inspection and Limited War,” The Reporter, June 13, 1957.
“United States Foreign Policy and Higher Education,” Current Issues in
Higher Education. March, 1958.
“Missiles and the Western Alliance,” Foreign Affairs, April, 1958.
“Nuclear Testing and the Problem of Peace,” Foreign Affairs, October
1958.

“The Policymaker and the Intellectual,” The Reporter, March 5, 1959.
“As Urgent as the Moscow Threat,” New York Times Magazine, March,
1959.

“The Search for Stability,” Foreign Affairs, July, 1959.
“The Khrushchev Visit—Dangers and Hopes,” New York Times Maga
cine, September 6, 1959.
“Arms Control, Inspection and Surprise Attack,” Foreign Affairs, July,
1960.
“Limited War: Nuclear or Conventional? A Reappraisal,” Daedalus,
Fall, 1960.
“The New Cult of Neutralism,” The Reporter, November 24, 1960.
“The Next Summit Meeting,” Harper's Magazine, December, 1960.
“For An Atlantic Confederacy,” The Reporter, February 2, 1961.
“L’Evolution de la Doctrine Strategique aux Etats-Unis,” Politique
Etrangere, No. 2, 1962.
“The Unsolved Problems of European Defense,” Foreign Affairs, July,
1962.

“Reflections on Cuba,” The Reporter, November 22, 1962.
“Strains on the Alliance,” Foreign Affairs, January, 1963.
“The Skybolt Affair,” The Reporter, January 17, 1963.
“NATO's Nuclear Dilemma,” The Reporter, March 28, 1963.
“Coalition Diplomacy in the Nuclear Age,” Foreign Affairs, July 1964.
(Reprinted in Survival, Le Monde, Frankfurter Allgemeine, and The
Atlantic Community Quarterly.)
“Reflections on Power and Diplomacy,” Dimensions in Diplomacy, Johns
Hopkins Press, 1964.
“Les Etats-Unis et l'Europe,” Res Publica, Revue de l’Institut Belge de
Science Politique, Volume VI, 1964–1, p. 52–7.
“Classical Diplomacy.” Power & Order: Sia, Cases in World Politics,
Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc., 1964.
“The Illusionist: Why We Misunderstand de Gaulle,” Harper's, March,
1965.

“Kann Man Den Soviets Trauen º' Die Welt, April 3, 1965.
“The Price of German Unity,” The Reporter, April 22, 1965. (Reprinted
in Die Zeit)
“Domestic Structure and Foreign Policy,” Daedalus, April, 1966.
“For a New Atlantic Alliance,” The Reporter, July 14, 1966. (Reprinted
in Die Welt, Die Wehrkunde, Aus Politik und Zeitgeschichte)
“What Should We Do Now?” Look, August 9, 1966, p. 26.
“The White Revolutionary : Reflections on Bismarck,” Daedalus, Sum
mer, 1968.
“Bureaucracy and Policy Making : The Effect of Insiders and Outsiders
on the Policy Process,” Bureaucracy Politics, and Strategy, Security
Studies Paper No. 17, Univ. of Calif., Los Angeles, 1968.
“Central Issues of American Foreign Policy,” Agenda for the Nation,
The Brookings Institution, 1968.
“The Vietnam Negotiations,” Foreign Affairs, January, 1969.

INADEQUACY OF PAST INFORMAL MEETINGS WITIL WITNESS

The CHAIRMAN. During the past 4 years, members of the committee
have met with Dr. Kissinger in his role as the head of the National
Security Council informally in places other than the committee room
for brief discussions of some of his activities.
Personally, I have never believed that such casual meetings were
adequate substitutes for formal committee meetings for the considera
tion of our country’s foreign policy or our military, diplomatic activi
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ties. I am pleased that today, we may have this meeting for a serious
examination of Dr. Kissinger's views and of his actions during the past
4 years which are relevant to his responsibilities as the principal adviser
to the Government on foreign affairs.
If I may recall a personal experience, on March 27, 1969, I met with
Dr. Kissinger and the President at 5 o'clock in the afternoon in the
Oval Office of the White House. We had a pleasant discussion in which
I expressed the hope, that the President would end the Vietnam War
in the near future. I based that hope on the President's assertions dur
ing the campaign of 1968 that he had a plan to end the war. I recall
saying to the President if he did end the war soon, he would be regarded
as a national hero just as Charles de Gaulle was after he ended France's
war with Algeria.
I left the meeting with the belief that the President and Dr. Kissinger
were in accord with my views about the war. Dr. Kissinger, as I left
the White House, assured me that the new administration would not
follow the Johnson administration's policies in Indochina. I took him
to mean the war would be ended forth with in accordance with the

President's plan. Obviously there was a failure of communication and
no meeting ofminds.
On April 23, 1970, an informal meeting of eight Senators with Dr.
Rissinger was held in my house from about 5:30 to about 7 o'clock.
One week later, on April 30, American forces invaded Cambodia,
to the surprise of all of us. So again there was a failure of communi
cation and no meeting of minds. Today I hope we begin a new era and
I hope there will be communication and a meeting of the minds—and
even an understanding of the role and responsibility of the Senate
and of the Secertary of State in making the country's foreign policy.

NEW OPPORTUNITIES IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

Dr. Kissinger is widely regarded as possessing a brilliant mind, and
an iron constitution capable of endless travel and interminable confer
ences. His travels to China and Russia have helped change the climate
of international relations, a change long overdue and for which I con
gratulate him. How wisely we cultivate these new opportunities is one
of the issues which will concern all of us and I hope is an issue which
this hearing will clarify.

IHOPED-FOR NON PARTISAN NATIONAL FOREIGN POLICY

In a recent speech before the International Platform Association on
August 2, 1973, Dr. Kissinger expressed fear of the loss of the national
consensus which once sustained our foreign policy and hoped for its
restoration, because as you pointed out. “No foreign policy.” and I
quote, “. . . has any chance of success if it is born in the minds of a
few and carried in the hearts of none.”
There is no doubt that every member of this committee shares your
hope for a nonpartisan national foreign policy on whose broad essen
tials the Congress, the Executive, both parties, and the American
people can form a consensus. I know I speak for my colleagues in assur
ing the administration that it can count on the cooperation of this com
mittee in the formation of such a foreign policy.
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Unity and nonpartisanship, however, require more than a simple act
of will, more than a simple decision that hereafter we will have no
controversy over our foreign relations.
The unity or lack of it with which Congress and the country is
bound to a particular administration's policies must depend upon those
policies themselves. Policies formed by open, democratic process, pol
icies shaped by consensus among the people and their representatives,
policies rooted in our national character and values can hardly fail to
command unified nonpartisan support. Conversely, policies made in
secret and by executive fiat, policies which go against our national grain
are bound to be divisive, no matter how greatly our policymakers may
regret it

.

The divisions and disruptions o
f

recent years are not properly
attributed to partisanship in Congress o

r
to a quarrelsome press, but

to a foreign policy, as you put it so well, which was born in the minds
of a few and carried in the hearts of none.

I refer primarily, of course, to the prolongation of the war in South
east Asia. As I have already stated, the administration you served
came to office in 1969 on a platform o

f ending the war. The President.
we are told, had a plan, and not the slightest indication was given that
his plan would not bring peace until 4 years later, and then only when
Congress belatedly required it

.

This is not to denigrate in any way your own role o
f bringing about

the Paris agreement which all o
f
u
s approved, but only to point out

that it was the continuation o
f

the war during 4 years o
f

this adminis
tration which divided the Congress, weakened our economy, and
sapped our national morale, and it was this divisiveness engendered by
these policies which finally drove the beleaguered administration to

unprecedented acts, which have so seriously disrupted our democratic
system.

OTHER ISSUES

There are, o
f course, many other issues which will develop a
s the

hearings progress. The committee has received nine requests to testify
by representatives o

f

various organizations and private citizens, a

further evidence o
f

the interest o
f

the people in you, Dr. Kissinger,
and in your new responsibilities.
The dual role which the President has given you raises some serious
questions which need to be examined.

SVVEARING OF WITNESSES

In accordance with recent practice of our committee, Dr. Kissinger
will rise and be sworn.

In this hearing do you swear to tell the truth, the whole truth, and
nothing but the truth, so help you God?
Mr. Kiss INGER. I do.

BACKGROUTIND OF WITNESSES

The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Kissinger, since this is your first appearance
before any Senate committee in public session, so far as I know, could
you for the record give, very briefly, some o
f

the background about
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your youth, your birth, education, experience, prior to becoming the
President's principal adviser in 1969. Then make whatever statement
you care to.

TESTIMONY OF HENRY A. KISSINGER, NOMINEE TO BE SECRETARY
OF STATE

Mr. Kiss NGER. I was born in 1923 in the city of Fuerth in Germany,
and went to primary school and several years of secondary school in
that city. I emigrated to the United States with my parents in 1938,
and attended high school in New York City. I was then obliged to
work during the day and attended the College of the City of New
York, at night until I was inducted into the armed services of the
|United States in 1943.
I served with the 84th Infantry Division and later with the Counter
intelligence Corps until May 1946, and stayed on for a year as a
civilian employee with the U.S. Army.
In 1947 I returned to complete my undergraduate work at Harvard.
At Harvard also I took my Ph.D. degree, which I completed in 1954.
I eventually joined the faculty of Harvard University, I have func
tioned as consultant to various administrations, first with the Eisen
hower administration in the fifties, then the Kennedy and Johnson
administrations, before President Nixon invited me to become his
Assistant for National Security Affairs. I served in that position un

ti
l

President Nixon nominated me for the position o
f Secretary o
f

State, and I still hold the position of Assistant to the President for
National Security Affairs.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Will you proceed with vour statement?
Mr. Kiss NGER. Mr. Chairman, and distinguished members o

f

the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee:
After talking to the chairman and most members o

f

the commit
tee, I have the impression that your purposes would best be served if
we moved quickly to your questions. Therefore, I shall confine my
opening remarks to a statement outlining the attitude I propose to
bring to the Office o

f Secretary o
f

State if the committee and Sen
ate should confirm my nomination. I take this approach, moreover, be
cause the close and cooperative relationship that we shall seek between
the executive and legislative branches in foreign affairs depends
ultimately o

n

the spirit with which it is implemented.

I’AST SECRETARIES OF STATE

My first thought is o
f

the past and the great Americans who have
held the office to which the President has nominated me. I derive both
inspiration and a sense o

f gravity from that impressive roster, whether

a
t

the dawn o
f

this Nation’s history—Jefferson, Marshall, Madison,
Monroe, Adams, Clay—or just since World War II—Byrnes, Mar
shall, Acheson, Dulles, Herter, Rusk, Rogers. These men, however dif
ferent their styles and personalities, epitomized one fundamental real
ity: That the foreign policy of the United States transcends parties
and administrations. It expresses our ideals, our purposes and our
hopes for the world. It must fulfill the best in America.
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If confirmed, I shall always be conscious that I hold in trust the
legacy of some of our greatest and noblest men.

TRIBUTE TO SECRETARY ROGERS

Let me pay tribute to my predecessor who performed his duties with
such dignity and decency for 41% years. Secretary Rogers headed the
Department of State during one of the most difficult periods in our
history, when we had to adjust policies to new realities amid major
domestic contention. His calm judgment and his humanity helped
steer us through this passage and win the respect even of those who
disagreed with administration policies. The President and I will con
tinue to look to him for counsel and support.

RELATIONSHII P IPETWEEN I’E.ACE AT HOME AND AIBROAD

Mr. Chairman, we have come to experience in recent years that peace
at home and peace abroad are closely related. How well we perform
in foreign policy depends importantly on how purposeful we are at
home. America has passed through a decade of domestic turbulence
which has deepened divisions and even shaken our national self
confidence in some measure. At the same time, profound changes have
occurred in the world around us, now a generation after World War
II. Our era is marked by both the anxieties of a transitional period
and the opportunities of fresh creation.
These challenges, though they appear as practical issues, cannot
be solved in technical terms: they closely reflect our view of our
selves. They require a sense of identity and purpose as much as a sense
of policy. Throughout our history we have thought of what we did
as growing out of deeper moral values. America was not true to itself
unless it had a meaning beyond itself. In this spiritual sense, America
was never isolationist.
This must remain our attitude.
This is why our international policies must enlist the contributions
of our best people regardless of political persuasion. Our task is to
define—together—the contours of a new world, and to shape America's
contribution to it

.

Our foreign policy cannot b
e effective if it reflects

only the sporadic and esoteric initiatives o
f
a small group o
f specialists.

It must rest on a broad national base and reflect a shared community
of values.
With good will on all sides, I deeply believe that we can reach this
goal. There is no dispute about many o

f

the fundamental objectives

o
f

national policy. We are a
t
a crucial point o
f

transition in the inter
national order, with major changes in the global structure promising

a more peaceful world:

CHANGES IN GLOBAL STRUCTURE PROMISING MORE PEACEFUL WORLD

Successful postwar policies have helped our friends to new
strength and responsibilities. We shall work constructively and
openly with our partners in Europe and Japan to give new im
petus to associations based o

n shared purposes and ideals. We
shall always remember that the vitality of our friendships is the
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necessary condition for the lowering of tensions with our
Opponents.

We have developed fresh relationships with adversaries that
can ease us away from confrontation toward cooperation. Ten
sions have been reduced in many areas. For the first time since the
end of World War II, all great nations have become full partici
pants in the international system. There is the hope that the arms
race can be arrested and the burden of armaments reduced.
Our most anguishing and divisive problem, the Vietnam war,
is behind us. We achieved a negotiated settlement last January.
The Congress has since expressed it

s

view o
n

how to terminate
our military participation in the last area o

f

conflict—Cam
bodia. As you gentlemen know, the administration differs with
that view. But it will not attempt to circumvent it

.

TRADITIONAL ASSUMPTIONS NEEDING ADJUSTMENT

We face unprecedented issues which transcend borders and
ideologies and beckon global cooperation. Many traditional as
sumptions need adjustment. We have viewed ourselves as blessed
with unlimited agricultural surpluses; today we must contem
plate scarcity in relation to world needs. We have assumed self
sufficiency in energy; now we face increasing needs for external
supply a

t

least for an interim period. Environmental problems
used to be considered national issues, if they were considered a

t

all; now many must b
e met internationally if they are going to

b
e

met a
t all. We need to explore new conceptual frontiers to re

flect the new reality produced b
y

both technology and human as
pirations: that our planet has become a truly global society.

CHALLENGE IFACING NATION

This administration will continue to adapt America's role to these
new conditions. But we cannot take for granted what has been begun.
We cannot let irretrievable opportunities slip from our grasp. Just

a
s

we have benefited from the efforts o
f

our predecessors, so must we
build for our successors. What matters to other countries—and to the
world—is not so much the work of one administration as the steadiness

o
f

America. So the Nation is challenged to render our purposes dur
able and our performance reliable. This we achieved during most o

f
a

generation after the Second World War. We need to continue to do so.
This will require mutual effort and mutual understanding. We will

d
o our part. The President has charged me with helping him to shape

a foreign policy that can endure because it is carried in the hearts as

well as the minds of Americans.

BROADER BASED I’AIRTICIPATION WITH IN EXECUTIVE BRANCII

The first necessity is a broader based participation within the execu
tive branch. During the last 4 years, there were many delicate initia
tives that required a high degree o
f secrecy and concentration of ef
fort. Crucial foundations were laid. Now we need to build on these

foundations a more permanent structure that w
e

can pass o
n

to suc
ceeding administrations. Durability in foreign policy is achieved in

the final analysis through the deep and continuing involvement o
f

the
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dedicated professionals of the State Department and Foreign Service,
who will manage our foreign affairs long after this administration has
ended. Thus one of my principal responsibilities as Secretary of State
will be to infuse the Department of State with a sense of participation,
intellectual excitement, and mission.
As you know, the President has asked me to retain my position as
assistant to the President if I am confirmed as Secretary of State.
I believe this will benefit the coherence and effectiveness of our foreign
policy. The Secretary of State will be clearly the principal foreign
policy adviser to the President. The locus of authority and the chain
of authority will be unambiguous. Bureaucratic friction will be mini
mized. As the President said in announcing my appointment, the unity
of position will underline the traditional principal role of the Depart
ment of State in the policymaking process.

CLOSER RELATIONSIIIP PETWEEN EXECUTIVE AND LEGISLATIVE BRAN CHIES

There must be, as well, a closer relationship between the executive
and legislative branches. It is the President’s objective to make policy
more accessible to the scrutiny and the views of the Congress. This is
the fundamental answer to the question of executive privilege. As you
gentlemen know, over an extended period of time when I was fully
covered by this principle, I met regularly with the members of this
committee, both individually and as a group, and most frequently with
the chairman. I did so partly because I valued this association on per
sonal grounds, but above all because of my conviction that this Nation
faced no more urgent requirement than to promote mutual respect
where a consensus was unattainable.
In my new capacity, I shall be prepared to testify formally on all
my activities in either capacity. In other words, I shall testify with
respect to all matters traditionally covered by Secretaries of State and
on my duties as assistant, to the President concerning interdepart
mental issues. I will not claim executive privilege in either capacity
except for the one area customarily invoked by Cabinet officers, that
is, direct communications with the President or the actual delibera
tions of the National Security Council.
We will, of course, need to determine together which subjects should
be treated in public and which in executive session.
In short, as a result of my combined position, the committee should
receive substantially more information than it has in the past. We will
have acted positively on one of your most central concerns.
This process of greater cooperation will not be confined to formal
testimony. If confirmed, I will propose to meet immediately with the
chairman and the ranking member to work out procedures for enabling
the committee to share more fully in the design of our foreign policy.
I will follow a similar approach with the House Foreign Affairs
Committee and with the leaders of both branches of Congress, as well
as with other congressional groupings of proper jurisdictions.

w HAT IS MEANT BY “BIPARTIs ANSHIP”

This prompts the question, what do we mean by bipartisanship ! We
do not ask for rubberstamping and we cannot expect unanimity. Seri
ous people obviously will continue to have differences. Where profound
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disagreements exist, it would be self-defeating to paper them over
with empty formulas. We, in turn, cannot give up basic principies;
nor can we promise to act only when there is bipartisan agreement,
though this will be our preference. But we shall work to shape a broad
consensus on our national goals and to confine differences to tactical
issues. When our views differ, we shall strive not to press the debate
to a point that tears the overall fabric of the national consensus. We
will seek to maintain a climate of mutual trust so that arguments can
center on methods, not motives. We hope that this restraint will be
mutual. In this manner, our foreign policy debate can avoid the ex
tremes of civil war and sterile accord for its own sake.

DEEPENING PARTNERSHIP W IT I I AMIERICAN PEOPLE

If our foreign policy is to be truly national, we must deepen our
partnership with the American people. This means an open articula
tion of our philosophy, our purposes, and our actions. We have sought
to do this in the past, in the President's annual reports to the Congress
on foreign policy. Equally, we must listen to the hopes and aspirations
of our fellow countrymen. I plan, therefore, on a regular basis, to elicit
the views of America's opinion leaders and to share our perspectives
freely.

UIRGENT NEED FOR RECONCILIATION

Mr. Chairman. I have sketched an agenda for seeking a more durable
peace abroad and a cooperative climate at home. Both objectives point
to the urgent need for reconcilation. Americans have recently endured
the turmoil of assassinations and riots, racial and generational con
frontations, and a bitter, costly war. Just as we were emerging from
that conflict, we were plunged into still another ordeal.
These traumatic events have cast lengthening shadows over our
traditional optimism and self-esteem. A loss of confidence in our own
country would inevitably be mirrored in our international relations.
Where once we ran the risk of thinking we were too good for the world,
we might now swing to believing we are not good enough. Where once
a soaring optimism tempted us to dare too much, a shrinking spirit
could lead us to attempt too little. Such an attitude—and the foreign
policy it would produce—would deal a savage blow to global stability.
But I am hopeful about our prospects. America is resilient. The
dynamism of this country is irrepressible. Whatever our divisions, we
can rally to the prospects of building a world at peace and responsive
to humane aspirations. In so doing, we can replenish our reservoir of
faith.

OUIR ('OMMON CHIALLENGE

This, then, is our common challenge:
To distinguish the fundamental from the ephemeral.
To seek out what unites us, without stifling the healthy debate
that is the lifeblood of democracy.
To promote the positive trends that are the achievements not
just of this administration but also of those who came before.
To shape new initiatives that will serve not just the next 40
months but also the decades to follow.
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A few years before he died, one of our most distinguished Secre
taries of State, Dean Acheson, entitled his memoirs, “Present at the
Creation.” He chose that title because he was one of the leading partic
ipants in the creation of the postwar international system. The chal
lenge before our country now is whether our generation has the
vision—as Dean Acheson's did more than two decades ago—to turn
into dynamic reality the hopeful beginnings we have made toward a
more durable peace and a more benevolent planet.
Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, I am confident
that, working together, we can speed the day when all of us here will
be able to say that we were “present at the creation” of a new era of
peace, justice, and humanity.
Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Dr. Kissinger. I think that is a very
eloquent statement and it covers some of the fundamental questions
with which we are concerned.

ALLEGED WIRETAPS OF WITNESS STAFF AND PRESS MEMBERS

I am prompted to put a few questions by your statement that, “We
will seek to maintain a climate of mutual trust so that arguments can
center on methods, not motives.” One of the disturbing recent devel
opments has been the revelations in the press, that several of
your staff associates and members of the press, some 17, altogether,
I believe, were subjected to electronic surveillance without their knowl
edge. This concerns, it seems to me, a very serious matter of proce
dure and mutual trust within our Government, and a procedure whichI do not believe is in accord with our traditions. I believe it would be
useful to you and to the committee to clarify just exactly what was
the truth about these allegations.
Could I ask you, did you or anyone else acting in your name, or on
your authority, first purpose any of these wiretaps :
Mr. KISSINGER. Mr. Chairman, I think it would be helpful if I ex
plained the circumstances of this particular event, and I think that
will contain the answer to your question.
When this administration came into office, for a period of many
months it was confronted with leaks to the press of documents that
were considered of the greatest importance to the national security.
These included discussions of National Security Council deliberations,
of procedures in the case of emergency, of contingency planning, and
of specific military operations.
The last conversation, in fact. that I had with President Eisenhower
was when he called me from Walter Reed Hospital to protest that in
formation that had been given to him by the President only 2 days
before as extremely confidential had found its way into a newspaper
on the day that he called.
In early May 1969, the President consulted the then Director of
the FBI and the Attorney General about the best methods to deal with
this problem. He was told that the most effective method was to apply
procedures that had been followed also in previous administrations:
that is to say, to tap individuals according to specific procedures. He
was assured by the then Attorney General that this procedure met the
legal requirements.
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At that time I had been in the Government for 4 months, and I must
say that it did not occur to me to question the judgment of these two
individuals.
Certain criteria were then established, to follow precise procedures.
These criteria were access to information that had leaked, and also
information that might be developed in the course of the investigation.
My office was required to submit the names of those officials that
had had access to the information that had leaked, because my office
was a natural place for this information to exist.
The information was then transmitted by General Haig to Inspector
Sullivan of the FBI.
After wiretaps were placed on certain individuals. I was not neces
sarily informed of the fact that a wiretap had been placed. The FBI
would send a report to my office if the telephone conversation in
cluded information that in the judgment of the FBI contained NSC
information. In other words, we did not receive reports on conversa
tions in general. We did not receive regular reports about the contents
of these conversations. My office received reports only when, in the
judgment of the FBI, something was said that might involve national
security information.
These reports were screened by General Haig, and if in his judgment
they contained information of sufficient seriousness that they might
warrant action, they were brought to my attention.

wirl:TAPS ON wit N Ess’ STAFF

In other words, the result of this double screening, first by the
FBI and then by my own staff, was that I saw very few of these re
ports myself, and then only if

,
in the judgment o
f

both the FBI and

o
f my staff, my staff in this case being General Haig, they contained

information o
f

sufficient seriousness that action might have to b
e

considered.

After some months of this procedure, in the summer o
f

1970 it
was decided that the internal security aspects o

f

national security
should b

e separated from the foreign policy aspects, in other words,
that my office should no longer have anything to do with the internal
security aspects o

f

national security. From then o
n all these reports

went to Mr. Haldeman's office and not to mine. Also, from that time

o
n my office did not participate in any o
f

the other internal security
operations that have recently come to public attention.
Informal liaison was maintained, however, in the one area that had
predated this decision, between General Haig and Mr. Sullivan o

f

the FBI. If the wiretaps that continued developed information o
f

sufficient gravity, Inspector Sullivan would call up General Haig and
either inform him of that fact or call his attention to the fact that

a report containing that information had been sent to Mr. Haldeman.
At this point I remember only one such event, but there may have
been others.

This is the extent o
f

the participation o
f my office in a program that
we had reason to believe followed procedures o
f preceding admin
istrations, and that was carried out by procedures believed to be legal

a
t

the time, and in which every individual action was individually
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authorized by both the Director of the FBI and the Attorney General,
and in which the results of the investigation came to my office only for
a while, only when they concerned national security matters, and after
that not at all.

TIME PERIOD OF WIRETAPS

The CHAIRMAN. How long, Dr. Kissinger, did the wiretaps con
tinue 2 During what period were they
Mr. KISSINGER. Mr. Chairman, I understand that they continued
from May 1969 to February of 1971.

END PRODUCT OF WIRETAPS

The CHAIRMAN. Could you tell us the end product of the wiretaps?
Were the sources of the leaks discovered :
Mr. KissiNGER. Mr. Chairman, I would prefer not to go into indi
vidual cases. There were cases in which the sources of some leaks
were discovered and in which appropriate action was taken, but I do
not think it would be fair to go into individual cases.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you have any objection to doing that in
executive session ?

Mr. KissiNGER. I believe that individual cases should be discussed by
the Department of Justice and by the FBI, because I do not have any
records in my office.

AVAILABILITY OF REPORT ON WIRETAPS TO COMMITTEE

The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Kissinger, the committee has requested from
the Attorney General the copy of the report on these 17 alleged wire
taps and he has declined to make them available. Since they involved
your office and your activities, do you not think they should be made
available to the committee’
Mr. KISSINGER. The problem of revealing the content of FBI re
ports, Mr. Chairman, is a matter that involves many issue of fair
ness, and the usual procedure has been that the raw material of the
FBI should not be made available. But I would prefer that this matter
be discussed with the Attorney General directly.

DID ALLEGED WIRETAP CONTINUE ON PRRSON NOW EMPLOYED
BY COMMITTEE *

The CHAIRMAN. One of the persons alleged to have been wiretapped
is a member of the staff of this committee, which gives us, gives even
me, a certain interest above the ordinary. He was at one time on your
staff and I would like to know whether or not the wiretap continued
after he became an employee of this committee.
Could you tell us whether it did or not?
Mr. KISSINGER. I do not have these records, but I think it should
be determined, if such an individual was tapped, whether the wire
taps continued after he became an employee of this committee. I would
doubt it very seriously.
I might explain, Mr. Chairman, that after a tap was placed on some
body, the only way I would be able to tell whether it had continued

21–172–73—pt. 1 2
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would be if that person had used what the FBI considered national
security information in a telephone conversation and a report had been
made to my office. Therefore, my own recollection of this would be
highly unreliable.
I do not recall any conversations between any Members of Congress
and any members of my staff. But I cannot, out of my own knowledge,
give you the precise date of the termination.
The CHAIRMAN. I was not asking you for the raw materials. I would
think you would know whether or not the loyality of any individual
on your staff was cast in doubt. I particularly aim interested.I asked Mr. Ruckelshaus whether any members of this committee
or members of the staff of this committee had been wiretapped. He
came to my office. He did not reply in writing. He assured me that
they had not been. Subsequent to that particular meeting, the press
carried the report that one of the members of the Foreign Relations
Committee staff, had been tapped. Of course, referring back to your
statement, a climate of trust is not promoted if it is believed that
members of the committee or of the staff are being tapped by members
of the executive branch.
It seems to me this ought to be cleared up, that we ought to be
assured that it was not or there was not going to be any in the future.
Mr. KissiNGER. Mr. Chairman, I am sure that it is correct to say
that if a member of your committee staff was tapped, it almost cer
tainly preceded his employment on your staff, and it was due to the
technical fact that he had been in a position where he had automatic
access to the information that was in question and did not have
anything to do with any duties that he later assumed. But I simply
am not in a position from my own knowledge, under oath, to tell
you the precise date of termination.

s

REPORT PREPARED ON 17 WIRETAPS

The CHAIRMAN. Have you seen the report, which I believe was
prepared by Mr. Ruckelshaus or under his direction, of these 17 taps :
Have you seen that report 2
Mr. KissLNGER. Mr. Chairman, on Wednesday afternoon the Attor
ney General informed me of the fact that there was such a report.
Until that time I was not aware that the report existed. He sent a
copy over to me, and I leafed through it and returned the report to
him. It represents a summary of information picked up on these
wiretaps.
The CHAIRMAN. That is the summary I had reference to, not what
I believe they call the raw material. I think the summary is all we
would be interested in. And I think to clarify it would certainly
contribute to the generation of this climate of mutual trust which
you mentioned.
My time is up. I will resume later.
Mr. KissLNGER. May I say one thing about this particular point 2
Since the time that this decision was made in May 1969, the Supreme
Court has made a new definition of the procedures to be followed in
the use of wiretaps, and therefore, many of the issues that have been
raised with respect to the previous wiretapping by this or by previous
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administrations have to a very large extent become moot. In any
future national security cases we would expect to observe scrupulously
the decision of the Court and bear in mind very seriously the division
between the concerns of national security and the requirements of
liberty which my predecessor referred to and which is a statement
with which I generally agree.
The CHAIRMAN. I think your predecessor recently made a public
statement that he did not approve of wiretaps of his associates. But
however that may be, inasmuch as you have been shown the summary,
I am unable to see why the committee is not entitled to see the sum
mary also because we are involved in this very seriously, I think, and
very interestingly. But we will return to that. I do not wish to take
further time.
Senator Sparkman.
Senator SPARKMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

COMINIEN DATION OF WITNESS

Dr. Kissinger, I join with the Chairman in commending you for the
very fine statement that you have given to us. It seems to me that it is
a considerable assurance of the State Department and this committee
being able to work together. I have enjoyed the various informal meet
ings to which you referred in your statement. I have said many times
that even though these were not formal committee meetings, I know
of no instance in which you did not fully and frankly answer the ques
tions that were put to you by the members of the committee.

NECESSITY OF TWO-POSITION ARRANGEMENT

Here is the thing that causes me some, I will not say concern, but
makes me wonder why it is felt necessary to have this two-position
arrangement. If you are Secretary of State in my conception you are
the alter-ego of the President with reference to international relations.
Is that not in a general way correct 2
Mr. KissiNGER. That is in a general way correct, Senator. But, of
course, every President has the right to conduct foreign policy in the
way that helps him most in making decisions. There has been no invari
able precedent that this would always be the case, but it is generally the
case, and, in my judgment, it should be the case.
Senator SPARKMAN. Why is it necessary for you to be designated
Assistant to the President /
Mr. KissLNGER. Senator, decisions under the NSC system are made
in two ways: One, they are made within the Department, in formula
tion of departmental views. Second, as the NSC system has evolved in
several previous administrations and in this administration, there is
an interdepartmental mechanism in which each department then can
present it

s

views to the President, and in which an individual is des
ignated as Assistant to the President for preparing the presentations
of the various departmental views.
Now, in my particular case, I have really exercised three roles in my
office a
s Assistant to the President, o
f

which two grew up gradually
over the first 4 vears of the President's term and the third has remained
constant. The constant role is that which I have just described, o

f
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managing the interdepartmental process. The additional roles have
been those of adviser to the President and of a negotiator for certain
sensitive, complex issues requiring a very direct relationship with the
President, such as the opening to China, the negotiations with the
Soviet Union, the negotiations with the Vietnamese on the peace settle
ment. And there have been other negotiations of this nature. Now,
when I move to the Department of State those two additional roles will
obviously move with me.
As I said, the third role has been that of an adviser, where the Presi
dent would ask my judgment as to various opinions presented to him.
Now, when I move to the Department of State the advisory role will
move with me, and the President will not ask me whether I am speak
ing to him as Assistant or Secretary of State, and I will not wear two
hats with respect to the advisory role.
The negotiating role will move with me and I will not wear two
hats in relation to the negotiations that I may conduct on behalf of the
President. I have already discussed with the executive secretariat of
the State Department how we can organize the flow of information so
that it is located now primarily in the State Department with respect
to the negotiations that I may conduct.
That leaves my role as Assistant to the President concentrated pri
marily on the interdepartmental process. In that interdepartmental
process I have considered it my obligation to see to it that the President
receives in as fair and full a manner as possible the spectrum of points
of view that exist within the bureaucracy. That is the role which the
President has asked me to continue to exercise, and it is in that role
that I will function as Assistant, and almost exclusively in that role.
The operation of that role has many checks and balances built into

it
,

because if a matter goes to the National Security Council, all the
appropriate Cabinet members are present, and they will be personal
judges o

f

the fairness o
f

that process. If it is handled b
y

documents
and not handled by a formal session, there will always be a subordinate
body o

f

a
n interdepartmental nature, and if a department feels that

it has not received a fair hearing its Cabinet member can always de
mand a meeting with the President. Of course, the Chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff has by law the right of direct access to the Presi
dent. It is in this manner that we believe that these two positions can

b
e combined. The interdepartmental system having developed in this

manner, the President wanted to preserve the Assistant's role for this
particular sphere.

NARROWNESS OF WITNEss’ USE OF EXECUTIVE PRIVILEGE

Senator SPARKMAN. Of course, as you know, some of the difficulty
that we have had in cooperation and coordination with the Congress
and the Executive, and particularly the Foreign Relations Committee

in the field o
f foreign relations, has derived from this invoking of ex

ecutive privilege. I was pleased to see the statement that you made
with reference to the narrowness, I suppose is a proper word for it,

with which you would make use o
f

that.
Mr. KissiNGER. That is correct, Senator. I can repeat what I have
said in my statement, and what I have said informally to many of the
Senators of this committee.
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PUIRE’OSE OF WIRETAPS

Senator SPARKMAN. Let me say this with reference to the questions
that the chairman made regarding these wiretaps. Do I understand
correctly that at the time they were made it was for the purpose of
finding out where national security leaks were coming from ?
Mr. KISSINGER. Senator, this was the only thing, and there was no
personal issue involved at all. That is proved by the fact that several
of the individuals who have been mentioned in the newspapers have
continued to work with me in close and confidential relationships and
have continued to be close personal friends of mine. It was a very pain
ful process which was believed to be necessary for the protection of
national security, and a very difficult thing. But it was done for only
that reason.

LEG.V. LITY OF WII:ETAPS

Senator SPARKMAN. Am I correct in my understanding that this was
done at a time when it was not necessary to get an order from a judge 2
Mr. KissLNGER. It was my understanding, at the time that I was
asked to supply the names, that it was a procedure followed also in
preceding administrations. I do not know this of my own knowledge.
And second, that it had been declared legal by the Attorney General,
who individually certified every case before it was instituted.

COMIMIENDATION OF WITNESS

Senator SPARKMAN. Dr. Kissinger, before I surrender my time, I
want to commend and congratulate you upon some of the most tremen
dous performances that anybody has ever been able to achieve. I think
you built, shall I say, new life in international relations between our
country and other countries of the world. I congratulate you upon your
appointment by the President and I wish you great success. I feel cer
tain that, so far as our committee is concerned, we will be able to
work together quite well with you.
Mr. KISSINGER. Thank you.
Senator SPARKMAN. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Aiken.

DOES RETAINING PFESIDENTI.AL ASSISTANT IPOSITION REPRESENT POLICY
CHANGE &

Senator AIKEN. Mr. Chairman, since we have some very important
international meetings impending, including the United Nations meet
ing, which is due to convene within the next 2 weeks, and since it is nec
essary for the Secretary of State of the United States to attend those
meetings, I feel that we should not delay in determining just who will
be our Secretary of State. Therefore, I have only two or three questions
to ask, feeling sure that any questions which I might have asked will
be asked by other members of the committee. The first question relates
to your statement that you will retain your position as Assistant to
the President, and also be Secretary of State. You say, “The Secretary
of State will be clearly the principal foreign policy adviser to the
President. The locus of authority and the chain of authority will be
unambiguous.”
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Does this represent a change in the policy of Government?
Mr. KISSINGER. No, it does not represent a full change. But in the
last three administrations the fact that there has been an Assistant to
the President located at the White House and a Secretary of State
has led to endless speculation as to who was the dominant influence.
It tended to encourage a certain bureaucratic rivalry. So there is no
formal change in the position, but it will make it easier to implement
what has always been the position.

AMIBIGUITY OF LOCUS OF AUTHIORITY

Senator AIKEN. But you say the locus of authority and the chain
of authority will be unambiguous. How long has it been ambiguous?
|Laughter.]
I assume that you are telling us that it has been ambiguous in the
past. Do you refer simply to the present administration or to other
administrations?
Mr. KISSINGER. No, I think this is a situation which has existed since
the last years of the Eisenhower administration. It certainly existed
in the Kennedy-Johnson administrations as well. It is inherent in the
nature of the function, and it is not necessarily a bad thing.
Senator AIKEN. You mean that it was ambiguous when Secretary
Dulles

Mr. KISSINGER. No, after Secretary Dulles.
Senator AIKEN. Secretary Herter, Rusk, Rogers, the last one you
mentioned.

Mr. KISSINGER. I think the process of the institutionalization began
under President Eisenhower at the time that Secretary Herter was in
office. It was elaborated under President Kennedy, continued under
President Johnson, and continued under President Nixon.

NEW INIFORMATION TO BE RECEIVED BY COMMITTEE

Senator AIKEN. I realize it is very difficult to draw a precise line.
of ambiguity so I will go on to the next question, which is

,

which
relates to your statement, “In short, as a result of my combined posi
tion, the committee should receive substantially more information
than it has in the past.”
What information do you feel that the committee should have
received that it did not receive in the past? [Laughter.]
And/or to put it the other way, of what will the new information

b
e comprised?

Mr. KISSINGER. In my previous meetings with the committee there
was expressed by various Senators a rather strong view that there
were many areas that were withheld from them o

n

the grounds of
executive privilege, primarily matters o

f
a
n interdepartmental nature

which tended to fall between various stools. And what this paragraph.
attempts to say in perhaps too eloquent language, is that the types

o
f questions that were asked o
f

me b
y

the committee in the informal
sessions that we used to have before can now be asked in a formal
hearing. And therefore, whatever lacunae existed in previous testi
mony o

n interdepartmental matters o
r

o
n

matters that might be en
trusted to me in any capacity a

s special emissary for the President I

could now testify to, where I could not previously.
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SUGGESTION OF CURTAILING FOOD EXPORTS

Senator AIKEN. Thank you for those answers. I have a couple more
questions of a more practical nature to help members of the committee
in arriving at the decision which they will have to make. First, should
we, as some have suggested, curtail exports of food to other countries
except during emergency periods?
Mr. KissiNGER. Senator, this is really a new problem for us, because
for the greater part of my foreign policy experience and for all the
period that I have been in office, it was one of the basic objectives of
American foreign and American agricultural policies to have free
trade in agricultural commodities. Many of our trade negotiations, for
example, with the European Common Market, were designed to gain
greater access to the Common Market for our agricultural products.
Similarly, in relation to Japan, one way we sought to offset the trade
surplus in favor of Japan was through the export of agricultural
commodities.

If we now make a drastic reversal of this position, then those coun
tries that had geared their own economy to the purchase of American
agricultural products will have to make a drastic change in their
commercial patterns. So for the United States to implement export
controls would transcend the immediate crisis which keeps arising for
them, and would be a fundamental change in our policies. Up to now
it has been my view that we should go to great lengths to attempt to
avoid this, and I would think the situation would have to become
much more grave before we did this. I think there is a need for us,
however, to manage our agricultural production more systematically
and to have a clearer picture of the potential needs of other countries
and of the potential contribution that the United States should make,
So that we do not repeat some of our recent difficulties which we saw
in any one year. We have, as a matter of fact, recently issued a direc
tive through the National Security Council system to study the very
question which you raise, the relationship between our agricultural
production, our exports, and our foreign policy.
Senator AIKEN. I think that that is a very good answer. If you need
any further help I will be glad to help you and I am sure Secretary
Butz will be more helpful than I would be.

EXTENSION OF MOST-FAVORED-NATION PRIVILEGES

In connection with that, do you think we should extend most
favored-nations privileges to countries other than those who now en
joy them?
Mr. KISSINGER. The administration has favored very strongly the
granting of most-favored-nation status to the Soviet Union, or the
granting of authority to the President to grant most-favored-nation
status to the Soviet Union. This is an issue that should not be seen
simply in the narrow terms of most favored nation but in the whole
context of our relationship with the Soviet Union, in which we made
a series of agreements for which the quid pro quo on our side was the
readiness to extend it
,

and where now the refusal to grant most
favored-nation status after the Soviet Union had performed o
n its
side would raise very serious questions about the possibility o

f long
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term arrangements between our two countries. Most-favored-nation
status really only means that the Soviet Union should be treated like
any other country; it is not extending a particularly favored status
on them. So our view is that most-favored-nation status should be
granted.
Senator AIKEN. So you believe that the extension of the most
favored-nation privileges to Russia would have a very beneficial effect,
both upon our economic and political situation in the world?
Mr. KissiNGER. We believe it is an essential part of the policy of
relaxation of tension that we have pursued.

SEPARATION OF MILITARY AND ECONOMIC AID LEGISLATION

Senator AIKEN. The last question is
,

do you believe that in enact
ing aid legislation that the military and economic aid should be sep
arated a

s the Senate believes o
r go together in accordance with the

apparent desires o
f

the Congress? I do not know that you need to

answer that question.
Mr. KissiNGER. Senator, I am reputed not to be an expert on admin
istrative matters.
Senator AIKEN. That is a good question not to be an expert on, I

think, at this point.
That is all, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Church.

PRESENT PERIOD OF CONSTITUTIONAL CRISIS

Senator CHURCII. Dr. Rissinger, in the view o
f many people in the

country today, we are living through a period of acute constitutional
crisis that takes the form o

f

excessive use o
f

Executive power. There
are any number o

f

illustrations. For one, the impoundment b
y

Presi
dential decision o

f congressionally appropriated funds for lawful
programs, a practice that continues despite the fact that the courts,
thus far, have declared it to be unlawful. The crisis is also exemplified

|b
y

the last two wars which have been fought on Executive initiative
and waged under the argument that there is an inherent power in the
Presidency that permits him to engage in foreign wars without the
specific consent o

f Congress. And, at present, it is reflected in the
speculation in the press a

s to whether o
r

not the President intends

to comply with a Federal court order concerning the notorious White
House tapes. If the position were to prevail that he need not comply
with the court order on final appeal, I would think that 500 years of

Anglo-American progress toward government under law would b
e

seriously imperiled.
PUBLIC LAW 9.3—50

It is against that background that I would like to ask you two
questions concerning two provisions o
f present law. One o
f

those
provisions, in it
s original form introduced b
y

Senator Case o
f

New
Jersey and myself, is now Public Law 93–50, a part of the Supple
mental Appropriations Act. It reads as follows:
None o

f

the funds herein appropriated under this act may be expended to

support directly or indirectly combat activities in or over Cambodia, Taos, North
Vietnam and South Vietnam or off the shores o

f Cambodia, Taos, North Viet
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nam, and South Vietnam by U.S. forces, and after August 15, 1973, no other
funds heretofore appropriated under any other act may be expended for
Such purpose.

From your initial statement, I take it that you view this provision
of law as binding upon the President and that you would advise the
President, as Secretary of State, to conform to it

.

Am I correct?
Mr. KISSINGER. That is correct, Senator.
Senator CHURCH. I have great personal respect for you. I welcome
that answer for, had it been the opposite, I could not support your
confirmation.

COOPER—CHURCH AMENDMENT

There is another provision o
f

law that has been known as the Cooper
Church amendment reenacted several times over by the Congress.

I would like to read it to you and then ask you a question o
r two

relating to Cambodia today. It reads: “In line with the expressed
intention o

f

the President o
f

the United States, none o
f

the funds
authorized o

r appropriated pursuant to this o
r any other act may b
e

used to finance the introduction o
f

U.S. ground combat troops into
Cambodia, o

r
to provide U.S. advisers to or for military, paramilitary,

police, o
r

other security o
r intelligence forces in Cambodia.”

The first question I would ask of you, Dr. Kissinger, is whether

o
r

not that provision o
f

law is being complied with !
Mr. KISSINGER. To the best of my knowledge, it is

.

TELEVISION NEws show, SHOWING U.S. Col.ONEL witH CAMBODIAN FORCEs

Senator CHURCH. About a month ago, I watched a national network
television news program which showed a

n American colonel, as I re
call his rank, in the field in Cambodia with Cambodian forces. The
film showed him pointing in various directions on the battlefield, dis
cussing what must have been matters o

f

tactical concern, with Cann
bodian soldiers in uniform, and opening a map and discussing with
reference to the map and the terrain, what h

e had to say. The Cam
bodians were listening very intently to what must have been his
advice.
Assuming that this film was actually taken in Cambodia, as it was
purported to be, and that the camera accurately recorded the event.
would not that colonel be acting as a military adviser, contrary to the
provisions o

f

the law Ż

Mr. KISSINGER. Senator, I honestly d
o

not know anything about
that event, and it is very difficult for me to speculate. If the colonel was
advising Cambodian troops in combat actions he was acting in viola
tion of the law.
But let me make a general comment. The Vietnam war was con
ducted in an atmosphere o

f extraordinary bitterness within this coun
try, I would say on both sides of the discussion, in which both sides be
lieved that very grave issues o

f

national policy were involved: under
those conditions it is possible that things were done that seemed over
whelmingly in the national interest and that that was considered
the primary criterion.

If what I have said to this committee is to have any meaning, then

it would b
e totally inappropriate for me, as Secretary, o
r

a
s adviser

to the President, to behave like a sharp lawyer and to try to split hairs
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and find some legal justification for something clearly against the in
tent of the law. So I think the better answer to give you, Senator, is to
say, that when the law is clearly understood—and it will be my job to
make sure that I clearly understand the intent of the Congress—
we may disagree with it

,

but once the intent is clear we will implement
not only the letter but the spirit. If such an event occurred as you
describe, I will do my best to have it stopped.
Senator CHURCH. Dr. Kissinger, I want to thank you for that assur
ance and, knowing you a

s I do, I am certain that you will follow
through with it

.
Mr. KISSINGER. Thank you.

ACCOUNTING FOR MISSING IN ACTION

Senator CHURCH. May I ask you a question or two concerning the
missing in action ? As a part of the cease-fire agreement, it is my under
standing that the North Vietnamese promised to cooperate in giving

u
s
a full accounting of the missing in action. As I recall, there were

some 1,300 Americans that we listed a
s missing in action at the time

that this agreement was entered into. How many o
f

these 1,300
have been accounted for to date?
Mr. KISSINGER. I do not believe, Senator, that any of them have
been accounted for adequately. It has been one of the unsatisfactory
aspects o

f

the implementation o
f

the agreement. If they have been
accounted for, it has been through the testimony o

f prisoners who
could give us some account of, say, the death o

f
a person who was miss

ing, o
r

some other disposition. The North Vietnamese were supposed

to permit American teams to go to the grave sites and to exhume
bodies and to give us other information.
When I was in Hanoi in February, I brought some 80 files of individ
uals who we had reason to believe had been captured. In some cases
these included pictures o

f

individuals who looked like the missing
persons, who had been seen being captured o

r

in some prisoner group.

In other cases we gave very detailed circumstances. They told us they
would make an immediate investigation. So far we have not had any
results of that. Other files have been turned over to them of the best
information we have. The only cooperation we have received is the visit

to one grave site of, I think, some 23 Americans who died in captivity

in North Vietnam. I am not absolutely sure that that number is correct.

It has been one of the most unsatisfactory aspects of the implementa
tion o

f

the agreement. In Laos, actually, we have more reason for con
cern, because the ratio o

f prisoners to those that we have reason to

believe parachuted is smaller than it is in any other part of this area.
We have been promised that, upon the conclusion o

f

the agreement

which is now in the final stages o
f being negotiated, we would b
e given

the opportunity to search in Laos. It may b
e somewhat easier to d
o it

there because the agreement should produce, o
r
is designed to produce a

central government not under North Vietnamese control.
But the answer to your question. Senator, unfortunately, is that
we are extremely dissatisfied with the results o
f

the implementation o
f

that part o
f

the agreement, and that it is one o
f

the reasons why we
cannot proceed in certain other areas such as economic aid negotiations,
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"WAS RUSSIAN OR CHINESE AID ENLISTED IN SOLVING MIA PROBLEM &

Senator CHURCH. On behalf of the National League of Families of
American Prisoners and Missing In Southeast Asia, the committee
Has been requested to ask you whether you have enlisted the aid of the
Russians or the Chinese in solving this MIA problem :
Mr. KISSINGER. In every conversation that I have had with high
Chinese or Soviet officials, I have raised this issue, and when I go to
Peking I will again bring it to the attention of the Chinese leaders.
FURTHER STEPS TO SECURE NORTH VIETNAMESE COMPLIANCE WITH MIA

IPROVISION

Senator CHURCH. As Secretary of State, if confirmed by the Senate,
can you tell us what further steps you have in mind that you might
take to secure compliance by the North Vietnamese of this very im
portant provision of the agreement’
Mr. KissLNGER. Senator, one of the results of our continuing disen
gagement from Indochina is that the pressures and incentives that
we have available are also shrinking. We will not be able to proceed
with the implementation of the economic assistance provisions, or
the negotiation of those, until we have achieved a more satisfactory
compliance with the missing-in-action provisions of the agreement.
We will use diplomatic pressure to the extent that it is available to
us, and we will have to make clear to the North Vietnamese that the
normalization of relations with them, which we would otherwise seek
and welcome, is severely inhibited by their slow compliance with the
missing-in-action provisions.
I may say that as Assistant I have regularly met with the League
of Families, including a few weeks ago when they had their conven
tion here, and it is rather a profound human experience to meet with
these families
Senator CHURCH. I know
Mr. KissiNGER [continuing]. And I will continue to give it my
personal attention.
Senator CHURCH. Thank you very much, Dr. Kissinger, for your
answer. My time is up.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Case.
Senator CASE. Thank you Mr. Chairman.

QUESTIONS ON WIRETAPS

Mr. Chairman, you raised some questions with Dr. Kissinger in
regard to wiretapping and I have further questions on that matter
which I shall, with your approval, defer until we receive the FBI
report that you have referred to Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Pardon me.
Senator CASE. T shall defer the questions on wiretaps until we have
received the FBI report that you referred to earlier. I think it is very
clear that the committee will not be in position to act on the nomina
tion until that report has been received.
The CHAIRMAN. I agree with the Senator.
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COMIMIENDATION OF WITNESS

Senator CASE. At the outset I want to join my colleagues in express
ing admiration and respect for you as an individual and for your
accomplishments and our satisfaction in the relationships we have
had with you personally. Questions as to your confirmation in no way
reflect upon personal relationships, as you know.

FURNISHING OF EXECUTIVE AGREEMENTS TO CONGRESS

In this initial 10-minute period that I have, or so much of it that
remains, I do just want to deal with one important theme. All of us
welcome your offer of cooperation. We desire cooperation too. I think
you will agree, cooperation depends upon a mutual exchange of in
formation and on confidence in the information that each gives the
other. A specific question on that point is a subject in which I have a
particular interest.
We have adopted a law which says that the Executive must send
up to the Senate and the House Foreign Relations and Foreign Af
fairs Committee all executive agreements made with foreign coun
tries. A Department of State memorandum or opinion to us confirms
that the law means “all.” I take it you agree with the State Depart
nent opinion. It means all executive agreements. This law provides
not for some, but for all agreements to be furnished.
Mr. KissLNGER. I frankly am not familiar with that Department
of State memorandum, but I have no reason to question it.

Sºtor CASE. Would you b
e good enough to check that particular

point :

Mr. KissiNGER. I will check that point.
Senator CASE. And either confirm o

r change your answer to that
please.

Mr. KissiNGER. I will supply the answer: I have not studied it.
Senator CASE. That can be done for the record.
The opinion was given us earlier this year and, I am sure will be
available to you.
[The information referred to follows:]

THE WHITE HOUSE,
Washington, September 9, 1973.

Senator J. WILLIAM FULBRIGIIT,
R’.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN : When I appeared before your Committee on September 7
,

you requested a statement for the record on whether I agree with the Depart
ment o

f

State views, as expressed by its Legal Adviser's Office, regarding the
agreements that are required to be submitted to the Congress under the Case
Act.

I agree with the statements made in the letter of January 26, 1973 from the

I hepartment's Acting Legal Adviser, Charles N. Brower, to the Honorable Carl
Marcy regarding the requirements of that Act. I also agree with the views of
Acting Secretary of State Kenneth Rush as expressed in his letter of Septem
ber 6
,

1973 to the heads of other executive departments and agencies request
ing their cooperation in assuring that the requirements of the Case Act are
complied with. I am enclosing a copy of that letter for the information of your
Committee.
Best regards,

HENRY A. KISSINGER.



DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
Washington, September 6, 1973.

DEAR— : I want to invite your personal attention to the problem of
ensuring that all international agreements to which the United States becomes
a party are cleared, prior to conclusion, with the Department of State and are
submitted, after conclusion, by the Department of State to the Congress, as re
quired by the Case Act (Public Law 92–304; 1 USC 112b). Although cooperation
by the various executive departments and agencies has, in general, been most
gratifying, there remain difficulties, particularly in achieving mutual under
standing of the types of agreements covered by the applicable law and in assuring
sufficient awareness by Officers and employees of the implications for the Opera
tions of their department or agency. It may Well be that a combination of new
regulations and broad educational efforts wifhin each affected department and
agency will suffice to eliminate these difficulties, and i hope y Oil Will ensure that
the necessary action is taken within your jurisdiction.
A recent Report by the Comptroller General, “U.S. Agreements with and
Assistance to Free World Forces in Southeast Asia Show Need for Improved
Reporting,” B–15945i, April 24, 1973, has recommended that the Congress con
sider legislation requiring that the Secretary of State submit annually to the
Congress a list of all such subordinate and implementing agreements made in
volving substantial amounts of U.S. funds or other tangible assistance, together
with estimates of the amounts of such funds or other assistance. I believe that
such legislation should be unnecessary. Certainly it is preferable to bring about
full cooperation through our own efforts.
On August 15, 1973 the Department of State published in the Federal Register
a Public Notice inviting comment on a proposed revision of its Circular 175
Procedure, and related procedures, regarding the authorization, negotiation and
conclusion of treaties and other internationai agreements (3S Fed. Reg. 220S4).
We would appreciate the Opportunity to discuss with you any particular ques
tions or problems that you may have regarding the application of that procedure,
which we hope will provide a satisfactory basis for instructions within each of
the departments and agencies concerned.
In this connection, I would also note that neither the for in in which an agree
ment is expressed nor the fact that an agreement is of a subordinate or imple
menting character in itself removes the agreement from the requirements of the
Case Act or of the law regarding the publication of international agreements
(1 U.S.C. 112a). The determination whether an instrument or a series of instru
ments constitutes an international agreement that is required to be transmitted
to the Congress and to be published is based upon the substance of that agree
ment, not upon its form or its character as a principal agreement Or as a subordi
nate or implementing agreement.
As the subject matter of our international agreements is, in general, as broad
as the scope of our foreign relations, it is not practicable to enumerate every
type of agreement which the Department of State should receive from the other
executive departments and agencies. However, it seems clear that texts should be
transmitted to the Department of State of the agreements referred to in the
recommendations of the Comptroller General and of any agreements of political
significance, any that involve a substantial grant of funds, any involving loans
by the United States or credits payable to the United States, any that constitute
a commitment of funds that extends beyond a fiscal year or would be a basis for
requesting new appropriations, and any that involve continuing or substantial
cooperation in the conduct of a particular program or activity, such as scientific,
technical, or other cooperation, including the exchange or receipt of information
and its treatment. In general, the instruments transmitted to the Congress pur
suant to the Case Act, and those published (other than those classified under
E. O. 11652), should reflect the full extent of obligations undertaken by the United
States and of rights to which it is entitled pursuant to instruments executed on
its behalf.
The fact that an agency reports fully on its activities to a given Committee or
Committees of Congress, including a discussion of agreements it has entered
into, does not exempt the agreements concluded by such agency from transmission
to the Congress by the Department of State under the Case Act.
In the event of a question whether any particular document or series of
documents constitutes an international agreement, inquiry may be made of the
Assistant Legal Adviser for Treaty Affairs in the Department of State, telephone
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632–1074. We look forward to your continued cooperation in ensuring compliance
with these requirements.

Sincerely,
KENNETH RUSH,
Acting Secretary.

STATE DEPARTMENT AUTHORIZATION BILL PROVISION CALLED “ACCESS TO’
INFORMATION”

Senator CASE. In the State Department authorization bill as it
passed the House—as a matter of fact, it has been agreed to in con
ference—there is a provision, which our chairman proposed, called
“access to information.”
Are you familiar with that amendment?
Mr. KissiNGER. Yes, it is a provision with which I am familiar.
Senator CASE. What is your view on it and will you support it?
Mr. Kiss INGER. Senator, I am afraid I could not support this provi
sion, because, as I understand that provision, it means that the major
ity of any congressional committee, at least of the Foreign Relations
Committee, can request any departmental document except direct com
munications between the Department and the President, and there
fore, by implication, any communication between the Department and
foreign countries, any instruction that the Secretary may give to an
ambassador. I believe, while we strongly advocate the fullest sharing
of information, that this would invite a degree of intrusion into the
confidentiality of international exchanges that might be dangerous to
the conduct of foreign policy. So I have to say, with all respect, Sena
tor, that this is a provision of the act that we could not support.
Senator CASE. Dr. Kissinger, I do call your attention to the provision
that is contained in the amendment that it shall not apply to any com
munication directed by the President to a particular officer or em
ployee
Mr. Kiss INGER. That is correct. I am aware of that.
Senator CASE [continuing]. Of the department or by him to the
President.

Mr. KissiNGER. I understand that, Senator. But it would apply to
any communication involving anyone else in the department except
between a departmental officer and the President.
Senator CASE. I am sorry, a particular officer or employee of such
department.

Mr. KissiNGER. To the President. However, that is the only exclu
S10I).

Senator CASE. No, directed by the President to any officer or em
ployee of any department, agency or corporation or any communica
tion directed by any such officer or employee to the President.
Mr. KissingER. That is correct, Senator. But the point I am making
is that this exclusion would not apply to a negotiation that would be
conducted, for example, with a foreign country. It would be possible
to request all the raw material of such a negotiation constantly while it
is going on, and we believe that this would have a dangerous impact
on our conduct of foreign policy.

-

However, as I have said in my statement, I would be eager to sit
down with the congressional leadership to work out procedures by
which you could receive the fullest briefings.
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AMENDMENT TO STATE DEPARTMENT AUTHORIZATION DILL

Senator CASE. I want to call your attention to this. I am very seri-
ous about this matter because if the President., on your recommenda-
tion, would veto the State Department bill, I would take it as a very
important step backward in the effort to bring about better relations
between the Coigr . ndtho P -iin for -gi-l iy.

It is absolutely clear that matters to which - e6itivex privilege i-
heres in the President cannot be affected by this amendment to the
State Department authorization bill.

Mr. KissGER. That is correct.
Senator CASE. And there is no attempt. to do it.
The chairman will speak for himself on this as the author of the

amendment. But certainly the members of the committee feel this is an
important measure. And specifically, such a request can be made only
if a majority of the committee reqiiestg information. This would not
be done lightly.

Now the conference committee agreed to limit information to the
committeee on Foreign Relations and the Committee on Foreign Af-
fairs. T--slpeak in general terms about the desire for cooperation, and
we all share this concern. but, then, when you make a specific effort to
react with the worst possible case argument, it does not lead to good
relations and I am sorry about your view on this matter.

I hope we may cone back to this later in the hearing, but if I may,
Mr. Chairman. for the remainder of my time I would like to go to
another )Oiflt unleS you want to comment, since this was your
amendment..

'[le CHAIR-MA N. I only comment that I agree with the Senator that
Nwe have had instances, as you know, of papers which were in no sense
sensitive in the matter of' intelligence that have been refused on the
ground they were.

I agree with my colleague.
Senator CASE. I thank the chairman and I would like to come back

to this and consider it more fully.

AVAmLAmIIxrY or NSC STUDIES ON FOOD AND FUE,

Could you answer a few specific questions on this matter of informa-
tion? You have asked for studies by the National Security Council on
fuel and food ?

Mr. KmssUNGwri. That is correct.
Senator C,%SF. Will those studies be available to us in the committee

and in the Congress .
Mr. KisslxoEm. It has not been in the past the practice to make Na--

tional Security Council documents.available to senatorial committees.
We would, however, be prepared to submit, the conclusions of these
studies when they are embodied in Presidential decisions, or before they
are embodied in presidential decisions to the committee.

AVAIABiITY OF NSC STUDIES GENERALLY

Setator CASE. I appreciate that very much and I take it. when you
say these studies you mean not just food and fuel studies, but. generally.
You will provide National Security Council studies.



Mr. KIAmSomIl woulc think that, in general the direction that the
policy is intended to take should be discussed with this committee be-
foreIinMl declsiofis are made. Eveh if we addpt dciiions that do iiot
meset With your approval, I think the committee should have ah- oppor-
tinity to express its views in the Senate fOrst.,

Senator CAsE,. I think this isa terribly important point.
The National Security Council studies are something we cannot

duplicate with our facilities. They are enormously important in devel-
opment of policy and for us to have a chance to examine them and to
comment, on thein before policy decisions are made by the President on
the basis of those reports.I think is a vital matter.

M[r. KISSiNGFR. No, Senator; I want to be precise.
Senator CASE. I want you to be precise, too. We do not want any

fuszines.Mr. KISSINGER. I did say that we would, in executive session or in
some other arrangement to be worked out with the chairman, brief the
committee on the general thrust of the studies and give the committee
an opportunity to express its views before a finalization is made.

Senator CASE. Would that include the pros and the cons ?
fr. KiSSINOER. Yes.

Senator CASE. If there is an important negative or a minority view

expressed in the reortI
Mir. KissINGER. Absolutely.
Senator CAsE. That would be a matter that we would be advised of

in substance?
Mr. KIgsINER. That should be part of the discussion.
Senator CASF. Again, we will go into this more fully at a later time,

but I think it is a most important matter and we, Mr. Chairman, of
course, as a committee. will have to be in a position to receive the in-
formation and to review it on a regular basis. I am sure under your
guidance we will accomplish that.

GIVING FALSE INFORMATION TO CONGRESS

On the matter of information-and I do not like to do this but I
have to--everything depends upon not only getting information but

--on being able to be sure it is accurate, and this committee has had
and the Congress. and the Senate, I know, has had instances in which
this has not been done for us. If you find a certain tentativeness in our
acceptance of your warm offer ofcooperation, it can be traced directly,
for example. to the fact that Secretary Rogers told us that our "hands
were clean," in Cambodia. This kind of thing just cannot form the
basis for any kind of cooperation between the Senate, the Congress,
and the executive branch.

I do not want you to comment on an individual. I do wish you would
comment on what you would do in circumstances of the sort Rogers
faced. Do you regard it as necessary in carrying out of your job to
give false information to Congress---

Mr. KI SINGFR. Senator
Senator CASE [continuing]. Where you feel it is in the national

interest?
Mr. KissiNGlR. Senator. I would think that the events to which von

referred were in a very particular circumstance, one which I hive



made clear in mv statement we have every intention to transcend. If
we succeed in implementing what I have described here, a condition
of confidence would be created between the committee and the execu-
tive branch so that such an event would be inconceivable.

In any event, no matter what the relationship is between the com-
mittee and the executive branch. I would not consider it appropriate
to mislead the committee as to any matter of foreign policy.

Senator CASE. My time is up, Mr: Chairman. Thank you.
The CIAIRMAN. Senator Symington.

COMMENDATION OF WITNESS

Seni-itor SYMInOToN. Dr. Kissinger. I join my colleagues in con-
mending you for a tiMe statement this morning.

WITiIIOL)INO OF INFORMATION CONCERNING CAMBODIAN BOMBING

When your nomination for this position was announced, I made a
short statement stating I would like to talk to you about executive
privilege, which has already been discussed; wiretap)ing, which has
already been discussed. I nav have several questions to ask on those
matters later on, but in this* round I would talk about a subject we
worked on during the recess in another committee.

Testimony before the Senate Armed Services Committee revealed
that the bombing of Cambodia, which began in March of 1969, was
deliberately held Secret, not only from the American public but from
the relevant committees of Congress.

Did you approve this withholding of information regarding the ex-
tensionl of tie Indochina war?

Mr. KissiNOER. Senator, let me, answer your question first and then
let ne perhaps add a sentence or two to it.

First, as Presidential assistant, and administrator of the National
Security Council system. it was not my role to approve it or disapprove
it at that time. Therefore, the technical answer to your question is that
this was not mv function in the early stages of the administration.

Nevertheless, I do not want to mislead the committee. I was in agree-
ment with the policy that was then being pursued. and I believed then,
and must say in all honesty that I believe now, that the action itself
was eorrett.

I do not accept the Prop)osition that it was an extension of the war
into Cambodia as such. The circumstances were that we were con-
fronted with a massive North Vietnamese offensive, in which our
casualties were 1.300 a month, in March. in violation of the agreement
omi the bombing halt. When the agreement to halt the bombing was
made in November 1968. all the senior officials of the then administra-
tion pointed out that if there were any violation they would resume the
bombing of North Vietnam.

We waited for 4 weeks before we took any major action. There were
several Presidential warnings in press conferences, and, I repeat, our
casualties were 1,300 a month.

There were some 50,000 North Vietnamese troops shuttling back and
forth across the Cambodian frontier, engaging in combat operations
with our t roops, and inflicting heavy casualties.
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But the problem that we faced in March 1969 was to do something
that was significant without resiliing the bombing of the North, which
we were not prepared to do at that time.

Senator SYMINoToN. I do not mean to interrupt you, but we have
been through that. When the bombing was discovered and all the rea-
sons were given as to why it was done, I asked if you approved it.

Mr. KIssINGER. I just wanted to make clear it was not a bombing
of Cambodia, but it was a bombing of North Vietnamese in Cambodia.

WHO SET POLICY OF DECEPTION IN MOTION ?

Senator SYMINGTON. Wbo in the White House set this in motion,
this policy of not telling about the bombing of Cambodia, starting in
March of 1969, this policy of deception I

Mr. Kissi.N-GR. Senator, in the hearings before your committee, there
were two issues of so-called deception raised. One was the double book-
keeping that was engaged in in the Air Force, and the other one was
the cover stories that were used with respect to the bombing. Now one
thing that I do not think has been brought out in the hearings suffi-
ciently was that when the bombing first started it was intended as a
series of individual acts. For example, there was only one attack in
March, two attacks iii April, and two attacks in May.

Senator SYMINOTON. There were more than tlat. But thepoint I
am trying to make is who approved it, who was the one who directed
it.?

Mr. KiSm-NCEri. Thert, were more sorties. but there were only those
days on which the attacks took place.

The double bookkeeping we never had any knowledge of, though
in retrospect I must say that, given the requirements ofsecurity that
were imposed, perhaps one should have asked oneself the question
how these raids were going to be accounted for. But we had no knowl-
edge of the double bookkeeping.

On the cover story, at that National Security Council meeting that
approved the first operation, which was the only one that was approved
then, it was agreed that the formal press guidance would be that there
were attacks taking place northeast of Tay Ninh, without specifying
their exact location. We would neither agree with nor deny any accu-
sations that they were in Cambodia, but we would say they would be
investigated; if the Cambodian Government protested, we would apol-
ogize, and would admit that it had taken place. This was the press
guidance that was agreed to at this National Security Council meeting,
and it is to my knowledge the only press guidance that wis ever dis-
cussed at the White House level.

Senator Sy.Ii.XOTON. You said it was directed. lho directed it?
Mr. KissiNGFR. What do you mean, Senator?
Senator Sy.yNOTON'. W, ho directed the secrecy with respect to the

bombing as well as the bombing itself I
Mr. KIsSINGER. General Vieeler has testified before your commit-

tee that the secrecy had been ordered by the President but there was
unanimity within the National Security Council that it should be kept
secret for the reasons that have been given. -



INFORMING PROPER CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEES OF USE OF MILITARY

FORCES

Senator SYM.INoTON. You are now taking this position, which, as you
know, based on a talk I made on the floor of the Senate some 21 years
ago, I felt you were conducting in fact. Would it be your position if
you are confirmed as Secretary of State, that the proper committees
of Congress cannot be entrusted with information of this character,
the use of military forces in a foreign country with which we were
not at war?

Mr. KISSINTGFR. Senator. this was a very peculiar circumstance which
I cannot conceive ever arising again. However, I would believe that in
the unbelievable event that such a circumstance would arise again, a
procedure must be found by which the proper congressional commit-
tees are informed.

Senator SYMIrNOTON. I appreciate that answer. If you do not tell the
proper committees, and they recommend the money lor the purpose as
expressed whein you asked for the money, the executive branch, and it
is used for another purpose, I think that is not only illegal but uncon-
stitutional.

INTENT OF FURNISIIINO MILITARY AID TO LON NOL GOVERNMENT

When we firt began to furnish military aid to the Lon Nol govern-
menit in ('ambolia. we wtee told this was not intended to support the
Cambodian Governmient. rather a part of our war effort in Vietnam.

In criticizing the congressional call-off of American bombing in
Cambodia, however, President Nixon asserted we were abondoning a
friend. Did military assistance to the Lon Nol government, somehow
create a commitment to that government?

M r. KIssi.oawR. It, has created a situation in Cambodia, where, in our
judgment, the negotiations which we sought would be most likely if
there were a certain balance in Cambodia which gave both sides an
incentive to negotiate. We thought this, in turn, was important for the
maintenance of the cease-fire in Vietnam. Therefore, it has been the
judgment of this administration that the cut-off might have unfortu-
nate consequences.

There is no formal commitment to any particular government in
Cambodia, but we have considered the Lon Nol government a friendly
government.

PRESENT JUSTIFICATION FOR CONTINUED MILITARY SUPPORT TO CAMBODIA

Senator SY.tINOTON. If there is no formal commitment and we are
out of Vietnam, what is the present justification for the continuation
of military support?

Mr. KISsINGER. Military support can be iven to countries on the
basis of the American national interest, and on the basis of the im-
portance the United States attaches to the developments that would
flow from not giving economic assistance and military assistance, even
if there is no formal commitment. That can be decided from case to
case.



U.S. POSITION CONCERNIXl CIVIL WAR IN CAMBODIA

Senator SYMI-NOTON. Do you consider it is our responsibility to take
sides in a civil war in Cambodia ?

Mr. KissINoum. Do I take it to be our responsibility?
Senator SyVmINGTOX. Yes.
Mr. KissitUt. I have explained what our position is with respect

to what you called the "civil war" inl Cambodia. 'We have no particular
interest except that it be settled peacefully and through negotiation,
and we have nmn times said that we would acquiesce lii any solution
that is freely negotiated and would support it. Indeed, we were at-
tem)ting to promote this during June and July.

RISK (i IIEC'MING INVUIIVEI) IN FOIIEN COUNTRY INTERNA.L AFFAIRS

%eutor SMINGTO'I,Tx. Giveii this history, do you believe that the fur-
iisihing of military assistance to other foreign countries may create
It ri:k that we willl become similarly involved in their iiiternal'affairs?

Mr. KlSSINtEl. Sthator. the experielmce of the Indochina war was
that we started with one set of assumiptions ani as the war )rogressed,
there wias always a shifting evoltitim1. I belitve I wotil turn your
question around" that we should give mn military assistalle 1 olv in
cases where we find that our national ilitere.t is sutliiet-ntly involved
to warrant it, anid ]ot start by giving military assistance and derive
our national interest from that.

WI'I'NIS OC'ITMEl 24;, 1972. s'r.vrEMENTs AND SIMILAR SITUATION IN
('AMRIOIJIA

Senator SYm1- "1.'n N. lii yorit press eonfeirence of ()ctober 206. 1 72,
you announced that "'Ve have l|ow hneard fIrom bath \ietimans." And
that, %We believe that lace is at hand."
Mr. KisslN;B. That is right.
Senator SV31INGTON. These statements wert later flatly (oiit radieted

in aln interview giveti by President Tliieu in which he .,tated that lie
(ould not accept the ()ctober terms and so notified volt ill October.
Moreover. your statement that l)eace was at hand l)rieceded tile most
intensive b;mnbing rails of tile war on North Viettalln.

Now we have. in elleet. the same situation il, Cambodia. When we
iliscovered through a British iiewslpaernaii. who was flying from
lPhuomn Pemh to Saigon and noted the bomb craters, that we were
heavily bombing ('ambodia. we stated this w, as being (one with the
acquiescence if not the actual approval of Sihanouk. This, now lie
flatly denies, So here we have a repeat, you might say, of the same
typj and character of problem that developed witli respect to President
thieu. What. are your thoughts?

Mr. KIssiXm;at Well, let ile comet first, Senator, about the Oc-
tober 26 press eoifereiive. First. I said on October 26 that "peace is at
land", the fiuial negotiatimis to bring about tile peace concluded about
Jaimarv S. I do not want to split hains about how you would define
"at halid," but it would seem to me that an 8-week interval between
that statement and the snb.iequet conclusion of the peace settlement
is mt reasonable. Nevertheless. I will confess to you that when I



made that statement on October 26, I thought the process would be
even more rapid.

But let me ex plain the circumstances of the statement of October 26:
- We had concluded an agreement which in its main outlines seemed
satisfactory to us and we had agreed tentatively to certain schedules
of implementation, schedules which could then not be met for a variety
of reasons, including the violation of the secrecy of the negotiations
by the North Vietnamese and the opposition of the South Vietnamese
G overnment.

When I stepped up on that press podium on October 26, my primary
concern was to salvage the agreement. It was the first official com-
munication that we could make after the North Vietnamese had dis-
closed the contents of the negotiation, and my primary concern was
to convey to them that, despite the opposition of Saigon, the basic
principles of the agreement would be maintained. And, therefore, I
spelled them out, and said that we would remain committed to carry-
ing out this agreement, in order not to create a circumstance in which
the whole agreement would get reopened. I believe that this was one
of the factors that made it possible to continue the momentum and to
achieve the agreement-a little more slowly than I had hoped, but in
any event, in a not unreasonable period of time.

Now, in the case of Prince Sihanouk, I would recommend, Senator,
that you read a press conference that he gave on May 18, 1969 in
which he was asked about the B-52 bombing-and I would be glad to
supply it for the record-in which he said--and I am paraphrasing-
If a biiffalo Is killed or a Cambodian is killed, then I protest Immediately.

But in unoccuied parts our country, the Americans are killing North Viet-
namese, I do not object. The Americans will not admit it and the Vietnamese
cannot protest.

He is in a difficult position. We have respect for him. We do not
want to make his position more difficult. It is clear that it was in his
power to stop it if he had protested, and lie did not do so. But I can
also understand why in his present position, where he is dependent
more on his former opponents, he will take a different tack.

[The information referred to follows:]

PRINCE NORODOM SilANOUK-PRESS CO.NFB-NCFr-MAY 13, 1969

(As reported by Foreign Broadcast Information Service)

SIHANOUK ON REJ TION OF U.S. RECONCILATION-MAY 13 SPEECH

(Supplied by Executive Office of President)

Phnom Penh Domestic Service in Cambodia at 1050 GMT on May 13 carries a
recording of a press conference given by Prince Sihanouk In Kompong Selila
Province on May 13. Sihanouk begins by asking permission to speak In French.
lie then announces that he will deal with two problems-U.S.-Cambodlan rela-
tions and relations between Cambodia and the Federal Republic of Germany.

Sihanouk complains that facts have been distorted In press agency dispatches
on his press conferences. He reads a tP cable published In Le Figaro on the
conference in which he rejected reconciliation with Washington and Bangkok.
lie says editing of his words by U.S. agencies is unjustified. "For instance, I said
the Americans themselves changed. but their press jumped on this occasion to
show that I am not consistent. For example, they said: At first Sihanouk de-
inanded a formula declaring the recognition of his frontiers, and we satisfied
him. Then he added that we must Include Preah Vihear and so forth. They have
deliberately and simply left out the ? hypen) that explains Sihanouk's demand.
( ? my second request).
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"Since I have set forth my formula and asked everybody to use it, there is
no reason for me to have America use another. I find it perfect, and I give it
twenty marks over twenty. But they have broken the bridge between the first
affair and the second.

"What is most important is the statement a fortiori of Washington. But after
it, a U.S. Government spokesman said: 'What we have done is to [word indis-
tinct] Sihanouk. We have told him we recognize his frontiers without knowing
their whereabouts because they are vague and undefined.' Because of such state-
ments I accused the Americans of making an aboutface.

"By garbling, passing over in silence, and putting under [words indistinct],
the Washington spokesman's statement made the statement on recognition of
our frontiers meaningless. However (? if people gave credence to their argu-
ments), the entire world would have believed that I was really cynical. The
Americans said: 'Lo and behold, Sihanouk asked everybody to say this. He
accepted everybody's statement except ours. At first he accepted our statement,
but be rejected it the next day. You see, he has twice been inconsistent. First
he accepted the same statement from other people but rejected ours. Second,
he accepted our statement and rejected it some days after.'

"You see, they consider me a child, and this is prejudicial not only to me
but also to Cambodia and its entire policy. You know very well that I have
not a.ted illogically and that, on the contrary, I have always acted according
to a formal and mathematical logic. But they have ignored this.

"Therefore, please stress that the gist of the affair is the fact that the state-
ment by the spokesman of Washington and the State Deparment stripped the
Washington statement of all meaning. This has been passed over in silence by
the news agencies. You stated the truth in your dispatches, but when they
reached London, Paris, New York, and Washington, people simply overlooked
the story in order to present me as a man of bad faith, an Idiot, and a child.

"My rejection was due solely to the statement of the U.S. Government spokes-
men that the recognition was made on nonexistent frontiers and that Sihanouk
did not request them to specify what frontiers. I did not ask for any specification.
because the frontiers are known. They should have known the frontiers prior to
recognizing them.
"I was perfectly logical. However, they failed to do me justice concerning my

rejection. I do not ask them to admit that I am right, but I do ask them to take
note of the explanations behind my rejection. They did note my rejection, but they
set aside its explanations. That is serious, in my opinion."

After reiterating the above arguments in Cambodia, the Prince says: "I have
requested the specification that Preah Vihear and so forth be Included in my
frontiers, because the Washington spokesman said I accepted the recognition
statement without grumbling.

"On the contrary, I congratulated America for saying exactly what I wanted.
But the spokesman said they pleased Sihanouk so they could come back to Cam-
bodia; that it was understood that Sihanouk's frontiers are vague and unde-
fined [words indistinct] ; that people do not know what these frontiers are; that
Laos, Thailand, and Vietnam still contest these frontiers and have claims to make
to Sihanouk: and they could not commit themselves in freezing the frontiers of
Sihanouk. There, they [words indistinct] passed over such statements in silence
so as to describe me as a whimsical man."

After rejecting reports in the US press that Cambodia was going to cooperate
with the United States, Prince Sihanouk reads the May 9 report by Huot Sam-
bath citing military sources that Cambodian officers in border posts secretly
conferred recently with their US and South Vietnamese counterparts on action
to be taken against enemy positions.

Prince Sihanouk again categorically refutes this false news and denies that he
has ever allowed US bombing of his territory. He says the United States wants
to sabotage Cambodia's neutrality, and that Cambodia has had no contact with
the Americans and Vietnamese of Saigon. He says: I have not protested the
bombings of Viet Cong camps because I have not heard of the bombings. I was
not in the know, because in certain areas of Cambodia there are no Cambodians.

The Prince then states: Several weeks ago I showed you on a map a mountain
range that lies between our [South Vietnam-Cambodian] frontiers. That moun-
tain range-even on the Cambodian side-is not frequented by us. Suppose the
Americans bomb the Viet Cong and Viet Minh camps there? As long as the
Viet Cong and the Viet Minh do not report that they have been bombed, (Sihanouk



laughs] that their camps on Cambodian territory have been bombed by the
Americans... [sentence not completed]. But do you really think the Viet Cong
and Viet Minh will tell about that? [Sihanouk laughs] I dont' have the police,
and the Viet Oong and Viet Minh themselves, [Sihanouk laughs]. You under-
stand [words indtsinet] It's rather humorous, but It's like that.

When' the Americans and the Viet Cong and Viet Minh kill one another on
our territory whire 1 have no administration, no police, no army, then I cannot
be informed about It. Suppose I am informed by the Americans? I still want
confirmation from the Viet Cong and Viet Minh. But I don't think the Viet Cong
and Viet Minh, or his Excellency Hieu or His Excellency Thuong INFLSV and
DRV representatives in Phnom Penh) will tell Phurissara: "We have the honor
to complain to you that the Americans have bombed us while we are occupying
your terrtory. They have bombed us." Will they protest against the Americans?
I don't see how they can do that, [8ihanouk laughs] because both of them are
at fault.

If the Viet Cong and Viet Minh have really come to enslave our country, then
they are at fault. If the Americans bomb our territory, they are also at fault; In
fact, loth of them are at fault.

But if the Americans say that they bombed such and such a place here, we have
to ask the Vietnamese whether they penetrated our country or not. I think that
Hleu and Thuong will not answer, even if they have been bombed. I think that
they will not tell.

Sihanouk notes that there are some places which are so remote that the Cam-
bodian authorities cannot go to investigate all alleged bombings, if there are
any. But If the Viet Cong and Viet Minh announce they have occupied a part of
Khmer territory and that the Americans have bombed them, Cambodia will pro-
test both their occupation and the U.S. bombings. He points out: Cambodia only
protests against the destruction of the property and lives of Cambodians AU
I can say is that I cannot make a protest as long as I am not informed. But I
will protest if there Is any destruction of Khmer life and property.

Here it is-the first report about several B-52 bombings. Yet I have not been
informed about that at all, because I have not lost any houses, any country-
men, nothing, nothing. Nobody was caught in those barrages-nobody, no Cam-
bodians. It is true that we have occupied Bo Kham, but we do not go beyond
Bo Kham. It is true that we have been at San Monorom, but we are not at (Nam
Lea) Mountain. Suppose people bomb (Nam Lea) Mountain-my God, It is in
Cambodia, but if we are not at (Nam Lea) Mountain, then It means nothing.
[Sihanouk laughs]. If the wolves [words indistinct] kill one another-my God,
it is very bad, very bad for us concerning the violation of our airspace and our
territory. But with regard to their loss, It does not (? concern us). [Sihanouk
laughs].

That is what I want to tell you gentlemen. If there is a buffalo or any Cam-
bodian killed, I will be informed immediately. But this is an affair between the
Americans and the Viet Cong-Viet Minh, without any Khmer witnesses. There
have been no Khmer witnesses, so how can I protest? But this does not mean-
and I emphasize this-that I will permit the violation by either side. Please
-note that.

SpPaking about the rupture of diplomatic relations between South Vietnam
and Cambodia. Sihanouk refutes a report by the Los Angeles TIMES that the
rupture was caused by the unilateral occupation of the former Norodom Palace
[the present Independence Palace] by the Vientamese Government. The palace
was partly owned by Cambodia, according to the newspaper. Sihanouk stresses
that the real cause of the rupture was the claim made by the South Vietnamese
over certain Cambodian coastal islands and border villages.

Speaking of relations between West Germany and Cambodia, Sihanouk reads
a West German Foreign Ministry Declaration of 9 May pointing out that the
recent elevation of diplomatic relations between East Germany and Cambodia
to anlassadorial level Is an unfriendly act toward West Germany and that It
may have repercussions on relations between the two countries. He stresses that
this declaration is a threat against and a condemnation of Cambodia. Sihanouk
says he Is not angry with West Germany, and that Cambodia is grateful for West
German aid. But, he says, we worry about the Viet Minh, the Viet Gong, and
China. It is essential that our three big neighbors respect us. But Germany is too
far away. Sihanouk rereads the Important passages of the West German dec-
laration and comments: Its aid is conditional. West Germany has proved
that Its aid Is conditional.



Sihanouk notes that Cambodia rejected American aid, which was far more
Important than that of West Germany. He says: We will not miss this aid, and
it should not think we will miss it. He points out that although Chinese aid and
friendship are more Important than West German to Cambodia, Cambodia has
not hesitated to oppose Chinese interference in Cambodia's internal affairs.

Sihanouk says: Let me tell you that we do not fear this kind of threat or
the execution of such threats. After a long explanation of the Cambodian at-
titude toward big- and small countries alike, he says: If Germany wants a break
in diplomatic relations, I will accept it. I am not only ready to agree to a ces-
sation of aid, but also to a break in diplomatic relation&

Sihanouk goes on to read an article in a Swiss newspaper which comments
on Cambodia's desire to enter into negotiations with the United States He re-
futes this report, saying: I want to correct the so-called "desire to enter into
negotiations with the Americans." This Is not right at alL I have never had a
desire to enter into negotiations. You know very well that It is the Americans who
announced through the Australians that they were going to recognize my fron-
tiers. I said very well. If the Americans recognize Cambodian frontiers without
reservations, I will have no reason to treat the United States badly.

Sihanouk continues: I have treated well those who have recognized my
frontiers, so I will treat the United States on the same footing. That is all.
There has never been a desire to enter into negotiations. I have told you that
reestablishing diplomatic relations does not mean reestablishing friendly ties.
Having diplomatic relations does not automatically mean being friends. Sihanouk
cites the example of China, which maintains an embassy in the Soviet Union, but
this does not mean that China is a friend of the Soviet Union.

Sihanouk goes on to refute a report by the same newspaper which says he
has bank accounts in foreign countries. He says he is not wealthy at all, and
that he would not survive one month abroad with the money he has. Sihanouk
adds that he will hire a French lawyer to sue the Swiss paper for this defama-
tion against him.

DECEPTION COIN(ERXINO SECRET WARS I LAOS AND CAMBODIA

Senator SYMiNOTON. Mr. Chairman, my time is up. I would ask one
more question.

This committee, through its own staff, discovered a secret war being
conducted by the Central Intelligence Agency in Laos, not only
unknown to the American people but also unknown to the Congress.
Later on, the Armed Services Committee discovered a secret war
being conducted from the air in Cambodia, even though we were as-
sured by the President himself as late as April 1970, that we were
preserving the neutrality of Cambodia.

Now you are up here for confirmation as Secretary of State. I can
say advisedly, we have been consistently deceived in tlis Foreign Rela-
tions Comnittee and the Armed Services Committee with respect to
what was actually being done in Laos as well as Cambodia with the
money we appropriated for reasons we thought different from what
was actually done with the money.

As I understand it, you believe that, as Secretary of State, you will
not approve, and will not find it necessary, to continue this type and
character of deception. Am I correct?

Mr. KIssINoR. I do not quite agree, Senator, with your description
of the event, but if you will let me phrase it without it, I can answer
the question without accepting your premise. I will say that I believe
as Secretary of State that we cannot conduct our foreign policy by
deceiving the elected Representatives and the appropriate committees
of the Congress.

Senator SYMINGToN. Thank you.
Kindly file for the record where I made a mistake in my question.
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The information referred to follows:]

RESPONSE TO SENATOR SYMINOTON'S REQUEST THAT D& KissINEa CLARIfY HIs

DISACREEMENT WITH THE PREMISE OF SENATOR SYMINOTON'8 QUESTION

[Supplied by Executive Office of President)

I do not accept the premise that there was deliberate deception in either case.
To the best of my knowledge, there was no such Intent. The policy of no formal
public acknowledgement was for positive diplomatic reasons. Congressional lead-
ers were informed about CIA activities In Laos and the bombing in Cambodia.
More thorough and systematic procedures for such consultation would have been
desirable. It is my intention, if confirmed, to improve the7flow of information
to the Congress.

The CHAIRMAN. 1"We will recess for 5 minutes. There is a vote on in
the Capitol. We will ba back in 5 minutes.

[Short recess.]
The CHAIRM 1N. The committee will come to order.
The next member is Senator Javits.
Senator J.vrrs. Mr. Chairman, my time will not start to rum until

we have a witness.
The C M. '. I (lid not know he was not here.
The committee will come to order.
Senator Javits is recognized.

MOST ]IiSToIlRIC ASPECT OF IHEARIN(

Senator J.n-',. I)r. Kis'im~rer. one thing lias not been noted this
morning which may in a way be the most historic aspect of this hear-
ing. I refer to yor statement in your press conference of August 23:

There is no other country in the world in which a man of my background
could be even considered for an office such as the one for which I have been nomi-
nated, and that imposes on me a very grave responsibility which I will pursue in
the national interest.

Dr. Kissinger, you are an immigrant refugee naturalized American.
Though you are in the line of succession, you lose one of the
prerequisites of this office. You cannot be President.. And yet, I can
think of nothing which proves the American system to all the people in
the world more validly than by sheer talent and energy and patriotism
you have attained the most exalted place in the Cabinet., and one of
the most exalted places in the Government of the United States, and
you still are in the fullness of your powers. I know every one of us be-
speaks for you the fruition of that historic first in this country, with a
historic and legendary incumbency as Secretary of State. as I hope
you will be quite soon.

fy, questions relate to matters of broad interest in which we are
all engaged. They are substantive.

SHARING OF WAR POWERS

My colleagues, I think, have begun very appropriately to explore
the wiretapping incident, I know how deeply troubling that has been
to you as a man. Questioning has begun on the executive privilege
question which is critical. I will go into that myself somewhat later.



But now, I think we have a right to know how you approach this job
from the point of view of the fundamental policies and procedures
which inhere in it.

One of those relates to the making of war. You are well aware, Dr.
Kissinger, that Congress is wrestling with that problem. You have
yourself suggested in your statement that the Vietnam war was a bit-
ter and costly war. You have said, in answer to a question, it was deeply
divisive of the country. As you approach this job, what do you think
about the sharing of the war powers?

Shall we leave it essentially with the President, which we have done
pretty much up to now by what I consider to be an erosion of power
over the decades? Or, must we find some other way in which the Con-
gress may really share in thatawesome responsibility?

Mr. KIssINcoER. Senator, first of all, let me thank you for what you
said at the beginning. It is true that I do feel a very special obligation
in the exercise of my functions here.

Now, with respect to the question that you ha ve raised, we discussed
this privately, and I have been troubled'by the same issued which you
have raised, that is to say, the conduct of war in this period and'the
relationship of the elected representatives of the -people to the war-
making powers.

We face this problem: On the one hand, I understand the concern
that you have expressed, and with which you are associated in various
bills, that there must be some way by wh ich the Congress can associate
itself in a decision to go to war.

On the other hand, there is that problem that in the modern period
the rapidity of decision is sometimes crucial, and the judgment of
other countries about our ability to sustain these decisions maY deter a
war. So in the process of eirc'umscribing the warmaking powers of
the President., one must not bring about a situation in which war be-
comes more likely.

Now, I have looked at the two bills before the Congress. I have se-
rious doubts about them. But I do not want to -et into the specifics.
because I think perhaps the most useful approach would be a joint
Executive-Legislative Commission could be created, with a reporting
deadline, to study this question from all the aspects, to present the
consideration of congressional concern, but also the consideration of
some of the necessities with which we may be confronted.

I remember, for example, that one of the most-difficult crises we had
since this administration has been in office was the 1970 invasion of
Jordan by Syrian forces, which in my judgment got us closer to the
brink of a war than some of the more'highlv publicized crises. I have
been trying to apply some of the provisions I have seen to the circum-
stances that then existed.

I believe that perhaps the best course at this moment would be to
have a joint study by the executive and legislative branches from
which then a more general approach to the warmaking powers
could emerge.

Senator JAvrrs. Thank you very much, I appreciate your suggestion.
We are in conference; I do not know how it will go. I felt it was

important to get your views for the record.
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U.S. ]POSMiON CONCERNMG MIDDLE RAW! cONnICT

Now, Dr. Kissinger, Middle East policy is very high on the list.
The President said in his press conference just the other day:

"We have put at the highest priority moving toward making some
proRT toward a settlement of that dispute."

Haso added:
"That is why, in talking to Dr. Kissinger, both before I nominated

him and since," and so on. The President referred to both of those
subjects as, one as it is concerned the Arab-Israeli dispute, and the
other as it concerned the energy crisis. I ask you this question because
I admire so much your declaration that you are not the least bit
inihibited as the Secretary of State of the United States by your own
origin. I think that it is very admirable and I have every confidence in
it and I think every other American should.

Now. does the statement of the President at his press conference on
September 3 represent any change in the policy of the United States
toward Israel or the Arab statesV

Mr. KISSINGER. No.
Senator, the position of the United States with respect to the Middle

East conflict has been that we cannot substitute for some form of ne-
gotiation between the parties, but that we, on the other hand, would
be prepared to be helpful if the two parties began some movement
toward accommodation. And, as the President pointed out in another
part of the press conference, it is the view of this administration that
both sides have to make some movement, in order to achieve a
settlement.

Now, it is true that we attach importance and considerable impor-
tance to a peaceful resolution of the Middle East issue. But it is also
true that we must not attempt to do things that are not in our power
to do. What we shall do is to use our good offices energetically where
we see any prospect of progress. But American policy cannot of itself
substitute for the actions of the parties most immediately concerned.

If I am confirmed, I plan to spend several days in each week at the
General Assembly, and I will plan to meet there with Arab leaders
who are attending as well as with Israeli diplomats, and that will give
me a better possibility to judge what concrete steps we can take. But
it does not represent a basic change in our position.

Senator JAvrrs. The last I think is very important because there
have been all kinds of speculations about that and so I would like to
repeat it: it does not represent a basic change in our position.

Mr. KIsSINGER. That is correct, sir.

SOVIET DENIAL OF HUMAN RIGHTS AND MFN TREATMENT

Senator JAvrrs. Dr. Kissinger, many of us have been very deeply ex-
ercised about the denial of fundamental human rights in the Soviet
Union, including the outstanding difficulties which have been created
for the world by that attitude. As I understand it, it is one of the fun.
damental tenets of the United States, of the European Security Con.
ference, and in company and harmony with the other European powers
to insist on freedom of movement of ideas and people and the Ob-erv-
ance of the Declaration of Human Rights.
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Mr. Sakharov, who is properly admired by the world for his un-
believable courage, has said we should not grant the Soviet Union
most-favored-nation treatment unless it gives some satisfaction to
the conscience of the world on this critical subject.

Can you reconcile that with your recommendation made inrsponse
to Senator Aiken for the granting of MFN to the Soviet Union ?

I raise that question in order to specifically pinpoint on an issue
which has so deeply exercised me and hundreds of millions of other
people in the world.

M r. KIssINOF.. I have been very moved as an individual by Academi-
cian Sakharov, who wrote 5 or 6"years ago a very lengthy aleclaration
of his conception of human liberty and of the progress that at that
time he felt was being made in tle Soviet Union toward that goal.
I am disappointed, as a member of the intellectual profession, that this
progress has not continued, and I am certainly dismayed by the condi-
tions that Academician Sakharov reports. And yet we as a country
have to ask ourselves the question whether it should be the l)rincil)al
goal of American foreign policy to transform the domestic structure of
societies with which we deal, or whether the principal exercise of our
foreign policy should be directed toward affecting the foreign policy of
those societies.

Now I recognize there is a certain connection between domestic
policy and foreign policy. But if we adopt as a national proposition
the view that we 'must transform the domestic structure of all countries
with which we deal, even if the foreign policy of those countries is
otherwise moving in a more accel)taleh diremtion, tlien we will find
ourselves massively involved in every country in the world, and
t lien niany of the concerns ex pr-sed !by Senator Symington and Sell-
ator Church of a constant American involvement everywhere will
come to the fore again. Therefore, despite some very painful aspects
in the Sakharov case. and despite the inevitable sympathies produced
by my origin for the plight of minority groups that are denied the
right of free emigration, I cannot, in good conscience recommend as
a principle of American foreign loievy that our entire foreign policy
should be made depedent on that particular aspect of th0 domestic
structure of the Soviet Union.

We have in a semiofficial capacity pointed out to the Soviet leaders
the unfortunate impact that some of these policies have on our ol)imiton
and on the general atmosphere of our relationship. As a result of
these representations. the exit visa tax was suspended, and various
lists that were given to me bv various groups of special cases were
receiving special attention, although I do not think this is the. place
to discuss that formally. But as a general proposition, painful as I
find the Sakharov document, emotionally connected though I feel
myself to him, I feel nevertheless that we must proceed on the course
on which we are. And I continue to recommend MFN for the Sooviet
Union.

QUESTION OF 3fFN AND SOVIET DExIA, ()F RIGiTS

Senator .J.\VITS. Dr. Kissinger. I noted with great interest you
used the word "qfiestion." I gather thecreformv you are repairedd to loin
issues on the question that. one, this is not the entiree" foreign policy
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of the country, which is the word you used, because we do not know
how the Russians will react. They may have lots of detente with us
even without MFN. Second. what I thhlk is also equally important-
we are not interfering in their domestic affairs--it should be the high-
est foreign policy of our country to seek a decent open world and
that that may be an infinitely more important thing than most of the
other things that we seek.

All I ask, )r. Kissinger, I (to not want to debate that with Vou
now, you are not vet confirmed as Secretar of State. But, do you
agree that this is a1 question worthy of debate by you as Secretary
of State in the public forum and before the Congress?'

Mr. KIssiNOIcet. It is a section that is essential to debate. I took the
liberty of suggesting to the -'hairman that le iiiight even wish to hold
hearings on that subject. I will further say, within the context of the
European Security Conference. I strongly support those provisions
that call for freer exchange of ideas and a more liberal policy on the
movement of people. But 1 (1o support a full discussion of that issue.

Senator .JAviTs. Thank you.
If my time is up I alil through. but if not. I would like one ques-

tion; may I ?
The CIin r.xx. Your time is 11)).
Senator JrlTS. 3['My time is up. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIR MAN. Senator Pell.
Senator PELT,. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.

PARTICIPATION BY C'INGRESS AND PUBLIC 'PIN'II N IN FOREION' POLICY

In a democracy the formulation and discussion of foreign police
is a lot more. difhcult than in a totalitarian nation. I was wondering
if you thought that participation by the Congress and public opinion
in our country made for additional strength in the final attaimuent
of foreign policy results or if you felt that it was more of a, nuisance
or a hindrance. Wl would you enlarge oi your reactions to that. thought

Mr. KIssiN-GrP. Senator, as a (ioverliment official, I have probably
had occasions when I would feel that it is a nuisance. But. seriously,
I must recognize. and I feel strongly, that. while the process of achiev-
ing decisions in a democracv is munch more complex and much slower
than it. is in other forms of government, once a policy is achieved
through a-national consensus it is then much more reliable and can
be carried through on a much more effective basis. So I believe that
over a historical period. over decades, a democracy, a democratic way
of making decisions, is far to be preferred, even if one sacrifices some
flexibility of action in the process.

CRANKIN'O CONCERN FOR IU-MAN RIOIITS INTO ECONOMIC XEGOTIATIONS

Senator PmLL.. Thank you. I have just returned from Europe and
am struck at the difference between detente when you look at it from
behind the curtain and as it looks to us. To us d6tente is great, and I
applaud the efforts and success of President Nixon and of you in these
eWrorts.

But, when you look at the impact on the human-beings behind the
curtain, you realize that the more detente there is between the great
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powers the tighter the screws are being put on the people. I am won-
dering, following up the thought of Senator Javits, if you could see
any way of cra nking into our trade negotiations, into our MFN nego-
tiations with the Soviet Union, greater concern for all the human
beings We are being very involved with not only the question of
Jewish emigration but all of the human desires for liberties and more
freedoms because whether we like it or not they are our brothers. We
have a common bond with human beings everywhere. I was wondering
if you saw any way of keeping this emphasis applied in th6 negotia-
tions.

Mr. KIssiNOF.R. Senator, I think, first of all, that one has to distin-
guish between the various Communist countries in this respect. I do
not think it is necessarily true-in fact, I do not think it is true at all-
that d6tente means a clamping down in the countries of Eastern Eu-
rope. Many of the countries of Eastern Europe, for example, have.
advocated a European Security Conference precisely' because they
believe it gives them a goeater possibility to develop their national
identities. Yn several of tiese countries it has led, not to a change in
the governmental structure, but to a greater--what we would- call
liberalization within this governmental structure.

Now, in the Sovit Union this trend has not always been the same,
because detente sets up these contradictory tendencies.

I would like to remind you, however, Senator, that about 10 years
ago it was axiomatic in the intellectual community and among students
of foreign policy that the reason the Soviet system was able to main-
tain its authoritarian hold was because of its invocation of foreign
danger, and that to the degree that, the foreign danger diminished'-it
would not be able to maintain the more repressive aspects of its system,.
And I believe that, in the long run, this will turn out to be a correct-
judgment, because,.in a way, as we live in a world in which these coun-
tries become more related to the free countries and economically more
interdependent, the pressures represented by Sakharov are going to
Income more numerous. And even if they are repressed in any 1- or
2-year period, in the long term one would think that it will be freer-
it would be conducive to that-in this situation.

Now, what can we do specifically? This is a very difficult issue to
answer in the abstract. There are some things we have already clone,
as I pointed out with-respect to the exit tax. There are other things
that. will happen gradually. What is very difficult is to write as an
explicit condition of an economic arrangement something that can

Ir look like an intrusion into domestic legislation. But I think we can
use our influence, we can strengthen the trend, and we should not give
up the principles for which we stand.

Senator CuRoIT. Dr. Kissinger, excuse me for interrupting. There
is a vote in the Senate, which accounts for the absentees at the moment.
Some of us have to go over to catch that vote. The chairman has
asked that we continue in session, and I think the Senators to remain
here have already voted. So with your understanding, Senator Poll,
will you please continue your questions?

F.FFCT OF D#rFNTE ON SOVIT AND ROMANIAN CiTIZENS

Senator PELt. I would disagree respectfully on one point you men-
tioned. That is that the very reason for some of the trials in the So-
viet Union is to try to increase the screws on people there so that as
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detente occurs, as there is a greater exchange of people, as tlwre is P,
greaterarea of contact, the Soviet citizen will be d tp b
touch with our people. By the same token, in Romania, whi-U h= tha
greatest area of d6tente behind the curtain, you have the tighten -
ditions. So I would hope that the direction you say will come, but for
the moment when you are there, d6tente has an unpleasant sound to
the unfortunate people who are involved.

Mr. KMssizNoF Senator, the question is whether an increase in ten-
sion would have a more beneficial result, and I doubt that seriously.

Senator PK.. I think that is a well taken point, but I hope, as I
said that in the future we will crank this concern for human rights in.

Mr. KissIwoi I agree.

WrrMRAWAL OF U.S. TROOPS IN EUROPE

Senator Pr".,, Also, in connection with Europe, as you know there is
this discussion about the withdrawal of troops, the number of troops.
I am wondering if we could not maintain our military commitment
and withdraw our support or Coca Cola troops and their dependents,
in line with President Eisenhower's recommendation, and be able to
cut our financial commitment and still maintain our actual military
presence the way it should be done. Do you think this could be done?

Mr. KIssINGR. Let me, Senator, answer this question in a more
en eral way. First, our troops in Europe have a number of functions.
ne is to represent our commitment, The symbolic commitment is

hard to express in abstract numbers.
Second, they have a particular strategic function in case for some

reason deterrence should fail.
Now, one of the objectives we have attempted to achieve in the

dialog that we have started with Europe is to find some definition of
the security objectives that we have in Europe. There has been a fair
amount of ambivalence on the part of some Europeans who, on the
one hand, want our troops in Europe for symbolic reasons but who
have for some period, at least, resisted the effort to give them a con-
crete function because they felt that this might weaken deterrence.

Now, we believe it is essential to develop a rational strategy for
all of NATO, in the name of which we could then conduct the d-ebate
about the level of forces in Europe.

Now, as one looks at the strategic equation, with the growth of
strategic forces on both sides, the recourse to general nuclear war
becomes a less and less plausible and a less and Iess rational method.

Senator P.L. Thank you. My time has expired and I have to go
and vote. I will return for the next. round.

Thank you.
Mr. KIssiNGER. But anyway, if forces should be cut they should be

the support forces.
The CHAnAN. Senator Scott.
Senator Scorr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

PURSUIT OF INFORMATION CONCERNING MISSING IN %C\rloN

Dr. Kissinger first., I want to-underscore what has already been
said regarding the unsatisfactory state of the pursuit of information
regarding the missing in action. I would like to include in that
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Se& IFlynn and others. Would it be your intention to pursue this
situation constantly and vigorously in an effort to relieve the concern
of all the persons affected?

Mr. KissiNoER. You are correct, Senator. It would be my intention
to pursue this vigorously and energetically, as indeed I have done in
my present position.

WITNESS' INITIAL SPEEChI AT U.N. GENERAL ASSEMBLY

Senator Scorr. Reference has been made to the opening of the Gen-
eral Assembly of the United Nations, which occurs on September 18.
If you are confirmed in time, what expectation do you have as to
when you would give your initial speech?

Mr. KissINOER. If I am confirmed in time., my expectation would be
to give the opening speech for the United States, which is now sched-
uled for the morning of September 24, and to use the occasion of
my vsit there to meet with many of the delegations from other
countries.

FOREIGN MINISTERS AND IIDS OF STATE .TTENDINO U.N. SESSION

Senator ScoTT. I understand this is a very important session. Can
you tell us how many Foreign Ministers and heads of state will beattending ?

Mr. WISSINGE.R. To the best of my information yesterday, it was
54 Foreign Ministers and some 10 heads of state.

DATE OF SALT TALKS

Senator ScoTT. And I understand the SALT talks begin on the
24th also.

Mr. KISSINGER. The SALT talks also begin on September 24.
Senator Scorr. These hearings, therefore, do inhibit, until you are

confirmed, whatever you may be able to do in preparation.for the.
SALT talks. Is that correct?

Mr. KISsiNoER. Vell, I obviously am available to the committee
to the fullest extent that the committee requires me. From the point,
of view of the dates that we found on the calendar when I was ap-
pointed, there are some of these imperatives that are produced by
the already scheduled negotiations, yes.

Senator ScoTr. In other words, you need some time to prepare
yourself for those talks.

Mr. KissINoER. If at all possible, yes.
Senator ScoTT. Sir?
M r. KissINGER. If it were at all possible, it would be helpful.
Senator ScoTr. If at all possible.

M]BFR TALKS

When do the mutual and balanced reduction of forces talks
[MBFR] begin?

Mr. KISSINGER. Those begin on October 30.
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WITNESS PLANNED TRIP TO CHINA

Senator Scorr. There has been a lot of reporting in the press about
your plans regarding a China trial . ('an you enlighten us on that?

Mr. iCssiNoER. My China trip. Senator. is now in abeyance. There is
agreement, in principle that it will take place and that the date will be
set after my confirmation. But again. I cannot proceed with setting a
date until I am confirmed.

IMIPORTA NCE OF U.S. PARICIPATION IN INTEI(NATIONAL FINANCIAL
INSTITUTiINS

Senator ScoTr. To what extent do vol suippol U.S. participation-
in international financial institutions. especially the International
Developnient Association. the Asian I)evelopmeit Bank and the Inter-
American Development Bank? In1 other words, how vital to U.S.
interests do you regard those operations?

Mr. KIssi-oNr. It has been the experience of foreign aid, and I be-
lieve it is the sense of nny Menlmbers of the ('o|igremS. that American
aid can now be more fruitfully channeled through multilateral insti-
tutions in many categories rather than through bilateral programs.
And, therefore. I believe American paIlieipation in these institutions
is extremclv important.

Senator Scowr..As you know. the committee is very muc.h interested
in pursuing an exl)ansion of thw nmultilateral ai)p'oach whelvver.
possible.

Mr. KIssiNoER. This is consistent with my views.

INFORMATION CONCERNINO EI.C111ONIC SURVFIII.\ANCF

Senator Scor. As to the disvussions had here on electronic surveil-
lance, it occurs to me that while the committee should have whatever
information it needs in order to make a jiulglnent as to what was done,
at the same time, it is essential to avoid ruining reputations or careers
by the exposure of raw files. I have never known raw files to be used
in a committee of the Congress since I have been here. They have
always been carefully guarded. They were once unfortunately, offered
by the Director and I was critical of that at the time.

It seems to me that this is a decision which ought to be made by
the Attorney General. Is it not rather in his scope than yours?

Mr. KIssINGER. It is entirely" in his scope. Senator. I have no files on
this subject at all. And if I cold respectfully suggest, perhaps one way
to proceed would be for the committee to submit a list of questions
to the Attorney General as to those issues that they believe relevant
to my confirmation, and see whether in this way the information could
be elicited, rather than by giving up the raw files that contain the
conversations and other matters that may not be germane to my con-
firmation. But it is not in my control.

Senator Scor. That is what I am leading into, and it is my hoe
that the committee will be in touch with Attorney General Rihard-
son. I will make a recommendation to him that he make himself avail-
able to the chairman, and that he be prepared to inform this commit-
tee, if necessary, in executive session, if it is sensitive, of whatever
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information they can properly request and that at the same time the
raw files be protected. I think that will be what some members of this
committee are very anxious to achieve.

Mr. imaxsms t. is really a question that concerns the policy of how
to handle FBI files and is in the province of the Attorney General.
I will welcome the disclosure of any information that is relevant to
this inquiry.

NECESSITY OF COMPLETING COMMAITE DELIBERATIONS

Senator Sco'rr, Well, as you know, I have the highest regard for
you. I think it is essential that the committee complete its deliberations
as early as we can consonant with the obvious right of all the members
to satisfy themselves in order that you may be able to get on with the
duties of the Secretary of State, because I imagine that there is a
great deal in limbo or in nebulae right now which you would like to
attack and eliminate. Having tried to put myself in the intellectual
community, I had better close while I suspect I am ahead. But that is
necessary.

Mr. KISSINGER. That is correct, Senator.
Senator Scorr. I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMA'. Senator McGee.

EFFECT OF WITNESS' PAST ROLE ON POLICYMAKINIG PROCESS

Senator McGEE.. Dr. Kissinger, I understand I have been selected
for the hot spot here. I have to hold the fort here while my colleagues
vote at the. expense of my missing a vote. I am tired of playing yo-yo
in this business. But I wanted to suggest to you, sir, that'while you
insist in your new role, in the wake of the role you have been filling,
that you are not going to wear two hats you would agree that you are
going to be wearing a much larger hat than probably anyone has worn
before.

This is a point of some concern among many of our former colleagues
in the academic world. That is, given your, I think, very distinguished
and brilliant success in the diplomatic field, as an adviser to the Presi-
dent, the fear is that the foreign policy mechanism in the Department
of State, as an illustration, may have atrophied in the process, and that
therefore, either we have to develop a Dr. Kissinger in the future at all
times on a standby basis or our process of policymaking may really
suffer as a consequence. Does that give you any concern at allI

Mr. KISSING ER. When I was a professor, Senator, I wrote several
treaties on the subject that it was very dangerous to gear foreign
policy or policy in general to virtuoso performance. I believe, there-
fore, very strongly that there is a necessity to institutionalize the con-
duct of our foreign policy. One reason why I consider my nomination
as Secretary of State such a great challenge is because, as Secretary of
State I wotild really have a different role than as Assistant. As Assist-
ant you have a very small staff, and there is no other way to conduct
your affairs except by a great concentration of responsibility. As Secre-
tary of State, I would fail, even if I conducted the day-to-day business
effectively, if I did not create a commitment on the part of the Foreign
Service and a set of procedures within the Iepartment of State, and a
promotion system within the Department of State, which made it pos-
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sible for the ablest people to rise rapidly and to participate in the
shaping of foreign policy. So if I am conirmed, one of my principal
objectives would be to try to remedy the situation that you have
described and which I believe is in danger of existing.

U.N. ROLI AS FOREIGN POLICY FAC'rOR

Senator McGEE. My second question has to do with the United
Nations. I was voting when Senator Scott was talking to you about
your forthcoming presence up there as Secretary of State, hopefully.

It was commonly whispered around the United Nations, as I served
there last year, that it was being downgraded by the Government of
the United States, in particular by this administration. I wondered
if you would care to comment on what you think the role of the-
United Nations is as a foreign policy factor.

Mr. KIsSINGER. The role of the JUnited Nations has to be seen in
various categories: those things that the United Nations can do very
well, and those things for which over the course of a period it has
proved to be less useful.

The United Nations cannot settle disputes among the great powersbecause each of them has a veto in the Security Council, because each of
them can muster enough votes in the General Assembly on moat issues
to prevent a two-thirds resolution, and because the bnited Nations
lacks the effective power to make itself prevail against one of the,
great powers. The United Nations generally cannot settle disputes
when one of the great powers backs other countries in opposition to
another because then the same general condition exists.

The United Nations can be extremely effective in such situations
as the Congo, in the early 1960's, and in areas where there is a general
agreement that a settlement is desirable but in which it is better for
international stability for the great powers to stay out of the dispute.
There the United Nations can provide a mechanism by mediation, by
peacekeeping forces, and through other methods, to help settle those
disputes. The United Nations can play a significant and, in my judg-
ment, perhaps increasing role in providing peacekeeping machinery
and in some cases, peacekeeping forces.

Then there is the whole range of issues that I referred to in my
statement, the new areas of human concern which over a decade or two
may turn out to be more important than the tactical political and mili-
tary issues of day to day: food, water, environment, problems that
have no political content as such, problems that are global in nature
and problems in which we must be practical to say that governments
and, up to now international organizations have not really done their
most creative thinking. This is an area in which I believe new depar-
tures are absolutely essential, and in which, if I am confirmed, I would
intend to make a major appeal to the United Nations.

Another area in which the United Nations can play a role is to
contribute to the setting up of norms of international conduct. Now
that, of itself, will not necessarily prevent illegal behavior, but itmight put on a certain restraint that is produced by world opinion.

Finally, the United Nations, and especially the General Assembly,
is an excellent meetingplace for the exchange of ideas and gives a
natural location for senior diplomats, foreign ministers, and even
heads of state to meet, where to set iip a formal meeting might raise



unnecessary expectations and where an exchange of views is highly
essential. This is one-reason why, if I am confirmed, I expect to spend
a fair amount of time at the General Assembly.

Senator MCGEE. I think the assurance that the I Tnited Nations would
- not be deliberately bypassed just because it was not convenient to use it

is important. I thinkall of us are aware of the marginal factors present
in the U.N., that is, people overexpect from it. It cannot do a great
many things and never was intended to. W, henever we cannot solve
any problem, we are impelled to say, let the U.N. do it. That puts it in
an'unfair position, but the assurance that its significance as one of the
factors in the reduction of tensions in the world would be stressed in
your regime, I think, would be a very important message to convey to
them up there as well as here.

Mr. KIsNoER. I think that-if, hopefully, I can be there on Sep-
tember 24-my speech would express many of these sentiments.

V.S. POSITION IN U.N. ON RIIODES[AN (ItOnmE ISSUE,

Senator McG :. The last. thing that I mentioned bears upon that
same question of the feeling of some that we have been downgrading
the U.N. That is what started out as a very tiny kind of an issue and
blossomed into a very large one in the minds of nuch of the rest of the
world. That is the unanimous recommendation from this committee
that we sustain the position that our Government took on the isue of
Rhodesian, chrome in the United Nations, when our colleagues in the
Senate by their own initiative unilaterally took the United States out
of that commitment. even though we had gone into it as a multilateral
commitment.

It shook the confidence of a great many countries, including the
41 African nations there and tended to freeze them into a bloc on
issues in which we needed a few votes. I was wondring whether you
could share. with us your thoughts (in the possihilities of our trying
to redress a grievance such as this.

Mr. IISSINGER. The administration will 9iiplort the repeal of the
Byrd anmendment.

Senator M( .;1. That is pirecise and to the point.
I want to thaak you.
The CIJ.IJ .,Senator Percy.
Senator ])RCV1'. 1)r. Kis-sinirer. I do not know whether the term

"Excellency" should be iil before or after your confirmation vote.
Mfr. Kiss ixuoF. After.
Senator PERCY. We are all delighted to ha\v you here. and we do

not mind holding you because we know von have the stamina.

('OMIMZIEE (;I'II EIIN -S C'INfCEIXI Nfl .\MB.\SSADORIIPS

I draw attention to a sentence in your statement. You say, "This
is why our international policies nust enlist the contributions of
our best people regardless of political persuasion."

I have been appalled at, you might say, the sale to the highest
bidder through the years under both Dimocratic and Republican
administrations, of ambassadorships, and I have talked at length
with Secretary Rogers about it. Moreover, this committee, its members
and staff, have prepared a set of guidelines on the subject which were



sent to Secretary Rogers. We hope that, with coolxrative effort,
guidelines can be adopted.

We have had some very good noncareer ambassadors and we have
had some terrible ones, but we lh6pe to achieve the level of excellence
you yourself would like to have.

I would like to list a few of the points from the draft, sent to Sec-
retary Rogers to see if you have an immediate impression of these
matters.

First, the nominees for an ambassadorship should have a clearly
demonstrated foreign policy competence, and this committee ill
oppose confirmation of nominees whose primary qualification seem
to be-tihmat they have made substantial political contributions.

Would you concur with that ?
Mr. KIssNGER. Senator, I will be glad to comment on each'of them,

hut let. me make first this general comment. It will be my intent ion, if I
am confirmed, to appoint people of the highest excellence to every
position, and to reflect this from the very beginning.

I think that sometimes it is difficult to express this in absolute guide-
lines. For example, while you no doubt can think of some ambassadors
who had no foreign policy experience, and who did not acquire it
in office either, I can think of some that had no foreign policy exper-
ience and have done a really distinguished job. I have found, as you
must have, that if one picks somebody of true excellence, and true
concern and true interest, he may be able to do an extremely distin-
guished job even if he has no particular expertise in a country or even
i the general field of foreign policy. So I would place more emphasis

on the quality of the man than necessarily on the foreign policy exper-
ience. So I agree more with the first part of your statement than with
the second.

Senator PERCY. But, you would agree with us if. on the record, it
appears that the prima'r qualification of a nominee has been a sub-
stantial political contribution, the nomination should not haV been
made and should not be approved by this committee.

'Mr. KIssINGER. I think if there is no other qualification that that
should weigh very heavily with you.

Senator PRcy: This conunittee also wishes to make certain that all
ambassadorial nominees make a commitment to respond to requests to
appear and testify before duly constituted committees of the Senate.
Do you support that principle!

- 3tr. KtssiN.GER. I have no trouble with that.
Senator PERcy. The committee also feels that we should require a

confidential statement of a nominee's financial holdings, and we can
now say this in good conscience since we have passed a bill requiring
disclosure of our own financial holdings. An ambassadorial appointee
should make such a statement available in a confidential form and
eliminate, prior to approval of the nomination, any potential conflict
of interest.

MJr. KISSINGER. I have no problem with that.

(UIDEI NLES CNOCERNTNG A.M lt.SS.\DOPI.T.l APPOINT3[ENTS

Senator Pmmcv. Finally, there would be an indication by the nominee
that he O' she has some knowledge of the history and current political
and economic problems of the country to which he or she is being



accredited. I mention this particularly because I know that some nomi-
nees have been instructed by the Department on occasion to say as
little as possible, respond as little as they can. Some have simply said
they do not know much but they will find out when they get there
I tlink an ambassadorial nominee's hearing is a chance to focus atten-
tion on the problems and the opportunities of a country and our rela-
tionship with it. Would you encourage norminees to brief themselves
as well as possible, and appear well briefed, when they come before
us and not simply say they know nothing about the countries to which
they will be accredited if confirmedI

Sir. KipsiNoER. I would encourage them to brief themselves to the
fullest extent possible, and I would hope that our selections would
be of sufficient quality so that that issue would not arise.

Senator PERCY. Thank you.

FILLING AMBASSADORIAL VACANCIES

Now, Dr. Kissinger, I do not have a complete list of our ambas-
sadorial vacancies, but those with which I am personally familiar
are the U.S.S.R., Portugal, Bangladesh and Sweden.

Have you considered filling those vacancies and the timeframe in
which they will be filled?

Mr. KISSINGER. I intend to fill every vacancy within 2 months after
my confirmation.

Senator PEPc . And that includes having an ambas-sador in Sweden.
Mr. KISsiNGEn. Well, we will review our Swedish policy after my

confirmation.
[Laughter.]
Senator PERCY. I think there may be other members who would want

to review it before that. I will accept your first statement that all
vacancies will be filled by November 15.

On behalf of Senator Saxbe who has just returned from Bangladesh,
I would like to be sure that that also includes Bangladesh, that we will
have an ambassador there by November 15.

Mr. KISSINGER. Definitely.

PROTECTION OF CIVIL LIBERTIES OF WIRETAPPED IN)IVIDUALS

Senator PEacy. I would like to comment on the dialog between the
chairman and Senator Case on the FBI report involving the wire-
tapping of 17 individuals. I am very concerned about the procedures
that. enabled this to happen-and f hope that we have learned a lot
from this-but I am also very concerned about the civil liberties of
the 17 individuals involved, some of whom still work for the Govern-
ment, and I would like to clarify for the record that no decision has
yet been reached by this committee that a request will be made of the
Attorney General until such time as we have had a chance to discuss
it and consider certain problems involving the 17 individuals, and in
what form that information would be given to asiire tOat tle inrlivid-
uals' rights are protected. 1 would ask the chairman whether that is a
correct understanding.

The CHAIMRAN. Yes, I was discussing with Senator Case and others
that we would request the executive meeting on Monday and I shall
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ask the Attorney General if he is willing to make available the sum-
mary report to the committee in executive session. Then it is up to the
committee to determine what to do with it.

Senator PERCY. The Attorney General would be given an oppor-
tunity to expand on whatever concerns he may have about the civil
liberties of the individuals involved.

The CHAIRMAN. Certainly.
Senator PERCY. Thank you.
The CHAIMPAN. The civil liberties, such as they are, are already

compromised, if they are compromised by the publicity already given
to them. There have been many articles about the 17 named, including
the member of this staff. There is no secret about the people who were
wiretapped, many of whom bear little relation, if any, to what is
called national security. I cannot imagine that they could have been.
Why they were wiretapped is a great mystery to me.

Senator CASE. It seems to me a fundamental violation of a person's
civil liberties is involved in his being wiretapped.

The CHAIM.-A. Not in our knowing about it. It has already been
talked about. If there is any violation it took place at the time he was
wiretapped. One of these gentlemen, Mr. Halperin, I was told yester-
day, has already entered a suit against the nominee for $100 a day for
every day he was wiretapped when he was out of the Government. I
was told that yesterday.

Senator PERCY. I just want to be certain we have an opportunity to
ascertain the consequences of those 17 names being officially revealed
as suspects. It may jeopardize the rights of those individuals.

The CHARMAN." If the Senator is fearful the chairman will release
them on his own authority, he can be assured on that.

.Senator PERCY. I will leave it then for the moment.

ACTIVITIES OF MR. DAVID YOUNG

I think for the record, Dr. Kissinger, it, would be well to have your
comments about a former employee of your own, Mr. David Young,
who has been indicted for conspiracy and burglary.

Did you, when he left your employment and was transferred to
Mr. Ehrlichman, have any idea -t that time or any subsequent time
that he was to be requested to engage in illegal aciivities-burglary,
conspiracy to burglary, or whatever they might be.

Mr. KI;siNER. Senator, I have no knowledge of any such activities
that David Young may have engaged in. I did not know of the existence
of the "Plumbers Group." bky that or any other name. Nor did I know

-that David Young was concerned with internal security matters.
Perhaps I should explain for the record my connection with David

Young. .I hired David Young becau-e I had met him in New York
when I was associated with Governor Rockefeller, and he was a mem-
ber of the law firm that worked for the Rockefeller family. When I
came to Washington, I was looking for a man of high moral standards,
whom I knew personally, who could work as a personal assistant and
appointments secretary. David Young worked in that capacity. He
was very highly recommended. I also knew his family, and I thought
extremely highly of him. And I must say that in my own experience
I never had any reason to change my mind.



lie worked in this capavit y as my appointment secretary for a year,
from roughly January 1970, to January 1971. That position is one of
the more exhausting ones in the Goverlment, for both practical and I
suppose psychological reasons. David Young therefore asked to be
transferred to more substantive work. We could not find any substan-
tive work for him immediately because all of his experience had really
been in domestic affairs. So David Young worked in the files; he didn't
even have an office from January 19 1, througi-June 1971. lie accom-
p anid me occassionally to meetings, 'but basically lie was no longer
working in my outer offce; he was working with people located in the
files.

In June 1971, David Young-on his own initiative or Mr. Ehrlich-
man's, I don't know which-transferred to Mr. Ehrlichman's staff.
David Young had met. Mr. Ehrlichman because Mr. Ehrlichman and I
sat across from each other on Air Force 1 and David Young sat. next
to me and Mr. Ehrlichnian's assistant sat next to him. In fact, the
transfer occurred while I was on m, first secret trip to China.

At that time I was told that David Young would work on a project
for 3 months concerned with changing the declassification procedures
of the Government, a project that was publicly announced and which
published a public report [Executive Order 11652. March 8, 1972].
After this project ended, I was told by Mr.' Ehrlichman that David
Young would stay on his staff, and I had no contact with David
Young either by telephone or in mY office or in any other way after he

metiy staff, although I continued to have high regard for Lim.
Ili short, I did not know either from him 0o' anyone. else about the

existence of the "Plumbers," as I said. by this or ;in" other name, or
about, his activities in connection with 'internal security matters. I
thiink it was a deplorable event.

Senator PERCY. Thank you for that clarification.
The CHAIR M A,. Senator Muskie.
Senator MuSKIE. Dr. Kissinger, I am conscious of the fact that you

have been under these lights for 3 hours and we have been throwing
the platoon system at you while we have gone to vote. Many subject
areas have been opened up that I would like to talk with you about,
but I am under a time limitation.

WITNESS' OPENING STATEMENT APPhAUDED

First, may I say with respect to your opening statement that I
applaud it as a statement of philosophy to bring to this job. I cannot
resist. saying that if it had been reflected in the policies and actions
of this administration in the last 5 years. we would not be here today
discussing the problems that have been create by the lack of trust
between us and the administration. So I hope your articulation of this
philosophy expresses not only just your own personal attitz'e about
the responsibilities you have been asked to assume but that it signals
a change in the administration policies which have inhibited a free
flow of information and free communication.

ADM INISTRATION POLICY CON'EIIN I N'( PRESIDFEN'rS A17TIHORITY
IN wVIRETAP FIELD

On that point [ wou'd like to ask one specific question in the wire-
tap field. I do not, know that I will ask further questions in that field
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today. I am not sure whether what you have said represents a change
in policy by this administration concerning the authority of the Pres-
ident in the field of wiretaps.

Do I understand that the President now accepts the position that he
has no right to legally wiretap without a court warrant in the national
securit fieldI

Mr. KQissNoR. Senator, I do not believe that, I am the proper spokes-
man for the President's view of the legal rights in this field. I never
believed it was a judgment that was mine to make. I accepted the
judgment of the then Attorney General and Director of the FBI in
my fourth month in Government. It is generally understood that the
Court has placed additional restrictions as compared to 1969 about
the right to wiretap in national security cases. But I would prefer
for the Attorney General to define exactly what these additional re-
strictions are.

In addition, of course, there is the question of the exercise of what-
ever rights may exist and the spirit in which this is to be conducted.

Senator MUSKIE. As I understand the situation with respect to
court decisions, what we have had is a decision in domestic security
cases but not in external security cases or national security cases.

Do I gather from what you have said that the Supreme Court. deci-
sion on domestic security cases is having an impact upon administra-
tion policies in other cases?

Mfr. Kissi:NoER. Senator, as I pointed out earlier, I have been essen-
tially dissociated from any internal security matters since. April 1970,
and I therefore. have not kept up to date with either the practices or
the legal interpretations that are now applicable. It is my impression
that the restrictions even in the field of national security are now more
severe., and I seem to have in the back of my mind thit. some connec-
tion to a foreign government has now to be demonstrated before the
national Fecurity principle can be invoked. But I am not absolutely
sure about this,'and I am simply not a sufficient, authority on the sub-
ject.

Senator MuSKiE. The Attorney General's opinion to which you re-
ferred earlier was to the effect, that wiretaps could he used in national
security cases without a court warrant.

Air. KCISSINOFR. That is correct. At that time the legal position seemed
to be that the President could determine or delegate to the Attorney
General the authority to use wiretaps when national security was in-
volved.

ADMINISTITION POSITION ON WIRETAP A1,'rJIORITY

Senator MuSKm. There was sonic testimony in the Watergate case
to the effect that the President could ignore provisions of law appli-
cable to other citizens if lie deemed- it reqtrired by national security
matters.

rNow trying to bring to a focus what this discussion here this morning
rais, there was the implication in the discussion this morning that
when the Court defines what is legal or not legal, with respect to issuing
wiretap orders without court warrant, that the. administration will con-
sider itself bound.

Is that your understanding?
Mr. KisixoGR. That is my understanding. But again, Senator. I

would not make such a determination on my own; indeed, I would not
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expect to be involved in any internal security matters in the position
for which I am being proposed. That is, I would not expect to be in-
volved in the policy being followed.

Let me state as a basic question: If there was some atomic bomb
about to go off in some-building-to put an absurd case-I could vis-
ualize that a President under those circumstances would disregard the
legal framework and properly take steps to prevent this bomb going
off. I am giving an extreme case, to say that if legal procedures are
violated or ignored there is an absolute requirement, it seems to me,
to be able to demonstrate to reasonable and concerned people that the
necessity was in fact overwhelming, and that. it cannot simply be done
by using the words "national security." This has to be on demonstra-
tion of an overwhelming cause that would justify disregarding legal
procedures.

Senator MfusiKm. You understand, of course, in putting these ques-
tions, I put them not only to you but to the administration and into
the public domain because this is obviously one of the great controver-
sial issues that has emerged out of the Watergate hearings.

Mr. KISSINGER. I understand your concern. It is simp hat I am
not familiar enough with the precise legal position to answer that.

WITNESS' POSITION CONCERNING WIRETAPS

Senator MUysKrE. Then let me put one further question, and from
what you said, I am sure we cannot resolve the issue in terms of ad-
ministration policy generally. Let me put this one further question:

It was your desire-and I think an understandable desire and one
to be applauded-to reassure this committee with respect to your atti-
tude concerning wiretaps without court order, where the use of wire-
taps would be considered illegal. It was your position-or it is your
desire to indicate to us insofar as you were concerned-that you would
stay within the constraints that have been laid down by court decision.
W'hat you are now saying is that regardless of what constraints this
may impose upon your judgment as to what is right or wrong, you are
not in position to state what the administration policy would be.

Mr. KISSINGER. I have no reason to suppose that the administration
would ignore court decisions or refuse to respect court decisions with
respect to wiretapping. In fact, my impression is, my conviction is,
that it would respect it.

I simply am very reluctant to make a final statement on a matter
which is sc far out of my jurisdiction. The Attorney General or the
Counsel to the White House may take a more modulated view of this.But my impression is what I have conveyed to you, and why do I not
ee whether we can get an expression from those who are better quali-

fied to get it than I am?

ADMINISTRATION POLICY CONCERNING WIRETAPS

Senator MusiKrE. I think it would be helpful because your 'yo.'oint-
ment as Secretary is intended, I take it, to signil a new era in the rela-
tionships between the Presidency and the C6ngress in the field of for-
eign policy, and one of the sources of unease is the very area that we
are touching.

I understand that as nominee for Secretary of State you cannot define
overall administration policy. But I would think that as the nominee



for Secretary of State, you would feel it incumbent and important to
undertake to clarify overall policy because it bears upon th--elimate
that we can generate between your Office and this committee and the
Congress.C r. KmsxoER. Let me see whether I can elicit a statement which

we could either submit for the record or give in some other form that
would satisfy your question.

[The information referred to follows:]

OFFIcE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERA.,
lVashington, D.C., September 12, 1973.

Hon. J. W. FULBRIGHT,
Chawi'nan,, n.'enate Foreign Relations Coinmittee,
WVaxii inzgton, D.C.

i)DFA MR. CHAIRMAN: During the confirmation hearings of Dr. Kissinger, a
question was raised as to this Administration's position concerning the power
of the Executive to conduct electronic surveillance without warrant in the na-
tional security field. Dr. Kissinger said that he would try to elicit a statement for
the record that would clarify our general policy on this-matter.

I believe that there will continue to be situations which Justify the conduct of
electronic surveillance for the purposes of national security. This surveillance Is
carried out to meet the obligations of the President as both Commander-in-Chief
and as the Nation's instrument for foreign affairs. I will continue to attempt
to ensure that a genuine national security interest is, in fact, involved whenever
we invoke this power and that we operate within the limits set by Congress and
the courts.

The Department of Justice scrupulously observes the law as interpreted by
the courts. There may be questions as to what certain decisions mean and whether
surveillance, such as that discussed by the committee, has been affected by later
cmurt decision. These and other issues are before the courts now and we expect
any ambiguities to be settled within the normal judicial process. The policy state-
ment that follows therefore refers to procedures for any surveillance that may be
carried out at present.

A year ago in the Keith case (407 U.S. 297), the Supreme Court ruled unani-
mously that the Government may not carry on electronic surveillance In domes-
tic security operations, as opposed to foreign intelligence operations, without
first obtaining a judicial warrant. The Court pointed out that it was condemn-
ing warrantless electronic surveillance carried out in domestlo security cases-
directed at a "domestic organization (whether formally or informally consti-
tuted) composed of citizens of the United States and which has no significant
connection with a foreign power, its agents or agencies." The Keith decision
necessarily Is Departmental policy and is being followed.

Although the Keith case did not address warrantless national security elec-
tronic surveillance, to date, the lower courts which have addressed this problem
have agreed with the contention of this Department that a judicial warrant Is
not a necessary requirement for the Government's use of electronic surveillance
to obtain foreign intelligence or foreign policy information necessary for the
protection of national security. E.g., United States v. Clay, 430 F. 2d 165 (5th
Cir. 1970), reversed on other grounds, 403 U.S. 698 (1971); United States v.
Brwcrn, 317 F. Supp. 581 (E.D. La., 1970) aormcd, No. 72-2181 (5th Cir., Aug.
22.-11173) ; United States v. Smith, 821 F. Supp. 424 (C.D. Calif. 1971) ; Zwefbon
v. Mitchell. 42 U.S. L. Week 2054 (1973). Pending a decision on this issue by the
Supreme Court, I believe that we are Justified in relying on the case law as it
is being developed in the lower courts to conduct national security electronic
surveillance, without warrant. in a limited number of cautiously and meticulously
reviewed instances.

When Congress enacted legislation in 1968 requiring a judicial warrant for
the use of electronic surveillance in Investigations of violations of certain crimi-
nal laws, it made clear that it did not intend to add or subtract from -whatever
measure of constitutional power the President may have to use-electronie sur-
veillance In the national security field. However, as a guide, it set forth a number
of purposes, divided between the domestic and foreign aspects of national secu-
rity, that it understood to be proper for the exercise of Presidential power. Tha
Keith decision subsequently held that this power could not, in the absence of ei
warrant, be -exercised-for the domestic security purposes mentioned by Con.



gres& However, as a matter of policy, I shall keep in mind the contours of the
President's power suggested by Congress in the 1968 law as it relates to foreign
intelligence. In general, before I approve any new application for surveillance
without a warrant, I must be convinced that it is necessary (1) to protect the
nation against actual or potential attack or other hostile acts of a foreign power:
(2) to obtain foreign intelligence Information deemed essential to the security
of the United States; or 43) to protect national security Information against
foreign intelligence activities. IS U.S.C .9511(3).

As the Supreme Court itself observed in Keith, it may well be diffcult to dis-
tinguish between "domestic" and "foreign" unlawful activities directed against
the United States where there are relationships in varying degrees between
domestic groups or organizations and foreign powers, or their agents. All I
can say Is that, as the applications are presented to me. I will, together with my
staff, try scrupulously to follow the guidance and instruction given to us by
Congress and the courts, bearing in mind the importance of balancing individual
privacy with the needs of national security.

In addition, there is ongoing in the Department a. full-scale effort under my
and Bill Ruckelshaus' immediate supervision, to derive new standards and
guidelines for use of electronic surveillance in lIoth domestic criminal matters,
as well as for national security purposes. It is our hope that we will be able to
give these standards precise public articulation and thus foster better under-
standing of the scope and nature of our limited use of electronic surveillance.
Also, as I mentioned the other day, the new FBI Oversight Subcommittee of the
Senate Judiciary Committee will allow the Congress to be better informed about
these activities.

With kindest regards,
Sincerely, --

ELLIOT L. RICHARDSON.
Attorney Oencral.

Senator Musxm. I think there was some reference 'ou made earlier
in our discussion that you might supply for the record; I would like
to go over that later and see if vou could" supply it for the record.

I think my time is up, I)r. Kissinger. but there are other areas that
I would like to touch upon. I am sure we are going to have the oppor-
tunity to do so, including some substantive areas in the field of arms
control, for exampTe.

The CHAIRM AN. Senator Humphrey.
Senator TIuMpJiRFry. Thank yo0 ve 'ry imieh, Mr. Chairman.
I will have to go down and cast a vote and I wasn't q-uite sure I

ought to leave before my turn came. So I think you are going to he
spared. I think we have a relatively short time to cast this vote.

gOIME. D.rION OF WITNESS

Dr. Kissinger, first I want to eolmnend you on not onlV your state-
ment, sir, which is a brilliant statement of purpose and p;hilosol)hy.
but on your service to this comntr' in the cause of international peace
and understanding. I say" that. as -one who has observed vou for many
years, both as a great ' -ofessor and as a practitioner'in the art of
diplomacy.

.Jiist a tew direct questions.

l'.S. SUPPORT OF .FRI'A N l)EVE.(I'MENT BANK

You mentioned your support of multinational and multilateral in-
stitutions, such as the Asian Development Bank and others. The
administration has not seen fit to make an investment in the African
developmentt Bank even though there has been a commitment. I he-
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lieve, for $15 million dollars. a very modest commitment, might I sy,
to a continent that holds for us much good or much evil in the days to
come. It may be the treasure house of the world and to a nation like
ours, depending on vast use of natural resources, this continent is
important.

What would be your position on our support of the African Develop-
ment Bank I

IfMr. KtssaNoEr. I will have to ieview this. Senator. I do not know
the circumstances that. have caused us to delay. My instinct would be
favorable.

PlNS RE.IATIN%1 O 1 lTIN A31ERICA AND AFRICA

Senator lfrIu.1Hri%:'. My respousibilitV as chairman of the Consulta-
tive Subcommittee on A frican Affairs leads ite to this question: -

It seems to me that most of our attention. and understandably, in the
field of national security and foreign policy has been placed upon the
great. powers, Western Europe, Soviet Union. the People's Republic of
China. I do not think nearly enough attention has been pbiced on
Japan. and I will come to that.

I think there is a need of some repair work there.
I would hope. Dr. Kissinger. that, you might give some attention to

two other areas of the world that in the long run need our cooperation
and our understanding. Latin America and Africa.

These two continents represent vast resources and hundreds of mil-
lions of people. I)o you have any plans in mind relating to these two
areas?

Mr. KtssioER. Yes. Senator. I think vou will see fairly quickly
after my confirmation some initiatives in the Latin American field. As
you may know, I took a trip to Mexico within 48 hours of my nomina-
tion. tlat had been planned but which I maintained despite many
pressures. to meet with the Foreign Minister and the President of
Mexico to discuss this very problem.

I agree with you also that. we have not had the opportunity because
of other pressures to give adequate attention to Africa. We intend to
return to that also, but that may take a little longer than the IAtin
American field.

Senator HumminREy. I realize the African Continent does not seem
to be in the news. It is not the drama of the day and it does not get
the headlines, but I want to say as an American we are in vast need
of the friendly cooperation of these countries and peoples. We are
worried about Arab oil, but might I suggest that Africa has products
that this country needs even more significantly than oil. If we do
not take care of our relationships there we could end up by having
mortal enemies, and that would be a singular economic and'politicol
tragedy to us.

ACCFS TO INFORMATION AMENDMENT

Dr. Kissinger, are you familiar with the access to information
amendment in the State Department appropriation or was this askedI

Mr. KissrNoE. This was asked.
Senator Huuimm. Then, I shall not burden you.
Mr. Kmsxom. InconcLusively discussed.
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Senator Huvpmjnz. Fully discussed I
Mr. Kas io Inconclusively.
Senator Hvxmnmy. Inconclusively. I hope you will over the week--

end have a chance to arrive at a conclusion and not recommend that
the President veto this.

Mr. Kissom I have reached a conclusion, but it is not exactly the
same as the one you state.

PORTION OF NOC STAFF TO BE HF1E1 TO STATE DEPARTMENT

How much of the National Security Council staff do you propose
to shift, if any, to the State Department? Do you intend to trim it
down, in other words ?

Mr. Kmsswom I think that the National Security Council staff will
be somewhat reduced as a result of this change, and I intend to take
some of its members to the State Department with me. But I do not
intend to staff the State Department with National Security Council
personnel. The primary stan in the State Department will be done
by Foreign Service officers, and officials brought in from the outside.

Senator Humunmy. Mr. Chairman, I want to go down and cast
my vote. I believe I have a few minutes left, but I would like to yield
to" Senator McGovern and I will come back, if I may be permitted, to
ask about two more questions.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator McGovern.
Senator McGovnx. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

CRISIS IN CONFIDENCE IN TRUTHFULNESS OF U.S. LEADERS

Dr. Kissinger, I think you will be pleased to know that I will be
the final interrogator, at least today. Senator Church referred in his
questioning of you a while ago, to a constitutional crisis in the United
States and other Senators have alluded to a related and, I think
equally important problem in the country today. That is the crisis oi
confidence in the truthfulness of our leaders. About 100 years ago
one of our great scientists during the controversy over the doctrine
of evolution, said if we want to make any prog s in the field of
science we have to quit lying to each other. I ink to whatever extent
that is true in the field of science it is certainly true in a democracy.

PRESIDENT'S STATEMENT OF APRIL, 30, 1970, CONCERNINO CA ODIA

On April 30, 1970, after we had been bombing the sanctuaries in
Cambodia for a period of about 14 months, as I understand it, in 1969
and 1970, at the end of those bombing missions which the Congress
did not know about and the American people did not know about, the
President went on television and said these words:

For 5 years neither the United States nor South Vietnam has moved against
these enemy sanctuaries because we did not wish to violate the territory of a
neutral nation.

Do you see any way to interpret that televised address by the Presi-
dent as anything other than a deception of the American people I

Mr. KIsIsxozI. What the President must have had in tnind was
ground operations against these sanctuaries, and by that time the



notion that the territory that was occupied by the North Vietnamese
in Cambodia really was not Cambodian territory in that sense, becauiti
the Cambodians had taken the position. that they did not know what
was going on there, had become so firmly fixed in everybody's mind
that this must be the psychological basis for that statement*

REASON BOMBING INFORMATION WAS WITHHEL

Senator McGovERN. Dr. Kissinger, what was the reason then? I
know that you touched on this, but I am really not clear in my own
mind yet as to the real reason why this information on the bombing
was withheld both from the Congress and the American people. Do
you find any constitutional authority for ordering American bombers
into what the President had himself described as a neutral country,
without informing the Congress or getting the authorization of the
Congress for that action ?

Mr. KISsINGER. Senator, as I pointed out in response to earlier ques-
tions, we were faced here with a situation in which the North Viet-
namese for years had been using Cambodia as a corridor for supplies.
For years the), had been using sanctuary areas right across the frontier
from which they were staging operations against American forces
and into which they then withdrew. It has always been considered
axiomatic in international law that neutral countries have an obliga-
tion to prevent the use of their territory for hostile actions against
other countries. And, therefore, the principle that one belligerent has
a right to use neutral territory while the other belligerent has no
right-in the very limited areas that we are talking about, which were
within a distance of some 10 miles from the frontier-to attack the
forces of a third country that had invaded that neutral territory, and
only those forces, the legal issue or for that matter the moral issue is
at least not self-evident.

Second, we had a situation here in which the government of that
country was either acquiescing or inviting this sort of pressure as a
means of evicting these invading forces from its territory.

Senator McGovERN. They were inviting what?.
Mr. KiiSNGER. They were at a minimum acquiescing in the bombing

because it was in their power to protest at any point, which they
never did.

Senator MCGOVERN. But the Congress was not acquiescing.
Mr. KI SINGER. No.
Senator McGoVEtu.. We had no knowledge of it.
Mr. KissiNozl. No. The reason that it was not made public was to

avoid a situation in which Prince Sihanouk would have to make a
formal protest; we would then have been faced with a situation of
terminating the attacks or formally spreading the war into Cambodia.
You asked me for the rationale of why it was kept secret, and this is
the reason that led to its being kept secret.

Senator MCGovERN. I have heard that explanation, but Prince
Sihanouk has repeatedly said that that is not the truth, and that, as a
matter of fact, he did protest to the U.N. and to the international com-
munity against such bombing.

Mr. Kissixoz. Why don't I supply to the committee, Senator, some
of the communications of Prince 9ihanouk to us during this period,
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in which it was perfectly easy for him to have pointed out-lettes
he was writing to the President during this perod, or a pre% con-
ference which he gave on Ma 13,1969, in which he specifically debate
any knowledge of B-52 bombing, which is on the pu bc record.

Senator AfcGovmiq. I would interested in examining that evi-
dence, Dr. Kissinger. But even if it bears out what you say about
Prince Sihanouk, it does not speak to the question, as far as I am con-
cerned, of why the Congress was bypassed on a military operation of
this kind, without reference to the sensibilities of Prince Sihanouk.
We would like to have a Constitution that lodges the war powers or
at least a portion of it in the Congress of the United State& There must
have been some recognition of that involved in the decision to inform
certain selected Members of the Congress. Was there not at least a
semblance of a recognition by the administration that somebody hero
in the Congress should know about the bombing I

Mr. Klsslicxa. Of course, and that is why selectively Members of
the Congress were informed about it. I did not myself select the Mem-
bers. I was too new in Washington to know who were the appropriate
people in Congress, but certainly they were informed about it.

S . r IVE INFORMING OF MEMBERS OF CONGRESS QUESONED

Senator M.NCGOVERN. In view of the fact that it was a fundamental
foreign policy matter, do you not think it was curious, to say the least,
that neither the chairman nor the ranking member of this committee
were among those who were informed -out the bombing, nor the
chairman of the House Foreign Affairs Committee?

Mr. KISSINGER. I would say that if information in the future is given
to Members of the Congress on any matter, the selection should be more
systematic.

Senator McGovTnx. I would certainly agree with that.

WITNESS' (CTOBER 25, 1972, POSITION AND IATER HEAVY AERIAL
BOMBARDMENT

On another matter. Dr. Kissinger, last, October 25 you held a cele-
brated press conference in which you reported that peace was at hand
in Vietnam. You went on to explaIn, in answering reporters' questions,
that there were a few minor differences yet tobe worked out, some
semantic problems and language difficulties, but that in all probability
one more negotiating session would iron out these difficulties.

How would you explain that position in light of the subsequent
decision. some 30 days after the election was over, to engage in very
heavy aerial bombardment of North Vietnam, and also Cambodia and
Laos? Did you anticipate that possibility at the time you were indicat-
in that maybe one more negotiating session would end the war?

fr. KissixoGE. What I said in that press conference was my sincere
conviction. I believed that we had an agreement whose main outlines
and most of whose details were essentially acceptable.

I believed also we had the problem at that time of preventing a
situation similar to that which existed in 1969, in which, with the
imminence of an election, one of the parties to this negotiation would
begin and perhaps would end a negotiation that had gone on for-4
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years. Therefore, in my press conference--which was entirely addressed
to a foreign audience, and which was intended to convey to both Viet-
namese parties, that we were determined to stick to the main outlines
of this effort, that we were not going to reopen this entire settlement,
and that it was senseless to ask us to reopen it either from Saigon or
from Hanoi-it was my sincere conviction, based on the issues then
-outstanding, that we could settle it in one more session.

We then had another session, the first 2 days of which were perfectly
consistent with my exp tat ions. I believe now, Senator, incidentally,
it was a tactical mistake from the point of view of the negotiations to
have tied myself to this position of one session, because it, put us into
a straitjacket. But the first 2 days were consistent with it. Then
there was a reversal of the North Vietnanese position. and there grew
lip the conviction that they were deliberately stone-walling a settle-
ment. And they were beginning to int reduce n'ew issues. many of which
had already been settled in October, that created the danger that the
whole thing would disintegrate.

At the end of October we had no thought that there would be a
resumption of military operations. Indeed we unilaterally stopped
the bombing of the Nort , north of the 20th parallel, because we
thought a settlement was imminent. That was our conviction. And
as it turned out, once they went back to the conference table in earnest,
it. was settled in essentially one session, but the session was delayed
itntil January.

Senator MfcGovFRN. Mfv time is up, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you, I)r. Kissinger.
The CAIRMAN. Senator Humphrey, I will return toyou.
Senator ITh-_fPUREY. Yes; I will op;en up one or two other matters.

A 1BASSADORIAL Posr iN SWEDEN

Dr. Kissinger, I was keenly interested in the ambassadorial posts
and other posts you did not intend to fill. Just in case you do not know,
I am very much interested in the amlbassadorial post in Sweden simply
because Y think our inaction is an attempt at petulance. I hope our
old friend will not continue to be chastised because of the remarks of
the Prime Minister. On that basis we would have to break off rela-
tionships with an awful lot of other countries and so I shall press you
on it rather heavily.

We have a little amendment up in the Senate which we hope to call
up very shortly. I know you want to be very cooperative. You said so.
So do I. So we will pick'a neutral like Sweden to try this cooperation
OIL

Mr. KISSINGER. I agree to that.

WITNESS' ROLE IN INTERNATIONAL MONETARY SYSTEMI
REFORM NEGOTIATIONS

Senator HtUMPHRE. One of the points that has ieen emphasized in
-some of the commentary relating to your nomination, Dr. Kissinger, is
your, well, to put it hluntly, lack of interest in international economic
affairs. A couple of quotations have been cited to me. and I read about
it before. It is my judgment, of course, that the international economic
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scene is at the very heart of our modern diplomacy. In fact, this may
be the new diplomacy to be engaged in. What role, if any, would you
be playing in the negotiations for reform of the international monetary
system ?

Mr. KIssNGER. Senator, it is quite true that prior to my beginning
this present position, economic affairs had not been in the forefront of
my academic concern, and that is an understatement. In exercising my
present function I have learned by experience the crucial importance
of economic affairs and the intricate connection between the solution
of economic issues and of political issues. Therefore, I have over the
last 2 years taken major steps to increase the strength of my staff in
the White House in the field of international economics, and 6 months
ago I hired a 1)eputy Assistant to the President who was charged with
international economic policy.

Now, on the specific matter which you raised, the rlform of the
monetary system is one of tio.e issues whieh over the years has come
up again anid again, and it has been brought home to me again and
Again that it is as much -a political as it is a technical eecomlic ISe
I aive met( A-ery frecieitlv iii fornl-N vwith Secretary shiultz. But
these informal mt., irs are ml, s'44i1ti'te for a reI.lr relationship
anld for a greater influence ly the department of State on the deci-
sions that are Iiad ill thw international monetary field. because those
decisions really amle,'t omvne-tiv policies amd-ult'imately the interna-
tional position" of all of the eomntries concerned. Therefore, it would
be my Intention, if confirmed, to strem,_then the econonlic side of the
State Department. and to work out arra, .,ements by which it can
Play a more active role in the formulation of our policies. both in the
international monetary field and in trade negotiations. and within the
State Department to lri1i the economic conerlis into (loser line with
the political objectives of the U-nited States.

FRAGMENTATION IN C'0N(;RESS (N FuIREI;N LCONOMic POLICY .N[ATTFPS

Senator IUM'. niY. T aimn very litariened by that and might I my
that I consid,,r the fra,_,mm,,tationl il the Cn.tr.'ss of the l'iited tates
on matters of foreign economic policy one of tile singular weakmiesses
of our present governmental Fvti1p. Tliere is 11o plce in which the
responsibility is ceitered for trade or international monetary policy.
This coiimit'tee omuzht to lawv -oinethinr to .y abo t this. if we are
goig to have cooperation in the field of foreign policy and national
severity.

I can think of no area more important than trade right now because
present allies can become new enemies on the basis of trade. And in
the field of international monetary policy it does not (lo very much
good to talk about national security if vyour international monetary
system is in chaos or if the American dollar is undervalued or over-
valued or constantly being devalued. I would. therefore, want to ex-

ress at least my concern about this area, not. being an expert at all.
consider that'this committee is derelict on this subject, and I say

very frankly, I think we ought. to be more directly involved in all
matters of foreign economic .policy. It is not just. a' matter of tariffs
any longer. The nontariff barriers are as significant as the tariff bar-
riers. They are diplomatic and they are political and we ought not just
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to leave it to Ways and Means and Finance. I wanted to get that off
in my 10 minutes and I have done it. I have nothing further to say.

[Laughter.]

QUESTIONS OF SFXATORS CURTIS AND HANSEN

The CARnM3.-x. Dr. Kissinger, you have been very patient. It is un-
fortunate that this committee is so large and it takes so long. The Wa-
tergate committee has a greater advantage in those matters, as you can
see. I have had submitted to me by Senator Curtis and Senator 1-ansen,
two series of questions which they have requested. I submit to you to
supply the answers and whatever, you have to say for the record. You
can supply tem on Monday. I Sve \ppendix.]

COMM IrEE PROCEDURE

In view of the comments made. particularly by the Senator from
Illinois and others, it seems to me that the proper procedure would be
for the committee to have an executive session on Monday morning at
9:30 in S-li 6 to disiiss the questionn which has been raised and about
which there is some concern and then resume the Ol)en hearings at
10:30. if that is agr-eeable. Thit will give you time to consider these
questions which have becen submitted and t'he committee could decide
what it. wishes to do. I diall invite the Attorney General to meet with
us at 9:30, if he is free. to discuss that matter and it could be dis-
posed of. I wold hope. one way or the other.

The hour is late. and we will recess now. There are. of course, a nuin-
her of broad( questions that I have in mind about your views about
where w, lgo from now oni in such areas ts. especially.. Southeast Asia.
I know it is a matter about which you are thoroughly informed, but
we would like to know ver\" much what you have in'mind about. the
broader qiiestions4hlan some of the specific ones which have been raised
this morning. I would hope that we could move along on Monday
Inorning. if tlutt is agreeable Nwith you.

Mr. KiS.'sx;-i:H. That is fine.
The Cii.%ii. r.%x. Thank von very much. The committee is adjourned.
[Wliereupon. at 1 :55 p.n.. the hearing was recessed, to reconvene at

10:30 n.m.. Monday. September 10, 1973.]



NOMINATION OF HENRY A. KISSINGER

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 10, 1973

UNITED STATEs SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONs.

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 11:15 a.m., in room 31S.
Russell Senate Office Building, Senator J. W. Fulbright [chairman].
presiding.
Present: Senators Fulbright, Sparkman, Mansfield, Church, Sym
ington, Pell, McGee, Muskie, McGovern, Aiken, Case, Javits, Scott,
and Pearson.

Also present: Mr. Marcy, of the committee staff.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
We regret the delay which was occasioned by a meeting with the
Attorney General over a matter which arose in the last hearing.

HEARING PROCEDURE

But we will resume this morning under the 10-minute rule as we did
the other day. Will someone keep track of the time !

WAR POWERS

Dr. Kissinger, there are so many interesting aspects of your re
sponsibility, both present and future, that it is difficult to select the
proper questions. There are one or two that grew out of the last meet
ing, with which I thought I might start. As I recall, in answer to a
question about the relations between the Congress and the Executive.
you said there must be some way for Congress to associate itself with
the decision to go to war. Then you referred to the warmaking power

§ th
;

President. Is that correct? Did you not say something to that
effect,'

TESTIMONY OF HENRY A
. KISSINGER, NOMINEE TO BE SECRETARY
0F STATE–Resumed

Dr. KissiNGER. That is substantially correct, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. It raised in my mind the question that you seem

to assume that the basic war power is in the President, not in the
Congress. You put it that we had to find a way to associate ourselves
with the President’s power to make war. As a matter o

f

constitutional
practice, do you not agree that the basic power o
f making war, de

claring war, is in the Congress?

(65)
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Dr. KISSINGER. The Constitution, Mr. Chairman, has placed the
basic war powers in the Congress. However, recent experience has
shown that the need for rapid response, and the ambiguity in many
situations, may bring about a commitment of American forces in a
gray area that in atleast two major instances has not been brought
under this particular provision. Those are the situations in which the
relationship of the executive and legislative branches should be stud-
.led, and I proposed a joint. executive-legislative body tostudy this
issue.

The CRI.,IRMA. Both Houses of Congress have already given con-
siderable study to this matter and there is a bill pending, as you know,
which is in conference presently on this subject. I do not accept your
premise that there have been any recent examples in which the urgen-
cy was so great that the Executive had to move without consultation
with Congress. I accept the proposition they have done so, but I
think they were not justified in dohig so, such is the invasion of Cam-
bodia. n

I think there was nothing urgent about that. I think it. would have
been quite possible and feasible for you to have consulted the Con-
gress, and to have stated your reasons why you felt we should in-
vade Cambodia. It is possible they would have agreed with you. But
the fact. is they were not. consulted in any respect. In fact, it came as
a great surprise. I think the same could be said with regard to-well,
this is a little different from the Gulf of Tonkin. There was consulta-
tion. but with certain misrepresentations. It. is true if you are going to
consult and misrepresent fact. consultation will not amount to much.
I am assuming you will not do that and you are agreeing?

'Mr. KISSINGER. r. Chairman, I have already expressed iiyself with
reference to misrepresentation.

With respect to the so-called invasion of Cambodia. I think the issue
should be considered from the point of view of the original engage-
ment in Indochina. The military operations in Cambodia grew out of
original commitment. which would lb- the most germane one for the
examination of the relationshipJ) between the Congress and the Execu-
tive in determining the proper role of each.

coc'rXr-rUALZ.YIOx OF FOREIGN OLICY BY COMMI'TFE

The CIURMAN. You said in one of your press conferences, I believe,
that you hoped the Committee on Foreign Relations could, and I
think'this is a quote--if it. is not correct you can correct it: "I plan to
see what. I can do to bring the Senate Foreign Relations Committee
into the conceptual area of foreign policy so they do not have to make
ad hoc decisions." This was a statement taken, I believe, from Time.
How do you think we can conceptualize a policy without informa-
tion being given to us in advaie about what the policy should be?

Mr. KisixoER. "Mr. Chairman, I do not have the exact. quotation to
which vou refer in front of me, and if it implies that the committee
has not. engaged in conceptual thinking before, thit certainly was not
the intent.

The point that I attempted to make in this press conference was
that the committee's role should not be confined to testimony by high
officials, or by officials, after an action had been taken. It is my belief,



Mr. Chairman, that it is important for the committee to understand
the general design of our policy and to express its views about this
design as it is being fonnulated. As I pointed out in my statement on
Fri ay, I would request a meeting with you and Senator Aiken as
soon as I am confirmed, to work out procedures by which this could
be accomplished.

Now, with respect to -your specific quest ion, of course, the committee
cannot make a contribution to this process unless it is given the rele-
vant information. It would be my intention to make sure that the
committee has the information it needs to arrive at. a reasonable
judginent.

The CT.HMAN. Is it your feeling that the committee does not pres-
ently conceptualize our foreign policy, that we do not approach it
in tlat terin, if I understand the way you use that. term ?

Mr. KissxcFR. Mr. Chairman, I think the administration has no
reason to complain about inadequate conceptualization on the part of
the chairman or of the committee. [Laughter.]

The CHAIRUAN. I wonder if you could give us your present con-
ception of our policy in Southeast Asia. I wonder, since you have
used this term, what your conceptualization is of our policy in South-
east Asia at the present time.

Mr. Kissixe, it. If I could go back just 1 minute to the previous
-question, Mr. Chairan-

The CIIAmTR3A. Yes.
Mr. KIiSSINGER. I would say that I would hope that we can achieve

a closer rapport between the committee's thinking and the adminis-
tration's thinking, or at any rate make certain that the committee
feels that even if its views are not. accepted, they have been fully con-
sidered before major decisions are taken. This is what is intended
by that phrase.

U.S. POLICY IN SOUTHEAST ASIA

With respect to your question, Senator, about Southeast Asia, the
United States now finds itself in a transitional period. from a time
when we were heavily involved militarily to a period in which the
responsibility for-the" defense and for the further evolution of the
area has been given largely to the governments and peoples con-
cerned. So that the United' States role in the years alead will be
primarily in carrVing out the residual moral w'id other obligations
to support by economic aid, on a declining scale, those countries with
which we have been associated. The l)rinci)al burden for their de-
fense would be in the hands of those countries concerned. And in the
larger scheme of things, Indochina, which had been viewed at the
time from our perspective of a monolithic Communist world, will be
seen in terms of the realities of the contemporary scene.

The CIIAIR'-NAN. Does that concept envision our disengagement of
all of our forces from the area ?

Mr. KISsINGER. It depends, Mr. Chairman, on what countries you
include in that area. The Nixon doctrine has always assumed, and in
fact it has practiced, the gradual reduction of Amieriean forces and
the shifting of the primary responsibility for defense to the coun-
tries primarily concerned. 'We a-ngaged at this moment in dis-
cussions with the Government of Thailand, for example, with a view
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toward a gradual reduction of our forces in that country, -and we
have already ben this process with a withdrawal of 3,600 military
personnel from that country.

The CuAiwAy. I find it difficult to see any definite commitment
in your mind that we should withdraw and allow all these countries
to determine their own form of government. There is implicit in
what you say, I think, a continued presence, if not military at least
economic, to insure the continuation of the existing regime. Is that a.
fair statement or notI

Mr. KI91NGER. Mr. Chairman, when you speak of existing regimes
you have to look at it country by country. We believe we have-ai-
obligation which has been created by 10 years of close association
to continue our economic support to the Government of South Viet-
nam. In other countries of the area this relationship differs from case
to case.

The CHAIRMAN. You would not be more specific as to-what you
foresee our policy to be, what your concept is. When you used the-
word concept, I assume you had some overall objective in mind for
the area. whether we continue to try to dominate it and to determine
its social and political order or whether we withdraw. Is that not a
concept as to the area ? My concept is, if it is permissible to use that,
that we should allow these people to sift out their own problems and
to determine their own future without our patronage, so to speak,
and without our advice.

Mr. KissINoER. Mr. Chairman, our overriding approach is to per-
mit the countries of the area to determine their own future. I cannot
accept your characterization of our present policy as seeking to
dominate this area. In any event, it is not our policy in the future
that I foresee.

-W1hen we became involved in Indochina, Mr. Chairman, there was
an assumption that this was a test, case of a global confrontation. The
events of the recent past. have put Indochina into a more regional per-
spective, and our interest in Indochina is to see that the countries there
have a right to determine their own future. We have no national in-
terest in a predominant American position in this area and we will not
seek to achieve it.

PAYMENT OF 31R. DAVID YOUNG AFTER LEAVING WITNESS' OFFICE

The CiH IMAN. I have one last question growing out of your ques-
tioning the other day. I did not have an opportunity to ask you about
this. You testified tlat Mr. David Young left, your office and went to
Mr. Ehrlichman's office in July, I believe, of 1971.

Mr. KissiNoER. That is correct, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAiRMAN. Did-he continue on your payroll, carried as an em-

ployee of your office during the period that fie was in Mr. Ehrlich-
man's office ?

Mr. KiSINoER. As I was looking over the transcript. Mr. Chair-
man, I was tempted to add an explanation about that, and I am, there-
fore. glad that you give me the opportunity to add to this.

Mr. Young continued to be paid from 1Rational Security Council
funds for the technical reason that, employees in the various organi-
zat ions in the White House are very often carried on payrolls of other
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organizations. The Domestic Council at that time did not nave inde-
peldent funds and, therefore, an administrative arrangement was
made for him to continue to be paid out of those funds. Also, there
was the expectation that eventually he would return to the staff.

I must say that I was not aware of this until after about 7 months,
when a routine request, for promotion came into my office, and I wrote
on it and asked what we were paying him for if he was working for
Mr. Ehrlichman.
It, was a. technical, administrative arrangement. It had nothing to

do with his obligations. And I must repeat what I said on Friday,
that I was not aware even of the location of his office or his duties
1eyond-the declassification exercise I mentioned yesterday, nor did I
have any contact with him.

The CHAIRIMA-N. It is very unusual procedure, though, to have a man
engaged in setting up an organization which has come to be called the
plumbers being--n the payroll of the National Security Council, is
it not?

'Mr. Kissixorrn. Well. it would be a -very unusual procedure if he
had been hired for that purpose. It is not such an unusual procedure if
he is being transferred to another section of the White House, partic-
ilarly. Mr. Chairman, if you keel) in mind my perception of what, he
was doing. My understanding was that he would work for Mr. Ehrlich-
man on the new declassification system, which is, of course, a matter
in which the National Security Council has an interest. That was pub-
licly announced, and indeed. Mr. Young held a press briefing together
with Mr. Elirliehman on that subject.

The matter to which you refer is something Lknew nothing about,
and he would not have'been paid from funds controlled by the Na-
tional Security Council if I knew that. he was engaged in any such
activities.

The ChA .R,,-. My time is up.
Senator Sparkman.
Sen ator SPAK.M'AN. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
I am kind of impressed within the program that you announced some-

time ago.ff believe it was on April 23 that you made new proposals to
the Atlantic partners.

INIPOPTAXC'E OF LvrI N AMERICA

What about, other areas of the world? Would it be your purpose to
try to develop similar programs as they might apply to other areas,
for instance. Latin America? We often hear complaints that we neglect
Latin America. Do you feel that that is a very important area so far as
we are concerned, as well as Atlantic partners'?

Mr. KISSINGER. senator, I agree that Latin America is an important
area. And if I am confirmed. I would propose within a very short
time to make clear both organizationally and substantively the major
interests that the United States has in its relationship with its neigh-
bors to the south. In fact, as I pointed out on Friday, within 48 hours
of my nomination I paid a visit to Mexico, that ha been scheduled
before but with which I went through anyhow, and I consulted with
both the Foreign Minister and the President of Mexico about their
ideas of how ou'r relations with Latin America could be strengthened.
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imPORTAxCE OF OTIER AREAS OF THZ WORD

Senator SPARKMAN. I simply mentioned Latin America because it is
about our closest neighbor, but you attach the same importance to the
various parts of the world.

Mr. KisSiNGE.R. I think there are different areas of the world with
different degrees of urgency, but we would hope not to neglect any area.

TRADE AND ECONOMIC POLICY

Senator SPARKMAN. Let me ask you about a pal of the function of
the State Depariment, of which sometimes I am afraid we are-likely
to lose sight. That has to do with trade. That is, is it not, a very impor-
tant function of the State department ?

Mr. KISSINGER. lhat, Senator, is an important pail, and it will
become inceasingly imporant in the years ahead.

Senator SPARKMNAN. Of course, the Department. of Commerce has a
very big hand in it. I suppose it calls for very close cooperation between
the State Department and the Commerce Department.

Mr. KISSINGER. There are many agencies with an interest in-trade
and economic policy: Commerce, Agricultuire, Treasury, the Special
Trade Representative, for example. And there is a necessitv to make
certain not only that the economic interests of the Urnited States are
protected but also that the political objectives of the United States and
the economic policies of the United States are carried out in close
harmony. The best way. Senator, to achieve this is to strengthen the
State department, in terns of the quality of its personnel that are
dealing with these issues, and also organizationally. so that it can play
a larger role in the deliberations in which these ;olicies are forged. I
have already had some preliminary discussions about this, and we
attach considerable importance to this objective.

RELATIONS BETWEEN STATE DEPARTMENT AND COMMITTEE

Senator SP.RK.t.N. Now I want to ask you about, shall I say, better
relations between the State Department and the Congress, the Foreign
Relations Committee. I feel certain that you do favor that and will
strive to develop adequate communication" between the State Depart-
ment and the Foreign Relations Committee as well as other parts of
the Congress.

That is right., is it, not?
Mr. KIssxGER. Senator, I feel very strongly about this, and not

simply as a tactical device but as something that is imperative in the
present state of America and of Aierica's relations with the rest of
the world.

Senator SPARKMAN. I can remember in former administrations and
former times when there was a much closer relationship between the
State Department and the Congress, and primarily the Foreign Rela-
tions Committee.

I can remember various administrations in which frequently our
committee or certain subcommittees or certain individuals would be
asked to come down to the White House or go over to visit the Secre-
tary of State according to the problems that were uppermost, I may
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say, at that particular time. It seems t me there has been a very sad
dropping off of that over recent years_

I remember Presidents and Secretaries of State during the time that
I have been a member of the Foreign Relations Committee calling us
in ftluently, coming up, asking for a conference with us to talk about
various matters of interest. that developed.

I remember a rather high level of bipartisanship that was developed
in large part when Senator Vandenberg was chairman of the comrmit-
tee, even at a time when his party was in the minority. I remember that
President Truman called on John Foster Dulles to carry out a very
important program, that is, to represent him in developing and pro-
mulgating the Japanese Peace Treaty. Many similar instances could be
mentioned.

I think I know what, the answer is, but I want to ask anyway. Can
we reasonably expect that. type of cooperation and collaboration and
bipartisanship under your administration as Secretary of State?

Mr. I(mssqxNGEI. Senator Sparkman, I am very glad you asked that
4l-histion. You can reasonably expect it, and a very major effort will be
made on my part and that of my associates to bring about exactly that
degree of cooperation.

Senator SP.\ni1.%N.\. Thank you very mch, Mr. Chairman.
The C .Nm .. Senator AiKen.

ACTION OIX NOMINATION WITIOUT 31VCII DELAY l1ECOMMENDED

Senator AI'iE..Mr. Chairman. I have before me a list of 37 ques-
tions which could be asked of Dr. Kissinger. I doubt that such a multi-
plicity of questions is required or advisable.

We have received a largemmumber of requests from persons who want
to testify. either for themselves or as representatives of their organiza-
tions. There are undoubtedly innumerable persons who could be called
in to testify in the same direction. But to ask him to answer all the
questions tiat might he raised or to listen to all persons in the United
States who might vish to testify against. him would certainly keep this
committee In session until after the United Nations General Assembly
session begins, certainly after the 24th of September, when our Sere-
tarY" of State is supposed to address them. Undoubtedly the hearings
cold be prolonged until after the United Nations adjourns for tXe
season.

T do not regard He'Ny Kissiger as a saint. I feel sure that sometime
during his life he has committed sins but. on the other hand, it is
simply a matter of degree. And I do not believe any Member of Con-
gress can qualify as the president of the stonecasters association at this
time because everybody is gilty.

What I am conceried abut is the record he has made, whether he
is a sinner or not, in reducing warfare throughout the world. Nobody
can question the part that he has played in bringing about more peace
at present than the world has seen for a long time.I am not the least
bit interested in getting even with anyone. Iam not interested in en-
hancing anyone'spolitical ambitions by the action which we may take
on this nomination.

My interest, is not particularly in Henry Kissinger or Richard
Nixon, but in the United States. And that means that if we are
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interested in the welfare of the United States we have to have a Secrs-
tary, of State without delay. We certainly have to have one before the
United Nations meet. Therefore, I think instead of prolonging and
prolonging these hearings, as some who have written in would like to
do, I believe we should take action on this nomination without much
delay. -

Certainly, those who have legitimate protests against his nomina-
tion should be heard to a reasonable degree, but not to the point of
indefinitely postponing action. So, Mr. Chairman, I think that I have
explained my position, and I hope that the United States would not
lose any respect among the nations of the world by interminable
delay in making a decision as to whether we approve this nomination
or not.

That is all.
The CHAmRAN. When did we receive this nomination, Mr. Marcy I
Mr. MARCY. When the Senate reconvened last Wednesday.
The CHAIRMAN. We only received it last Wednesday. Under the

riles of the committee we have to wait 6 days. I do not know why the
Senator thinks there is going to be undue delay.

Senator AiKENw. I did not sa there had been undue delay. I said we
should come to a decision before we are expected to participate in
international conventions and I believe the first one is the 24th of
September. That gives us 3 v-eeks.

The C IIAnMZA,. There is no disposition to delay.
Senator AiKF,.E. No, I did not say there was any disposition.
The C[AIRMAN. I do not think Dr. Kissinger requires the title of

Secretary of State to function. lie has been functioning forcefully
without it.

Senator AIKEN. The chairman knows the large amount of mail which
we have received which, if we complied with the requests contained
in it, would delay the final action on his nomination for a long, long
time.

We have 15 witnesses who have already asked to testify. I believe
all are in opposition. It seems to me there were a couple more this
morning, but I am not at all sure about that. Undoubtedly that sort
of thing could continue and continue, and that is something that I do
not believe we should tolerate.

The CHATRAA N. Senator Church.
Senator Civncn. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

PROCEDURE CONCERNING SUBMISSION OF TREATIES

Dr. Kissinger, Senator M1ansfield was obliged to leave in order to
open the Senate. le asked me if I would please ask you the following
question. It is in written form and I will read it to you. Senator Mans-
field says: "I wish to read the following section from 'Jefferson's
Manuaf on Parliamentary Practice,' section 752.5, which reads as
follows:

"'It has been the usage for the Executive when it communicates a
treaty to the Senate for their ratification to communicate also the cor-
respondence of the negotiators. This having been omitted in the case
of the Prussian Treaty was asked by a vote of the House on February
12, 1800, and 'as obtained, and in'December 1800 the convention of
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that year between the United States and France, with a report of the
negotiations by the envoys but not their instructions, being laid before
the Senate, the instructions were asked for and communicated by the
President.'"

Senator Mansfield asks, "Will you, as Secretary of State, adhere to
this procedure without reservation I"

Mr. KiSSiNGER. Senator Church, I frankly do not know what the
practice has been after the period of Jefferson when treaties were sub-
mitted to the Congres, or to the Senate, for ratification.

I believe. in any event, that when a treaty is submitted to the Senate,
the essential elements of the negotiations should be discussed with the
committee, and the degree of the general availability of this should
then be determined.

The practice of diplomacy now is somewhat more complex than it
was at that period. But. if a treaty is submitted. I would expect to meet
with the chairman and with the r-anking member and explain the gen-
eral status of the negotiation, and respond to any requests for addi-
tional information. and then I think we should determine what can be
made or should be nmade available in the common public interest. I do
not know what. the precise practice has been with treaties that have
been submitted, say, in this century.

GUIDELIN -S CONCERNING TREATIES AND EXECUTIVE AGREEMENTS

Senator Criumtw. Let me follow up on Seimtor Mansfield's question
by asking you this. i)r. Kissinger:

What, guidelines will you follow in deciding which instruments
should take the form of treatv and thus be made subject to the ratifica-
tion of the Senate, and which should take the form of Executive agree-
me nts ?

I say this because, as you know. the number of Executive agree-
ments'has not. only grown very large. but has come to embrace agree-
ments of great consequence with foreign nations. Historically, it has
been the practice to sul)mit agreements of great consequence in treaty
form in order to comply with the constitutional provision that requires
Senate mttification.

Mr. KIsSINGFR. The borderline between Executive agreements and
tfraties has never been very clearly defined. It is a l)rol)lein that in my
l)lpisent position I have not had to study with the care with which I
propose to study it if the committee and the Senate confirm my
nomination.

Therefore, let me make a general comment. I would say that any
treaty or anv instrument that implies or involves a commitment by the

'nited States to go to war. or to come to the assistance of other coun-
tries and therefore might lead to war, should be submitted to the Con-
gres. to the Senate, in treaty form.

Senator Ch1URCH. 'When you say any agreement that might lead
to war, would you include ini that agreements establishing or extend-
ing nmijor American military bases in foreign countries?

M r. K ssINGR. I would think that in the past this has not been con-
sidered subject to ratification in a manner appropriate to a treaty.
As a general rule I would not see any reason to change that practice.

Senator CnURCI. Well, from time to time we-
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Mr. KiSSINGER. But then I would have to say again that this depends
on the circumstances, because frequently bases are established in
countries with which we already have a treaty.

Senator CHuRCH. Yes; I have in mind the base agreements with
Spain which have been tile subject of some argument between the
committee and the administration. These bases are. not only major,
but they come up for renewal from time to time. W'e have had testi-
mony, or have seen written statements of one of our topmost generals
to the effect that the existence of these bases constitutes a more solid
commitment to the defense of Spain than any possible treaty could.

Therefore, we have reason to feel that an extension of the Spanish
bases is an illustration of a case where suI an agreement should take
the form of a tiaty, and thus be made subject to Senate confirmation.

I recognize tilere are minor military bases that may not fall into
this category, but it is certainly my view that majQr'military bases
that could, as you say, expose the IjIited States to a daniger of involve-
ment in a foreign war are of sufficient importance to be submitted to
the Senate for its ratification.

Mr. Kt.sN.G-ER. Of cour e. the issue of the bases in Spain is some-
what different Jrom the issue of a new base agreement in another
major country. because we already have the bases there. The issue
here would be the exteynsion of agreements on bases that already exist
and that have come into being under one form of agreement. aind then
the transformation of such an agreement into something different. I
think that it is a distinguishable vase from new major bases that might
be established.

I would say as a general Ilroposition that it should be the objective
of any administration to make certain that when the unitedd States
is involved in war, it will be on the basis of procedures that are gen-
erally perceived by Congress. the Executive. and the commtry as rep.
resenting a popular will. I would approach the study of the'question
which you raised with that attitude.

NATION NAL [ COM M ITMENTS RESOLUTION

Senator iiuicit. Your answer to that question suggests another
to me. Dr. Kissinger.

You are aware, I know. and perhapss have had a cltance to study the
national commitments resolution whiell has been passed by the Sen-
ate. Are you in general agreement with the thrust of that resolution?

Mr. KIsIsSNGFR. That resolution was passed several years ago and
has not, been, to my knowledge, actively pmlued recently, andI would
like to reserve my answer and give it to you in writing, or reserve it for
another day.

Senator Cmirncir. Very well. If you will review that resolution care-
fully, it is one that we take seriously in the Senate. and it has to do
with the necessity for some form of legislative participation in order
to create a formal commitment to a foreignil nation. I think we should
have a precise answer from you as to your views, with respect to that
resolution.

Mr. KissINwER. I will submit it to this committee.
[The information referred to follows:]
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(Supplied by Executive Office of President]

The term "National Commitments" as used ili S. Res. 85 is subject to varying
interpretations. Insofar as it means the placing of the United States In a rela-
tionship with another state rhlich could foreseeably involve the United States in
a defense commitment to that nation, then I believe that such a commitment
should require the fully informed participation of Congress.

I share the concern underlying S. Res. 85 that Congress should strengthen its
participation in the policy-making process. This was a principal theme of my
opening statement and my testimony during the hearings. If I am confirmed I
intend to meet with the Chairmen and Ranking Minority members of the Foreign
Relations and Foreign Affairs Committees at the earliest opportunity to take con-
crete steps toward this objective.

In addition, I have recommended that a joint Legislative-Executive Commis-
sion be appointed to study and re )rt on the war ilxwers., a problem in which
"national commitments" is a fundamental element.

WITNESS' PARTIClP'vrION IN SALT I NEGOTIATIONS

Senator Ciirw'crt. With the publication in 1957 of "Nuclear Weapons
and Foreign Policy." you became something of an authority in this
field, )r. Kissinger. Also; you wve subsequently instrumental in
finalizing the SA P I agreements in 1972.

How actively will you participate in the SAIT I negotiations?
Mr. IisSI. NGR. I have veryV actively participated in the evolution

of our position in the SAI' I negotiations. and I have been engaged
in exchanges on this subject with the Soviet Union. This is a major in-
terest of the administration, and I will expect to pursue it extremely
actively.

Senator Ciiuiicl. My time is up. 'Mr. Chairman. Thank you, Dr.
Kissingr.

Tle Cil.in.r.%N. Senator ('ase.
Senator CASE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

ADMINISTRATIONS PLANS TO ACCOUNT FMR MIA'S IN LAOS

I)r. Kissinger, I have been advised by our staff that a Mr. Walter
Wojeicki representing 38 3MIA families in New Jersev has called'and
asked that you be asked two questions which I would like to ask you
now.

First. given the fact that the United States was not a party to the
Laos cease-fire agreement and that the agreement says very little on
accouting for MIA's. what does the administration lilan to do to get
an accounting for MIA's in Laos?

Mr. KISsING.M. With respect to the missing in action in Laos, this
latterr was covered fi-st in tile Paris agreement between the United.States and North Vietnam and it was the subject of sulequent negotia-
tions in the -June negotiations between the United States and Ilanoi.
We have a commitment from the North Vietnamese that they will take
an active interest in this question. and that the provisions for an ac,-
cmunting for the missing in action will be scrupulously observed.

The North Vietnamese know very well that the normalization of our
relations with them, and any further consideration of economic aid,
depend on a satisfactory resolution of the issue of the missing in action,
not just in Vietnam but throughout Indochina.
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I expressed on Friday our substantial dissatisfaction witi the way int
which the North Vietnamese have carried out the provisions of the
agreement as they apply to Vietnam, and, of course, we have not had
any fulfillment of them with respect to Laos. But. we make no distinc-
tioni between Laos and Vietnam, and we will pivss all parties equally
throughout Indochina.

Now, after the agreement is concluded in Laos, there is supposed to
be a central government established, headed by Prime Minister Sou-
va una Phoumia. It niy be easier to get that government to implementthe provisions to account for the missing in action than has been the
case with respect to the North Vietnamese. But it is a major objective
of the administration. especially in Laos where the ratio of prisoners
to missing is much less satisfactory than it is in Vietnam.

Senator C.AsE.. Thank you.

ICCS 3E31BER TO JMIK UIltR U.S. 311.% CONCERNS

The second question is what neiiber of the ICCS [International
Coimuiission of ('ontrol and Supervision] can tile United States count
on to look after its eom'ernis abmt the missing in action, givell the fact
that in December 1970, in the LN.. ulingairy voted against and In-
donesia abstained on the vote ill the oi'N. ,n the resolut ion-as a Inat-
ter of fact. our colleague. Senator Pell, was very active in this par-
ticular matter. I recall, which called for respect *for human rights in
armed( conflicts.

Mr. KIssIX( R. Senator Case, we have xn extremely di.atisfied
with the performance of hinigary and Poland on the ICCS, and
therefore we would have to look to" Iran and tndonesia-I'an hnayin
replaced Canada-to present our case. But in addition to the ICCS
there is the Four-Party Joint Military Team, which is charged with
looking after the missing in action. Onl that group we are represented,
and we intend energetically to look after our interests in that group.
That group is composed of the South Vietnamese Government, the
Provisional Revolutionary Government, the North Vietnamese, and
ourselves.

Senator CxsE. Thank you.

'EIRITORIAL SEAS AND ,EBED PIIOBI.EM

I have two questions at Ihis point on the territorial seas and seabed
problem.

What is your attitude toward unilateral action bv the United States
or lby American companies exploiting the resources of the seabed be-
yond the 12-mile limit before an international agreement has been
reached about the -management of the seabed beyond the territorial
seas?

Mr. KiiSSINoER. The United States has submitted a proposal which
would. in fact, establish three areas: A 12-mile limit, then a limit
which is not exactly defined, but which would be approximately 200
miles-it is the coastal seabed and environment-and then the area
beyond.

In the second zone, the one between the 12-mile limit and the 200-
mile limit, the adjoining country has a predominant economic in-
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fluence, subject. to certain restrictions and certain contributions to tne
international community from the results of its exploitation. Beyond.
that 200-mile limit the'exploitation of the seabeds should be subject
to international jurisdiction.

There is not, I am frank to say, Senator, complete unanimity within
the Government with respect to the. position I have outlined to you,
but it. reflects our very Serious consideration and it is a position that
we have up to now adopted.

C Senato' CAR. Have0 you a personal judgment on that+ matter I
Mr. Kissixra. At tle risk of jeopardizing my relations with some

other departments of the Goverunient, 1 lean toward the Position that
I have -oitlined to vol.

Senator CAsE. And that. would mean. I take it, that pending a rea-
sonable chance for adoption of our proposal as an agreement we would
not encourage or look with happiness upon exploitation in this area.

Mr. KissINOER. Exactly, Senator. This was going to be my conclud-
ing point. We woul, take ot' position, ald we would hope that until
the conference meets in Chile. next year, no actions are taken incon-
sistent. with our position, an)(1 we wohl certainly not encourage them.

Senator C.s. ' seeonld question in this general area is: What is
your attitude, you: feeling, with regard to the standard of liability
'for pollution or other damage caused by unilateral action of a coastal
State through use of the seabed before. this international agreement
is reached other than the 1958 convention about free use of the seas by
all nations?

That is the only agreement governing it now. I believe, as a matter
of international jaw. But what is your general attitude about pollu-
tion and danaage?

Mr. KslSSNGER. 3My general attitude is that the question of pollution,
ald environmental concerns iin general, are principal issues to be settled
1y the international coniinunity. It is one of the issues that, we propose
to put. before the United Nations at this General Assembly as being
peculiarly necessary of settlement. on an international basis.

Senator C.%SE. 'ou would not be happy about any effort to get
grandfather rights in an area by undue activity right nlowI

Mr. KiM-AS:NOr. That is correct.

U.S. POLICE TRAIN.,iXO rrcCRA31ts IN FOREIGN COt'NTRIES

Senator C.%s.. On another matter-do I still have a little time, 3r.
Chairman

The CIhAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator CAM. In tie foreign aid economic bill we have language

prohibiting the training of police with our funds in foreign countries,
and the explnation, the rationale for that is that training police has
resulted, in a good many cases, in identifying in the minds of many
people the United Statei with every act of police brutality that occurs
in a foreign country. Can I have your views on U.S. police training
programs I

M Or. KuIsiNaFR. I would like to study that particular clause and sub-
mit an answer to you for the record. As a general proposition, subject
to exceptional circumstances, the police functions of foreign countries

21-172-73-imt. 1-4i
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are best left to those foreign countries and should not involve a major
commitment by the United States.

Senator CASE. I think that is an admirable position frankly and a
proper qualification.

[The information referred to follows:]

D. KISSINGER'S COMMENTARY O' SECTION IN SENATe. BILL 1443 COVxRtIO
POLICE ASSISTANCE

[supplied by Executive Office of President)

As promised, I have studied Section 250A'2(i) of Senate Bill 1443 which would
prohibit the funding of foreign police assistance programs.

As I sald in lIy testimony, I believe as a general proposition that the develop-
meat of national police forces should he the responsibility of the nations con-
cernied and should not involve a major vomnitment by the United States. But
there are unusual circumstances in which we should provide some assistance in
the efforts of countries to develop civil security institutions that are responsive
to the needs of the people and that help provide the framework necessary for
economic and social growth in a climate of freedom. Therefore I believe the pro-
posed provision goes too far.

We are confident that our police assistance programs have made and continue
to make a genuine contribution to development. However, the Administration
is mindful of the many criticisms of this program in recent years. Accordingly, we
believe that each of the police assistance programs should be reviewed to deter-
mine its desirability and utility. Moreover, each country program should be
evaluated to determine whether it makes a Imsitive contribution In terms of cur-
rent l.. foreign policy olijfclIves and Interests and whether It should be con-
titted, modified, or eliminated. We are prepared to undertake such an evaluation.

INADEQUACY OF CONSULTATION CONCENI XG CA rMIODA

Senator CAst. I have some further questions about the matter of
information which you have answered quite satisfactorily in general
terms-on many matters, and in this connection. I am not putting this
to you but I amn illustrating my unhappinem with a situation that has
existed in the past. I am not even askin, vou to comment, but I want
to make tile point that on this (juestiOII of information General
Wheeler and Admiral M oore in testif\'ing Ixfore the Armed Services
Committee of the Senate revealed Oldt the only Members of Congress
given accurate information about ('anihodia were tile following: the
late Senator Russell. tlme.lat, -;enmtor l)imksen,. Senator Stennis, the
late lteprvsntative Iemenl lRiv'ers. lelre.entatih'e Gerald Ford of
Miiliigan and Represpltativw Leslie Aredms of Illinois. I am not in
any way slggesting that rlcso' may be tie only individuals, but it is
0l);'iollsthlt, except pi l.5for S(:lto" Stelliw. 104 of these people
were enthusiastic sll)port'rs of the In(wlla war. Whmen the Presi--
dt,t talks about Members of congresss , havimni the right to know. if
this Were intended to he an all-inchisive group I just frankly don't
ailre and I don't think that notification on that issue of those Mem-
bers of the Congres constituted adequate consultation. I just, make
that statement and I don't ask you to conmneiht on it. I would rather
perhaps that you should t and let that just stand for itself.

I would say further that I don't regard it as likely that you would
mgree that it. was adequate consultation, and I am assuming that.

The C I.nMAN. In connection with the Senator's question, Senator
Abourezk has submitted a similar question. [See Appendix.]

The Senator from Missouri.
Senator SYMiNoTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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SPENDINO FOR AND INFLUENCE OF NATIONAL INTELLIENCE

Dr. Kissinger, my questions this morning have to do primarily with
national intelligence, apparently the basis for many actions in Gov-
ernment and certainly for the expenditures of more billions of dollars
of the taxl)ayers money than any other-field. It is no secret that some
of us, for years. have een worried about the nature and the degree
of congressional review of the many billions expended each year on
intelligence alone. This information, as recently noted in the press, is
most influential on matters which require heavv monetary support,
discussions and decisions incident to Soviet and other nations' military
capacity, arms control policy, SALT discussions and so forth; also
United'States policy when it'comes to crises in the Third World, and
on and on.

The President recently recommended no reductions in the defense
budget. The House of Representatives and the Senate Armed Services
Committee at this time are recommending substantial reductions in
said budget. It is from this background that I would ask a few
questions.

COMMUNICATION OF XSC AND/OR PR SIDENTIAl. DIRECTIVE TO CIA

How are directives from the National Security Council and/or the
President communicated to the Central Intelligence Agency?

Mr. KissIxr.R. First. of all. to anwer your question, directives
from the President. or National Security Council direetih-es tend to be
transmitted through may office and ten(I to be signed by me as Presi-
dential directives.

NSC SUBCOMr3IIT'rEES Ch1AIRED BY WITNESS

Senator SY.MIXc.TOX. I have a list of the National Security Council
subcommittees. There are seven of them; flit, the Washington Spe- -

cial Actions Group. I understand you chaf-that; correct?
Mr. KIsSiNo.R. That is correct, Senator.
Senator SYMINOTON. And then the Senior Review Group. I under.

stand you chair that.
Mr.'KIssINc,FR. Tiat. is correct, Senator.
Senator SY.riN.nTO.,-. Then, a Verification Panel, National Security

Council, I understand you chair that.
Mr. KIssINER. That is corrvet.
Senator SN.mx.'roN. And the Defense Program Review Committee,

I understand you chair that.
Mr. KIssxe t. That is correct. Senator.
Senator SyvI.xrrrox. The ITUder Secretaries Committee, you could

not chair; that is chaired by Under Secretary Rush, correct?
M'r,. I1ssIS.N-E. That is correct.
Senator SymixTox. The Intelligence Committee, you also chair?
Mr. KissixoER. That is correct..
Senator SY.ti-Tox. And the Forty Committee, you also chair?
Mr. KISs INGER. That is correct.
Senator SYM INOTON. Wh, at is the difference between the Intelligence

Committee and the Forty Committee ?
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Mr. KIssI.zoF.R. May I, before I answer this question, explain that
this listing of committees may give a slightly misleading impression.
The membership of these committees is substantially the same and the
only difference is the number of people that participate. The core
membership is the same in each case, that is to say, the Deputy Secre-
tary of-State, the Deputy Secretary of Defense, the Director of the
Cen tral Intelligence Agenicy, and the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff.

The differences is that if it is a Senior Review Group meeting for
example the membership is somewhat larger. If it concerns defense
matters, the membership is somewhat different. Ifit deals with SALT,
then the membership. in addition to that core group, will include the
Arms Control aniDisarmament Agency and other agencies directly
concerned. So it is not that. there. are five or six committees that are
constantly working, all of which I chair: it is that. depending on the
subject matter the basic interdepartmental coordination which has
been my responsibility is carried out by this core group. olus one or
two or three addition,*! nembelrs, and that will determine the name by
which that core coinnittee operates.

DIFFERENCE BE EvrEN INTELLIGENCE COMMITTEE AND FrORTY COMMiTEE

Now. to answer your question-and I think the committee will ree-
ogfnize. that I will not. in open session be able to go very deeply into the
Forty Committee-the Forty Committee deals exlusively X'ith what
ore called covert operations. It is composed of the Deputy Secretar, of
State, the Deputy Secretary of Defense, the Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff. the Direetor of the Central Intelligence Agency, and
myself. There are no other members . It has existed under various
names with this basic composition ever since 1948. At first it was com-
posed only of the Deputy Secretary of Defense and the Tnder Secre-
tary of State. but the basic membership as it is now constituted goes
back at least to the mid-l950's. This committee reviews the so-called
covert. operations and it. recommends operations for Presidential ap-
proval. But I do not. think I can go into greater detail in an open
session.

The NSC Intelligence Committee sets the general policy for the in-
telligence community. It. has a larger sphere. It discusses he adequate
of the reporting mechanisms of the -intelligence community and it
sets general policies. It does not approve individual actions.

ACCuRACY AND INDEPFN'DXCE OF CIA

Senator SYMI N,-nTox. The priniary reason I ask this is that in the
years. at least one. I have been a member of the CIA Subcommittee,
with but one exception. I have never seen al estimate by the s vices
about the streoth of the possible enemy that was not' considerably
higher than the estimate of the CIA, and that in

Mr. KI-qss-NGER. It has been my experience also.
Senator SYtMINoroTN. It has'been your experience, too. Interesting.

In almost every case the Central Intelligence Agenev's estimate turned
out to be correet. The Secretary of Defense who was the most promili-
tary once said if you leave it up to the services they would want the
moon, the. whole dross National Product. if they could get it. In recent
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'correspondence I have had with a member of the Joint Chiefs about
our recommending a relatively minor reduction in personnel, he wrote
men a letter which concluded'by his saying, "If you do this to us you
will make the United States a hostage of Soviet'goodwill." I thought
that a pretty silly statement, but what I am getting at is, if the inde-
pendence of the Central Intelligence Agency is in any way affected by
your two-hat position. which we discussed previously, there is no real
reason for having a Central Intelligence Agency.

A subcommittee of this committee looked into it several years ago
and felt, perhaps the greatest waste of the taxpayers' money was in the
intelligence field. I certainly want as much as any American to see us
have an adequate defense, but do not believe some of the proposed now
weapons systems are nece.ssarv in any sense, for the security of the
United States. The National Security* Council is an advisory 'body to
the President. and from what I read" in the papers I am beginning to
worry about the independence of the CIA. As you know, a general was
transferred from the Pentagon to the CIA. Recently there have been
a lot of military people. civilians and others, transferred into the White
Houso from the Pentagon. This general wrote an article in which he
said he did not think anybody shoi'id make intelligence estimates ex-
ept the military. I protested and was to read his speech. After reading
it I was more worried than before, because it seemed every intelligence
agency except the services themselves and the Pentagon would be
downgraded. As I see it. we ought to abolish the CIA if it is to be
just a tool for furthering the wishes of Pentagon.

AUSPICES OF STUDY LVADINO TO INTELLIOENCE COMMUNITY 1,EADF.,SI1P

REOJI1G.%NIZATIOX'

Could I ask under what auspices-was the study conducted which
led to the reorganization of intelligence comm unity leadership in early
November of 1971?

Mr. KissIux~n. That. study, Senator, was conducted under the aus-
pices of the Office of Management and Budget, although my office was
represented on that study. May I make a brief comment on what you
said before?

Senator SyMrxOTON. I.-would appreciate it.

INDEPENDENCE OF CIA SUPPORTED

Mr. Ktssix,r.n. Anyone concerned with national policy must have a
profound intend t in imakina sure that. intelligence guides. and does not
follow, national policy. There is in all intelligence agencies a great
temptation. and sometimes a considerable incentive, to gear their esti-
mates to what they think the political trend may be. Therefore. I
strongly support. your view that the estimating press of the Central
Intelligence Agencv should be independent of any outside influence.

Now, we in the White House never attempted to influence this proc-
ess. On two occasions since I have been in my present job, when the dif-
ferences of opinion between the Central Intelligence Agency and the
military services-were so large that it was difficult to understand how
they could be operating from the same body of factual material, I
imquested the analysts from both agencies to come16 the White House
and had each of them present his case, so that I could understand the
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_process by which they had i rrived at their conclusions. But I think it
would be very wrong, and very dangerous, for anybody at the White
House or the Secretary of State to attempt to dictate, even by inference
the conclusions that the intelligence comiffunity should reach, and
especially the Central Intelligence Agency.

Senator SYMINOTON. Thank you, Dr. Kissinger.
Mr. Chairman, my time is up.
The C I I A .RAN. Senator from New York.

YEAR OF EUROPE

Senator JAvrrs. )r. Kissinger. you are charged with the statement
that this is the year of Europe. I do not say that invidiously. Is it still
the year of Europe?

Mr. Kissx(,-cIiz. Yes. Senator, it is still the year of Europe.
Senator J.vIrs. las anything happened at home or abroad to change

your view as originally expressed, I think, in April 1973 that this
would be the concentration of highest priority of the administration?

Mr. lCI.S,1ER. The so-called year of Europe has our concentration
ald very high priority, indeed the highest priority of the administra-
tion.

In understanding the progress that can be made with respect to it,
one has to understand that there are several processes going on
siml n11ta neouslv.

There is the change in strategic relationships that is produced by
tire growth of the Soviet strategic arsenal. There is the change in the
economic relationship between Europe. and the United States, from
a position of dominance by the United States to a situation in which
the Europeans are becoming more cohesive and more assertive. There
is the process of Eurol)ean integration, in which the Europeans are at
one and the same time dealing with us as individual nations and yet
attempting to-form a unified European identity that can speak with
O110 VO1c.

And finally, there is the problem of how to relate any discussions
tlwt. we unlertake wiiI the Europeans to the discussions that may be
going on with the Japanese and the Canadians.

Now. all of these ar;cesses tre being handled simultaneously, and
that requires solmne rather complex orch]estration. The Europeans de-
cided. aftvrq initially leading with us on a bilateral basis, that they
wanted to use the occasion of our initiative to crystallize also their
own unified view of the political future of the Atlantic community.
As a result, for about 2 months we have not publicly pressed them, in
order to give them an opportunity to crysta lize those views.

The Foreign Ministers of the European Community are meeting
today and tomorrow in Copenhagen, and I think you will find, Senator
Javits, that after this meeting the process of the so-called year of
Europe will begin to accelerate.

Senator JAVITS. I assume this will be your personal highest priority,
in view of your marked success in China and the Soviet Union.

Mr. KISSINGER. You are correct, Senator Javits; this will be my
highest priority.

Senator JAViTS. So, you will be the top man in charge of this par-
ticular effort?
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Mr. - KISSINGER. That is correct. But I wouffd include Japan and
Canada in that process.

SenatortJAvTs. Very much I will come to that in a minute.
Senator C:s.F. Excuse me, you say you include Japan in that?
Mr. KISSINGR. I think the relationship really has to be trilateral.

It has to include Japan, the United States, Canala, and Europe.
Senator JAVITS. Exactly, I thoroughly agree with that.

U.S. POLICY CONCERNING ATIAN.\'TIC CHARTER

It is said that our policy of uniting under one heading-a so-called
Atlantic charter-security, economics, and social affairs, and that
the European policy is not a charter but a declaration which will deal
with economic and'social affairs separately from security affairs.

Has U.S. policy, or in your judgeinnt should U.S. policy, change in
that regard or should we stand solid by the proposition that What-
ever arrangements we make with Europe should be a package?

Mr. KISSINGER. Our interest, Senator, is in the reality, not in the
procedure or in the name you give to the document. As to whether
it is called a charter or a declaration. We have no overwhelming
preference.

Also, as we have studied the problem more deeply with the Euro-
peans, it has emerged that some of the problems are handled in one
set of institutions and other problems are handled in other institu-
tions, which makes it more difficult to come up with an all-embrac-
ing document. Secondly, Japan can join in certain aspects of these
deliberations but would find it more difficult, for example, to adhere
to a document that, included various defense discussions.

Therefore, the direction in which we may be. going is a document
that deals with the economic and political matters in relation to the
Nine: a document as far as defense is concerned that includes the
NATO countries, with the ,Japanese perhaps joining the political
and economic document; and finally, there could be a brief all-em-
bracing declaration which relates all these documents to each other.
This is the general direction in which we seem to be going right
now.

Senator JA rrs.Dr. Kissinger, would you not say that that repre-
sents a marked concession to the European view as depicted by the
Nine, and particularly France?

Mr. KISSINGER. It does not represent a concession to the French
point of view because the French were, very resistant at first to any

dealings with the Nine as a unit.
But since these documents make sense only if they produce a con-

viction on both sides of the Atlantic that they reflect the realities of
the new era, it is necessary that both sides make concessions, and,
above all, it is essential that this not be approached in a confronta-
tion spirit on either side of the Atlantic.

MUTUAL AND BALANCED FORCES REDUONONS

Senator JAvrrs. One element of the negotiation is the mutual force
reductions as the Russians called it, or the mutual and balanced forced
reductions as we call it.
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Do you envision within the next year any material reduction in
tile U.S. troop strength in Europe unless there is an agreement?

Ifr. KIssUNGERl. The negotiations for mutual force reductions will
start on October 30, and we hope that very substantial progress can
be made during the course of the next year, which will then produce
some reduction of U.S. forces.

We would be opposed to the unilateral reduction of U.S. forces in
the absence of such an agreement.

PER CAPITA INCOME GAP BFMIVEEN DEVELOPING AND DEVELOPED NATIONS

Senator JAvrrs. Dr. Kissinger, the widening gap between the de-
veloping nations inl terms of per capita income and the developed na-
tions is a matter of marked concern to the world and to our country
and to our Government

Could you tell us, as vou look forward to your perspective as Secre-
tary of State, what voi believe we should pursue as a policy in the
effort to close that "11). And tell us please why should we be in-
terested as a country li clo-sing that gap?

Mr. KISSIxGEI. "Cell, the second question, Senator Javits, is easier
to answer than the first. Tle importance tlt-the United States must
attach to closing the gap, or at least to improving the conditions of the
less-developed countries, is derived from the fact the world cannot
l)ossibly be stable if the plt of the world that contains most of its
population feels itself excluded from the technological progress and
the.industrial advance of the rest of the world. If you have an enor-
mous gap in a global society in which nations are now closer really
to each other in terms of coun nication than most nation states were
in the previous century, and if this gap continues to grow, revolution-
ar upheavals in the world that will profoundly affect international
stabilitv are inevitable.

Now, what can be done?- That has been a matter that has proved
much more elusive, because the progress of these countries depends in
part on assistance by the more developed countries but also on the
willingness of the less-developed countries to organize themselves
domestically to utilize their resources to foreign aid. and we have
never satisfactorily solved the problem.-So, at this point, I think the
best I can say is to exlprSS the fact that the problem is urgent, and that
international stability will depend upon our ability to make some
contribut ion.

NO"ALINED NATIONS PLFEA FOR CLOSER CONSULTATION

Senator .JAvrrs. Dr. Kissinger, are you prepared to give us any in-
dication of your response to the plea of the nonalined nations, who
represent the primary developing nations of the world. They are re-
ported this morning as expressing their view that they wish more inti-
mate consultation before the world makes decisions, like, for example,
the decision on monetary matters, which determines their fate for
perhaps decades ahead. What is your response to that plea ?

Mr. KSSIiNOER. Senator. let mne say two things: First, in principle
those whose fate will be affected by major decisions such as in inter-
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national monetary policy should have an opportunity to express their
view and should be heard. So with that proposal as a principle I have.
no difficulty.

There is, however, one problem: That if the nonalined countries'
start forming a bloc, then they become a bloc like any other bloc. The
mere fact that they are not part of an existing alliance and that they
define their grouping as having been formed by being nonalined does
not change the basic situation. And I would, therefore, hope that if

4g these countries want to profit from their nonalinement they will look
at each issue on its merits, rather than form a unit which operates in
international affairs as a unit and then becomes subject to bloc
politics.

Senator JAVITS. Thank you. M[r. Chairman.
The CHAIRM AN. Senator Pell.
Senator PELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

HUMAN RIGHTS BEHIND IRON CURTAIN

Dr._Kissinger. since last, Friday when we discussed our concern
about human rights of people behind the curtain, the American Acad-
emy of Sciences came out with their statement concerning te same
point. In the other body. "Mr. Mills said he thought before we went
ahead with IFN and other trade negotiations we ought to pay some
concern to the human rights behind the curtain. In this regard, could
you give us an overview of specific moves the United States might
make or specific concerns regarding humaii-rights behind the curtain
you intend to initiate or press.

Mr. KIssINGER. As I pointed out Friday. there is no question about
where we stand on this issue morally anl individually. Nor is there
any question about where we stand as a government. We favor the
exercise of human freedoms by all countries. The difficulty arises as
to what the United States as -a government should do in the conduct
of our foreign policy, and to what. extent we should make specific
results dependent on essentially domestic developments in various
countries.

This is a hard question to answer in tlie abstract. But on the whole,
our principle has been that we should focus our first attention on the
exercise of the foreign policy of the countries with which we are
dealing.

Now, this did not exclude and has not excluded that in our indi-
vidual capacities-individual capacity obviously enhanced by our offi-
cial position-we could point out to Soviet leaders the impact of
certain developments in their country on their relations with the United
States, and on the public conscience" in the United States. These repre-
sentations have had some considerable success, with respect, for ex-
ample, with-the exit visa tax, and other instances which I do not
think it would serve any useful purpose to mention here.

So, at a minimum, you can be certain that even when we do not
make official representations, our views as senior officials and as private
citizens will be communicated. However, we attempt to do it in a way
which makes it easier to achieve restilts, rather than to promote a.
confrontation.

VZ
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Senator PzL.. I wonder if you could be a little more specific, though-
about the types of concern that we could express and would be weli
advised to express.

One thought I have is that our representative on the Hvman Rights
Commission could be a more conspicuous person. I can't recall who
it is. Can you recall?

Mr. KISSINGER. Frankly, I do not.
Senator PELL. That is an example, an excellent example, of tlhe

point I am driving at.
If you put a man of tremendous prestige in that job, if a man like

your predecessor could be persuaded to take it, that in itself would
elevate the position.

I was wondering if you had any ideas.
Mr. KissiXOER. I think that is a very good suggestion, which very

frankly did not occur to me, and I wll look into it very carefully.
Senator PELL. Thank you, sir.

WEATHER MODIFICATION

The Senate on July 11 of this year passed by an 82-to-10 vote,
legislation which had passed the North Atlanti'c Assembly earlier
expre ssing the view that the United States should seek a treaty pro-
hibiting the development or use of environmental or geophysical tech-
niques as weapons of war. I was wondering if you would express to
us what action the administration plans to take in response to both
the Senate and the North Atlantic Assemblv resolutions.

Mr. KISsINGER. I confess, Senator, that. I am not familiar with
these resolutions, but I would say that anything endorsed so over-
whelhningly by these two bodies would be taken extremely seriously.

Senator'PFL. One of th problems we have-had is obtaining from
the Defense Department U.S. military activities in weather modifica-
tion even when that information was directly relevant to legislation
pending before this committee. I am wondering if you believe that the
State Department. has obtained all the information that it has re-
quested or should request from the Defense Department in this field.

Mr. KissxNER. I would think, Senator Pell, that the State Depart-
ment will have-little difficulty in obtaning national security informa-
tion in the new arrangement.

Senator PFLL. I believe You will find, if you check back, that this
was not the case in the past. I would hope that it. is a point you would
remedy in this field of weather modification.

Mr. KiSSIxER. I think it would be difficult to avoid remedying it.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much.

LAW OF THE SEAS

In connection with the law of the sea. which I am very glad you
have touched on, and are as familiar with it as you are, will you
support a strong American position for minimizing national claims
to control the high seas and seabeds?

Mr. ICSSINxoER. With the qualification, Sentor Pell. that I made
before, that this is a subject that still has to be reviewed again by the
President, I would say that. my own personal thinking with regard
to seabeds is tending in that direction.
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Senator PIL. Thank you.
In this regard, would you support the U.S. position strongly in

favor of an effective Uniited Nations oceans authority, a United
Nations or international sea guard as proposd in our draft treaty?

Mr. KissrxoER. I am not familiar with the details of that treaty
but it. is an inevitable corrollary of the position which I have outlined
that the seabed area beyond thie coastal seabed area should be under
some form of international resource machinery for which the United
Nations would be an appropriate place.

Senator PLTj,. Thank you.
A current shortage throughout the world of protein food has

underscored the importance to all of us of the necessity of guarding
our fishery resources. In my part of the country, in New Eigland,
we are very concerned as we see many fish. particularly the haddock,
absolutely vacuumed from the so-called area of economic exploitation.
Have you any thoughts with regard to actions we could take now in
order to protect, our fishery resources prior tQ the conclusion of the
treaty we hope will come out, of Cake.

PIssGR,. The United States has made. some compromises with
countries in South America that have claimed a 300-kilometer limit,
as long as this was not considered territorial sea but. was for the
exploitation of a natural resource. We could certainly consider apply-
ing the same principle to ourselves.

Senator PLtj,. Thank you.

ASSISTANT SF-CRTi.\rRYSInP FOR OCEANS, ENVIRONMENT AND SCIENTIFIC
AFFAIRS

In the State Department authorization bill there is a proposal for a
new Assistant Secretanship for Oceans, Environment and Scientific
Affairs. Do you support this concept and if, by chance, the Pmsident
vetoes the State Department authorization bill, would you recommend
that this asisstant secretaryship be created by executive fiat?

Mr. K~ssNGER. I am not sure that assistant secretaryslhips can be
created by executive fiat..

Senator PF. o. Forgive me for interrupting. This is the only one
that is created by legislative fiat and that is why the Executive is
annoyed about it. All the others are done by Execuitive fiat.

Mr. Kussi-NGER. If that can be done. I favor it. I strongly support
this concept, and I think it is a very important step.

t)IPIOMfATIC RELATIONS Vrrir CUBA

Senator PEL. Thank you very much. Excuse these random questions,
but our time is so limited. Witb regard to Cuba, it would seem to me
the time has come to open up relations with that country. It is gen-
erally agreed that the strategic, even the tactical importance, of Guan-
tnamo is practically nil. Will you support the idea of opening up
diplomatic relations with Cuba I

Mr. KISSINGER. First. s you pointed out, one of our first moves will
be to try to strengthen our relationships with Latin America. We would
like to have this exchange of views with Latin America progress to a
certain point before we can judge the views of other countries with
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respect to Cuba, and also the attitude of Cuba toward its relationships.
in the hemisphere.

Senator PEL. Thank you.
My time has expired.
The CHAIRMAN. The Senator from Maine.

CHANGE IN INFORMING OF CONGRESS

Senator ML-SKIE. Dr. Kissinger, I enjoyed the discussions in certain.
areas and I would like to open up some myself. Before I do, I would
like to ask one or two questions in the area of communication, informa-
tion and secrecy. I understand to some extent all you can do is.
testify as to your own attitude, but I think it would be helpful to tr.-
to pin it dovn sufficiently to give us some evidence there will be a
change.

You have indicated that you intend to establish a better climate,
with the committee with respect to developing policies and with respect
to policy decisions taken.

Ir. R1ISSIXGER. That is correct. I cannot guarantee we will always.
be able to accept the views of the committee, but we will certainly
discuss our views fully and listen very carefully to the views of the
committee.

Senator MUSKIE. In other words, we will know in advance of foreign
policy decisions, what decisions are being considered, what decisions.
are pending, and what the options are of the bases for the considera.
tion of them.

Mr. KISSINGER. That would be the intention. Except in cases of really
overwhelming national security considerations, which I cannot now
foresee, that will be the practice, yes.

Senator MUSKm. Let me seek to illustrate that. Could we see, in
similar circumstances, a repetition of the secret bombing in Cambodia
without advance information to the Congress beyond that which it is.
alleged was given in the instance of which we are now aware?

Mr. KISsINGER. As I testified on Friday. the circumstances that pro-
duced that situation were nearly unique. It was almost inconceivable
that they could be repeated. However, should they be repeated, I would
expect tiat the relations between the executive and legislative branch
would have reached a point of trust where your committee would know
about it.

Senator MUSKiE. In other words, you expect-
Mr. KissvoNER. Or at least, the chairman would be consulted.
Senator MusKrm [continuing]. You expect to work to develop a

climate in which there would be more consultation with more Members
of Con 'ess in such situations than there was in that instance?

Mr. KIsSINoER; Than there has been in the past. that is correct.
Senator MusiKr. Would you say the same with respect to the tilt

on Pakistan ?
Mr. KissINoE. Senator Muskie, the "tilt" toward Pakistan, whatever

its shortcomings in your view, was certainly not a secret.
Senator MusKx. .Eventually.
Mr. KISSINOER. It was expressed very vocally. But in any event, in:,

a situation such as the India-Pakistan War I would expect to meet with
this committee or with its appropriate subcommittee and explain our
thinking.

%41o
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Senator MUsKIE. With respsot to informing Members of the Con-
'gress, including this committee, can we expect-and I think you have
implied that we can--a re glarized reporting afnd consultation process
so that tie committee woufd not have to try to anticipate on the basis of
peripheraI information when it ought to be consulted?

Nfr. Kf."[.OER. Not. only can you expect it but immediately after my
-confirmation Lpropose to meet with your chairman and ranking mem-
ber to work out a very concrete procedure on how to achieve this.

WIRETAPPING POLICY

Senator MUsKIE. There is one other doubt in this area that occupied
the committee this morning. This is the wiretapping area. I think we
all unlerstand-as I said this morning to the Attorney General-that
there are gray ateasof authority and responsibility between the Execu-
tive and the Congre,,,s that are rarely, if ever, p'reciselv defined. and
that a precise definition in these areas might not necessarily be in the
national interest. Yet. there is evidence that some of those restraints
have heen abandoned by some people in secret. And when such re-
straints are abandloned ill secret, thei we establish a lattern or a habit
that is a threat to our fundamental liberties. So we need to know what
the. polie i:. That is what this whole talk about the wiretap con-
trove"sv i, about. We need to know what the policy is. And how we can
get that knowledge is in question. If you are confirmed as Secretary of
State-and I have no reason to believe vou will not be-I would like to
know whnat your attitude is about wiretaps such as those that were in-
stitted in the celebrated cases of the 17 or whatever number. Do you
view wiretaps in such circumstances as being in the national intelst ?
Would von expect in similar circumstances to approve their use .

Mr. kiss.mr:n. I have asked the Attorney General to submit to this
committee his opinion on the legal view of the Government with respect
to wiretal)ping in national security cases. Ile has promised to do this,
and I would. of course. strictly abide by his view of the legal situation.
But beyond this, the i.sue of wiretapping raises the issue of the
balance between human liberty and the requirements of national seco-
tit v. I would say that the weight should be on the side of human liberty
and1 that if hmian liberty is to be ever infringed, the demonstration
on the national security side must be overwhelming. That would be my
general attitude.

"e SHOULD WIRETAPPING JUDGMENTS TIE SUBJECT TO LFGISLATIVE CIIECK?

Senator 3Mus1iE. That leads me to what I think is the key question:
Should that. judgment be made only by the Executive or should it be
subject. to an established check by the'legislative branch of the Gov-
ernment I

Mr. KissINGER. Of what constitutes-
Senator MUSKIE. In particular cases. whether or not the authority

has been abused. Should that be wholly an Executive judgment or
should it be subject to a legislative judgment as well ?

Mr. KIssINGER. If there is a concern that the authority had been
abused, then I think the legislative branch will want to look into thischarge of abuse.
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Senator MusliE. But, we cannot. know whether there is a basis for
concern unless there is a regularized procedure for bringing these
cases to our attention.

Mr. KIssINOER. At least in the areas with which I am concerned,
I cannot foresee now circumstances in which this is a very likely even-
tuality

AsI pointed out at the hearing on Friday, I can conceive of circum-
stances-and I gave a very extreme one-where the President. may
have to decide to override leg-al restraints when the threat to the na-
tional security is overwhelming. But that should be very rare, and it
should be fully explicable to the Congress and to the public when it
occlirs.

How you establish this relationship. I have frankly not thought
through: But my attitude would be governed by the general prin-
ciples that I gave you.

Senator Mit'SKIE. In any case, would you agree that even in such
cases there should be a requirement anfd established procedure for

second-guessing purposes?
Mr. KissIxon. I would think in these cases the demonstration of

necessity is a reasonable requirement.

NVtTNESS I PARTCII'ATIO IN SALT IT NEG(ITI'VIONS

Senator 'sKII:. I would like to ask two or three questions about
arms control. I do not. know how muit more timt. I have or whether r
it i-; useful to open it up, but I assume that you will actively participate
in the SALT I negotiations, l)r. Kissinger.

Mr. KisSINOER. Yes. The principal negotiations of course will take
place in Geneva, but the major policy decisions. and, I dalresly, S Inie
of the negotiations designed to break deadlocks, will have my heavy
involvement.

AtDA RECOG;NII'ION1 RES)NSIITY AND AUTi1ORITY

Senator Mihsmtz. I have just one more minmite and will ask one more
question in this field. I will wait another romid to get into other ques-
tions.

To what extent will ACI)A be ,givn recognition. resI)onsibility. and
authority" in this field ?

Many of 1i- in tile Congress are concerned thot it has be ,i eniaseu-
lated and downgraded !by the administration. We have been looking
for months for some evidence, that oi," fears and our siisi5ciolls are not
vell fouided. I wollld like to gi've you this opportunity to at least

exprs- your initial OI)inio.
31'. K ISS-:N(;EI. "l'he l )ircVtor of the-Atris Control and I)isarnua-

ment Agency. )r. Fred C. kle. is ;il ext'cmely thoughtful scholar
whom I have known for many veau's. In order" for us to formulate
reasonable positions. it-is Very i;q1)ortant that those whose principal
responsibility it is to think futll time about tht lprolblen of arms con-
trol have an oplportunitv to formulate their views and to present their
views at the highest le'. The pa ticipation of tile officials of the
Arms Control and Disarmament Agency is absolutely essential if we
are going to h.ave broad-base(d, inforniel l'olicies; they viil have my
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full support and they will be actively engaged in the formulation of
our position.

As to their personnel, I have not. reviewed personally their top per-
sonnel except the Director. But. if what you say is correct, they will
certainly have my support in attracting the'best people that are
available.

Senator MuSKiF. Thank you. Dr. Kissinger.
The CHAIRMAN . Senator' McGovern?

COVERT ACTIVITIES OF CIA AND OTIIR GOVERNMENT INTELLIGENCE
AGENCIES

Senator McGOVERN. Dr. Kissinger, earlier in your colloquv with
Senator Svyminglon when you were commenting'on the responsibil-
ities of the Committee of Forty, you referred to the covert activities of
the CIA and other intelligence agencies of the Government. I presume
that those covert activities would include such things as the overturn-
ing of at least one Latin Anierivaii -overnnent some years ago, a
feat that I understand the I)i rctor of the CIA later confirmed' the
training of paramilitary forces in Laos. even possildlv the assassina-
tion of political leaders abroad that we see as unfriendly in the
Phoenix program.

Do Vou think that a society stih ais ours that is committed to self-
deternination and o'din ar standa ris, of deceney should he involved
in claindestine efforts of tilat kind ? Wolld -it lo)t he better to take
the CIA 'and other intelligence agencies out of these operations areas
and confine thllem entirely to the gathering and assessinent of
intelligence?

MrKlssc, rr. qSenator McGovern, it is extremely diflieult to (liseuss
that area of activity in an open sessioj, and I think it should be done
in a more rest r ycted'Ollp)ifli.

In this administration. oelie of the activities which \onl mentioned,
such as assassinations and overthrowing of governments, were not. in
fact., carried out. I am not savingr that assassinationls were ever carried
out by this committee or approved by this committee. But in order
to answer von fully. I would have to explain what it is and what the
operations are that tend to be conducted by this committee.

I would say that our genius does not reside in clandestine activ-
ities on a broad scale.

On the other hand. I would think that there are certain types of
these activities, dilicult to describe here. that it would be (langerous
to abolish.

Senator McGov-,N. I would like to puirsmie that more at, a later time,
out. I do want. because of the constraints of time, to move on to two or

three other matters.

SEPARATII N OF FOREIGN POLICY CLAIMS FROM DOMESTIC CONSIDERIONS

QUESTIONED

You told the committee on Friday that. while you regretted the per-
secution of respected Soviet scientists and intellectuals and writers,
you thought American foreign policy should confine itself to influenc-
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ing the foreign policy of other countries and should not become in-
volved in their internal affairs.

I think you were saying in effect. that the so-called detente between
ourselves and the Soviet Union should go forward without reference to
what they are doing to their own people.

I wonder if we can really separate the claims of foreign policy from
domestic considerations.

For example, in the 1930's. when the Nazi Government was persecut-
ing and slaughtering the ,Jews in Germany, do you think American
foieign policy should have ignored that fact provided only that we
could have worked out some kind of a foreign policy deal with the
German Government ?

Mr. KISSN-GER. Well. again, Senator, one has to ask oneself under
the contemporary circumstances whether a return to the cold war
would improve the situation of the people concerned. In the 1930's of
cour-e. I was a part of that persecuted minority, so I am rather sensi-
tive to that situation.

I must say I could have understood it, and I could understand it
now as a historian, though the consequences would have been rather
painful, if other countries had concentrated primarily on preventing
military aggression by the Nazis and had attempted through a policy
of preventing that aggression to change the system over a period of
time. There is reason to believe that if deprived of foreign adventures,
the Nazi system might have ,changed over a period of time.

What. one has to balance in the case of the Soviet system is not that
we can ever approve repression. or that we should not use our influ-
ence where we can to mitigate it. But we have to ask ourselves whether,
by reducing the danger of war and forcing the Soviet system into a
cooperative relationship with the rest of the world in the field of for-
eign policy, that will not over a period of time mitigate their system.

But it. is a fine-line which we have to walk here.
Senator McGovr.Px. Dr. Kissinger. I am not suggesting that we stop

efforts to reach a more acceptable detente with the Soviet Union. I
am certainly not suggesting military intervention on our part, but it
does~seem to me at a time when we are in effect, dealing with their
internal problems through such things as the massive sale of our
wheat. one quarter of our crop a year ago, that that in itself bring us
into a relationship with the internal affairs of that society, which
might also open the way for us to influence other things that we think
are important, including human freedom.

DITENTE AND HUMAN LIBERTY IN SOVIET UNION

I don't always agree with Senator Jackson, as you well know, but I
wonder if you'saw the piece he wrote in yesterday's morning Times
entitled, "First Human Detente".

Mr. KIssnGER. I did not see the piece, but I am familiar with his
views.

Senator MCGOVERN. I think it is a very thoughtful and provocative
piece. I will quote you one line from it: "A regime that denies the
rights of man can never be reconciled to membership in the community
of civilized nations."
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le goes on to quote the distinguished Soviet scientist, Sakharov
who says, "Detente has to take place with simultaneous liquidation of
isolation. Dtente without democratization would be very dangerous.
That would be cultivation and encouragement of closed countries
where everything that happens goes unseen by foreign eyes behind
a mask that hides its real face," and he concludes on this line, "No one
should dream of having such a neighbor and especially if his neighbor
is armed to the teeth."

M r. Kissi.oER. Senator, we don't disagree about the hu man pl~mbem,
nor do we disagree as to the objective. The difficulty wt, face is, con-
fronted with the capability on both sides of exterminating mankind,
whether we should pursue measures to reduce the danger of war and
Ix-gin a more civilized discourse with a system of government whose
internal methods we cannot approve, or whether we should delay this
until they commit themselves to a change in their own system-which
they may consider so intolerable in the short term that. they will not
pursue the measures of detente that we are intending to carry forward. "-

It is very hard to determine this in the abstract. We cannot be in-
different to the denial of human libertv, but we cannot, at the same
time, so insist on transformations in the domestic structure of the
Soviet system that we give up the general evolution that we are hope-
fully starting.

U.S. GOVERNMENT SIGNALS TO 3MOSCOW

Senator McGovEnx. Can I break in there, Dr. Kissinger, to ask a
related question? Have you or other members of our Government
signaled Moscow that, in effect, we are willing to overlook the persecu-
tion of their writers and thinkers and scientists in return for continued
negotiations on arms and other diplomatic matters?

Mr. KissixNoER. Senator 'McGovern, the opposite is true. The only
reason why I do not go into greater detail about what we have dis-
cussed on a semiofficial basis is that that would then deprive it of its
semiofficial character. But I can assure you that not only have we not
signaled to them that we are prepared to overlook it, built we have sig-
naled them exactly the opposite-but in a context in which we believe
we have a better chance of bringing about the result.

Senator "McGOVERN. Just one final brief question.

REQUIRING COURT ORDER TO AUTHORIZE WIRETAP ON U.S. CITIZENS

Do you think it would be a prudent requirement that no wiretaps
ever be authorized in this country on any U.S. citizen without a court
order or a court warrant?

Mr. KISSI.-NER. That, as a general rule, I believe to be the position,
and I would just like to leave a little scope for areas of absolutely
overwhelming danger which I cannot now define. But I personally
have no difficulty with such a rule.

Senator McGovER.. I think my time is up, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. I think the time-ias arrived when perhaps we will

have to recess until tomorrow morning at 9:30.

21-172-73-pt. 1-7
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FOREIGN CRITICISM OF U.S. DOMESTIC AFFAIRS

May I ask you one question with regard to the last question of the
Senator from North Dakota? In your negotiations with so many dif-
ferent people, have any of the countries with whom you have discussed
these matters ever raised questions -about the infallibility of our own
system or do they all agree that we are the only good people in the
world and never make any criticism of any of our domestic affairs or
conditions in this country?

Have you ever been confronted with any such criticism?
Mr. KIssixoER. I must say I have occasionally been subjected' to

criticism of our domestic situation but I have refused to accept it from
a foreign government.

The CHAIRMAN. You have insisted we are the only perfect society?
Mr. KissINoIR. No; but I have insisted that foreign governments

have no standing in a negotiation to comment on our domestic situa-
tion.

The CHAIRMAN. You don't think it would be acceptable to the Con-
gress if some of them insisted that we make reforms of various kinds,
in our electoral system or some of our social problems, do you?

Mr. KISSINGER. I think it would be rather difficult..
The CIiIRAMAN. I think it would be difficult, too.
Thank you very much.
We wili meet at 9:30 tomorrow morning.
[W hereupon, at 1:10 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene at

9:30 a.m., Tuesday, September 11, 1973.]
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TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 1973

UNITED STATEs SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONs,

|Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:35 a.m., in room 318,
Russell Senate Office Building, Senator J. W. Fulbright | chairman],
presiding.
Present: Senators Fulbright, Sparkman, Church, Symington, Pell,
McGee, Humphrey, Aiken, Case, Javits, Scott, Percy, and Griffin.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.

PAST BASIS OF U.S. FOREIGN POLICY QUESTIONED

Dr. Kissinger, the other day I referred to a remark of yours. I hope
if I misstate it you will correct me. But I took it to mean that you
hoped that this committee might be capable of conceptualizing foreign
policy. Your remark has continued to interest me. It seemed to be a
kind of a challenge in a way. I recall your remark to me in 1969 that
you did not expect to follow the foreign policy of the Johnson adminis
tration in Vietnam, which I took to be encouraging assurance.
It seems to me there are many bases on which to look at our foreign
policy in any given area of the world: the particular policy in South
east Asia, the Middle East, and Latin America. But for the moment,
I wonder if in this year of cooperation, we could try to conceptualize
our policy. It seems to me for many years since the Johnson regime, if
not as long before as Truman, that our Government has in effect fol
lowed a policy based upon the assumption that military force and
economic power together could construct what they were pleased to
call a structure of peace. I remember Dean Rusk used to use this
phrase, as I believe you have, and it seemed to be based primarily
upon these elements: Foreign aid in very extensive ways, military
and economic, and direct military force; primarily the use of our re
Sources and manpower for military purposes.
As you know, we have bases all over the world, virtually. I think
the majority leader stated the other day that we had nearly 2,000 large
and small bases, over 300 of them considered major bases with over
500 people. We have some 625,000 men under arms outside of our
borders, and we subsidize with arms and money more than 50 nations.
The President urged restraint, for example, just yesterday, on all
of our expenditures except military. He is adamantly opposed to any
reduction in our military expenditures. He also opposes reduction in

(95)
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our foreign aid, military or economic. The administration also sup
ports the continuation of such cold war activities as Radio Free Europe.
Yesterday, Mr. Schlesinger asked for $150 million additional money
for ammunition alone to continue the slaughter in Cambodia.
In short, this concept of force to achieve our ends is a kind of a pax
Americana based upon a military power with economic subsidies which
we were able to furnish. This is quite similar, it seems to me, to the
concepts, if you like, of the British Empire. They used both the combi
nation of economic subsidies and military force for a long time, and it
was successful for quite a while, but it seems the complete bankruptcy
of our policy is the clear lesson of our disastrous war in Indochina.
Rather than strengthening our country, we have, I believe, weakened
it by that exercise and by the other exercises in the last 10 years. The
war in Vietnam, it seems to me, has done more to undermine this na
tional security, about which we speak a

ll

the time, than anything that
the Russians could have done or have done or that the dissidents here

a
t

home have done o
r

the students have done. Our economy is in a

shambles and our people are divided and confused. One only needs to

read the newspapers every day. There is great confusion in our econ
omy, and people are very apprehensive about the future.
Some o

f

our economists anticipate a recession. There is no dissent
about the inflation. These are, I believe, the direct result of this over
extension and overreliance upon force.

NEW CONCEPT STARTED BY ABIMI TREATY

In the signing of the ABM Treaty, and I give you great credit for
that, although I am bound to say that members of this committee, par
ticularly Senator Gore and others o

n his subcommittee, made a great
contribution in the background o

f your achievement in signing the
ABM Treaty with the Soviet Union. But it seems to me that that was

a kind o
f
a watershed where the United States and the Russians agreed

that they have no credible defense against ICBM's. Together with the
existence o

f

the enormous stockpile o
f

nuclear weapons, this suggests

to me a different concept, if I may use that word, the concept which

I believe will strengthen our society rather than weaken it. The essence

o
f

this concept is to maintain a nuclear deterrent as provided b
y

the
interim agreement which again you negotiated—and then I could not
understand why the administration backed off from it and accepted
the Jackson amendment. I was, as you know, completely in accord with
your interpretation o

f

the interim agreement and the ABM agreement.
You recall that, and yet, there is an ambivalence in all this, and we
backed off.

ADMINISTRATION's DEVOTION TO NEW CONCEPT QUESTIONED

In any case, I think that marked a new era and the beginning of a

new concept which I think is appropriate. But what bothers me very
much is whether o
r

not this administration really is devoted to its own
concept. The ABM Treaty, I think should start a new concept and that
should entail the gradual reduction by about one-half, a
t least, o
f

the
foreign military bases. I do not recommend they all be withdrawn
tomorrow, but this is another matter which this committee, especially
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the majority leader and others have supported: That we giardually
bring home these military forces from around the world, anl that we
emphasize at every opportunity the collective diplomatic efforts of
adjusting whatever controversies arise.

I do not think we emphasize it. We certainly have neglected it in
the United States. We have never brought it into play in angtlling
important. We have not attempted to refrain from intervening in
the internal political and social affairs of other countries, particular-
ly by supporting political regimes subservient to us In short, this
structure of peace, if I may use that phrase, would be a collective
structure based upon cooperation and diplomacy rather than upon
competition for the position of military dominance in all areas of
the world.

Of course, I anticipate that you may say, as is often said, that it
is a very naive concept to expect anyone to cooperate in good faith
on the international scene.

I cqn only respond that I do not think you know that. I do not
thinkanybody knows it because it has never been tried in good faith.

This Other policy has been tried by the British, by the Germans,
and by others and especially by us ii the last 20 years. It seems to
me it has failed and it has resulted in a seriously'weakened United
States.

CREATION OF EXEMPLARY U.S. SOCIETY SUGESTF

I suggest that while retaining our deterrents, we withdraw our
intervemzng forces and concentrate our efforts upon the creation here
in America of a society of which we can be proud, a humane and
just government that serves our people. We would exercise by the
force of this example a far greater influence than we can possibly
by the force of arms in which we have placed so much confidence in
Southeast Asia and elsewhere.

I do not believe we can in the long run dominate the world by
force; nor can we buy its compliance with economic aid. In fact, we
do not have the resources in any case, even if that were a viable con-
cept.

But I think that we can set an example, and I think we were an
example up until about 30 or 40 years ago, of a society which most
of the world did seek to emulate. Even Mr. Khrushchev in his very
crude way announced a policy of emulation of the United States. He
said he was going to outdo us. I think his phrase that he intended
to bury us was misinterpreted. What he intended to say, as he ex-
plainedI when he came to this committee, was that he intended to out-
strip us, to outdo us in the same way in which he thought we had
succeeded so well, which was to give good life to the people of this
country.

CONTINUIy IN 1U.S. POLICY QUESIOM

What worries me most of all is the seeming continuity in policy.
We get started in this country in one direction and every regime al-
ways refers to its predecessors. President Johnson said he was only
doing what his predecessors did. President Nixon has, I believe, on
many occasions, said, "I am only doing what President Johnson
President Kennedy, President Eisenhower, President Truman di.'
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What I would suggest is we ought not to do what we all have been
doing in the past because I do not think the results are very happy.
Would you agree those are conceptualizations of policy and would
you care to comment on themI

TESTIMONY OF-HENRY- A. KISSINGER, NOMINEE TO BE SECRETARY
OF STATE-Resumed

Mr. KIsSINGIER. Well. Mr. Chairman, you have made a rather ex-
tensive statement. which has many aspects, and I will try to respond
as best I can.

INTENT OP' WITNESS OBSERVATIONS

Fi rst, at the beginning you referred to two observations I made, one
in a press interview and one in a private conversation with you 4 years
ago. The one in the press interview was not a challenge to the com-
mittee to engage in conceptualization as if I were criticizing what had
been done before. It was rather a challenge to the executive branch to
make certain that the committee would have the opportunity to par-
ticipato in the design of foreign policy. rather than have to wait until
something had been accomplished and then ask for testimony. It was
not a recommendation to the committee; it was a statement of the in-
tention with which I would propose to conduct the Office of Secretary
of State. if I am confirmed by this committee and the Senate--a state-
ment of my intention to bring the committee into the early stages of
policy design, which I described in an excessively professorial term as
"conceptuali zat ion."

'The Cnmim.%x. I interpreted the other N:avy. I thought it generally
was interpreted to mean that this committee was inceptable of con-
cep tualization.

,If. s-.isx, . MIv intent was as I have described. I do not have the
exact quotation, but, at any rate the intention was as I have described
it. It was not a challenge to the committee.

PURSUtIT OF I)FFERENT VIETNA.MN POLICY

The second point to which tie chairman has referred, both in his
-introductory statement on Friday and again today, was my comment
that we would pursue a policy different from that of our predecessors
with respect to Vietnam. Now, the historical record will have to stand
on that. We withdrew 550.000 troops from Vietnam, where our pred-
essors had put them into Vietnam. We. committed ourselves to nego-
tiating a settlement, and we achieved that. I admit that the process
took longer than all of us had hoped, for many reasons. But the direc-
tion of our policy was the one that we indicated to you, Mr. Chairman.
The difference, was the rate at which it was accomplished, and that
was slower than any of us had hoped.

Now, with respect to your general observations-

INTEXT TO DISENGAGE FROM SOUTIIEAST ASrA

The CILUR-MAN. Before you leave t-hat, what disturbed me yesterday
is that you have not yet made up your mind to disengage. I mean this
request for the $150 million just for ammunition for Cambodia. I
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thought your answer to my very tentative request about your view of
that was that it is a pursuance of the same kind of policy that Johnson
had. It, is true you have been forced to stop the bombing by legislation.
But I am not at all reassured that you are going to disengage from
Southeast Asia. By other means, by surrogates, by this enormous input
of ammunition and arms, bv economic aid, you still seem to wish to
dominate that area. I wonder whether it is in our interest to do this,
because we cannot afford this kind of policy.

Mr. KIsSINGER. With respect to disengaging from Indochina, this
administration negotiated an end to the military operations in Vietnam
and Laos before there was any legislation. and we offered a precise
method and deadline for ending the bombing of Cambodia, an offer
that was under active consideration at the time that. the Congress acted
to cut it off bv legislation decision.

So we do lnot (isagree with the objective. This is now beyond demon-
stration, but our conviction was that our course would enable us to
negotiate a cease-fire just as we had already negotiated a cease-fire in
Vietnam and Laos.

With respect to the request for ammunition for Cambodia, Prince
Sihanouk announced only a few weeks ago that the North Vietnamese,
and I believe the Chinese, had resumed supplying ammunition to his
forces, and it seems to us not inequitable to supply ammunition to
indigenous forces that are, trying to defend themselves, particularly
as we have stated that we would not intervene militarily.

DAMSI'S FOR U.S. POLICY

Now if I might perhaps make a general observation on your philo-
sophical remarks. Mr. Chairman:

As I understood your remarks, you were saying that American policy
is based on power, either phvsical or economic, and that it should 1),
animated instead by a spirit of cooperation, and that it should con-
centrate. primarily 'on its domestic problems, and once again be an
example to humanity as it was. say, prior to the end of World War II.
I say that, judging fi-oin your timnespan of :30 years.

There is no question that the I nited States should in its behavior
seek to be an example to the rest of the world. I said in my opening
statement that the foreign policy of the United States should epitomize
the best in America, and it is also clear that a society that means noth-
ing to itself can mean nothing to others.

So I am in agreement with you on the general proposition, Mr.
Chairman.

However, the world has changed enormously. Prior to World War
II we were secure behind two oceans. Other nations had to be threat-
ened long before the American security could be affected, Therefore,
we could afford to wait until dangers became unambiguous, until some
overwhelming threat had developed. before we committed ourselves.

Now we are in a world in which the traditional safety margin we
had has been considerably reduced. We live in a world in which, due to
the power, range, and conplexitV of modern weapons, we arv immedi-
ately affected by many developments, in many parts of the world.
rhei'efore. for the first'time in our history, we have had to address the
problem of security in peacetime and in a systematic way.
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I agree with you, Mr. Chairman, that we have not satisfactorily
solved that problem. We have tended to oscillate back and forth be-
tween various conceptions of security.

Now, if we differ, Mr. Chairman, it is not over the positive part. Of
your observations, which I shaie, but in my conviction that a nation
cannot choose between security and cooperation but must do both, and
that for the United States now that the question of our security and
the security of those who count on us is a matter of very major concern.

Neverth ess, the elements of security are constantly changing, both
in terms of weapons and in terms of the political eironmenlt in which
security has to be maintained. What, we -have not fully solved in our
country, is to adapt our thinking to these changing conditions.

No , you have referred to the fact that every administration has
invoked 'its predecessors. To some extent this is true; to some extent
there is a continuity in the forei n policy of the United States in the

o star priod. Indeed, I have invoked it in my opening statement.
ut, at twie same time, this administration has made sonm cvery major

departures-in relations with China, in putting the central armaments
of the major countries for the iirst time under international control
in attempting to create a global system of peace, one that is less geared
to crises and more geared to cooperation.

So I would say, Mr. Chairman. that, we will attempt to achieve thle
world which youi described, a world in which the participants are
animated by a spirit of cooperation. but we also feel that the question
of security plays a role in this.

The CA1R+MA'. What is security? Of course it conies down to what
is security. You did not mention the ABM. I may attribute more to it
than I think I should.

It seems to me the existence of the. weapons, with the acceptance of
the view that we have no defense, that we are ndt capable of making
a defense, is the significance of both sides saying there is no use
proceeding with building ABM's. they are not aji effective defense. In
many ways this is a more stabilizingcr element than the oceans are
now, certainly with the airplanes and rapid transit. This is a new
element to which we have not adjusted.

I do not think with the existence of the present stockpile of nuclear
weapons on both sides that there is any probability of either side
attacking the other. There will be small quarrels of course in the
local areas, but we should not become involved in all of those. This
is the lesson of what you yourself have done, to which you do not seem
to attribute the same significance I do, and that this committee did
when it made such a strenuous effort to stop the ABM some time ago.

SUPPORT OF NATIONAL SECUiRITY BY PRESENT POLICE

This morning or yesterday there is an article by "Nr. Zorza about
China, a very disturbing article. We have all given you and the
administration credit for this move, but, apparently because of the
delay in any progress on our part in withdrawing our forces from
Taiwan, the Chinese are becoming very impatient that we do not
really intend to adhere to what they thought were our obligations in
your first initial negotiations with them. N any case, the reporter is
a very reputable observer and it is a very disturbing comment upon
it, and the same way withlthe Russians.
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I mean if our trade bill bogs down over the Jackson amendment,
we will have a similar situation there. It seems to me it may be coming
apart. I said this and others did in the debate last.year when we made
the interim agreement. To go back on it by qualifying it indicates (
lack of cooperation with these countries. It is a very disturbing
development in both cases.

The two major steps forward that we have all acclaimed do not seem
to be progressing in the wav they were intended.

This together with eniphasis-and I again emphasize the word
"emphasis"-that the President puts upon the military appropriations.
le was so positive that he wants the Congress to cut everything ex-

cept the military, and not only not cut it, but with the type of request
of Mr. Schlesinger, increase it, which indicates an attitude that the
only reliance we can have is more military force, more economic aid.
Iis is the same policy which I think the lesson of Vietnam shows
is not ver , productive: They are not really supporting our national
security.

NEW CONCEff WARRANTED

I do not like that term because it has -,)ne to be a kind of a coverall
for anything we wish to do. I am not sure at all what it means, but I
do not'think that our strength relative to the Russians and the Chinese
or the world is anything like today what it was 20 years ago, and in
reviewing the results of these policies, I must say it is not very en-
couraging. So I think some concept of a new approach is warranted,
and something that we have never tried.

rhe only thing I can say in favor of this suggestion is it has not
been disproved, whereas I think your continuing policy has been clearly
disproved. It does not any longer have any validity, it. strikes me.

Mr. KissixoE. Mr. Chairman, you are grouping together a num-
ber of disparate elements of ditlreient factors and programs; I could
make a brief comment about each of them.

SIGNIFICANCE AND IMPACT OF ABI1 TREATY

First, the ABM Treaty. You will remember that-you and I had
many discussions about this, and my recollection of ttlese discussions
is that we were in essential agreement about its significance.

The CHAIRMAN'. Absolutely, and it. was the most encouraging thing
I thought happeneA last year.

.1r. KIssINGER. So the question that is raised, therefore, is, what is
the impact on the strategic equation over the long-term of the absence
of ABM on both sides?

You are quite right, Mr. Chairman. that with the current levels of
forces on each side, it makes a first-strike attack very unlikely because
it should make it possible for the opponent always'to retaliate in an
unacceptable way.

Nevertheless. we have to note. that the Soviet Union is working on
four new missile systems right now. It is an interesting question why
they think that should be necessary when neither side has this-ABM.
But assuming the present balance holds, and granting the strategic
significance of what we had both agreed upon, the increasing difficulty
of conceiving of a rational objective for general nuclear war makes it,
therefore, less risky to engage in local adventures. And this is a prob-
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lem-apart from Southeast Asia, which is a different issue-which
we are facing, for example, in our relationships with NATO. NATO is
an organization built for 20 years on the assumption of overwhelming
massive retaliation, and that now has to be adapted to the precise con-
ditions which you correctly described, in which a first strike by, either
side becomes extremely difficult to conceive. --

REL.ATIONS WITH I'EOPLES REPUBLIC OF CHINA, SOVIET UNION

Now, with respect to some of tile other issues that vou have men:
tioned, Mr. Chairman-relations with the People's Rep'tblic of China,
for example, and relations with the Soviet Union. I would welcome
after confirmation, if tie Senate is so disposed, ani executive session
with this committee in which I could (liseuss in greater detail some of
the aspects of or relationships with Cina.

I have the highest regard for Mr. Zorza, and very often his analysis
has shown exceptional insight.

In this particular case, while I believe it is correct that, there have
been serious domestic debates ill the Peolple's lepuhlic. 1 (10 not believe
that the issue of Taiwan is the principal factor ill this or has played a
very large role. If anything was said with respect to Taiwan, I believe
it is a symptom rather than a cause of whatever problems may exist.

Moreover, it. is our impression that tile domestic debates which were
taking place in China at the end of July and through part of August
have now been essentially terminated, And that tile main lines of the
policy that, we have established are on course.

Mr. Zorza made much of the repeated delays of my visit, for ex-
ample. One of the delays was caused by my nominations to this office,
and is totally unrelateil to Chinese (leelopmlents. It simply seemed
inappropriate to visit China before I had been confirmed. although a
date had already been tentatively set. So 1 do not agree with his
judgment.

With respect to the Soviet Union. As you know, Mr. Chairman, I
share your views on the importance of g'anting most-favored-nation
status to the Soviet Union, and I )elieve it would be a setback to the
(lesigo of our foreign policy if the Congress did not grant, that author-
ity. However, it. is to e expected in a very complex situation, with
governments such as the Soviet U nion and the People's Republic that
are enormously suspicious of each other, where every time we make an
agreement with one it raises doubts inl the mind of the other, and where
there is what has been described as triangular diplomac.v which is a
very complex matter, that there will be some ul)S and doNvns, all the
more so since the internal dynamics of their systems are substantially
out of our control.

But I do not believe that the difficulties which may have existed with
the People's Republic have very much to do with 6ur )olicy, or any-
thing to do with our policy, toward Taiwn.

U.S. CONCEPTION. OF SECURITY

I can agree with you that our conception of sec.uritv has to be ad-
justed to changing conditions. I cannot agree with you'that our policy
has been as unsuccessful on a global scale as one might deduce from
some of y'our remarks.

The CHAiRMAN. Well, whether you agree or not--
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HEARING RJOCDL'RE

Senator PmRcY. Parliamentary inquiry, Mr. Chairman.
Are we operating under a 10-minute riule so members of the commit"

tee can plan their time? This is an extremely interesting dialog, but
I wonder how we should plan our time.

The Cilmm-im-. I will be through in just one moment. I want. to
make one observation.

INTERAcr.iox BEN'rF, UNITED STATES'./SOVIET WEAPONS 1,IOORA38s

legarling your reference to the Soviet's developing four new mis-
siles, some yeas ago, the Senate passed a resolution, I believe spon-
sored by Senator B rookie. asking that the administration freeze the
('evelopimelt of new missiles. partiicilaly the MII1V's, at the time.
Ihis was rejected.

I believe the record will show that new weapons and new initiatives
on significant. and large new weapons have usually come on our part..
We have beei iore imaginative. I guess if you w, oull like. more ex-
periimental and developed more new big weapons than they have.

We are now undertaking the 'rident and other weapons of that
kind. This interaction between the two nations is an old ritual. Every
year at appropriation time we hear about these dramatic new develop.
mients, that the Russians are about to do something unl)recelented. 1
remembIer a short time ago someone developed a theory that the Rus-
sians were digging big holes-nobody knew whai they were-
enormous holes for enormous new weapons. As soon as the appro-
priatiolis vere passed. the holes were forgotten and they decided they
didn't amount to anything. The CLA was brought, into the discussion. I
don't remember whether you played a part in it or not.

This is an ol ritual every year in order to keep up the sul)port for
the appropriation process. And I think that is aside from the major
thrust of what I was seeking to elicit, from you. If there was no pros-
pect of some initiative in the other field of diplomacy, the utilization
of such organizations as the United Nations and its 'Suisidiary orga-
nizations or regional organizations, it about comes to just a difference
of emphasis between always relying on more money and economic
and military affairs rather'than diplomacyy. I have a. feeling that this
continuity goes onl and onl hecautse, politically they have been success-
fith. I mean each predecessor has alwNays been elected onl this kindf of a
policy . At some point, some change aid adapting to the existence of

nuclear weapons and the ARM and all that. their significance, it seems
to me, would be, in order, but I detect very little tendency or indica-
tion on the part of this administration to recognize that.

Mr. 'ISSINGER. Mr. Chairman, whatever recommendations will be
niade by the I)epartmuent of State, if I am confirmed, will not be in-
fluenced by political considerations. They will reflect our best judg-
ment of what is in the national interest and in tlme interest of the peace
of the world.

With respect to stopping the interaction between Soviet and Ameri-
can weapons programs-an interaction which is a reality-we are
making a very serious effort in the SALT II negotiations to tackle
this problem.

Now, this, in effect, means we must obtain some restraint on qualita-
tive improvements and qualitative improvements, as you will recog-
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ones. They are more difficult to inspect, and it is more difficult to know
what one's objectives should be. But we have been working extremely
hard on this problem. We are engaged in many exchanges with the
Soviet Union in an effort to go a considerable way towards the ob-
jective that you have described.

Second, we do believe that many problems in the world today are
so global in nature that they require a larger role for the United Na-
tions or for sonic of its subsidiary organizations, and our ultimate
goal is to bring about a world at peace which is animated by a spirit of
cooperation.

'The CHnAIRMAN. I don't question your goals. What I am questioning
is the way to achieve them, as you know.

Sen ator Sparkman.
Senator SPARKMAN. Mr. Chairman. I will be very glad to yield to

Senator Aiken. I was late coining in.
The CH.AIRMAN. Senator Aiken.

NUMBER AND WHEREABOUTS OF U.S. FORCES IN SPRING 1969

Senator AIKE, . I have two or three questions to supplement the
opening statement of our chairman. Shall I go ahead with them? It
will only take but a minute or two. First, can you tell us the total num-
ber of military, personnel in the U.S. forces in the spring of 1969,
approximately?

Mr. KISSINGER. It was approximately 31/2 million, Senator.
Senator AIm.E1. 3.5 mill ion. Iow many of these were in Vietnam?
Mr. KISSINGER. About 545,000.
Senator AIKENF. how many in Korea?
Mr. KISSINGER. In Korea, about 60.000, Senator.
Senator AIKEN. How manAs in TIhailandl
Mr. KISSINGER. In Thailand, I don't have the exact figure. It is

about 45,000.
Senator AIKEN. I see.

PRESENT MILITARY STRENGTII AND LOCATION

What is our total military strength now ?
Mr. KISSINGER. It is about 2.2 million or "2.3 million, Senator.
Senator AiKEN,,. 2.3 million.
Mr. KISSINGF. I may be wrong by some hundred thousand.
Senator AIKEN. About one-third reduction in 4 years?
Mr. Kiss NGER. That is correct.
Senator IKEN. Approxiinately one-third.
How many of our military personnel are now in Vietnam?
Mr. KISsINGER. I think we have 200 military personnel in Vietnam

right now.
Senator AIKEN. How many in Korea?
Mr. KISsINGER. In Korea, we have about 40,000.
Senator AIKE-N. Now?
Mr. KIssINGER. And we have withdrawn about 20,000 from Korea.

We have withdrawn 20,000 of our forces from Korea, a little more
than 20,000.
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Senator Axmz. And how many in Thailand I
Mr. KIssiNxER. Senator, we withdrew some forces in 1969 and 1070

and then we put some forces back during the North Vietnamese at-
tack in 1972. Now we have just recently withdrawn 3,500, and we
expect to withdraw more.

REDUCTION IN MILITARY POSTS IN OTHER COUNTRIES

Senator AIKEN. About 2 years ago, I believe the committee was ad-
vised that we contemplated giving up about 25 percent of our mili-
tary posts in other countries of tile world all combined-a lot of them
in South America.

Mr. KISSINGER. That is substantially correct..
SenatorAK.,. Is that correct ? tles that been done?
Mr. KIssoR. I don't have the exact figures here, Senator, but I

know there has been a substantial reduction. All together, I think
we )lnve brought back about '00.000 troops from abroad since this
administration came into office.

Senator A]KEN. I see.

COST OF MAINTAINING MILITARY FORCE S

The question has been raised as to why the costs of maintaining our
military forces do not go down. Ilow does the cost of a volunteer army
compare with the cost of draftees?

Mr. KISsINGR. One reason why our defense budget is staying'at a
high level is that 56 percent of our defense budget right now, Sen-
ator, goes for personnel, as compared to, I think, something like 45
percent 10 years ago. Senator Symington would have those figures
more accurately than I do. At any rate, the percentage is much higher
than it used to be.

Senator AIKEx. There has been a very substantial increase in the
pay of members of our military personnel.

Mr. KISSINGER. That is correct, sir.
Senator AIK. N. Do you know how that increase compares with the

increase in salaries for 'Members of Congress and employees of the
executive branch? Is it comparable?

Mr. KISSINGER. I have the impression that military pay has risen
faster than that of civilian Government employees.

Senator AIKEN. It has risen faster than Government employees?
Mr. KISsINGER. That is my impression.
Senator AixEN. Than some Government employees-let's put it

that way.
FURTHER DEDUCTIO IN MILITARY STI NGTh!

The question has been raised as to what further reductions may be
expected by 1976. Do you see any further significant reductions be-
tween now and that time in our military strength?

Mr. KIssiNGER. Senator Aiken, on October 30, we are going to start
the negotiations leading to the mutual reduction of forces in Europe.
We are in the process now, within the executive branch, of reviewing
our strategic posture and our national interests i* many parts of the
world in the light of new conditions, and our constant effort is going
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to be to adjust our military posture to the realities of the situation. So
I would expect that some further reductions are possible, but I can-
tjot now say just what form they will take.

RISE IN COST OF EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

Senator AIKEX. And the cost of equipment and supplies have risen
accordingly.

Mr. KISSINoER. With respect to the expenditure on our forces,
especially il Europe, we are engaged in negotiations with the Eu-
ropeans to reduce and, in fact, to eliminate the balance-of-payments
drain that. is l)roduced by these forces.

Senator AIKEN. What was the cost of maintaining the military
strength of our country in the spring of 1969? Have you any idea? Y
realize that. is not easy.

Mr. KIssiNcmt. If I remember correctly, it was around $78 billion.
It was about the same as it is today.

Senator AIHEN. In other words, the cost of maintaining two-thirds
of as many military personnel have been rather consistent with the
increase in the cost of living?

Mr. KISSINCEn. That is correct.
Senator AIKEN. I think that is all. I (lid not want. the impression to

go out that we were maintaining the same )ersonnel that we did 3 years
ago or 4 years ago. I think that is all the questions I have now.

The CIRMAN. Senator Sparkman.

NEWS ITEM REGAIIDING CIOU EN-LM COMING TO TIE UNITED STATES

Senator SPARKMN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I shall I)e vry brief.
Earlier. when the chairman was asking yo ii questions, I believe there

was some reference made to an article this morning regarding Chinaand Russia. I have not read the article, ut I believe I rea-d a small news
item in the paper yesterday to the effect that Chou En-lai was coming
to the IUnited States lrolbably this year sometime, or next-year, rather.

Mr. KISSINGER. Senator, there are always stories that IPrhne Minister
Chou. En-lai is coming to tle United States. I do not believe that that
is likely to happen, certainly not this year. There are no discussions
going on at this moment leading to his visit to the United States. We
would be delighted to receive him, but lie has not engaged in any for-
eign tra\'el recently, and there is the additional complication thai he is
reluctant to come to Washington while there is the Emnbassy of Na-
tionalist, China located here. But this has always been the case, and
it is no reflection on the state of our relationFhii), which, I believe, is
now moving toward the normalization that we have set as our objec-
tive, and which is essentially uninterrupted.

CIIOU EN-LAIS COMMENTS AT JULY CONFERENCE

Senator SPARKMAN. As you may know, not too long ago, I believe in
July, Senator Griffin, Senator McGee, and I were included in a group
that went to China and spent a couple of weeks over there. 1e had a
conference with Chou En-lai. It went along fine except one thing, and
that was the-of course, the thing that tipped it o& was the bomb-
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lng of Cambodia that was still going on. But then he came right out
and said that lie was not going to accept President Nixon's invitation to
come to the United States so long as we maintained an embassy in
this country of Taiwan. Then he went on regaling us somewhat about
our relations with Russia and what a threat that was to his country. He
referred to the million men who wero stationed on their frontier, a inil-
lion Russians. So I just wondered when I read that aritcle if there
had been any reversal of that.

By the way, I remembered (lid say this and I wonder what the real
meaning was. Ile said they were not in any hurry about the Taiwan
situation. Ile felt certain tliey could work that out in time. So I did not
know just what he meant by it. I (1o not believe it calls for any com-
ment, but if you have any comment. I would be, pleased to receive it.

Mr. KIssNO.GR. Senator, I have been accused of perhaps excessive
admiration for Prime Minister Chou En-lai, and it, is true that I have
very high regard for him. But with all respect for him, we will not
gear ouri foreign policy to the prospect of his visiting the United
States, and we will base it on more permanent factors than a visit.

Now, with respect to Taiwan, I think th(y know both what we can do
and the limit of what is possible. While, of course, we expect them to
maintain their position, and while they have to do this. I can only
repeat what I said to the Chairman: I do not believe that this is a futi-
damental obstacle at, this time to the normalization of our relationship.

The Chinese. as anyone who has visited the People's Republic knows,
(o have a great concern about what. they like to call their "northern
neighbor." We are staying out of this dispute, and we are developing
our bilateral relations with both sides according to our conception of
what is desirable and without reference to their own dispute, which
we are in no position to influence on one side or the other. I think that
the spirit that you perceived in this conversation, that they are patient
and that they can wait on the issue of Taiwan, correctly reflects the
status of our relationship.

STATE DEPARTMENT PAITICIPATION CONCEIRNING EXPORT CONTROLS

Senator SPArKMAN. One thing I mentioned to you yesterday, I
believe, something about the State Department's role in trade, eco-
nomic matters generally. WVhen it comes to export controls, do you
participate in that or is that wholly within the Commerce Department?

Mr. 'isslxr.,. No. W1 hen it comes to export controls, this is one of
the areas in which the State Department must participate extremely
actively. As I pointed out in a previous session, our whole foreign agri-
cultural policy has been based on the. assumption that we wanted a free
market in agricultural products, and many other nations have geared
their economies to the assumption of regular supplies from the United
States. If suddenly we. reverse this policy and put controls on what we
had previously insisted should be sold to the maximum extent possible,
it would, first of all produce enormous dislocations in the countries
concerned, which would in itself be a political factor of the first mag-
nitude. Second, it would affect those people's judgment of the con-
stancy of America's policy generally if one of the cardinal aspects of
our foreign agricultural policy can be changed so rapidly.
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Now, it sometimes happens, and I think it happened in th&4.afbt
soybieans, that a decision is taken on economic grounds and it is taken so
rapidly that the foreign policy agencies do not get either adequate
warning or adequate opportunity to express themselves.

When that happens, it is a mistake, and I will do my best to prevent
this as Secretary of State. I belie%-6 very firinly that the concerns of
foreign policy must be brought. to the attention of the President before
ho decides on it.

EFFECT ON JAPAN OF t.S. CONTROLS ON SOYBEANS

Senator SPARKMAN. You mentioned the matter of soybeans and, of
course, they are not in adequate supply yet at this time in this coun-
try. When we put in the controls not, too long ago, did that not have
quite an adverse effect on Japan?

Mr. KISSINGER. It had an adverse effect on Japan, and I must say
candidly, Senator, that sometimes you have to do things oven though
you know they have an a(lver,.e effect. But in that case, I will have
to admit that'it hal)pened and that tflie adv'ers, effect was not fully
taken intotaccount.

Senator SPARKMAX. That is all.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CiLAIIIAN. Senator Case.
Senator CASE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

INFORMATION TO VIIICII ('O31ITTEE 1IAS BFN DENIED ACCESS

Dr. Kissinger, further on the matter of information, there are a
couple of items of information to which I woul like to dhaw your
attention which the committee has been denied access to in the past.
I may not get your answer now on it, but I wish to ask urgently that
you reconsider it.. Once in 11J71 the committee asked for the 5-year
i)lan for military aid in connection with our consideration of the aid
ill. That was denied. That has always seemed to mie to be rather incon-

sistent. I would hope some way could be worked out in which this
kind of document could be made available to help us in our planning
cooperatively with the administration.

And then executive privilege was invoked by the administration
against the committee's being allowed to see the USIA's country
program memorandums. This again, I think, ought to be able to be
worked out under proper conditions and with proper safeguards
against damage from the use of it. I don't press you for comment
beyond vour acknowledgement that you will consider the matter and
that is all that I ask at this time.

Mr. KISSINGER. I will do that, Senator.

EVIDENCE OF ADMINISTRaiTIONIS ATTITUDE TOWARD CONGRESS IX
FOREIGN POLICY MATTERS

Senator CAsE. Then I did want to call your attention to what I
think is a rather interesting evidence of an'attitude toward the Con-
gress and the conm-ittee on the part of an administration in foreign
policy matters. When Secretary Dulles was Secretary the record shows
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that he appeared five times before the committee between July 2 and
July 27, 1954. I don't make a point of the number of times or suggest
that there ought to be any contest between you and the late Secietary
on the grounds of endurance or anything of that kind though you
both are very durable people. I think this is one quality, among many
others. that you have m Common with Secevtary I)ulles. But he evi-
denced actual concern about making the. committee feel that it was a
part of what was going on, and I think it helped to create and main-
tain a very wholesome atmosphere of the sort that yot have, I think,
so rightly expressed you were going to work for.

On July 12. 1951,'he went from the committee to the airport on a
conference, in Paris--tliis sounds like. ). KiSSinger aliost-and on
July 16 lie. was back before the connmittee saving:

'I didn't have time to explaili the reasol'is why I took the trip so if
I may I would go back aid pick up Ithe threads o a 1'a irs again."

()n ,1uly 16 (Of thIlt Sate'(' e' lie milet "vith tle comm ittee and read-
tie important parts of t( ,li..,otiat iln., instructicolS to 51iiier Secretary
Bedell Smith ill (etmVa. For instani.c lie said. "you will avoid this sort
of thin,., plarti'i)atioIS ill Ii.'rotiationlS il aIN, way VWhich would
iml)lV," aml so fort it takIng t)I, oil n it t'e rather closely into his con-
li(lence. I would Ie glt to ht e your1 c:flhilent in general terms ol that.

M\[r. Kssic,Im:. Semato. (Case. US I poin ted omit Ut a pr('vioIS sessvionl.
within a few davs of iv collfir11Mittioi and sw\'earii ill I will pil)iios.
if it. is agireald, to tlien. to mImet within lie chairmn ail the ranki
muemib)r ald tell till whiat I See oiing ul1) in tim eainduliet of inter-
natiol " a fa i r. sa, v. over the next 3 or 6 montlvz. And I would propose
tlien to work ot w itlh tIl i a Ici ethiod v Vlich the committee. can be
informed aIolut wh at we 'are lla lililir i),fore tevse, ecviets happen and
bv which we Could report to Ihe. ,'oni ittee after these conferences have
taken place or the pmrtic.ular evets Ira vt', ,wurr(l.
I think we Should (1 it o1i U sastlimti' basis iatlitm than oil ni ad

Ito. basis. so that tile (',lillnittee (dli know what is coining utp and can
plan its delil),ration,; accordingly. I would be prepared,. if it fits into
the schedule of tln c!mairme and of the cominittee, to make a tentative
l)rograii, sa vy,em a 3- to 6-month 1)eri d. that wold provide for con-
stiltation before an(l after the events that can then le foreseen.

This is wilhoutt any l)rejulice to any particular concerns that time
,.Ohiiiiittee niihdt wa ve and oil whiI't tile committee might wish to
init iate the ,omcess of consultation.

Senator C.As:. Thank you very much.

NEW IEPUIIIIC AITICLE COMMENTING ON "(COLI) DAWN

On tile (ttet ion of vxexcitiv(, l)riviloge iin general miy attention was
called, a couple of days ago. to a piece that apparently appeared ill The
New Republic of ,Jnne 30 commenting on a new 0ook called "Cohl
D)awn: The Story of SALT" bv John Newhouse. If time permits I
would like to give you a chance now for the record to comment oi this.

[The article follows:]
This Is the only publicly available account of the two-and-a-half years of

negotiations that led to the 1972 Moscow agreements. The United States and the
U.S.S.R. had agreed that the strategic arms limitation talks-SALT-would be
conducted in secrecy, Iin order to encourage candor and flexibility. On tha whole
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the rule of privacy was carefully observed, except for occasional brief reports
that appeared in the American press. (The Russians were irritated by these leaks,
but seemed to understand such American eccentricities are to be expected.) What
makes Cold Dawn important are the detailed relevations of discussions that took
place behind closed doors in Helsinki and Vienna. and the equally tough negotia-
tions between the various satrapies of the American bureaucracy in Washington.
(Will we ever learn of the parallel conflicts within the Kremlin?) Mr. Newhouse
has been the chosen instrument for the publication of a vast array of official data
still very closely held-indeed some of it is unknown even to members of the dele-
gation staff. lie names, summarizes and dates National Security Council studies
and decisions. He has access to notes of private tete-a-tetes, telegrams and tele-
phone conservations. For the next 50 years his book will be a primary source
for historians.

It is difficult to criticize Newhouse's accuracy or judgment, since he Is dealing
with arcane material not available to other scholars. But the reader can get his
bearings rather quickly; he is seeing the procession from the viewpoint of Henry
Kissinger at the White House rather than that of Gerard Smith at the SALT
delegation; he notes that the important talks are in the "black channel". The con-
forence is less Important. Coming at a time when all documents remain highly
classified and the participants are under a pledge of silence, when the govern-
ment has yet to issue basic descriptions of the negotiations, the agreements or
their verification procedures, save for the few pages of turgid bureaucratese that
appear in annual reports and collections of dieuments, the publication of Cold
lI awn demonstrates that monopolistic control of history is a considerable execu-
tive privilege.

Senator CAsE. I should be glad to have yiour comments at this time
or you can develop ally response you woulll like to make now later for
the record.

Mr. .Is"IN(wEI. Well. Senator. T am glad you asked that question.
I did not see th, New Republic story. but I saw a newspaper article
wilieh made much the same point.

Senator C.%s,. I guess that is the one that Senator Svmington per-
haps mentioned yesterday as having been appearing in'New England
somewlore. It nmay not have been the same one.

MIr. KissIN :." 1 (10 lnt re,'all Senator Svmin on's mentioning it.
Senator SY.MtIN'ro,. I lid not ncut ion it.
Mr. KIssuNc-1:n. But. in any event, as a former Harvard professor

T still get the Bioston Glolhe. anid while I am not free of vanity I could
have done without that 1,artictular story.

I frankly believe that that story inldicates some of the difficulties
of public service at this time. wien it seenis almost imperative for
every motive to l)e questioned.

!BOOK N'1,I) 'N'u.E 1.\AWXN"BY JT0I i NEWVIIOUSE

Let eiu i, xa-V what I klnow about this book "Cold Dawn." First of all,
I t linik it is an otsta li m book. Secodd. I have the -highest regard
for .holin Mewlwouse. who has written some outstaii(ling treatises on
NATO and otlier matters, and who is in any event familiar to this
comlilit tee.

As long as I have been in oflice, I have never given classified docu-
ments or authorized them to be given, to any member of the press.
I have been very accessible to the press in explaining the backgrouLd
of public positions and in explaining to them our thinking with re-
spect to our positions. When John Newhouse started his book on
SALT, lie came to see me, and we spent about half an hour together.
He explained his project to me, and I told him that when it had
advanced to a certain point he could see members of my staff and check
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his judgments with them. I gave instructions to members of my staff
which laid down very strict gmidelines as to what they could and
could not discuss with him. These guidelines p rohibited them from
discussing national security decision memoranda, any current negoti-
ating position, and any internal memoranda that bore on the subject
of SALT. I did authorize them to explain to him positions that were
more or less publicly known, that had already been presented to the
other side. and to explain our thinking wvith respect to positions that
had already been given to the other side. They were emphatically not
authorized-and I have a written record to prove this-to discuss
any of my discussions with Ambassador Dobrynin. And I carried this
to the point where, when Mr. Newhouse requested permission to see
the records of the negotiations conducted by the Johnson administri-
tion in 1967 and 1968, which were completely dated and totally ir-
relevant to our discussion, I refused )ermission to let, him see ihose
documents, as I also refused to permit access to national security
documents for any reason, and for any purpose.

I did authorize" my staff. with respect to that last request, to dis-
cuss verbally with Mr. Newhouce the content of the proposals made
by President Johnson to the Soviet Union which were already known
to the Soviet Union, and which had been described in other ways.

When Mr. Newhouse's book was completed, he asked a former staff
member of mine, Mr. Barry Carter, whether Mr. Carter would re-
view his galleys for accuracy. Mr. Carter, although lie was under no
obligation to (1o this, but knowing my extreme sensitivity on the sub-
ject, checked with me as to whether I would object to Ihis reviewing
the galleys. I told him that I would far prefer it if he did not read the
galleys. and if my office did not assume any responsibility for the final
conclusions of Mr. Newhouse. And. to tle best of my knowledge, Mr.
Carter never reviewe(d the galleys.

I. in turn. never saw 'Mr. Newhouse again after the original con-
versation we. had had. lie was not my "chosen instrment." I have
enormous respect for him. I think it is a distinguished book. But if
lie was given any information 1by any member of my staff or any other
individual in the administration about current negotiations, if he
was given any documents, this was totally against the spirit of my
policies, and against my specific written instructions which I would
be glad to let you see on a private basis.

WITNESS' INS'FIIUCTIONS CONCERNING I)ISC'USSIONS WITH MR.

NE H OUSE

Senator C.\si,. Thaiik you very nimch. My time is up. I would just
make this one comment, I appreciate this. I think it is a very important
contribution to the whole atmosphere in which we are trying to deal
with each other. I would be happy to see this privately and I would
be glad to ask the committee to permit the iistruetions, properly ex-
cised. to be included in the record.

Mr. Kissixcrn. They are considered National Security Council doc-
uments. But I will be glad to show them to the chairman and to you,
and perhaps if we can excise them we can include the relevant portions.

Senator CASE. I think it would be useful, if I may just say this:
I think it would be a useful contribution to the general knowledge
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of procedures that ought to be followed in very important matters
of this kind for the sake of history, for the sake of academic work,
and for the sake of your operations.

Mr. KIssINGER. Why don't I show you these documents and then we
can jointly decide how to introduce them in the record. I also would
like to check with our counsel simply on the general principle whether
I can do this. But I am prepared to show you that memorandum.

Senator CASE. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAX. Senator Church.

PROTECTION OF STATE DEPARTMENT DOCU3MUNTS FROM POSSIBLE

TA31PERING

Senator Cnuncii. Dr. Kissinger, of all the horror stories connected
with the Watergate scandal, the one that concerned me the most was
a report that appeared in the newspapers, related in great detail, of
an agent of the White House, I think it was Howard Hunt, who se-
cured a large number of secret telegrams from the State Department,
reputedly for the purpose of doctoring these telegrams in a way that
was alleged to have had as its objective implicating President Ken-
ned:y with the assassination of President Diem of South Vietnam.

Now, if these reports-widely circulated in the press-are true, they
are the gravest of all of the sins that have been committed, because
such forgeries would constitute a deliberate attempt by an agent en-
gaged at the highest level of Government to rewrite history. The only
comparable cases I have ever read about have occurred in the Soviet
Union and other extreme totalitarian societies.

Now, as Secretary of State, what steps will you take to protect
th-integrity of such information in the files of the State Depart-
ment, even as against requests that might come-from the White House
itself?

Mr. KissiNc.ER. Well, first, Senator Church, let me say that as a
historian, and without knowing anything about the particular allega-
tion that you have repeated here. I feel very strongly that it is a
very dangerous business for one administration to begin investigating
its 'predecessors. I think this makes it very difficult for a Govern-
ment to continue with the requisite confidence.

I did not in my present office ever participate in such an effort,
and I would not make available State Department documents for
such a purpose or for any other purpose that is not directly related
to the conduct of foreign policy of the United States.

Senator Ciiuncij. Do you believe procedures should be established
in the State Department to protect against any possible tampering
with documents so, if such an effort were ever made again it would
come to your attention and you could take the necessary corrective
action?

Mr. KIssnoER. It is inconceivable to me, Senator Church, if I am
confirmed as Secretary of State, that large numbers of State Depart-
ment documents will be made available to other agencies without
my knowing it.
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U.S. POSTWAR POLICY IN ASIA

Senator CHURCH. Yesterday, and possibly to some extent today,
there has been some exchange between the committee and you on
conceptions of foreign policy /or the future, and I would like to know
what your conception of American foreign policy in Asia may be
in the postwar era, particularly as it relates to the continued mai-
tenance of American military bases on the mainland. Is it your hope
and purpose that we may find it oSSible to withdraw all of our
remaining troops from the mainlandof Asia or is it your conception
that a residual force should be retained on the mainland?

Mr. KISSINGER. Well, Senator, the only country to which that
applies, unless I am mistaken, is Thailand.

enator C HuRcJT. Thailand and Korea.
Mr. KISSINGER. Thailand and Korea.
We would like to review the requirements for defense of both

of these countries, with both of which we have treaty relationships,
in the light of changing circumstances. It is our intention, if detente
develops, and if peace returns to Southeast Asia, and if relations
between North and South Korea progress as we hope, that substantial
reductions of American forces may be possible.

Senator Chuch. Well, apart from urther reductions in forces.
what I am trying to elicit from you is the long-term objective of
American policy in Asia. It is contemplated that we should maintain
some residual force on the mainland as the British or the Dutch or
the French used to do in Asia, permanent bases of some kind, for
the ostensible purpose of presering stability?

Mr. KISSINGER. Senator Church, I think our position is different
from that of the Dutch, French, and British, who were there to
defend impe& ial possessions. Our purpose. in those countries where we
are is to shore up the capacity of indigenous countries to protect
themselves against the danger of overwhelming attack. To the degree
that the danger is reduced, either through foreign policy or through
the growth of indigenous strength, the presence of American forces
becomes unnecessary. We do not. have forces there for any abstract
purpose of constituting a bridge into Asia for the United States.
Therefore, I would prefer to tie my answer to a study of the security
situation, and to say that is my judgment that very substantial re-
ductions over a 5- to 10-year period are probable.

Senator CiUacii. Can you fnrsee a time when it, would be no longer
necessary, for the reasons that you have indicated, that we should
continue to maintain American forces on the mainland?

Mr. KISIN.\or. I would say, first, that we have no abstract desire to
maintain American forces on the mainland of Asia. I can foresee such
a time if the conditions I have described can be met.

Senator Cincuii. During the period of the cold war in its most in-
tense vears, as you know, we distributed around the world vast quanti-
ties of arms and equipment to scores of foreign governments. But even
in more recent years, as the intensity of the cold war has tended to
dissipate-in a significant measure by virtue of your own efforts--
this military assistance program continues in large part unabated. For
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example, during the perio.i from 1962 to 1972, the United States pro-
vided free of charge about $28 billion in military weapons to
foreign governments. As you know, this has become a contentious issue
between this committee and the administration, and even in the present
budget something over $1,300 million is requested in grant aid for for-
eign governments.

I recognize that, with regard to Korea where the price for the with-
drawal of our own forces seems to be the modernization of the South
Korean Army. and in places like South Vietnam and Cambodia where
it is thought that past policies have imposed a continuing obligation,
that a case may be made for grant military aid. But is there any
longer a need, in your judgment, for grant aid to countries scattered
all over the worldl or for the maintenance of conspicuous American
military advisory groups in the capitals of so many nations?

W'hat is your general view, looking ahead, toward the question of
military grant aid?

Mr. Kissir:m. Well, Senator. you have to remember that in my
present position I have addressed primarily issues that require Presi-
dential action, and, therefore. I have not looked at each military aid
program in every country with equal care. Therefore, I find it difficult
to give you a conclusive answer right now.

There are some countries that have come to my attention, such as,
for example, Jordan, in which stability is importantly dependent on
our being able to continue some militai:y assistance programs. There I
believe they are on the order of $40 million and therefore not very
large. but nevertheless, the stability of the whole area is related to the
stability of that government, which in turn requires a certain amount
of military assistance. So what I would prefer to say is that there is
no loctrinaire reason to give military assistance on a general basis.
Each case should be justifiable on its own merits, in relation to the
security situation of the area, the national interest of the United States,
and also the general objective of reducing military 6oimnitments where
it is consistent with our national security.-

Senator Cnutcir. My concern has not. been against a discriminating
program but one which, in ny view, has tended to become bureauc-
ratized and is perpetuated on'its own momentum. I would hope that
you would take a very discriminating look at it, particularly the grant
aid pr'ogramn in the future.

Mr. Kissi.,c.R. The danger, as you know. Senator Church, in all gov-
ernmnents, and which I fear will affect me at some point, is that it is
easier to continue things than to teriminate them. But I agree with you
that a discriminatiig look ought to be taken at these programs.

Senator CIuizcii. I wonder, at times, if it is possible to terminate
anything that is once started here.

Mr. KissuxcR. Yes. -

Senator CHURCH. One final question:

.JURISDICTION FOR MILITARY ASSISTANCE

Do you regard the decision for either giving or not giving military
weaponry, arms and equipment to a foreign government. primarily to
be a foreign policy decision or a decision to be made by the Defense
Department?
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Mr. KrssIxoER. I think it is a decision in which foreign policy con-
siderations ought to be controlling.

Senator Citmcir. And does it follow, then, that you would feel that
military assistance ought to remain within the jurisdiction of this com-
mittee rather than to be turned over to the Armed Services CommitteeI

Mr. KissiNGER. I think the present procedures should be continued,
but that need not exclude a role for the Armed Services Committees,
which also, of course, have a legitimate interest.

Senator CinuRcm. And would you favor the restoration of jurisdic-
tion of this committee, now that the fighting is o*4r, for the military -
assistance program in such countries as South Vietnam and Cambodia.

Mr. KiISSINGoER. I am frankly soniewhat torn on that subject. I think
ultimately, as peace is restored, these programs shohil become unified
under the jurisdiction of the same committees.

Q.EST[ONS F R( P TIlE RECORD

The C]IAIR-M.AN.N. Dr. Kissinger. I have requests, from several Sen-
ators for specific questions, which I would like to submit for the rec-
ord. You can provide answers to them for the record at your conven-
ience before the record is- completed. The questions are trom Senator
Kennedy, Senator Abovirezk, Senator 1tughes, Senator Saxbe, and
Senator Pearson. [See Appendix.]

Some of them are repetitious, but. in any case they can be answered.
Mr. KIssxNGER. We will submit answers for the record.
Senator AIKEN. May I add Senator Buckley? ?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, anyone who has one; Senator Buckley. [See

Appendix.]
U.S. POLICY TOWARD AFRICA

Senator J.\wws. Dr. Kissinger, you have been asked about most of
the countries in the world. I want to ask you about one other.

Ilave just returned from Africa and there is much talk there about
what will be the U.S. policy toward Africa should you be made
Secretary of State, especially as the impression there is that the United
States has left it to Europe, particularly (questions respecting the area
south of the Sahara. Could you tell us anything, as you look forward,
regarding the policy of the United States. What ought it to be toward
those areas and is any change conteml)lated?

Mr. KISSIN-GER. Senator Javits, it. is true that over recent years the
United States has let Europe play the leading role in many of time
African countries, partly because of their historical ties. partly be-
cause of our preoccupation with other areas of the world, and partly
because of the judgment that in many of these countries the primary
process going on was the formation of a national identity, a process
in which we could not participate directly.

As our attention can shift from Southeast Asia, which consumed
so much of our energies in the first, term of President Nixon, and as
we are beginning to help construct a more global international system,
inevitably our concern with Africa south of the Sahara will increase.

It is dffcult now to foretell what precise measures we can take. I am
asking some of our Ambassadors to be brought back from the countries
south of the Sahara in order to give me their judgment on what the
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best United States philosophy should be in that area. We have begun
studies in the National Security Council machinery on various parts
of Africa which happily have been coming to fruition at this point.
So I think one will see more energy devoted to these problems from
now on.

Senator JAVITs. Thank you.
As you approach the end of your hearings, and the time for action

by the Senate arrives, I would like to ask you two things which, to me,
represent wrap-up questions.

CONCERN ABOUT AMBIVALENCE OF U.S. POLICY

First, there is great concern about the ambivalence of American
p olicy. On the one hand, the State Department. is against the
1{hodesians being free of U.N. sanctions. Congress has taken a
diterent view so far.

On the other hand, you have testified to your fortitude in believing
that, notwithstanding what we consider 'to be gross violations 0f
human rights in the Soviet Union. we nonetheless have to do busi-
ness with the Soviet Union on economics-I am not talking about
arms matters but rather trade, et cetera.

Going back to other periods, there has been a deep feeling about
the way in which we have done business with the military dictator-
ships for bases in Spain, for maintaining our representation in Greece
and providing military assistance notwithstanding deep feeling about
the overthrow of democracy, the retaining, as it were, our fidelity to
the adherence of Portugal, notwithstanding Angola and Mozambique,
to the North Atlantic Alliance and, even in respect to an ambivalent
policy about apartheid in South Africa. On the one hand, not counte-
nancing the barring of blacks from your Embassies, something I had
a rood deal to do with myself and, on the other hand, not being
willing to go all the way with sanctions against South Africa because
of Southwest Africa, et cetera.

BASIC PRINCIPLE AND DIPr.oMATc .NECESSITY OF r.s. POLICY

In this whole complex of seemingly conflicting approaches, can
vou now synthesize. as you face this enormous responsibility, some
basic principle by which American policy ought to be guided in re-
spect of human r ights versus, or parallel to, what is considered to be
diplomatic necessity and statecraft?

Mr. Kisso.R. This, Senator Javits, is a rather profound and very
difficult question, because it is very hard to draw a clear line.

The general principles, as I can improvise here, would be as
follows:

First, the United States stands always for human liberty, for in-
dividual rights, for freedom of movement, and for freedom of the
person. And wherever it is an appropriate international question, such
as in the Human Rights Commission or the European Security Con-
ference, as an agenda item, the United States will be on the side of
those principles.-

On the other hand, the United States has to conduct foreign policy
with many nations around the world, the fewest of-which hart. -
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mestic structures exactly compatible with our own. When that question
arises, we have to ask ourselves what the precise role of the United
States should be.

If we take the position, for example, with respect to the Soviet
Union, that the Soviet Union is so profoundly offensive to us that we
will do no business with it, and that we are willing to pay the price, if
that should happen, of terminating or slowing down other negotia-
tions, then we have to be prepared to pay the price of increased de-
fense budgets and a policy of confrontation. This is what Secretary
Dulles represented in the 1950's, incidentally, who advertised his
Policy as a means of transforming the internal structure of the Sovietloc.

But getting away from the Soviet Union, we have to ask ourselves,
first, what is our capability of changing the domestic structure of other
countries; second, what price are we going to pay for it; and third,
what is the consequences of getting ourselves so directly engaged, not
only in terms of a possible increase in tension, hut in the sort of obliga-
tions we might assume toward other countries if we succeed?

From this I draw the conclusion that in the Soviet case our first
objective should be to reduce the danger of international war, but at
the same time we have an obligation never to leave any doubt about
where we stand with respect to the principle of humai liberty. With
respect to Senator McGovern's question of yesterday, we can never
imply that we are acquiescing in the suppression of human liberty.

As these contacts increase. we have the possibility, with which you
are familiar. of using our influence in a way that is not so publicc to
bring about an improvement in the human conditions as well.

With respect to other countries, if their domestic policies are morally
offensive to us. we should avoid gratuitous associations which cannot
be seen as affecting international peace or serving some other overrid-
ing international interest, and we should confine our relationships
with those countries to relationships that can prove to be in tho over-
whelming American national interest.

But I do believe that it is dangerous for us to make the domestic
policy of countries around the world a direct objective of American
foreign policy, because we will then be stuck with protecting the con-
sequences of what we have brought about.

So these would be the general principles I would propose to follow.
The dividing line is very hard to draw. If a country does something
that is so repugnant to human morality-if extermination camps are
constructed-then this certainly will affect the degree of cooperation
in which we can engage with' such a country.

STATE DEPART3IFNT POLICY CO.NC'ERNING MULTILATERAL SANcT[ONS

Senator ,JAVITS. There is only one point omitted from your Answer
and that is what will be the policy of the State Department respecting
multilateral actions taken by nations in an area or in the world respect-
ing sanctions against nations which offend human rights.

Mr. Kiss. ER. I have indicated that we will support the repeal
of the Byrd amendment, if this is what you are referring to.

Senator JANITS. Right, that is a case in point.
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Mr. KissIxor.m And we would tend to follow the consensus of
humanity on those issues.

Senator JAVITS. On those matters.

TIIIIE-PART U.S. POLICY

Is it fair then, if I may rephrase your answer, to say that our policy
will be in three parts. One. on the international level, we will loyally
Cooperate and advocate enforcement of human rights.

Two, on the bilateral or national level we will follow a praglatic
police of degree. If it is not so offensive that we cannot live with it,
we wvill try to work out. whatever we can in peace or trade with coun-
tries so we can get more rather than less influence.

And, third, we will avoid or refrain from dealing with countries
where what they do is so offensive that we just cannot take it and that
involves also generally speaking, our wvillingness to adhere to inter-
national sanctions when adopted to which we are a party.

Mr. KISSINGER. That is an excellent summary.
Senator JAVITS. I thank you.

WITNESS' CONTRIBUTION AS SECRETARY OF STATE

Now, the last question I have is this. Dr. Kissinger. We have a feeling
in our country, that if a fellow is going to get a top job he has got to
want it, and we politicians understand that very well. We kill our-
selves in time process. Thev first requirement is that you have got. to
want it real bad. Now. I see a headline in front of mne saying."Mail
Opposes Kissinger Nomination." Your nomination has flushed out a
lot of criticism, including not some very admirable criticism about
your religious faith, and ethmic origin, tie fact that you are a natu-
ralized American, imniigrant, and so forth. )o you believe, Dr. Kis-
sinlgel r, anld. if so. why, it will be good for this'country to have you
as Secretary of State

[Laughte'r.]
Mr. ]UssNoER. Senator. I have seen many newspaper reports refer-

ring to a fairly Iighly developed ego that I am supposed to possess,
and that is associated with I larvard plofessors. But as a historian I
have always lbelie'vdl tit the exercise of power is very transitory,
and the iimportaiit comtril)tiomi that any of its in public life can make
is to leave something behind that voull be valid and permanent and
that leol)e can believe in.

I believe that I can manky such a comitribiition. I would not have ac-
cepted the I'csidet's momimation. flatteriiig as it was. unless I be-
lieved it. And I lope. with the cooperation of the legislative branch,
tlat we will all be able to say at the end of my term in office that some
even small step was taken in the direction of peace.

Senator ,l.\"rr.. Thanik you very much.
Thank vou.Mm . Chairman.
1lie C1w .\IMA. Semnator S'mmminigton.
Senator Svy txo'rox. I)oetor- no one has more respect for your ahil-

it" than I. You know that. Perhaps I have known you longer
than anybody in this room. but I know also that, you will agree this
is the timie to ask the basic questions. After you disappear behind the
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fort of the bureaucracy, regardless of your good will you report to the
President and I know you understand the spirit in which these ques-
tions are being asked.

CAMBODIAN BOMBING., WITIETAPPI NO, AND INTELLIGENCE APPARATUS

We discussed Cambodian bombing. I have reread the record and be-
lieve your assurances are satisfyin about it will not happen in the
future along those lines, regardless of whose fault it was in the past.

It is also my understanding that the wiretapping problem is being
worked out, the problems incident thereto. We have also discussed the
structure of the intelligence apparatus, in which, in effect, you keep
two jobs. In effect, also, you will be the most powerful person in the
intel igence field except, of course, the President. You have 4.sured us
you are going to see that intelligence estimates, on which a majority of
the money in the budget is being spent, will be independent of the
Defense Department. I am correct in that; am I not?

Mr. KISSUNGER. ell, the Defense I)epartment, Senator Symington,
has an important role to play.

Senator SY1i.NOTON. Right.
Mr. KIssINEmR. But the CIA will have the right to make an in-

dependent judgment that cannot be vetoed.

Senator SYMINGTON. I ani gla(d you clarified the question.

SALT TALKS AND U.S. MILITARY PROGRAMS

Let me talk a bit with you this mornillgabout the SALT talks.
When you finished those Sul)erb negotiations in Moscow on SALT

I, you made a statement. When they asked you why you would allow
the Soviets 1,618 ICBM launchers and us only 1,054, and allow them
950 submarine launchers and us only 710, you replied in an open press
conference. that we had our strategic bonibers and our forward-based
aircraft. I thought tlat just about sunmed it up and was completely
for the deal. But others did not agree. They said, "No, sir, we will not
take any position inferior in any way on any basis to the Soviet Unio."

The administration agreed to change; so we demanded equality on
ICBM's and equality on submarine launchers. The administration, in-
stead of backing the position you took in Moscow, backed that new
position.

To(lay we have thousands of planes in Europe. Now, the force of the
h[iroshima bomb was 14 kilotons. Today a fighter bomber out of Frank-
furt could drop on the capital of the Soviet Union and return hun-
dreds upon hundreds of kilotons, one plane: so it is impossible for me
to see lhow the Soviets will agree on any formula that (loes hot recog-
nize these FBA's in SALT 1I. I said at the time you would never get
a (leal on this basis. 'hev know wlhat we have. Wliat we are asking for
now is not equalitv. vhielh I felt you. )r. Kissinger. gave us in Mos-
cow, on a fair basis for both sides. but sul)erioritv. You mentioned a
figure of 56 percent for )ersonnel. Actually, l)etense l)ersonnel cost
is closer to two-thirds, if you add it all in. I despitee the fact a long war
is over, people are paying unprecede(nted lligl prices, inflation con-
tinues, but we are asking for many billions of dollars more for defense,
most of which is needed, some of which, ill my opinion, is not needed.
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Now, the President, in effect, says, "If you add more to my budget, I
will veto it. But don't you touch my military budget."

One can oitly wonder what is going on, because the final SALT--
agreement, not yours, the final agreement, would appear an invitation
to accelerate the arms race at the expense of the many, billioxw upon
billions more. Many of these programs are just the camel's nose under
the tent. We-have a little program, SAM-D, only a few tens of millions
now, but if approved it will run into many billions before it is over.
That system is primarily for the defense of Europe, but they do not
participate, another subject. What I would ask you this morning, is
based up on the modification of the final agreement made with Moscow.
What chance do you think we have to achieve a really meaningful
agreement? If we do not have much chance, does this not mean that,
despite all our current economic problems, we are going to see a tre-
mendous acceleration in the arms race?

EFFCT OF INTERIM AGREEMENT

Mr. KISSINGER. Well, Senator, before I answer the question, could
I make a comment on the first part of your statement?

Senator SY3INGTON. 1 wish you would.
Mr. KlSSiN-GER. Where you Saiid that in Moscow "granted them" 1.600

missiles to our 1,000, and950 submarine missiles to our 710, this is flow
the critics of the agreement often phrase it. I know you are not a critic
of that agreement. But it is really y a misleading way of putting it,
because we did not grant then anyttliig that-they (lid not already
have.

Senator SYMINOTON. Let me. say acceded to.
Mr. Kissi-c, ER. That is right.'We (lid not accede to anything that

they did not have or have the capacity of acquiring. Nor did we stop
anything that we were going to do. Therefore the idea that but
for that argument that gap would not exist, is wrong. Indeed but for
that, agreement. the gaap would be larger. The Soviet Union was pro-
dhcing eight submarines a year; this agreement limited them to 62.
Maybe they would have stol)ped there anyway. But if they had built
up to their'capacity they could have had between 80 and 90 by the end
of the period of the Interim Agreement.

This agreement froze their missiles. In fact, it reduces them from
1.600, because in order to get. 950 submarine missiles they would have
to give up about 200 land-based missiles.

They were the ones who had an active prograrn of missile deploy-
ment, not we. So simply for the record-I know it is not your view, but
simply for the record-it is iml)ortant for the public to understand
that the administration (lid not create this gap and that the agree-

-ment, didnot create this gal). The gap existed. We froze-it, and at the
time that we froze it we had no prouramn for narrowing it.

Senator SY.iN-OTON. We know about the freezing.
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SALT n AND THE ARMS RACE

Mr. KISSINGER. You want to know about the future?
Senator SyMICIxToN. Yes, because we are going broke.
Mr. KIssiNGF.R. I agree with you, Senator, about the crucial impor-

tance of SALT II. As you know from our discussions, there is almost
no subject to which I have given more time and, I hope, thought,
than the problem of strategic arms limitation. And I agree with you
that in the absence of a SALT I agreement, a permanent agreement
on the limitation of strategic arms, a spiraling of the arms race is
inevitable. Because we will be driven to reply to the new Soviet develop-
ments in MIRV's with some modifications in our own strategic pro-
grams, and then the situation to which the chairman referred in his
first question is going to arise, in which the interaction is going to be
al most impossible to stop.

Now, the issues in the SALT II negotiations are complex and
difficult.

First, about equivalence. It is not our position that we must be
equal in every single category. If that were our position, it would be
unattainable.

It is our current position that the total aggregates, including heavy
bombers-in other words including the considerations that I raised
in my press conference in Moscow-should be roughly equal. And there
are many other factors to consider. For example, the Soviet missiles
are much larger than ours and therefore they have more throw weight.

You raised two questions: First, the forward-based systems in
Europe. and, second, the general prospects for SALT II. On the issue
of the forward-based systems: Since they have been raised in the
negotiations, I would prefer not to go into'the details of our position.
I would express as a personal view now, Senator, the fact that numbers
of missiles are not the only decisive factor here. Total numbers of
warheads are at least as important, and in calculating the final figures
attention must be paid to the warheads that each side can accumulate.
And it is in this context that the MIRV potential in the Soviet throw-
weight advantage is significant.

How to design. qualitative restraints is a very hard question. But
I can assure you of this: We are giving maximum attention to this
problem. We'have a commitment from the Soviet Union to make a
great effort; in fact, we have a commitment to achieve an agreement
during 1974. All our plans are made on that assumption. That agree-
ment, as the President said in his press conference last week, should
include restraints on NIIRV's and other qualitative restraints, and
should take account on both sides of the reality that if we don't stop
the arms race now, we are going to get into a whole new realm of
technology in which it N ill be very difficult to put the genie back into
the bottle.

Senator SY INGTON. I appreciate your answer.
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STATE DEPARTMENT BROCHURE CONCERNING UNITED STATES AND SOVIET
WARHEADS

A little over a year ago, the State Department, which you will now
direct, sliced up from the standpoint of some people in Government
because whule th usual fright-and-scare program was being developed
as the military budget came up, State put out a pamphlet which said
the Soviets had 2,500 warheads, and by 1977 would have 4,000.

At that time we had 6,000 warheads, by 1977 would have 10,000.
Would you be good enough to analyze that brochure as it was put out
by State, and give the committee the benefit of your opinion as to its
accuracy or where the ratio has changed. if it has changed?

Mr. RISSINGrF:. During the 1970's the'United States should remain
ahead in the nmber of warheads. According to our estimates, the
new missiles that the Soviet Union is now testing, and the multiple
warheads that, they are now testing, should not be ready for produc-
tion for another 2 to 3 years, and then would not be fily deployed
until the end of the 1970's.

If the arms race is not checked, however, then the greater throw
weight of the Sovief missiles can be. translated either into more war-
heads or into warheads of larger yield. Then by the end of the 1970's,
and in the 1980's. the Soviet Union could wind ulp with both more war-
heads and more destructive warheads than we will possess.

Senator SYMINGTON'. Yes. What worries me are changes that may be
justified against the presentation of that chart. I checked it at that
time and found it accurate.

The total amount of TNT that we dropped, Germany, Japan, andeverywhere else, ill World War 11, was just, over 2 iilion tons. Now
-we have three nuclear stockpiles, one. in foreign countries, onie with

the fleet, and the one we have back here. These stockpiles, ready to
drop tomorrow, rnm into billions upon billions of tons of the equiva-
lent of TNT. And we are running into thousands and thousands of
economic problems.

So. it is very easy to sort of keep this thing going. If you would take
that particular presentation by the State Department anid let us know,
based on your vast experience in this field, how it has changed in the
last vear'.

Mr1. lssINGER. I frankly am not familiar with that presentation.
Senator Sririx--';,ux. I will be sure you get it.Mr. K~xssfixc, E. But I will lbe sure to get it.

[The information referred to follows :]
[News release from Bureau of Public Affairs. Department of State, Office of Media Services,

Aug. 1, 19721

PEACE, "NATIONAL SECURITY, ANtD THE SALT AGREEMENTS

Since World War II, the United States and the Soviet Union combined have
produced nearly $20 trillion In gross national product-approximately $15 trillion
in the United States and more than $4 trillion in the Soviet Union. Of this amount,
more than $2 trillion has been spent on defense (approximately $1.3 trillion by
the United Stateq, and an estimated $1 trillion by the Soviet Union).

If-"P two societies continue to grow as projected to the end of the century,
and if both continue to spend the same proportion of GNP on defense, the two
countries together, by the year 2,000 A.D., could spend another $5 trillion or more
to maintain national security.
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In both countries there are other pressing needs for capital, and both countries

have long recognized a mutual advantage in first stabilizing the level of spending

and ultimately moving to the stage where both countries can safely scale It down.

When President Nixon and General Secretary Brezhnev signed the SALT agree-

ments in Moscow, May 26, 1972, the first stage was completed. Agreement was

reached to limit ABMs to very low levels, including a commitment not to build a

nationwide ABM defense or the base for such a defense. Both sides thus forego

a defense against retaliation, and, in effect, have agreed to maintain mutual

deterrence.
Agreement was also reached to stabilize the level of strategic offensive missiles

for five years, giving both sides an opportunity to proceed to the second stage of

negotiations in which further limitations and controls will be pursued.
The freeze on strategic offensive missiles leaves the Soviet Union with more

missile launchers and the United States with more warheads and bombers. (See
Missile Balance Sheet below.) A great many factors were balanced off on both

sides, but the most important consideration-probably the factor that made the

Interim Agreement feasible--is the recognition (given concrete form in the ABM
Treaty) that with any conceivable or current or future deployment of nuclear
weapons, neither side can expect to attack the other without receiving a retalia-
tory strike that would destroy the attacker as a modern nation-state. Out of this
fact grows the assurance of national security for both sides. This, in turn, now
makes it possible to negotiate additional mutual limitations-hopefully including
reductions of forces on both sides.

However, If the United States were to make unilaterally a substantial reduc-
tion in strategic strength, the other side might lose Incentive to continue at the
bargaining table. Similarly, if either side were somehow able to make a substan-
tial Jump in its strategic forces, we can only nticipate that the other side would
undertake to redress the balance.

President Nixon said in his Foreign Policy Report of February 1971 that any
Soviet attempt to obtain a large advantage "would spark an arm.s race which
would, in the end, prove pointless." The President added that "both sides would
almost surely commit the necessary resources to maintain a balance."

The Interim Agreement limits for up to five years the numbers of intercon-
tinental ballistic missiles (ICBM). an( submarine-launched ballistic missiles
(SLBM) for the Soviet Union and the United States. Some might argue that the
Soviet Union gained an advantage because it is permitted larger total numbers
of ICBM launchers, SLBM launchers. and modern ballistic missile submarines.

However, it is also argued that the United States gained an advantage because
no current U.S. offensive arms program is limited whereas limitations are placed
the three most active Soviet program.. Furthermore, although the Soviet Union
will have more missile launchers, the United States has a considerable lead in
numbers of warheads and intercontinental bonibers, and in qualitative factors-
including weapon dependability and general weapons sophistlcation-which are
not limited by the agreements.

The central fact is that both sides find advantages in the limitations. We have
reached levels where neither side can start a nuclear war without triggering Its
own destruction. There are simply too many launchers, too niany warheads that
would survive a surprise attack.

More importantly, both sides can benefit enormously from additional strategic
arms limitations. An important process has, however, been started. Both the
United States and the USSR are investing in this process, and we expect will want
to preserve the investment and build upon it. It is not a question of "winning" or
"losing". Both sides-and the world-gain from what has been achieved without
compromising the basic security interests of any nation.

ECONOMICS

The long-range effect of the arms race on the economics the United States
and the Soviet Union is difficult to gauge precisely, but it is obviously enormous.
The United States is currently spending about eight percent of GNP on defense-
approximately $80 billion in FY 1D72. The Soviet Union is spending in the range
of 11-14 percent of GNP-some $45-60 billion in 1972, depending on the method
of evaluating the cost. As noted above, if both countries were to continue to spend
At these levels of GNP to the end of the century, the aggregate defense costs for
the United States and the Soviet Union combined might total more than $5 trillion.
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Both countries find defense spending a substantial burden on the economy, but
the effect probably is more serious in the Soviet Union, because the high level of
defense spending is believed to reduce substantially the available growth capital
badly needed for expansion of the Soviet economy.

Efforts to compare the Soviet defense burden with that of the United States
are difficult because neither the costs nor the distribution of GNP ib the two
countries are comparable. What is clear is that given the economic resources of
the Soviet Union and its relatively lower level of economic development, the arms
race places a comparatively greater burden upon the Soviet economy than on
the U.S. economy. Therefore, in economic terms the Soviet Union has even
greater reason than the United States to develop meaningful weapons controls
through negotiation.

The SALT agreements are an important step toward achievement of the kinds
of controls that over time can substantially reduce expenditures on both sides,
although the goal has not been reached in the initial stage. The agreements
signed in Moscow do, however, provide the foundation for negotiations which
will, hopefully, lead to important cuts in the level of defense spending on both
sides.

Both the United States and the USSR could well continue to spend at approx-
imately current levels while negotiating additional limitations, with the funds
devoted chiefly to qualitative improvements. One of our goals will be to avoid
this.

MISSILE BALANCE SHEET

ICB3] lauwchers.-Current strength: U.S. 1,054; USSR 1,618. The United
States has no new ICBM construction program underway; the Soviet Union
has been building new ICBMs. Without the agreement, if recent construction
rates were continued for five years, the United States would still have 1,054
ICBMs and the Soviet Union, which has been building at a rate of up to 250 a
year, could have more than 2,800 laud-based ICBMs. Under SALT both sides
are frozen at current levels.

SLBM launchers.-The United States currently has 656 Polaris and Poseidon
missile launchers; the Soviet Union has approximately 650-700 SLBMs. The
United States has no missile submarines under construction; the Soviet Union
has an on-going program of some eight new submarines a year. V. Without SALT,
in fire years the United States missile-launching submarines would not have
increased, while the Soviet total could have risen to 80 or 90. With SALT, the
United States has the right to Increase to up to 44 submarines.

The Soviet union may add modern ballistic missile submarines up to the
number of 62 operational, but only provided that they retire 209 older land-
based missiles and 30 older SLB'M launchers. This would leave the USSR with
no more than 950 modern SLBM launchers.

Total ICBMs and SLBMs consistent with the terms of the agreement: United
States, 1.710; USSR. 2,419. Warheads: The difference in number's of missiles
Is offset by the kinds of warheads they can carry. Currently, v Ith the new
MIRV warheads, the U.S. strategic missiles and heavy bombers marry 5,900
nuclear warheads; the Soviet missiles and heavy bombers carry an estimated
2.200 warheads. The Interim Agreement sets no limit on the number of warheads
for either side, and both of these figures could rise substantially in five years.
The implications of the warhead figures are enormous. They mean that currently,
in the event of a surprise nuclear attack, if half of the U.S. strategic capability
was wiped out. the United States could still strike more than 2.500 separate
targets In the Soviet Union. This reinforces the recognition on both sides that
there can be no winner in a nuclear war. The U.S. expects to continue to hold
a substantial warhead lead during the Interim Agreement, sufficient to more
than compensate for the numerical edge the Soviet Union has in missile launchers.
The number of U.S. independently targetable warheads is planned nearly to
double in the next five years. and will remain far ahead of the Soviet total.

Megatonnage: The agreement does not limit megatonnage as such. Both sides
are free to make warheads as large or as small as they wish. On the average,
Soviet Missile warheads are larger than U.S. warheads. It should be noted, how-
ever, that the radius of damage does not increase proportionate to the increase
in yield. If the explosive power is doubled, the radius of damage increases by
approximately one-third. Moreover, accuracy is more Important than yield.
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this measure, the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. are roughly comparable.

DR. KISSINGER's COMMENTS ON THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE NEws RELEASE—
“PEACE, NATIONAL SECURITY AND THE SALT AGREEMENTS”

The State Department documents sets forth some o
f

the basic achievements

o
f

the initial SALT Agreements. I strongly endorse its main conclusion—that
the SALT Agreements serve the cause of peace and our national security interests.
Rather than deal with the specific data in the document, let me deal with
its main themes and with what I take to be Senator Symington's principal con
Cern—the relationship between SALT and our strategic weapons programs.
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ECONOMIC IMPUOATIONS

The first major theme Is that the arms competition places significant burdens
on the economies of both the U.S. and USSR, that the initial SALT agreements
reduced that burden to some extent, and that we should hope and expect further'
SALT Agreements to do even more in this regard.

I concur In this thesis with one qualification: as onerous as the burden of
national defense may be, it is the one burden that we cannot unilaterally drop
and expect to survive as a nation.

With this said, however, there Is a responsibility, If we wish to build a peace.
ful world, to ease the burden of defense through international negotiation and
agreement. SALT has been quite successful in this respect. The United States Is
no longer building a nation wide AB1M system nor undertaking the new programs
that would have been necessary if Soviet missile deployments continued com-
pletely unchecked. The ARM Treaty alone contributed more than a half a billion
dollar savings in this year's budget and though it is hard to be precise, the savings
from having the Treaty In force and from keeping ABMs low could well run
into billions over the next decade.

I also believe that our future arms control efforts should produce further
savings. As a result of the SALT principles agreed last June between the Presi-
dent and Secretary Brezhnev, both countries will be seeking to limit the quali-
tative aspects of strategic arms programs and to control the process of moderni-
zation and replacement. Success in this area should provide further economic
savings since qualitative improvement, modernization and replacement are the
major categories of strategic expenditure.

Although agreeing with these broad economic themes in the State Department
paper, I would take issue with any effort to draw the conclusion that the SALT
Agreements enable us to reduce our efforts in areas not covered by these Initial
accords. The reasons our efforts must continue are related to the strategic con-
sequences of the SALT Agreements.

STRATFOIC IMPLICATIONS

As important as the economic consequences of SALT may be, the major
objective of these negotiations is to strengthen peace by enhancing strategic sta-
bility. If either side is perceived to have gained a substantial aggregate advan
tage then deterrence is no longer stable and the political consequences would
be dangerous. The State Department paper explains that the Interim Agreement
on offensive arms balances the advantages of one side against those of the other.
The result is an agreement that is equitable for the five years of its term but
not symmetrical. The Soviet advantages in the number of strategic missile
launchers and their 4 to 1 lead In throw-weight are balanced against U.S. ad-
vantages in MIRV, heavy bombers and the quality of our systems. That was the
case least year when the State document was published; that is the case today.
and as the State paper Indicates, we expect to retain an edge In these areas
until 1977 when the Interim. Agreement expires.

It is important to recognize, however. that the Interim Agreement does not
solve the problems of strategic stability for all time. Key aspects of the strategic
arms competition are not limited. This includes qualitative Improvements such
as .MIIV. modernization and replacement. In time, the Soviet Union. through
such actions, can exploit its numerical and throw weight advantages to achieve
an advantage in areas where we now hove the edge.

This Is one reason we were prepared only to enter into the Agreement for a
specified period. Moreover, It is the reason that the Agreement calls for more
complete linitations to be negotiated in SALT II.

A prinipal concern is that imminent developments if unchecked, will raise the
stectre of a credible Soviet Union first-strike capability against our Minuteman
ICI1Ms. We must recognize that the Soviet 'niot is pressing forward with four
new missile systems and we must be prepared to deal with the consequences,
even as we urgently sec(k to avoid thee developments in SALT.

Minuteman ICBM vulnerability %xlmch could occur, due to Soviet ICBM and
MIRV programs, is not likely until the late 70s and early 80s. The result, how,
ever, would be that our deterrent would rely more heavily on our bomber and
submarine missile force. Yet bomber and submarine missile forces are poten-
tially vulnerable to Soviet developments In Air Defense and ASW, on whIch
the Soviets could then concentrate. Therefore, the possibility of Minuteman's
vulnerability makes It all the more Important that our bombers and SLBMs can
deal with potential threats to their effe.tiveness.
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I concur in the basic conclusion of the Department of State paper that the
SALT Agreements protect qnd enhance our security. But that paper was not
intended as a careful an.ysis of the requirements for our national security
beyond the period of the Interim Agreement. More important, it did not address
the problem of what strategic programs are required during a transitional period
when we are seeking to replace competition in strategic forces with cooperation
to curb them, but have not yet fully done so. This is the key question we faced
in the Defense Budget, and we believe the programs we have proposed provide
a responsible answer which deserves the support of the Congress.

Senator SYMINOTOX. Thank you. My time is up, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRm . Senator Scott.

WITNESS' OPPORTUNI TY TO CORRECT RECORo

Senator ScoTT. Dr. Xissinger, the witnesses who will follow you
represent diverse points of view. The witnesses I know on that list are
responsible people. I do not know them all. It may be, however, that
some of those witnesses will make statements which warrant a reply.
I would judge from the organizations indicated that some come from
the far right spectrum of ideological points of view and some come
from the far left spectrum. Undoubtedly some of those witnesses will
hold their views very strenuously. I don't believe we will have any
hate witnesses. If we have hate mail, I assure you I will be able to
take care of that. I have been an expert in expressing my opinion
against hateful thoughts for some years.

However, I hope that should aniy statements be made which are in
themselves factually inaccurate that. you will be good enough to supply
us with a reaction' for the purpose of keeping the record balanced.
Would you be willing to do that?

Mr. KI~~sLxoF.. I would certainly be willing to do this. I don't think
I will reply on opinions that may be expressed.

Senator Scorr. I want you to confine it to alleged facts which in
your opinion are not accurate statements.

Mr. KISSINGER. I would appreciate it if you would give me the
opportunity to correct the record and I will do that.

Senator Scorr. Thank you, Doctor.

NATIONAL SECURITY AND OPEN SOCIETY

I have heard in some of our discussions of your nomination a thought
advanced which I would like to explore. That is, while the interests
of national security conflict with an open society that national security
should give way to the need for a completely open society.

I do-not agree with that concept because I do not feel that there
exists an inevitable conflict. I believe that an open society can only
be maintained by a true respect for genuine national security
as distinct from the unjustified attempt to include within national
security definitions of matters which ought not, of course, to be in-
cluded: I would like your reaction as to how you reconcile the need for
national security with the desirability of an opensociety.

Remember this interdependency and what is your philosophy about
itt
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Mr. KISSINGER. My philosophy, Senator Scott, is that in the owe*
whelming majority of cases, as you pointed out, there should be no
conflict between the requirement of national security and the require-
ments of human liberty, because the two really depend on each other.
Without security for this country, there can be no freedom for its.
citizens.

There may, however, be borderline cases, and in those situations I
believe the Executive has a responsibility to be sure that when it in-
yokes the requirement of nfitional security it can make a demonstra-
tion to reasonable and fair-minded people of why its action was re-
quired in the overwhehing national interest, and why certain es-
tablished procedures might have had to be disregarded under the
pressure of necessity.

But that would have to be decided from case to case. If it is a border-
line case, human liberty should weigh very heavily, maybe a little more
heavily. But there are situations in which national security considera-
tions will have to predominate, and in that case the executive branch
owes it to the public and to the legislative branch to be able to make a
convincing demonstration that the necessity in fact existed.

Senator Scorr. I thank you, Doctor, very much.

TERMINATION OF U.S. MILITARY INVOLVEMENT IN SOUTHEAST ASIA

This final question may well have been asked, but arm you prepared
to state in your opinion that our military involvement, that is in the
1use of any kind of combat force whatever, in Southeast Asia is finally
terminated?

Mr. KissiNGF.R. I would state that it is terTinated so far as executive
action is concerned. If an overriding necessity should occur that in the
judgment of the President would require military action, the President
would return to the Congress for authority to undertake such action.

Senator ScOr. I thank you very much.
The Cu.murAN. Senator Pell.
Senator PELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

CONTRIBUTION TO LAST PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN

I think, as a matter of procedure in this period of time when there
are other people coming up for confirmation and the question is often
raised as to the relationship between a contribution and the appoint-
ment, this committee should ask all of its witnesses up for confirma-
tion what amount. of money they contributed in the last presidential
campaign. So I would like to ask you that question, Dr. Kissinger.

Mr. KISSINGER. I made no financial contribution to the last campaign.
Senator PELL. Thank you.
Mr. KIssiNGER. Or any other campaign.
Laughter.]
enator ScoTt. Or to mine.

REGULATION CONCERNING POLITICAL CONTRIBUTIONS

Senator PELL. In connection with the tentative rules that this com-
mittee is considering adopting, one of them is that recommendation to
the Senate for confirmation will be withheld from any individual who
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has contributed more than, say, $10,000 to a political party. What
would be your reaction to that regulation or that rule 2

..
. Mr. KissiNGER. I think, Senator Pell, this would b
e
a mistake. I be

lieve that each nominee should b
e judged o
n his merit even if he made

a contribution to a political campaign. But I recognize the principle
that merely to have contributed to a political campaign should not be

the grounds for appointment.
Senator PELL. Thank you.

LOW U.S. PROFILE IN HUMAN RIGHTS FIELD

Yesterday we were talking about this question of human rights, and
the American emphasis o

r

lack o
f emphasis o
n it
,
a
s we move along

with détente. Then neither you nor I could remember the name of the
man who was the United States representative to the United Nations
Human Rights Commission which showed, I think, the denigration
with which we have regarded this kind o

f push that we should make.

I discovered his name. It is Mr. Phillip C. Hoffman, but it is neither

in Who's Who nor in the State Department Biographical Register,
which shows a rather low profile in this field o

f

human rights.
Mr. Kiss NGER. I took your point on this, Senator Pell, and I think

it is a very good point.
Senator PELL. Thank you.

CALIBER OF U.S. DELEGATES TO U.N. GENERAL ASSEMBLY

Along that same line comes the question o
f
the appointment o
f

our
delegates to the United Nations. I have the list here in front of me,
showing the very high caliber o

f

those who were appointed to the first,
second, and third General Assemblies and then a gradual deterioration
in fame.

I know when I served there I liked my colleagues very much, but
they did not have national o

r

State o
r

even citywide reputations.

I would ask the chairman's permission to put in the record at this point

a list o
f

the delegates for the last 27 General Assemblies, showing the
steady deterioration in their caliber and related materials.
The CHAIRMAN.Without objection, it is so ordered.
[The information referred to follows:]

UNITED STATES REPRESENTATIVES AND ALTERNATE REPRESENTATIVES TO THE
REGULAR SESSIONS OF THE UNITED NATIONS GENERAL AsseMBLY

First Part of the First Session ; London, January 10–February 14, 1946.

Representatives:
James F. Byrnes.
Edward R
. Stettinius, Jr., U.S. Representative.

Tom Connally.
Arthur H. Vandenberg.
Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt.

Alternate representatives:
SOl Bloom.
Charles A. Eaton.
Frank Walker.
John G

. Townsend, Jr.
John Foster Dulles.
Second Part o

f

the First Session; New York, October 23–December 16, 1946.
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Representatives:

Warren R. Austin, Rep. Designate at seat of U.N. & Chairman.
Tom Connally.
Arthur H. Vandenberg.
Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt.
Sol Bloom.

Alternate representatives:
Charles A. Eaton.
Helen Gahagan Douglas.
John Foster Dulles.
Adlai E. Stevenson.
Second Regular Session; New York, September 16–November 29, 1947.
Representatives:

George C. Marshall, Chairman of Delegation.
Warren R. Austin, U.S. Representative & Vice Chairman.
Herschel V. Johnson.
Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt.
John Foster Dulles.

Alternate representatives:

Charles Fahy.
John H. Hilldring.
Willard L. Thorp.
Francis B. Sayre.
Adlai E. Stevenson.
Third Regular Session (First Part); Paris, September 21–December 12, 1948.
Representatives:

George C. Marshall, Senior Representative.
Warren R. Austin, Alternate Senior Representative.
John Foster Dulles, Acting Senior Representative.
Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt.
Philip C. Jessup.
Benjamin W. Cohen."

Alternate representatives:
Ray Atherton.
Willard L. Thorp.
Ernest A. Gross.
Francis B. Sayre.
Dean Rusk.”

Third Regular Session (Second Part); New York, April 5–May 18, 1949.
Representatives:

Warren R. Austin, Senior Representative.
John Foster Dulles.
Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt.
Philip C. Jessup.
Benjamin V. Cohen.

Alternate representatives:
Ray Atherton.
Willard L. Thorp.
Dean Rusk.
Francis B. Sayre.
Erwin D. Canham.

Fourth Regular Session ; New York, September 20–December 10, 1949.

1Mr. Cohen was originally appointed Alternate Representative. He was appointed Rep
resentative on Nov. 19, 1948, when Mr. Dulles was appointed Acting Senior Representative
upon Senator Austin’s departure.
* Mr. Rusk was appointed Alternate Representative on Nov. 19, 1948, when Mr. Cohen
became Representative.
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Representatives:

Dean G. Acheson.
Warren R. Austin, U.S. Rep. to the U.N. & Security Council.
Philip C. Jessup.
Mrs. Anna Eleanor ROOsevelt.
John Sherman Cooper.

Alternate representatives:
Benjamin W. Cohen.
Charles Fahy.
Wilson M. Compton.
John D. Hickerson.
Mrs. Ruth Bryan Rohde.

Fifth Regular Session ; Lake Success, September 19–November 5, 1950.
Representatives:

Dean Acheson.
Warren R. Austin, U.S. Representative.
Mrs. Franklin D. ROOSevelt.
John J. Sparkman.
Henry Cabot Lodge, Jr.
John Foster Dulles (served as Representative in the absence of the Secre
tary of State).

Alternate representatives:
Benjamin V. Cohen.
John S. Cooper.
Ernest A. Gross.
Mrs. Edith S. Simpson.
John C. Ross.

Sixth Regular Session; Paris, November 6, 1951–February 5, 1952.
Representatives:

Dean Acheson.
Warren R. Austin, U.S. Representative.
Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt.
Michael J. Mansfield.
John M. Vorys.
Philip C. Jessup (serves as Representative in the absence of the Secretary
of State).

Alternate representatives:
John Sherman Cooper.
Ernest A. Gross
Benjamin W. Cohen.
Anna Lord Strauss.
Channing H. Tobias

Seventh Regular Session; New York, October 14–December 21, 1952.
Representatives:

Dean Acheson.
Warren R. Austin, U.S. Representative.
Mrs. Franklin D. ROOSevelt.
Theodore Francis Green.
Alexander Wiley.
Ernest A. Gross.

Alternative representatives:
Philip C. Jessup.
Benjamin W. Cohen.
Charles H. Sprague.
Edith Sampson.
Isador Lubin.
Eighth Regulation Session; New York, September 15–December 9, 1953.
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Representatives:

John Foster Dulles.
Henry Cabot Lodge, Jr.
James F. Ryrnes.
Frances P. Bolton.
James P. Richards.

Alternate representatives:

Archibald Carey, Jr.
James D. Zellerbach.
Henry Food, II.
Charles W. Mayo.
Mrs. Oswald B. Lord.

Ninth Regular Session; New York, September 21–December 17, 1954.
Representatives:

John Foster Dulles.”
Henry Cabot Lodge, Jr., U.S. Rep. to UN and Security Council.
H. Alexander Smith.
James W. Fulbright.
C. D. Jackson.
Charles H. Mahoney.

Alternate representatives:
James J. Wadsworth.
Mrs. Oswald B. Lord.
A. M. Ade Johnson.
James P. Nash.
Roger W. Straus.

Tenth General Assembly ; New York, September 20–December 20, 1955.
Representatives:
Henry Cabot Lodge, Jr.," Perm. Rep. to the UN:
Brooks Hays.
Chester E. Merrow.
John O. Pastore.
Colgate Whitehead Darden, Jr.

Alternate representatives:
Robert Lee Brokenburr.
Laird Bell.
Jacob Blaustein.
James J. Wadsworth.
Mrs. Oswald B. Lord.

Eleventh Regular Session ; New York, November 12, 1956—March 8, 1957.
Representatives:
Henry Cabot Lodge, Jr., Perm. Rep. to the UN.
William F. Knowland.
Hubert H. Humphrey.
Paul G. Hoffman.
Ellsworth Bunker.

Alternate representatives:
James J. Wadsworth.
Richard Lee Jones.
Frank C. Nash.
Edward S. Greenbaum.
Mrs. Oswald B. Lord.

3.At such time as the Secretary of State served as Senior Representative, one of the
Representatives served as an Alternate and one of the Alternates served in an advisory
capacity. -
#The Secretary of State, the Honorable John Foster Dulles, served as Senior United
States Representative Ex Officio during his presence at the Session.
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Twelfth Regular Session; New York, September 17, 1957.
Representatives:

Henry Cabot Lodge, Jr., Perm. Rep. to the UN.
A. S. J. Carnahan.
Walter H. Judd.
George Meany.
Herman B. Wells.

Alternate representatives:
James J. Wadsworth.
Irene Dunne.
Philip M. Klutznick.
Mrs. Oswald B. Lord.
Genoa S. Washington.

Thirteenth Regular Session ; New York, September 16, 1958.
Representatives:
Henry Cabot Lodge, Jr., Perm. Rep. to the UN.
Michael J. Mansfield.
EOurke B. Hickenlooper.
Herman Phleger.
George McGregor Harrison.

Alternate representatives:
James J. Wadsworth.
Marian Anderson.
Watson W. Wise.
Mrs. Oswald B. Lord.
Irving Salomon.

Fourteenth Regular Session ; New York, September 15, 1959.
Representatives:

Christian A. Herter.”
Henry Cabot Lodge, Jr., Perm. Rep. to the UN.
James J. Wadsworth."
James G. Fulton.
Clement J. Zablocki.
George Meany.
Walter S. Robertson.

Alternate representatives:
Charles W. Anderson, Jr.
Erle Cocke, Jr.
Virgil M. Hancher.
Mrs. Oswald B. Lord.
Harold Riegelman.

Fifteenth Regular Session; New York, September 20, 1960.
Representatives:

James J. Wadsworth, Perm. Rep. to the UN.
George D. Aiken.
Wayne Morse.
Francis Wilcox.
Mrs. OSwald B. Lord.

Alternate representatives:

Zelma Watson George (Mrs. Clayborne George).
Arthur F. Lamey.
Frederick Blake Payne.
Charles ROSenbaum.
Frances E. Willis.

5 Served as Chairman of the Delegation ex officio when present.
6 Headed the Delegation during Mr. Lodge’s absence from New York.
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Sixteenth Regular Session; New York, September 19, 1961.
Representatives:

Adlai E. Stevenson, Chairman and Perm. Rep. to UN.
Omar Burleson.
Marguerite Stitt Church.
Francis T. P. Plimpton.
Arthur H. Dean.

Alternate representatives:
Charles W. Yost.
Clifton R. Wharton.
Philip M. Klutznick.
Jonathan Brewster Bingham.
Gladys Avery Tillett (Mrs. Charles Tillett).
Seventeenth Regular Session; New York, September 18, 1962.
Representatives:

Adlai Stevenson, Perm. Rep. to the UN.
Albert Gore.
GOrdon Allott.
Francis T. P. Plimpton.
Arthur H. Dean.

Alternate representatives:
Charles W. Yost.
Philip M. Klutznick.
Jonathan Brewster Bingham.
Carl T. Rowan.
Marietta P. Tree (Mrs. Ronald Tree).
Eighteenth Regular Session; New York, September 17, 1963.
Representatives:

Adlai E. Stevenson, Chairman and Perm. Rep. to the UN.
Edna F. Kelly.
William S. Mailliard.
Francis T. P. Plimpton.
Charles W. Yost.

Alternate representatives:
Mercer COOk.
Charles C. Steele.
Jonathan Brewster Bingham.
Sidney R. Yates.
Jane Warner Dick (Mrs. Edison Dick).

Nineteenth Regular Session; New York, December 1–February 18, 1965.
Representatives:

Adlai E. Stevenson, Chairman and Perm. Rep. to the UN.
Russell B. Long.
Frank Carlson.
William C. FOSter.
Francis T. P. Plimpton.

Alternate representatives:
Charles W. YOSt.
Franklin H. Williams.
Gladys Avery Tillett (Mrs. Charles Tillett).
Richard N. Gardner.
Charles P. Noyes.

Twentieth Regular Session; New York, September 21, 1965.
Representatives:

Arthur J. Goldberg, Chairman and Perm. Rep. to the UN.
Charles W. YOSt.
Barrett O’Hara.
Peter H. B. Frelinghuysen.
William C. FOSter.
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Alternate representatives:
James M. Nabrit, Jr.
James ROOSevelt. -

Eugenie M. Anderson (Mrs. John P. Anderson).
William P. Rogers.
Frances E. Willis.
Twenty-First Session; New York, September 20, 1966.
Representatives:

Arthur J. Goldberg, Chairman and Perm. Rep. to the UN.
Frank Church.
Clifford P. Case.
James M. Nabrit, Jr.
William C. FOSter.

Alternate representatives:
James ROOSevelt.
Eugenie M. Anderson (Mrs. John P. Anderson).
Patricia R. Harris.
George L. Killion.
Harding F. Bancroft.
Twenty-Second Regular Session; New York, September 19–December 19, 1967.
Representatives:

Arthur J. Goldberg, Chairman and Perm. Rep. to the UN.
William B. Buffum.
L. H. Fountain.
William S. Broomfield.
Adrian S. Fisher.

Alternate representatives:
I. W. Abel.
Robert S. Benjamin.
Hector Garcia.
Patricia R. Harris.
Herbert O'Conor, Jr.
Twenty-Third Regular Session; New York, September 24, 1968.
Representatives:

James Russell Wiggins, Chairman and Perm. Rep. to UN.
Stuart Symington.
John Sherman Cooper.
William C. FOSter.
Brewster C. Denny.

Alternate representatives:
William B. Buffum.
Raymond D. Nasher.
Jean Picker.
Louis Stulberg.
Marvin L. Warner.

Twenty-Fourth Regular Session; New York, September 16, 1969.
Representatives:

Charles W. Yost, Chairman and Perm. Rep. to the U.N.
William B. Buffum.
Dante B. Fascell.
J. Irving Whalley.
Shirley Temple Black.

Alternate representatives:
Christopher H. Phillips.
Glenn A. Olds.
Rita E. Hauser.
William T. Coleman.
Joseph E. Johnson.
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Twenty-Fifth Regular Session; New York, September 15-December 19, 1970.

RepresentatveR:
Charles W. Yost, Perm. Rep. to the U.N.
Christopher H. Phillips.
Jacob K. Javits.
Claiborne Pell.
Glenn A. Olds.

Alternate representatives:
Seymour Maxwell Finger.
Helen G. Edmonds.
Richard H. Gimer.
Aloyslus A. Mazewskl.

Twenty-Sixth Regular Sesion: New York, September 15-December 17, 1971.

Representatires:
George H. Bush, Perm. Rep. to U.N.
Christopher I1. Phillips.
Charles C. D)lgg,. Jr.
Edward J. Derwinski.
Daniel P. Moynihan.

Alternate rcpreentative8.:
Alan B. Shepard.
Arthur A. Fletcher.
Gladys O'Donnell.
W. Thpley Bennett.
Bernard Zagorin.

Twenty-Seventh Regular sin: New Ynrk, S-ptemller 19-1)eceniher 19,
1972.

Reprecutatires:
George 11. Bush, Pert. Rep. to the U.N.
Christopher 11. Phillips.
Gale W. McGee.
James B. Pearson.
Mrs. Jewel Lafontant.

Alternate rcpreseltatives:
W. Tapley Bennett, Jr.
Julia Rivera de Vincentl.
Gordon H. Seherer.
Robert C. Tyson.
Bernard ZagorIn.

Senator McGEE. I take exception to that, 3I'. Chairman, since I
was there in the last delegation.

Senator PEL. WouldIn't you agree with me about general caliber?
Senator MCGEIE. 'We had a pretty cracking good group last year.
rLaughter.]
Senator PLYT,. The record will show-
Senator McGEEr. The other 26 yea's you have my support.

FILLING E31I'Y AMBASSADOSijps RECOo M :ENDED

Senator PELT.. In 5 days there is going to be an election iii Sweden.
I would hope that in perfect good humor you would carry out, your
idea of pressing ahead to fill the empty ambassadorshipi because 6
days from now whether or not we withl d appointing an ambassador
is not going to make any difference to the fortunes of Mr. Palme.
He either will have been reelected or will have been defeated.
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RECOGNrON or OUTE MONGOLIA

Have you any views with regard to the recognition of Outer
Mongolia I

Mr. Kssi GER. Yes. We are in the process of negotiating on the
recognition of Outer Mongolia, and it is at this moment hungup
on tIe rather abstruse procedural point of the sequence n which
announcements should be made. It is an issue which we will solve fairly
quickly once I am confirmed.

Senator PELm. I realize it has been under discussion for some time
and I am very glad it is moving to a head.

PROPOSED STUDY OF AND POSSIBLE t.S. WITUDILkWAL FR0 AEATO

What would be your reaction to the proposed study of SEATO
'and the poi ible United States withdrawal from it?

Mr. KISSINGER. I believe that the withdrawal of the United States
from SEATO would be given a symbolic significance which might
have consequences out of proportion to the problem. There is a meeting
of SEATO Ministers at the end of next week in New York, part of
whose purpose is to try to shift the emphasis of SEATO away from
some of the military to some of the humanitarian concerns, and we
strongly support that.

NEW GREEK DECISIONS AND U.S. 1IOM3EPORTING ARILNGEMENTS

SInator PELL. In connection with Greece, where there have been
apparently some changes of late, general release of political prisoners,
apparently some improvement, do y"ou see this tendency continuing?
Do you have any views with regard to the stationing of our fleet

near Athens and the bolstering of the regime as we have done in the
.past?

Mr. KISSINOER. I have not had an opportunity to review the exact
implications of these new Greek decisions since Greece has become
a republic. On the surface they seem encouraging, and they seem to
reflect some of the recommendations we made when Ambassador Tasca
called on the Greek Government prior to the referendum. Therefore
I ee no reason not to proceed with the homeporting arrangements
that now exist.

Senator PELL. Thank you.

DMSION OF WITNESS TIME BETWEEN NSC AND STATE DEPAIRT UT

Finally, how do you propose to divide your own time between being
Chairman of the National Security Council and in being Secretary
of State?

Will it be a 75-percent Secretary of State, 25-percent NSC or how
do you see the body of your time going?

Mfr. KSS-NOFR. As I pointed out in a previous session, Senator Pell,
some of the activities that I conducted in the White House previously
will move with me to the State Department. My role as negotiator, for
example. was dependent on my White House position only iniofar as
this enabled me to reflect with precision the President's thinking, and
that can be achieved from either position. My advisory role toward the
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President is not dependent on my position as Assistant; that is, that-
will move with me.

So I would expect that the division of time that you outlined, of 15
to 25 percent, is a reasonable one. Until I have begun operating, it is
hard to predict. But this would be my intention. The State Department
will require a great deal of my time, in invigorating the Foreign Serv-
ice, giving it essential participation, and making sure that after I
leave office a certain style of policymaking has been established. This
will require a fair amount of time and leadership.

PRACTICE OF HAVING PART-TI3E AMBASSADORS

Senator PFLL. I was struck by your statement yesterday that there
should be full-time people working on these important functions of
arms control and other U.S. activities. I would hope that the practice
of having part-time ambassadors, while occasionally necessary, would
be one that would be looked at very carefully andwith reservation,
particularly in the arms control field.

Mr. KISSIXGER. We do not have a part-time ambassador.
Senator PELL. No, but I think there is a question about the future

of our representation in Geneva.
Mr. KIssNoR.m Our arms control negotiations, especially in SALT,

will always be carried on by a full-time ambassador.
Senator PELL. Good, that is good news.

EIGIITY-TITREE IDENTIFIED MIA!S

In connection with the previous questions concerning the missing in
action, the question was not posed concerning the 83 Americans who
have been identified in either pictures or by those who returned home.
Can any extra effort be made to try to find out what happened to them,
and then perhaps move on to the question of the majority of the
others as being legally dead.

Mr. Kissrxor.R. Those are the Americans whose files we turned over
to the North Vietnamese.

Senator PELL. These 83.
Mr. KiSINFGER. Yes, about whom I made personal representations

to Prime Minister Phan Van Dong in Hanoi and once again to Le Duo
Tho when I met him in May and June in Paris--but I regret to say
with very little success. You can be sure that those about whom.we have
good evidence that they have been identified are the ones about whom
we can be most vocal and most convincing.

Senator PELL. Thank you.
Thank you very much. I am very glad you have been nominated for

this job and I look forward to supporting your confirmation.
Mr. KIssiNGER. Thank you.

FURTHER M EETINGS

The CrAIRA'. I am going to ask Senator Symington to act as
Chairman this morning. I have another appointment. I will announce
that the public witnesses, I believe, will be heard on Friday. That is
those who asked to be heard. We will schedule an executive clearing of
the committee with Dr. Kissinger on Monday and an executive commit-
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tee meeting on Tuesday with an opportunity, at leas, to vote on 'Teoe*
da f the coriuittee is so disposed.

&nator Percy.

COMMENDATION OF WITNESS' STATEMENT

Senator PER. Dr. Kissinger, I reread this morning your opening
statement and I would commend it to be read by any American.
reall feel it was a remarkable statement and I share your hope, as
you have expressed at the end of it, that "by working together we can
speed the day when all of us will be able to say we were 'present at the
creation' of a new era of peace, justice, and humanity.'

STEPS TOWARD IMPROVING U.S.-INDIAN RELATIONS

We know that in the last quarter century all wars have been fought
on the developing nations, and in South Asia we have seen some of the
most tragic bloodshed of our time. It has been widely understood, or
reported at least, that the administration in the past has tilted toward
Pakistan. That has ruptured our relationships to a degree with India.

Now that a very remarkable accord has been reached, between these
three countries, Pakistan and India, with-the concurrence of Bang-
ladesh, and they are beginning a process of working together now, what
steps can we take to improve our relationships with India. I think we
have taken one step) in the appointment of Ambassador Moynihan,
an outstanding appointment, but what steps do you see that can be
taken by the United States and by India-this is a two-sided street-
to improve the relationships thai both governments have clearly ex-
pressed should be improved, and do so without injury, harm or offense
to our friends in Pakistan?

Mr. KIssINGER. Senator Percy, during the India-Pakistan war of
1971 we opposed the methods that India used, although we favored
the objective of self-determination. Indeed one of the reasons we op-
posed India was because we believed they should have understood
that we were. working towards the same objective-the self-determi-
nation of what was at that time East Bengal and is now Bangladesh-
and because we believed that, military action was unnecessary.

I do not think it will do much good to rehearse all the arguments
of that time. which, as far as we were concerned, had to do with inter-
national standards of conduct. and with the impact. of acquiescence
in the use of force to settle disputes on the Middle East. and on other
relationships.

The fact is that, now that Bangladesh exists, our objectives and those
of India with respect to it, are quite parallel. We want a Bangladesh
that is prospering, that is stable, that is democratic, and that is not
a source of unrest for the whole area. And that we believe is what
India wants.

Second, with respect to India. ono of the, perhaps. beneficial-long-
term consequences of the difficulties that arose in 1971 is that it has
enabled both sides to move toward a more mature relationship.

On the American side, especially in our intellectual community,
there was a perhaps romantic conception of India. And on the Indian
side there were also excessive expectations towards the United States.

We recognize India as one of the major forces in the developing
world, and as a country whose growth and stability are absolutely
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essential to the peace and stability of South Asia. And during the
last year, and especially during the last 6 months, relations with India
have developed in an undramatic but very steady manner.

Ambassador loynihan has of course played a very major role
in this.

Our effort with India right now is to remove many of the irritating
legacies of the 1971 period, as well as some of the concrete difficulties
that have arisen independently of the 1971 misunderstandings--to
solve for example, the problem of the accumulation of Public Law
480 iunds in India so that they can be disposed of in a manner ac-
ceptable to both sides. We arevery close to reaching an agreement
on this.

We will then turn to the question of the long-term economic re-
lationship between India and the United States.

Senator PERCY. Will the rupee agreement require any congressional
action ?

Mr. KiSSI-N-GR. I think celain aspects of it have to be submitted
to the Congress in some form.

Senator PF cy. I see.
Mr. KISSIoER. I am not, absolutely sure about that, But we will

certainly keep you fully informed of it. I do believe, however, that
it requires soie Congessional involvement.

IMPROVING U.S.-INDIAN RELATIONS

We will then turn to the..question of our long-term economic rela-
tionships. We both want to get away from the traditional aid pattern
and ask ourselves what, over a longer period of time. makes some
sense, so that the aid pattern can be liquidated and at the same time
we can be helpful to the development process in India.

What we want from India in return-and what India ought to
want also-is some contribution tostability in the area, so that there
is not the sense on the part of some of its'neighbors that they are in
danger of attack. And we have every reason to suppose that India
is prepared to do this.

We have engaged in niany talks with Indian officials. The Indian
Ambassador tells me that Ailhen lie was in Minneapolis a few weeks
ago lie went on television to endorse my appointment and to indicate
that relations between our two countries were improving. The former
I do not think is central to the deliberations of this committee, but
the improvement in our relations is real, and it is going on on a very
serious basis.

At the same time, we are trying to help Pakistan to find its new
role. it having lost half of its country, and to adjust to its new reality.
We have not judged it wise to resume a permanent military supply-
relationship with Pakistan. So I believe, actually, that our "relations
with the subcontinent are on a more mature basis, and for the long
term are more hopeful, than they have been at any period since
this administration came into office.'

U.S. ARMS POLICY TOWARD 9OUTH ASIA

Senator PERCY. Dr. Kissinger, what will our arms policy be with
respect, to South Asia I
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Mr. Kjsslixa. We believe we should not be a principal arms sup .
plier in that area.

Our present arms policy is that we will give apare parts for equip-
ment that i-e have already sold to Pakistan, but that we do not
engage in new deliveries of any lethal equipment, and we have not
engaged in military deliveries to India at all. There may be some
minor modifications of this because both sides want some very special.
ized technical equipment. But with respect to the central issue, if an-
other war breaks out in that area, it will not be fought with American
weapons.

USE OF U.S. ARMS SOLD TO MN

Senator PERCY. Lastly, in that vital area, there is some concern
exl)ressed in Afghanistan and India about our large-scale arms sales
to Iran. What assurances can we provide that those sales are for the
Self-defense of Iran and would not ever be used in any of the internal
problems and affairs involving the subcontinent?

Mr. KSSINGER. It would be against the intent of our policy if Iran
used tlhee weapons for aggressive purpose or to intervene in tle affairs
of other countries. Therefore, they are for self-defense.

RADIO FREE EITROPE AND RADIO LIBERTY BROADCASTS

Senator PERCY. Dr. Kissinger, the Senate has just passed a Radio
Free Europe-Radio Liberty Afuthorization bill. It has been said that
continuation of Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty destroys our
ability to really develop a detente with the Soviet Union and improve
our relationships there, and yet during the wh-ole period that rela,-
tions have improved in recent years. Radio Free Europe and Radio
Liberty broadcasts have been caried on. Do you look upon these as det-
rimental in any way to your continued improvement of relationships
with the USSR?

Mr. KISSNOER. No; the Soviet Union obviously does not like Radio
Free Europe, and they do some things which Ne do not like. But it
has not interfered with the detente.

ROLE OF TRADE

Senator PERCY. And lastly, would like very much to have your
judgment on the role of traae. As I look back on the most-favored-
nation problem that we now face, the original policy that was
adopted in 1923, which was called "most-favored Nation treatment"
was granted to every trading partner, and every country had it. There-
fore it really ought not be to be called MFR or a most-favored-nation
policy, it is more an NTR, a normal trading relationship policy in my
judgment. Then in 1951 we initiated an era of tariff discrimination
and the Congress directed the President to withdraw or suspend
most-favored-nation status of all countries "under the control of inter-
national communism."

In your judgment, was this a wise policy for us to have adopted
when'the countries of Western Europe and Japan have developed
huge markets, multibillion-dollar markets, in trade with communist



countries? Trade-is not beneficial to just one side generally. It is qu.$
posed to benefit both sides. Has this been in retrospect a wise poltoy
for us to have adopted all through the period of the fifties and se-tI6sI

Mr. KissiNGE. Senator Percy1 you are quite right. The phrase
"xmost-favoted-nation" is misleading because it gives the impression
that a particular concession is being made, i-hereas the original
meaning was only to say that we would grant equal status to all

_nations that. granted us equal status.
As to the circumstances of 1951, 1 do not want to pass a judgment

on the conditions of that period. The intention there clearly was to
cut the comnmunist countries off from normal trade relations with the
West., in a period of confrontation. Whether this was the best method
for doing it or whether some other course should have been devised is
hard to say in retrospect. I would say, however, that in the conditions
of this period, the granting of most-?avored-nation status is at, impor-
tant ingredient of our general policy of relaxation of tensions. And
moreover, it should be seen in exactly'the terms that you have outlined,
that it only permits normal two-way trade, and this can flourish only
if we can sell to the Soviet Union in return for whatever they may sell
here. It is independent of any credits which would give the Soviet
Union any special consideration, which can be put under whatever re-
strictions the Congress deelms necessary.

But to pursue discriminatory policies against the Soviet Union and
-other communist countries as an organic principle of legislation, with-
out giving the President the authority to abolish it, would not be con-
sistent with the trends of the period.

MIGRATION RIGHTS

Senator PERCY. I thank you very much. I do not want to imply by
my question at all that I am not deeply concerned about emigration
rights from the Soviet. Union and all Pastern European countries. I
think a great many of us in the Senate have spent a good deal of time
.trying to help individuals and families who wish to leave and need as-
sistance. It is extremely difficult to get families out of Rumania and
Czechoslovakia. for instance, and the Soviet Union is not the only
country from which it is difficult to emigrate. It is certainly a contra-
vention of United Nations principles that these countries have adhered
to and I would hope that we could at some future time discuss what
we can do to help move forward the implementation of these basic
rights as granted in the United Nations Declaration on Human Rights.

Thank you very much.
Senator' SYXO oNo.. Senator McGee.

U.S. POLICY TOWARD CUBA

Senator McGFF. Dr. Kissinger, I have fallen heir on this committee
to a subcommittee on the Western Hemisphere. You have already had
occasion to respond to questions about upgrading the role ofi-Latin
America, giving it a higher priority consideration, devoting more at-
tention to it. I think that is very heartening. I wanted to proceed, spe-
.rifieallv. hnwever. to our current policy position with Cuba for a real
reason" In hearings that our committee has been conducting on, our
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overall Latin American policy, we are up against a very intansagen
policy position on the part of the Department of State in
Cuba. When asked what the conditions are or about rolling with the
changing times, we are given the same criteria as we were given a year
ago, 5 years ago, and 7 years ago, two conditions.

One, that the Cuban Government must refrain from its meddling
in the governments in the Caribbean, and, two, it must cease its heavy
dependence upon the Soviet Union.
In the course of the hearings, it developed very fully that not all, but

a majority of our Caribbean neighbors havA already reestablishFd, if
they ever'broke, relations with Clba and thus, the first criteria is not
keeping them up nights, at least, in deep concern.

In the second instance, the more we seek to isolate Cuba, I would sup-
pose the more they must depend upon somebody, any old friend in a
troubled time, and thus, they lean ever more heavily upon the Soviet
Union.

Our concern in the committee has now become quite a different one,
That in our intense and understandable drive in the earlier years to
isolate Cuba from the hemisphere, may we not be. approaching an iso-
lating of the United States on this very question. because not only have
seven or eight of our fellow fimembers in the OAS recognized Cuba, but
another half dozen are in the process of proceeding along those lines?

So with that circumstance confronting us, what do you see as the
possible range of initiatives that we ought to have a look at as Amer-
ican policy in this hemisphere vis-a-vis Cuba?

Mr. K1SSIErxcF. Well. of course. Senator McGee, you are aware of the
fact that at the nonalined conference at Algiers,'Quaddafi of Libya,
whose admiration for us is under firm control-[Lauhter]-
asked that Cuba be expelled because it was just an append age of the
Soviet Union and could not be properly characterized as a nonalined
count y. That is at least. germane to the second point.

As I pointed out. in the hearings 1,esterday, we will begin as soon as
posible a discussion with our other friends in Latin America about
how they envisage the future of the OAS and the future of the West-
ern Henisphere relationship. In the. course of this, ideas may emerge
with respect to Cuba. We do not insist that Cuba make a whole step all
at once. But it would he helpful to have -ome indication of the general
perception of Cuba that would make it less an appendage of another
country and more an autonomous force.

Senator McGrE. Is there anything to be said for not leaving that
initiative up to the Cubans because of our interrelationships between
another 19 or so of our friends in this hemisphere. Let the Cubans turn
it down or let the Cubans isolate themselves from thought if they
choose not to move. I raise a doubt as to whether we should be held in
suspension by the whims of thme Castro Government in that connection.

Mr. KISI ,ER. W e will certainly discuss this problem when we talk
to the other 22 nations.

U.S. PARTICIPATION IN EFFORT TOWARD EASTERN ASAN' STABILITY

Senator MCGEE. The second area I want to touch on quickly has to-
do with the dimensions of the possible new balance of Asia, perhaps-
some kind of an American conference there. I project this against the.
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backdrop of the developments in the last couple of years through the
President's and your initiative with regard to the Peking Government
Is there a role for the United States that does not run against th di-
rections you seek in Chinese relations? In other words, from the hi-
nese point of view, do you sense an interest in any kind of an American
conference, participation, joint effort in the search for greater stability
in Eastern Asia ? N

Mi. KissixoE. I think the Chinese attitude is ambivalent. Ideologi-
cally they are opposed to the American presence in Asia. Practically,
and looking at necessities that may arise for them, they are limiting
the conclusions they are drawing from their ideology, and are deriving
perhaps some reassurance from it. But this is a difficult matter to
discuss here.

Senator McGEJG . understand there is more delicacy in either con-
versations or diplomatic effort. but it is banidied aboit in somewhat
public ways that. they are very deeply concerned, in fact bitter vis-a-vis
the Soviei Union and the border prioblenis they share of many thou-
sands of miles, and their concern about, the meaning of the new Japan
in light of the new Japan, in the light of their own history with Japan
in the last 35 rears.

Mr. KI SiNiGER. They have always reacted.
Senator McGEF. Is there any basis for that, that you know?
Mr. KxssIxm:R. They have'always reacted rather strongly to specu-

lation in this area by 'the legislative branch, and I think they would
take an even dimmer view of speculation by the executive brnch.

Senator McGpiE. I will respect the wisdom of that reluctance at
this stage.

INQUIRY INTO CONSTITUTION AND STATUTORY MECIIANISM[ SUGGESTED

The last point that I wanted to raise with you is really to express
some misgivings of my own on this larger question of the executive
branch and the Congress, particularly the Senate, in the initiatives
in foreign policy, a thing that has engaged us all for so long here.

My misgiving, if that does not overstate it. is that in the over-
whelming action that the Congreis has now taken and voted on that
question I have the lurking fear that much of what we did is another
patch on our operating mechanism that may be out of date in this
regard. Perhaps we were so overwhelmed -with mistakes and emotiolig
and feelings about. Vietnam that we may have overreacted in trying
to prevent another Vietnam. which may never be a real problem to
face again.

One of our problems in the past has been to try to prevent a pre-
ceding crisis without addresing ourselves to the next. Is it not
important that we inquire structurally into our mechanism, constitu-
tional and statutory. in this new reil world in which, as a world
leader. we hope to survive?

A constitution that was drawn hy men of great vision could not
have envisaged the United States as a world power or as one of two
poles of power for a long interval of time. The Founding Fathers
could not have envisaged a nuclear age. They did not see a world in
which wars might be waged without being declared, and maybe
necessarily so. in a nuclear age. What are your ponderings in that

_direction?
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Mr. Kissizozr. Senator McGee, I expressed my concern that ini
the desire to achieve a new balance, a situation could be created iI'
which doubt might arise in the mind of the potential aggressor, aid
therefore war could be made more likely. This supports the general
observations which you have made.

I believe it would be very useful if there could be a joint legislative
executive examination of that problem, that takes into account the
legislative concern for a sense of partici nation, but that is geared also
to the realities of the present period. Then we can look at the whole
mechanism in this era, when there are so many gray aras of decision-
making that could not be foreseen by the Founding Fathers.

Senator McGEE. My time is up. Thank you for the reasons.
Senator SYMINGTON. Senator Griffin?
Senator GRIFFIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

COMMENDATION OF WITNESS

Dr. Kissinger, Senator Javits said a little while ago you were
ending your testimony before this committee and when yon reach
the most jtunior nenr of the minority party there is hope that
maybe you are getting close to the end.

I must say that. making this observation. I think, that these hearings
have been useful, and I have followed them although I was not able
because of my floor responsibilities and other responsibilities to be
here all the tine. But I doubt that they were really necessary in some
respects because I think that most of ihe members of this committee,
if not everyone of them, were well satisfied about youwr qualifications
to be Secretarv of State without thie hearings.
Your perfoMiimance speaks for itself, and I think the country owes

you a great debt of g gratitude for what you have already accomplished,
.your brilliance al the way you ha e demonstrated through your
action and your record, your great qualifications to be Secretary of
State.

CoST OF SIGNIFICANT UNI.ATERAL U.S. TIOOP WITIIDIRAWAL. FROM It!ROPE

I would focus onl one particular area which I know was toulched on
the first day. but I do not think it was disse-d quite adequately,
considering the importance and the role that ('onrress can play in it.
I refer to the efforts that you and the administration are making to
negotiate some kind of an" agreement concerning the level of troops
in Europe.

There is great concern, I know. abupt the costs to the United States
of our maintaining troops in Euirope at the present level, in terms of
dollars, in terms of our balance-of-payvments deficit and the extent
to whicl that contributes thereto.

I would like to ask you whether or not there would not be a rather
important cost. to the'United States and to the world if we were to
unilaterally and significantly cut. back our troop strength in Europe
without achieving .some. kind'of an agreement.

Mr. KISLSxORn. Senator Griffin, a significant unilateral withdrawal
of American forces from Europe vould have a significant-

Senator GRFFIN. Would have what? T did not hear you.
Mr. KissixoEr. A significmit unilateral withdrawal of American

forces from Europe would have a disastrous effect on our whole strue-
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ture of our Atlantic relationships, which we are in the process of rede-
fining in this so-called Year of Europ--at a moment when, as the
newspapers report today, the Europeans, for the first time, have pro-
duced a united answer to our proposal of last April. It would have
very serious consequences.

I believe-and we are in the process of doing this, that we mustassess NATO strategy. Within the framework of NATO, we must ease
our financial burden. But in the absence of agreed reductions, we can-
not reduce our forces unilaterally; we should not reduce our forces
unilaterally. .

Senator GRIFFIN. And in terms of helping you and the administra-
tion to achieve such an agreement,. for the Congress to take the action
which is suggested and advocated by some certainly would not be
helpful, to say the least.

Mr. KIssNGER. It would be very unhelpful.
Senator GniFix. Thank you, br. Kissinger.
I think that most of the questions that I had planned to ask. indeed

all of them, have been asked at least once up until noiand I am glad
to allow the other junior member on the other side of the committee
to have an opportunity.

Senator SY[NUVOTO.N. Senator Humphrey.
Senator ]l'.htPiti:y. I see that relaxed smile on the face of Dr. Kis-

singer. Ile now knows he has come to the end of his ordeal, at least
for today.

S[GNIFIAN"CE OF TRADE AND ECONOMIC POLICY

Dr. Kissinger. I shall not keep you very long. I have a special in-
terest in trade and economic policy.

I repeat what I said the other day. I think that this is a very signifi-
cant dimension of what we call national security and foreign policy.
If it is true that we are leaving a period of confrontation and enter-
ing into the era of cooperation. then we have to think in terms of eco-
nomics and trade and resources. It is my judgment that this is going to
be one of the toughest areas for our country in the coming months
and years.

We are very short of natural resources, and at the present time,
because of the'devaluation of the dollar. there is a drain on American
res6iurces. It is a good buy if you can get everything you can from the
United States.

SIGNIFICANCE OF ADEQUATE SUPPLIES OF FOOD AND FIBER

My special field of endeavor in the past. year or so has been in the
food area. I am of the opinion that the administration still does not
realize the significance of the adequate supplies of food and fiber to
national security, and to our foreign policy.

HIEETINO OF EXPORTING AND IMPORTING NATIONS CONCERNING Fo.3IN'E

Not lonsw a-go I wrote a letter to the President in which I suggested,
in light of the fact that there is about a 400 million bushel shorage of
wheat worldwide which precii)itates an international food crisis, that
there ought to be a meeting of the key exporting and importing nations-
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to decide, first of all, what are we going to do about the areas of star.
vation and famine.

I would like very much, Mr. Secretary, if my vote-prevails, that you
give this issue priority attention, because I have noted day after day
the problems in India and Bangladesh and the Saliel, in other areas,
and our Public Law 480 program has ground to a halt insofar as any
assistance is concerned.

I do not expect that the United States can do this alone, I want to
be very frank about it.

For example, in the West African countries, France has a special
responsibility.

let me just put it in the form of a question.
Would you initiate, after consultation with the Secretary of Agri-culture. the Secretary of Commerce. and obviously with the'President,

a discussion amongst the main exporting nations and the main import-
ing nations as to what we are going to do in the coming year to relieve
conditions of human misery and. in some areas, famine, in the light
of the world food supply situat ion?

Mr. Kissixcwu. You know. Senator Humphrey. that your sugges-
tion runms counter to all our traditional attitudes with respect to
agriculture.

Senator If. MPIREY. Correct.
Mr. KISSIN, ER. We have always resisted the idea of commodity-

type agreements because we wanted to have the maximum opportu-
nity for the export of American products, and we thought we would
have enough to take care of all needs. In this respect the experience
of the last year has been a challenge to all of our traditional assump-
tions. We recognize that now we are living in a new world.

We have recently started an interdepartmental study of this prob-
lein. The proposal you make is one that some of us were discussing
informally earlier this year; at that time it did not receive too much
favor becaj'e of the weight of previous assumptions.

All I can say, pending the completion of that interdepartmental
study. is that the approach you have suggested is needed, and we will
look at it with the greatest sympathy.

STATE DEPARTMENT INVOLVEMENT IN AGRICULTURAL EXPORT POLICY

RECOM MEN DED

Senator IuMPhnREY. I will share with you some correspondence
on it. Let me say, again. Dr. Kissinger. my basic feeling is-and as
Chairman of Foreign Agricultural Policy. I deplore export controls.
I would like to see the market as open as possible. But I know that
the Chairman of the Agricultural Committee, Mr. Talmadge, is deeply
worried about the outflow, for example, the excessive outflow of Ameri-
can cotton. All of this is due, might I say to my colleagues, to the fact
that the dollar has a 35 percent discount. There is a run on everything
we have.-

Yesterday morning we spent 2 lours on the fact that we have a
shortage of fertilizer, and let me say that this fact means that we will
be short 20 million tons of feed grains next. year. Unless we can remedy
the fertilizer shortage within 90 days we will be 20 million tons short
next year on feed grains which will precipitate an international eco-
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nomic crisis. And in the United States inflation will be like a barn
burning down. There is no way that we can lose 20 million tons and
not. be in a major disaster.

I agin say that I don't like to see export controls, but I want the
State Department to be involved in this, and it hasn't been in the pas
It has been looked upon as strictly commerce, or as agriculture, and
yet this deals with our foreign policy. If we put on export controls it
upsets others, as it did the Japanese, and the French used it to great
advantage in terms of the common agricultural policy of the European
Community. I hope, Dr. Kissinger. that you will involve yourself,.
as the Secretary of State, in matters which today have been essentially
looked upon as commercial.

Might I say that even those who write about this are ill informed
because there is a whole. new ball game. People do not, understand
what. is hitting us. I want to state for the record today that unless
the Government of the United States takes some measures to either
extend terms of shipment or enters into some. form of licensing to
where we can keep a better record on what is happening in terms of
exports so that we can avoid export, mandatory embargoes we are
going to have an international food crisis, Dr. Kissinger, the likes of
which no one has ever dreamed of. We are the only reserve producing
country in the world, the only one, with any 'major reserve. The
predictions, yesterday from Dr.'Pearlherg, of the. Department of Agri-
culture were that we are headed for a 20-million-ton shortage next
year, even though we open up 22 million more acres, because of one-
little subject called fertilizer which is running out of this country at
S20 a ton more overseas than they can get for it domestically. Enough
on that, T just, wanted to get you involved in it because I think the,
trade matters are going to he 'at the heart. of all of your new efforts.

Mr. KTSTNOFR. It is a new field for vs. We ha not in the past
thought, that agricultural export,- required foreign policy decisions.
But I can asiire, you that the State Department will be deeply involved:
in these issues that. you have raised.

IMPORTANCE OF CTA TNDEPENDENCE

Senator I-TTr.%rnnY. I have one other observation. My time is up.
Yon noticed my esteemed colleague, Senator Symington, questioned'
you ht some length and detail and, may I say, very fortunately in ref-
erence to the Central Intelligence Agency. "I want to make one com-
ment so we have an understanding about it.

I think the independence of that Agency and to see that. it does not
come under the domination of the military or the Defense Department
is critically important. T served in an" administration where, had
we listened more to some of the estimates of the Central Intelligence
Agency, we would have been much better off than we were in listening
to some of the estimates from Saigon. Having been through the pun-
ishment. and the sorrow and the misery of this, I don't want to see it
happen again. I don't want to see a situation develop where the inde-
pendence of judgment that is necessary in that agency is lost.

I happen to believe in competition among the intelligence services.
Don't misunderstand me, but I wanted to fortify, as one Senator, a
colleague, what Senator Symington has had to sa, because first of all'
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we respect his views on this and secondly, I think he knows maybe
more about it than any other member on this committee and I wanted
to collaborate and associate myself with his commentary.

Mr. KISSINGER. I have expressed my view about this yesterday. Any
President will have to have an independent source of intelligence in
addition to what the services produce.

Senator SY3fiNoTON. I thank the Senator very much for what he
said. In turn, I was much iml)ressed with his, the voice of experience,
warning about future problems.

DOCUMENT ENTITLED, rEACE, NATIONAL SECURITY AND THE SALT

AGREEMENTT)

I now have that document, Dr. Kissinger. It is called, "Peace, Na-
tional Security, and SALT Agreements," and will read three sentences:

"Since World War II the United States and the Soviet Union com-
bined have produced nearly $20 trillion in gross national product-ap-
proximately $15 trillion in the United States and more than $4 trillion
in the Soviet Union. Of that amount, more than $2 trillion has been
spent on defend (approximately $1.3 trillion by the United States, and
an estimated $1 trillion by the Soviet Union).

"If the two societies continue to grow as projected to the end of the
century, and if both continue to spend the same proportion of GNP on
defense, the two countries together, by the year 2000 A.D., could spend
another $5 trillion or more to maintain national security."

This is dated August 1, 1972. It is a State Department release. It has
charts and the figures mentioned. We always hear about how big the
Soviet missiles are, as compared to ours, which was a calculated de-
cision on our part years ago. The chart shows that four 1-megaton
bombs are equivalent in destruction to one 16-megaton bomb. It gives
a graph, and a note,

The United States has more small weapons, the Soviet Union hao two larger
weapons. This gives the U.S.S.R. a lead in megatonnage, but as this chart. shows,
it is not the total megatonnage that counts. It is the effectiveness best measured
in equivalent Inegatonnage.

This was the document I asked your opinion about.
Mr. KIssiNoE.R. Yes; I will express my view in writing.

PROBI.EM OF WITNESS TWO HATS

senatorr Sy.xTOrOX. Thank you. I think it is clear to everybody that
if von win in this new work, we all win, and if you lose, all of us lose.
With that premise, I would present a short statement drawn up by an
expert in the field of foreign policy in Government.

A perturbing aspect of Dr. Kissinger's nomination to be Secretary of State Is
the knowledge that the President intends to keep him as his Assistant for
National Security Affairs. In the simplest language, Dr. Kissinger, if confirmed,
would wear two hats rather than the one which has already given him unpre-
celented authority in the field of foreign policy.

No matter what Dr. Kissinger may say to the committee, no matter how
vehement his reassurances, and no matter that we have every reason to take
him at his word, all this can be swept away by a simple, one-sentence order by
President Nixon. If anyone doubts the responsiveness of the nominee to the
President, he need look no further than the revelations about the meeting
of the Washington Special Action Group at the time of the-Pakistan tilt. If
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Mr. Nixon wishes, he can take the important business of the State Department
into bis hands via Dr. Kissinger and leave Secretary Rush to empty the
burn baskets.

The problem currently, facing the committee is that there literally does not
appear to be any way of dealing with this problem successfully unless two
developments take place: First, the President name someone else as his Assistant
for National 'Secarity Affairs and second, there might in the near future be a
means of arriving at a consensus on the issue of executive privilege.

The first step would be relatively simple should the President wish to under-
take it. The second is difficult at this juncture. It does no good for us to say
that there is no doctrine of executive privilege but rather a custom of executive
privilege. It would seem that this whole issue is going to be settled by political
power and public opinion rather than legal maneuverings.

The experience of the Congress and the Foreign Relations Committee thus
far with the Nixon administration has not been constructive. From its first
days in office this administration has tried to concentrate power in the White
Douse at the expense of the executive branch departments and agencies and
the Congress and the courts and the American people.

There should not be any question about the principle of Executive account-
ability to the Congress. As stated by Senator Fulbright on July 27, 1973:

"In 1789 Congress adopted and President Washington signed a statute stating
that It 'Shall be the duty of the Secretary of the Treasury to make a report and
to give information to either branch of the legislature in person or-n writingI * *
respecting all matters referred to him by the Senate or the House of Representa-
tives or which shall appertain to his office.'"

Congress has consistently enacted legislation to maintain and refurbish
this principle ever since Washington's day. This is a far cry from some inherent-
power claimed for the -Presldeiit in a Cons4ittiton which clearly states that
all powers not delegated to the United States "are reserved to the individual
states respectively or to the people."

Senator SYMINx TOx. Now. my opinion for what it is worth, I have
been in the executive branch, have sat on the National Security Coun-
cil, was in the executive branch when the National Security Council
was created, and I believe it is going to be far more difficult ?or you to
handle this new job the way you are capable of in wearing the two
hats. I know we do not agree or you would not have accepted it.
Kindly comment on the statement read. or if you prefer, take it and
file a :eplV for the record at. your convenience.

Incideitally, I would ask unanimous consent that all the detiil of
this State Deipartment docment, not long, be inserted in the record.

Mr. KissixoyR. Well. Senator Svrmington, we have discussed this
problem privately. Of course, the President would have it in his
power, if he appoints another Assistant, to withdraw all foreign policy
matters from Secretary Kissinger, and have him empty the waste-
baskets in the State department. So that problem is not solved by
separating the two positions. In fact, the danger is reduced by com-
bining the two positions.

The intention of the President in combining the two positions,
however, as he expressed in his press conference, is to move the
central focus of policynmking from the White House to the State
Department. reserving t.a himself, of course, the final decisions, but
making the Secretary of State accountable to the committee in terms
of the operation of the interdepartmental machinery which would
remain under the Assistnt to the President. It. of course, depends
on the fairness with which this is conducted, about which each of
the Departments will have its own judgment: and if fairness is lack.
ing it will certainly lead to expressions of concern by the Cabinet
members and the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs, each of whom has
direct access to the President.
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BUILDINO UP PTATE DEPARTMENT MORAL

Senator SYmiNOToN. You have stated that it was your intention to
build up the morale of the State Department, which, as everybody
knows, could stand some building up. In Emmet Hughes' latest book,
he mentioned that State has a problem; it doesn't have any, you might
say, constituency. In the Labor Department there are a lot of people
including the unions working on labor; Commerce Department, busi-
ness works on Commerce, and bankers work on the Treasury. The
State Department has nothing of that character from the standpoint
of support. My question, do you believe that maintaining the position
you have in the White House, and, at the same time functioning as
Secretary of State will make it possible for you to improve to the ex-
tent you and all of us would like to see the status and morale of the
State Department.

Mr. KimSSIOEn. I am convinced, Senator, that if I am confirmed,
the State Department will notice that it is playing a major role. Morale
derives front a sense of participation and a sense that one is doing
something important and in the national interest.. If I cannot achieve
that in the State Department, I will be missing my primary function.

I am sure I can achieve it.
Senator SY.INGTON. Let me wish you the very best of luck.
Senator Javits.
Senator,.N'TTxs. I would like to yield to Senator Griffin.
Senator GRIFFIN. No questions.

WITNESS' RETrFNTION OF WHITE HOUSE POSITION

Senator JAVITS. I have two questions to ask Dr. Kissinger on this
very subject of the two-hat theory. Dr. Kissinger, do you consider
it an essential precondition to you - being Secretary of State that you
should retain this position in the White House?

Mr. Kissi.,-oGFP. I think, Senator Javits, that in terms of the opera-
tion of the Government, in terms of the relationships that have devel-
oped within the Government, this will be by far the most efficient way
of conducting the affairs of the Government.

Senator .J.%viTs. But I assume you do not wish us to rule out the
9 ossibility if you don't find that works satisfactorily you can still be

ecretarv of state without being the President's Chief Adviser in the
White Ifouse.

Mr. KissiNGER. If it does not work satisfactorily, then I am cer-
tain that the President will want to make other arrangements.

Senator JAVITS. Now, the question which leads from that is the
following, and I think again our committee has had these assurances
but let is phrase it within this context: You rep resent to the com-
mittee, as a condition of your confirmation, that there is nothing that
you will do as Special Adviser to the President and a White House
official which will prevent you from, or inhibit you either in your
relations with this committee or in the exercise of the Office of Secre-
tarv of State to operate as you would if you were not a White House
official.

Mr. KIssiNGER. That is correct, Senator Javits.
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Senator JAvrrs. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator SYm[NoToN. Senator Griffin.
Senator GRrFnF. No.
Senator SYMNGTON. Thank you for your courtesy and tolerance and

your constructive thinking.
[Whereupon, at 12:35 p.m., the committee adjourned, subject to the

-call of the cair.]



NOMINATION OF HENRY A. KISSINGER

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, 1973

UNITED STATEs SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONs.

Washington, /).('.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:45 a.m., in room 31S,
Russell Senate Office Building, Senator John Sparkman, presiding.
Present: Senators Sparkman, McGovern, and Aiken.
Senator SPARKMAN. Let the committee come to order, please.
I regret the weather and the strikes, and so forth, have caused all of
us some trouble, but we are glad to get started.

OPENING STATEMENT

The Committee on Foreign Relations is meeting this morning to
receive testimony on the nomination of Dr. Henry Kissinger to be
Secretary of State. I note that we have 10 witnesses on our agenda. I
hope that each individual will comply with the committee's request
to limit his testimony to 10 minutes. If you have prepared state
ments we will include all of the statements in the record and you may
present your testimony as you see fit.
Our first witness this morning is our friend Donald M. Fraser. He
is speaking for the Americans for Democratic Action, and also ex
pressing his views as a member of the Foreign Affairs Committee of
the House. Mr. Fraser, we will be glad to hear from you.

STATEMENT OF HON. DONALD M. FRASER, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE FIFTH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT OF
MINNESOTA AND NATIONAL CHAIRMAN, AMERICANS FOR DEMO
CRATIC ACTION: ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN ISAACS, LEGISLATIVE
REPRESENTATIVE, ADA

Mr. FRASER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I am grateful
for this opportunity the committee has given me to comment on the
nomination of Dr. Kissinger to be Secretary of State. I am appearing
Mr. Chairman, as already indicated, today both as a member of the
House Committee on Foreign Affairs and as the National Chairman
of Americans for Democratic Action. With me, Mr. Chairman, is Mr.
John Isaacs, who is legislative representative of our organization.
My position here this morning is made more difficult because of
antisemetic and extreme right wing objections interposed regretably
by others. I emphasize that I am in no way associated with such views.
Nevertheless, I feel an obligation to set forth some grave reservations
I hold concerning this nomination.

(155)
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QUESTIONS RAISED BY COMMITrEE

The experience ofthe past 41/2 years has taught us that if we ignore
ethical and constitutional principles in executing foreign policy, we run
the risk of seriously undermining the democratic process of govern.
ment. During the past week, the Committee on Foreign Relations has
wisely raised questions about Dr. Kissinger's culpabiity in wiretap-
ping telephones of members of his staff and the press, an in the secret
bombing of Cambodia in 1969 and 1970. You have also inquired as to
his intentions regarding the invocation of executive privilege in com-
munications with Congress. Satisfactory answers to these questions
and assurances concerning future conduct. are essential before confirma-
tion can be justified.

REQUIRED ASSURANCES

Dr. Kissingeros pledge to this committee "to seek to maintain a cli-
mate of mutual trust" is encouraging, but. public and congressional
confidence in his and the. President's commitment to the democratic
conduct of foreign relations has been so severely shaken that more
specific assurances are required. One has to acknowledge frankly that
a "climate of mutual trust" would be a major departure from the de-
ception and jealous guarding of lower which has been characteristic of
the Nixon-Kissinger foreign policy. Accordingly, Dr. Kissinger's con-
firmation should be withheld until and unless you receive complete
assurance on the following four points: (1) that the administration
will not. engage in military combat not. sanctioned-by Congress; (2)
that the administration w1ll tell Congress and the American people
the truth about its foreign activities; (3) that the administration will
provide Congress with the information it needs on foreign policy;
(4) that Dr. Kissinger will neither participate in not condone any
invasion of constitutional rights in the performance of his duties.

Such simple and fundamental assurances from a Secretary of State,
it seems to me, normally ought to be taken for granted. But we are
living in a strange time when it is necessary to goback to "square one"
to make certain that the ground rules are really what we thought they
were; regrettably, very little can be taken for granted.

The bombing'of Cambodia in 1969, 1970. and 1973, and the-hun-
dreds of military incursions into Laos art serious examples of official
deception and contempt, for congressional authority. We need firm
guarantees that in the event of an attack on Saigon, for example, North
Vietnam would not be. bombed without congressional approval; like-
wise, in the case of a U.S. combat role in insurgencies inThailand and
the Philippines where thousands of U.S. troops are stationed.

The administration's false reporting on the bombing of Cambodia,
its pledge of evenhandedness in the Indo-Pakistan war, when it
strongly supported Pakistan, and Dr. Kissinger's initial denial of
knowledge of wiretaps on his staff reveal a pattern of dishonesty in
dealing with the American people. All of us have a responsibility to
demand the truth, and the administration has a responsibility to give
it. But the crisis of confidence is presentlv so severe that doubts in-
evitably arise as to whether we can believe the administration's denial
of involvement in the coup in Chile, for example.
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The administration's unwillingness to provide Congress with the.
information it needs to carry out its constitutional responsibilities in
foreign relations, its excessive recourse to executive privilege, its dis-
trust of newsmen, its intransigence toward widely supported chal.
lenges to its foreign policy assumptions create the impression that Dr.

Kissinger and the President regard the conduct of foreign relations
as somehow exempt from the democratic process. We have a right to
expect more openness from them. It is deplorable that the American
people and Congress should have to depend so much on the press to
ferret out. information-by whatever means available-in order to
find out what the Government is doing in foreign affairs.

COMBINATION OF POSITIONS

Combining in one person the poqitiows of Secretary of State and
.Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs is an innova-
tion with much to commend it. The incumbent with this dual portfolio
has the unique opportunity to make U.S. foreign policy more internal-
lv coherent than ever before in the post-World War 1I era by maxi-
miiizing the potential of both the State Department and the 'ational
Security Council system. This is an organizational experiment worth
launching in searchi of a more coherent way to manage foreign affairs.

On the other hand. if the combined Secretarv of State/Presidential
assistant, were to hide behind White H-ouse executive privilege, re-
fusing to testify before Congress and withholding information, the
new arrangement would be counterproductive for the Nation on bal-
ance. I hope Dr. Kissinger's assurances to this committee on this matter
will be reflected in his actions.

NIXON-KISSINOER PREOCCUPATION WITH BIG-POWER POLITICS

I am convinced that the Nixon-Kissinger preoccupation with big-
powver politics is shortsighted and that if we are to secure a "generation
of peace," U.S. foreign policy must show a great deal more sensitivity
in relations with countries other than the Soviet Union and China. Cer-
tainly, the slighting of Japan in our contacts with China was a major
blunater. and Dr. Kissinger's consistent lack of concern for Japanese-
views is alarming. We are now halfway through the heralded "year of
Europe" without any evidence of any concrete policy to define "what it
means. And there is an urgent nned to build a firin and cordial "tri-
lateral" relationship among the United States, Western Europe, and
Japan.

Our neglected relations with third world nations call for greater
American commitment to development assistance emphasizing mu-
tual respect and cooperation. With black Africa low on the totem pole
of priorities, the administration sat with folded hands while Congress
gave the Smith regime in Southern Rhodesia its biggest boost by
authorizing imports of chrome ore in violation of international law
under U.N. sanctions. Close ties and military assistance to Portugal
help it to hold tightly to its African colonies. Dr. Kissinger's recent
public statement supporting efforts to repeal the Rhodesian chrome
amendment must be followed by high-level action by the State De-
partment and the White House if these efforts are to succeed.
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Improvements in bilateral relations with the Soviet Union and
China would seem to set the stage for a new American emphasis on
multilateral diplomacy, particularly in the United Nations. Sincei
growing number of world problems-sch as environmental decay, dis-
armament, and law of the sea--cannot be solved bilaterally, new Amet-
ican initiatives are u.eeded to strengthen the United Nations and other
broad multilateral forums. But instead, this country too often buries
its head in the sand with its position isolated even from its traditional
friends.

The United States spiteful policy of not exchanging ambassadors
with Sweden. is unworthy of a mature nation. The administration's
childish reaction to Swedish criticism of U.S. bombing of North Viet-
nam was uncalled for, and I hope Dr. Kissinger's stated intention to
name ambassadors to all unfilled posts by mid-November includes
the appointment of an envoy to Stockholm.

PROMISE OF MORE OPEN ADMINISTRATION

In the wake of distressing revelations in the Watergate scandal,
President Nixon has promised a morm open administration and his
Secretary of State-designate has been emphatic on this point in re-
gard to foreign a ffihrs. It would be cynical simply to reject these state-
ments by citing the record of the I)ast 4 years and recalling that the
President made an identical promise in IM69 at tle beginning of his
first administration. Clearly, though, without a change in the Nixon-
Kissinger style, these l)romnises cannot be kept because, heretofore,
that style has 1een inconsistent with openness.

Without satisfactory assurances of democratic process, confirma-
tion of the Kissinger nomination would make every acquiescing Sen-
ator -a collaborator in endorsing the infringment of constitutional
rights and the practice of deception upon the American people.

Thank you very iuiuch, Mr. Chairman.
Senator SPARKm.N. Thank you.

('.MMENI)Vi'I bN (01, WVITN F:S" STATEMENT

I want to say von IaIe Iiade a veiv tine and constructive statement.
I agree in l)riici'l)le with you on nearly everything you said. We thank
You for appearing.

Senator Aiken.

t 1 ,i,n SlUIMI'I'FFI) To 1*. KiSSINGER!

Sellil Au liEN. Iha no !1 nun'elut :u ud no quest ions to ask, because
there have heen i ulmitted to Mr. Kissinger several dozen questions
to which lie is to r ly ill writiu-.. llis replies will be printed in the
recordi of these lcaiigs. This r-cird should be available, I would
think, by next Tiesdav. If the nomination is approved by the coin-
uiittee, then the recor" will be available for. anyone to read it before
the Senate vtes on hiis ,onfirmation. .o I think all the questions you
have raised have been asked and will be replied to in writing anyway.

Mr. Fwsri:u. I am i,.rv lhal)py to lean that. Thank you very much.
Senator qp.\..\.. Thank you very imh.I
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Our next witness is Col. Curtis B. Dall.
Former Senator Ernest Gruening, I understand, has not arrived yet.
So we will call up Colonel Dall, chairman of the Board of Policy of
the Liberty Lobby. Colonel Dall, we are very glad to see you, sir. Will
you proceed with your statement.

STATEMENT OF COL. CURTIS B. DALL, CHAIRMAN, BOARD OF
POLICY, LIBERTY LOBBY; ACCOMPANIED BY ROBERT M. BARTELL

Colonel DALL. Mr. Chairman, with your permission, I would like
to have my associate, Robert M. Bartell join me here.
Senator SPARRMAN. Yes, indeed. Glad to have you here. Mr. Bartell.
Colonel DALL. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee. I am
Curtis Dall, chairman of Liberty Lobby, an institution consisting of
American citizens who have voluntarily joined together to promote
their patriotic and constitutionalist convictions. Liberty Lobby is
fundamentally different from other pressure groups in Washington
because we do not speak for any special interest but for the broad
interest of the United States.
In addition to our publications, which go to more than 200,000
readers every month, more than a million listener's hear our daily radio
program, This Is Liberty Lobby, now on S1 stations coast to coast.

("ONFIRMATION OF DIR. KISSINGEIR () I’I’( SEI)

I speak to respectfully oppose the confirmation of Dr. Henry Kis
singer as Secretary of State, and my reasons for doing so are numerous.
In fact, in the time allotted to me I can only sketch a few of these
reasons which seem to Liberty Lobby to be the most important.

CONTINUATION OF POLICY OF INTERVENTION AND INTERNATIONALISM

Our basic objection to his confirmation is that Dr. Kissinger rep
resents a continuation of the policy of intervention and international
ism which has devastated America and the world in the past 60 years.
The underlying philosophical assumption of internationalism is that
Americans are so perfect and good and wise that we have the right and
even the duty to meddle into the affairs of others to make them as
perfect and as happy as we are. Internationalism is not only an ir
responsible and deceptive philosophy that is totally unworkable in
practice, as history for the past 60 years has shown, but it is extremely
damaging to the interests of the United States and trends to the
total relinquishment of the most precious thing you and I possess—
American sovereignty.
Since its very inception, Liberty Lobby has distributed to it

s

mem
bers and sold to anyone who wants to purchase, copies o

f

the Farewell
Address o

f George Washington. As you know, every February 22d,
the address is read o

n

the floor o
f

the Senate. It contains a strong
warning against the insidious wiles o

f foreign influence, since history
and experience prove that foreign influence is the most baneful foe o
f

republican government. This advice, gentlemen, represents the distilled
wisdom o
f

all history, and to keep ignoring it and pretending as if
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George Washington did not know what he was talking about is totally
irresponsible.
As few men, Dr. Kissinger represents the antithesis of this policy—
insofar, I mean, as one can make any sense out of his policy, because
his written words are obtuse and unclear. But there is no doubt that his
idea of foreign policy consists in becoming embroiled in the problems
and quarrels of every nation on earth in the alleged search for peace,
and this is

,

Liberty Lobby states, irresponsible, contrary to the in
terests o

f every man and woman who lives in America, and in the long
run. suicidal. This great indictment o

f

the philosophy o
f international

isiºn inlist no longer be shirked by reasonable men.
As evidence of Dr. Kissinger's clear intention to continue the dev
astation o

f

internationalism in his pronouncement o
f

his aim to cre
ate a “New Atlantic Charter.” I was speechless when I heard this.
Nothing could b

e more clear in historical retrospect than the so-called
Atlantic Charter was a hypocritical fraud practiced o

n the American
people for the sole purpose o

f preparing them for war. In fact, no At
lantic Charter even exists. It was simply a press release issued by
Churchill and Roosevelt to cover up their war conspiracy 4 months
before Pearl Harbor. Its provisions are so blatantly dishonest that men
should cringe at such massive perfidy.
Instead o

f

the utopia promised b
y

the so-called Atlantic Charter, the
end o

f

the war brought slavery for 130 million Eastern Europeans,
who, by the way, are fated to remain in perpetual slavery under the
heel o

f

the Red Army if the Kissinger policy should prevail. Shame
fully, while there is widespread and extremely vocal concern for the
“human rights” o

f

certain favored minorities inside the Soviet Union,
no one seems to give a hang about 130 million people in Eastern Eu
rope who can testify to the humbug o

f

the so-called Atlantic Charter.

In spite of the tragedy of Eastern Europe, sold into slavery b
y

the
signers o

f

the so-called Atlantic Charter over the corpses o
f

millions

o
f military and civilian combatants. Dr. Kissinger shapes his plans

for the future around a “new Atlantic Charter.” If he, who is touted

a
s

a
n historian and a “brilliant mind,” does not agree that the so

called Atlantic Charter was and was meant to be a well-planned decep
tion on the people o

f America, then he is doubly unfit to serve as Secre
tary o

f

State.

ENHANCEMENT OF CONCENTRATION OF POWER IN EXECUTIVE BRANCII

The second major reason Liberty Lobby opposes the confirmation

o
f

this appointee is that, should the Senate confirm him, it would
represent a

n

enhancement o
f

the concentration o
f power in the execu

tive branch and a further undermining o
f

the power, prestige, and
status o
f

the legislative. Dr. Kissinger comes to you not only as a pros
pective Secretary o
f State, a job which h
e has in fact more than

shared with the previous Secretary, but also a
s the Chairman o
f

the
National Security Council, and as such the d
e facto head o
f

all intel
ligence operations in the United States, and chairman o
f

the Defense
Programs Review Committee, which, as I am sure this committee
realizes, has the power to make recommendations to the President con
cerning all defense expenditures in the annual budget. Does this not
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give him effective control over the Department of Defense? We are
also aware that he is chairman of the “Secret Forty Committee,” ac
cording to the September 11 New York Times. Pray, what is that :
Certainly, very few Americans have ever heard of it

,

and all we are
told is that it “deals exclusively * * * in covert operations.”
Dr. Kissinger's power is already far greater than that o

f anyone else

in the United States with the possible exception o
f

the President him
self. Let me point out that to confirm him a

s Secretary o
f

State would
not only invest this man with power greater than any one man should
have, but also it would constitute d

e facto approval o
f

his authority in

his other positions. Please ponder that well.
To assume that he would respect the prerogative of this committee

o
r

the Congress after his confirmation is unrealistic. If the task of

restoring the authority o
f Congress is to be undertaken b
y

Congress,

then the place to start is here b
y denying the confirmation o
f

this
designate.

INVESTIGATION OF Dr. KISSINGER's RELATIONSHIP witH NON OFFICIAL
GROUPS URGER)

Finally and briefly, we urge that Dr. Kissinger's relationship to

certain secret and semisecret, nonofficial groups b
e investigated for

evidence o
f

collusion or conspiracy. I refer particularly to the Council

o
n Foreign Relations and more specifically to the international Bilder

berger group. Dr. Kissinger is known to have attended two very secret
meetings o

f

this group, the latest in Woodstock, Vt., April 23–25, 1971.
Among the subjects alleged to have been discussed here was devalua
tion o

f

the dollar, which became a fact a few months after this meet
ing. The American people have a right to know more about this secret
meeting, and I point out that there was a possible violation of law in
volved: namely title 31, chapter 10, section 551 o

f

the United States
Code, because o

f

the illegal use o
f Government-provided transporta

tion, Secret Service and FBI agents not in discharge of official duties.
Gentlemen, the taxpayers have a right to know how their money is

spent.
INSERTIONS FOR THE RECORD

I ask for permission to insert into the record, as documentation and
extension o

f my remarks, our issue o
f Liberty Lowdown for June 1971,

No. 100. Liberty Lowdown is a monthly report sent to all our mem
bers, and this issue concerns the secret Bilderberg meeting to which I

have referred.
Second. I submit for inclusion into the record a copy of our ener
gency mailing earlier this month, containing a brief item from the
Los Angeles Times which I should bring to your attention.

DENIAL OF CONFIRMATION RECOMMENDED

In conclusion, Liberty Lobby recommends that this committee deny
the confirmation o

f

Dr. Henry Kissinger a
s Secretary o
f

State.

I thank you for this opportunity to present the reasoned objections

o
f
a significant sector o
f

American opinion, and an opinion that has for
its motivation only the best interests o
f

America.
Senator SPARKMAN. Thank you very much, Colonel Dall.
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The papers you asked to include are not too voluminous, are they?
Mr. BARTELL. No, they are very short.
Senator SPARKMAN. Without objection, they will be included.
[The information referred to follows:]

LIBERTY. LOBBY,
Washington, D.C., June 1971.

LIBERTY LOW DOWN

SECRET WORLD SUMMIT CONFERENCE

Liberty Lowdown has penetrated the outer hard shell of secrecy around the
mysterious Bilderbergers—the most secretive coterie of super-rich, leftist inter
nationalists in the world. This story was first broken by Rep. John Rarick
(D-La.), in the May 5 Congressional Record, with information supplied to him
by Liberty Lobby on May 3. Other than this and the article in the May 15 Wash
ington Observer, this tremendous story has been totally suppressed in all of the
national news media.
What makes the following so vital is not only the meeting itself but the fact
that the allegedly “free press” of America has cooperated in a great conspiracy
to keep it secret.
The “permanent” chairman or front man of the Bilderberg group is H.R.H.
Prince Bernhard of the Netherlands, royal consort of Queen Juliana. He is the
only official designated as “permanent” in the Bilderberg clique—all others are
“honorary” or “temporary.” But lurking ominously in the shadows behind him
are the Rothschilds, Warburgs, Wallenbergs, Rockefellers, and other great inter
national banking dynasties. For inexplicable reasons, they are highly elusive
about the whole thing.
You did not read about it in the “free press” but the latest Bilderberg meeting
was held Apr. 23–25, 1971, at Woodstock, Vt. Liberty Lowdown dispatched a re
porter to the scene despite the tight security and secrecy maintained by about 150
state and local policemen working under a task force of FBI agents. Never be
fore had there been such an array of law enforcement officers in the village of
Woodstock (population 1,600). The Woodstock Inn is owned by Laurance Rocke
feller, who lives in a spacious home on a hillside; everyone was barred from the
inn except the Bilderbergers,

THE DIGNITARIES ARRIVE

When Prince Bernhard arrived in his private jet in Boston, a terse 2-page
statement was released to about 30 waiting newsmen. No further information
was given out about the meeting and no interviews were granted by the distin
guished personages attending. As the foreign VIP's arrived in New York and
Boston, three private Rockefeller planes ferried them to West Lebanon, N.H.,
where chauffeured limousines whisked them away to the Rockefeller estate Or
the Woodstock Inn.
Several foreign ministers of cabinet level rank attended. No Nixon cabinet of
ficer was there, but Dr. Henry A. Kissinger, assistant to the President for Na
tional Security Affairs, participated in the meeting. He arrived in a White House
plane, accompanied by four U.S. Secret Service bodyguards, and Lt. Gen. John
W. Vogt, director of the Joint Staff, Organization of the Joint Chiefs. (NOTE: The
secret guest list of the participants has been obtained as this issue goes to press,
and will be sent free to any member of Liberty Lobby upon request, accompanied
by a stamped, self-addressed enveiope. Pe sure to give Board of Policy number.)
Back in 1937, Prince Bernard, an impoverished German princeling, was work
ing in the Paris office of I. G. Farben, when a telegram from his mother summoned
him to Switzerland, where he met and wooed Princess Juliana of Holland. Dur
ing World War II, Bernard was Dutch liaison officer with the British Royal Air
Force in London. After the war, he was public relations promoter of the NATO
alliance and the European Common Market, and helped promote the sale of Dutch
products to South America. Prince Bernard was approached by the Polish liberal
writer and political philosopher Retinger, with his scheme for a united Europe
and eventually one-world government.
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Bernard thought Retinger had a good idea, but the Dutch ministers feared that
the scheme might embarrass Holland. Bernard took off for Washington, D.C.,
where he got support for the Retinger plan from Gen. Walter Bedell Smith, then
director of the Central Intelligence Agency, and C. D. Jackson, a White House
aide also closely connected with the CIA. “Beedle” Smith had been American am
bassador to Moscow, where he had been thoroughly brainwashed. His first act as
CIA director was to assemble all his top officials and announce, “We can’t lick
world communism—no counter-insurgency plans will work. We must compromise
and co-exist with communism.” The CIA Officials were shocked.
In 1953, President Eisenhower appointed Smith Under Secretary of State, and
named Allen Dulles to head ('IA. The first Bilderberg meeting Occurred in the
Bilderberg Hotel, Osterbeek, Holland, with funds from the Ford and Rockefeller
Foundations, and covert support of the CIA.
Since 1955, the Carnegie Endowment for International i'eace has administered
funds for the Bilderberg organization, provided by the Ford Foundation and
other sources. And Joseph E. Johnson, head of the Carnegie Endowment, has been
the Bilderberg honorary secretary general for the U.S. When Prince Bernard de
parted at noon on the second day of the recent Woodstock meeting, Johnson
presided over the remainder of the conference.

ENIGMATIC WOOD STOCK FESTIVAL

The Bilderbergers have held 17 meetings. The recent 3-day Woodstock session
was the third in the U.S. (St. Simons Island, Ga., 1957, and Williamsburg, Va.,
1964—all three on Rockefeller-owned properties).
Bilderberg spokesmen say that Bilderberg is strictly a one-man thing, Operated
by Prince Bernhard without any permanent membership or even any permanent
organizational structure. This is simply not true. The permanent Bilderberg
secretariat is at 1 Smidswater, The Hague, The Netherlands. The secretary
general for Europe is Ernst H. van der Beugel, professor of International Rela
tions, Leiden University. And as previously stated, Joseph E. Johnson is secre
tary general for the U.S. In addition, a permanent international steering com
mittee nominates the “participants” for each conference to Prince Bernhard,
who issues invitations. And the “participants” (not delegates) are picked because
of their involvement in the program of the agenda of the meeting. The 10 U.S.
members on the international steering committee picked the 30 American
participants in the recent Woodstock session.
When Mrs. Dori Parker, assistant to American Secretary General Johnson,
was asked the names of the American members of the steering committee, she
replied, “I am not supposed to give out that information.” Not only are meetings
held under heavier security than the U.S. National Security Council, but even
the identity of the members of the international steering committee is secret.
However, Liberty Lowdown was able to ferret out the names of the following
members of the international Bilderberg committee : David Rockefeller, chair
man, Chase Manhattan Bank : George W. Ball, managing director, Lehman
Brothers, Inc.; Arthur H. Dean, senior partner, Sullivan & Cromwell: Gabriel
Hauge, chairman, Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co.: Henry J. Heinz, Chairman,
H. J. Heinz Co.; Thomas L. Hughes, president, Carnegie Endowment for Inter
national Peace ; Howard Stein, president, Dreyfus Corp. : Emilio G. Coilado,
executive vice president, Standard Oil Co. (N.J.) : Robert O. Anderson, chair
man. Atlantic Richfield Co. and chairman, Aspen Institute for Humanistic
Studies; and Ian K. MacGregor, chairman, American Metal Climax.
The Bilderberg steering committee members generally nominate each other
as conference participants—but not always. How the original members of this
autocracy are chosen is not only a secret but how they are replaced is a secret.
And even the total membership of the international steering committee is also
a secret. Why do great international financiers and noted educators want to
conceal the fact that they are Bilderberg committeemen? The Bilderberger oper
ations appear more like the clandestine meetings of the dreaded Mafia or the
murderous Zionist Stern Gang than the harmless get-together of world leaders
for a frank discussion of international affairs. Phyllis Schlafly, in A Choice
Not an Echo, called the group an example of a “little clique of howerful men
who meet secretly and plan events that appear to “just happen.’”
The noted British authority on internationalist groups. A. K. Chesterton, in
The New Unhappy Lords, asserts, “If the facts concerning the Royal Institute
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of International Affairs and the Council on Foreign Relations be accepted, it
will be seen that the proper study of political mankind is the study of power
elites, without which nothing that happens can be understood. These elites,
preferring to work in private, are rarely found posed for photographers, and
their influence upon events has therefore to be deduced from what is known
of the agencies they employ. There are dozens of such agencies. Financial Sup
port received from one or the other or all three big American foundations—
Rockefeller, Carnegie, and Ford—provides an infallible means of recognizing
them. One of the most blatant of these agencies, despite its adoption of a
secret society technique, is the Bilderberg group. Strange, is it not, that Prince

IT IS OFFICIAL–THE AMERICAN ROLE “CHANGES.”

Only two topics were on the Woodstock agenda : (1) The contribution of busi
ness in dealing with current problems of social instability and (2) The possi
bility of a change of the American role in the world and its consequences. The
first subject was scheduled for only the first day, and Dr. Kissinger appar
ently did not consider it very important, because he skipped it

.

The next morn
ing he presented his “working paper.” Discussion on his proposals lasted all
day, continuing to a cocktail party hosted by David Rockefeller. This “working
paper” was the most significant presentation at the closed-door parley, accord
ing to informed sources. In fact, it was a briefing of U.S. estimates and inten
tions regarding its “changing global role.”
Ironically, only one U.S. Senator participated, Adlai Stevenson III (D-Ill.),
and four Congressmen : Donald Fraser (D.F.L.-Minn.), Peter H. B. Freling
huysen (R.—N.J.), Henry S

. Reuss (D–Wis.), and Donald W. Riegle (R—Mich.),
Frelinghuysen and Reuss belong to the CFR.
Gabriel Hauge also presented a working paper. Incidentally, when he was a

White House aide, he was known as the “man who tells Ike what to think,”
according to the Wall Street Journal. A forerunner o

f Bundy, Rostow, and
Kissinger, he held the status of American foreign policy arbiter. Now he is in

a strategic spot in the power elite as chairman of Manufacturers Hanover Trust,

a bank with close ties with the Zionist international banking firm o
f Dillon,

Read & Co. Manufacturers Hanover has long been controlled by Horace Flanigan,
father of Pete Flanigan, vice president of Dillon Read, now on leave while serving
as a top Nixon aide. The Flanigans and Dillons have joint oil investments tied
to Union Oil and Standard Oil of California; the Dillon Read firm also has close
tie-ins with the Rockefellers and Standard Oil of New Jersey.

PEACE CARNEGIE STYLE

The notorious Alger Hiss left his high State Department post to become presi
dent o

f

the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace. A few years ago, the
group prepared a plan for a U.N.-sponsored military operation against South
Africa. The U.S. and Soviet air forces were to cover the invasion o

f

the republic
by national forces from a number of countries. When the plan leaked prematurely
before the liberals could “condition” public sentiment, a furor arose.
Three years ago Henry Kissinger and Charles W. Yost, then Nixon's ambassa
dor to the U.N., helped prepare the Future of the Strategic Arms Race: Options
for the Seventies. The report, published by the Carnegie Endowment, advocated
nuclear power “sufficiency” rather than “superiority.”
In a campaign speech on Oct. 24, 1968, Nixon declared his intention to “restore
our objective of clear-cut military” superiority over the Soviet Union. This strong
pro-American statement doubtless helped Nixon get votes. But a week after
taking office, the Carnegie Report was issued, and Nixon has since advocated
nuclear “sufficiency.”
Perhaps it is more than coincidental that only a few days after the Bilderberg
ers met at Woodstock to make it official that the U.S. was about to experience

a “change in the American role” in the world, billions of dollars were rushed

to Germany to profit from American dollar devaluation, one aspect of this Nation's
waning power and prestige under internationalist leadership.
Americans aware of the sinister group that met at Woodstock in April will
have no difficulty in identifying those responsible for their national troubles.
(Copyright 1971 Liberty Lobby.)
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EMERGENCY P.S. '

In only a matter of days the Senate will begin hearings to confirm the appoint
ment of Henry Kissinger as Secretary of State. Liberty Lobby will, of course,
officially urge that he not be confirmed in testimony before the Foreign Relations
Committee.
But this is not enough ' Your personal Opposition to Kissinger must be made
known emphatically and immediately—and your friends must join their protests
with yours without delay !
Why should Kissinger not be Secretary of State? As Nixon's National Security
Advisor and head of the National Security Council Intelligence Committee,
Kissinger has wielded power “second only to that of the President himself,”
in the words of a Senator. Few people realize that all spy agencies, including
FBI, CIA, Defense, and Treasury intelligence have been reporting directly to
Kissinger since Nov. 6, 1971, when Nixon turned over this horrifying power—
lock, stock, and barrel—to Kissinger by Executive Order.
Now, if confirmed as Secretary of State in addition to his job as spy boss,
the enigmatic Kissinger will actually wield more power than the President him
self, who is gravely weakened by “Watergate” (Strange, isn't it, how Kissinger
will benefit by Watergate?!)
Henry Kissinger must not be Secretary of State because :
1. The Constitution stipulates that the President and Vice President be native
born. Certainly an unelected official with power equal to or greater than that of
the President should also be native-born. I’lenty of native-born Americans would
make a good Secretary of State |
2. Kissinger has stated that the time is at hand for the surrender of “institu
tions based on the concept of national sovereignty” ". He is recognized as being
pro-Soviet and pro-world government. He is, in the words of a top security
official, “a security risk as bad as Walt Rostow or Owen Lattimore.”
3. Kissinger's appointment is a slap in the face of the oil-rich Arabs, who
know where his loyalties really lie (see reprint from page 1 of Los Angeles
Times). America must maintain a stance of neutrality in the Mideast, and not
give Israel everything demanded.
For Our own best interests—Here is what to do :
First, contact your two Senators now ! Write, wire, or call them to oppose
the confirmation of Henry Kissinger . . . and
Second, send a generous contribution to Liberty Lobby, which will devote
every radio program to Kissinger beginning Sept. 4 || Be sure to listen, and tell
your friends to listen. Remember, your influence counts . . . use it !

[From the Los Angeles Times, Aug. 27, 1973 )

KISSINGER. As A JEW, WILL FACE HOSTILITY OF ARABS IN NEW Post

(By William J. Coughlin)

BEIRUT-Henry A. Kissinger, whatever his qualifications as secretary of state,
Will face a hostile Arab world because he is a Jew.
That already is clear from initial reaction to his appointment.
One newspaper here called Kissinger's new assignment an Israeli victory over
the Arabs comparable to that of the June, 1967, war.
Another denounced him as “the Israeli Henry” and declared that the Ameri
can Zionist movement forced President Nixon into the appointment.
Kissinger's assertion at a California news conference that “I will conduct
the foreign policy of the United States regardless of religion and national heri
tage,” was greeted with jibes in the Arab press.
“There is no doubt that the man will serve Israel more than the United
States, as do the Jews every where and at all times,” said Beirut's Al Moharrer.
Arab diplomats here take a similar view, although one suggested that Kis
singer, because he is a Jew, might be able to wring more concessions out of
Israel than outgoing Secretary of State William P. Rogers.
High officials in several Arab countries have expressed the view, that efforts
by Rogers to end the Middle East deadlock were blocked by Israeli intransigence.
It seemed unlikely to observers here that Kissinger will get the benefit of any
Such considerations.
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Overall, reaction has been that the Kissinger appointment was a setback to
any Arab hopes of a more even-handed role by the United States in the Middle
East. That, in turn, appeared likely to increase the belligerence of Arab nations
toward both the United States and Israel.

Senator SPARRMAN. Senator Aiken.
Senator AIKEN. No questions now.
Senator SPARKMAN. Thank you, sir. - -

Next will be Bronson P. Clark, American Friends Service Commit
tee.

STATEMENT OF BRONSON P. CLARK, AMERICAN FRIENDS SERVICE
COMMITTEE: ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN SULLIVAN, ASSOCIATE
FXECUTIVE SECRETARY

Mr. CLARK. Mr. Chairman, I brought John Sullivan, my Associate
Executive Secretary, with me this morning.
Senator SPARRMAN. Very glad to have both of you, sir.
Mr. CLARK. My name is Bronson Clark, and I am executive secretary
of the American Friends Service Committee.

OPPOSITION TO CONFIRMATION

We speak today in opposition to the confirmation of Dr. Kissinger
from the viewpoint of our experience of 54 years in work abroad in a
variety of wars and variety of situations on all sides of conflict; in
the operation of seminars, conferences for diplomats, including mem
bers of the American Foreign Service.
Our experience abroad has reinforced our basic belief that we can
not separate the Judeo-Christian ethic from the affairs large or small,
in what we do. We think the policies and actions of Dr. Kissinger
are a prime example of that separation, and in view of this and in view
of the limited time, I am going to confine my testimony, in the brief
10 minutes allowed, to two major deceptions as practiced by Dr. Kiss
inger. I am not speaking in an attack on the man; I am talking about
the policy, but you cannot separate the man from that policy.

DECEPTION CONCERNING WIETNAM WAR

The deception will be a deception which is currently practiced. Let
us turn on the one in the past.
In 1969, I, along with other American Friends Service Committee
representatives, held three substantial meetings with Dr. Kissinger.
Our purpose was to ascertain why it was that the war was continuing
to be prosecuted when the President had announced that he had in
tended to bring about American withdrawal.
We discovered then, for the first time, what Vietnamization really
meant. By withdrawing in certain increments of American ground
forces this was given as an index of our desire for peace. Actually, we
discovered that what was done was a substitution of the most awesome
air power in the history of modern warfare on an essentially peasant
Society. The tonnage of bombs it is now well known that the Nixon
Kissinger administration dropped not only on North Vietnam but
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even four times the tonnage on South Vietnam as well as Laos and now
even Cambodia.

I remember one meeting in May 1969 when Dr. Kissinger said to
me( "well, if we am not, if we have not ended American intervention
in 6 months come back and tear down the White House gate." oven
when he said that he had commenced the bombing of Cambodia 2
months earlier.

Is the U.S. Senate to endorse this gross deception of the Congressand the public by confirming the man whose guidance was at the heart
of these policies? Not only were the Cambodian bombing and incur-
sions into Laos in violation of the Constitution which gives Congress
the right to declare war, but they violated American law inherent in
treaties signed by the United States, namely, the protocols and stat-
utes of The Hague and Geneva and the principles established at. Nur-
emberg. Under these laws it is a crime to uproot civilian populations
and force them into regroupment camps or strategic hamlets. It is a
war crime to bomb villages and cities. It is a war crime to torture
prisoners, let alone murder them by throwing them out of helicopters.
Those are the things that happened. We now know of the step-by-step
descent into the moral quagnire which finally led to thet error bomb-
ing of Hanoi and Htaiplhiong at Christmas last year. I myself went to
Hanoi and personally can support the testimony of U.S. Air Force
personnel who stated1before the Senate Armed Services Committee on
August 8 that North Vietnamese hospitals were routinely targeted as
"a third priority item." I visited a North Vietnamese city named Hon
Gai located north of Haiphong, a city of 80,000, in which not a build-
ing was left standing.

Then, after all 4 years of this outpouring of blood and treasure what
was the result? Ali agreement was signed on .Jamary 27. 1973. in
Paris which was not unlike the Geneva Accords of 1954. Not only
that. but these terms had been available all along these 4 years. Dr
Kissinger always had the opportunity to terminate U.S. prosecution
of the war in exchange for a compromise political settlement in South
Vietnam. As long as the Uhnited States attempted to determine tile
kind of government that should prevail in South Vietnam, so long
were, the negotiations blocked. It was not until the recognition of the
Paris Accords of the existence of the Provisional Revolutionary Gov-
erimlent of South Vietnam . . . the so-called "Vietcong" . . that
signatures were put on the Paris agreements of 1973.

DECEPTION ('ONCERNINO V.S. -OLDT.WVU ON AIIS ACCORDS

This brings me to the second major deception that I would like to
highlight in my testimony. I speak now from a background of Ameri-
can Frliends Service Comnmittee years of operation of a prosthetics
center in Quang Ngai south of Danang. where Vietnamese are trained
in the manufacture of artificial limbs,' in physical therapy skills and
in the rehabihitation work necessarv *for civilian war Victims. Our
firsthand knowledge and experience i'n the field has given us an idea of
what the continuin g extension of the war even beyond the Paris Ac-
cords has meant. I would like to quote one sentence which the entire
article IV of the Paris Accords.
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"The United States will not continue its military involvement or
intervene in the internal affairs of South Vietnam." Yet, the U.S.
followup in the Accords was to ask Congress for over $2 billion for
Thieu, $651 million for economic aid and more than twice that for
military aid.

It should surprise no one that our supplying aid to one of the two
sides of the war will continue to fuel the war, and we know from our
experience in the field that casualties are running as high as they did
even before the ceasefire.

.Just before the ceasefire deadline the Nixon administration, under
Dr. Kissinger's guidance, shipped $1 billion worth of modern aircraft,
weaponry to the Thieu government, including F-SE's which were
rolling off the Northrop assembly lines. More than that, we signed an
agreenient to dismantle our air bases, to avoid that we passed a piece
of paper to General Thieu that said to General Thieu "You own these
air bases and, therefore, how can we dismantle them." Then we turned
around and signed a contract with Lear Seigler Corp. to run the Bien
Hoa Air Base for a multi-million dollar contract. This is typical of
the deception I am speaking about.

Out of the war room went the generals, into the war room in Saigon
went the so-celled MACV, thousands of civilians retired U.S. military
personnel wearing sport shirts. They signed 67 corporation contracts
to run the new war. ITT runs the military colnmunications systems
for the Saigon Air Force, and maintains certain other communica-
tions for the government. Lear Siegler maintains aircraft and basic
electronic maintenance for aircraft. Northrop Aviation Corp. as-
sumed a contact to train Vietnamese fight(r pilots. We continue to
train hundreds of Saigon's police.

Unler the Paris Accords, two major political forces were recognized
in South Vietnam as. I have mentioned, Provisional Revolutionary
Government, so-called Vietcong, and the Republic of Vietnam, the
Thieu Regime. 'The struggle was to move from the military phase
into the political phase. II order to do this there had to be free speech,
according to the Accords, free press. release of prisoners, free move-
ment of people has been agreed to. What has been Dr. Kissinger's
policy in regard to this?

One day after the ceasefire one of our Quaker team heard a Saigon
government loud speaker in the refugee camp in Quang Ngai "if you
attempt to go back toyour ancestral home in Communist areas, you will
be shot." In the refugee camps and cities, a vast system established
with U.S. advice and money, enforces Saigon's tight police controls.
It costs the unitedd States millions of (1011111 to rum. Is it out in the
open for all to see? The fact is that some of the funds are hidden in
the USAID budget giving Congress and the public the false impres-
sion that it is "economic ai ." -

We have increased the Saigon police force from 20,000 to 120,000.
Now every Vietnamese in South Vietnam under the Saigon control
over the age of 15 must carry an ID card under the penalty of death
with his photograph and fingerprints. There are rooms of massive
files, a bureaucracy of surveillance which bows down on the Saigon
people.

General Thieu has closed his press, his neutral press and forced
enrollment of all he can reach into his own political party.
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P)IOEMxlX PROGRAM

Up to a short time ago we worked in a provincial prison and wit-
nessed first-hand, our doctor's discovered that torture, which came
about as a result of the so-called Phoenix program, this program is
now known openly. On July 7, 1969 I)r. Kissinger said to me-'one of
the problems we are dealing with with the other side is they Will not
negotiate" At which point Dr. Gilbert White, our board chairman,
wh-adjust been talking with some of the delegates at the Paris
negotiations said "Well, Dr. Kissinger, one of the greatest craws in
their throat is your Phoenix program." As this committee knows
even by Mr. Colby's own testimony, Mr. Colby headed up the Phoenix
program and is now the head of fhe CIA, Mr. Colby's testimony was
2D,000 Vietnamese have been imprisoned and 20,000 killed or assassi-
nated;

So Dr. White said to Dr. Kissinger "well, Operation Phoenix is a
craw in the throat. to block the negotiations." Dr. Kissinger looked up
"Operation Phoenix, Operation Phoenix, never heard of it."

The Paris peace accords called for the withdrawal .of personnel
associated with this Phoenix program, but Saigon issued a secret
order in April 1973 to all police headquarters directing that this pro-
gram be continued. It has been continued and accelerated under the
code name of F-6.

1[OW IS WORK OF U.S. GOVERNMENT TO BE CARRM ON I

Well, time passes but let me say that the Council for Reconciliation
and Concord called for in the lParis agreements cannot come into be-
ing with the jails full of professors, student leaders, Catholics and
Buddhists alike. We operate these prisons in the sense. we pay their
keepers salaries. U.S. money paid for the new tiger cages. Is the work
of the U.S. Government to'be carried on in secrecy and by illegal and
unconstitutional means? Or is it to be a healthy Yovernnent, an open
one, in which our representatives and citizens can effectively debate
the great issues of the day? Are we to have government leaders who
do not lie to us? Who do not place us under surveillance? Or tap our
telephones? Are our civil rights and liberties to have a real meaning?

So I say for the Senate to confirm 1ery Kissinger is Secretary of
State 7.nthwabsence of any indication from him or the administra-
tion that it will change the character of the policies I have discussed
with you today.., is to confirm a foreign and military policy with a
shocking history of war and deceit.

We need a sign from this committee and frOm the Congress that a
different policy is wanted.

We need to turn to the difficult but worthwhile task of building ade-
quate international institutions. Let us bring into check a runaway
military budget with its powerful corporate lobbies and put our re-
sources into an American foreign anddomestic policy of which, fi-
nally, we shall be proud, proud before each other, our children and
the world family.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Mr. Clark's prepared statement follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT oF BuoxsoN b. CLARK, EXECUTIVE SECRETARY,
AMERICAN FRIENDS SERVICE COMMITTEE

My name is Bronson P. Clark. I am executive secretary of the American
Friends Service Committee with headquarter offices In Philadelphia, Pa.

The American Friends Service Committee has worked abroad for 56 years in
programs of relief and reconstruction. It has rendered nonpartisan aid to war
victims in many wars. In the Vietnam war, our medical programs have aided
victims on all sides of the war and still do.

Our work Includes efforts to reduce the chances of war. Ten percent of the
world's diplomatic corps have participated in our off-the-record Quaker con-
ferences for diplomats. These conferences give Foreign Service officers an oppor-
tunity for communication on some of the thorniest problems in international
affairs. In 1947 the A.F.S.C. received the Nobel peace prize.

In recent years the A.F.S.C. has put more and miore resources Into programs in
the United States. We have conducted educational programs on the great issues
of war and peace, based on our firsthand experiences abroad. We have seen the
damage caused by misplaced national priorities, especially as we became deeply
involved with those Americans who suffer from powerlessness, hunger and
poverty in the many areas of the unflfilled American Dream. I refer to migrant
farm workers, prisoners, Indians and other disadvantaged citizens of whatever
race.

Our experiences and our Quaker viewpoint have given us an insight into the
tragic results of misguided foreign and military policies. We have thereby re-
inforced our basic belief that the religious values of our Judeo-Christian heri-
tage should not and, In the final analysis, cannot be separated from the daily
affairs, large and small, of our collective life together as a society, a nation, and
a developing world family.

This applies to the great is-mes which come before the members of this com-
mittee. In matters of power, of politics, national security, building the interna-
tional structures for commerce, justice and peace--n all of this, we proceed at
our peril If religious or moral values are not a part of every process.

In costing before you today, I am not the spokesman for all Friends or Quakers.
Rather it Is from the specific experience and point of view of the American
Friends Service Committee that I speak. That experience and viewpoint leads
me to speak In opposition to the confirmation of Dr. Henry Kissinger as U.S.
Secretary of State.

To confirm the man is to confirm the policies in which he has been centrally
Involved and for which lie stands.

In discussing these policies, I might raise questions about the unchecked arms
race and the developing plans for new and staggeringly expensive U.S. weapons
such as the B-1 Bomber and the Trident Submarine. I might ask why such
weapons are thought necessary If the detente with Russia and China are as
great achievements as they are described to be. I might ask why under the Nixon-
Kissinger policies the sale of U.S. arms abroad has increased and why our coun-
try Is the world's chief munitions salesman.

But rather than unfold the long list of points on which one might challenge
the Nixon-Kissinger policies, I wish to concentrate on the area where I have
first-hand knowledge. That is on the subject of U.S. involvement In Southeast
Asia, past, present and future.

As Executive Secretary of the American Friends Service Committee, I took
part In three long and substantial meetings with Dr. Kissinger In May, July
and October of 1969 on the subject of continuing American military involvement
in Indochina. President Nixon had been elected to his first term on a pledge of
U.S. military withdrawal from Indochina. In the early months of his Adminis-
tration I was trying to learn why the Administration was continuing to prose-
cute the war.

It is now a matter of public record that Dr. Kissinger as foreign policy advisor
to the President participated In a gross deception of the Congress and the
public. Withdrawal of American ground forces by stages was cited as an index
of our desire for peace. It was depicted as "winding down the war." But In
fact It was used to overcome the growing disenchantment of the American public
with the war and with American casualties at the very moment when the war
was being escalated by enormous Increases of air power and military equipment
flowing Into the area. The policy of Vietnamization, of which Dr. Kissinger
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was a chief architect, was not a formula for peace in Vietnam which should
be evident today to the most wishful of thinkers. Rather It was a plan to bs
the most awesome air power in the history of modern warfie afUNR it V11W*..
tally peasant society. Consider the statistics. Pentagon figures show that the
intensity of the bombing in the Nixon years was without parallel and Included
more than 1.5 million tons of bombs on South Vietnam, more than 1.6 million
tons on Laos, and more than 237,000 tons on North Vietnam. Pentagon statistics
show that what was billed as a war against North Vietnam was in fact much
more a war against the people of South Vietnam. U.S. bombing of South Vietnam
under Nixon was six times as Intense as against North Vietnam. While U.S.
military combat deaths were reduced by 50% for the total of the Nixon
years. the number of Vietnamese combat deaths on nil sides rose in the Nixon
years to greater totals than before. That, I submit, was the real nature of
Vietnamization.

In May 1969. Dr. Kissinger told me during our discussions that "if the U.S.
has not ended its military involvement in six months, come back and tear down
the White House gate." Yet, even while he spoke those words, he had approved
the secret bombing of Cambodia and it had been underway for two months.
Rather than ending Amerlcan military Involvement as the President pledged,
the Administration with Dr. Kissinger in a central role, Invaded Cambodia
and stepped up the covert war in Laos at enormous cost to life and property,
rupturing the very fabric of their peasant societies. These actions were contrary
to public statements made at the time by the President and Mr. Kissinger.

Furthermore, at that same meeting T have Jusqt mentioned. Dr. Kissinger told
me that one of the goals which he and the President bad was to reduce the
credibility gap and restore the confidence of the people in the White House.
Even while he was telling me this, he wa the advisor on the policy of bombing
rn(l into Cambodia that were so steeped in deception that not only was Congress
being lied to, but even members of the actual bomber crews were being
systenatically deceived as to the nature and destination of their mission.

In view of this it is shocking now to recall that In 1970 Secretary of State
Rogers came before this committee and said that Comobdia Is the one country
where we can say with complete assurane that our hands are clean and our
hearts are pure.

Is the U.S. Senate to endorse this gross deception of the Congress and the
public by confirming the man whose guidance was at the heart of these policies?
Not only were the Cambodian bombing and Incursions Into Laos in violation of
the Constitution which gives Congress the right to declare war, but they violated
American law Inherent In treaties signed by the United States, namely, the
protocols and statutes of The Hague and Geneva and the-principles established
at Nuremberg. The acceptance of those treaties by the Senate has the force of
law for the United States and is a solemn obligation on the American people,
including the military. Under these laws it is a war crime to uproot civilian
populations and force them into regronpment camps or strategic hamlets. It Is
a war crime to bomb villages and cities. It Is a war crime to torture prisoners, let
alone murder them by throwing them out of helicopters. Those are the things
that happened. We now know of the step by step descent Into the moral quagmire
which finally led to the terror bombing of Hanoi and Halphong at Christmas
last year. I do not hesitate to call it terror bombing. I have personally visited
Hanoi and Haiphong and have seen what our air power did.

T can personally support the testimony of U.S. airfforce personnel who stated
before the Senate Armed Services Committee on Auguist R that North Vietnamese
hospitals were routinely targetted as "a third priority Item." I visited Ron al
in April of this year. . North Vietnamese city of some A0.000 people. It ad been
totally destroyed by 578 U.S. air raids, mostly by tactical P-10s, -105s, and
P-l1ls from the Seventh Fleet. The hospital Hon Gat like many others had
been badly damaged. Other observers have testified abont the destruction of
the six North Vietnam cities ranking In size next below Hanoi and Haiphong.
Such were the fruits of our Vietnam war policies after 1988.

Finally, after all the outpouring of blood and treasure In Vietnam. the United
States on January 27. 1973. signed the Paris Accords. The terms are not unlike
those agreed to at Geneva in 1954. They were obtainable as terms all along.
There always had been the option available to Dr. Kissinger to agree to U.S.
troop withdrawal, to end the bombing, to terminate U.S. prosecution of the war
in exchange for a compromise political settlement in South Vietnam. As long
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as the U.S. attempted to determine the kind of government that should prevail
in South Vietnam, so long were the negotiations blocked. It was not until the
recognition of the Poris Accords of the existence of the Provisional Revolutionary
Government of South Vietnam... the so-called "Vieteo"... that signatures
were put on the Paris agreements of 1973.

Thus, in the end, a political compromise was reached, but it appears so far
to have been chiefly on paper.

But the paper was not signed until a last horror had been committed, We all
recall the "peace at hand" statements by Dr. Kissinger on the eve of the Presi-
dentlal election of 1972. We all recall what followed: the bombing of the cities-
of Hanoi and Haiphong In a kind of terror blackmail that made the season of
Christmas and Hanukkah a mockery. But, be that as it may, the United States
did sign the Paris agreement and In it we pledged to assist in bringing about
"reconciliation and concord" and to provide rehabilitation assistance to all
parties, friend or foe. But what has been the record of the Administration, In
which Dr. Kissinger played such a role, with respect to this matter?

'That brings me to the second deception, this one currently practised by the
Administration under the Nixon-Kissinger policies, with Congress and the Amer.
ican people once again misled.

To Introduce this point I wish to note that the A.F.S.C. has for years operated
a prosthetics center In Quang Ngai south of Danang, where Vietnamese are
trained in the manufacture of artificial limbs, in physical therapy skills and
in the rehabilitation work necessary for civilian war victims. Our first hand
knowledge has given us experience In the agonizing cost to the Vietnamese of
this Administration's 4-year extension of the war under the guidance of Dr.
Kissinger's policies.

In Article 4, the Paris Accords state "The United States will not continue
its military Involvement or intervene in the Internal affairs of South Vietnam."
Yet the U.S. follow-up on the Accords was to ask Congress for over 2 billion
dollars for ThIeu, 651 million for economic aid and more than twice that for

-military aid.
It should surprise no one that our supplying aid to one of the two South Viet-

namese partles has continued to fuel the war. Casualties are running at least as
high for the South Vietnamese as before the so-called "ceaseflre." The Quang
Ngai hospital continues to receive many new civilian casualties. Our Quaker
workers continue to report tragic case histories of shattered lives and deaths.
In the first six months of so-called "peace" there were 76,000 casualties In
South Vietnam compared to 80,000 in the last six months of acknowledged war.

Just before the ceasefire deadline, the Nixon Administration shipped General
Thleu more than one billion dollars of aircraft and weaponry. After the dead-
line, Thlen was given the more advanced F-SEs rolling off the Northrop as-
sembly lines. This was a violation of the spirit of the Accords but more Impor-
tantly of the letter of the Accords, since the F-SE had not been in use and so
was not a replacement plane, but a new plane. In the Peace agreement we pledged
to "dismantle" our air bases. But Just before the ceasefire deadline we techni-
cally turned over the title to the bases to General Thleu's armed forces, Instead
of dismantling them.

But. even if the arms supplies and bases suddenly changed hands Just before
the deadline, thus being ]egal only In the most technical sense, who was now to
run the war?

The war room In Saigon today is filled with "retired" American military officers
who wear sport shirts, not uniforms. This and other military functions are per-
formed by more than a thousand U.S. civilians; hundreds more U.S. civilians
are employed by the CIA in Vietnam. The Administration, through the Penta-
gon, signed contracts with 67 U.S. corporations to help run the war with American
tax dollars. ITT has a contract to help General Thieu's military communications
system. Lear Siegler Inc. received a contract for aircraft maintenance Including
base mechanics and electronic maintenance. The company also received a 61h
million dollar contract to help run Bien Hoa air base. Northrop Aviation Cor-
poration assumed a contract to train Vietnamese fighter pilots and many of these
corporations advertised in the public media for personnel to go to South Viet-
nam to assume active functions under these contracts to strengthen the military
forces of the Saigon government.

We continue to train hundreds of pilots for the Saigon air force, And the
slaughter goes on in South Vietnam.
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Thus, the Nixon-Kissinger policies support the continuation of the killing, by
fueling and sustaining the war effort of one side.

But the Paris Accords recognized two major political forces In South Vietnam.
The Provisional Revolutionary government ... the so-called Vietcong . .. and
the Republic of Vietnam ... the Thleu regime ... were to move the struggle
from a military to a political level. Free speech, free press, release of prisoners,
the free movement of people were agreed to. What then is the record? Nyhat does
U.S. policy support in this regard?

One day after the ceasefire, our Quaker staff heard a Saigon government loud-
speaker announce in a refugee camp at Quang Ngal "If you attempt to go back
to your ancestral homes in Communist areas, you will be shot to death."

In thie *refugee camps and cities, a vast system established with U.S. advice
and money, enforces Saigon's tight police controls. It costs the United States
millions of dollars to run. Is it out in the open for all to see? The fact is that
some of the fund are hidden In the 1rSAID budget giving Congress and tI e pub-
lic the false Impression that It is "economic aid."

In the past 10 years U.S. aid expanded lhe South Vietnam police force from
20,000 to 120,000. The Computer Sciences Corporation, under U.S. government
direction, developed the connputer that coordinates the police operations. Every
South Vietnamese over 15 years of age must have an ID card with lhait-wrilib
and thumb print. Families are photographed and fingerprinted to hell) control
their movement.. ndreds of checkpoints dot the roadsides. A massive bureau-
cracy keeps track of people who bow under the weight of one of the most repres-
sire regimes in the world today, significantly paid for and serviced by the
United States. Tlileu has closed the opposition and the neutral press and t',rced
enrollment of all he can reach into his nwn political party.

Those who do not conform and comply find themselves in the prisons.
Let us look deeper at the question of the prisoners.
Our Quaker workers. up until a short tiur ago. provided the only mleical

service in one of the ,8outh Vietnamese provincial prisons. We witnessed first.
hand .onmi of the, results of the "Phoenix" program. n progmi now known openly,
bItt one which iDr. Kissinger would not acknowledge when 1. amnd other Quaker
representatives, inet with him in his office on July 7, 1969. lDr. Gilbert White,
formerly clairnrimn of tie Board (if Director.; of t1e American Friends Service
Committee. was Just back front Paris at the time where he had consulted with
representatives of the negotlatihg piarthe. lie told Dr. Kissinger. if you want to
negotiate. fh lImgcst roadblock is Operalion Phoenix. Dr. Kissinger locked at
his chief aide and said. What is Operation Phoenix? li other words he acted
as if it never existed. I might add that William Colby, the recent Administration
appointee to head the CIA, directed the Phoenix progrnin which used klidnaiolping
and a,a 'sination and by Mr. Colby's own report led to Jailing 29,000 Viotnamese
and killing 20,000 others.

The A.F.S.C. protested to the Saigon and U.S. officials regarding the torture of
prisoners which our doctors discovered and we provided detailed documentation
to the ,Senate Refugee Subcommiftee about these shameful practices. Regrettably
It should be noted that U.S. advisors were assigned to each major South Viet-
naniese prison. The Paris Peace Accords called for the withdrawal of persenncl
associated with this Phoenix program. but Saigon issued a secret order it April
1073 to all police headquarters directing that this program be continued. It has
been continued and accelerated under the code name F-4.

No one knows for certain how many political prisoners are in Saigon Jails
Including some new tiger cages built at U.S. government expense. We continue to
think that the number 200,000 may be correct.

On humanitarian grounds, it is inconceivable that American aid should go
openly or indirectly to maintain the suffering of prisoners who should have been
released long since, if they ever should have been imprisoned. But apart from
the humanitarian issue: there is a very practical consideration about thee pris-
oners that is important to the U.S. Senate as it weighs the question before it.

The "Council for Reconciliation and Concord" provided for in the Paris Accords
cannot go forward with any effectivenesus or fairness while the Thleu government
continues to imprison political leaders, newspaper editors, neutralists, professors,
religious leaders including Catholic and Buddhist leaders alike, and, of course,
members of the Provisional Revolutionary Government side. T"he AFSC has
spoken about the prisoner issues many times to U.S. government officials and we
feel it has never seriously been weighed by them.

21-172-7.3--pt. 1-12
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Let me conclude with a few more observations:
(1) The Administration has maintained that there is a high priority for

humanitarian aid In the economic aid budget for South Vietnam. But the portion
of the aid budget slated for health and education has been cut from a level of
2.6% of the budget for Fiscal 1973 to 1.2% of the budget in Fiscal 1974. Even the
"food for peace" program provides that food will be soMl to local merchants in
South Vietnam, 80% of what they pay for it then goes to Saigon's military budget.

(2) Both sides in Vietnain have commit led cca.efire violations. But they pale
In significance, when it comes to undercutling the Paris Accords, compared to the
post-combat policies and practices of the Administration under Dr. Kissinger's
guilance.

(3) Continuation of the l)icles I have discu,4sed here today can only have
further tragic consequences, not the least of which is the inadequate attention to
social needs In the Unitted-States resulting from the gross distortion of national
priorities in favor of war and military expenditures.

(4) The close support our government gives to the Thleu regime is another
instance of the troubling fact that our government becomes identified with mili-
taristic and repressive regimes. Americans have learned with dismay about the
practices of the Park government in Smth Korea and the Marcos government In
the Philippines. As long as these regimes draw support from our policies, how
can we claim to he a people that can be cmunted on to support independence and
self-determination?' We are increasingly .een abroad. as well a . by some critics
at home, as the new iperialists ready to n.se or support military intervention
in an effort to preserve the brand of governments we favor.

I do not need to point out to nIeniters of this ('itmmittee that the United States
today is in a crisis of government. We nin.t also wiknowledge that we are in a
moral crisis . Is the work of the U.s. Government to be carried on in secrecy and
by Illegal and unconstitutltmal means? Or is it to lie a healthy government, an
open ole, in which our Representatives and eitizen.s can effectively debate the
great Issue.s of the (day. Are we to have government leaders whodo not lie to us?
Who do not place u, under surveillance? Or tap our telephones? Are our civil
rights and liberties to have meaning?

Sclh questions as these are germane to the consideration before you. So Is the
(llestion of whether our country supports militaristic and repressive regimes
rather than risk the possible consequences of self-determination. So is the ques-
tion of whether our government puts a value-an moral and ethical precepts that
stein from the religious heritage of the people---a value higher than it puts on
the short-term results of a pragniatisil In which there Is Insufficient leeway for
the claims of conscience and the proddings of morality.

So I say : for the Senate to confirm Henry Kissingeras Secretary of State * *
in the absence of any indication from hihn or the Administration that It will
change the character of the policies I have dikeussed with you today * * Is to
confirm a foreign and military policy with a shocking history of war and deceit.

We need a sign from this Committee and from the Congress that a different
policy is wanted.

We need to turn to the difficult hut worthwhile task of building adequate
international Institutions. Let us bring into check a runaway military budget
with its powerful corporate lobbies and put our resources into an American
foreign and domestic policy of which, finally, we shall be proud, proud before
each other, our children and the world family.

Senator SP.IA-A-. Thank you very much. Mr. Clark. We appre-
ciate your 'tatement. 1We know'in the past of the good representatives
that your group had here in Washington. They have appeared before
us many times. and always brought good ideas.

Senator Aiken.
Senator AiK.N. I have no questions, Mr. Clark.
Mr. CLARK. Thank you.
Senator SPARKMAN: Thank you very much.
Our next witnes, will be 'Joseph H. Crown, Cochairman Law-

yers Committee on American Policy Towards Vietnam, New York.
Mr. Crown. we are very glad to have you, sir, and we shall be glad

to hear from you.
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STATEMENT OF JOSEPH H. CROWN, COCHAIRMAN, LAWYERS
COMMITTEE ON AMERICAN POLICY TOWARDS VIETNAM

Mr. (7ROWvx. Thank you, Mr. Acting Chairman. I appreciate this
opportunity to present the views of the Lawyers Committee on Ameri-
can Policy Towards Vietnam on Dr. Kissinger's nomination.

LAWYERS S ('UM.M.[flEE

I)erhal)s I -liiuldsay I fm 'tevwo'ds about tile Lawyers (Coiinnlittee.
'fhie formatioin (f te cotllillittee \'as prompted by the issuance in
.'\{archi ).(15 of a iiteioraiidun I v the St ate departmentt defending
the legality of '..S. acts in Vi'tnam. The miemioradum impressed
us as a tra%'cstv on iliternatiomal law lild constitutional law that we
felt impelld 1'lmt ttI1' reord(l ougl]it to be set straight, straightened
olit. We prepIred a itlelloranlidu]] of law which (loeumented tile re-
greitaible but iiiemcapable favt that American involvement in Vietnam
violated our ('olist t tion. contravened essential l)rovisions of the
United Nations Charter, as well as violating the 1951 Geneva Ac-
cords which we had pledged I o observe.

We sent this 11ei1oran0h.11 to 193..000 lawyers throughout the coun-
try and to some 3,700 law professors. I should say that the menmoran-
dum was also inserted into the Congirlsional Record by Senators
Wayne Morse and Ernest Grueiiing. those original crusaders who
spoke out so courageously against the illegality and immorality of the
war. When Senator Morse left the Foreign Ifelations Conminittee lie
joined the Lawyers Committee as its honorary chairman.
Our consultative council is composed of 18'leading authorities on

international law and constitutional law. All objective scholars, with-
out any partisanship in the political spectrum. Among our most emi-
nent nmembers are 1hilip Jessup who, as vou "lTiow. was a judge of the
International Court of Justice, and our president )ean Wright, long
recognized as an authority on international law. served actively with
our committee until his death.

We have previously stil)mitted for the record a comprehensive state-
mnent of our views with respect to Dr. Kissinger's nomination, and I
shall only touch here tile highlights, and particularly the role of Dr.
Kissinger vis-a-vis the Indochina war.

DENuIAL OF roMMUF[EE cONsENT TO DR. KISSINGER URGED

We wish to really earnestly urge the committee to deny its consent to
)r. Kissing'er. We, propose that the, committee do so as a dramatic

demonstrationn of Senate opposition to the administration's lawless
and ruthless course in Indohina, a course marked by an absence of
legality. morality, and lummity in which Dr. Kissinger has been
intimately associated as 1)rincil)al architect) and executor. We pro-
pose that also as an expression of Senate determination to prevent
futller intervention in Indochina and the spawning of new Viet-
names such as now threatened in the Philippines, but most im-
portantly, we suggest it so that it would serve notice upon the world
of a reversal by the United States of the policy of unpracticed, un-
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principled practice of resort to armed force and expediency which are
the touchstones of br. Kissineis conduct of foreign affairs.

The debasement of international law and domestic democratic proc-
esses which have marked the administration's course throughout the
past 4 years are completely consistent with, indeed if not a product
of, Dr. K issen ger'spolitical philosopliy.

He has no use for the a btractions, that is the principles of the
United Nations' Charter, since these are incompatible with ihis geo-

C political balance of power concept of international relations and his
parochial view of the national interest.

In his testimony before your committee, Dr. Kissinger voiced the
idea that the choice before the United States was between a policy of
daring too much or attempting too little. With due deference, we think
that is quite misleading. Rather we believe that the lead editorial of
the New York Times yesterday stated the issues much more correctly.
It is rather, "between what is right and what is wrong, between honesty
and deception, between adherence to principle and pursuit of real-
politik."

Tihe miilitarv and moral disaster that -we have scene in Vietnai and
Cambodia was indeed the bloody end of a long, long road.

Our committee urges that the Senate committee should not place its
stamp of approval upon a man who was a principal architect of a
policy which initiated a secret war against Cambodia, never authorizedby the Congress, within 2 months of Mr. Nixon's inauguration in Jan-
uary 1969, in the face of Mr. Nixon's campaign assurances that he had
a secret plan to end the war; a policy which submitted information to
Congress vis-a-vis the Cambodian war which was deliberately falsified;
a policy which deceived the Congress and the American people that
peace was at hand at the eve of the 1972 Presidential elections, and
thereafter launched the Christmas offensive of about 52 bombings of
Hanoi and Haiphong.

I should tell the committee that I, together with three colleagues of
the Lawyers Committee, visited North Vietnam last October at the
invitation of the Bar Association of the City of Hanoi. I had occasion
lwrsonally to go to ai phong, and visit the bmbed-out fishing villages,
the destruction of the bombs, and to meet with children, all of whose
families had been bombed out. These were heartbreaking scenes and,
with due deference, we do not think that this type of terror reflects
favorably on the good name of our country.

POSSIBILITY OF APPOINTMENTS JEOPARDIZING VIETMA3 PEACE

The Lawyers Committee is also concerned that Dr. Kissinger's ap-

Vointment may indeed 4eopardize the establishment of peace inietnain.
U.S. IlECOGNITION OF SAIGON GOVERNMENT

You will recall that Dr. Kissinger upbraided North Vietnam for its
alleged lack of cooperation vis-a-vis the MIA's in Laos, but lie was
singularly silent as to the failure of the administration to abide by
and comlv with many of the commitments undertaken by our Govern-
went under the cease-fire agreement, under the cease-fire agreement
tilt recognized the dual sovereignty of the Saigon regime and the
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PRO in South Vietnam. The ceasefire agreement makes repeated ref-
erences to the two South Vietnamese patties both of whom .igned of.
ficially on January 27 as the established governments. Mr. Thieu did
not get any wording identifying him as the sole and legitimate reposi-
tory of his temporary tvereigty. In short there remain two rival
claimants in South Vietnam, the PRG and Aaigon, and it is notable
that in a recent conference at Algiers with 76 nonalined nations the
PRO participated as a representative of an independent state.

However, in contravention of the provisions of the cease-fire agree-
ment, President Nixon has stated that the United States will continue
to recognize the Government of the Republic of Vietnam as the sole
legitimate Government of South Vietnam, and indeed has appointed
an Ambassador solely to the Saigon regime. This attitude, which is
evidently shared by Dr. Kissinger, can only serve to jeopardize and
delay the estallishmient of peace in Vietnam.

DISSIDENTS AND POLITICAL PRISONERS IN-SAIGON JAILS

We recall, too, that, Dr. Kissinger expressed his concern for the d~s-
sidents of the Soviet Union. We want to make clear that we are deeply
concerned with the fate of those courageous fighters for human rights,
and indicated that lie had made unofficial representations to the Soviet
Union. But strangely lie has expressed no concern for the tens of
thousands of disside'nts and political prisoners who remain in theSaigon jails.

The cease-fire agreement called for the release of Vietnamese civilian
personnel captured and detained in South Vietnam, and admonished
Saigon and the PRG to do their utnibst to resolve this question within
90days after the cease-fire came into effect.

Yet, despite the vast influence which the administration has with
the Saigon regime there is no evidence that Dr. Kissinger has exhorted
the Saigon regime to release the tens of thousands of political prison-
ers who still languish in the tiger cages in South Vietnam.

I should tell you that on the return from Hanoi we met with Madam
Binh, the Foreign Minister of the PRG and in the most moving terms
she expressed grave concern about political prisoners and this is a
very serious provision which the PRG takes very seriously and yet we
have no record that Dr. Kissinger has made any official'or unofficial
reproentations to the Saigon regime for their speedy release.

RECONSTRUCTION IN INDOCHINA

Finally, we are concerned about Dr. Kissinger's attitude toward
reconstruction in Indochina. You will recall that under article 21 of
the cease-fire agreement that stipulates that in pursuance of its tradi-
tional policy the United States will contribute toward healing the
wounds of war and to postwar reconstruction of the democratic Re.-
public of Vietnan and throughout Indochina. That provision consti.
tutes an obligation assumed by the United States. The decisive word is
"will" contribute. That term connotes a mandatory obligation, not a
discretionary or permissive provision.

Although preliminary machinery has been set up for the implemen-
tation of this provision we are unaware of whether any substantive
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progress is being made. We want to emphasize in the most serious
terms that the failure to implement this provision which the Congress
also has responsibility for, which is a central provision in the cease-fire
agreement, could seriously jeopardize the -entire agreement.

I can personally attest to this for at a conference I had with Premier
Fan Van Dong in Hanoi last October 21, the Premier expressed his
very serious concern over the reconstruction obligation, making it
clear that it was a crucial provision in the settlement of the war.

C It is, of course, a fundamental principle of international law that
the failure of one party to fulfill an essential provision of an inter-
national agreement authorizes the other party to withhold compliance
of any obligations devolving upon it. As a matter of fact, the United
States invoked that principle at the time when it halted the removal
of mines from the Tlonkin Gulf on the claim and ground that Hanoi
had failed to agree to its agreement for the successive release of
prisoners of war, anid what is sauce for the goose is likewise sauce for
tio gander.

CoMMi_'13i-E11V Mv1Ew OF 1,ss U' W EII1)

I urge the committee when it meet's in executive session with l)r.
Kissinger, to review each of these issues, -dual sovereignty, political
prisoners, reconstruct ion, and securing his commit ment that the admin-
istration will seriously do all in its power to see that these provisions
are fully implemented with deliberate speed.

CRT FOR. MORAL LE.ADEIISIlP

At this point in our history when we face a grave constitutional
crisis, the country, cries out for moral leadership. The Senate Foreign
Relations Committee can strike a blow for morality and honesty and
decency in our foreign policy. It is lamentable that'that moral leader-
ship cannot conie from the occupant of the White House or San
Clemente or of Key Biscayne. nor call it come from Dr. Kissinger,
whose political saini is Printce Metternich, but whom historians record
as the Saint of Evil.

Thank you.
[Mr. Crown's l)repared statement follows :]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOSEP 1 . CROWN, COCHAIRMAN, LAWYFR8 COMMITTEE
ON AMERICAN POLIcY TOWARDS VIETNAM

I appreciate this opportunity to present the views of the Lawyers Committee
on American Policy Towards Vietnam on Dr. Kissinger's nomination.

Perhaps I should say a word about the lawyers Committee. The formation of
the Lawyers Committee was prompted by the i.ssiunce In March 1965 by the
State Department of its Memorandum, "Legal Basis for United States Actions
Against Vietnam." Our original memorandum was sent to more than 193,000
lawyers and 3,750 law professors and documented the regretable but inescapable
conclusion that United States Intervention In Vietnam violated our Constitution,
contravened essential provisions of the United Nations Charter and violated the
(Geneva Accords which we had pledged to observe. Our memorandum was inserted
in the Congressional Record oin September 2,3 1965 iby Senators Wayne Morse and
Ernest Oruening-the two crusaders who spoke out courageously against the
Immorality, Illegality and Imprudence of American Intervention in Vietnam.
When Senator Morse left the Committee on Foreign Relations, he joined our
Lawyers Committee as Its Honorary Chairman.

Our Consultative Council Is composed of eighteen leading authors on Inter-
national Law and Constitutional Law-objective scholars without partisan corn-

.9
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mitment to any particular segment of the American political spectrum. Our most
eminent member Is Philip C. Jessup who, as you know, served as a Judge on the
International Court of Justiee.

Our Committee has sponsored two volumes (1) Vietnam and International
Law, prepared by Professor John Fried and Professor Richard Falk and a volume
on the constitutional aspects entitled "Undeclared War," by Professor Lawrence
Velvel of Catholic University.

Through the long, sad history of the war, we have presented our views to the
Congress, particularly your Committee and the House Foreign Affairs Con.
ittee and we have also sought to enlighten our citizenry on the crucial aspects

concerning the Indo-China War. -
We have submitted to your Committee a statement eknbodying the Lawyers

Committee's position on I)r Kissinger's nomination. I will confine myself here
to the highlights of that statenivnt, with particular emphasis on Dr. Kissinger's
role In the Indo-China War.

We earnestly urge your Committee to deny its conent to Dr. Kiss inger's ap-
pointment as Secretary of State. We propose that to do so would serve as a
dramatic demonstration of Senate opposition to the Administration's lawless and
ruthless course in Indo-China-a course marked by an absence of legality,
morality and humanity-with which Dr. Kissinger has been intimately associated
as principal architect and executor. We propose It also, as an expression of
Senate determination to prevent further intervention in Indo-China and the
spawning of new Vletnams, such as are now threatened in the Philippines, -and
most importantly, to signal the Senate Committee's determination to revise our
foreign policy in accordance with our United Nations Treaty obligations and
our commitment to International Law.

The debasement of International Law and domestic democratic processes which
have marked the Administration's course through the past four years are con-
sistent with, if not a product of, Dr. Kissinger's political philosophy. lie has
no use for the "abstractions" that is, the principles of the United Nations Charter
since these are incompatible with his geopolitical "balance of power" concept of
international relations and his parochial view of the "national Interest."

In his testimony before your Committee, Dr. Kissinger voiced the Idea that
the choice before the United States was between a policy of daring too much or
attempting too little. But that is quite misleading. It is rather, as the lead
editorial of yesterday's New York Times said. a choice "what Is right and what is
wrong, between honesty and deception, between adherence to principles and
pursuit of Realpolitik." The military and moral disaster of Vietnam and Cam.
bodla was the bloody end of a long wrong road.

The Senate Committee should not place Its stamp of approval upon a man
who was a principal architect of a policy which: (1) Initiated a secret war
against Cambodia-never authorized by Congress--within two months of Mr.
Nixon's Inauguration In January 19M9 (In the face of Mr. Nixon's campaign as-
surance that he had a "secret plan" to end the war) : 12) deliberately falsi-
fled information submitted to Congress vis-a-viq the Cambodian war: (3) de-
ceived the Congress and the American people that peace wvas "at hand" at
the eve of the 19t72 presidential elections and thereafter launched the Christmas
offensive of B-52 Imnibings of densely populated cities of North Vietnam which
outraged world opinion.

Although Dr. Kissinger in his testimony upbraided Hanoi for its lack of
cooperation vis-a-vis the MIAs in Laos. he was singularly silent as to the Admin-
Istration's failure to abide by and comply with the commitments undertaken
by our Government under the Cease-Fire Agreement. That Agreement recog-
nized the duel sovereignty of the Saigon Regime and the PRO In South Vietnam.
The Cease-Fire Agreement consistently refers to "two South Vietnamese par-
ties" both of whom signed officially on January 27 as established Governments.
Mr. Then did not get any wording Identifying him as the sole legitimate
repository of his "temporary sovereignty." In short, there remain two rival
claimants in South Vietnam. the PRO and Saigon. It Is notable that at the
recent Conference in Algeria of 7 non-alligned countries, the PRO participated in
full compliance with international law, as a representative of an independent
state.

However, in contravention of the Cease-Fire Agreement. President Nixon has
stated that the "United States will continue to recognize the Government of the
Republic of Vietnam as the sole legitimate Government of South Vietnam." This
attitude, evidentally shared by Dr. Kissinger, can only serve to jeopardize and
delay the establishment of peace In Vietnam.
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In this connection, the Administration's decision to appoint an Ambassador
solely to the Saigon Regime Jeopardizes the establishment of-peace.

Although Dr. Kissinger has expressed his concern for the Mhs In Laoe a
his concern for the dissidents of the Soviet Union, he has expressed no con-
cern for the tens of thousads of dissidents and political prisoners who remain
In the Saigon jails. The Cease-Fire Agreement calls for the release of "Vietnamese
civilian personnel captured and detained In South Vietnam" and admonishes
Saigon and the PRG to do their utmost to resolve this question within vinety
days after the cease-fire comes Into effect.

Despite the vast influence which the Administration has with the Saigon
Regime, there is no evidence that Dr. Kissinger has exhorted the Saigon Regime
to release the tens of thousands of political prisoners who still languish in the
Saigon Jails.

Under Article 21 of the Cease-Fire Agreement which stipulates that "the
United-States will contribute towards healing the wounds of war and war re-
construction of the democratic Republic of Vietnam and throughout the Indo-
China." That provision connotes an obligation assumed by the United States.
The decisive word is "will" contribute; that term constitutes a mandatory obli-
gation not a discretionary or permissive provision.

Although preliminary machinery has been set-up for the implementation of
this provision, we are unaware whether substantive progress Is being made.

Failure to implement this provision-a central provision in the Cease-Fire
Agreement--could seriously Jeopardize the entire Agreement.

I can personally attest to this for at a conference I had with Premier Phan
Van Dong in Hanoi last October 21, the Premier expressed his very serious
concern over the reconstruction provision, making clear that it was a crucial
provision.

It is, of course, a fundamental principle of international law that the failure
of one party to fulfill an essential provision of an International Agreement auth-
orizes the other party to withhold compliance of any obligations devolving
upon it. Indeed this principle was Invoked by the Administration in halting the
removal of mines from the Tonkin Gulf on the claim that Hanoi was failing to
comply with Its Agreement to release American POWs. What Is sauce for the
goose is sauce of the gander.

I urge the Committee when It meets in Executive Session with Dr. Kissinger
to review each of these i-sues-dual sovereignty, political prisoners, recon-
struction-and secure his commitment that the Administration will seriously
do all in its power to see that these provisions are fully Implemented.

Senator SP.nKMN. Thank you very much. Mr. Crown.

COMM HITEE EXAMINATION OF ISSUES

I note your statement at the end that you hope that the committee
will examine with Dr. Kissinger these various issues you have men-
tioned. I believe, if you have followed the record, yol will find that
we have gone into jist about. everything that anyone could think of.
We are interested in principles tiat vou state.

By the way, you mentioned Dr. Philip Jessup. lie was before our
committee not too long ago. But when you mentioned him, I could not
help remembering, I believe, 20 years ago when he was nominated
for a very high position in the Government and the committee held
hearings on his confirmation. I was named chairman of a subcoimit-
tee to hold those hearings and I presided over them. The I position
to him was terrific, as you may guess from that era of time. I remem-
ber we had a nomination of somebody to be ambassador to India and
exactly the same situation arose. It is almost humanly impossible to
name somebody to a responsible office without there being opposition.
I am not condemning it. I think perhaps it may be good, because it
does provide for a thorough and complete examination of all of these
issues in which we are all interested. I just want to assure you and
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all others that we have tried in these hearings to go into all of these
matters with which we are concerned, and we have not finished yet.
This will complete the hearings, but the conunittee has some meetings
of its own in which I am sure that these various things will be plumbed
anew.

Mr. CROWN. Senator Sparkman, I should only like to say that I am
sure the committee will draw a distinction between the unwarranted
criticism that had been made in opposition to Judge Jessup- remem-
ber those times very well-and the criticism to that extent which is
warranted with respect to the present designate.

Senator SPARKMAN. I agree with you that the criticism then was
unwarranted, but I think we have to be careful not to take any par-
ticular side as being the correct side. 'We have to examine the facts
presented to us from all sides, and I assure you we are going to do
that.

Mr. CRowN. Well, during this dark period really, of the Vietnam
war the Senate Foreign Relations Committee has really given great
leadership to-the country. I do not want anything I have said here to
be any implication or intimation on aspersions. We have wonderful
relations with the Senator Foreign Relations Committee and it. is the
leadership which the Senate Foreign Relations Committee gave dur-
ing the war indicating its opposition which I am sure was respon-
sible for hastening the end of that war, and I think it is to the great
credit of the members of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee th:at
they gave that fine moral leadership and all of the American people,
I am sure, are grateful to you. So my criticism is directed to the Sec-
retary of State-designate, but in no sense with respect to the critical
examIination and really the fine, courageous leadership that the For-
eign Relations Committee has given to the country. We are really
proud of all of the members of the committee.

Senator SPARKMAN. I Rm not criticizing your criticizing. Thank
goodness in this country we have that right,'and we appreciate your
presentation.

Senator Aiken.

WITNESS' VISIT WIT!! Pll'MIER PJIAN VAN DONG

Senator AmKx. I note. Mr Crown, your visit with Premier Ihan
Van Dong in Tian,,i oni October 21st. Did he at that time indicate a
willingness to accept eVoInomikic and technical assistance from multi-
lateral organizations or was lie concerned simply with the United
States ?

Mr. Cnowx. Te conversations that we had, Senator Aiken, were
limited solely to the reconstruction obligation which were evidently
described in the tentative agreement at that time and he. did not in
any way make any mention as to )lus or minus as to multilateral or
mlltinational reconstruction. We did not discuss that, nor did he.

%D3II NITRATION .VJ'IlTUI)E ('ON HENINO ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE

Senator AIK.. In that instance, however, I do not understand
that the administration is unalterably opposed to cooperation in that
field as were some very vigorous and outspoken members of Congress.
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I believe that the administration finally said they would not agree
to any economic assistance without the consent of the Congress. At
that time it would be very helpful if they could have gotten the
consent.

Mr. Cnow-. Yes, I do agree the Congress does have an important
role to play in the sharing of the question of reconstruction.

NORTH VIETNAMESE ATTITUDE TOWARD MULTILATERAL COOPERATION

Senator AiiEx. We also have heard reports that North Vietnam
was not very favorably disposed to multilateral cooperation, includ-
ing some of the neighboring countries.

Mr. Cnows-. I might just say, Senator Aiken, not that it grew from
the conference. We had with Premier Phan Van Dong a general
discussion because we have had, participated in general conversations
where we had opportunities to meet members of the PRG and NLF
and Vietcong in those days. I have a feeling they have a concern not
to dilute what they regard as the commitment and obligation of the
United States for reconstruction and I think they are concerned if
it were done on a multinational basis that would be somewhat diffused.
That seems to me to be an impression that I received from some of
the discussions that I have had with leading people of North Vietnam.

Senator Sr.\n .rx. You said it would be so much abused?
Mr. CRowN. Pardon. diffused, or the obligation might be somewhat

diluted.
Senator SP.AIK'.NA-. Yes.
Mr. Cnow.Nv. That is the concern.

COMMITTEE VIEW CON('ERNING MULTI,ATERAL, RECONSTRUCTION

Senator SPARKIAN. I may say. if the Senator will yield, this com-
mittee, even before the agreements were made. had discussed within
itself the problem of reconstruction. I believe there has been a rather
strong feeling in the committee that. it ought to be done on a multi-
lateral basis. What view Congress will take when the time comes
for authorizing legislation and the appropriation of funds we cannot
know at this point.

Mr. CROWN. I might say that we in the Law yers Committee kind of
share a good deal of that view from the point of view that economic
aid has always been, at least. in the past, has had the danger of abuse
by, you know, the pressure of the donor country, and that channelizing
tie- material, say. through i United Nations development fund or
through multinational agencies diminishes that. I think in that respect
I think the members of our committee would share the viewpoint of
the members of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee because I
think there is much less oplortunitv for abuse where it is channeled
through multinational or perhaps hopefully, through the U.N. and,
f might say on that score, we had tried to do a good deal of spade-
work with respect both to the PRG and with Hanoi in our discussions
also with the United Nations of trying to move them in, and I spent
almost a solid hour and a half with some of their leading people just
before I departed to emphasize they were making a serious mistake in
their attitude toward the U.N. The notion it was dominated by the
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United States did not seem to me to be historically realistic and we
knew from the discussions we had had with the members of the U.N.
the would welcome participation and I would hope we had made,
and if I may say so, I think we may have had a role in the last dis-
cussion we had for inviting Secretary General Waldheim to sit in at
the international conferenc, tt Paris, so I think that they are realistic
aind I hope they will move closely to and become a member of the
United Nations and particiV tte in the community of nations.

So I think the Senate I oreign Relations Committee thinking in
multinational terms is on sound ground which I think would be in a
very colmen(datory fashion.

U.S. PRESENCE IN 31ANOI

Senator A.IKENI. I get the impression that both Hanoi and Wash-
in gton felt 'ITfft ai-f-Anmerican presence in Hanoi might not be only
helpful in the reconstruction period but also be helpful in preventing
further interifftional-omplications which might lead to further out-
break of war. I do not mow whether that was correct or not. Do you
suppose that they would now be willing to accept American techni-
cians in-janoi-

Mr. CRowN. Well, I do not have anything positive, but I would be
ilucined to think so, yes, because the country's devastationn is very
vast, I would think they would.

Senator AIiiEN. There was an uproar from many Members of Con-
gress at that time and the result was that the administration said they
would not reach any agreement without the consent of Congress, which
I do not think they, could have gotten at that time. Whether as time
goes on the situation softens, which is the hopeof the world, there
might be a change of heart.

Mr. CROWN. Yes, I think the situation is fluid and we were very
much impressed with their realism in viewing world affairs.

Senator AIKEN. Yes.
Mr. CROivN. And their intelligence, so I would think that reason

and rationality ought ultimately to prevail.
Senator AIKEN. Personally, I believe an American presence i

Hanoi would be helpful.
Mr. CRowN. Of course, on the question-
Senator AIKE, . Both politically and economically.
Mr. CRow.N. Yes, and also I take it we do have a moral responsibility.
Senator AIKEN. That, is right.
Mr. CRow.N. To undo so much of the damage that has been done.

I think that is an important thing for the good name of our country,
that we, even the generous attitude we had after World War 11 with
respect to those whom we fought Japan and Germany, here is a na-
tion which in our view was never a threat, never threatened the United
States never threatened its security, all of the damage we have done
andmihtig tell you it is most heartbreaking to have been there and te
have seen these things, I do think that the good name of the United
States requires that we make moral restitution there and heal the
wounds and reconstruct that country as fast as we can.

Senator SPAMA.. Senator Mcoovern, do you have any questions?
Senator MicGoVERN. No, no questioii., M. Clairma. y
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Senator SPMAMRAN. Thank you very much. We appreciate your ap-
pearance.

Mr. CRowN. Thank you.
Senator SPARKMAN. Now I will call on Senator Ernest Gruening,

who has arrived in spite of the weather and heavy traffic. Senator'
Gruening we appreciate your appearance before us again. It is good
to see you lere, sir.

STATEMENT OF ERNEST GRUENING, FORMER U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF ALASKA .

Mr. GRUENINo. Mr. Chairman and members of the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee, I want to thank you for this opportunity to tes-
tify. You are about to conclude hearings to determine whether you will
or will not vote to confirm the nomination of Henry Kissinger as Secre-
tary of State. lie has, in effect, in reality, if not in name, held that, post
for 41/2 years; so the committee has a unique opportunity to appraise
his future conduct from his past programs and judge what his per-
formance in the future will be from what has been the performance
under the Nixon-Kissinger aegis.

VIOLATION OF PREELECTION PROMISES

When Richard Nixon was running for election for the Presidency
5 years ago he promised the American people lie would, if elected, end
the war, and on the basis of that promise a war-heavy American peo-
ple elected him by a small margin because his opponent, my good
friend, Hubert Humphrey, could not bring himself to reverse his stand
on the war, to break with President Johnson and announce- his deter.
mination, if elected, to put an end to the folly into which President
Johnson had plunged our Nation.

How did Richard Nixon carry out his promise to end the war? He
violated it immediately bv a massive and continuous bombardment of
Cambodia. aggression against a country that wanted to stay neutral,
an action deliberately concealed from the American people, to whom
Richard Nixon lied w hen he told them over nationwide television, after
40 months of that bombing, that the United States had respected the
-neutrality of Cambodia.

Has tile committee received any favorable, plausible explanation
of why this costly and needless aggression was vital to American secur-
ity or to any American interest? Obviously, it has not received any such
pausible explanation, and so under the" Nixon-Kissinger conduct in
further violation of campaign promises the war was escalated through-

out Southeast Asia with intensified bombing of North and South Viet-
hiam and Laos without success in obtaining even the objectives the
Nixon-Kissinger team has sought.

So the Nixon-Kissinger tandem violated the preelection fpi'omises to
the American people, and with the consequences of tens of thousands
tens of thousands more American boys killed, several hundred thousand
wounded, millions of Southeast Asians killed and wounded, and bil-
lions of dollars squandered which are now reflected in our steadily
mounting inflation.
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All this could have been avoided if Richard Nixon had ended the
war in the early weeks of his adminif-tration in 1969 as the American
people had every right to expect.

LACK OF HONOR IN WAR'S CONCLUSION

Now, seeking confirmation, Mr. Kissinger promises an open policy
which. if it means anything, means a return to the constitutionally es-
tablislied joint role of the executive and legislative branches in the
conduct of foreign policy. But why, on the basis of his past record of
deliberate mendacity, should his promises be believed? Eight months
ago Richard Nixon i)'oclaimed that he had achieved peace with-honor.
Well, nothing could have been more devoid of honor in the war's
conclusion than the massive bombing of a helpless peasant people who
had neither planes nor antiaircraft guns with which to defend them-
selves. It was a massacre of noncombatants, of women and children.

I saw and heard the defense of it myself at the Third International
War Crimes Commission meeting at Copenhagen last fall. The two pre-
vious meetings had been held in Oslo and Stockholm. I saw and heard
a 24-vear-old Vietnamese schoolteacher testify to the bomb that had
hit her school. It tore her right arm off, killed 6 children outright,
and wounded 10 others. some of them crippled for life. Her right arm
was missing as she testified.

Have the American people become insensitive to the atrocities com-
mitted in their name? Has this committee become so? George Wald,
the internationally famous biologist at Harvard from whom one of
his pupils, Henry Kissinger, might have learned much but apparently
did not, reported in his Penn State lecture last year, what he saw in
Vietnam and I quote:

They took me through the hospital wards. There was a little boy, Chin, 3
years old, whose arm had been torn off. There was a boy, Theng, 9 years old,
whose right foot was torn off, there was a girl, Quan, 8 years old, whose spinal
chord had been severed by a pellet so that she was paralyzed permanently below
the waist and Incontinent permanently. There was a 3-month-old baby being-held
by her grandfather; her father was killed by a bomb, her mother wounded In
her backbone and still in the hospital. There was a young man, Minh, 20, a
bomb fragment had torn open his skull and damaged his brain. There were
two little girls 8 and 13, sisters, both badly wounded by bullets. But more than
that, her mother and brother had been killed instantly and their father had
been killed shortly before so there was nowhbre for them to go.

These are among the fruits of te Nixon-Kissinger policy, and this
U.S. legacy will be visible for years in the armless, legless paralyzed
victims.

Unfortunately, history will record--that it was the United States,
we, you, who did this, and not the Nixon-Kissinger team. This team
will continue to propagate the myth that the United States is fighting
aggression whereas from the start the United States has been, and
continues to be the aggressor.

CONGRESS FINALLY ENDED THE WAR

And, finally, it was not Richard Nixon who ended the war, with or
without honor. It was the Congress which finally ended our part in
it on August 15 while Richard Nixon wanted to continue.
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WHAT ABOUT TME FUTURE

But what about the future? The Nixon-Kissinger team has made
it plain that it has not given up. Of course, it could no longer, thanks
to the Congress, continue military action, but it will try vith American
dollars and hired mercenaries to perpetuate its domination of South-
east Asia, and if so there will be no peace, there will be no peace as
long as the Nixon-Kissinger policy of imposing their candidates and
their policies on the people of Southeast Asia continues.

The cause of the continuing war in Southeast Asia; namely, the
U.S. violation of its agreement to support the Geneva Accords, the
betrayal of a promise of a united Vietnam choosing its own govern-
ment, leaves the issue unresolved. Those who fought for it beginning
a quarter of a century ago in a Frenich rule, the Vieteong in the
south, and the North Vietnamese will continue to (to so. We should
have been on their side for the same ends that ouzr colonial forefathers
sought here is what they sought..

The American people who have been taken in by the mistaken
policy by the administration, both administrations, constantly re-
iterated emphasis that we were fighting Communists. I)oubtless there
were many among them but they were, above all, nationalists, and their
economic and social doctrines vere their own business, not ours, and
today, and for years past, the Nixon policy continues to prop up a
loathsome dictator, Nguyen Thieu whose jails are filled with thousands
of political prisoners for the crime of wanting a united Vietnam, its
independence and freedom from foreign control. Many have been tor-
tured, and others outright murdered in prison?

Is that what the Senate wants to see continued? Does it want to
continue to squander billions of dollars to perpetuate the Nixon-Kis-
singer folly? That is what we will get under the continued Nixon-
Kissinger satrapy, a costly. involvemnient without end in sight to the
neglect of our overdue pressing needs at home.

i)IL. E3M.\ COXFION'riN(n COMNI'MIrIEE

The committee obviously confronts a dilemma. If it were to reject
Kissinger's nomination, lie would continue, as he has been, as a Presi-
dential adviser not subject to Senate confirmation. But the committee
members could disassociate themselves from these Executive follies,
could avoid becoming particel)s criminis, as history may otherwise
record them. by refusing to bestow the additional powers and prestige
of the Secretaiyship of State on one whose record casts doubt on his
worthiness of it. Give him an opportunity for a few months or a year
or more while an Undersecretary is in charge, to demonstrate under
Senate scrutiny that a new deceny, a new humanity, a new honesty,
a new respect-for the Constitution, and regard for the opinion of man-
kind will henceforth prevail-ii the conduct of the foreign affairs of our
beloved country.

I thank you.
CO3PNENDATION OF WITNESS

Senator SPAM JIAN. Thank you, Senator Gru'-ning. You have given
us some things that naturally we should consider very carefully. We
recall the fine service that you had here with us.
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Mr. GRuNNINO. I beg your pardon, a little louder.
Senator SPARKMAN. We do not want you to go yet.
Mr. GRuENiNo. Very good.
Senator SPARKMAN. I just wanted to say for the record that to my

way of thinking, Senator Gruening has been one of the most remark-
able men I have ever known.

Mr. GRUENINo. Thank you very much.
Senator SPARKMAN. Trained as a doctor, practiced, I believe, as a

doctor, and then, had 'all kind of activities in Alaska, then became
Governor of Alaska. I recall being in Mexico several years ago, and
Senator Gruening and Mrs. Gruening were with us. I learned that
one of the outstanding books, a history of Mexico, which I believe they
used as a school text, was written by him. He told the Mexicans some
things about themselves they apparently had not known before. When
he was in, the Senate, it was the same thing here with America.

Mr. GRuNxINo. You are very kind.
Senator SPARKMAN. We welcome you here, and we have enjoyed

your testimony. If I may, I will ask Senator Aiken to take over 'f I
may be excused for just minute.

Senator AIKEx. I have no questions to ask you, Ernest.
All I want to say is whatever else you may do you do not waver. Some-
times you pay a price for not wavering.

Senator fcGovern have you any questions?
Senator McGovERN.. Senator Oruening, I want to join Senator

Sparkman in expressing my personal appreciation for your advice
and your influence, and your continuing influence and work. It is great
to see you in such vigor'again this morning. I think I was on the Sen-
ate floor with very few other people the day you made your first full
dress speech warning against our involvement in Indochina. If I re-
member correctly it was in March of 1964. Is that, correct? I think that
anyone with that kind of foresight, which you held to witliou any
wavering at all, deserves the commendation of us all. I wish it were
possible for you to be awarded the Nobel peace prize. I think you
deserve it as much as any other American.

We had in the recent Presidential campaign, a slightly arrogant
slogan, "right from the start." That fits you and your record on the
war much better and I want to commend'you.

BASIS FOR PEACE IX INDOCHINA

This morning's news tells very jubilantly about the coming of peace
to Laos. As I drove il to the office today, the newscasters were reporting
that for the first time in 10 years peace has come to Laos, and the Pathet
Lao forces, the Communist'forces, have entered into a coalition with the
other political forces in Laos. Apparently that is the foundation for
the peace.

Do you see anything in that kind of a formula that is fuinldamneltally
different from what you were proposing 10 years hgo as a possible
basis for peace in Vietnam and elsewhere in-In'dochina

Mr. GRUENiNG. Well, I cannot say that I read the terms of this new
agreement, but I would like to repeat what I said a few months ago-
that the only hope for peace in Southeast Asia is for us to keep out
and let the people of Southeast Asia settle their own destiny. What-
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ever the solution, it will be theirs and not the imposition of a foreign
power.

Now. it may be that our intentions were the best at the beginning.
There are various opinions about that.-But why do we not apply the
basic principle of self-determination. Now there may be interference
from other powers. hut if we do our part and keep out. at least our
conscience will be clear and I am convinced that a better solution will
obtain. W' have been down there now for a decade or more, and the
situation has gone. from bad to worse, and we are trying to do the same
thing all over the world, imposing our ideas on other people. It is
completely contrary to our own principles, our own ideals, and our
own heritage. We started with a basic concept of self-determination,
having a government of, by and for the people. If we would only
apply that all over the world, sooner or later I am sure it is bound
to work out better than any policy of interference either by us or any
other foreign power. So 1 am very hopeful over the peace in Laos,
but I am verve fearful that the present administration, if it continues
its policies, will continue to interfere, either overtly or covertly, and
there will be no peace. And why do we not come home and mind
our own business and take care of our long-neglected overdue do-
mestic needs?

IrENTIFICATIOxN OF DR. KISSINGER1S POLICY WITH NIXON ADMINISTRA-
TION POLICY

Senator McGovERN. Senator Gruening, I agree fully with your po-
sition. I think you are quite right in identifying Dr. kissinger's pol-
icy as the Nixon administration's policy. They were one and the
same thing. As a matter of fact. when Dr. Kissinger was asked a ques-
tion about how he felt about the President, he said "I agree with the
President.." Then he added. "It is almost irrelevant whether we like
each other and it is almost like asking me whether I like my arm."
He went on to say that on all the major decisions they saw eye
to eye.

BASIS FOR DENYING 0OONX)7TION

But if it is true that Dr. Kissinger represents the President's
view. on wh-at basis do we deny confirmation to the administra-
tion that is in power of the men" the President wants to serve with
him? Presumably a President is going to pick those men who carry
out his policy. On what constitutional grounds would we have a
right to object to Dr. Kissinger's confirmation I

MJr. GWFENINO. Well, you have the constitutional grounds to deny
confirmation to any man whom you do not consider qualified.

I do not think there is any doubt about Mr. Kissinger's ability. He
is an able man, but his pol icies in the past have been part of the acimin-
istration policy of concealment and deception. and this is very alarm-
ing. You want to be able to feel once you have confirmed him, and that
confirmation is irrevocable, and he will be free to do what he leases
that you can trust what he says, that he will come clean, thathe wili
tell you what is happening, that he will not deceive you, and he will
not conceal, it, and you have a perfect right to suspect that might
not happen on the basis of the past record.
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Now, I hope that will not be the case. We all want a decent foreign_
policy, which we have not had now for some years, and this is a non-
partisan thing. Johnson got us into this war by deception and it has
been continued under Nixon and Kissinger, and I hope we can break
away from that. That was the burden of my remarks, and I am very
confiAlent that you agree with that.

-FFECT OF MNYIXN CONFIRMATION

Senator cIGov m.-x. I tmroughly agree. Senator Gruening. with the
indictment of the Nixon-Kissinger record onl Vietnam. I think it is an
outra,"e that the war was not ended 5 years ago. But the only point I
a1 nmak.1iii is that if. in fact. Dr. Kissinger is carrying out the policy
the President wants. and they have no basic policy disagreement, it
would seem to ine that denying him confirmation as Secretary of State
simply ,tans that lie stays there in the White House and'continues
to run the policy ill concert with the President. Then we are deprived
even of the opl)ortunity to cross-examine him in public.

I would like to think that maybe 1o.ome of these questions we have put
to Dr. Kissinger over the last week may give him pause on some of-

Mr. ChrEN-iNco. Well. maybe it will he a new Kissinger. We have
bad new Nixons at varioiis times. Thv lavo not proved very different.
But I (io think that the Senate Foreign IRelations Committee and the
Senate and the. Congress certainly lve, a responsil)ilitv and a duty
to help shape foreign policy and if it feels that policy is being shaped
in such a way with which it disagrees it. has every right to do what it
can to shape it in the way it. wants.

INSISTENCE ON POLICY CO3IM13IMENTS FROM MRI. KISSINGER SUGGESTED

And mIayie the beginning of that would be. if it does not deny con-
firiation to Dr. Kisinger. which it probably will not. is to at least
insist on as many commitments that you hope will be kept to shape
the policy in a way that the Senate believes it should be shaped.

You w%'amit to stop aggriession : you want to stop deception; you want.
to go back to a policy that, is consistent with our own traditions and
heritage, and I hope that in the course of these hearings you have
gotten) or will cret before the hearings conclude as many commitments
from 'Mr. Kissinger as is possible and hope that after his confirmation
those onnmmiitments will be kept. I believe that is as far as you can go.

But I felt it desirable in my testimony to stress the record which
was a record of mendacity, deception, not merely Kissinger himself
ut. the Kissinger-Nixon teamfl. The), have been gold dust twins; they

have shaped the policy of the Unitel States, and I think they can both
be held responsible for what has happened.

I hope the Senate, I am confident the Senate in these hearings and
before these hearings conclude, will try to impress upon him as far as
possible what the Senate's views are and what the Senate's hopes are,
and hope that those ideas will prevail-because obviously the Senate's
views ae far saner than those of the administration.

Senator MCGOVER.N. I appreciate fully your suggestions on that
score, Senator Gruening. I think you are right, that we have to stress
as hard as we can to get certain understandings and certain commit-
ments from Dr, Kissinger.

21-172-73-pt. 1-13
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PRINCE SIIHANOUK S Ar'ITUDE TOWARD U.S. BOMBING

I interrogated him the other day on his contention that Prince
Sihanouk actually approved American bombing of CatiAxlia. I
do not believe that. In response to that Dr. Kissinger said he would
provide certain information indicating that Irince Sihanouk did,
n fact, support the bombing. The information lie supplied does not

back up his argument one bit. As a matter of fact, it leaves us right
where we were before, with me firmly convinced that Prince Sihanouk
did not approve of tie illnhilg. IN e have had no evidence vet from
Mr. Kissitnger, although he promised to provide it to the-committee,
that would support his side of the case. If the documents he has
sent here thus far are designed to show that we had the cooperation of
the Cambodian Government when we were bombing them, it just will
not wash. So we will have to go into that matter more, and there will
he other things that we will have to interrogate him about.

1)ii31IA OF IENYING )1JII.IVI:, P1IC' ('RDCs-EX.MIN.TT .x

But 1 raise thes, questions siniply levai-e I do think it- puts a
Ilmember of-the eomnijt tee who feels, as I do. that the Kiinger-Nixon
policies have been a disaster. in a very serious dihimma to then have to
vote on the question of whether we want to deniy ourselves the chance
to at least give hiim a title where we van (,al 11him up here aud cross-
examine him from time to time. We cannot do that now and I think
there-is souetlint, to he said for ,iving hil] the title that he holds in
any event, lie is running the major foreign policy decisions andl he is
loing it without public cross-examinatiiu bv the Congress. So perhaps

there is something to be said for that side of the argument. too.
Mr[!-. GRUENING. Well. I think at least these hearings have dramatized

the folly of our past, policies under this administration and I am hope-
ful in consequence of that that 'Mr. Kissinger will come closer to a
policy which Congress approves.

Of course, there is no justification whatever for our invasion of
Cambodia. No vital interest of Ihe Ulnited States was involved and,
of course, that applies to our whole Southeast Asian misadventure.
There never was any juistiiication for going in there 10 years ago.
We were lied into ti, 'ar, as von all know. The Tonkin Gulf episode
was spurious. The Senate was denied the information, that was in
President Johnson's hands before he 'went on nationwide television,
that the attack had not taken place. There was a telegram from the
captain of the Mma(dox'. Captain Ilerrick, the one man who knew. a.-
no one else did, what had happened or what had not happened in
the Gulf of Tonkin, who said in effect:

llold It. It i,; very doubtful whether any such attacks have taken plaee. The
earlier reports were due to freak weather effects and I suggest complete re-
evaluation before action.

That telegram was iii the hands of Secretary of Defense MeXainara
and Lyndon Johnson at, 2 o'clock in the afternon of August 4, 1964,
and vet 7 hours later when the Senate leaders and the House leaders
convened to hear from President .Jlohnson what he wanted the Con-
gress to do, namely, to pass the Tonkin Gulf resolution, this tele-
gram was deliberately concealed from then and it was deliberately
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concealed from the entire Congress during the next 3 or 4 days while
they were debating it. Obviously, tie Me mbers of Congress, if they
liad known about that telegram, they never wouldiJave voted for the
Tonkin Gulf resolution. h'liev never would have given Lyndon John-
son the power to plunge us into a war and this ghastly tragedy would
have been averted.

So we were deceived. w we were lied iiito the war and tiat will be
eternally on the conscience of Lndon Baines .JolInson. wherever
he now is. It is a tragic tIiinig. [Ilaulghter. I Ad this kinid of thing
has conimied to various degrees ever since. aid it is ]onc overdue
that. we can have a government whose word we can trust. and that
is tht great issue before tljis eolillittee in this particular I hearing,
and I am very hol)eflil tlat y'our lca ii gs, what you have said to
Mr. Kissinger i wihat you tried' to iinl)ress upon lill], '111d the obvious
tlesiraliilitv, I tllink -Mr. Kissinlger woild like to emerge from1 his
service as 'Secretar v of State with a record that Ile van 1be prold of.
1 lo not t link lie wants to continue tiis kind of lecel)tion. evell though
lie has practiced it, and 1 an1 1ol)eflul tlat will take place-, h t t I am
not too ol)tinistic, anld I hope tw livilIber of the I4orevign Relations
('omunittee will keep t lat valtioll alive anl ('ot0i llie to watch it Care-
ful ly. because this is an issue vital Tot oily to tIits counalittee. to the
(*0igr'ess. but to tie Alluerican l.eople.

We have gone tl :1rouh a crisis un)reee~nte in our history withtragic results, results that will he with us for generations to come,

to a certain extent )erilil)s forever.
We can never live down sonit of these tlings that I have read to

vo i today. It is a horrible thought that we. the United States, have
been guilty of the kind of butchery of innocent little children that has
been i ucidental to our loit'. a plicy ui rsmed for no good puirp)oses
whatsoever.

Senator M[cGovERN. Thank you yery muc]i, Senator Gruening.
Mr. (3 RUENNo. Thank you.

VOTES G.INST GULF OF TONKIN RESOLUTION

Seiiator SI.\IKMAN. Senator Gruening. I believe there were only
two votes against the Gulf of Tlonkin resolution.

MF. GRUF,.xoi. Beg pardon ?
Senator SPARKrAN. Two votes against the Tonkin resolution.
Mr. GRtvTEoNI. There were two. Wayne Morse's and mine.
Senator SPRK.NI.X. That is right. I recall it quite well. Thank you

very much, Senator G,'uening. We ha\-e enijoyed having you with us.
Our next. witness is Rev. Douglas .Moore, Black United Front,

Washington, D.C.

STATEMENT OF REV. DOUGLAS MOORE, CHAIRMAN, AND ABSALOM
F. JORDAN, JR., FIELD CHAIRMAN, THE BLACK UNITED FRONT

Reverend M[ooRE. Thank you. I do not want any discrimination
from the press: they xct things oft for the httle peol)]e.

Seriously, Mr. Chairman, we are very glad to be here. It is unusual
for a methodist priest to be talking to two Methodist members of the
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Senate Foreign Relations Committee. I am an ordained Methodist
minister, I served in Africa as a missionary for 5 years. I studied at
Boston University School of African Studies and also University of
Monrovia and have been a student of African affairs as a scholar'and
as one who is a descendant of Africa.

Mr. Chairman, we are very happy that your committee permitted
us to come to speak on these issues. Although some of us may cynically
say it is an exercise in futility, I think it is an exercise in faith in the
democratic process.

I am the chairman of the Black United Front, which has chapters
in Washington, D.C., in the States of Illinois, Kansas, Missouri, Mas-
saclmsetts, Florida, and other States like Texas. We receive no money
froma nyvbodv. We receive no money from the Government; we receive
no moniv from foundations, private or public. So, therefore, what
we say is not because we are involved with anybody except an interest
in what happens to black people.

.ACK's" V'mmV OF DR. KISS NGl .%S U.S. FflEIGN POLICY ARCITECT

When blacks look at Dr. Kissin.-er as the architect of American
foreign policy, we feel that lie is ilme epitome of the philosophy of
benign neglect, of America oin the foreign scene as 3oynihan is on
the domestic scene. Benign neglect has been l)r. Kissinger's attitude
toward Africa and African problems.

This policy stems from his foreign policy that is based on close
American collaboration with Europe. the Soviet Union, the People's
Republic of China. and Japan. The objective of this policy is to struc-
ture new international political stability under the management of
the industrialized powers. His view is to'reduce conflict by building a
network of interdependence between the West and former cold war
enemies. Consequently, we have the wheat deal for Russia and China
and Soviet acquiescence in U.S. "end the war-peace with honor"
diplomacy ii Indochina, and I might add that the wheat deal is penal-
izing Aimnerican families for the high cost of bread.
As Secretary of State, Dr. Kissinger will ek to institutionalize this

new policy of international stability. This will be disastrous for Africa.This in pie view of foreign policy can only bringnhtmarish r-

sults in the future of Africa. Sucl a preoccupation with Europe as
over against upgrading and developing new policies for Africa will
lead this country to sone dangerous pitfalls in the years to come. The
record is quite clear on Dr. Kissinger: he is a Europeanist or a Euro-
centric. His policies, even his proclamation "this is the year of Europe,"
reflects the man's total attitude toward Africa.

EFFECT OF DR. K [ISSINOER ' CONFIRMATION OF AFRICA

Africa is not important to Dr. Kissinger, or for that matter, Latin
America. Joseph Kraft in the January issue of Harper's magazine,
in an article entitled "In Search of Kissinger," said "When Africa,
Latin America, or economic affairs come up, the White House, in
effect, is out to hich." The confirmation of Dr. Kissinger. we feel, will
not be welcomed by Americans of African descent. Africa has not
been important to fim as the mastermind of Nixon's foreign policy.
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J)r. Kissinger's policy of stability or law and order will inevitably rein-
force the U.S. acquiescence to white minority domination in Southern.
Africa. Such i policy call only lead to a blooaIbath in Southern Africa,
as well as the further polarization of races in the United States. As
the liberation forces move closer to liberating the land the Portuguese
and Rhodesians will become even inore repressive and barbaric.

Our indirect intervention will switch to direct intervention. This is
the logical development of J)r. Kissinger's stability and Eurocentric
foreign policy. Black Americans were highly indignant at President
Nixon's snub of President Kaunda of Zambla and then Chairman of
the nonalined nations, who came to the United States on a mission
from the nonalined nations which carried him to the major capitals
of the world : but was vulgarly refused an audience with the President.
It is inconceivable that this would have happened to Mrs. Golda Meier.
T his snub we accuse Mr. Kissing-er of, for it is he who advises the
President what to do or not, to do in foreign matters. The snub was
uncouth, arrogant, and degrading.

Portugal is a part of NATO and as is well kitowi. is the "poor inan
of Europe." How can the poorest nation in Europe fight three major
wars? It, is because of the U .S. indirect economic assistance;
because of our Azores Agreement, which Dr. Kissinger will preside
over in its renewal discussions: and finally, because of our being a part
of NATO which serves as a blind for'funneling U.S. nioney into
Mozambique, Angola. Guinea-Bissau. Dr. Kissinger is responsible for
the Europeans' bully boy Portugal's capacity to wage a most barbaric
war against, the people of Angola, Mozanbique. Guinea-Bissau, as
well as napalm. In fact, Mr. Chairman. tile first time I ever heard of
the use of napalm was in 1962 in Angola when I saw women and chil-
dren who were burned, in the Congo.

The recent, massacre in Mozamnbique by Portuguese and recently by
hliodesian troops has brought no reaction from Dr. Kissinger or the

State Department. Why ? Because he is a Eurocentrist who practices
si abilizing politics. Yet, we find a persistent probing in our relations
with the Soviet. Union about the status of Jews. The State Depart-
ment, National Securitv Council. and many Senators talk about how
.Jews are being treated in the Soviet Union and how Russia ought to
change its policy before receiving aid or political considerations. To
our knowledge. there have leen no massacres of Jews in Russia. Black
Americans are incensed that there is no interest by Dr. Kissinger in
what is happening to our people in southern Africa. What about the
murder of the gold miners in South Africa. the massacre that Roman
Catholic priests have spoken about in Angola. the massacre of 600
Methodist preachers on P1alm Sunday in 1964 by the Portuguese. and
what about the murder of the aold niners in South Afric, just a few
days ago? How long will Dr. Kissinger be concerned about what hap-
pened to .ews in Russia and not what happens to our people in Africa?

EFFECT OF 'r.S. Et"ROPEANIST VIEW OF WORlD

Our Europeanist view of the world has closed our eves to the re-
pugnant regime in South Africa, and Southern Rhodesia and the
Portugu ese, Southern Rhodesia. Mr. Chairman, is a case. in point. Two
hundred and fifty thousand European settlers dominate 5 million
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Africans and vyet Mr. Clark MacGregor. president of a -reat aircraft,
company that builds helicol)ters , accidtntally. privately got'. to Rho-
desia ald on Rlhodsian television talks about the Amaierican Govern-
ment may be thinking about changing its policy. As an I:dminist rator,
if anyone for the Black United Front made stich a statement I would
know about it, and I would think it ik unbelievable that Mr. Ki.-singer
did not. know that Mr. MacG( i'TIMF wa.1 lboitt the bu-ine -... of reinfrc-
ing his Eurocentrists policies ill soulevn Africa.Out Eiropeanists bias did not perm it military act on as a solution
to the Rhodesian rebellion. Our (iuvermnmwiit said it wms ineffectia.
We opted for economic salni ions. Yet. this coillit rv violated! IT.N. sa'm-
tions by peimittiig, the Byrd amendment iid importation of ehrome.
Our Rimolesian d ,licy is a rellctioni of the d(1(11ion'i aspect 1f our
American 'oreig-n policy. ( )it(- lianl , li he NN4,W1i Oill('I ioS ItS for ' our
invol vemlent in Vietnani and w\e arrogantl" aiid 1 uaedlv staved, under
the pretext of (hfeldilg a people's iitht tii -el f-dei ,,i'niiat lo0l.

But oln the other ]il,1, wev aie quiet 1a it feedom being taken awav
in lhodesia anid time world cal s for nillivvi'..d ISandlioln again Rlho-
desia. We go just the opposite way and we refitt, theni iid reieg., on
then. We lmave bevoii' m ,ain Iilginliy stock (i tihe world as i'ell
is l latant renegers ol our treaty obligations nider the charter of time
United N.tions which we freelyv signed, law alnd all. Soaitlteln Jl1ho-
desia is ill violation (if U .N. Rhiodesiai Res liii 232 as well as
in violet ion of Exeutive Order 1 13-22 and t here are certain persois
who have respolnsibilitiv.-, for eiifoeili" that order, th,, St-cretar, of
State. tile SecretarV of ('ollmluerc an ll(l hect,' r of tle iasurv.
and in coordinate1 voniert vitli other ageicies -;re ne( r. a l ia 1
yet we knlow that the JIlodesiai in formation center r il operates here
ill Washington. I).C.. Slpilling out its Slplrilils plrloAganlia. We know
tilat PanAni. TWA. Hertz. ,aId A vis al'e % violating (ie law by ,loilng
business in Rhodlesia. anid wo have talked abmit law and orler. and
that this is a ile of law. We ask a fli ll t millial (lueqtion of
Mr. Kissinger. what lassiorts io tle lthioesiniis live or olIerate in tile
United States on f It cannot be a British passport. ;o ill fact, we have
de factor funetiinallv recognized ilhetli uis al g)mvelaiient.

U .S. commliliies have larg, , i lve"I mamlts ii oilith Africa, over a lil-
lion dollars. *Wlien tie vil' uaiVll repressed majority rises timp. wilat will
our lf 11 io, be ? At the prese , t ep. I 4cyllu of ouir Eirocntric forti,,.,
polivy. we are going to be llamlnlt short.

VI AC.\l Ai3 .11IAtC.\N i M;W( NSTR tIN .\NADL( Nl EI Ii i:(tl ' i ML TI-X' S

' o'\ ) V(;il'.a ago 81 to _it.Ii)i Iliack Aill(r'icali- dhilloistrated ill W ash-
iiigtrol l .( .. they \alilcd .i v lll V ill 1'".S. to aI( our an cestial
land. alill particularly toward southern A\frica. )r. iissinger has
ignored oir cry for jiistice in sinutlerun A\rivca but he has made sure
that the, ,ws ill Rlissia be lhard. We have askedl that lie meet iid
whnt-i the 1heroic leader of (Guinea-Bissau was in this country his aides
sought a neetimg wit l oine of Mr. Kissinger's uidelings, bit theywoul not eveai listen or talk to him. And this reminds Jil of the arm-
gance of John F uster Iulles in relationship to the Chinese of Mr. Chou
Eii-lai of how tliat rentained as a bitter pill. How many others have
been tuined off by this arrogant man'
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Mr. Kissinger has met with the Jewish community about what hp
pens to Jows in Russia but never upon our asking and request has he
ever met with the black Americans who have a deep interest ini what
happens in A rrica. This, we feel, is racist.

M3EMRSITIP OF NSC STAFF

And when we examine tie staff of the National Security Colneil
reported to he at 79, they have a funv numbers ganie. but anyhow, 79
last meek, we note the , is not one hfa.k in a polievmaking position.
There' ar Catholics. there are Jews, and Protestants all white. Dr.
Kissinger is responsible for this. Why are there no blacks in policy-
Making positions on the National Security Council ? Certainly, black
men (lied in Vietnam out of proportion to our number, our quota, to
carry out his demonic and deathlike policy. Is it because he feels there
aue n competent blacks in the area of foreign policy ? Is it because lie
does not believe that blaks can pass the security tests for this Nation
or is it in fact that I)r. Kissinger is a raci. ? Because of the composi-
tion of th, National Security ('oumil staff, we say he is a functional
racist.

(N F!IM.VAATION WIL.L NOC¢iIJ TO ADW ) STABILITY Olt PEACE

Mr. Cihairman. in our jud,_umenut, for the record, the Black United
Front does not believe that tile confirmation of Mr. Henry Kissinger
will add to rlkte staiilit v or peace of the world because his E'urocentric
foruign 1)oi-v (ln only lead to blood lhed and further polarization of
hiac.ks and whites in this country over ouir deeper and deeperr involve-
ment in southern Africa.

P.O. P(bsI'ION ON (ENO('IE

We't also. 'Mr. Chairman. would briug to your attention the position
of this Govv 111ment on the \\hle question of genocide and how it affects
black people ilk this country as a foreign policy issue. Mr. .Jordan.

Mr. .lm,.k'. Mr. chairmann . I vant to augment our chairman's tes-
tinionv by raising 111 ahlitional questionn for Ir. Kissingr's dis-
CUSS lOll.

Senator Sr. r.kN. .lui.,t a minute. las your name beexi given to
the rl)orter ?

Mr. ,~Ii1)AN. 'Yes. it has. Absalom Jordan.
Senator Sv. -K. t-\N. All right.
Mr..tomLN. Well. we feel Mr. Kissingems attitude toward blacks

las iah/leately represented tile philosophy of leenin neglect, we feel
that tie over-ll treatment of black l)eople in this country is more
analogous t() callous neglect. Our concern is that the advice and con-
sent necessarv from the S enate for time ratification of the treaty against
.vifleidle Ias been held in abeyance and opposition against the treaty
is calpi iouls.

In 400 years of black presence in this country, the United States has
failed to deal with black people in a way which would demonstrate
concern for them as human beings. While my cynicism is tempered
with a chimerical hope. I am cognizant of this country's failure to col-

BE ST C.-PY AVAILABLE
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laborate with blacks in building a country worthy of our Founding
Fathers' dream.

The United States is culpable for the murder of 13 blacks in South
Africa just as it is culpable for'the murder of George Jackson. But.
more importantly, blacks are circumspect of the opposition to the
ratification of tie treaty-for it woul(l permit aberrations in the
treatment of men culminating in the perpetration of the same type
of atavistic action against blacks that were performed against the
American Indian. European Jews and more recently the massacred in
Mozambique.

Our question to Mr. Kissinger is whether the President and he will
extend themselves beyond effete rhetoric with respect to this treaty
and fight as diligentlv for its ratification as he has to uphold the
President's veto of five'bills passed by the Congress.

Our concern is this country's failure to oppose genocide and this
goes beyond our concern for black people in this country but extends
to our black brothers and sisters in our motherland.

Corporations in this country are deeply involved in the economics
and politics of minority rulel African nations and because of this
country's failure to ratify the treaty against geuloci(le. These companies
feel no'obligations to interfere in the internal affairs of that nation.

However, if the policy of thik Nation is to prohibit oenocide. then
it become the responsibility of all Americans to act accordingly.

Considering the successes of Mr. Kissin.er both with Mr. Nixon
and in the Senate of the United StateQ. we would sugest that Mr.
Kissinger demonstrates that he is an effiaeions administrator and we
would raise the question as to whether or not the administ-ation has
demonstrated duplicity with respect to the ratification of a treaty
against genocide.

It is our conjecture that the administration will not opnose genocide
beeause thiq country contemplates genocide against the blacks of this
Nation and also against blacks throughout the world and, therefore
we rais, the question of whether Mr. Kissin,'ger will fight within the
.Senat. to insure that blacks will be spared the fear of cenocid. in the
same way he and his family were spared from the horrors of Nazi
Grmnanv's desire to eliminate the Jewish eol)le.

Thank von.
Senator: SpAnT3r. N-. Thank von very much. Thank both of vou

-,,entlemen. You exceeded the time a little bit. bt they were very foi-ce-
ful statements and we are very alad to have had you.

lme-erend Moony. Thank voni. Mr. Chairman.
,enator Se..N. Ournext witness is Mr. John . Ilemenway,

National Association of Pro America. Washington, D.C.
Mr. hlemenway. will you come around, please. sir.

STATEMENT OF SOHN D. HEMENWAY, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
PRO AMERICA, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. hrE:w~y. Thank von. Mr. Chairman.
Senator Sp.. rKM. -. Mr. Ifemenway, we had the pleasuria of having

you.before the committee on a previous occasion.and we welcome you
again.
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Mr. I TymExw.ty. Yes. sir. Thank you very much.
Senator SPARKW ANX. Your statement, I believe, will exceed the 10

minutes we requested. I hope you are prepared to summarize it or else
let part of it. be placed in therecord.

Mr. l.Aw.-xw.%n. Yes. sir. I will do m best and, as a matter of fact,
Mr. Chairman, there is a little table of'dates that I will submit later
on for the lVeord, and I INill proceed with a summary of the testimony.

Senator Sp.RK..N,. Very well, sir. You handle it as you see fit. Tie
entire statement will be included, as you know.

Mr. IlEMENw.Y. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.

NATION AL A.SSOCI[ATIOX OF P11,o AMERIC.\

As you noted, I rprelsent today the National Asociation of Pro
Americ'a. Pro Amieriea was founded in 193., by the way, as an educa-
tional, patriotic, volhnteer organization whose membership consists
of mid le-of-the-road Americans of moderate views. Speaking quite
personally, Mr. Sparkman, you might beu interested that we have a
chapter ii Birminghan. Ala.

Senator SpAumKMAN. I have a very good friend there who I believe
is a very good friend of yours, Dr. Leslie Wright.

REASONS FOR O'POSING DR. I(ISSINGER'S CONFIRMATION

Mr. Itli tn1Exw.kw. Yes. sir. To sunmarize the position of Pro-
Alerieca, I would like to say that we oppose the confirmation of Dr.
lenv Kissinger as Seeivtarv of State for a number of valid reasons,
in foir general categories. I)r. Kissinger's professional judgment is
poor. The disastrous grain deal with the Soviet Union is merely the
most recent example, and probably not the most disastrous.

Second, Dr. Kissinger's foreign policy appears to have no general
strategy to it. It is based on highly dubious assumptions for which
there is little or no evidence. Yet, these assumptions are so basic to
everything i that un(lerlies everything we are doing in foreign policy
to(lav. I tiink the committee oweNs it to itself and to the Nation to do
what they have been doing and press even harder to examine what
is the basis of 'the premise. and I will list three of them:

That the Soviet Union has ceased to be a revolutionary power and
is now a status quo power interested to play according to the rules.

The assumption that merely by increased commercial and cultural
ties we will somehow accelerate the conversion of the Soviet Union intb
a status quo power.
And third. the Sino-Soviet Split is permanent and so severe that

we can build a policy on that split.
The third major reason we oppose the nomination and confirma-

tion is that there are several serious constitutional institutional prob-
lems with the confirmation and I will go into that in a moment, and
then most importantly, Senator Sparkman, as you mentioned, I have
been before this comiiittee before, we registered the belief that Dr.
Kissinger's administrative ability is hardly proven and this comes
at a time when he will be Se,'retarv of State in a State Department
that needs reform, when you need in fact, a very capable administra-
tor. I think that several *of his own personnel appointments, that of
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David Young, that of Helmut Sonnenfeldt, whose confirmation for
Undersecretary of the Treasury has been held up for a number of
months for reasons that I think a number of Senators evenon yur
committee will understand. The Chairman. Mr. Fulbright, is a mem-
ber of the Finance Committee.

There is another appointment which is quite a strange one, the
appointment or at least the offer of the ambassadorship to the Soviet
Union to Mr. Armand slammer, who ha,1 the good sense, of course,
to turn it down, but this must have been approved by Mr. Kissinger
and it, suggests an inability, perhaps, to make the rilht kind of per-
sonnel decision when lie goes into a large bureaucracy that is going to
be desperately in need of capable administration.

GRAIN DEAL WI'[ SOVIET UNION

Mr. Chairman, the grain deal with the Soviet Union is so bad that
I have not personally met anybody in Wasiington who is prepared
to defend it and vet it was handled as a foreign policy matter and
the national security adviser, Mr. Kissinger, was seemingly responsi-
ble for its execution.

As early as January 31, 1972, 114 years ago, Dr. Kissinger evidently
was aware of an impending dealif.4e had a full year to get all of the
details down and yet at the confirmation hearings held of Mr. Sonnen-
feldt, one of his i)rincipal aides, it turned out that this man did not
know what rate of interest was being charged the Soviet Union on the
loans that were made for the wheat, lie did not know what the dis-
count rate of the United States was. The committee determined lie did
not know a lot of economic facts that one would have thought any staff
member on the NSC would have known if they were engaged in a
wheat deal of this, a grain deal of this proportion. Is it any wonder,
therefore, that frankly, Mr. Chairman. we were taken, and now the
housewife has to pay a lot more at the grocery store for her weekly
groceries. We have sold our wheat for $1.50 'when now the current
price is $.5. The Soviet Union will be able to take this wheat, indeed
there are reports, as you well know, that they are selling the wheat
that we sold them on the world markets for a profit and. at the same
time, turning it to political advantage.

I cite then the wheat deal as one major mistake of Mr. Kissinger.

MR. KISSINGER S NONINTEIFEI11N('E i)%('TIIINE

Then, there is Mr. Kissinger's extremely confused noninterference
doctrine. He claims that our foreign policy does not permit the United
States to i-nterfere in domestic alfairs. Well. Senator. we had a seminar
on foreign affairs recently up on the lill. We had 10 foreign policy
experts in the caucus roon of the House, we put out this press release.
I think you probably have a copy of it. it wa- distributed to every, Sen-
ator on the committee which summarizes 6 hours of discussion on the
Kissinger foreign policy. Now, one of the amazing conclusions of that
seminar was that we do not have a foreign policy in most of the world,
there is no consistent line. We go from crash landing to crash landing.
We respond to events. We (1o not have a standard policy.
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Well, the noninterference doctrine is one of these things. Mr. Mis-
singer told you that he was all for repeal of the Byrd amendment. What
is that if it is not direct interference in another nation's affairs and, to
boot, probably a strategic mistake. It forces us to buy low-grade chrome
ore from the Soviet Union, certainly not. our strategic friend, and re-
ject high grade ore which Rhodesia has turned out. in the past has sold
to the Soviet Union and is in turn sold back to us so while he is against
interference in that country, excuse mie, for interference in that country
he seemingly is against interference in other-countries. The doctrine
again shows an inconsistency in foreign countries. He has not thought
about his strategy and lie desperately needs to do that.

MR. I.iINGE OMI .0! 1T1E lIE QUALIFIED FOi PIlKSI)E'CY

Well" I thought. I have a couple of other examples here thlt. I will
leave for the record. Mr. chairmann . but I want to mention in pass-
ing something that or memershij) wants to have the Senators give
serious attention to. Semator ,Javits already has mentioned in the
record that 'Mr. Kissinger is ineligible for the Office of the Presidency
and lie mentioned it was a great honor, and it is a great honor, for a
mian who is a naturalized American to rise to the pinnacle of his pro-
fes.ion, and to be qualilied for this office. lit if lie is in line for the
named succession in a time of programs impending constitutional
crisis, we feel that lie ought to be qualified for the Office of the
Presidency. We feel that the Senators ought to consider very seriously
whether the second man in line in succession after Speaker Albert
should the President and Vice President be, for some reason be
removed from office, should in fact be qualified for that office. That is a
constitutional problem. Ai institutional problem involves the NSC
machinery. It is quite clear, and was clear before the rather splendid
explanation to Senator Symington's questions on committee structure
where Mr. Kissinger is chairman of this committee and that commit-
tee and chairman of another committee, it is quite clear why Mr. Kis-
singer wants to maintain his NSC position. It is to retain'power. As
just Secretary of State lie might 1 e l)tlt in the. position that William
Rogers has been for the last few years. The only way he can gIiarantee
that and keep pure is to keep Is NSC position where Ite is notonly
Secretary of State but lie can overrule by virtue of his committee posi-
tions, anyone who gets iin his way bureaucraticallv. I am not so sure
that that is consistent with tle principles of good government. It
sounds to me like lhigh-lmanded bureaucracy.

OIN IIO I'- KISS INGER STANDor

Now, that gets me to the last point I want to briefly skim over.
We have not only "Mr. Kissinger s appointment. I)avid Young. Ar-
nmand Ihammer wliom lie approved of but, of course, was not a)-
pointed, Ilelnlit Sonnenfeldt. as a measure to judge his ability to
,iudge. but we also have an interesting spectacle a couple of y'ears back
in 1970 of the Mollenhoff-Kissinger standoff.

Mr. Clark Mollenhoff is a man who is known to all the newsmen
present; lie is a man of extremely high integrity. Two of your col-
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leagues, Mr. Chairman, that is specifically Senator Curtis and Senator
Wi iiallls of I)elaware, on tile occasion of his retirement from the
executive branch of Government back in 1970, expressed the highest
praise. I will read Mr. Willianis of Delaware's statement, it comes
from the Congressional Record of June 2, 1970. Mr. Williams of

)elaware:
The suigge-tioti wv:s made that there would In th,,se ia certain quarters who

would lIe glad Mr. .Mhtelthtoff wva leaving fih' posillon becallue they feared hima.
I have klown ('lark Mohleihoff for a nuinher (if years. I will state that noi man
in A\ivirica need have ay fear of Mr. Mollenhoff. and I emphaslz, unless he
l1id I(retifore (one or had contenlated (loitlg soietlhing that was unethical

I s far is the government vas concerneil. Ili that illstaumcp. ('lark Mollershoff would
hie a iptst dangerous IIIIIli to have ill unlblic ofllee I le.luse le would expose such
aittivltti.s reinirdless of who or what political lrty \mas Involved.

Well. I am sure that anyone in the Senate who has had an experience
with this courageous journalist would echo that kind of a comment.
lut the reason I mentioned this at all is that the pres around May
and June of 1970 was filled with comments of a disputee between Claa
Mollenhoff and lenry Kissinger. On two occasions prior to March
1970. Mr. Clark Mohleithloi' reportedI to Dr. Kissinger and also to Gen-
eral Ilaig. who was l)romoted fom (olonel to four sta's in 3 years, you
will renember. there 'were serious security charges against Ilelmut
Sonminfel(lt. There is no pul)lic record of any action taken by Dir.
Kissinlrer or general l laig. Now these matters ate now in the Finance
Committee's record in connection with his confirmation, so I will not
take your time to go into them. They are a matter of record.

Now, on the 11th of March lllhinut Soluienfeldt's name was for-
ward1ed. presuilably with Mr. Kissinger's approval, to be an FSO-1.
T hat is like entering the Army with th, , rank of major general. On the
19th of March, that is only 8 (lays lately. there are a lot of press reports
Clainiliig that )r. Kissiiger is upset, is the w'ord that was used, by
Presidential coiuiselor Mollenlhofi s inquirv into the matter of Biafra.
Now. the press reports inake it clear what M'. Mollenhioff was doing
was investigating rep orts that soteoioe somwwlere in the, State De-
partmuent oi' the NS(' structutrc was ulider('mittinug the Presidential

'der to .se to it that America dos what it (oul(1 to keel) the Biafuans
front starving. In other wVor-ds, it was the kind of humanitarianism
which I veron'all' lbeliev is a thread that ought to run throughout
olt' 'olreiui p)oli('.. America does -ive a daunt, Am erica does care'about
the other fellow in trouble. America is. does feel that lie is his brother's
keelper.

Well. M r. Mollenholl was looking into that matter. A few days later
Senator Tlhtui'molud was alerted and lie opposed the Sonnenfeldt nom-
illation. which lke called a strange nomination. Tuis is now Mr. Kis-
singer's right hand inan for Iuirope. for the Soviet Union, engineered
il part the wheat deal. hias been "ziven ('re(lit for the opening in China.
It is .to' of, I saY. his unfortunate l)el'sonel choices.

I)lill'E , ET'I'EiN MR. xOIL.NI IOI" ANI) ST.VTE DEPARTMENT

Now. on the 18th of May the never exhaustible Clark Mollenhoff
opposite another front, according to the press , and he gets into a fight
with the State Department requesting an ant administration petition
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signed by 250 employees of the Department. of State. Deputy U'nder
Secretary Macoinber refuses to give a Presidential counselor a copy of
this unclassified document. Wel la few days later, 12 days Inter, Mr.
Mollenhoff announces his resignation.

Now, in August after Mr. Mollenholf leaves the White House, the
Senate eonfirins Mr. Somnenfeldt as an FSO-1. Subsequent to that
David Young, Mr. Kissinger's appointment secretary, goes to work in
activities that have been na(le infamous by the Watergate investiga-
tion. A few months after that Mr. lunt, with no White House rank
whats-oever, requests and gets top secret. sensitive cables from the State
department with, from the the same person who had refused Clark
Mollenlholf 1nclassified docuinutels.

A\I riNISTII'fl'IVE IIE('( GIl) OlF 31R, 1(.ISS1N(IER

Well, there are in the record. and von will have this in the chronol-
ogy that I sulmhit to you, Senator, oiher evidences of the strange atti-
tude of )r. Kissinger toward fair play and investigations in general,
personnit assignment in l)atlicular. Y'ou know as well as any man in
this country tV kii d of trouble the State Department is in personnel-
wise. h'lev need lI): tlev (o not. need an addition to the problem. I
submit tlhat when you examine the evidence that our reason for not
recoimmen(ling that'this committees recommend Senate confirmation of
Ifenry Kissinger is also valid. That his administrative record is
1nl j)oved an(l some inquiry oughbt to be made into his capacity as an
administrator before hie iS )ilt in charge of a very large and very
important agvnvy of the. ,overnment. That, ends my summary,
Sellnat or.

thank you.
[Mr. I feIenway's prepared statement follows :1

PRI:EPARED STATE.MENT OF JOiHN D. IIEMI:NWAY. REPRESENTING NATIONAL Asso-
I.ATION OF AMERICA ON 1ilE ('ONFIRMATION OF )R. IIENRY KisSiNGElt TO

IE SiEcR.'rARY OF STATE

Mr. Chairman. the National Assocation of Pro America, founded In 1933. Is
an educational, patriotic, volunteer organization whose nnemlershlip consists of
Americans with moderate middle-of-the-road views. You may be interested In
the fact that, among our many chapters In about twenty states we have a chapter
in lilrnminghain, Alabama.

Pro America opposes the eonflrnation of Dr. Henry Kissinger as Secretary
of State for a numiler of valid reasons. For your convenience I shall summarize
these reasons by category and then provide several Illustrative examples In the
following material.

SUMMARY: EVIDENt' SUGGESTING THAT DR. KISSING'R SHOULD NOT BE CONFIRMED

I. Dr. Kfi8.i .er'-v professional judgment i0 poor.-The disastrous grain deal
with the Soviet Union Is merely the most recent example-and not the most
tl|lastrous. His confused doctrine of "non-interference" in Internal affairs Is
another.

IT. Dr. Kissinger's foreign poriey appears to Yiare no strategy.-It Is based
on highly dubious assumptions for which there Is little or no evidence. Three
premises which are crucial to and underlie most of the Kissinger foreign polite
are so unsupportable that they must be considered premature: (1) the premise
that the Soviet Union has eased to be a revolutionary power and now i a
status quo power Interested In playing according to the rules; (2) the assumption
that Increased commercial and cultural ties will accelerate the conversion of
the USSR into a status quo power to provide us with "peace In our time"; and
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(3) the assertion that the Sino/Soviet split is permanent and so severe that US
policy and a new balance of power can be built upon it.

Not only is there little evidence to support the above basic assumptions under-
lying Dr. Kissinger's foreign policy, there is a considerable body of evidence
to the contrary.

II. Scrfouq con-9tiufional anl institutional problcims.-Arise in connection
with Dr. Kissinger's confirmation.

IV. Dr. Kissinger's administrative ability 18 unproven.-At a time when the

Department of State badly needs reform. Selection of a number of persons by
Dr. Kissinger to sensitive tasks provides evidence that there is something
wrong. I have in mind Mr. )avid Young, now indicted; Mr. Helmut Sonnen-
feldt, whose confirmation as Treasury Under Secretary has been held up for a
number of valid reasons; and the selection of Mr. Armand Hammer to be US
Amibas-zidor to the Soviet IUnion. Mr. liamner. a friend of Lenin and ahout every
other leader in the Communist Pantheon, had the foresight to decline the
appointment.

For the reasons summarized on the previous page, Pro America believes
that Mr. Kissinger's nomination as Secretary of State should not receive he
advice m(d tir consent of the Senate. K

Last Saturday, September 8, due to the fact that the Seciste Foreign Relations
Committee was examining the credentials of Dr. Kissinger, a seminar of ten
experts was convened to consider US foreign policy, under the auspices of the
University of Piano (Piano, near Dallas. Texas). As Dr. Morris, President of
the University of Piano explained, the various senators questioning Dr. Kissinger
were not coming to the essence of US foreign policy. Pending the publication of a
monograph tn the seminar, a suninary for the press was prepared and distrib-
uted for the u of each senator/memler of the Foreign Relations Committee on
11 Sept. A copy is submitted as an attachment to this testimony.

The seminar findings reveal an astonishing similarity between the concerns
regarding US foreign policy and peace expressed by Alexander Solzhenitsyn
on September 11 and those voiced three days earlier by the ten experts meeting
on Capitol 1ll1. Dr. Morris pointed to this similarity in a telegram sent yesterday,
September 13. to Solzhenitsyn. A copy is attached for your information.

With the conclusion now of these preliminary remarks, a more detailed
examination of the evidence suggesting that Dr. Kissinger should not be
conflrmled follows:

I. UN'FORTU.NATE DECISIONS POSSIBLY REFLECTING BAD JUDGMENT

(1) The rain deal with the Soviet Union
It is so load that no one I have met in Washington wants to defend It. Mr.

Helmut Sonnenfeldt acknowledged on May 15 at his confirmation hearing that
the administration erred (i.e., KissInger/Sonnenfeldt erred) in concluding
the arrangements. Recent statements by Federal Reserve Chairman Burns and
Secretary of the Treasury Schultz indicate that bad Judgments and faulty policy
assessments were involved for which Dr. Kissinger is responsible.

Trhe Soviet grain deal was handled as a foreign policy matter and National Se-
curity Adviser Kissinger was responsible for its execution.

This blunder has cost us many billions of dollars, so far. and it has endangered
our national food supply for the first time in our history. It has permitted our own
food to lie used as a political weapon against us in a decade when food Is increas-
Ingly important as a weapon for peace.

The financial losses incurred by Dr. Kissinger In this one calculation would be
sufficient to run the Department of State for the next 15 years, at the present
budgetary levels. In fact, you could run the Department of State on the interest
on that money alone, calculating at current rates of at least 8%, without ever
using up capital.

As early as January 31. 1972--one and one-half years ago-Dr. Kissinger
formally notified the Secretaries of State. Commerce and Agriculture of the Soviet
interest in buying large quantities of U.S. grain. Ile permitted no effort to Inform
U.S. farmers and the general public, thereby insuring secret negotiations with
the Russians. It is odd that President Nixon, who is said to admire President
Wilson ("Open covenants, openly arrived at") has a chief of staff who covets
such secrecy.
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In effect, we have permitted the Soviet Union to have the luxury of both guns
and butter. If the housewife must pay high prices and suffers from the rampant
Inflation, she should know that evidence suggests that It was triggered by the
grain deal. If Moscow outstrips us In the arms race and can also maintain her
marginal standard of living, It Is because the West provided the rosources--on
credit. Dr. Kissinger has set up a Marshall Aid program for the preservation of
Communism which was In one of Its periodic agricultural crises.

A memorandum being circulated by Senator Jackson has been quoted in the
press as saying: "The grain sale brought food to the Russians, huge profits to a
few grain corporations, and more inflation to the American people. Selling twenty-
five percent of our wheat crop created a demand situation and a sympathetic price
rise of other grains which. in turn, created other shortages such as soybeans ...
These higher grain costs pyramided into higher costs for feeding poultry and live-
stock and eventually the large increases were reflected in prices to consumers in
higher costs of meats, eggs. poultry, butter and other commodities."

The Soviets shrewdly have aceoinplished what many traders in commodities
have tried and failed to do-they cornered the market-and Dr. Kissinger helped
then. It is now the Russians who have surplus grain to offer to the world, not
the nation whose economic system produced that grain. It is inevitable that this
grain will be used as a political weapon against our own freedom and that of
people itlt over this globe. The Soviets vill be ate to make political adventures
involving grain pay handsomely, as well, for their grain, purchased on credit for
$1.50 per bushel is now worth $5.00 per bushel. By selling far below world prices
they van use it for political purposes and still make a handsome profit. The
Ltited States. for its part, now has a stake in the stability of the current Soviet
leadership,, to which it has a loan outstanding.

It is said that, for all of l)r. Ki.singer's impressive academic background, he
Is weak in economics. I'erhaps his staff can compensate for him? One of his prin-
ipl a.-istants (for Europe and the Soviet Union) is Mr. Helmut Sonnenfeldt,

who. tis )r. Kis:Imger's protege, was dominated to be Under Secretary of the
Treasury to direct East-West trade matters. At his May 15, 1973 confirmation
hearing, Mr. Sonnenfeldt did not know the current U.S. discount rate, what the
U'.S. government must pay for the money it borrows to service our own debt, and
he could not state the interest rate which had been given to the Soviet Union.
In other words, Dr. Kissinger's immediate staff was ignorant of the basic facts
needed to conclude such arrangements wisely. Is it any wonder that the Presi-
dent is ill advised?

(2) Mr. Kif,?ingWr8s confused "noninterference" doctrine
Mr. Kissinger takes the position that the United States should avoid inter-

fering in the internal affairs of another state. This appears to be the principal
given reason for not trying to bring some relief to persecuted minority groups in
the Soviet Union such as Soviet Jewry and intellectuals such as Sakharov and
Solzihenitsyn.

"Noninterference" is a favorite State Department theme and therefore a com-
fortable posture for Mr. Kissinger. But as a doctrine it is dead wrong.

By contrast, the Soviet Union interferes constantly In American domestic
affairs. For example, during his visit to the United States, Brezhnev received
his comrade in revolution, the Secretary General of the American Communist
Party. The American Community Party is dedicated to the overthrow of the
government of the United States by any means, including violence, if that Is
expedient.

Surely Kissinger must know the primitive fact that the purpose of any nation's
foreign policy Is to influence the domestic affairs of other nations, at least to the
degree necessary to stimulate a foreign policy responsive to our own needs. Dr.
Kissinger's assertions before this Committee that the US could not Interfere in
behalf of Soviet scientists Sakharov and Solzhenltsyn was Identified by a panel
of ten experts on foreign policy as the application of a moral double standard.
At these same hearings (Friday. 7 September) I)r. Kissinger supported a move
to repeal the Byrd amendment. In effect, he thereby advocated direct interference
in the internal affairs of another nation, an act he takes at the Jeopardy of US
strategic Interests. The Congress passed the Byrd amendment because, by refus-
Ing to buy chrome ore from Rhodesia, we cut off our noses to spite our faces.
Deprived of Rhodesian ore by our own actions. we were forced to buy chrome ore
of an Inferior quality from the Soviet Union, the only other source of ore needed
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for strategic purposes. Not only was the Soviet ore more expensive,1it was of a
lower quality. The Soviet Union, which was not encumbered by "noninterference"
compunctions of Mr. Kissinger and the US Department of State, purchased its
own chrome ore from Rhodesia at a lower price and at higher grades than its
own ore.

Mr. Kissinger Is also on record as opposing the Jackson amendment which is
supported by Senator Buckley of New York and others, presumably because of
this "noninterference" doctrine. This measure is calculated to make some small
gesture in behalf of oppressed ininorilies, although Soviet Jews probably would
be the most immediate beneficiaries.

From my two years service in Moscow as a US diplomat, I know a little about
this problem. In fact, I was denounced by the Soviet Union in an anti Semitic
tract called "Judaism Without Embellishment". The book was translated, in part
by B'nal Brith and awakened such ugly memories in the West that the Soviets
decided to withdraw it. It was one of my official duties to keep track of the offi-
cial State policy in the Soviet Union of persecuting various religious minorities,
whether they were Roman Catholic, Jews, Uniates, or Orthodox-all suffer from
various degrees of persecution.

Americans expect to try to help people in distress. Americans everywhere can
he expected to reject Dr. Kissingers views that we should turn away-at least
turn our official face away. These Injustices should concern us and trouble u.4.
If we do not admit that we are our bother's keeper, we are less civilized than we
all would like to believe.

Personally, I cannot understand why Mr. Kissinger turns his official back otn
his co-religionists and the otler groups being persecuted in the Soviet l'ni 'n. If
I were sitting on this Conmittee, I would be afraid that this night reflect a
character flaw.

Press reports claim that Metternich is a hero of Dr. Kissinger's. Metternich
suppressed the liberties and freedom of minority groups for the entire 40 years
lie was Foreign Minister In the Austrian Empire. As he suppressed liberty every-
where, he also lied andl maneuvered his way through the coiuicils of Europ0e in
the Mame of "stability" and "peace."

Frankly, Senators, if Metternich Is Dr. Kissinger's hero, I believe the Amer-
Iean public would like a Secretary of State with a hero whose principles are
more compatible with American ideals. I am remindhle that when Dr. Kissinger
come to work in the White House we used to couple the words "I eace" and
"freedom". Now we seem to be searching only for "peace". Whatever happened
to "freedom"
(3) Kissinger's attempt to gire away U.S. Naral nuclear propulboti technology

Admiral H-yman Rickover must be one of the greatest AmericanA of our
generation. As much as any single American Admiral Rickover must be credited
with providIng us all in the free world with adequate security. For years, how-
ever. Admiral Rickover hs had to guard U.S. nuclear secrets from misguided
American officials who wish to vin praise or some other intangible benefit by
offering to share U.S. nuclear propulsion technology with our friends overseas.

Dr. Kissinger supported one such scheme. A specific prposal supported by the
State Department and Kissinger/Sonnenfeldt was resisted by the Pentagon.
There was a fight at every level of the NSC machinery. Admiral Rickover himself
deplored this give-away project in unclassified testimony he gave before the
Joint Committee on Atomic Energy. The matter finally reached the ear of the
President, thanks to the vigilence of then Presidential Counselor Clark Mol-
lenhoff and the President simply over-ruled the State Department view favored
by Kissinger and Sonnenfeldt. Every bureaucratic trick was used by those per-
sons who control the NSC machinery to promote their partisan view.

Everyone makes mistakes and sometimes what comprises error is capable
of interpretation. According to Stephen Graubard in "Kissinger, Portrait of a
Mind", for example, "Kissinger opposed any recognition of the East German
regime .. and had to support German unification, whatever its misgiv-
ings." Since formal recogitIon appears to be around the corner, Dr. Kissinger's
own view on that subject must have changed. Many Americans, myself Included,
consider the change a mistake. There are other illustrations, such as the 1971
fiecision to give the Soviet Union a mission in Berlin without any compensating
gesture from the Soviet Union at all. This "achievement" has paved the way
for the permanent de Jure partition of Germany, in violation of our solemn
treaty obligations.
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I1. U.S. FOREIGN POLICY UNDER HISSINGER APPEARS TO HAVE NO STRATEGY

Close examination reveals that US policy has no underlying strategy. Further,
the Senate Committee has not probed for any broad strategy underlying Dr.
Kissinger's policy. It their questioning. Dr. Kissinger has protected himself
by attempting to limit his response to a specific problem faced under specific
conditions. It is obvious that in the foreign policy worlh of the "pragmatists"
around Dr. Kissinger, we go from crash landing to crash landing.

On September 12, news commentator Howard K. Smith summarized our
South American policy by saying, "There is no policy.2 Four Days earlier,
the tel foreign policy experts discussing US foreign policy on the eve of the
Kissinger confirmation hearing had cone to Ihat sanme conclu4ion with regard
to US policy world wide. Under Dr. Kissinger's direction, tbe isinel members
concluded, US foreign policy stands for no prililples that can Ise cliarly Iden-
titled; the policy is merely an ad hoe reaction to events.

Il the case of Germany, as I have stated. four years ago tand 20 years
before that) we stood for the reunification of Gvrmany in peace and freedom.
We now are about to permit de jure division of the' country by the roc'.gulton
of East Germany. This is no brave new innovation or new initiative On ,ur part ;
the evidence suggests that this .imply is a nilstnken cour.,. As long ;. I cian
remember, there have been person,S wIIo w1mnteld to recognize East Germ1any,
or Communist China.

Tips to Mozeow or Peiping; recognition game plans for Mougoia oild Al-
bania; normalization of relatinos with Cua all have been sulojects for "think-
ing pieces" for years. The novelty of these actions does not make them wise.

Nowhere is the lack of a general strategy of foreign policy more evidhint than
in Asia. Great gains are claimed as accruing from the President's trip to P'eiking.
Is it not fair to ask just exactly what are these great galns4? On the other
band any claimed advantages of the President's trip to Red China have been
more than offset by serious long-lasting disadvantages that include: (1) A gen-
eral setback to democracy in Asia ; (2) near collapse of the friendly Sato govern-
ment in Jalun : (3) expulsion of the Republic of China (Tatwan from tile U.N. ;
(4) the near or imminent collapse of Cambodia; and (5) the necessity to Intro-
duce martial rule in the Philippines.

Solzhenitsyn's writings have recalled Munich and it might Ie eli to reflect
on that. In the mid-thirties. Stanley Baldwin had to confess to the Iouse of
Commons that he had not called for rearmament against Hitler because the
Baldwin government would have fallen as a consequence. The United States
has now slipped to second place militarily, and the strategic balance has shifted
,Igainst u.s. What has become of the Nixon strategy of parity and "bargaining
from strength"?

Clearly the Nixon Doctrine is not a strategy for peace.
The Nixon Doctrine can justly be criticized for its Imprecision. It provides

yet another indication that there Is no identifiable U.S. foreign strategy. How
can anyone beli(,ve that the Paris Agreements actually produced "Peeee With
Honor", -a claim advanced for this Agreement which permits North Viet Naln
to keep hundreds of thousands of Its troops in the territory of South Vliet Namn?
In fact, is not the Kicsinger pol!ey simply to "get out", i.e.. to abandon our
allie, but, if possible, without evident embarrassment to the administration?

111. SERIOUS CONSTITUTIONAL AND ISTITUTIONAL PROBL, EMS

This nation has been through several crises in recent years; it iow in the
midst of a Constitutional crisis.

Senator Javits has noted that Mr. Kissinger is ineligible for the Office of the
Presidency. This means that. even if he is second in line In the named succession
after Speaker Albert. should the President and Vice President be removed from
office, he could not serve.

iPro America always has followed Constitutional issues with deep concern.
We feel that the Senate should weigh carefull. possible consequences of con-
firming a man to a position high in the order of succession who is not a "natural
born citizen" as required by Article II, Section 1 of the Constitution.

The NSC Machinery poses another problem. There really is no way for solving
inter-Departmental disputes at any level except to appeal them to the next
higher level.

21-172-73--pt. 1-14
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The real reason Dr. Kissinger seeks to hold two positions, Advisor to the
President and Secretary of State, simultaneously has not been Otated unequivo-
cally. Let us bring it out into the open. The reason goes to the manipulation of
the endless conferences and governmental machinery arising from the NBC
inachinery. The final arbiter has been I)r. Kissinger, the President's Advisor,
in most cases.

Whenever a Department feels Its own vital interests are threatened by a
matter in which Its view does not prevail, it escalates the fight.-in an attempt
to reach the l'resident-or Dr. Kissinger speaking for the President. That is
why the President is suelt a bu.y and harassed man; that also is why Dr.
Kissinger is such a powerful man.

That also is why Dr. Kissinger wants to hang on to his second position.
It repres.(,nts power. Archimedes wanted only a place to stand and a lever long
enough to m,,ve the world. Dr. Kissinger as both (a) Secretary of State, and,
(hi Presidential Advisor on National Security Affairs would have a place for
ioth feet. "

A 1xqrtinent question, perhaps is this: would Dr. Kissinger move the world
ii tiMe right direction?

IV. DR. KISSINGER'S ADMINIsTRA1IVE ABILITY IS UNPROVEN

One, vritii.al t.-t of a1 ghi(d exetc.tive is the abliity to selvet subordinates wisely.
If ollly for the! l ',:s . ( nm1 t coui.ider I lr. Kissingers selections of sulirdi-
,latt's. The wi..-ill o f his cl.] ices is Ino t always aiiparent.

1) Drid Vung.-Can om, iniore Dr. Kissinger's selection of David Young
to Ihe his alpill ent s sevretni'. Now lhat Mr. Yoling is 1il(er indictment, tile
A.nwri'au pillic will have to liesuie that the Senate Foreign Relations Com-
mittee has thmoroughly looked into that matter in executive session, because it is
clear tlat it has wia lieu exainned thoroughly in public sessions.

(2) Armand Iamncr.-The selhction of Mr. Armaud Ilamnier as a candidate
t, be US Amblassador to the Soviet Union is even more mystifying. That the post
was offered to Mr. amnimer in fact was confirmed by the Washington Post on
August 27, 1973 I ). A-2gq when a spokesman for the Occidental International
Corporation informed the press that the post had been offered to Hammer, but
tlm t lie could not accept such a post because of obligations to his company and
its stockholders. Arnmand Hammer has had a close relationship with top Soviet
leaders slime 1921. A personal friend of Lenin. Ilammer's father was one of the
funding members of the American Communist party. Armand Hammer Is an
"insider" with the pre-sent Soviet regime and its top leadership and he always
has been. Surely Dr. Kissinger, the president's advisor on National Security Af-
fairs had to approve this choice before It was made. Why did he permit such an
unwise selection? Mr. Iiammer showed better judgment In rejecting the offer
than did those who offered him the post. Conflict of interests, If not ideology, are
,ohvious. There is no point In dwelling on this, case which I use only as an Illus-
trative example of trouble in the personnel department. As Secretary of State,
Dr. Kissinger will have responsibility for many such appointments.

(3) Helmut Sonnenfldt.-The failure of Klsslnger's aide Sonnenfeldt to re.
ceive confirmation as Under Secretary of the Treasury because of lack of quali-
fications (see, for example. Congressional Record of May 23, 1973. page E 3428)
and certain seenrity charges Is a matter of record. Details of the alleged security
breaches were published in lInian Events (August 25, 1973, p. 3) and there is
no need to go into them here.

Taken together-and there are other examlples-these cases suggest that per-
sonnel selection is not Dr. Kissinger's talent-yet that Is what lie will have to
do as Secretary of State.

(.) The Mollenhoff/Ki-Rsinger stand-off.-There Is a far more serious matter
in personnel/adininistration Involving deep-seated attitude toward service under
the President (I refer to the office, not the man). I now refer to a series of
clashe& recorded in the press. that took place between Mr. Clark Moltenhoff,
when lie was Counsel to the President, and Dr. tHenry Kissinger.

The evidence strongly suggests that Dr. Kissinger is guilty of wrong doing.
It is a matter of record that the Second Session of the 8,th Congress (Concur-

rent Resolution No. 175) set forth a Code of Ethics for Government Service
which states, In part : "Any person in Government service should:... uphold tMe
Constitution, law., and legal regulations of the United States ... and never be a
party to their evasion... expose corruption wherever discovered."
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A chronology of events recorded for the most part in the press tells a story
suggesting that Dr. Kissinger does not welcome impartial inquiries:

Two occusions prior to ltarch 1, 197.-Mr. Clark Mollenhoff informs Dr.
Kissinger and also Gen. laig ( ho was promoted from colonel to four star gen-
eral in three years) (of serious security charges against lelmut Sonneufeldt.
There is no record of any acti, having been taken on the basis of Mr. Molien-
itifls information.

ailrch 11, 1970.--N to of Ielmut Sonit.nfeldt, Dr. Kissinger's principal aide
is forwarded to the Senate for lateral admission into the career diplomatic serv-
ice as iti FS(0-I. 'l'hi is '1Uivallent to entering the army as a major general.)

- Karch 19, 19TO.-l'ress reports that Dr. Kissinger is "upset" by Presidential
Counselor Mlhehoff's inquiry into Biafra. Mollenhoff is investigating reports
that IvrsolN ill the elepartment of 6tate or NSC are defeating the President's
d sire too giwt- aid (food ) to Biafra.

.ilar.h 26, 19"; o.-Senator 'Thiurmond oloqsos t lie S1JImlnfcldt nomination which
el, callz -strange-" and in +ioilatti a i tf care'vr prirciples. (Cong. Record of

.%La reh 24, 1970. p. 84644. 1
May 18, 1 'O.--Presidlivitlial ( onnslhior Moilenhoff r(uie sts :I copy of anti-Ad-

IIIll l',; r. ion 't it ions signId yI 250 Vnlnloyees tf Ihe. iJepartnient of State and
1--,it141.1 i4i .its %N li) ignel it tio demonst rate their oplosition to US involvement
ini 'aii',;dia. Ilieputy Under Sct'retary Maconlier refus's to give Presidential

it alls[ ci[ 1" r tl|el, ol" a coolly 41f I hiis uuelassiillA (l d lK uelient.
Mal 40, 1..-Mollehuff announces his resignation. efTective July 1.
AUttr/, 197O.-Stenate conlirns Son nifeht after Midlenhoff leaves the White

S'mjb,., qucnt ( ?).--l)r. Kis .iier's alpintt ls secretary David Young begins
woirk tha:tt lead: to) his itjlictmooent.

Sitbsr qucnt ) )Mr. lfunt, with no White ]hiuoe rank. requests and gets top
-lt .. 1n-iti e cal il.s firvi the State Iepartniotont. teptity Secretary Mac6ber

1ro% idt- lh1it with i0)hly .lasified ocuinments.
ir.4-mbcr 1971.-(1) HItemst made (of Sonnenfoidt to appear at a hearing

tiiilt'r aiih to clear up (oatradictory statements (liemenway Hearing). (2) Iigh
aide (If Dr. Kissinger takos what appears to he an attempt at reprisal against
Ilenienway, an eml)oye at the Pentagoj.

.Mlmy .5, 197M.-First day of Confirmation Hearings for flehnut Sonnenfeit
tto loe Under Secretary of the Treasury. Ilemenway introduces evidence that his
etranco into the Foreign servicee was fraudulent and records security violations.
i Set, Congressional Rec.,rd oif May 23, 1973. page E 3428: May 24, 1973, page
E] 350(I; May 24, 1973. page E 3177; May 29, 1973, p. E 3537; Aug. 3 1973, p. E
5444.)

in the light cof the rev(latimis (if the Senale seleMr committeee hearings it seems
evident front even this partial record that Counselor Moilenhoff's efforts to pursue
an investigation in tile name of the l'residient was being defeatedd by otlicals who
were applying two sets of standards simultaneously. The evidence seems to sug-

.Ovst that Dr. Kissinger was obstructing him in this effort. -
Deputy Under Secretary Macomber. who was in a position to play a key role

in Hielmut Sonnenfeldt's fraudulent lateral entry into the Foreign Service, also
aipears to have blocked legitimate inquiries for Dr. Kissinger when they were
initiated by Mr. Mollenioff. The question remains why this would be done, since
114,th men were working for and supporting the President.

Evidently Dr. Kissinger did not always feel like a supporter of the President.
Ill 196. just after Mr. Nixon had defeated Mr. Rockefeller decisively, Rockefeller
supported Kissinger is reported by Bernard Collier in the Boston Globe to have
said. "That man Nixon is not fit to be President." Serving President Nixon with
mnuclh zeal would appear to have xequred a great deal of flexibility fromKissinger.

In evaluating the worth of the aove chronology. It might be useful to recall
tIl- statements in praise of Clark Molhnhoff made by two senators (page S-8172
of the Congressional Record of June 2. 1970.) *

"Mr. CUrTIs: I wIsh to add a word of praise to Clark Mollenhoff who has dis-
played honor, integrity. and great ability. I hope the time comes when he will
again consent to serve in public office. As a reporter, lie was diligent and a thor-
otugh investigator. Ile is fair and he Is honest....

"Mr. WI t.LIAMS of Delaware: . . . the .mggestion was made that therew~uld
lie those in certain quarters who would he glad Mr. 5Mollenoff was leivI-ig this
poition because they feared him. I have known Clark Mollenhoff for a num-
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her of years. I will state that no iian In America needl have any fear of Mr. Molten-
hoft miiless---I emiphaslze unless--le hall heretofore done--or had contemplated
dlliig--sinetliig that was unethivla far as government i,, concerned. Ili tinht in-
stance (lork Mollenhoff would lie I most dlangermus mss Ito have Ili publie vttice
licaitwe lie wouldI .'~jse :.u Ii rt ivitivs regarullesos of who or what p. illtica1
loarty watild loe Involvud.

Yfll wvill re("all that jolsh muvr t wo ye Irs agorl this UOP1111ith'* h-ol -. 11mny

1411 urrht.ldhl very' *4Pwillilti41 I-rIs(.tl to (411ijljil J ' i1ei'v fr 41 11't.r.duzlel .1

f ill. I el1iijitf t (if Shatv Ito a1ti ilkh -11411011 .1 i1:rs1u at I hat ti btwalus of
ft.i:s t 4'iI'li t 4-111 ill the liiug

There I :ji Jitlilt- 4-% idllnve 4 s1w,4 ."tg' IlhIa I I it Ills I ' ll )r, il I I4n": :.I) is nlot
wv4lty (if the I rn-st thut this high lo 411hlieiills.

441' l tE i Ii j4 1.(4~ 1 i I! l i of) 1 II,-Iof -sI If 1 '1 i 1) 4: 1 s .11 di lii, -1 , 04. . ! (-rt-i tI - .

liii'f1,4 0 lre i I .I 1 4111 ' :1- . ](1.4;.. )-r. ' i :! I 11 ladrs it -,,. . I f,.0 ; 11 )1i i t i I~ !1

4tl? Ai Ht ?1 *'I x J I I j444h Kl I I44 l N 41 CS i-.4 juttliluI iiF1 ?.'l 1 AiI41)1l

I-1d i1a11c (if tills hint( S'441%11 lif i li is l'en (44111l114tt41 Nvilliz tlt,, firii-wor

sian ., I Ii. -152_P -451. l'iiq-Il1I ''' xst i 4I4.Ii;it1 i : "a 'qov 'Iil -. :1i if
'-1 'liggli' 1,44 Ni411 .otki .l I 4 11 1 i I I I i s I ti i !) 11 t i f T.11 1 i 41:

1  
it* r- IT 1

bl1Ilnedes Tiot I.X(l id(I ev(']1h11to lii lilt- f'irin oml Ii ruit dI mor' '- '4)'

withi lire a i m 14' ir t aniiii i iii- r ilk1 i at hI1111 ii ru. it- 1 r wttiRI1

\Vl th i-wl rl t o r llt- li' iit l ;t l t h vvtii -X41ls m iill \\'" fi .r-i loeti-
.ztl ' I 11.I Ir i t Ih~ig .11. iut ' i f .. 1is 1ll~ 4 'h 1 \ i 4 IP Ala,.; 1 1 i h : I I*4 !4 Sol .r I i
last41 1 it I I ai i14 do 11 .a I t-.:. I idt c r ig I ,I IIIv I h'I i h ii I rI (- 1 S I lihiv, t lj ryI

It lint y(or NN oNco0 1 4 ie jitge M. Ivi' . 11w, iza il m kr I ha t I( a oil - I If-I zi- t I '.A (lice
l.im1s'iit liafiniry trewiedos vafth NATrv forliloryeil pcoNtxs 0) ilt-1' r~lii-e of citi
h11-1111if4. 1111 ihe iiPvl tilill Ii f tee okaper ovek vs.: nerarly 1
dii'(111I i i fF41. it l~. ~i i gal- I 1'.1 1ZlIi4i 1 11(i .et~ oI t 1 1e i ~ u rd- Ir i Iu re I.-
riity : ( 1 It(- t i I'I i I Ii('It I av t I sla Siiv&0 g'ill- Z4v 11 1( NS,4' I f '1 I;
4gIsjn inh to the;e Kgoi erm So1-(viet gllli it gvva iewed ai -f US "vitor. Vfultr

We c:l y II nat si ualov u " tiiy *li tl 7)The Sovvf t h wv '~a IeCiil de 'k,1i~t 1 4 ii'. I

or ear alovevcoris" hve~ i heen aieed thur ig . Kissnge- lJri 4d ofw
vf-itelr %oidll her US teufloreintolry. or the lastfu four years I )lwr:o of cns-r

finm11 .eiterinn I o ewll casth hisil A o on these : attr o he caetti ri-: atlm o
-ienry issiedYeDr. isenagtr aned cran oaief t iily wh1o qupe-i Ili ri ire I

up1lv the s enlitt 0111 luaiv ene of hi s .at vie froi I I of .. 11 st'{"tii ra t I
giin Is thi ahs jil yof term movietli ,,orldwi ones vioge as I U "victo from'a

grea conv nto otne that inat se c rec fIteIwvroce ,e,.kia.' -

(if title-l padres ite" horeigen n~cyeber during Dry Hessny." issioer orf
Skarovhli urge SFrin oiy the Wlttomkadtnesod tioa four deoratIaon of te

osteSve ytm:"~tewtotewloral'a Ion a -ltle wheh
West lIen tact apt our Sot) ruale oft tame.gm nti rcssc eet

wolc be dangeros. forth~olsle psforyanyso the orld'sof Meroles abuld
meal) ah stapithl( nlicef)tationn too our (Svit reloreage te senh Byt lImera.n

us~ pther iSnto fome probles e catsleoreve. ol cnetaeo

would be angerstrnt. Anodn' sov n reuf thoe world' woleis armd anud
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facing our uncontrollable bureaucratic apparatus."-(Wash. Eve. 8tar-News,
Aug. 22, 1973.)

Since Henry Kissinger will not heed Mr. Sakharov's levelheaded warning, the
Senate should.

SOLZHENITSY.V/SAK IIAROV SUPPORTED BY ACADEMIC PANRL

The similarity of concerns regarding world peaoo expressed by Alexander
Solzihenit.syn on September 11 and those voiced three days earlier by a panel of
American foreign affairs panelists meeting on Capitol Hill was noted in a telegram
sent today to Nobel laureate Soizhenitsyn in the USSR.

The able was sent by )r. Robert Morris, president and chancellor of the
University of Piano, Dallas, Texas, whose university sponsored the ten-man
panel discussion in the Caucus Room of the House of Representatives In the
Nation's Capital.

The text of the cable reads: "Telegram to Mr. Alexander Solzhenitysn:
You and your brave associates do not stand completely alone. An academic
panel with ten participants, meeting on Capitol till1, Washington, I).C., last Sat-
irdiay (Septemelr S) expressed the wish that you and Dr. Sakharov, with your
fu-t planted firmly in reality. couhl question Dr. Kissinger before the Senate
Foreign Relations Cinunittee. I)r. Kissinger's assertions that the U.S. could
not attempt to interfere in behalf of you and your fellow scientist Sakharov
was considered as an application of a moral double standard. It was this
an.advinic group, under the auspices of the University of Piano, Piano, Texas,
:)nd it the S4.nators that challenge the assumption of Dr. Kissinger's policy
that : (1) the U.S.S.R. was no longer a revolutionary force: (2) that unilateral
v'esiminuic nourishment of comnnisin would produce stability: and, (3) that
tMe Sino/Soviet split would endure.

"All free men should support you in your gallant efforts for freedom and
pers ,nai liberties everywhere.

"(s) ROBERT MoaIs,
"('h cellor. University of Pnro.

The above telegram was sent to Mr. Solzhenitsyn through TASS, the official
ilhgraln agency of the U.SR... and :m Copy was sent to the I'.S. Embassy in
Mosc.w Contact: J.on I). Ienimnway, Dean, Iniversity of Piano in Washington
Cd ( *202) 244 4S19 and 214 -WIS5.

(From the Congressional Record, Sept. 1I, 1073 1

SoMNE lloiNimo 0i:;sroNs FOR KISSINGER HEARINGS-PART III

(11y Ion. John .M. Ahsrook of Ohio In the House of Representatives)

Mr. .%snRPoOx. Mr. Speaker. ;i variety of pertinent questions for the Kissinger
Imcarini- now in prognr-, lifore the Semiato Foreign Relations Committee were
implicit in the views expressed by 10 panelists at a foreign policy seminar held
here In Washington lost Saturday, September S. The seminar, sponsored by the
Umnverity (of 11ano in D)l:lhms. Tex., cowered a variety of issues of topical im-
lortanve in a wide-rankinr reviow of current foreign policy over an extended
period of 6 hours. A sunmnary of the seminar and its findings was released by
Plano Univer.-ity today, a copy of which I Insert in the RECORD at this point.

ACADEMIC PANEL VOICES CONCERN OVER KISSINGER FORIiIGN POLICY

Dr. Kissinger's foreign policy regarding the Soviet Union is built on premises.
the igmorilig of which could bring disaster to the United States, an emilent
Americ-an specialist on Soviet affairs warned in Washington this week.

Dr. Joseph Schiebel. Director of Georgetown University's Russian Area
Studies program, was one of ten experts who examined Kisslnger's foreign pol-
icy critically and extensively during a public seminar on Capital Hill.

Some of the most basic premise-s of the Kissinger/Nixon foreign policy were
questioned and shown to be without actual foundation by these experts.

Scheduled for the week during which Dr. Kissinger's testimony is being
heard by the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, the six-hour panel discussion
pointed to the failure of certain senators on the Foreign Relations Committee to
question Dr. Kissinger critically on substantive matters and the evident de-
terioratton of US foreign policy and decline In US prestige abroad.
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"Questions (regarding Ki.ssinger's Soviet policy) seem to be coming from an
unusual source, namely the Russian intellectuals-the Russian scientists-
rather than from the lips of the Senators," observed Dr. Robert Morris, President
of the University of Piano.

"Thls is something for us to be ashamed of," responded Professor Schiebel.
Meeting in the historic Caucus Room of the House of Representatives. other

seminar participants Included Allan Brownfield, noted Journalist: David Lichen-
stein, general counsel of Accuracy in Media, Inc.; Alan Bock, Editor of the Pink
Sheet on the Left; Paul Deac, Executive Vice President of the National Con-
federation [NCAEG] ; government economist Reed Irvine: Mr. Miroslav Gregory,
Executive Vice Chairman, Washington Chapter [NCAEG] ; retired US diplomat
and Soviet expert John Hemenway. who also is Dean of Piano University in
Washington; and, Secretary General of the Freedom Leadership Foundation,
Gary Jarmin.

Several participants found the current Kissinger/Nixon foreign policy to Ile
reminiscent of Chamberlain's Lisastrous Munich policies of the nineteen-thirties.

KISSINGER'S WHEAT DEAL WITH SOVIETS

Soviet purchase of US wheat and shipment (on US credits) was identified as a
principal cause of current inflationary pressure in the United States, Statements
by Federal Reserve Chanirnan Burns and Secretary of the Treasury Shultz were
cited to establish that bad judgments anti faulty policy assessments for which
Dr. Kissinger is responsible were involved In the US/Soviet wheat tranLaction.

NO EVIDENCE TO SUPPORT BASIC FOREIGN POLICY PREMISES

Professor Schlebel of Gergetown summarized three premises crucial to and
underlying tle Kissinger foreign policy which, he thought, may be premature and
are unsupportable:

(1) The assertion that the Soviet Union has ceased to be a revolutionary
power and now is a status quo power interested in laying according to the rules;

(2) The assumption that increased.commercial and cultural ties will accelerate
the conversion of the USSR Into a status quo power to provide us with "peace i
our time."

(3) That the Sino/Soviet conflict is lerinanent and so severe that US policy
and a new balance of power can be built upon it.

Dr. Schiebel observed that not only is the evidence to support these assumlp-
tions inadequate, there is a good deal of evidence to the contrary.

THE BYRD AMENDMENT AND KISSINGER'S CONFUSED "NONINTERFERENCE" DOCTRINE

The ten experts agreed that U'S foreign lolivy implementation necessarily in-
v%,Ived an attempt to influence the domestic affairs 4of o hher nations, if only to
stimulate a foreign policy response to our needs. Dir. Kissinger's assertions that
the VS could not attempt to interfer in behalf of Siviet seients Sakharov and(
Solzhenitsyn was seen as an erroneous aplnieation of a miuoral dole standard.
In the same hearing Dr. Kissianger professed siliort of a move to repeal the
Byrd amendment. thereby lir'posing action-if nit advocating it-tantamouit
to direct interference in the internal affairs of a foreign country.

TIE ROLE OF TIlE FOREIGN RELATIONS CWIOMITTEE

The ten experts wondered why the Senate Foreign Relations Committee dil
71it i &Iform the ]iuili i of tihe issues Ioy putting tht right uflestions to Ki s.,inger.
The belief was expressed that many Americans are not aware of certain funda-
mental questions that are not hieing pressed by the Committee and that a disserv-
ice is performed not facing up to hard questions and issues.

I)r. Morris of the University of Plano noted that the most Incisive questioning
concerning the wisdom of US foreign policy seemed to lie coming from an unusual
source: Russion intellectuals and Soviet sciefitists.

Several panel members expressed their concern that. during the first day of
his hearing Dr. Kissinger was allowed to retreat into the specific details of
specific questions severely limited both In scope and implication. No senator probed
for Dr. Kissinger's broad strategy of the US foreign policies under his direction.

A consensus developed among the panel members who concluded that, under
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Dr. Kissinger's direction, US foreign policy stands up for no principles that can
be clearly Identified. In the view of the panel, the Ideology of American freedom
and a search for human dignity and freedom should underlie all US policy. In-
stead, under Kissinger, for all practical purposes there is no US foreign policy;
it is all ad hoc reaction to events.

The ten experts want the US Senate to demand answers, to vexing problems
and to require a satisfactory general outline of the strategy of US Foreign Policy
before Kissinger is confirmed, rather than after he leaves office, when many men
suddenly become very wise.

361ANY OTHEMi ASEAS DISCUSSED BY THE SE.I.XA5 OF EXPERTS

The Nixon Doctrine was criticized for its imprecision-yet another indication
that there is no identifiable US foreign policy, merely "pragmatic" reaction to a
series of events. Allan Brownfeld remarked that not one senator questioning Dr.
Kissinger wondered aloud what the US actually had gained from the Moscow or
Peking trips or whether the Paris Agreements actually had produced "Peace
With Honor", a claim advanced for the Agreement which permits North Viet
Nain to keel) hundreds of thousands of Its troops in the territory of South I'iet
Nam. In fact. panel experts concluded that the Nixon/Kissinger policy was sim-
lily to "get out". i.e.. to abandon our allies, but, if possible, without evident em-
barrass7ment to the administration.

The Soviet Government was characterized as a "bureaucratic despotism".
Panelists agreed that such tyrannies must be resisted wherever they a,-e found,
whether it is in the 1S in the form of OEO encroachnents on liberty or threats
against liberty from foreign despotisms. To protect what America stands for, the
ten foreign policy-experts believed it essential to project America's idealism over-
seas and, when and if necessary and practicable, to interfere in the affair-of
another nation in order to promote developments that are in the US national
interest. At this time. all ten of the exports believed that the Soviet Union needs
western technology, western food, western help and friendship. Therefore the US
should not consider providing these valuable considerations without advancing
VS interests and American idealisnm in the process. The Kissinger/Nixon foreign
policy has failed to exploit this advantageous situation in the interest of freedom.

A Common denominator for common action was suggested hy Dr. Morris. the
President of the University of Piano. President Morris observed that. "Since there
Is a moral Impervative for all men to 'love your brother' and since all of man-
kind is his brother. every American should work for his brother's interests., which
include his liberty and freedom. On the positive side. therefore, American for-
eMln policy efforts should he directed in the Interests of the liberty and freedom
of all men." Dr. Morris' view was comparable to the views of the other panel
members.

"Solzhenitsyn and Sakharov 'twist slowly in the wind' ". thanks to Kissinger's
foreign policy, declared Alan Bock. The West watches these men bravely and
shrewdly fight to be free men and, by their actions, undermine the legitimacy
of their authoritarian government, which is allen to U.S. foreign policy objectives.
De.spite dire warnings from Soviet intellectuals of the highest rank and creden-
tials, concerning the intentions of the Soviet leadership and the risk to peace,
United States policy of detente seems wedded to the concept of "peaceful co-
existence."

Nixon's Asian Policy has been calculated to create the propaganda imnie of a
"generation of peace" by "grand slam" tactles, according to Allan Brownfeld, who
believes that the Nixon/Kissinger style of diplomacy ic "dangerol, iy ineffective."
TIe declared that any advantages of the trip to Red China have been more than
offset by serious long-lasting disadvantages that include :

(1) A general setback to democracy in Asia :
(2) Near collapse of the friendly Sato government In Japan;
(3) Expulsion of the Repile of China (Taiwan) from the UN:
(4) The near or imminent collapse of Cambodia :
(5) The necessity to introduce martial rule in South Viet Nain.
"The United States is now militarily No. 2." according to John Hemenway,

former Pentagon official, retired U.S. diplomat. and Soviet-German specialist.
HIemenway wondered why the President had his facts wrong. Hemenway recalled
President Nixon's assertion to the VFW in New Orleans a few weeks ago to the
effect that the U.S. will not be allowed to slip to No. 2, militarily. Yet that is
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exactly where we are. The strategy of "bargaining from strength," considered by
all of the panel members as essential in negotiations with the Soviet Union
appear to have been abandoned in fact, although the rhetoric continues.

A Steady Deterioration of U.S. Foreign Policy was noted by all ten experts of
the panel, who, in various different ways, noted the total absence of any moral
direction or purpose in U.S. policy which seems to have lost its direction under
the Nixon/Kissinger leadership.

Curiously, during the six-hour discussion of U.S. Foreign Policy of the William
I'. Rog'ers era, Secret ry of State Rogers' name was seldom mentioned. There
was little doubt in the'mind of any panelist that the real Secretary of State In
the "lRogers" era was Henry Ki.ssinger.

A Haunting Memory of Munich was recalled by historical precedents presented
by Professor Schieiel who drew an analogy of the present period with U.S./Sovlet
relations in the thirties in which intense U.S. interest in detente, commercial
ties. an1 technological aid to 'Moscow nevertheless culminated In the Ribbentrop/
Moloti Pact. ending all hope in the West for "Peace in our Time". John Hemen.
way recalled British 1PM Stanley Baldwin's dreadfull "confession" to the House of
Commons in which he admitted that he had not advised preparedness when
Hitler was rearming. Baldwin thereby left Chamberlain In the lurch to face up
to Hitler at Munich, totally unprepared. IHemenway saw a parallel In the present
failure of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee critically to examine Kis-
silaer hy drawing nt the real issues.

A Profound Change may be taking Place in U.S. Policy, reflected Dr. Morris
of the University of llano. University President. Morris said that. "Judging from
yesterday's (the firs-t day) Hearing4. we do not seem to lie coming to the esence
(if U.S. foreigai policy." I)r. Morri' explained that the seminar of ten experts was
hastily (.ovelnld l,€oause the Seniate Foreign Relations Committee now is exaliniln.
fle tiM eredential. of Dr. Kissinger to he Secretary of State. These Important
events inade it imperative for the academic world to examine our fov~ign policy
In an open-minded way so that we might give some guidance and direction to
its fun herane.

Senator Si'~iueKI~'1.hajk vonl vei'y muh. I understand this dis-
(eii-soIo. Ioil haul about. Mr. Ito! lenloff

mr. fimEFNW.. That will he subimitted to von thnis afternoon.
Sqelntor ,r'.INKr\. That is a separate docmnent ?
Mr. IEM ,:NwAY. Yes. ir, it is a separate chronology.
Semito,. SI.:x. r.N,,. Without objection, it will Ie ")rinted in the

record.

Mr[v. 1lE. r.,,WAY. 'Th' nk von very muc0.
Senator Sr.\mKr.x. Senator Aiken.
';,nator \ r..,. No t(1 lstions. M)r. Chairman.

Senator SpI'u.a.x. Thank you very much, Mr. Ilemenway.
Mr. II .rnw.\v. Thaimnk you. siir.
S0m: toi' S,.BM'.R.\ N. Glad to have Yo.
MNr. JIEMENWAY. Thank vou. sir.
Senator SPARK-MAN. Next. is, William A. Small, president, Federa-

l ion of Aimerivan Arab Organizations of New York. We are glad to
Ive you, sir. We have your paper and you present it, as you see fit.

STATEMENT OF DR. WILLIAM A. SMALL PRESIDENT, FEDERATION
OF AMERICAN ARAB ORGANIZATIONS, NEW YORK, N.Y.; ACCOM-
PANIED BY M. T. MEHDI, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Dr. 1'r1ar. u'. Clhirnan and Mr. Aiken. my name is Dr. William
A. Sinai, president of time Federation of American Arab Organiza-
tiois. It is ouir great pleasure to appear on behalf of the Federation
of American Arab Oryanizations to share with you our thoughts on
the nomination of Dr. Henry Kissinger. We believe that Dr. Kissinger
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is a competent man who has demonstrated his diplomatic skills with
ability and distinction. Ile is also a scholar and a historian, whicl
should add to his ability in conducting the foreign policy of the
country.

With the end of the Vietnam war and hopefully, with the terinina-
tion of the conflict in Cambodia, America will have to become more
and more concerned with the Middle East. President Nixon has in-

S dicated twice that the Middle East has the highest priority on the
agenda. Dr. Kissinger will have to be dealing in the Middle East
with 18 Arab States and with three Moslem countries (Ti.-key, Iran
and Afghanistan) which are sympathetic with the Arab position. He
also must deal with Israel. -

Dr. Kissinger has stated that his religious background will not
affect his policy decisions, and we believe that he is, intellectually,
honest in so staying his position. We are not so sure, however, that Dr.
Kissinger, as other Zionist Jews, can emancipate himself emotionally
from the traditional link to Zionism and the Jewish state.

It is of the utmost importance that the prestige and position of the
American Secretary of State should be at such a height that it would
significantly affect the views of the countries of the areas and guide
them toward accepting American goodwill and induce them to estab-
lish better relations with the United States. lie does not have to he
"acceptable" to those countries as an ambassador should be, but in
order to establish good relations it is important at least not to have
unnecessary obstacles to hinder the development of good relations. -.

U.S. POLICY CONCYFNING MIDDLE EAST CONFLICT

As you know, Mr. Chairman, there is a bitter conflict in the Middle
East between Israel and the Palestinians in which the Palestinians are
supported by fellow Arabs and Israel is suJl)ported by the United
States. We were gratified when the President said in his fast press con-
ference that both Israel and the Arab States are at fault. This was the
first time an American President had considered Israel to be at fault.
We were, however, unable to believe our ears when the President main-
tained that America was not "pro-Israel. nor pro-Arab." America has
indeed been pro-Israel and its pro-Israeli poli' has been delnonstrate(l
by the sending of hundreds of phantom jets aid lbillions of dollars to
tfhe .ewish state. -

iSR.ELI STFT.ME N TS .IOT "... F.Nws

Mr. Chairman. the Israelis have stated time and again that American
Jews are "Israelis residing in exile." and are "potential residents of
Israel and Israeli occupied Arab lands." Mr. David Ben-Gurion, the
first Prime Minister of Israel and a Zionist thinker has stated that a
Jew in America regards Israel as his government. In the Govern-
ment of Israel Yearbook 1953-54. p. 35. Mr. Ben-Gurion wrote as
follows:

When a Jew in America or In South Africa speaks of 'our government' to his
fellow Jew, he usually means the Government of Israel. while the Jewish public
In the various countries view the Israeli ambassadors as their own representatives.
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The Atlantic issue of Newsweek. July 9, 1973, page 56, provides an
interview with Dr. Nahum (,oldnian. former president of the World
Zionist Organization ill which he tries to define the relationshi p, be-
tween the Israeli Jews and the Jews outside the Jewish state. Dr. told-
man sa.s that the Jews outside Israel-such as the American Jews-
are junior partners of the Israeli State while the Israeli Jews are the
senior )artners.

Mr. Chairman, there are many such assertions by Zionist Jewish
leaders, and there is enough cireitinstantial evidence to show that large
numbers of Anerican Jews have indeed belaved as Israeli partners.

To the Arab delegations at the United Nations, the behavior of Am-
bassador Arthur J. Goldberg in 1967 was identical with the actions of
the Israeli Ambassador Michael Comey. Many prominent American
observers of tihe Gohlberg Iehavior concur with; the Arab position.

PM l. KissNNm;ER S TIESTO FORM I AMBASSADOR lABIN

Dr. Kissinger's special ties to the former Israeli Ambassador to
Waslhington. Mr. Yitzhak Rabin. create a great deal of anxiety and
a )prehension throughout t le Aral) world and among all Americans
eonicerned with the Middle East and American interest ill that part of
the world. According to the Jerusalem Post. August 2,, 1973, page 4:

"Professor Kisninger's handling of the Middle East hitherto was always
discreet. even at times of major crisis like the Syrian armored invasion of
J 'dan. when-as U.S. analysts revealed-he virtually established a two-man
war r(min, with then Ambassador Yitzhak Rabin. It- alsio became closely involved
dliing Premier Golda Meir's visits to Washington. ills relationship with Rabin
was a kind he maintained with only a handful of other foreign envoys. lie took
pains to let the State Department iolay its rightful role front stage.

DIR. H 1SIN(W 5110111) I'tUi.'U,(LIY DENOUNCE ALl, ZioNIST clAIMS

In tihe light of all above Zionist assert ions that American Jews are
juior Israeli partners, and in the light of the fact that most American
Zionist Jews, in'lldi,,ig Ambassador Arthur Goldberg, have indeed
b ellaved as partners of time Israeli State, and in the light of the strong
ties between )r. Kissitger and the Israeli Embassy in Washington,
ali la'uaulse tllere is a great apprehension that I)r. Kissinger's appoint-
nmemt as Seeretary of State will aggravate the crisis of United States-
A1tal) ielations and the energy shortage-in tile light of all these, we
btelieve Ihat it is imllerat'ative that Dr. Kissinger should publicly re-
nounce all Zionist claims that he has any ties, emotional or lhilo-
SoI)hical or political, to tihe foreign State of Israel.

Mr. ( 'h.lirman, we believe that such a declaration by Dr. Kissinger
will eliminatee the apprehension felt in America and in the Arab world
ant only their -Mr. Kissinger' could perform a useful function in the
interest of Anerica and inl the interest of international peace.

Thank you.sir.
Senator SI'AIIK.A.. Thank you very much, Dr. Small. Has the gemi-

themmman with 'ou been idenitite(d for the record ?
lDr. SmAUi. Yes, 1)r. M. T. Meh(li.
l)i. 'Mmmi. I have a brief statement, sir, that if Dr. Kissinger re-

noumnces the azsertions of the Zionists we believe that his contribution
to the energy" crisis and the elimination of the energy crisis will be of
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utmost value. Otherwise, there will be no communication between
America and the .Middle East, which today we have to establish.

Senator SPARKMAN. Yes. That in effect, is the concluding state-
meint that Dr. Small gave us. Thank you. Senator Aiken.

Senator AIKEN. Well, I think Dr. Kissinger did comment on this
situation on the first day of his appearance before the committee. Any-
way, what he said will appear in the record of the hearings.

Dr. SMALL. Sir, this is a publiv (lenomeement of these ties?
Senator \ini. It is hard to remember hack. 'here have been so

many questions asked himn. but I think this was one of the1ip. I believe
lie commented on it during the first dav of his hearings. I do not guar-
antee it, but it appeared tilen. Anyway te record of the hearings will
b)e latle available next week.

Dr. Mr:imT. What Dr. Kis,;iiiger said was tllat his religious and na-
tional heritage will nTot a fer his polic.ymakijig decisions. We want a
little bit liorp )ositive than this. We want a public denunciation of
the Zionist claimis to his heinz a junior Isr ,i citizen.

Selator A.inF',. I'lpse are innineralle. Leavens knows how many
questions have been suhiiiitted in writi tg to which he is supposed to
reply in writing for the record and this may 1e one of theem. Anyway,
lie coues before our coniinittee again Monday.

Senator T. .. vauit to join with Seniator Aiken with refer-
(,lice to all of the uiie.stioiis that have hec put to l6i1. We have umade
a real effort, to cover thp whole field aild to over the whole world. Of
('oiirse. the Presidlent of tei 1-ited States, tile , e('etarv of State, lnd

th, Congress all have a different idea al)out all sections of tile world.
We have made an effort to cover all of it and I believe von will find
that true when youi read the printed record of the hearings.

Thank ,ou very mnur'l. gentl Vmen.
Dr. M'tim. Thank v'ou.
Senator SPAIRKM.\NX: NI.11' ext winless is fi'. Saul It. Mendlovitz of

RIutgers Universitv. ('olmittre of Coimeer-iie, Sclolars for a Just
WAorl Order. Did I vroioliiee No01mu1 mlle ri~.l- rit ?

Mr. MF.NNTAIVITZ. ('loSe. 1eudlovitz. .

Sein tor SR.grd.x. lihmt.
.Nrr. A..rIL'N'Tz. Pi6.61t.

Senator SP.\TI. rANk. T"n X-1< ..v, m'v 1ulhn. We are very glad to
have oN. We have yr pll* aper and yolmay 1) proceed.

STATEMENT OF PROF. SAUL H. MENDLOVITZ. RUTGERS UNIVER-
SITY, COMMITTEE OF CONCERNED SCHOLARS FOR A JUST WORLD
ORDER

Mi'. MEN.XDtJ'I'Z. I asstiuie nl Iapvm wNill he in tile record and I
will imist say a word alnhouut tle provedings that have ,,one thins far.
We are thankful \on have given us this opportunity. although I must
confess I feel I am in the top half of the ninth inning, two men ont
withn a pinch-hitter and( tine score is 9 to 0 against me.

'he atmosphere in tile past week and in this room is that henry
Kissinger's appointment is a foregone conclusion. and while we are
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exploring deeply some of the issues we will be concerned with even
Senator McGovern, I take it, feels that it is appropriate to make him
the next Secretary of State.

Senator SPARKMAN. May I say in that connection-
Mr. MENDLOVIrZ. You may interrupt ine and I will take my 2 miin-

utes back, Senator, OK?

FUNCTION OF (OMMIrrEE CONCFINING APOINTEE

Senator SP. Am wrx. I just want. to mention somethingthat I thought
of while Senator McGovern was talking and somethingg we have to keep
in mind. I believe sometimes people overlook it. That. is that our only
job is to consi(ler the adequacy of the apl)ointee. We have the power to
recommend either conlirmat ion or nonconfi rlmat ion. e do not have the
power to appoint or to choose somebody ourselves. We have for con-
sideration only that one that is sLbImitted to us by the President. So
it is a matter of deciding whether or not it is an a )ropriate nolmina-
tion an(1 not whether or not we could 111ame a better one.

Mr. MENnLOVIrZ. I am glad you made that clear to the group, al-
though. Senator, I was aware-

Senator SPAIIKM.N. I know that.
Mr. ME~luA'vu'rZ [conit iningj.-Of what tIlm functions of this coin-

mittee were. I really (lid not (Ollie (lown l hre on a rainy day for the
purpose of getting Imvse f in the record. I c(ome with the 'plinch-hitter"s
feeling that l)erhipS ve might change just one,.

PE SEASON FO l O stlON TO APPOII NTIE

W'e are opposed. as our palipe shows, to the appointee. potential ap-
pointee, because we think lie is orally unfit for the job. We believe that
his ap)pointilent vold hlbe a serious blow to the estal)hiShment of a just
world order, and what is more. we honestly believe that the world pol-
icy. foreign policy wv'hicli he wishes to pn'mnote is incapable of being
cairriedl out and is itiimoral. and I will speak mostly to the last issue
and I will forego the first issue that lie is iNorally unifit, although that
seeills to ale smiflmciemmt ieaso l alone to div hiln tm;Is office.

I)EMONISTi,'ION ! ]M P.A(T OF 3iR. HISIN:IERI APPOINTMENT

lliit on the administration inlpact many of iiy colleagues and I
have had an opj)ort unit v to t ravel through'ot lie globe over the past
10 years awi we are velrY m1ch1 involved with politics and social life
of our own commiolumiitv. 'anl we have (lisvovervl, as you l)robably do,
that. the ITltited States ill which it does both (lomesti;-allv and foreign
has a great ilipavt on I both the substance anl style of the way the
world political conimunitv operates.

We feel very muich tha't if I lenrv KissiilroeI were appointed See-
rctary of State we would be leuioiistrating both to the global political
coinnmnity and to our own citizens that we were going to go about the
conduct of the next 4 and perhaps the next 10 years as business as usual.
We are about to appoint a man to the Office of Secretary of State who,
if lie were brought before an appropriate tribunal, would certainly
be charged as a war criminal, and I am not saying he is one but if
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there were--these were standards of conduct we set up in .Nuremberg
which we promoted, which we are trying to see the world aspire to
enforce and we are now in the great, act of cynicism about to appoint
this man to be Secretary of State. This will mean that societies through-
out. the globe when theyr think of the Secretary of State and the foreign
ministers they ought to appoint will think of men who are adroit,
clever, brilliant but whose lack of moral sensitivity or presence of
moral sensitivity have nothing to do with the position'he is about to get.

WORLD AT PRESENT MOMEXT

I move to what I think is our most important point. and it has to do
with the world view of the potential appointee. If you will permit, me
a professor's prerogative. I will just stay 3 or 4 Minutes on how we
see the world at. the present moment. We begin with the notion, with
the reality, that the global village is not merely rhetoric but is a
psychohisiorical ftet. For the first time in human kind over 95 per-
cent of the human race understands that they live on the same globe.
That has all occurred in our own lifetime. Tlis is equivalent. I would
say. to the people in the 15th century and the early 16th century slid-
denlv discovering the earth is round and not flat. We have--the
chai~ges in attitudes and images and the way we view the world are
undergoing very dramatic change. What we need now is a kind of
leadership which looks to a new governance of the world community
in terms of those changes. We thiiik thoughtful and responsive people
throuighout the globe have developed and thought through a set of five
global political problems. They are well known to everybody here.
They are war, they are poverty, social injustice, ecological imbalance,
and'alienation. We believe that these five problems are interrelated,
that there is no way of solving one without looking at the other four.

Furthermore, we believe that they provide the opportunities for
what we call world order values and those would be peace. social jus-
tice. ecological stability, participation, and economic well-being.

KISSINOER DOCTRINE OF FIvF-OWER WORLD

What we see in the Kissinger doctrine of the five power world is an
inability to deal with those five problems. What we understand him
to be saving is that we should revert to a view of the world in which
thw, in which a concert of power of the five major powers of the world
should by tacit agreement and some formal treaties agree to the gov-
ernance of the community, the global village, and as-we understand
that. what it will amount to is a moderation of the hostilities amofigst
the big five without participation, as some of my colleagues up here,
of Africa, Latin America and Asia in the decision as to what that
governance will be. We find that to be an impracticable and unwork-
ablu world community. We do not think it. will handle, for example,
the nonproliferation of weapons. It will mean that there will be a
premium for India, for Brazil, for those powers who are near nucs
in order to Eet into that, club to become nucs.

We think the escalation of the arms race in the third world is likely
now to increase rather thin decrease. If we look at the environmental
world then the attempt to establish environmental standards, that
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would be beneficial for the big five but harmful in terms of the de-
velopment for the underdeveloped world, are nowhere mentioned by
.Mr. Kissinger.

When it comes to South Africa we find Mr. Kissinger strangely
silent on what the world community ought to be doing with regard to
what is an immoral and illegal regime. We find, therefore, that in the
long run, within the next 15 or 20 years, the attempt to establish a
five-power world will not work and furthermore, we find it is imprac-
ticable.

REASONS COMMr1'irEE. MEM IWIS FEEL COM1:LLEI) TO VOTE FOR
D. KISSINGER

All of these matters are in our documents and I will not take any
time, further tie and I am sorry Senator George McGovern has
left. because I want to pick up the points lie ulade. As I understood
Senator George McGovern al(d as I understand other members of the
Senate Foreign Relations Coinimittee, they are really opposed to the
al)ointlent of Henry Kissinger as Secretary of State. What comn-
pels them to vote for him, hopeflly, at least, some of you will ab-
stain since this is 'an unjust and iimoral appointment, what com-
pels you to vote for this man at this point, as I understand it, is
some notion that the President is entitled to have his own Secretary
of State to implement his policy. ai1d there is sone notion of execu-
tive privilege. If .you did not, if you do not put him in that office
he will retain the lJosition he always has ]had as counselor to the Presi-
dent and you will not get himl uip here on te I Hill to testify.

I fin1d both of those reasoils 11npersuasive and. furthermore, I think
they are invalid. I think that on the second issue. on the second mat-
tel' that you will not get hiim imp on the I lill. I think a good (eal
more work has to be done on the cost itutional basis for that executive
privilege, and it seems to me that in fact, under al)lropriate cir-
cumnstances those executive plivileges, they are not to be found in
the Constitution. Thmy are ai1 interl)rttation of the Constitition, and
I would advise that we go to the writings of Professor Berger of
Harvard and look )iono v'losel% at whether that privilege really pre-
vails over the way it has becii exercised in the past so I would look
more closely at thaft.

As to the question of whether we want a Seciretary of State that
carries out the policiess of the IUSA, I would take it that is really the
guits of the matter. I woild reind the Senators when .Jumdge IIayns-
worth ald Judge Carswell were nolminated for the Olfice of the
Supreimle Court of tie united States. h'lis Senate dellied that con-
firmation, not on grounds I vodd say of incompetence but of moral
unfitness for the office. 'l'hey did so because they understood that it
would Imeanl to tle black communiiitv and to tfe white community
that to put segregationst people into positions of power at the time
we were trying to integrate this society was an immoral and terrible
act.

One of the reasons I am down here is not because my colleagues on
time campus have urged mle to conic alone but we (lid' our solmindil's
in our own conimmunities and we find in tile land that we know, the
local communities of which we are part. there is a great deal of con-
cern, uneasineam and of hostility to the ap ointment of Henry Kis-
singer as the next Secretary of State, and the reason there is no out-
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cry is, to be perfectly frank with youth they feel they cannot fight
it, that it is a foregone conclusion but they find it a very, very dis-
questing kind of thing.

I, therefore, would urge upon the Senators to think back to the
times when this body has ref used to give its consent for other confir-
mations in other contexts and to look muchi more carefully at some
of the arguments which have been made by those of us who are oP
posed to his confirmation.

Thank you very much.
[IProfessor Mendlovitz' prepared statement follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF PROF. SAUL 11. ME%1NDlOGVITZ, CO'MMITEV OF CONCERNED
SCHIOLARS FOB A JUST WORLD ORDER'1

SUMMARY OF P'OSITION

The Comxmittee of Conceernxed IScholars, for a .Just World order opposes thle
confirmation of ilexiry Kissinger ats Secretary of 'State fur the following rt-asons:

LI1) W'e consider ini morally uxitit for the position.
(2) Th demonstration Imipaet of his appointment would be a severe bl1ow to

the possibility of establishing a just andi Ixinaxe world Order.

I. he ol blowing Is~ a par-1 xl i Ii j (oL~f isidxo~ars Who wooitl! likv to hoe r econr'ed a - opposi ng
tili colntimtlii ou of 114-rirY as,-iieri Secretary tot Staiv. The*y ti ' o :is .i) liii t lii ii
Selves, Willh tilie slit ixIxllt of thli ( Comit tie of 4 oticrxol St-in Ia rs for a Jint Wo~rldl Order,
alt though ill -Onii vases theiy uIia not ;irrei N~ itli 011 the Iltati' of tile 'tateltient S ibxxltts'd
to the Seikate Forignx 1{elai oni Coiniittuv'
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Rob~jert Bard, Ui ~r s1ity of Comuxix -itx
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Richelard IIixuioxi, War a11d Peacte Report
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(3) The foreign policy lie proposes is both immoral and inadequate to deal
with the global political and social problems of our time.

We. the Committee of Concerned Scholars for a Just World Order, oppose the
confirmation of Henry Kissinger as Secretary of State. Like many other citizens
and a number of groups who are testifying here today, we oppose his conflrm-
tion because of his moral unfitness for the office. Illicit wire tapping, deception
(if Ctngress and of the American people, secret and massive bombing, and deep
involvement in the most brutal use of armed violence against human beings in
the post World War II era, are sufficient reason to deny his confirmation. We
wish however, to go beyond his past performance and raise two matters which
we consider--have not been sufficiently discussed in connection with this
a1lpointnment.

First. we believe that the demonstration impact that this appointment will
have throughout the vorld. yit! be a severe blow to the possibility of establish-
ing a inure just and humane world order. llavingtken the lead at Nuremberg
in establishing standards of condut for officials of state,_with regard to the use
lf violence and .rines against humanity, it is an act of the greatest cynicism
to put 'Mr. Kissinger into the position where he would act as our chief foreign
pIflicy ;,tlleer. Indeed were an appropriate tribunal to be established, Mr. Kis-
singer would today face charges as a war criminal. This appointment will con-
firmn ti. the people of theo world that the leadership of this society has decided
that lines as uslal'" is our polly. and that one of the top managers In our
recent brutality is to execute this business. For a world shich is groping for a
new jt itial a 1 d m11oral foundation, the appointment of lIenry Kissinger to the
offce of Secretary of State is therefore an egregious error.

Second. and more important lPerhaps, our opqtsition to Ir. Kisshnger's appoint-
ment to this post, has to () with his overall view of the world and of the position
of the United States in this world. And here we should like to provide a summnnary
analysis of our position.

We believe it is necessary to accept seriously not only the rhetoric but the
reality of the term "the global village". As we see it. the fact that the overwhelm-
lug ma.iority of huzmankind understands for the first ime in history that human
society encompasses the entire globe, is a phenomenon equivalent to our under-
standing that the globe is round rather than fiat. It is having an enormously
dramatic impact on the images and the attitudes we have with regard to the
authority structures of the international community, as well as those of our
domestic societies. Thus it is that many thoughtful and responsible Individuals
throughout the globe are beginning to discuss quite seriously the governance of
the global village.

There is increasing recognition that we now face five major global problems.
They are: war, poverty, social injustice, ecological instability, and alienation.
Many of us see these problems and the effort towards their solution as presenting
the opportunity for a realization of the most basie human values. We wish
therefore to work towards acceptable conditions of economic well-being, social
justice, ecological stability, participation in political process throughout the
globe. and peace. And we do not believe these can be achieved without the creation
of new kinds of global institutions and new kinds of transnational cooperation.

As we see it these five problem areas are closely interrelated, and in order to
achieve a humane and just world order. there will have to be appropriate trade-
offs for the various regions of the world, In accordance with the uneven develop-
mnent in solving these problems that exists in different regions. Establishment
of appropriate environmental standards for global survival can only be accom-
plished if we also take into account the development needs of the underdeveloped
world. Vigorous political and perhaps even world community enforcement in
connection with the illegal and immoral practices of the South African regime
is ne'tssary if we are to achieve both social justice and the minimization of vio-
lence.

So far as we are able to ascertain the only tradeoffs presented by 'Mr. Kissinger
are those between the major centers of power. This century provides abundant
testimony that such "balance of power" arrangements cannot create the much
dlscus,,ed "stable structure of peace". The problems of proliferation of nuclear
weapons as well as the escalation of the ars race, creation of environmental
institutions to provide for survival of human society, formulation of appropriate
energy and agricultural policies to meet the needs of all human beings, are uu-
likely to be met In a just fashion under this kind of a regimen. Instead there will
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have to be a balancing of interests anld that should most emphatically Include le
Interests of those who are now most powerless and weak.

What 19ii tile end most dangerous about Kissinger's appointment Is his view
of this country's role in the world. The secret method of the Nixon-Kissinger
world order design is to regulate the relations oif the five major centers of power
with moderation, while permitting them to satisfy their appetites for rielhes,
exploitation and expansion, nt tit expense of the poor and the weak. In other
words, the old colonial formula of the few at the expense of time many, in a
new guise.

Our prospects as a nation and as a species depend on shedding such a short-
sighted and in1deecelt view of internatimml relations. It the coming decades we
must build a global political community. based on lhe well being of all parts of the
planet, on safeguarding resourets and environmental quality, and on respect for
human dignity. Such a unified view of imman (le-tiny and miational interest is light
years away from the mtdate,1 great power fantasy that animates the political
Imagination of Ilenmy Kis inger.

Ai'L It. MENDLOVITZ,

h'/mirma, l'rrfvor of Interniatfinal Law.
Rulgcrs Laic Schrmol.

Senator Sv.u: iu x. Thank you yver jimiwli.

wIVrxrss ,('rIN .r mr;m:s 1'Ivmnsrrx -

Thank Vol. lBv tle w v. wluat is yoar. position at, Rnt"eis I'nivVr-
sity ?

Mr. .N, l ])\)](,Vi, vz. I a(m 1W'f oif iteriiational law at But 'crs.
Senator SI.\ 'Af. hi-o. rfc: ro' ofleemnatllil law .
mr. MI:N n,,iriz. 'zc.

.1'rfl l, IAT I: "'1P \i)M - 1. '' 'III 'E J UST VOlui) ORI)],.R

Senator S.\lu. A N. "I'hlere i-, one thin:x I wanted to ask von alhit.
YoU say t here 1r iV IOvol, ares closllv interrelated. an;d in order
to achieve a tumane and im.t world or'ler tlere wili have to be appro-
priate, tradeofis for tle VaIliols regiulics. 1 (10 not C11lito know what
you mecan. )o y m', 1llO U ]ohvv to 11Celct somne and favor others?

Aft'. So:xmua,'Iz. No. iii- tle ir'.
Senator Sr~lhI \-. Trade between thoim, go ahead.
Mr. MNIA),(\.rz. Well. I nu soIry. I guess that is a shiorthainl jar-

Pron lhai"i'se that, we 11ow u.e.
Senator STuileM.N. TIe reason I ask is lhat is becuse we do have

these. a areas of the worl d and it is a ,rollemN with us all the time.
Mr. AE-,ouwVz. Righ-t.
Senator SP.RIMAN;\N. Trv to--
Mr. 'MEiIF.novnz. If N-01 will permit me, to disclose for just 30 see-

onds. I think what hias appeared over the past 10 years in tle academic
uIununIIitv lhas developed a frame of r' forewe for now viewing.,. th,

global political comimunitV whi,'h we call a wo'ld order frame of
reference. amd these five ll)al pr deins which I haveo suggosted1 seem
to interrelate and in order to deal with one of the problems one must
think now of dealing with the olier problems so when talk about
tradeoffs, for example, we look at. the. environmental problem and in
trying to establish enviu'omnental standards, let. us say, with regard to
the use of the internal comlmstion machine or let us Sal-, with regard to
the use of DDT, we are immediately forced to think of how would that
affect the developing areas of the -vorld where if they are to develop

21-172-73-pt. 1-15
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the cheap and inexpensive use of DDT as contrasted with other kinds
of fertilizers, the cheap and inexpensive use of the internal combus-
tion machine without governors on them or without seeing something
that would clean it, is the kind of thins we are. talking about. It is
that kind of tradeoff we are talking alout.

Senator SPA .IKMA-. I see what you are talking about, I misinter-
)reted it.. I thought you were fer'ring to geographical tradeoffs.

Mr. MJ,-~ovrl'z. No. It turns out they are geographical anyway, it
turns out but nevertheless, they are problem area tradeoffs.

Senator SIARK.MAN,-. Senator'Aiken.
Senator AiKrFx. No questions. You asked my question. Mr.

Chairman.
Senator SPARKMAX. 'I'hank yoU very much, Professor.
Mr. Nicholas Camerota, Jr.. National Youth Alliance. Washington,

D.C. Come around, sir. We are very glad to have you, and you may
submit your statement as you see fit.

STATEMENT OF NICHOLAS CAMEROTA, JR., NATIONAL YOUTH
ALLIANCE, WASHINGTON, D.C.

\
Mr. CA'.rmino'r.A. I have with me a colv of a statement which I he-

lieve is ill volir possciSm n1 11ow and I ask th1at this be submitted into
the record.

Senator ST.RM.N. Is this what yon submit. to us? -
fr. CAEnROTA. That is correct.

Senator SPARKM.N. Very well. That will be printed in full.
Mr. C.kM ERo'r.x. But in aldition to all of this. I would ask the com-

mittees' indulgence to allow two photographers from our organization
to come up and take photographs at this tinie.

Senator S,%rmlr.Ax. What. one of y'ours?
Mr. CANME'rm. All ri(lit ?
Senator SPARKMAN. I Su)pose anloldy clan take pllot,.rralplhs. We

let all of these plole tfikd. them.'But" Po ritint ahead' with your
statement.

TIIREAT IUETPIESENTEDI BY DR. KTSSINGET'S CONFIRMA'IION

Mr. CA.MERfnOT.. I (10 not want to eXCeed the 10-minute time limit. It
is getting very late this afternoon. so I will simply confine myself to a
few remarks and most of them will be extemporaneous. First of all,
I am thankful to have the opportunity to address the committee this
afternoon regarding- the confirmation of Ilenrv Kissinger fir Secre-
tary of State. but in the opinion of the National Youth Alliance.
Kissinger's confirmation would represent-a great tiieat not only to the,
internal security of the United States. but to our foreign relations as
well.

PROMOTION OF SECURITY RISKS BY M3R. KISSINGER

Now, reviex ing Kissinger's record as Chief of the National Security
Council, objectively it would seem that Kissinger is in the habit of pio-
moting security risks. Pentagon papers revealer Daniel Ellsberg was
himself one of the national security risks, as a result. of Kissinger's
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promotion and we ought to pause momentarily to consider the fact
that Ellsberg was responsible for procuring a job for James Sehlesin-
ger wit Ithe Rand Corp. Ksg

rwo other ontsl'andiiw security risks proinoted by Kissinger are
Morton lalperin, a defenie witness for Ellsberg, and Ielmut Sonnen-
feldt.. whom we have heard a great deal about. this morning, who also
leaked confidential information to foreign nationals.

SOVIET WIIEAT DEAl. .\t) SEARCih FOR DIAThNT,

Now. in considering the international scene, however, Kisinger's
iiliawe as a. politician was readily evident in his now handling of

the wheat deal with the Sovitt Union and one would suspect Soviet
,it izells vouild hail with enthusiasm, sul ort ing Kissinger's confirma-
lion since they were certainly on the right side. of that wheat deal, but
Americans cannot afford wheat prices considering Kissinger's master
s roke cost the taxpayers sonie $400 million and completely clobbered
the small wheat fari'er.

Of course, this is just one result, of tile highly praised detente we
have eln seekillg to commence and despite this search for this very
elusive detente amd -1h of Kissin's , overtrll'es. even the New
York Times can continue to print articles entitled "Soviet Military
Continues loigll Line Toward tiV W st." and "New Younger Soviet
Generals Thought To Stretss the ()ffcnsi ve," this colmes froin t1n, April
_.l issues of the Times this year.

Now. the increase of the already considerable Soviet nuclear arsenal
aiiply states the Times claim. On the other hand. Kissinger's thoughts
%':1n I', seen ill the May 26 SAL'T agreement which was signed by
President Nixon whicl granted Soviets 35 percent numerical super-
ioritv in mtvlear weapons. When we praise Mr. Kissinger in light of
his actual foreign policy accomplishments to date instead of his rave
reviews in the press we can only be appalled at the series of catastro-
phi,'.s that this supposed diplomtic genius has wrought for America,
a..ld I .u-ipos:l , n yay of us t treble for the future as a result of this.

I'TAC 1: WITII 114I'Nc I IN 1NDO~ CHINA

Now considering his so-called peace with honor in Indochina, what
,issinier did ,'. sort of a slei,t of hand show vhich was accom-

panied by a lot of fa.:t patter wilii he Aucia troops pulled out i:.no-
niiiiouslv leaving the fhrl.'htinr Lmiw'., oil in full ranlg- and hundreds of
J11W'"., missing in action still not accounted for. It is bitter indeed
to realize 50.000 young Americans gave their lives in Indochina think-
in tile- would put an end to commuminism. and Mr. Kissinger came
.10. a ndl, with a few sessions at the conference table rendered all that
sacrifice e and pain useless.

n'E.;N'I' wiTii MOsc(N .\ANT) ri:K IN;

His (lit'ete with the two Comlmunist powers, Moscow and Peking,
the advantages to the American people are less apparent. In order to
get Red China into tlie U.N.. Kissinge-r trcacmieously slilxid the knife
into our lontinit illy Taiwan tind tlicn yanked the rug out froiii
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under Japan and in general caused frankly, some euphoric feeling
throughout the Asiatic Pacific area, all to the great advantage of the
Communist Chinese but hardly of any advantage to ourselves.

RAND CORP. STUDY

But in spite of all this, Kissinger should not really be thought of
as a dove in spite of all the peace proposals and everything else, mainly
because he had arranged a contract that a study should be undertaken
by the Rand Corp. of California which would attempt to keep out
Russian reaction to U.S. atomic attack on Egypt. One can only wonder
whose interests Kissinger was protecting, since that study was taken
and done without the knowledge of either the Secretary of State or
Defense.

FACT THAT 31R. KISSINGER IS JEWISH

For we must consider the fact that Kissinger is Jewish and, there-
fore, has a personal stake in the fortunes of another nation, that nation
being Israel. And with the cessation of large-scale military involve-
ment in Indochina, the Middle East itself becomes our No.'l foreign
problem, and in attempting to conduct negotiations Kissinger is go-
ing to be in an extreme disadvantage by being Jewish. As a matter
of fact, we have quoted from the Los Angeles Times of August 27,
1973, which bears upon this issue, "Kissin'er, whatever his qualifi-
cations as Secretary of State, will face a hostile Arab world because
he is a Jew."

APPOINTMENT'S EFFECT ON l. lPOSBLE AR.AII-ISRAELI SEMLEMENT

Kisnger's appointment almost certainly destroys any chance of the
1 ossibility of peaceful settlement of the Aral)-Israeli dispute. Ile has
ail ready demonstrated his willinigness to cominit. American military
llanes7 to that region. So before this committee he had stated that
lie had advised, lie advised the President. to send American troops
into Jordan in 1970 when Syrian tanks rumbled into that land where
the American puppet king'was holdinc sway mainly to insure. that
we did not lose this very valuable ally and'a real Arab nationalist
leader could take over there. Obviouslv, that was one decision where we
had to pull Israel's chips out of the fire.

MAN 'WIThI DIVIDED LOYALTIES

The main point with regard to Kissinger, the one I feel needs to
be stressed over and over again, is a man with divided loyalties cannot
serve the best interests of the American people.

The National Youth Alliance represents what we believe to be a
majority of people in this country, white gentile Americans, and be-
fluse of this we feel that a man from a minority background, a man
who has divided loyalties cannot do the sort of job we want to see
done in the Middle East.

I k-iow in my capacity as an organizer for the National Youth
Alliance, having gone to many college campuses throughout the coin-
try, that the feelings that you see on college campuses is very much
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against Kissinger's confirmation for reasons I had stated earlier. Many
of these young men and women feel that Kissinger's ethnic back-
grond and so on, the possibility of committing U.S. troops into the
region is quite real, all of Kissinger's statements notwithstanding.

.---. MSSIBLE CONSEQUENCES OF M1R. KISSINGERIS APl'1TMIENT

So again, I believe that having Henry Kissinger appointed as Secre-
tary of State may have disastrous consequences for this country and
for t lie majority of people in this count rv.

If there are any questions you would like to ask me with regard to
any of these statements, I woild be glad to answer them.

[Mr. Camerota's prepared statement follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF NICHIOLAS C. CAMEROTA. JR., ON BEHALF OF THE
NATIONAL YOUTH ALLIANCE

The National Youth Alliance Is opposed to the confirmation of the nomination
of Henry Kissinger to be the secretary of state for the United States. The
Kissinger nomination is contrary to the best Interests of the American people
on a umlber of grounds, including the following:

NEED FOR UNDIVIDED LOYALTY

First, tile muan who serves as secretary of state and conducts the relations of
the United States with other states must have an undivided loyalty to the United
States. lie must have no national, racial, or religious ties to another state which
may bias his conduct of tile affairs of his office to the detriment of the Interests
of the United States.

Mr. Kissinger, as a Jew, cannot help but feel a personal stake In the fortunes
of Israel (as occupied Palestine is generally called under the present Jewish
regime there). Regardless of his protests to the contrary, it would be foolhardy
fir Amerkans to assume that Mr. Kissinger will always put American Interests
ahead of those of Israel, the state which claims to represent the interests of all
lhie Jews of the world and looks on all Jews, including him, as members of a
single community of interest. In view of the deep American involvement in the
Middle East and President Nixon's assertion that the Middle East now repre-
sents America's highest priority-in foreign affairs, America cannot afford to
have as secretary of state a man exposed to even the slightest temptation to
sacrifice American Interests to Israeli interests.

KISSINGER'S POOR JUDGMENT OF CHARACTER

Second, the man whn serves as secretary of state must have sufficient good
jmudgmnent to properly fill a large number of highly sensitive posts with trust-
wifrtlhy men. The national security of the United States will be critically depend-
ent ol such good judgment. Unfortunately, Mr. Kissinger has demonstrated
deplorably poor judgment In his pas-t appointments of persons to fill sensitive
pi'.ts in connection with his National Security Council duties.

Three stch appointments which may be mentioned In this regard are Daniel
Etlhsliprg, Morton Hlalperin, and Hlelmut Sonnenfeldt. all of whom, Incidentally,
are, also Jews. Mr. Kissinger appointed Daniel Ellsberg to a National Security
Council position in 1969, shortly before Ellsberg began stealing highly sensitive
secret documents of the United States government. Ellsberg then revealed those
secret documents to unauthorized persons, Including foreign nationals, in an
attempt to undermine the American military forces In Vietnam.

EI.LSBERO, SCItI .E5INOER, AND KISSINGER

'rho relationship between EVisherg ant James It. Sehlesinger. currently secre-
tary of defense. should also be noted here. It is similar to the Kissinger-Eilsberg
relationship, In that Ellsberg brought Schlesinger into national security work
through recommending him for a position at the Rand Corporation, just as Kis-
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singer had earlier brought Ellsberg into the National 'Security Council. The
oropect of having two EIIsberg inthuates-Mr. Kissinger and Mr. 8chlesnger--
Imth with the same minority ethnic background, simultaneously occupying the
two cabinet lsts most concerned with the national security, can only raise the
gravest misgivings ol tile part-Of all thoughtful and patriotic Americans.

CA'A5TIIOPIIIC POLIiY TOWAI I) C+OMMINIST NATIONS

Third. tile policies of the s,.vrtary ,4f Ntatk during 1he next three years will
viailly afltect the v't:i,, il tt re-t. of lilt, United States. If Mr. Kissinger
lticoinics secrehtiy tof statv and is ,I, Hoe tt ciotiilile his policies of tile last four
yvar's. the nation will hie exI,,S0d to grave jvolIrdy and will, perhaps, suffer
irrtieediable lkirn.

Consider tile colseqlences of .1r. ,islmnger's policies which we have already
pxplarienced. uidld by Mr. Kissingf.r's ioliey, the unitedd States withdrew from
Victuallin, hating achie0vd nothing of value to the Aneriean people and leaving
beilind hundreds of still-unaccounted-for MIA's and POW's. The sacrifice of
5t),OtO Aierican lives was nllitied lly a p41icy, first of vacillation, half-measures,
and cripling re.trietiois l the u.se (if Anlerivan inilitary pomwer, and then of
virtual surrender Under it- gtuise of "peace with Ihonor." All Mr. Kissinger's
flitting [ack and forth front l'arik to Washington and all lits clever and hopeful
news conferences could not change the grin reality of Ainerica's Vietnam catas-
trople. even if they (lid serve somewhat to distract public attention front it at
tilt, time.

L.ikewlse, consider Mr. Kissimrer's ,lpiicy of (d-lenate with Connunist China
qll4 tile Soviet I'lmo. What has that lrouight to Amerloa but dishonor. economic
hardship. Pand military disadvantwi e? The Siviet wheat xwindle of 19T2 is the
ill1ilcipal (ecol l(lllc ('(ime~i11eue of It-. KIssinger's. policy of detente America
ha+ s:,s far experirenced, and1( it 1:is boen iia itfil ixli(rielice Indeed.

Mr. Nixon',. sitInflw ,,f tOme .trati'-ar.,-Iititation agreement in Moscow this
spring. whIch has given the 'Soviet Union a staggering numerical advantage In
4ffi-t'ill.ve liclur nti, k.ls amnd wartlslll,,iver Almerica, is- the principal military
OM 144ltetiene (Of that policy to drtne. aid it Is a terribly dangerous consequence.
Tihere Is no tangle alvitntage tt he gained by continuing to develop closer ties
betw+en America and the two colminunist powers, .11(d tile moral price to be

id i.,: enornliOls.
REJECT XISSINGER

.\inllviri al lo'r0t 1ft',, -- 11 i 
*

t:! -l irvivt -  
thrioo inIse y irs ill which her

foreign policy is sblje ct to .l r. Ki.sainzr's etlnic bias. his amply demonstrated
lack of good jdgientlt lit tile clloiee of subordlinatt for sensitive al.itoiinal-se('urity
lidw4tiions, and his catastrolhically ill-advised tendency toward accommodation of
:11,1 v,,11aqboorot-.,i M ill 4 onltlimu i++- zt',v 'illq~

"rl, Nwatiouiai Yotzh .\Iian., s:r,,n.ly 101 and *nlinti(a;lly urgei and Ie:.-eechles
Ilh-, (lunttmitti'e tit r'jth e tiol t, oin tiiroi (41 lenry Kissiniger.

N MTONAT., YioI'I'I ATI1ANCE.

ll'axl inqton, D.C., S '(tflPhr 14, 1973.

N VA I4)1i( (. s KIssimN(I-E 'Ii-MATION

"l'he attached statent wli as Wits lre.ltd to ill, SniJto, 1','11110itte(' On Foreign
Relatiou s today by Mr. Niclmlda. C. ('anirota. Jr.. w-ho testitled against the
4"ollfi'rilla:t lon of the (( Illinha liol 4 f il, ,nry Kki,.sinI oer t,, l4, swcret;ary of state.

Mr. I'alerota was a spo1kesun 1 4ir the Natlional YotIlh AIllance. lie Is a
ii'adtr of the group's Aetio, U nit in S ringltlohil. Massot-lhusetts. lie is a .'2-year-

i1 gradtiate sludetit uiaijoirlwmi in pdittical seien.e i nd philldsoly at American
I ni ermiational C college. in Sl itth~ld. Mr. CI 'nerota lmis 1iven active a a NYA
ornranizer on fhe ATl' q1 tallus f4r t hilSt three yelrs and has spoken on behalf
(if NY.A to maity st liet lr tisl. Ill 3It l.-sid ts anti Vl'tlleietIlt.

NY.A is an ctitim,-,rlented lrgatnizatitin of Amuerican patriots, most of them
otider :10 year, of a'ie. TlIir gol k to build a better Amloriva by awakening in
Aiericnns a sense of racial. cultural. awl national identity to replace the aliena-
tlio. riiotlessties-. A1nd Ino-liPF("t, (,lsatoi)Oitftlhl S1\ which now threaten the
('alt i11ed .sor'vivol of tie lntiolt :d ill- race.

Senator SP:RKI.MAN. Thmnk you very mutch.
Senator Aiken.
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COMMN I'rEE PROCEDURE

Senator AIKEN. No, MJr. Chairman. I understand this concludes
the open hearings and we will meet again Monday morning with final
consultation and an interview with I tnrv Kissinger. I might say that
if he is approved as Secretary of State.'I should hold the President
responsible for the kind of vwk that he does. If lie is not apllroved
tlan I have very strong suspicions that lie vill contine to exercise an
itifluence in fornniilatin,. and carring out o01 foreign policies, l)erhaps
as much as lie would lhave if lie were approved. But 1 do not
know about that now. Wev will know next week what happens.

CO1311rTEES S.UNC1IOX

Senator SP.\IK...,. Mr. Camerota. vot wert. in le,e, I believe, when
I reminded tile audience that this cominitt-6s function is to determine
the Col )etelce, tlhe nldequa'iv. We have Iiohl)l)Ohilt ive right. So reg-ard-
less of what kind of anl individual we migdt think of would be a
good one, we cannot name him. We can only say yea or nay to the
nominee that the President Iresents.

NO OTHER SUGGESTIONS FOR POSITION

Senator AIKEN. I might say. John. that I have had no suggestion
of anybody else for tile position. There were a good many people who
were sorry when Secretary R"oge'rs left lint-

'tviato'-Sl.lMAN. I was ol'le of thiemi.
SenYator AIKEN. Yes, we all were, hitt I think no,) other nominees

were presented to Ime.
Senator Se.,nor..x. We crtai nlv apl)reciale yoitr presentation,

and we appreciate t lie coperat ioll of' all of the wit i,.scs this lning.
We have fillisild up1 on tinli. :icl this cont'lilts our plblie hearing.
We will have Dr. Kissinger here again Mo iday.'Will any part of tlie
hearings Monlday be puldic ? No. it is close, sessi,o 1 Inday.

Thank vou very nucih. anmud ull , ,c iimnitt cc t a l.-, nil iiiiei.
[Whereupon. at 1.2:30 o'closk p.n.. tle coniiiittvc va adjourned

-subject to the call of the Chair.]
[Committee staff note : Tie executive hearii ,ns with Attorny ('tell-

eral Richardson and deputyy Attorney RonernJltick 'lhlaus on Sep-
tember 10, 1973, and with Mr. Ki.ssingePr (t Seltether 17. 1973. are
ini the process of being sanitizel an \\ill ,, e ,i[i ,i sll,.rtly.]
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IRESPONSI:S OF DR. HENRY A. KISSINGER TO QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR
CURTIS FOR THE RECORD

Question 1. In recent weeks, the pres has reported a spiraling wave of
repression within the Soviet Union as the mistreatment of Andrel Sakharor, the
Soviet physicist, and Alexander Solzenitzn, the norclist, and others attest. Thus,
it appears to be a necessary corollary of detente that as government-to-government
relations between the United States and the Soviet Union improve, Soviet society
becomes more repressive, secretive, and totalitarian. This seems to tne to be a
repetition of our experience with the Soviet Union during World War II where
our respective governments were quite close during the tear. but the post-tear
orgy of political repression at home and military aggression abroad by the
Soviet government brought on the cold war. What precautions u-ill you retam-
mend that will insure the American people against the possibility that the
Noriet regime will use detente to increase their military power for later use,
and facilitate the suppressiopn of the liberties of thrir own citizens?

Answer. I addressed many of these- issues at length in my September 7, 1973
testimony before the Senate Foreign Rla-htions Committee. In addition I have
the following comments.

First, the maintenance of our own defense posture is essential to preserving
a stable strategic balance with the USSR. Second, we must pursue the mngotla-
tions for strategic arms limitations to secure that balance at the lowest levels
consistent with our security. Thirdly, we should continue, as we have over the
past four years, to engage the I'SSIt in discussions on concrete security issues
so that measures of detente will rest on a foundation of mutual Interesls rather
than merely an Improved climate.

Am I indicated in my testimony ther(, is a limit on how much we can Influence
the domestic structure of other nations. In any event, I believe that the relaxa-
tioni of international tensions and greater exchanges offer the best long-terni
hope for Improving the lot of the Soviet people.

Question t. Last year, in its ratification of the .4RM Treatp and the Executive
Agreement on offensive weapons, the Congrcss expressed the view that any
permanent agreement on strategic arms would provide for parity in such arms;
ire cannot "lire with" a situation where the Soviet Union enjoys a four-to-one
advantage in ballistic missile payload caparitli permanently. This stipulation teas
siipportcd by the Administration. What steps trill you take to insure that our
negotiating posture is consistent with the will of the Congress on these matters.

Answer. We. of course, fully agree with the Congress that negotiations must
result In a stable strategic balance. This represents our fundamental negotiating
approach.

There Is a disparity in 1CBM payload, and we are concerned about It. It Is
only one of the strategic factors, however. We have at present other offsetting
advantages such as superior technology, better accuracy, MIRVs, atnd more
sihlmarin-launched missile payload and Imber payload.

One of our concerns Is that the Soviet advantage In ICBI3 payload could he
exploited by further technological advane.es. particularly MIRNs, in ways
which will have adverse consequences for strategic stability. For this reason
we are seeking a permanent agreement that constrains qualitative improve-
ments. including MIRVs.

Que.tkion 3. To twhat ertent do you beliure that recent Soriet weapon develop-
nrent., suech as more accurate irtarih'ad. and MlIRl'j (when coupled with their

already numerical 1dr ntaqcs) reprscefnot a threat to .4 mnrcas'. basic deterrent
An'wvr. The USSR is now Itesting at least four new ICBMs. At least three

(229)
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of them have M1IRN's. If it turns out that these M1IRNs have the size and accu-
racy to attack our Minutenman sioserious questions would be raised concern-
Ing the future survivability of our ICB.Ns and the purpose for which the Soviets
aire acqutiring this caplability.

It Is Important. lhowever, to maintain pe-rsp~ective andI recognize that a dle-
ployed1 capaiulity is many years away for the US.It may be possible to limit
these dlevelopmnents Ii SALT. Ini addition, other elements of our strategic foes,

-sueli as our bomblers and our submarines. will continue to provide us with an
ailtliate strategic deterrent if we go ahevad with apphroplriate improvement
programs.

Asthe President has repeatedly emlihasizeih. we will enisure that the strategfir
balance Is maintained.

QViection J. (flrt th ing (l~fced timr Pirc~QxOr to yet rlwis ircaln prograntus
tnulcrifcu,,. hors, lwiltj (-(t torsI s itcd Ntircse offlrd to iroit berforc beginning 11tic

dc/,oJ/n'nt to ffiel.c 1/.e Sorict dur i lopmeCt..'!
Animwer. We belitve 1hat tie pig-m i wt have asked for will help meet oulr

s tategic l bells il il lit 11de(14aile. We are a1-4 Ix11111t vi *nm ili orcelpts to enhlanice
lie :.1urvivabilitv oif olie W1111 foores or re-duce our ilpiidveie on them. For
tlie lile-elent Ite-v ii~i are suiitilt. lol Itngres-ioial 1 port for themii i%
vit.1

Quu.'ution .7. 6(h- )l tie' x.rtv,1 of thc .S0oro. t tilpicit.i. doces our colitiit d
re/jia ic owel ]i euo-cn1111."I's mac exr.sc

A misxer. lii miiis not vilnieral I sly. a1 i4d it will not 1ie for the re-
maindier of the decade. We believe, therefo re, that we can continue to del-n~d
upon Minutiii flir -'n te ime to ciii. We. (if course, depenr onl other si ra-
tep-iv forces as welli. sli w; lomher.4 n:o nitiar IiIlll iisiles.

Nt-virtherless. a nm ii i s-ol 01hat SA'.LT 11111-1 addr1 ess is thle pbossibtle 1 tuner-
abity of Wi1131 f'ir'c'- ialli Ow14Ns d( ce Bill own ilifilise planning iiiui-t Ill-
vi dye tho ci nseqm ien.;(if such iii hraitili ty and( lisithie offset tiuig nimurvs.

Qav'xtdivf 6. Voil horc( talked( manyif 1;1tox oft the taeedr to coniiiit closely wvith
o,mi, J'iiroiipea vawl I sim, 1 ao lhi rioi ist 'Iiii-i i Ivlliex on mal 'ers affi r-
O('como V4ii11 etc1v'?l-. Po 'i y lit 0hicer' their 1 im ho.r liiii ticttioriplishcI duripir
yiior 14 mere it rho, .1(04in i.-trefliOO

.imxiivr. 'lii iri-4Advilt lo Is , I; It I f ri t i 1 1 i i i i i g o sf I 1 - Ad Ini 1s t ra t )in
that 4.11-0t !oll ixil hi almiei i,4eiia 1i 110, voiucit of ouir )policy. IThis

1'i :11sil Inii 1" (-Cq14t :Ii t 'ut! k ilt'rii li .k? 1 il I s ; I venal level-; amlid i n sevc rn I
crho ii 11el s

'Ia 'i.- Ir-ui kis Ni,; t : We.- rir I-! r, . o f' it- 1 noes. II, mnoit amn esteni'dve
tour (if Asia i 210. 114, ha, lid liaur Simimiit meiitilig-z Avitli .Jaiahiw.-e Prilloe
3lii-;tr-u oniu hlo-- to vll-i; Tilyov ill tlit, iian future. Hoi has net Ii tlip U.S.
m.wI I I ali I,( 4d 1 hdes iI , I .(0 1i Iy a Hii tI IIe fic r aenII t 1 y tuItin with any ot hers.

Seerita Vry Ili gvrs an I lil a e p aid frt '1(14t1it vli is to West era Eni-ope andl
Jnpi( for high-level in illi leo i~e1d-i( I 4n~..otlla 1ly 1m0 e visited .Ialmin 1 brie
ti res In I 972 m ild 1973 an liiiv rd 4vvral 1 (i 11ries Ii Asia onl several ocao-
sh~mis. There are reogtla r Cabljnt-lev-I l4-4t i n'us of tile Ia Pa a-Us' ( 'ourunitItee o(n
rdle am1( Dconomli A flutirs. There, ari- const,ilit exchanges; of visits ait the~ Cldl-

ner level lietween thle 1*.. S. amid 1(11 ierl coa it rics.
The Presideont lIns. I ing liid thle view thiat genine consult at ion Is a matter

Hot just of comlitlina i I ilhit (of (l(vi-loiijjg miosi tions coopera lively on lIsOse
of vonlituofl liii ejil4

Our consultations with our NATO allies from the very beginning of tile US-
soiiiint sA~ neztioitinlthi ha y ilisirct that V S position1s have always pirotectedf

irdinterest.s.
'[lip AtIanlt in Al ance inl 141711 ci'mideted a majoi r collective review of Al iin(-e

deif0ees 'rntegy.
(lur consolto tiimi- il NATl on M ltlR arid1 the, European Security Confereonce
lo eJlv'pd ili-veol oi i cOnflia n 111141 pos ii tins frw n wicbh to Imi-shtf detf-jite with
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Exten.ive discussions at the Summit level with our allies preceded the Presi-
dent's visits to Peking and Moscow and the Brezhnev visit to the U.S.

The President's Year of Europe Initiative in 1973 is a major effort to develop,
cooperatively, a fresh affirmation of partnership with our Atlantic allies and
Japan. This has our highest priority.

Quetion 7. lIere the Europeans consulted in advance--as opposed to being
infortned-that the "B" had been dropped front the MBFR talks?

What is the signiflcance of the change; are you no longer insisting that the
'oviets withdraw tnore weapons and troops from the NATO front than the

allies? And how do you feel about the Sov'iets using this interim period, like-
theiy did the interim period of SALT, to build up their stockpiles?

An iver. Dropping the "B" has no substantive significance.
Various terms have been used to describe the subject-mutual force reduc-

tions, reciprocal reductions, mutual and balanced reductions. In the West
MIWR has been the most recent acronym, but in the Vienna preparatory talks
all of tile countries involved agreed that the title of the conference would be
"Redciieions of Forces and Armaments and Associated Measures in Central
Eurolic."' The U.S. position, which we will continue to develop with our allies,
will take full account uf all the factors-including the geographical advantages
of the Warsaw Pact-In arriving at possible reduction measures.

Obviously if either side takes advantage of negotlatims to undertake a major
Iil-ul, of forces this would seriously Jctpardize the success of those
negotIations.

Question 8. There is much pressure in both the House an the Senate of the
United States Congress to uinilatcrally rcduluce our troops in Europ. Now I know
that you hare indicated your oppo.,ition to such policy. howerer. at some point,
the popular consensisus is America's efonling".t in Europe trill be haired. This will
probably entailc the withdrawal of the 8ercn thonvsand tactical nuclear missiles
which are finder U.8. Command. Girtn this predicament, the Europcans hare
already imlicated their interest (as has Japan) in the further derelopment of
their nuclear weapons systems. What role do you bclieu:e the United Ntales should
play, if any?

Answer. First of all, we disagreed with the premise that there will be a 50
percent reduction in Anerican forces in l'ur,,iie. Even in a hypotihetical situa-
tin realed by such i action this wouhl lwit necessarily mean the withdrawal
of all iunlear weapons. In fact, the Admini.stration has wIitited out the unilateral
withdrawal or reduction of conventional forces. wil out recilorovity. might lead
to n increased reliance on nuclear forces. ''ht i, %why we strongly favor negolI-
ated mutual reductions of forces. and why we have urged the Alliance to
st ri.ngihen its non-nuclear ca paIililitcs.

Quetifon 9. In the fall of 1971, folloiwinq Taiwn's expisioin from the United
Nation-9. the Congress comsidered and rcjrct,I the nullification of the 1958 For-
"nosa Resolution, thus reinforcing once figain the ('opresi,mal determination
to maintain the integrity and credibility of the United $tatc. treaty commit-
tn-ents. What steps would you reeonnmenld with specific regard to our defense
ct,initpnent to Taitcan that would lcare no doubt in anonaRs mind as to our
intetions to prer('nt the absorption of Tairran by ('ommunist China by force?

Answer. First, there must be a certain reservation about your premise: we
have no indications that the Peolle's Republic of 'hina now intends to use force
to bring Taiwan under its control. Secondly. our view was clearly expressed in
the February 1972 Slhanghmai Comnunique which affirmed our "Interest In a

peacefull settlement of the Taiwan question by the Chinese themselves."
As ri.,,ards our defense commitment to the lReiuilic of ('hina. we have stated

repeatedly that we continue toi honor that cnimnitment. We are also continuing a
modest security assistance program-now largely consisting of sales-to assist
tie Repullic of China's defensive capability against possible attack.

Question 10. A recent study conducted by economists at the Library of Congress
for the House Foreign Affairs Committee stated that the economic adrantages to
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tire United Statc-q from taifc i-ith the Sot-eit ibon trill necessarily be #siail for
the forestecabic future. If lte Cecronlic burr/icits are likely to be amail for the
United Statest-ereit if they arc' large for lte Sowict Lrrion-speclcfly, loholl
political benefits fromt th;is trade trill aecrrv' to ltre Unitird Statee ichich trould
jiistify tihe build-tup of Sor-tct tooii polenftial boy A1meriean tech nologyf

Answer. IFirqt (if all. ive (to wit Itlee that our ecotirrntc adlvantages fromn
trarde With tire USSR WOUld nrvoess-arily toe sinall for the forescatrie future. For
eoxarllev lis-mrrirrrzg tiat there is MI'N for the USSR. wve hfve envisaged) riliot
two to three loillient dollar,, iii trade orvr the next three years, with the US8
prrobablly hravi ng a firvoraiir. lira hriceo.

Ili testirneony before tire Senrate Fiirvimur Rvlatious Commrnittee (of Septenmber 7. 1
mr inressted somne of the poliical rislrects oplf art exp anrderl eorrenic Weatloursiit
vithI the U'SSRI. Now thIatI our pi' lit iv a 1 v! :r ti(ns h~lave imp rovedi, onr eciaonmic

rehit ions should be noriralizeil sro we ca :i arlvonvre over a irroanl front toward
-ill iirasigly stable velto ' irlri wit h Ile UsSH. WeP are at a stage where
.1all~;i enient ill thre E'iloiv rn rea is ittiplit aunt fri r frirtfher Impirovemrent lit toir
overall. relations.

(oiestion it. Thre ,rrcxx hir., Jaitl ft n, iorptt . pr of thireatsq by ft- Efixt Ge'rmnt
refliore t I it icr tii tire ennui.s rofitcx i, 11*fxf Ior elin by earx r:~itizerno of Ett
Ge'rmoany hrav mctade, at rh'e-i-ior t4o ( a re lte ortinr atnd reealpe to) 1't Itertln."

Tirtg'. ispile the "olortriic" rlrctro'. tiev s'rrjpi lirobierito of the free tor',enrt of
,reople bectirecer Eoxat and allies (herini n re'rrrripps with us. Whiat stepsof will ytoti
recoptitend that will proorrde ftor osir nrgotiatintg posture at the Conferentce ont
Security and C'ooperationt iri Earopr ( ($('i t thrat will fie a political dctente itl
Europei to the mevpin nf l sodirerr oc to lte trotitn of a free tmoretturit of people,
ittfforrratifit aitr Welke lieteec, it aten yv(I r win; et rot Etvrolor

Answer. Ili tire prepraratory 'r~ ik ,wdr the Mi iNkterial meeting of the CSC'E. tire
U. S. hras consistently stiloprte in w prte rinicip le iof freer mrorvemnt of peolov rip.i-
formation and ideas. This r ow iny the a (n~irt ftire coulnlittre'; that will liergini
tlheir work onl Sr-pteznlrer v ie vi's. will cnn ihe vigil irorrsly to stipirort rfiticall
munrarres to bring tis 0xer-enlirini' i unjirtnult pirriiple to lie. The agrentntis
reaedt would trinily frilly to r I al joiri hi1 in ir~.ItinIiding tire (Ternna DiremirrratIin'
Repillicl.

Quie.ithi I;?. Dr,. Foxdra i r a -r'lrrol'r of it 'na ira riivirs. ipr eJ
;or-e.xred tire horeijf fieda tir' un t te, stailiti ernrx~ prot 'fropRror k elinnoj peace. boet
frrimr anr accepted leqil itrae ' atnr(,rio the oreait ;i(itrr.,t abrmt the nature and scope
of tire hirerra ti(.iral Sftioderr. Vi , ris lt- xted tier? ty, irilitittrill onlyj roestrit iof rre
rr,*c te-iiiI~ to set erltin Jr r,/i . rclo-q. (r ant elnial, a bote rae'. What c'r Yion,.
thir r. as a mant note frn a progilrt P to r; Fcritt s'n ft' atir earlier idrat. foercrive
to ire lte plr-vr of tfn i. eositri, ipths firee,oirrei di eri/c. Andl hotr (to yort peree'irc
tire intcrtatiral .snverm aird i/ie turt raIto-) soh'(it sir''ete'p !

Before you rev/ni . I troriif like too arid onr' further tirour t . It 'toumr te'rit iruejs as~
a whiolar. you stated tliat at timrs a natiwi rrnr41' re'eoqnnie that there trifl Per
reveoJoitionry poireer- wihic-h is-ill n1C.-lit wi crimu.coroi tireir qrre'sqt to tipset the
Rsattis- quo. Do ,isrrr sere ait recrrliofirari prirsr itt the prese)tnt international
sysRterrr. I trourle? cie ANor h Virrron int SNorithrwrt I sia oiol tir .4ra?) cerrt tries int
tire Mtiddle rast, arid Ii oie (to prtu ~Irripror to r tiu tr lte inrtent of these rer-olte.
tionrteri powers?!

Arr'~wer. The thoughtful qItrnn trr irrt linlvi' -ecit rnlsesi Inrolve is-rsof great
'eu re. I could not (io lrn'et o lee h u it-n a loilef wriffert really.

1It wmrild lie miuch more piirlrct lvi to i,-:en-zr thir'ze matters lrersrrnmiiy. T wouild
lire Illeased to dn Qr nat a 11t1011r l1y nolivr-i but 111le.

RrsPo-,sEs OF DR. HIF.-,Ry A. Kxi IliER TO QULTTo-N SunmirTrm BY RSATOR
hIANSEN. FOR. T11E RECORD

Qtfrction 1. Dr. Kis-sRintfer. tire Natiopral Petrotrim rouncil fr It recent report.
,-ig £rroyl Ouetlook."etiatd that if current irene?. cort ntie, iee will ihe

ionp~ortiurq over half our toil. ow- 9t.7 iiillior; barrels tier dtay, by 1,75 and that
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by 1980 66% of total oil supply, or 16.4 million barrls of of; per do, wW bt
imported. The NPO added that most of this will be comng from the Middle BAst.
Do you have any reason to believe that within the next five years the U.S. mald
exist without Middle Easte oil F

Answer. There appears to be no near-term alternative to increasing imports of
oil from the Middle East.

We have excellent relationships with our prlnicpal Middle Eastern suppliers
of oil, Saudi Arabia and Iran, and we do not foresee any circumstances in which
they would cut off our supply. If an emergency, such as a war, were to deny
temporarily the supply of oil from the Middle East, we would have to resort
to special measures, such as drawing down oil stockpiles and rationing. We are
working now on the necessary contingency plans.

Over the longer run, as the President emphasized on September 8, the domestic
alternatives we are pursuing such as offshore exploration and accelerated pro-
grams in such areas as coal and nuclear energy, should make us self-sufficient
by the next decade.

Question 2. The Arabs have repeatedly indicated by their words and their
actions that their enthusiasm for selling the United States the oil it needs will
be closely linked to a change in attitude with respect to the U.S. political
position regarding the Middle East. The Israeli occupation of the Sinai Penlnsula
is a particular thorn in their side. Even if Arab countries declined to refuse
further sales of oil to U.S. companies and merely froze production at current
levels, such action could wreak havoc with our petroleum based economy. Could
you tell us what approach you would have in mind as Secretary of State and
chief foreign policy adviser to the President in dipling with this issue?

Answer. The U.S. has an important interest in an Arab-Israeli peace. This is
true for a number of reasons, oil being Just one of them. We have stated repeat-
edly since 1969 that we will do all we can to help the governments involved reao
a set tlement.

But the U.S. by itself cannot produce a solution. A settlement has to come from
a serious effort by the governments involved to reach an agreement that reflects
the legitimate interests of all parties. There must be a decision by Arab and
Israeli leaders that they want a negotiated settlement and are prepared to make
the difficult decisions that 'ill be necessary to carry through a settlement.

So we are committed to do what we can to help achieve an Arab-Israeli settle-
ment, but the crucial decisions are not ours primarily.

Question 3. Although many feel that no matter what U.S. action is taken short
term dependency on .Middle Eastern oil will be an unavoidable reality, many
have suggested that an expedited Icasing program-particularly on the Atlantic
continental shelf, an area of the country most dependent on Middle Eastern
oil-could help mitigate our dependence on such oil. It has also been suggested
that a crash program should be initiated to develop our coal, oil shale, geo-

thermal energy resources, among others. Easing of sulfur restrictions and other
environmental adjustments are also seen as a means to mitigate foreign
depend den cc.

ho you see any relationship between a dramatically expanded domestic energy
effort and the ability of the United States to retain an independent attitude with
respect to foreign policy matters pertaining to Israel?

Answer. For a variety of domestic and foreign policy reasons, we must make
every reasonable effort to reduce our dependency on foreign supplies of energy.
The President's energy program aims in part at this by measures such as
facilitating accelerated production of conventional energy sources, an energy
conservation program, and accelerated funding for energy research and de-
velopment efforts.

Apart from the concrete benefits to the U.S. in increasing the actual avail-
ability of energy, such efforts will broaden our sources of energy. This should
inake it apparent to oil producers that the higher oil prices go, the more economic
it will become to produce energy from other sources.

In any event, oil is only one of the factors that affect our policies toward the
countries of the Middle East. We shall continue to be guided by our fundamental
interest in the achievement of a stable and enduring peace in which the security
and Independence of Israel and all its neighbors are assured.

21-172-73-pt. 1- 16
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RE:SPoN 8E OF DR. HENRY A. KIsSINGnR TO QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR
EDWARD M. KENNEDY, CHAIRMAN JUDICIARY SUBooMITTEE ON REFUoEs, FoR1
THE REtCORD

1. The Congress and most Americans commend and support many of the
foreign policy Initiatives undertaken by President Nixon's Administration, par-
ticularly in charting new courses and new relationships with the People's Re-
public of China and the Soviet Union. However, in the effort to build what

the President and others refer to as a "structure for peace," it appears that most
of the effort Is being directed toward relations auong the Great Powers.

The question many Americans are a.,king, Is how a durable and genuine
structure of peace can be built if it falls to consider more fully the interests
of Third World countries, and the massive ond growing humanitarian and
survival problems affecting the vast majority of niankind in these countries.
Too often, the Administration's failure to recognize the interests and problems
of Third World countries-including nassive human tragedies from political-
nilttary contlict or national disaster-ias seemingly resulted in a non-policy on
the part of the Administration toward the interests and concerns of tile develop-
lg countries. The Secretary of State must consider whether the United States
call successfully conrillute to builidug a lasting structure for peace without giving
far greater priority and substance to the developing and humanitarian problems
whichit affect so much of mankind and tlie peace of the world.

Question 1. a. In the contact of this Administration's foreign policy, how does
Dr. Kissinger generally define the place and role of -Third World" interests and
concerns in building a structure for peace

b. What new initiatives-inroling such things as foreign assistance and dl-
plomacy-i8 Dr. Kissinger prepared to adrocatc in acedrding greater priority to
the lntercst and concerns of the "Thirdl World" countries?

Answer. We accord great importance to the "Third World" and this area will
receive even closer attention during the next few years. Relations with major
powers have dominated the headlines in recent years-and perhaps this is in-
evitable. But now that ertain breakthroughs have been made, a larger degree
of concentration can be focussed on the developing nations.

It Is dangerous, however, to generalize about the "Third World" or even to de-
fine its membership; the countries that are usually put Into this category cover a
wide range geogra phl('ally, politically, socially and economically. It is difficult,
if not impossible, to postulate interests and cnn(erLs for such a disparate group-
ing and then attempt to fit such an artificial construct into the structure for
peace.

Because of their great diversity we must generally approach the problems of
these nations on a country-by-country or a regional position; some have a stronger
interest in international Issues: and son share our values more than others.
Obviously these differences will to f considerable extent determine the nature of
the contribution that the individual states call make to any structure of peace.

In the long run. bo structure of peace, will be possible if the bulk of the world's
people are dissatisfied. They must le able to acquire the kind of stake that will
In their view, make the structure Just. This is an immense task In which we
have a major role to play along with others who have the means to contribute.
Our contributions in areas such as trade and aid depend heavily on the Con-
gress, and I look forward to working together with it in further Improving
our performance.

I would not attempt now to describe any broad program of Increase diplomatic
Initiatives that we mlght under take toward "Third World" nations. \Progre.s
will have to be accomplished on a country-by-country and area-by-area, basis.
We will be undertaking a series of studies and reviews of our relations with
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many of the "Third World" countries to see how we and they can work to-
gether more effectively.

Question 1. c. In Bangladesh, still recovering from the dislocations and de-
strtction of the civil strife in 1971, what is Dr. Kissinger's understanding of our
country's responsibility towards current food shortages in that country and
Bangladesh's urgent need for general humanitarian and economic assistance
And, in the current West African food crisis, what is Dr. Kissinger's view of the
nature, level and scope of our government's responsibility to aid those nations
affected by the Sahelian drought?

Answer. Bangladesh.-The United States has made generous contributions of
food, essential commodities and cash to Bangladesh. This assistance has helped
meet the urgent food and other needs of millions of persons affected by the civil
war and has helped revive economic activity. US relief and rehabilitation assist-
ance totalled $431 million as of June 30. 1973, comprising approximately one-
third of the total of all bilateral and multilateral aid. [A table providing further
details of U.S. assistance is attached.]

Our primary concerns in Bangladesh continue to be humanitarian Ili nature.
For this reason, future US development assistance will concentrate on increasing
food production through programs in agricultural and rural development, anti 6n

-- family l)lanning.
The US has been the leading Internati)nal donor of ald to Bangladesh. I be-

lieve that we, together with the other developed nations, have a responsibility to
continue to assist that country as generously as our resources permit.

We.t Afriea.-The United States has taken the lead in responding to the present
food crisis in West Africa. We have allocated more than 560 million pounds f
grain to meet identified and projected needs in the Sahel Region during the past
year. More than 60 percent of the grain has been delivered, and the rest is on its
way or scffeduled to move over the next few months. As members of an FAO-
sponsored team We are now preparing to examine the requirement for additional
food inputs to the Region. As such needs are identified, we will work with other
donors to insure no threat of mass starvation arises. In addition to major food
inputs, we have also provided emergency funds to buy medicines, blankets and
canvas tenting for refugees, feed for livestock, and planes to fly grain to remote
regions.

Our assistance, coupled with efforts of other donors, has been a fine example
of international cooperation. We will continue emergency food shipments and
related disaster efforts for as long as such support is needed.

The United States will also work with the countries of the Sahel, and other
members of the International donor community, including the United Nations. to
help develop medium- and longer-term programs aimed at recovery and rehabili-
tation of the Region. Substantive details and magnitudes of these programs have
not yet been determined.

Question I. d. In this connection, what kinds of initiatires does Dr. Kissinger
advocate regarding people interests and problems in the Middle East-0including
the Palestinian refugecs-whih could contribute to building a structure for
pace in this area of the world?

Answer. The single most important contribution to bettering the lives of the
people In the Middle East would be a peace settlement in which all parties
would have a stake. The US Government has said that any peace settlement
should, among other things, address the legitimate interests of the Palestinians.
In particular, the United States, in cooperation with other countries, would le
willing to do its share to help resolve the human dimension of the Palestinian
refugee problem in a future peace settlement. It is our view that this could go
a long distance toward the normalization of political relations in the Middle East.
which in turn would contribute to the building of a structure of peace in that
area.
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U.S. HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE TO BANGLADESH AS OF JUNE 30, 1973

[By funding source

in

millions

o
f dollars)

South Asia relief appropriation - Public Law 480 (Title II)
— Contingencyfund 0ther funding —
Fiscal year1972 Fiscal year1971 Fiscal year 1971 SOurceS Fiscal year 1972 Fiscal year1973 Grand total

Public Law 490 (Title ||)--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 90.7 64.3 ------------------

foºd grains----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 86.

0

35.6 ------------------
Edible Gil 21.2 9.2 ------------------

International RescueCenter

- - -

American Red Cross_

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Medical Assistance Programs

- - - - -

Foundation for Airborne Relief_

_ _

Church World Service -----

- - - - - - - - -

Community DevelopmentFoundation

-

International VoluntaryServices ----
Asia Foundation----------------------
Seventh-DayAdventist Welfare Services
World Relief Commission.

-- - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Question 2. In Indochina, what is Dr. Kissinger's view of American human
itarian responsibilities toward rehabilitating the peoples and countries of the
region 2
Generally define American policy toward the post-war rehabilitation and
reconstruction of Indochina, including such things as immediate and long-term
objectives, anticipated priorities, and so forth.
What department, agencies, and offices with in our government have been
responsible for post-war planning in Indochinſt 2
How should our country's contribution to post-war rehabilitation and recon
struction be implemented—through international agencies, bilateral arrange
ments or both 2 What consideratons are defining these channels for Indochina
generally and for each country in the area 2
What role is anticipated for the United Nations, its specialized agencies, and
other international or regional organications in participating in the post-war
rehabilitation and reconstruction process? Does our government anticipate the
creation of a special international agency along the lines previously created in
FCorea, Bangladesh, and elsewhere?
What kinds of arrangements and funding levels are anticipated in our govern
ment’s post-war assistance to North Vietnam 2 Among other things, does our
government anticipate an American presence in North Vietnam 2
A part from the general economic or reconstruction assistance as on visioned
in the cease-fire agreements, does Dr. Kissinger believe that the United States
should consider providing immediate humanitarian assistance for such things
as rebuilding destroyed medical facilities and housing in North Vietnam 2
If, under the provisions of cease-fire agreements or other arrangements, for
the individual countries of Indochina, different political authorities function
within the same country, will all such authorities be responsible and eligible for
administering post-arar assistance? I'm South Vietnam, for easample, that is
the anticipated role of the PRG in rehabilitating areas under its control 2
Elaborate our government’s views on these kinds of problems in South Vietnam,
Laos, and Cambodia, and our policy on providing humamtarian assistance to
people in all areas of these countries.
Answer. We believe that large-scale economic assistance to Indochina is essen
tial for the next few years in order to maintain a durable peace, to meet urgent
humanitarian needs, and to promote the economic reconstruction and recovery
of the area. Direct assistance to those groups of people most severely affected by
the war—refugees, disabled persons, orphans—is needed both to help improve
their living conditions and assist in their reintegration into the social and
economic life of their countries. Equally essential is the need to promote eco
nomic recovery without which the pressing human needs of the area can only
be met temporarily. The reconstruction of the economy of Indochina involves
not only the physical repair of roads and bridges and houses and hospitals, but
the reestablishment of healthy economies and societies in which useful and
productive jobs are available, and which can themselves support the costs of
providing adequate medical care, education and social services. In Our view,
economic assistance in Indochina must be provided so as to support and
accelerate the transition from war-time conditions of poverty and dependence,
to peace-time conditions of relative prosperity and economic independence.
The East Asian Bureau of the Department of State and the Supporting Assist
ance Bureau of the Agency for International Development have been primarily
responsible, in coordination with the National Security Council and other agen
cies, for planning and implementing U.S. assistace efforts in Viet Nam, and for
conducting international negotiations concerning this subject.
We favor broad international participation in postwar assistance to Indo
china. One possible mechanism would be a Consultative Group arrangement
along the lines of the one that has been established in Indonesia. Such a group
could include the bilateral donor COuntries and international financial institutions
and agencies such as the World Bank, the Asian Development Bank, the IMF
and the U.N. and its specialized agencies. In the existing consultative groups.
the international banks and agencies have played a very important role in
working closely with the host government, assessing economic conditions, pro
posing economic policies and programs, preparing development programs and
projects and coordinating the activities of the donors. While providing valuable
services within an international framework, the consultative group structure
permits great flexibility for the individual donors which can select those pro
grams and projects they wish to undertake and maintain control over the
expenditure of their funds.
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Recently the Government of South Vietnam requested the World Bank and
the Asian Development Bank to establish such a Consultative Group for South
Vietnam. Those institutions agreed to explore this possibility and consultations
are now under way. We hope to see an international aid structure of this type
extended to Laos and Cambodia at an appropriate time. The North Vietnamese
have indicated a preference for direct bilateral assistance rather than multi
lateral aid or bilateral aid coordinated through a Consultative Group. While we
do not anticipate the establishment of a special international agency for Indo
China in the near future, we do foresee an important role for the U.N. agencies
throughout the region through their regular program activities.
Though we have had extensive discussions with representatives of the
Government of North Vietnam, these have been recessed pending assurance
that the North Vietnamese are observing all of the provisions of the cease-fire
agreement. No requests for aid funds for North Vietnam will be made until we
are satisfied as to North Vietnamese adherence to the agreement. Any discussion
of aid levels or implementation procedures would be premature prior to comple
tion of the talks.
Our assistance in South Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia is now channeled
through the Governments of those countries. However, we are not Opposed to
humanitarian-type assistance being given to people in non-government controlled
areas of Indochina. Of course, this must be worked out in a way satisfactory
to the legitimate Governments in the area and we are hopeful that appropriate
means can be found to provide such assistance.
() testion 3. In 1969, a report of the Judiciary Subcommittee on Refugees Rec
ommºn ded that the President create by Earecutive Order a Bureau of Human
itarian and Social Services, to be headed by an Assistant Secretary within the
Department of State. The creation of such a Bureau rould serve to coordinate
and give greater priority and standing to our government's humanitarian policies
and programs. The thrust of this proposal was later incorporated in the Petersen
Report on the reorganication of the Agency for International Development and
foreign aid programs. The Proposal was recommended, as tell, in President
Niazon's subsequent Foreign Aid messages to the Congress. In 1970–1971, the
Subcommittee on Refugees worked closely with the National Security Council
staff in an effort to implement the proposal. On April 12 of this year, Senator
Peſt rºom and Sonator Kennedy jºiroduced the proposal as an amendment to the
Foreign Assistance authorization bill for fiscal year 1977. The Department of
State and AID opposed the amendment's adoption, and it failed in Committee.
However, in its report on the bill, the Foreign Relations Committee stated that
although the Committee “has not acted to report ment legislative authority for
the creation of such an official [bureau], the Committee mºishes to make plain
its view that the meed for improved coordination remains acute, and urges
appropriate (tction by the Administration to meet this need, thus possibly avoid
in ſº the necd for legislative action.”
What are Dr. Kissinger's vieli’s on the estat blish ment of a Bureau of Human
itarian and Social Scruices arithin the Department of State along the lines
initially recommended by the Subcommittee on Refugees 2
Answer. I am of course fully aware of the Judiciary Subcommittee's interest
in having a Bureau of Humanitarian Affairs established within the Department
of State. As you noted, back in 1971 this Administration supported the creation
of such a Bureau as part of the President's legislative proposals in the area of
foreign assistance. As you also know, those proposals were not acted upon by the
Congress. Therefore, the Administration took a number of executive actions to
improve coordination and give greater priority to our gvernment's humanitarian
policies and programs. The Agency for International Development consolidated
its humanitarian activities under one operational bureau. Full, high level coor
dination of disaster relief operations was provided for major disasters, such
as those in Bangladesh, the Philippines, the Sahel and now Pakistan, by the
designation of the Deputy Administrator of A.I.D. as coordinator.
By the same token, the Secretary's Special Assistant for Refugee and Migra
tion Affairs assures that high level coordination is provided in refugee relief
operations—for example, the Bengali refugees in India, Soviet Jews, and the
Southern Sudanese refugee repatriation program. The apparent effectiveness of
these measures leaves me reluctant to commit myself to the establishment of a
Bureau of Humanitarian Affairs at this time. I can assure you that I plan to
involve myself closely in these programs and will be prepared to take whatever
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action is required to assure that our Government's humanitarian policies and
programs are effective and receive the attention and priority due them.
Question 4. What are Dr. Kissinger's views on how the United States can help
contribute to a better response within the international community toward
humanitarian problems and concerns 2
a. In December 1971, the United Nations General Assembly passed a resolu
tion authorizing the Secretary General to establish a high-level position within
the Secretariat to coordinate disaster relief, which was considered by many as a
first step towards the creation of what some have called a permanent United
Nations Emergency Service. What initiatives is the Administration prepared to
take in assisting the United N (tions to develop such a capability for responding
more effectively to humanitarian problems around the rorld? What is Dr. Kissin
ger's understanding of the Administration's policy to trard the creation of a
United Nations Emergency Service, along the line previously recommended by the
Subcommittee on Refugee, and that role should the United States play in support
of such an emergency Service 2
Answer. The concept of United Nations humanitarian assistance is a com
mendable activity which the United States has traditionally supported. The
United States initiated action within the United Nations to Create the Office of
the United Nations Disaster Relief Coordinator (UNIDRC) in 1971 and the Ad
ministration has continued to encourage its activities as provided for by General
Assembly resolution. We believe that the UNDRC, along with other United Na
tions agencies which deal with such matters as refugees and assistance to chil
dren, currently provide the mechanism to enable the United Nations to respond
to humanitarian appeals throughout the world. Although I am not familiar with
details of the proposed United Nations Emergency Service, I should be prepared
to consider the proposal with interest.
Question A. b. Many members of Congress and Many Americans deplore the
Administration's advocating reductions in America's contribution to the special
ized agencies of the United Nations and other international humanitarian organi
cations. What is Dr. Kissinger's view on the current level of American contribu
tions to international humanitarian organizations, such as UNICEF, World
H. alth Organication, United Vations High Commissioner for Refugees, Interna
tional Coin: it it fee of the Red Cross, League of Red Cross Societies, and other inter
7)a fional bodies 2
Answer. The Administration agrees with, and is in the process of implementing
Public Law 92–544, dated October 25, 1972 which had as its goal the reduction of
the U.S. rate of assessment to 25 percent in certain agencies Of the UN system
whose assessments the United States has agreed to honor as a condition of mem
bership. This provision does not, of course, apply to programs and funds to which
the United States contributes voluntarily as a result of a perceived national
interest. Most humanitarian programs are funded through such voluntary
contributions.
Accordingly, I will examine the current level of the US voluntary contributions
to international humanitarian organizations On a Case-by-case basis and would
plan to recommend a level of contributions to the Congress based upon the im
portance of the program in the light Of competing needs and degrees of US
interest.
UNICEF, which was established in 1946 to meet the emergency needs of chil
dren arising out of World War II, continues to provide such assistance—Nigeria,
Bangladesh and Nicaragua are examples. But the agency’s major emphasis is now
on long-range development programs for children.
The US has strongly supported UNICEF over the years. This support has been
manifested by our cash contribution to the organization: $15 million was con
tributed in FY 1972 and FY 1973 and $18 million will probably be decided on for
FY 1974.
ICRC-The US regular annual contribution to the International Committee
for the Red Cross is authorized by law (PL 89–230, October 1, 1966, 89th Con
gress) at a maximum of $50,000. In addition, the US Government made a special
contribution of $1 million to the ICRC on June 30, 1971 for humanitarian and
disaster relief and assistance to war victims. This contribution was in addition
to those made for specific programs, such as humanitarian relief in Bangladesh,
Nigeria-Biafra, and Indochina.
The League of Red Cross Societies is a federation of national red cross Societies
and does not receive regular contributions from governments.
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For fiscal year 1974 the Administration has asked the Congress for modest
increases in our contributions to the United Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees and for the International Committee on European Migration. It should
be remembered that, in addition to our regular contributions, the United States
has made substantial special contributions to various United Nations and other
international organizations for emergency relief and refugee programs, such
as Bangladesh, Sudanese refugees and Jewish emigrants from the USSR.
Question 4. c. Proposals have been suggested to give the United Nations Eco
nomic and Social Council a permanent and continuing role in responding to
humanitarian crises around the world. This would be Similar to the Security
Council's role in the political-military area. What is Dr. Kissinger's view of au
thorizing the Economic and Social Council's humanitarian intervention in mas
sive people problems resulting from natural or man-made disasters?
Answer. During the past few sessions of the United Nations Economic and
Social Council (ECOSOC) one of the most widely discussed subjects involved
Various recommendations concerned with measures to strengthen the Council.
An overall objective of the United States has been to obtain Council agreement
On measures to revitalize ECOSOC and to permit it to function as as principal
Organ of the United Nations as laid down in the United Nations Charter. In
response to the question of “authorizing the Council's intervention in massive
people problems resulting from natural or man-made disasters” it should be
noted that the Rules of Procedure of the Council provide that special sessions
may be held by decision of the Council, or at the request of (1) a majority of the
members of the Council; (2) the General Assembly; or (3) the Security Council
(rule 4). It would thus appear unnecessary to give the Council, in addition, a
permanent and continuing role in responding to humanitarian crises. We have at
the present time an example of this procedure. The Government of Pakistan
has indicated its interest in calling a special session of the Council to respond
to the recent Pakistani floods and has sought our views. We have supported this
move and a majority of Council members have agreed to hold such a meeting on
Monday, September 17, 1973.
Question 5. It is anticipated that a diplomatic conference will be convened
meat year by the International Committee of the Red Cross to revise and update
the Geneva Conventions of 1949—including those relating to weapons of war,
non-international armed conflict, and the protection of civilian populations.
Given the difficult and bitter eacperience of the United States in Indochina,
and the massive destruction caused by the new technology of war, can
Dr. Kissinger generally elaborate the Administration's position on the revision of .
the Geneva Conventions 2
What progress can we ea pect in this area 2
What specific provisions of the Geneva Conventions does Dr. Kissinger believe
Meed revision ?
What are his recommendations in this area 2
Answer. The Administration supports the efforts under way to strengthen
and develop international humanitarian law applicable in armed conflicts. The
United States has and will continue to participate actively in this work.
The Swiss Government has convened a diplomatic conference on this subject.
Scheduled for Geneva, February 20 to March 29, 1974. A second session of the
conference a year later will probably be required to complete the work. The
Conference Will consider two draft protocols to the 1949 Geneva Conventions
which have been developed by the International Committee of the Red Cross
as the end product of a series of conferences of government experts held over
the last two years. One of the draft protocols deals with international armed
conflicts and the other with non-international armed conflicts.
The United States Government received the final drafts of the protocols at
the end of August. We have just begun our study of the revised proposals, and
we expect that it will require considerable time to develop positions for the
February diplomatic conference.
We can, however, indicate at this time general areas in which we think
progress will be possible.
Our first priority has been to develop provisions aimed at improving the
implementation of the existing law. If current law is not lived up to there is
little hope that new rules will have much impact. Thus, the United States
has submitted proposals which would make more likely the appointment of
a Protecting Power or substitute organization to help ensure compliance with
Geneva Convention provisions covering treatment of POW's and Others, because
We consider that outside inspection is the surest way to improve implementation
of the law. We would like to establish a requirement that parties to an interna
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tional armed conflict accept the ICRC if no other Protecting Power or substitute
were accepted.
A second area where we can expect advances is that of protections accorded
to the sick, wounded, and shipwrecked. In this area we also hope for major
advances in the protection accorded to medical transports, particularly medical
aircraft, including medevac helicopters.
Another area where there is considerable potential for progress is in broadening
Somewhat the categories of irregular combatants in international armed con
flicts entitled to receive prisoner-of-war treatment.
Finally, we are hopeful that a protocol dealing with internal conflicts can
be developed that will be a significant advance over the current basic protections
accorded to victims of armed conflicts of this nature by Article 3 common to
the four 1949 Geneva Conventions.
Far more difficult are some of the proposals relating to the means and
methods of warfare. I refer in particular to provisions relating to area bombard
ment, to Certain prohibitions on attacks, and to proposals which are likely
to be advanced by various countries for the limitation or restriction of certain
specific conventional weapons. We favor and shall strongly support efforts to
increase protection of civilians and to promote respect for human rights during
armed conflicts. However, we firmly believe that such improvements in the law
must be carefully considered and framed so that they will be acceptable to
states and workable in practice. In this area of international law, as in others,
the development of new conventions which predictably will be ignored in practice
is not progress; on the contrary, it is likely to foster disrespect for the law
and further denials of the human rights the conventions are designed to protect.
You may be assured that we shall exert our most thoughtful and determined
efforts to the improvement of the Geneva Conventions.
Question 6. A difficult and sensitive issue in our foreign policy formulation
is what the American response should be to the suppression of human rights
twithin another nation. The persecution of dissidents and religious groups in
the Soviet Union ; the jailing and mistreatment of political prisoners in Greece,
Brazil, South Vietnam, and other countries; the massacres in Burundi and the
Portuguese territories of Africa : and similar developments in other parts of
the world pose difficult problems for American foreign policy?
Should such events or developments be a consideration in the formulation
and implementation of American foreign policy? If so, why, in the recent past,
is there a record of official silence on so many of these issues—such as occurred
Over Pakistan’s actions in East Bengal in 197 12 Should the United States be
silent? What factors should be considered in a decision to speak out against
the suppression of human rights or mass killings in another mation ? What kinds
of actions can the United States Government usefully take in such situations?
Answer. I addressed those issues at length in my testimony before the Com
mittee. Let me recapitulate some of the major elements in our approach.
The United States stands emphatically for such basic principles as human
liberty, individual rights, freedom of movement, and freedom of the person.
On the other hand, the protection of basic human rights is a very sensitive aspect
Of the domestic jurisdiction of the governments with whom the United States
has to conduct foreign policy.
On the international level we will cooperate and advocate enforcement of
human rights. In our bilateral dealings we will follow a pragmatic policy of
degree. If the infringenment on human rights is not so offensive that we cannot
live with it

,

we will seek to work out what we can with the country involved

in order to increase our influence. If the infringement is so offensive that we can
not live with it

,

we will avoid dealing with the offending country.

If we are to be true to our principles we can never imply that we are acquiescing

in the suppression o
f

human liberties. But at the same time I believe it is dan
gerous for us to make the domestic policy o

f

countries around the world a direct
objective o

f

American foreign policy for the reasons I have stated in my testimony.
Question 7

. In addition to the growing international energy crisis, there is also
developing a world-wide food crisis.
How would Dr. Kissinger define our country's international food responsibilities
and what measures would h

e advocate b
y

the international community for a

better allocation o
f

food supplies 2

What is Dr. Kissinger's understanding o
f

the Administration's position regard
ing the future allocation o
f PL 480 food? There appears to be a growing imbalance

in our government's overseas food allocations, between dollar sales and food for
Security purposes (under Title I of PL 480), and humanitarian donations (under
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Title II). In our foreign policy considerations, why is it more important to sell
food to the Soviet Union at the earpense of helping to feed starving

people in

West Africa or Bangladesh 2 - -

Answer. The world food situation is an extremely important issue and is under
intensive review within the Government. -

We must continuously weigh the competing claims for Our agricultural output.
Quite suddenly, we confront a serious problem affecting not only the

recipients of
commodities financed under PL 480 but the many nations dependent in whole or
in part on our agricultural exports. - -

PL 480 legislation requires that commodities exported under either Title I
or Title II of PL 480 be in excess of amounts needed for domestic consumption,
adequate carryover stocks and anticipated dollar exports. In the absence of

export

controls, no limitations are placed on dollar sales. At present supplies are short
because commercial demand is heavy. Commodities available for PL 480 must
be limited to the amount which will not, in the judgment of Secretary of Agri
culture, interfere with commercial sales, or result in an inadequate carryover.
The impact of PL 480 on market prices, particularly when prices of farm products
are at a record high, must also be given due weight.
As to the various claims, I feel that we must contribute our fair share of food
aid to combat hunger and malnutrition, to promote general economic develop

ment in the developing countries, and to provide emergency food aid to countries
that are hit with natural disasters. We should also urge other nations to increase
their share of providing food assistance to developing countries.
I would advocate that the international community adopt policies to share the
responsibility for providing world food needs. This is one of the topics now being
considered in the FAO and the OECD. It is also a subject of the interagency
study I have requested on the world food situation.
PL 480 Title II is not the only way in which humanitarian requirements are
met. This year we have switched some of Our food aid for Bangladesh to Title I
and we have just provided wheat for emergency flood requirements in Pakistan
under Title I. In short, providing food for those in the world who would otherwise
go hungry has received the highest priority in PL 480 allocations this year, even
though area programs have had to be reduced.
Because of the legislative restrictions placed on PL 480, the choice between
dollar sales to the Soviet Union or any other country and feeding starving people
is not solely a matter of foreign policy. In point of fact, however, the US is pro
viding food to Bangladesh and to the Sahelian zone of Africa. In response to
United Nations requests, the US will contribute about half of all the grain
supplied as aid to Bangladesh during CY 1974. Similarly, the US is by far the
largest single donor of food for drought relief in Central West Africa—about 50
percent of the grain donated so far. It is true however that the current allocations
of commodities for PL 480 shipments in FY 1974 will severely limit the capacity
of the US to respond to disaster situations.
Question S. Just as our national leadership cannot build an effective “structure
for peace” by failing to recognize the important interests and concerns of Third
World countries abroad, so also can not our national leadership build a “struc
ture for peace” without a fuller involvement of Congress and the American people
at home.
What ment initiatives does Dr. Kissinger advocate to involve a broader segment

of the Congress and the American people in the making of United States foreign
policy? And what new initiatives does Dr. Kissinger advocate to seek that basic
public support without which, as he has so often stated, no foreign policy can
truly be effective?
Answer. I addressed these issues extensively in my opening statement before
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee and in my subsequent testimony.

We discussed in particular executive-legislative relations in its various forms.
As I stated, if I am confirmed, I will meet promptly with the Chairman and
ranking member of the Committee to work out procedures to promote this goal.
I also pointed out that if our foreign policy is to be truly national, we must
also deepen our partnership with the American people. This means an open
articulation of our philosophy, our puroses, and our actions. Equally we must
listen to the hopes and aspirations of our fellow countrymen. I plan, therefore,
on a regular basis, to elicit the views of America's opinion leaders and to share
Our perspective freely. The closer and more effective consultation which I will
have with the Congress is another means of involving the public, through its
elected representatives, more deeply in the foreign-policy-making process.
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Question 9. How does Dr. Kissinger generally define the role and priority of
economics In the formulation and Implementation of Atierica foreign polliy?
What niew initiatives wilil he take; organizationally within the Department of
State, vis-a-visa such other RExecu tire Branch agencies as the Department of the
Treasury, and how does he define the role and futiction of the International
Economic Policy U"ouncill

Answer. Ewonozicl issues are as much the subject of inter-governmental re-
iatlonA--of conflict, negotiation, and connpromise--as are so-called -political"
Issues. Furthermore they have a high political content. One has only cite such
examples as oil, or multinational corporations, or foreign aid- to recogoize the
pli~ltical nature of economic issues. Foreign po~licy must address these is-sue..

Tile policy-nmaker ineedis to assess, the full consequences of it proposed ceourse
of action-tne economic as well as tine political and security Iapi lent ions. E(-o-
nomics J-. III this sells(- ail integral part of thle minkhng and execution of foreign

As to pioritlies, one cannot assign tin abstract ranking to the various facts suich
as 1xilitical, military. ecinnotnic, illunnmltarilt. (,li'. These various and sointinies
coniflicting eleni-is vll liv comisdered i d weigh-i only Ili context. As a. general
ruie, inowever"v. we nist b.en vreful nop t Iti divide inihnnrtna tciiiii iniclie'tin
on a purely te cinien iasi,15 the iiilitivai fratnewik is li -sseiitiai coiisiii'iii-
tioll.

I htave nuti yet iletnrintnd whether. or wAhal,. nvw ilianlles organizathIonlly
wlthilt the lDeinrtitnwnt of Still(- fir %-is-a-vis uOther lxmitt' ie Bratieli agelneies
anre on wessa ry ton ini aine the fi 1(1onix 4 f tine D~epnartmeant (of State on Inter-
natinonal ecn ononic n111 t1'rs. iI, i receiving may urigent at telnt ion. andl I %%ill
kieln this situni el under rn'view aa I ga in expti-iiiee.

Ill any een01t. 1 1p111n to hk;n Vli' 111- a D.111viill 111:y a1 Inn dIng rille anld cenlt ioic to
wo'nrk clioely with Ot her a gonCiVS 111, 114 lie cinn-4dn t iill Oif C(AI Injiete aIivi5cts of
foreign plivyn- issues.

'I'heiv role a md fin it innI of Ilhe inurit inna I l'ii niv Pl'i y tnnnell arin'0)
tin clarify Opiilin ainn''nng wellvh-ie tn nill~in lste so w.4s tI-lelihit initfnnned
delis il-uiikiuig 1'- 0 i rtiiliii'ut 110 11111114 too tine ineoiiiei : a td 43 1 Itti Ii tiate
Iulterdeliarlin114111 tl ni (Ik l 4'' *11140i tha l~O~lI~ina,% w-(1d fin rt her exiiat lon.

ResiN)-s:s or DRn. lhivi A. Kissi.Ni~ric ro Qit:'s-lns SUBnM ITTED BY NF..%AOR

Qnu'sntionl 1. li ft1'rf- iinltijt ka of itid filoprionn the xspeirl sreurity pro-
rcinapC., for tim' Cailil'ial4 tD'iInilily whIEich broltri' thit lINre of fsual rCeilnrting

Ihtllb (ifmr. acclnurote, tc/n ri/nr trith frsixificd iguev If wivt. irho laic ll tile
fleiipi to xer tit th10 fidvo )4 pro,'liig .'?j.rrmu?

Atlswter. Tlis i-sue wa anlln-sq-ii Ili nil. lest ilniony (of Setntelntmnwr 7. 1973. As I
Sail lthen. the l'rusii4lent 41i11 unot kniow of the ilniil relmorinhg Oninntils. The Plresi-
denit antI liii' XtS( ' nnimi.,Nnn id 11 gree (inn tie llevl fior secrecy. however. for
tine reasonts that fInn( livben eX11hlned. It was Ii carrying (out this reqluirt-ment
1 lit slit-cinti i4i4u110lvn'ii'utatiting lirniceilures Weei (lLvviliedl within tine Depart-
na(il! iOf I Jcfewns'.

Questionl 2. Who Inade tile Ficeision to fell onlyi certain mnenhent of ('ongrrresi
alount these operatiopoo? Whi ere the Sneoker o~f tire 11o148e7 tile Majority Leader
of the Senator. the Chlairma~n (if tihe Norn vite Fforeipn li'niution Conifilittef, 'uild
niost nuem hrs of the Foreign Rclaitka1mu. etrnicd Seen leci, and Ai.pproprians5
Committee nod inforlipenl?

Answer. While a numlier (if key CongressIonnal leaders were consulted 011 thne
Cambodia bomabing operations, a more tlnoroug-h and systematic procedure wonild
have been desirable. 'Thnis. failed to happen not because onf any decision ton deveive
Congress about those Justifiled a ni successful operations wichi taved American
lives Anld slwediNI tli nchleviiniut oif 'iotnanniznton.

Rilntier It wils a et'nisito1iel oif tine deterinurated state of trust and cooperation
Inetween1 tine Inraniebs And tine lank of adeqite cionnita live- inrocedlures between
Congress and thle Executive. as w eli ins anong tine ltntrested conillitteea of
Congress.

An improved climatte of trust anti cooperation. thle attainment of which will
be one of my highest objectives. should go far toward insuring full conunt-
cat ions4 on such matters Ii tine future.
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Question 3. What documentary evidence is there for the claim that Prince
Sihamould “acquiesced” in the U.S. bombing 2 If there is such proof, why was
it necessary to continue to with hold this information from the Congress and
the public at the time and even after Sihanouk's ouster in March of 1970?
Answer. I covered this question in my testimony of September 7, 1973. We
have supplied the committee with a copy of Prince Sihanouk's press conference of
May 13, 1969. Committee members have also been given access to correspond
ence between th President and Prince Sihanouk during this period.
Two other specific examples of Prince Sihanouk's views on the bombing were
cited in a June 25, 1973, briefing by the Department of State spokesman who
cited telegrams from State Department files of the period reporting the follow
1119 .

In a January 10, 1968 meeting with U.S. emissary Chester Bowles, Sihanouk
stated that he did not want any North Vietnamese in Cambodia, and further
stated that while he could not say so officially, he wanted the United States to
retaiiate against these North Vietnamese forces with “hot pursuit” or bombing
in the unpopulated border areas of Cambodia.
In a conversation on August 22, 1969 with Senator Mansfield, Sihanouk pointed
out that there had not been Cambodian protests of bombings in his Country when
these hit only Viet Cong forces and not Cambodian villages or population.
Sihanouk's tacit consent for the bombing was indicated as well in a public toast
to Senator Mansfield on August 21, 1969 wherein he expressed hopes that “fron
tier incidents . . . do not assume proportions of a nature to jeopardize” U.S.
Cambodian friendship.
These documents show that the Prince as a minimum acquiesced in the bombing
of unpopulated border areas since it was in his power to protest such bombing
at any time, and he never did. Indeed his correspondence at the time was very
friendly and forthcoming including an invitation to the President to visit Cam
bodia. Furthermore, in July 1969, several months after the bombing was ini
tiated, Sihanouk renewed diplomatic relations with the United States which
had been broken off in 1965.
This need for secrecy has also been covered previously. Sihanouk was most
anxious not to be put into a position in which he was obliged to admit that he
was aware of, and had acquiesced in, the bombing. Given the disparity in the
strength of the North Vietnamese field army and the small Cambodian defense
forces, and in view of the sensitive diplomatic aspects involved, an explicit
acknowledgement of the bombing would have obliged the hard-pressed Cam
bodian Government Officially to request cessation of the bombing.
In view of these sensitive diplomatic considerations and with the unanimous
recommendation of the members of the National Security Council, the President
Ordered that the bombing be kept secret.
After Sihanouk's ouster we did not publicize the earlier bombing primarily be
cause of our negotiating efforts with Hanoi. We were working for a settlement in
private talks. We did not wish to charge the atmosphere or force North Vietnam
into a retalitory effort which might jeopardize the negotiations.
Question #. Was Dr. Kissinger ordered to convey to the North Vietnamese
fhreats of further escalatory actions (beyond the secret operations in Laos and
Cambodia) if Hanoi did not respond appropriately?
Answer. We did not engage in threats during the negotiations. Our approach
was consistent throughout. We wanted to negotiate a settlement as rapidly as
possible—this was our strong preference and highest priority. In the meantime
we launched the Vietnamization program. During this process, and failing a
settlement, we made it very clear—publicly and privately—that we would pro
tect American lives and emphasized to Hanoi that it should not take advantage
of our withdrawal. Thus in our statements and negotiating proposals we stressed
our desire for agreement; at the same time we left no doubt in Hanoi's mind
that we would take whatever defensive actions were required if it stonewalled
the negotiations and stepped up attacks.

RESPONSES OF DR. HENRY A. KIssTNGER TO QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR
ABOUREZK FOR THE RECORD

Question 1. Does the Administration intend to allow our aid to continue to be
given to countries who now practice the repression and internment of its citizens
for political purposes?
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Answer. As I stated in my testimony, the primary concern of Our foreign policy
must be the international conduct of the countries with whom we are dealing. We
are, of course, deeply concerned, both as human beings and as a government,
about the abridgement of human rights and liberties anywhere in the World. We
have expressed and we will continue to express this concern in appropriate
ways.
Wherever the issue arises in international forums as an international ques
tion, the United States will join with other nations and advocate enforcement of
human rights. In our bilateral relations with other states, we will follow a prag
matic policy of degree: If the infringement of liberty is not so offensive that we
cannot live with it

,

we will try to work out what we can in our relations with
the country involved in order to have a constructive influence. Where the action.

o
f
a country is so morally repugnant to us that we cannot live with it, we will

avoid dealings with that country, and that includes adherence to internationally
agreed sanctions when adopted to which We are a party.
Question 2

. What will be the State Department policy in regard to providing
financial support to national police forces, prisons, or internal security forces in
foreign countries either directly or indirectly through other programs?
Answer. As a general proposition the development of national police forces
should be the responsibility o

f

the nations concerned and should not involve a
.

major commitment by the United States. But there are unusual circumstances in
which we should provide some assistance in the efforts o

f

countries to develop

a civil security institution that is responsive to the needs of the people and helps

to provide a framework for economic and social growth in a climate of freedom.
We are confident that our Policy Assistance programs have made and continue

to make a genuine contribution to development. However, the Administration is

mindful of the many criticisms of this program in recent years.
Accordingly, we believe that each of the Policy Assistance programs should be
reviewed to determine its desirability and utility. Moreover, each country pro
gram should be evaluated to determine whether it makes a positive contribution

in terms of current U.S. foreign policy objectives and interests and whether it

should be continued, modified, or eliminated. We are prepared to undertake such
an evaluation.

Question 3
. There has been a great deal o
f activity by the State Department

in restricting the admission o
f

Arab students into this country. First o
f

all.
the reasons are not made clear and I would like to know the reasons why their
entry is restricted. Secondly, assuming that if the reasons are that they happen.

to be on the wrong side of the Middle East conflict, why do we single out those
students who wish to be educated and to travel in this country and also why do
we not accord them the same treatment as we do those on the other side of this
conflict?

Answer. There is no policy to deny visas to Arab or other foreign students. As
one o

f

the measures adopted to combat terrorism, certain visa applications (of
whatever kind; e.g., student, tourist, temporary worker) are subject to special
screening procedures that delay, usually for a few days, such applications. Only

a handful of visas have been denied as a result of this screening procedure.
If the Arab student applicant is otherwise qualified, he receives his visa.

RESPONSES OF DR. HENRY A. KISSINGER TO QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR
PEARSON FOR THE RECORD

Questions 1
. Why was no timetable established in the Paris Agreement for the

accounting of our missing and the return of our dead? 2. Do you believe our
government should take a stronger public position on the failure of the other side
side to live up to the terms o

f

the Paris Agreement in accounting for our missing
men 2 3. Why have our known dead not been returned 2 #. Should you b

e confirmed
as Secretary o

f State, what are your plans for resolving the missing in action
issue 2

Answer. In view o
f

the interrelationship o
f

these questions concerning the
status o
f

the POW’s and MIA’s, the following single answer will respond to all
four questions.
As I indicated in response to similar questions from Senators Church and
Case, the Administration shares your concern about the Communist side's failure

to live up to its obligations. The Vietnam Agreement, signed o
n January 27, 1973,
contained specific requirements for accounting for the missing and return o

f

the
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dead. No timetable was specified because we hoped action on this humanitarian
matter would begin at once, without being linked to other aspects of the Agree
ment, and that efforts would continue as long as it was required, until satisfac
tory results were obtained. In any event it was impossible to predict how long
even an all out genuine process would take, and we didn't want to have an arbi
trary cut-off after which the other side might claim it need make no further
efforts.
We are seriously dissatisfied with the other side's performance on this Sub
ject—it has been one of the most unsatisfactory aspects of the implementation
Of the Agreement.
I can assure you, however, that we are determined to seek scrupulous fulfill
ment of the Agreement signed last January 27 and to secure as full an accounting
as possible of all Our men throughout Indochina. In an address on Armed Forces
Day, May 19, 1973, the President expressed the Administration’s concern in the
following words:
“The cooperation which North Vietnam promised to give us in making a full
accounting for Americans listed as missing-in-action has not been Satisfactory.
And I can assure you that we must and will insist that this promise, this pledge,
this solemn agreement be kept, because just as America never broke faith with
our prisoners of war, I can assure you today we will not break faith with those
who are reported missing in action. They must all be accounted for by the North
Vietnamese.”

-

The Administration has taken a number of steps to seek compliance with the
accords:
During my trip to Hanoi February 10–13, we provided files concerning the
circumstances involved in cases of Our missing personnel.
This information was supplemented by complete lists given to the Communist
side by the U.S. delegation on the Four-Power Party Joint Military Team
(FPJMT) of all U.S. personnel missing in Indochina and lists of those we list as
having died but whose remains were not recovered.
The U.S. delegation to the FPJMT has pressed repeatedly for further informa
tion. The team visited North Vietnam twice in May and viewed the graves of 23
U.S. pilots identified as having died in captivity. However, there has been no
progress on exchange of information on repatriation of remains.
The U.S. delegation to the FPJMT has also raised questions concerning the in
termational journalists missing in Cambodia, and we have worked closely with
the committee of journalists seeking their release.
The U.S. Embassy in Laos has repeatedly raised with representatives of the
Pathet Lao side the subject of the many U.S. personnel missing in Laos, and we
have taken this matter up with the North Vietnamese as well. We have been
promised that upon the implementation of the Laos protocol, which is schedule
to be signed September 14, we will be able to search in Laos. We, therefore, ex
pect to receive more information on the fate of our personnel who are missing
there.
Search teams from the Joint Casualty Resolution Center (JCRC) located in
Thailand have conducted Operations in Government-controlled areas in South
Vietnam and have found some remains on the basis of which some cases may
be resolved. Regrettably the other side has refused to cooperate in this effort
and has effectively barred the JCRC from searches in Communist-controlled sec
tions of South Vietnam as well as in Laos and North Vietnam. However, we have
stressed the peaceful, open and humanitarian nature of the JCRC, and we will
continue to press for cooperation by the other side in the JCRC's efforts.
On June 13, 1973, in a Joint Communique signed by the Democratic Republic
of Vietnam and the United States, the two parties reaffirmed their solemn
commitment to implement fully the January Agreement, including in particular
the provisions for accounting of all of the Missing in Action throughout Indo
China.
On July 29, 1973, the U.S. Government delivered a diplomatic note to the
IDemocratic Republic of Vietnam strongly protesting the continuing failure of
North Vietnam and its allies to fulfill their obligations and calling for prompt
action by the Communist side. (A complete text of the note is attached for
your information.)
I have pointed out in my testimony that one of the results of our continued
disengagement from Indochina is that the pressures and incentives we have
available are also shrinking. However, the other side clearly understands that we
will continue to insist on full compliance and that we will not be able to proceed
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With the Agreement's economic assistance provisions for example, until we have
achieved more satisfactory compliance. We will, of course, use diplomatic pres
Sure to the extent that it is available to us, and we will continue to make it
clear to the North Vietnamese that normalization of relations with them, which
We would otherwise seek and welcome, is severely inhibited by their slow com
pliance with the missing-in-action provisions of the Agreement.

TEXT OF U.S. NOTE CONCERNING MISSING IN ACTION DELIVERED TO THE DEMOCRATIC
REPUBLIC OF VIETN AM, JULY 29, 1973

In view of the fact that more than six months have elapsed since the signing
Of the January 27, 1973 Agreement on Viet-Nam and more than six weeks since
the signing of the Joint Communique of June 13, 1973, the USG notes with
serious concern that the Democratic itepublic of Viet-Nam has failed to comply
With Article SB of the Agreement and paragraph SE of the Joint Communique
which require the parties to “Help each other to get information about those
military personnel and foreign civilians of the parties missing in action, to deter
mine the location and take care of the graves of the dead so as to facilitate the
exhumation and repatriation of the remains, and to take any such other measures
as may be required to get information about those still considered missing in
action.” Although there have been continuing discussions of these subjects in the
FPJMT, the Democratic Republic of Viet-Nam has refused to cooperate in the
necessary actions to implement this basic humanitarian obligation.
The United States Government has provided complete lists of American per
sonnel listed as missing in action with requests for information. No information
has been provided. The United States Government has repeatedly sought to
arrange the repatriation of remains of Americans who died in captivity. No
remains have been repatriated.
The accounting for the missing and the repatriation of remains are purely
humanitarian Obligations unrelated to other issues. They could have been
largely carried out by now if a spirit of good will and cooperation had been
manifested on this subject. This would have brought solace to the families and
loved ones of the more than 1.300 Americans listed as missing, and of those who
h: ve died but whose bodies have not been returned.
The United States Government calls again on the Democratic Republic of
Viet-Nam to help get information on the military personnel and foreign
civilians of the parties missing in action. This can be accomplished promptly by
responding to the request for information on the lists that have already been
provided. The United States Government would be pleased to provide additional
data on specific cases to assist in getting such information. The United States
Government also requests the Democratic Republic of Viet-Nam promptly to
accomplish the exhumation and repatriation of remains, and to enable the JCRC
to carry out its humanitarian mission.
Question 5. While the Secretary of State is supposed to be the President's
principal foreign policy advisor, recent Secretaries have played a secondary
role in some aspects of the formulation and conduct of American foreign policy.
For erample, in international economic affairs, Treasury has been dominant,
in military assistance policy. DOD has been in charge, and in trade policy, Com
merce has played a dominant role. Do you believe that the Department of State
should resume its former status as the principal agency guiding all aspects of
A merican foreign policy or are you content with the current interdepartmental
sharing of responsibility?
Answer. The contention that other agencies are “dominant” or in “charge”
of the areas you mention is incorrect. The State Department has had a role in
all of them ; the diplomatic aspects of any issue should be carefully weighed.
On the other hand, foreign policy is an increasingly complex activity, and other
departments such as Treasury, Commerce, and Defense have clear responsibilities
in certain areas, some of which are established by statute.
The NSC system under this Administration is designed to ensure that all
a gencies have a fair hearing and that our various activities are coordinated.
The State Department plays a leading role in this process.
If I am confirmed, I hope to strengthen this role still further. The "resident
has pointed out that one of the reasons for my nomination was to move more
of the policy-working process out of the White House and into the State Denart
ment. At the same time, in my continuing responsibilities as Assistant to the
President, I will help to assure that other agencies continue to have the oppor
tunity to present their positions and reflect their responsibilities.
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Question 6. There is a widely accepted belief that the morale of the Foreign
Service is low, that many of its most promising officers are leaving the service
and that these conditions will have an adverse effect on U.S. foreign policy. Do
Ayou accept the validity of these assertions? If so, what specific measures do you
plan to take to revitalize the Department of State?
Address: I addressed this issue in my Opening statement and during the hear
ings. As I testified, one of my highest priorities, if I am confirmed, will be to
reinvigorate the Foreign Service and the State Department. I will seek to do
this by promoting a sense of excitement and mission. The greatest bOost to
morale can come from participation in policies that are important and that fur
ther the national interest. Now that certain policy foundations have been laid,
we are able to bring the Foreign Service more closely into the foreign policy
process and exploit to the utmost their talents and experience.
Certainly if the most promising officers leave the Foreign Service this would
have an adverse effect. But we have no intention of letting this happen. We will
seek to attract and keep personnel of the highest calibre.
Question 7. From time to time, the Policy Planning Bureau of the Department
of State has played an important role in the formulation of medium and long
term plans for American foreign policy. Currently, Policy Planning does not
seem to be particularly active. How would you propose to organize the Depart
ment to plan long range foreign policy directions and goals?
Answer. I plan to strengthen the role and capability of the State Department’s
Planning and Coordination Staff both in analyzing problems and in considering
Various approaches to their solutions, including medium and long-range planning.
More generally, I plan to emphasize the requirement for all parts of the State
Department to think of the long-range implications of our policies and to reflect
them in tactical and short-term actions.
Question 8. There has been speculation based, in part, on your writings that
now that major shifts in U.S. foreign policy have been accomplished, you intend
to “institutionalize” the changes; that is, to establish within the federal bureauc
racy, personmel, policies and procedures designed to carry out diplomatic func
tions for implementing new relations with China, the Niazom Doctrine, and an
increased emphasis on international economic affairs. Is this speculation cor
rect? If so, how do you plan to accomplish this so-called “institutionalization” of
the recent changes in U.S. foreign policy?
Answer. As I have indicated, the major changes undertaken during the Presi
dent’s first term required to a great extent diplomacy conducted on a rather
restricted bases. However, we must now build on the foundations that have been
laid with a view to creating a more permanent structure that we can pass on to
succeeding Administrations. I believe this requires a greater institutionalization
of foreign policy in general, with the bureaucracy fully understanding and effec
tively implementing various initiatives. In particular one of my principal
functions, if I am confirmed, will be to make sure that the extremely capable pro
fessionals in the Foreign Service and the State Department will now be brought
more directly into the foreign policy process. It is these professionals who will
be here long after this Administration has gone and who will be able to carry
On those policies which have been found to be valid.

RESPONSE OF DR. HENRY A. Kiss INGER To A QUESTION SUBMITTED BY SENATOR
SAxBE FOR THE RECORD

Question. My friend and colleague Senator Saarbe visited Bangladesh during
the recent Congressional recess. He informs me that the Bengalis are very appre
ciative of the assistance provided by the United States since their independence.
However, he was told that there will be a food shortage from mid-November to
January of this year when the new crop is harvested and distributed.
As you know, their food deficit was caused first by the war in 1971 and the
drought in 1972. When this mation declared its independence, it had a short fall of
2.5 million tons of food grain and therefore relied on supplies from the United
States and India. Last year are furnished S00,000 tons of food. This year on
March 31 the United States Delegate to the AID meeting in Dacca pledged 500,000
tons of wheat. To this date, re have committed 280,000 tons. The first 200,000 tons,
which consists of a grant, has already arrived while the S0,000 tons of P.L. 480 is
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now being purchased. This assistance plus the diversion of 200,000 tons of food
grain by the Soviets has held off the famine until mid-November.
Because of the world food shortage and possibility of eatport controls, I am
aware of the difficulties involved. However, do you believe ace can fulfill our
pledge of 220,000 tons of wheat before the critical period of mid-November?
Answer. As you know, because of the heavy worldwide demand for US wheat,
only limited amounts are available this year for assistance programs. Conse
quently we have not been able to make as much wheat available as we would
have liked for a number of needy nations, including Bangladesh.
At the time of the meeting in Dacca on March 31–April 1, 1973, we believed
we would be able to provide 500,000 tons between them and the end of the year.
We couched our pledge, however, in terms of dollar amounts and noted that it
was subject to budgetary and supply constraints.
Bangladesh has already received a large share of worldwide US food contri
butions this year. We are looking at Bangladesh's further needs along with
those of other countries and will do our best to help meet them. At this time,
we cannot state that we will be able to provide another 220,000 tons of wheat
by mid-November, but as Senator Saxbe noted, there is wheat in the pipeline
from the US ; there is also wheat from other donors that is scheduled to arrive
during the fall.
Even if a serious shortage materialized in mid-November in Bangladesh, this
should ease within weeks since the harvest comes in early December.

RESPONSES OF DR. HENRY A. Kiss INGER to QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR
BUCKLEY FOR THE RECORD

The first five questions asked by Senator Buckley were submitted also by
Senator Curtis and the answers have already been given to the Committee.
Question 6. In view of the increasingly repressive character of the Soviet
regime as detente proceeds, would you, as Secretary of State, urge the Admin
istration to change its present position, with respect to the Jackson Amendment,
and press for its adoption 2 Do you feel it is unreasonable to tie an earplicit com
ponent of detente—increased U.S. trade with the Soviets—to a modest reduction
tn one of the principle sources of international tension between the two nations,
namely the right of a citizen to emigrate from one mation to amother? If you do,
are you saying that you oppose attaching any political conditions to our economic
dealings with the Soviets 2
Answer. I oppose the adoption of the Jackson Amendment for the reasons fully
eXplained in the present hearings. There are, of course, important political con
siderations to be weighed in all of our economic dealings with the Soviet Union.
but in our view the conditions contained in the Jackson Amendment do not
represent a balanced consideration of political, economic and humanitarian
factors.
During my testimony I addressed extensively the relationship between foreign
Wolicy and the domestic policies of other nations.

RESPONSE OF DR. HENRY A. KISSINGER TO QUESTION's SUBMITTED BY FORMER
SENATOR SPONG FOR THE RECORD

Question 1. In general terms, what do you consider to be the principal obsta
cles, from the standpoint of procedures, processes, and institutions, to the effec
tive conduct of our foreign relations 2 -
Question 2. How do you view the personal role of the Secretary of State, as
distinguished from his role as head of the State Department, in the total process
of our foreign relations, particularly in relation to the Presidency; and how do
both of these roles of the Secretary of State differ from that of the President’s
National Security Adviser?
Question 3. What precisely do you have in mind when you speak of “institu
tionalizing” the foreign policy process 2
Question 4. Can one individual serving both as Secretary of State and as the
President's National Security Adviser really manage to reconcile the taro func
tions of being the President’s primary foreign policy adviser and of administer
ing the Department of State, and aren't there potential conflicts and coni radiº
tions between the two 2

1721–172–73—pt. 1
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Question 5. Do you see a need for legislative action, or for any other kinds of
action to sirengthen or improve the position of the Secretary of State?
Question 6. With respect to the Department of State, including the Secretary
in his organizational position, how do you view its function in forming, and in
carrying out foreign policy? Is there any distinction between its roles for these
two functons?
Question 7. What do you see as the major weaknesses of the foreign affairs
bureaucracy, and what steps do you plan to take, if confirmed, to make State’8
bureaucracy more effective?
(Is it really going to be possible for State as an institution to be more involved
in foreign policy making, as opposed to implementation, than it has been f)
Question 8. If you are confirmed as Secretary, how do you plan to use the cur
rent NSC Staff—will you take some of its members with you to the Department
of State and operate more or less as before, or will it be necessary to adopt a new
way of doing things in order, to use your word, “to institutionalize” the foreign
policy process?
(What do you envision the division of labor to be between the NSO Staff and
the top staff at State 2)
Question 9. Can you suggest any organicational changes, or legislative actions,
which might help “institutionalize” the proposed Legislative-Earecutive partner
sh ip in foreign affairs which you have spoken of recently, just as you plan to
“institutionalize” the policy process on the Erecutive side?
Question, 10. What criteria should be applied regarding information about the
mation’s foreign policy which would allow the fullest possible disclosure to Con
gress and the public while still protecting vital national interests?
Question, 11. What do you see as the major problems involved in coordination
among the various Ea'ecutive Branch agencies, and what steps do you propose to
take to improve matters in this area 2
Question, 12. Assuming that your nomination can be taken as an indication of
an intent to have the State Department assert a more effective leadership role
(tmong the several agencies involved in foreign policy, what must be done to make
this a reality? Could such devices as greater use of programming systems or a
unified foreign affairs budget, if properly used, enhance State's ability to lead in
dealing with other parts of government 2
Question 13. How do you feel about the idea of a “Permanent Under Secretary”
or “Ea:ecutive Under Secretary” of State, who would be the number two or num
ber three man in the Department, and whose function presumably would be to
assist the Secretary in pulling together substantive policy and administrative
support, and possibly to supervise interagemcy coordination efforts?
[Note: This has been frequently suggested, especially by the Herter Committee
in 1962 and by the American Foreign Service Association 1968 report, Toward a
Modern Diplomacy]
Question, 1%. We are constantly reminded today that one of the dominant
features of foreign policy is the inea-tricability of domestic and foreign policy
issues. Agricultural sales abroad and the emcrgy crisis are shiming eacamples.
How do you see this problem being dealt with organizationally, and what are
some of the ways in which you as Secretary of State erpect to take an active
part in solving such problems?
Qwestion 15. Do you have an understanding with the President and other offi
cials such as the Secretary of the Treasury, the Chairman of the Council on
International Economic Policy, and the Special Trade Negotiator about the divi
sion of responsibilities in the area of foreign economic policy, and more generally,
At hºt is in store here?
Question, 16. What sort of balance do you think there should be between career
and noncareer Ambassadors, and do you plan to use your influence to argue for a
larger proportion of career Ambassadors? Is there really any justification for
using noncareer Ambassadors?
Q testion 17. In your opinion, that are the major criteria for effective planning
in foreign affairs, and what modifications do you see as necessary in State's
planning techniques, as well as those in use in other parts of government 2
Question. 18. What are your views about the desirability of eliminating some
current programs in foreign assistance and in the information area, and moving
the remaining activities of USIA and AID into the State Department?
Question. 19. What do you see as the proper future approach of the United
States to participation in international organications and multilateral agencies,
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both in terms of policy and in terms of how the U.S. government organices itself
to deal with these organications.”
Question. 20. What do you see as the major difficulties facing State, and the
government as a whole, in the acquisition and use of intelligence information for
assisting policy makers, and what suggestions utill you make to improve matters
in this a red 2
Question 21. What purposes do you erpect the Secretary of State's annual
foreign policy report to serve, and do you ea pect to continue to produce such a
document, or will there be just the President's report from now on 2
Answer. The twenty-one questions submitted by former Senator Spong are
extremely thoughtful and go to the heart of the system and process of foreign
policy making.
I attempted to address many of the issues raised in these questions in my
opening statement, and in subsequent testimony. On most of the questions I am
still deliberating and consulting. Indeed many of them are logical agenda items
for the consultations with the Foreign Relations and Foreign Affairs Committees
that I plan if I am confirmed.
These questions warrant serious thought and a thorough treatment in any
answers for the record. For this reason I prefer to take more time, drawing upon
the discussions I intend to have with Congressional leaders, and to submit
answers at a later date.

RESPONSE OF DR. HENRY A. KISSINGER TO A QUESTION SUBMITTED BY SENATOR
CASE FOR THE RECORD

Question. What are your views on politically federating the NATO nations,
a project approved over the past 23 years by several Secretaries of State as well
as by several Presidens including Secretary Rogers and President Niazon as late
as this past spring—1973 °
Answer. The President has consistently supported the Concept and goal of
Atlantic Union, and he reiterated his support last spring, as the Senator has
noted. Should I be confirmed by the Senate, I would, of course, also support this
goal. This is, however, a very long term project, which involves the future of
the many nations of the Alliance. The United States cannot prescribe for the
Europeans either the methods or pace of progress.

RESPONSE OF DR. HENRY A. KISSINGER TO A OUESTION SUBMITTED BY SENATOR
AIKEN FOR THE RECORD

Question. There has been much concern in recent years, going back even to
the time of President Eisenhower, that the role of the military in the formula
tion, and eacecution of foreign policy has been earcessive.
Will you please give me the benefit of your comments on this concern, includ
ing the number of military officers now detailed to the State Department and
the positions which they occupy, the role of the State Department in determining
the nature and eatent of overseas military bases arrangements (such as the for
ward base agreements in Greece). the formulation of the assumptions on which
U.S. force deployments are based, JCS assumption regarding the interrelation
of U.S. and foreign forces in specific areas, and the “rcquirements” on which
foreign military aid arc based 2
Answer. Military considerations obviously occupy a primary role in the for
mulation of foreign policy. A strong military capability has been a foundation for
the diplomatic progress we have made Over the past years in such areas as arms
control, relations with China and the Soviet Union and the Vietnam peace agree
ment. Thus it is critical that our foreign policies be formulated in a context of
continuous and close consultation and COOperation at all levels between the
State and Defense Departments. In fact, at the start of the Administration,
the President created the expanded National Security Council system expressly
for this purpose. The NSC system provides a systematic process for the inte
gration of military, diplomatic, and economic factors into a coherent national
security policy in which no one of these factors receives undue emphasis.
I believe this system has been successful in striking the delicate bai: ince be
tween these competing considerations. Morover, we have explicitly set out to
ensure our foreign policy objectives and national interests determine our mili
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tary strategies and forces rather than vice versa. If confirmed I will continue
to guard against the tendency for military resources to dictate or unduly influ
ence the form of our foreign policy objectives. This will continue to be a pri
mary objective of the National Security Council system which I shall continue
to help to manage.
In this context let me address your specific questions.

MILITARY OFFICERS ASSIGNED TO STATE DEPARTMENT

There are twenty-two military officers currently detailed to the Department.
Four of these are assigned as military watch officers in the State Department
Operations Center, primarily to assist in liaison with National Military Com
mand Center (NMCC) in the Pentagon. Of the remaining 18 military officers
fifteen are associated with the State-Defense Officer Exchange Program. A list
of these officers and the offices to which they are assigned is attached. The in
creasing interdependence of the Departments of State and Defense in the field
of of international affairs has long pointed to the desirability of creating in each
Department a reservoir of selected and especially trained officers who, by virtue
of their experience, would be singularly well-prepared to deal with matters of
common interest. In recognition of this, the State-Defense officer Exchange Pro
gram was initiated in the early Sixties to afford intensive politico-military train
ing for upper-middle grade foreign service and military officers with relatively
long periods of service ahead of them.
The broad and disparate background and professional competence of these
exchangees has been invaluable in consideration of politico-military issues of
concern to the Departments to which they are assigned. The military officers par
ticipating in this program, as well as their foreign service counterparts detailed
to the Pentagon, are assigned for normal two-year rotational tours of duty.
The billets are generally at the action officer level ; and none of the exchangees
are assigned office directorships.

OVERSEAS BASING

The Department of State not only plays a major role within the NSC system
in determining the nature and extent of Overseas military basing arrangements.
but also in negotiating base arrangements with foreign countries when we are
assured that the requirement is necessary and consistent with our larger foreign
policy interests.
For example, it was inevitable that homeporting in Athens would be seen by
some, regardless of our actual motive, as an act of support for the Greek Gov
ernment. Recognizing this, the Department of State insisted that all reasonable
locations in the Mediterranean be exhaustively explored by DOD. This study
required a full year to complete and concluded that Athens was, by a consider
able margin, the best location for the proposed homeporting in view of our exten
sive security equities in the Mediterranean area and the central role of the Sixth
Fleet in sustaining those equities. Even then, the Department of State undertook
an extensive review of the political considerations before endorsing the Defense
proposal. As previously noted such a review, based on political as well as security
criteria, is characteristic of the State Department's role regarding all overseas
Defense basing requirements.

THE FORMULATION OF THE ASSUMPTIONS ON WIHICH U.S. FORCE DEPLOYMENTS ARE
BASED

Among the primary assumptions underlying our force deployments is, first
of all, the deterrence of aggression by demonstrating to potential enemies and
to our allies the U.S. resolve to honor our commitments. Our force deployments
are also designed to assist our allies in collective defense in the event they are
attacked ; and to provide the President with the flexibility necessary in respond
ing promptly to contingencies.
In Support of these Objectives and because our forces are designed in large
part to supplement and complement the forces of friends and allies abroad, we
pursue a strategy which is intended to safeguard U.S. interests and to honor
U.S. treaty commitments. Furthermore, the U.S. will provide a shield if a nuclear
power threatens the freedom of an allied nation or of a nation whose survival
is vital to U.S. security.
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In cases involving other types of aggression, we will provide military and
economic assistance when required in accordance with our commitments and
when in the national interest. However, in accordance with the Nixon DOC
trine we will look to the nation directly threatened to assume the primary re
sponsibility for providing the manpower for its own defense.

ASSU MPTIONS REGARDING THE INTERRELATION OF U.S. AND FOREIGN FORCES

In regard to this question, I would like to defer to former Secretary of Defense
Melvin Laird who said in his FY 72 Budget Statement that in planning Our
forces we need to plar for optimum use of all military and related resources
available to meet the requirement of Free World security. This approach—
Total Force—includes both active and reserve components of the U.S. and of
our allies. In addition, we take into account those capabilities of our allies
that will be made available through local efforts, or through provision of appro
priate security assistance programs. As I have pointed out in my testimony
this approach has already resulted in Substantial reductions Of Our OverSeaS
forces.

THE REQUIREMENTS ON WHICH SECURITY ASSISTANCE IS BASED

These requirements are a combination of : 1) the national security and foreign
policy considerations of the U.S. : 2) the military needs of each recipient coun
try depending on its existing military inventory and need for modernization,
the amount of economic resources available to that country, and the degree of
both the external and internal or insurgency threats facing it : 3) the need, in
certain countries, to supply some level of assistance in order to accomplish
essential politico-military objectives, such as preserving access to essential
military rights and facilities; and 4) the will of the country to defend itself
and to contribute appropriate resources to that defense effort.

[From the desk of DON DuMONT—founder—God’s Own People of U.S.A., Chicago, Ill.)

ARTHUR M. KUHL,
Chief Clerk, Committee on Foreign Relations,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
Mr. Chairman and members of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, for
the record my name is Don DuMont and my mailing address is simply Chicago
60647. This statement follows my request of August 24th covering the salient
points of my testimony in opposition to the confirmation of Dr. Henry Kissinger
as Secretary of State, the letter acknowledging same of August 31st from your
Acting Chief of Staff and telegram of September 10th from your Chief Clerk
denying, unfairly I believe, a personal appearance before your Committee in
Public televised hearings: but suggesting that you would be “glad to receive a
statement of reasonable length for inclusion in the record”.
As a Christian I do not swear in absentia, nor would I do so if present before
your Committee to “tell the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth,
so help me God” as did the nominee very casually and unconvincingly prior to
his questioning; but in accordance with instructions in the Word of God for
those who love and try to serve Him and in accordance with the laws of this
American Republic under God I do so affirm for the record.
As a very brief personal statement for background information on myself,
I submit copies of to whom it may concern dated Dec. 5th, 1949 and the greatest
day . . . . for me dated July 22nd, 1970 and story on the Chicago Today edi
torial page May 29th, 1973 with my comments as part of this record for the
glory of God and our Republic—incidentally a word I have heard mentioned
not once by anyone on either side of the witness table as applying to this coun
try but only to the phony so-called “People's Republic of China”, whose subjects
have nothing to say concerning any “watergates” developing in that land where
God is officially excluded as in Communist Russia as well.
May I suggest before getting to the issue at hand of Dr. Kissinger that a
republic without Godly leadership and strict adherence to its restraining Con
stitution is just as bad and probably worse than the democracy everyone seems
to think this country is erroneously would be without a Godly citizenry. Democ
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racy without God is a formula for anarchy and let's not forget it, and would
be satisfactory only in a genuinely Christian country which we have not yet ar
rived at because of Our resistance to God’s instructions to His created beings.
Now for the record, it is my considered opinion publicly expressed that con
sideration of President Nixon's Special Assistant for National Security, who
never received “security clearance” to the best of my knowledge due to typical
“Tricky Dick” maneuvers at the time of his appointment, to become in addition
the Secretary of State is the utmost of folly unless the Foreign Relations Com
mittee is prepared to embrace without reservations the One New World envi
sioned by the Nix-inger policies (short form of Nixon-Kissinger) without God
in their deliberations. Frankly, their highly publicized “detente” wth the Com
munist slave masters in Russia, China and elsewheres—with Castro nearby aS
a possible next target for detente—indicates a complete lack of Spiritual per
ception on their part and on that of our citizens who seemingly fail to realize
that this “detente” is just another way of spelling “surrender” of our basically
Christian principles to enemies of God and humanity under Satan's direction,
and certainly not pleasing to the God of this nation so tremendously blessed
under Him.
In a world where God’s restraining but unseen hand is the only real deter
rent to 3 in atomic holocaust, it would seem that at long last His plans for
eternal peace here and hereafter should receive some consideration from the
staid Foreign Policy Committee, which under its present and previous leadership
has been too often endorsing the misguided efforts for “Peace in our time” of
every President to my personal knowledge since Franklin Roosevelt started the
“detente” with Russian Communists in 1933, against the advice of most all
responsible contemporaries. Surely our current world mess is of our own doing,
InOt His.
Incidentally, two prepared speeches on this subject considered dishonoring
to God by many of God's people because of their “humanistic” character were
never delivered because President ièoosevelt died the day in 1945 he was sched
uled to deliver it, and President Kennedy was assassinated in Dallas in 1963
the day before it was to be given. The Nixinger team I believe is treading on
similar shaky ground, and the Committee might well help in their best inter
ests by denying the suggested nomination along with the disapproval of “peace
ful coexistence” deals and “favored nation” status for our newly discovered
“friends”.
Another well-prepared and delivered speech by former President Herbert
Hoover on the occasion of his 80th birthday at West Branch, Iowa which I
attended August 10th, 1954 during the Eisenhower Administration contained a
very significant paragraph concerning the Communists which very mysteriously
was omitted from his otherwise meticulously followed text and ignored by the
press in their news items. I called it to the attention of the U.S. Senate via its
then Vice-president Richard Nixon, had acknowledgements from his personal
secretary Rose Mary Woods and officially from his staff that the material would
be laid before the Senate when the 84th Congress convened and that a notice
to this effect would appear in the Congressional Record and the Senate Journal
at that time—so its on the record. Because it challenged administration policies
concerning Russia since 1933 and preceded by only a few weeks the appointment
of Herbert Hoover, Jr. by President Eisenhower, with whom the ex-President
had gone fishing in the Rocky Mountains right after his speech spoken in his
words in “the spirit of St. Paul”, as Assistant Secretary of State, I believe it is
fruitful to bring to light even at this late date for consideration belatedly of the
wisdom of the eliminated paragraph which read as follows—“Sooner or later
a new line of action will become imperative. What the free world needs above
all things is a spiritual mobilization of the nations who believe in a Supreme
Being against the Red tide of atheism. No appeasement, no compromise, no
agreement can dam back this tide. Nor can such devices long endure”.
I have never been able to get a satisfactory explanation for these missing
words of wisdom especially after an additional 10 years of experience with the
complete lack of reliability of Communist promises. It would seem that President
Hoover would not look favorably on Dr. Kissinger's appointment as he appears
in many ways to be a better representative for a Communist slave world rather
than an ardent advocate for a free world under God—as does also his mentor
in the White House whether he's in Washington, San Clemente or Key Biscayne
in his seeming campaign to become the First President of the World.
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There are millions of Americans—yes Republicans—who believe the Kissinger
appointment might be far more catastrophic than other top level Presidential
appointees of Watergate “fame” for whom the President is accountable. Surely
any confirmation should be withheld, regardless of Kissinger's and Nixon's desire
for speedy action, until the Committee on Presidential Campaign Activities com
pletes its work.
When a humble candidate for President as was this writer during the 1972
Campaign, who prays every night for the salvation of his incumbent President,
and writes to him in deep Christian concern on many occasions for his country,
was treated as a “security” risk on several occasions during the campaign and
again recently on August 10th when Presidential top domestic affairs adviser
Melvin Laird visited the National Legislative Conference in Chicago, as covered
in a Sun-Times story and my letter to the columnist, it is high time to have a
clearer understanding of what SECURITY stands for. Security for whom and
for What?
Every member of your Committee and every other U.S. Senator received copies
of The Republimerican Retort of which I am Editor during 1969 & 1970 covering
many subjects and reviewing a few highlights in my ministry starting in 1949
for the glory of God and the salvation of our Republic and except that I “know
that all things work together for good for those who love God and are called for
His purposes”, I am not too happy about being denied an opportunity to present
this statement in person and request again a hearing where I may be questioned
to your hearts content on these matters and the Christian approach to solve
the many problems before this country domestically and internationally *
Knowing of our Presidents propensity for and the Committees interest in
tapes of all kinds, I am enclosing a tape (in Committee files) of a WIND pro
gram called for the record of August 19th past—which was sent to the Presi
dent's Deputy Press Secretary on August 26th for comment—which may he of
interest. A recording of this statement is on the other half of the cassette for
your Convenience and information.
In closing with thanks for your rapt attention to this written message or tape
recording, may I put a little different twist to something the President s id in
his State of the Union message of September 10th. He said “There can be no
monopoly of wisdom on either end of Penn Ave—and there should be no monopoly
of power”. May I say there can be no wisdom in these places without supple
menting Our human knowledge with a fear or better a love of God—and remind
you all in love that Jesus Christ said that all power was given Him by the
Father. Fact or fantasy 2 If anyone amongst you are watching the prophetic
clock with any regularity, especially as it applies to Israel, His time is very near.

Sincerely,
DON DUMONT.

AN OPEN LETTER TO : FRIENDS OF ISRAEL IN THE U.S. SENATE–RE.JECT KISSINGER's
NoMINATION As U.S. SECRETARY OF STATE, To BAR HIs BEING FORCED To “BEND
OVER BACKWARDs” : FAvor KREMLIN-ARABs ; ALSO BECAUSE HE CANNOT BE
PRESIDENT, SHOULD NOT BE IN THIS OFFICE

Friends of Israel must act quickly to block Senate approval of Kissinger's
nomination, because as Secretary of State he would be forced to “bend over
backwards” in favor of Kremlin-Arab interests (in order to avoid the appearance
of favoring Israel) due in part to the oil situation and to the other factors noted
below—besides the grave question as to the illegality, if not unconstitutionality,
of a naturalized citizen being placed in line of succession to the Presidency which
is barred to him by the Constitution ; per a statement issued today by a former
New York lawyer (retired) now of Philadelphia. The points in his statement
are as follows :
1. The Question of illegality, if not unconstitutionality, raised by others, as to
any such naturalized citizen being placed in this office—4th in line of succession
to the U.S. Presidency under U.S. Code Title 3, Sec. 19–is so grave as to be a
bar to the nomination's being approved ; the country's best interests being para
mount so that the burden of proof in this connection must be satisfied completely
by those supporting the nomination, else it fails. Only a native is permitted by
the Constitution to be President (Art. 2, Sec. 1, Clause 4) ; so the purpose of the
Succession Law will be defeated by making Kissinger Secretary of State.
2. In his News Conference Aug. 23rd, Professor Kissinger made it clear he is
aware that his being a Jew and a naturalized citizen (born in Germany) raises
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questions in this regard : he stated he would conduct foreign policy “regardless
of religious or national heritage.” One aspect was highlighted in Bernard
Gwertzman's article in the Washington Post of Aug. 26th in which he observed
that heretofore Kissinger has left the Middle East to the State Department to
handle: “partly because Mr. Kissinger was sensitive to the possibility that,
as a Jew, he could be suspected of partiality to Israel.” As the N.Y. Times re
ported—dispatch by Juan de Onis from Jidda, Saudi Arabia—on August 25th,
Arab oil for the U.S. is questionable:
“A conservative ruler with strongly anti-Communist views, King Faisal has
been showing increasing displeasure with the large degree of American Support
for Israel in the Middle Eastern conflict, which he feels is not moving toward a
just settlement.

“LIMITATION ON OIL EXPORTS

“He has indicated to the United States that Saudi Arabia may be prepared to
limit the amount of oil she will export to meet Western needs, and particularly
the increasing United States demand, if there is not a ‘correction' in American
policy in the Middle East.”
This inclination of Arab countries to cut oil production and shipment to the
USA is increased greatly by their already having huge quantities of declining
dollars and do not like many more.
3. King Faisal and other Arab leaders will be increasingly inflamed against
the USA each day that passes with Professor Kissinger in office as Secretary of
State : always suspicious he is secretly playing his favorite game of power-politics
so as to favor Israel—no matter how much he “bends Over backwards” to give the
opposite impression. He will be suspect by everyone.
4. Professor Kissinger's being Secretary of State will play into the Kremlin’s
hands in every way, particularly in its secret manipulations internationally—
especially in Arab lands in seeking to use oil etc. against USA interests and to
make the USA-Israel tie a loss to both. In his above-mentioned Press Conference,
Kissinger commented that: “The President has repeatedly stated that the Middle
East is an important area, perhaps the most dangerous area . . .” Kremlin leaders
are gloating over the “4 Aces hand” dealt them by the President in nominating
as head of the State Department—spokesman for the USA to all the world—this
vulernable Professor; and they will play their power-politics cards with infinite
skill, guile, to Our disadvantage.
5. These developments will further disadvantage Israel, make her role more
difficult—compounding the disfavor toward her in the USA and elsewhere; for
instance the Washington Post commented in its lead editorial on Aug. 26th
against “Israeli Annexation” of war-captured lands in violation of : “the prin
ciple of ‘the inadmissibility of the acquisition of territory by war,’ as so defined
in the 1967 Security Council Mideast resolution which the United States spon
sored.” American and world opinion has also condemned Israel for her official
air-piracy in the recent past. Professor Kissinger's being Secretary of State
will add a great burden of practical difficulties for both Israel and the USA—
always to the Kremlin's gain and delight. The N.Y. Times lead editorial of
Aug. 28th states:
“American policies toward the Middle East involve far more than oil; it is
conceivable that sound reasons will arise in the months and years to come for
modifying the strong military and diplomatic support which Israel has long en
joyed from the United States.”
This “modifying” will come easily, in the face of such “sound reasons,” because
this support by Presidents from Truman to Nixon has been due primarily not to
love of Israel but to get votes and big money from Jews in the USA—as the New
York Times and Washington Post have repeatedly reported over the years; for
instance the latter published on May 6, 1973 excerpts from the diary of Eddie
Jacobson (the late business partner and intimate of Truman) revealing that
Truman backed Israel's creation etc. in 1948 to get Jews' votes, win his re-election.
As fo Nixon, these newspapers published in 1972 various accounts of Nixon's
Similar vote-bids. The same applies to strong support of Israel by most members
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of Congress : vying for Jews' votes. This cynical support of Israel—so inflam
matory of Arabs' hostility toward the USA—has been carried to the extent over
the years of Israel's being classified as “The 51st State” as in the article pub
lished in the N.Y. Times (Op-ed page) June 5, 1971 reprinted below.
6. Kissinger's joking about “Watergate” and the Constitution—N.Y. Times
Aug. 23d—exemplifies his notorious lack of any capacity for moral leadership ;
per his reported statement: “The illegal we do immediately. The unconstitu
tional takes a little longer.” Elitist, professorial “humor” such as this dis
qualifies for high office because it reflects callous disregard for basic American
values—notably the integrity of constitutional government and traditional prin
ciples—which Kissinger (with his Old World background and related code and
values) knows little about and cares less: including the American people's deep
aversion Over the generations to anti-moral, destructive Old World balance-of
power politics which is his chief love, field of expertness and main claim to
fame—all utterly repugnant in the eyes of The American Ideal of 1776 and
the Constitution, barring the USA from such a role, partly because it is always
war-breeding endlessly, per the BRITISH-American policy since 1939.
7. Kissinger will wholly lack credibility and moral standing with foreign
governments, as the operating Executive for years (to continue while Sec
retary of State) of the National Security Council : officially responsible for
policy and actions of the CIA’s “dirty tricks” operations including overthrow
of foreign governments—including Prince Norodom Sihanouk's in Cambodia
per his new book: My War. With the CIA reviewed in Washington Post Aug. 26,
1973, mass murders and tortures in Vietnam per the “Phoenix” project: assassi
nations of government leaders—indirectly of course—such as Diem in Vietnam
and Mossadeq in Iran ; etc., etc. “NSC–CIA Kissinger” is his inescapable char
acter and label. As William V. Shannon's article N.Y. Times Aug. 28th, Op-ed
page, states, Kissinger has been Nixon’s “closest confidant” as to foreign policy
featured by “four years of ruthless war, secret bombing and false reports, of
shameless deceit of ordinary citizens and open contempt for the constitutional
authority of Congress, of crafty manipulation of the press and wiretapping of
his own staff . . . all these brutalities, illegalities and deceits . . .” Kissinger's
public character is inescapably fixed.
8. No professorial Elitist should be Secretary of State, least of all this worst
One, characterized by unlimited arrogance (of which he has boasted), amorality,
scorn for all of America’s basic values traditionally especially in foreign affairs,
evil record officially. Philadelphia, Pa. August 28, 1973

HAMILTON A. LONG.
ISRAEL THE 51 ST STATE 2

(By David G. Nes)

OWINGS MILLs, Md.—A Middle East settlement as envisaged in U.N. Reso
lution 242 will depend very largely upon the degree of influence the U.S. is
willing to apply to persuade Israel that her ultimate survival depends on ac
ceptance by her neighbors and international guarantees, rather than on any
Specific frontiers secured by continuing military superiority.
All reports from our diplomatic missions abroad indicate that the world com
munity—including Britain, France, and our other NATO allies—look to the
United States to exercise toward this end the leverage inherent in our “special
relationship” with Israel. A full understanding of this relationship is essential
in considering the great responsibility Secretary of State Rogers has borne in
his attempts to achieve an Arab-Israeli negotiated settlement.
When President Truman said in October of 1948. “We are pledged to a State
of Israel, large enough, free enough, and strong enough to make its people self
Supporting and secure,” the stage was set for the gradual establishment of an
association between the U.S. and another country unique in our history. Today,
that association is far closer in all areas—defense, economic collaboration, in
telligence exchange, common citizenship, and mutual diplomatic support than
enjoyed, for example, between the U.S. and Great Britain. Unique also is
Israel's almost total immunity from criticism in this country.
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In dollars and cents, our assistance to Israel through the years, both govern
mental and private, has been prodigious. During the period between 1948–1969,
United States Government economic aid totaled $1.3 billion, while dollar trans
fers from private sources amounted to $2.5 billion, a total of $3.8 billion, or
$1,500 per capita on a current population of 2.5 million. This greatly exceeds,
on a per capita basis, our assistance to any ally and compares to $35 per capita
to the peoples of thirteen neighboring states. Since 1969, our assistance to Israel
has greatly increased. Dollar transfers in 1970 reached $800 million and in 1971,
will approximate $1.5 billion. A further increase is anticipated for 1972.
Until 1967, we assured Israel a continuing supply of modern military equip
ment through West Germany and France and thus were able to avoid Arab
hostility on this score. However, with the conclusion of German “reparations”
and de Gaulle's change in Middle East policy, we have—since 1967—become the
exclusive purveyor of arms to Israel. Of greater significance is the fact that
qualitatively, we have provided aircraft, missiles, and electronic systems in Some
cases of greater sophistication and greater strike-capability than those furnished
Our NATO and SEATO all iOS.
A few months ago, the House of Representatives passed an amendment to the
I}efense Procurement Bill giving the President “open-ended” authority to trans
fer ſnilitary equipment to Israel without total cost limitation. As former House
Speaker McCormack remarked, “. . . I have never seen in my 42 years as a
member of this body, language of this kind. . . .” The Senate on Dec. 15 last,
by a sixty-to-twenty vote, killed the Williams' amendment to the Defense Ap
propriations Bill, which would have restricted the President—as with Cam
bodia—from sending U.S. troops into Israel without Congressional permission.
In the area of nuclear weaponry, the United States has also pursued an ex
ceptional position vis-á-vis Israel. During the years when we were pressing
over one hundred nations in the world community with whatever diplomatic,
economic and military leverage we might have to adhere to the nuclear non
proliferation treaty, Israel alone was exempted from strong representations.
Meanwhile, Israel reportedly has produced nuclear weapons designed for
Phantom aircraft delivery.
In the exchange of intelligence, our cooperation with Israel is unprecedented.
During the months prior to the June 1967 hostilities, the military intelligence
requirments levied by Washington upon the Cario Embassy, C.I.A. and military
intelligence staffs were very largely based on Israeli needs. The effectiveness of
the Israeli air strikes on June 5, 1967, was assured in part, at least, by informa
tion on Egyptian air fields and aircraft disposition provided through U.S.
sources. With respect to political and economic information, it was State Depart
ment practice at that time to provide the Israeli embassy in Washington with
copies of those Middle East embassy reports considered of interest.
On the question of dual citizenship, Israel also enjoys an exceptional position.
|Under the Israel Law of Return, an American Jew entering Israel for perma
nent residence is automatically extended Israeli nationality. Consequently,
there are now some 25,000 residents of Israel who possess both American and
Israel citizenship and are entitled to the protection of the United States Govern
ment in the event Of War.
Last summer, in a series of White House statements we would seem to have
extended our commitments to Israel to include the “occupied territories,” her
continued military superiority, and the preservation of her “Jewish character.”
Only history can render a total explanation for this very special U.S.-Israel
relationship. Suffice to say, it has now reached a point where Israel's security
and welfare is not only considered vital to our own, but where our reaction
to its possible compromise is more intense than would be evident with any
of our NATO or SEATO allies. In essence, Israel has become our 51st state.
As one State Department wag put it, “Where Israel's survival to be seriously
threatened, we would be in World War III in two minutes—with Berlin, it might
take several days '"
It is i.ecause of this frightening reality that the Administration has assumed
world leadership in seeking a negotiated settlement, and Secretary Rogers has
been concentrating on reopening the Suez Canal as a first step.
(David G. Nes, mont, retired from the Foreign Service with the personal rank of
Minister, was chargé d'affaires in Cairo before and during the June war of 1967.)
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STATEMENT OPPOSING HoN. HENRY KISSINGER BY KILSOO HAAN

Honorable Chairman Fulbright and Honorable members of the Senate Com
mittee on Foreign Relations:
As per request of Mr. Kuhl, the Senate Committee Chief Clerk I hereby submit
my opposing view against Honorable Kissinger appointment as the new Secretary
of State based upon the following 4 specific reasons.

REASON N.O. ONE

Based On my 38 years of underground intelligence experience, the U.S.-Soviet
“Detente on Soviet Terms” is pregnant with grave contingencies in the foresee
able future, the second half of this decade.
Mr. Kissinger played the significant role as prelude to the consumation of the
President Nixon signing of the “No Inspections” SALT Treaty, the “detente on
Soviet terms.” In essence, was an official act, tantamount to un-American official
act against the best interest of America. President Nixon gave away, he deliber
ately gave away 564 ICBM's and 240 submarine long-range missiles more to Red
Russia and less to Pentagon.
The most alarming fact is that Mr. Kissinger, the Chief official on National
Security Affairs and President Nixon obviously knew of the advance reports
and information which disclosed the Soviet 30 Year Master Plan, How to Defeat
and Destroy America; The Soviet 1973–1976 plan, the final phase of Soviet war
preparation and the Soviet plan which calls for the Stockpile of Ample Essential
Food Supplies for the preparation for an atomic war against America.
Despite of these advance reports and information related to the Soviet war
plans and war preparations, Mr. Kissinger and President Nixon pushed the
United States-Soviet “detente on Soviet terms.”
On Sept. 19, 1971, at the height of Mr. Kissinger's secret negotiations with the
Communist regimes. Secretary of Defense Laird warned, “I cannot give you as
surance that United States will not fall into second place behind Russia in the
1973, 1974, 1975 period.” It seems obviously clear that Mr. Kissinger, if he be
comes the new Secretary of State he may be in official position to make America
“Fall into second place behind Russia in 1973, 1974, 1975 period.”
As an American citizen, I pray and hope the Senate Committee on Foreign
Relations will not fall into Kissinger-Nixon conspiracy and help the Nixon Ad
ministration to place America in the second place under Soviet Sphere of Influ
ence, in the name and spirit of Peace In Our Generation.

REASON NO. TWO

Upon the return of President Nixon to Washington, based on the alleged
Secret agreement or understanding, the Secretary of Defense Laird, ordered the
“Cancellation” of U.S. “Laser” Ballistic Missile Defense Program. Was this
necessary? In Aug. 1973, Secretary of Defense Schlesinger admitted that Red
Russia too had tested the “Multiple Missile Warheads.” Furthermore, our report
revealed that the Soviet Laser Weapons For Military “will be.” militarily oper
ational by late 1975.” Honorable Senator, please picture the balance of this dec
ade when Red Russia will have converted 564 ICBM's and 240 Submarine long
range missiles into 704 Nuclear Multiple Missiles with big warheads aimed at
America.
Mr. Kissinger and President Nixon are the two officials who have made it pos
sible to bring about the United States-Soviet “detente on Soviet terms.”

REASON NO. THREE

Honorable Senators, did you know Mr. Kissinger and President Nixon had
advance information that Red Russia had adopted the plan to stockpile essential
food supplies which must be protected from atomic radiation in time of an atomic
War?
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The Soviet High Command explained that, “An atomic war is impossible with
out an ample reserve of essential food supplies and these food supplies must be
protected from radiation.”
Mr. Kissinger and President Nixon, as the prelude to the secret negotiation of
the United States-Soviet grain deal, had “Kill” Congressman Neal Smith's House
bill, “To establish a strategic commodity reserve of wheat and grains,” in the
Senate in late 1971.
Soon after, the United States-Soviet grain deal secret negotiations began.
Hence, by July and August 1972, the United States-Soviet grain deal was con
Sumated and approved by President Nixon.
There can be no doubt that Mr. Kissinger and President Nixon were less
concerned with the future need of food supplies of the U.S. citizens and more
concerned and pre-occuplied to help Red Russia's plan to stockpile essential
food supplies and to please Red Russians.

REASON N.O. FOUR

Based upon Jack Anderson's July 1, 1973 news column ; early in 1973, White
House cut off the heart of navigation and communications of U.S. Nuclear Sub
marine Fleet and U.S. Air Force, 600 planes including B-52's, the “Loran” au
thorizations, the 1973 Pentagon budget and thus cripple the U.S. First Line
Of National Defense.
To understand the significance of this White House conspiracy, may I once
again call your attention to the United States-Soviet detente on Soviet terms,
under it, President Nixon gave Red Russia 564 ICBM's and 240 submarine long
range missiles more than to the United States. Why?
It seems this spirit of “detente on Soviet terms” prevailed over the White
House budget cutters, hence the White House conspired to cripple the smooth and
efficient Operation of the U.S. nuclear submarine fleet and the U.S. Air Force,
operation of 600 planes, including B-52's.
Ask yourself this revealing and telling question. Why was it necessary for
“The Joint Chiefs, without informing the White House, quietly dispatched the
Inysterious ‘Captain Marvel' and three other top emissaries in civilian clothes
to spread the alarm in Congress?”
The article further stated, “In such cloak and dagger fashion, Murphy, (Con
gressman Murphy's Coast Guard Committee which handles Loran authoriza
tions) was tipped off what information to request from the Joint Chiefs . . .”
Thank God Congressman Murphy’s Committee restored the 1973 Pentagon
budget, the “Loran Authorization.”
In concluding my opposition to Mr. Kissinger's appointment as the new U.S.
Secretary of State to replace Honorable Rogers, may I be permitted to point Out
this ominous advise, which is to have been said by the Soviet military, Master
General Grecko who is at present one of the most powerful influences, who advo
cates War, an atomic war against America in the Soviet Politburo, (Reader's
Digest Oct. 1970 issue.)
“The Americans are fooling themselves. The only war to fight to win is an
atomic one, and that is what we shall be prepared for.” On August 22, 1973, the
Soviet physicist Andri Sakharov dared to warn the Western Powers, “detente on
Soviet terms could lead to a disarmed world facing a a Soviet Union armed to
the teeth and dangerous.” God help America |
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[EXECUTIVE SESSION |

NOMINATION OF HENRY A. KISSINGER

MoMDAY, SEPTEMBER 10, 1973

UNITED STATEs SENATE,
CoMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONs,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in room S-116,
Capitol Building, Senator J. W. Fulbright [chairman], presiding.
Present: Senators Fulbright, Sparkman, Mansfield, Church, Symº Pell, McGee, Muskie, McGovern, Aiken, Case, Javits, andCott.

Also present: Mr. J. T. Smith, Department of Justice.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.

OPENING STATEMENT

We are meeting in executive session to discuss the availability of
what I think is called a summary of the study made by the FBI on
the question of taps of various members of the executive branch plus
Some members of the press. It is the matter which arose in the hearing
the other day. It seems to me to be quite relevant to the nominee,
Dr. Kissinger's procedures, which he has followed in his present
position and which presumably he could or would follow in his new
position as Secretary of State, in addition to being the director or
the head of the National Security Council. I am never quite clear
what Mr. Kissinger's title is in the National Security Council. Is it
proper to call him the Director of the National Security Council?

STATEMENT OF HON, ELLIOT L. RICHARDSON, ATTORNEY GENERAL;

ACCOMPANIED BY WILLIAM D. RUCKELSHAUS, DEPUTY ATTOR
NEY GENERAL

Mr. RICHARDso N. No, I don’t think it is.
The CHAIRMAN. The head of it?
Mr. RICHARDsoN. It is the President’s National Security Advisor.
Indeed he is staff director to the Council itself.
The CHAIRMAN. As I understand it

,

the report which we have
requested is not a summary of the wiretaps as such. We do not ask
for the raw material, but it is a comprehensive report on the origin
and discussion o

f

the 1
7 taps. It contains simply a summary of the

results o
f

the taps. It is also my understanding from the other day
that there were no compromises o
f

national security really revealed.
That is not particularly the point that is interesting to me. What
interests me is the procedure which is followed in these cases b
y

the

(263)
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executive branch. It seems to me that al
l

o
f

this is quite relevant to

Mr. Kissinger's role and his new role a
s Secretary of State.

PRECEDENT OF ME. BOHLEN

We had a precedent for this type o
f thing when Mr. Bohlen, J

believe, was nominated a
s Ambassador. The question was raised, J

believe, about what the FBI files showed about him. He was rumored

a
t

least in the press to have had some unusual or unorthodox habits
We resolved it by appointing a subcommittee of this committee to

look at the raw files as f recall it
.

Senator Sparkman, I believe was a

member of that and Senator Taft.
They were delegated to look at the files themselves. That resolvedº particular question and, as you know, everything worked out allright.

It was against that background that it seemed to me quite proper
for the committee to be given the benefit o

f

a
n examination of the

summary. That is about al
l
I have to say.

ATTORNEY GENERAL's POSITION

Mr. Attorney General, what is your position on this matter?
Mr. RICHARDSON. Mr. Chairman, speaking for the Department of

Justice, my approach to this is that we would like to be as helpful as

possible to the committee with respect to the question o
f

the pro
cedure followed by the executive branch a

s you put it a moment ago.
We recognize that this procedure and more especially Dr. Kissinger's
role in it is clearly relevant to the deliberations of the committee with
respect to his nomination.

It is necessary, however, to point out that the report to which you
referred does, in fact, contain summaries o

f
the so-called raw data

found in certain o
f

the wiretaps with respect to individuals. This
information, we believe, could prove embarrassing to them without
being material to the question o

f

Dr. Kissinger's own role.
Senator JAVITs. May I ask you about one word? You now use the
word “material”; you used before the word “relevant”; now which is

it? You said this procedure is clearly relevant to the confirmation of

Dr. Kissinger. Now you said material.
Mr. RICHARDsoN. Sorry to have to confess, Senator Javits, that
although I may b

e
a lawyer I used the word interchangeably.

Senator JAVITs. OK. They mean the same thing.
Mr. RICHARDSON. They did certainly in this context.
Senator JAVITs. Thank you.
Mr. RICHARDSON. What I am really trying to say is that we would
like to give the committee all the information that the report contained
and that Bill Ruckelshaus and I possess with respect to Dr. Kissinger's
role. We would like, however, to draw a line at information that has

to do solely with individuals who were tapped and which derives
from those taps. The best way to do this it seemed to us to be, there
fore, to prepare a memorandum to the committee based on the report.
This memorandum should b

e available in a few minutes. It is being
reproduced at the moment, and in anticipation o

f

that perhaps it

would be useful if I gave the committee some background information

a
s

to the origin o
f

the report and what its full scope is
.
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ORIGIN AND SCOPE OF REPORT

Now, as you recall when Bill Ruckelshaus was appointed as the
interim director of the FBI there arose a question in the course of the
Ellsberg trial then proceeding in California as to the possible tainting
of evidence in that case by information obtained through wiretaps
that had just become known to the court, and that led to the instituting
of a comprehensive search by Mr. Ruckelshaus to discover what
records could still be found of those wiretaps.
The report in question was a report to him summarizing a

ll

the
information that was eventually rounded up. It was meant to be a

summary o
f

a
ll

1
7 taps, including who requested them, their duration,

and what information was discovered.
The report contains the names of the individuals tapped and some
information about them that, as I mentioned earlier, could prove
embarrassing to them. In this connection it has long been firmly
established policy o

f

the Justice Department that this kind of material
should not be disclosed unless an overriding public interest makes it

essential.
BOHLEN PRECEDENT

The chairman referred a few moments ago to the Bohlen precedent
under which a subcommittee was empowered to look at the actual
FBI file. That would b

e analogous to creating a subcommittee in

this instance to look at the FBI file on Dr. Kissinger himself. We are
not aware of any consideration that does make it a matter of overriding
public interest for the committee to see those portions of the report
that have to d

o only with information about individuals that was
found a

s
a result o
f

the taps.
On the other hand, as I say, we have sought to extract from the
report and make available to the committee a

ll that the report
reflects with respect to the procedures followed, and Dr. Kissinger's
role in these procedures.
Perhaps I might pause here, Mr. Chairman, before giving a summary

o
f

what the report shows. I anticipate distributing the memorandum

to you and seeing what questions the committee may have at this
Stage.

ACCURACY OF LIST PRINTED BY NEWPAPERS

Senator AIKEN. May I ask, Mr. Chairman, was the list of 17

printed in some of the newspapers an accurate list?
Mr. RICHARDSON. We have never confirmed o

r

denied the accuracy

o
f

the list, Senator Aiken, and we think there are grounds of official
concern in doing so. It is a matter essentially o

f

whether o
r not by a

process o
f

inclusion and exclusion in cases of this kind we do or do not
by implication confirm in some instances because we failed to deny.

OPINION OF 17 PEOPLE LISTED CONCERNING RELEASE OF INFORMATION

Senator AIKEN. But my question really amounts to this: Of the

1
7 names, I believe, that were listed in some of the newspapers,

whether accurate o
r complete o
r not, have any of those 1
7 people

expressed any opinion a
s to whether what the FBI learned should b
e

released o
r

not or given to the committee? Have you heard from any

o
f

those 1
7 people, including the members o
f

the press?
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Mr. RICHARDSON. There is a lawsuit that is presently pending on
the part of Mr. Halperin against
Senator AIKEN. Of whom?
Mr. RICHARDsoN. Mr. Morton Halperin.
Senator AIKEN. Yes.
Mr. RICHARDsoN. Who was, had been, a member of the National
Security Council staff. He has brought a suit against Dr. Kissinger
and General Haig, and I think others, in which the Justice Department
is now representing the Government officials who are named as
defendants. There have been other cases in which there has been some
communication directly by individuals who have seen themselves
named with Mr. Ruckelshaus, and I would like to ask him to comment
on that.
Senator AIKEN. I really want to know if any are opposed to divulg
ing any information which was learned as a result of tapping their
wires or are they perhaps in favor of it?

BACKGROUND OF WITNESS’ DECISION NOT TO DIVULGE RESULTS

Mr. RUCKLESHAUs. Senator, maybe I can give you some back
ground of my own thinking.
Prior to divulging the results of the investigation that the FBI had
that led to the discovery of the records involved in these 17 wiretaps I
had myself given consideration to the revealing of the names. One of
the documents which we will submit to the committee as soon as the
memorandum arrives is a transcript of a statement that I made at a
press conference in which I described the investigation and what we
discovered from it on May 14 of this year. In there I stated to the
press that I had decided not to reveal the names because of the poten
tial harm to the individuals involved and that I simply could not antic
ipate and I was finally persuaded not to do so because it was clear
to me that if the Government authenticated that these individuals had
been in fact tapped and some unknown harm was done to an individual
because of his name being associated with the Government's suspicion
of him in the past of having been the source of leaked information there
is no way that I could undo that, no way the Government could undo
that. If

,
o
n

the other hand, we made a mistake for not releasing the
names for one reason o

r

another we could always rectify that by re
leasing them.

I have since become convinced that I was correct in not releasing
the names because some o

f

the individuals involved still work for the
Government. As you pointed out, there have been press stories
stating who the names were from citing unnamed sources, but there
never has been any Government authentication that these names
were in fact the subject of wiretaps, and I am convinced that there

is no way we can tell what the impact is going to be on an individual

if there is an official statement by the Government, yes, this person
was tapped.
Now, in the case of Halperin, the Justice Department does provide to

the court the names o
f

in camera for the judge sitting in camera–
the names o

f individuals who may b
e defendants o
r

associated with
the defendant against whom a wiretap by the Government was
instituted o

r

who was overheard. The court then makes the judgment

a
s

to whether these names should be given to the defense or whether
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they should be released. But in this instance, the release of the names
themselves does not seem to serve any purpose such as that of releas
ing them to a court in the public interest.

WHO GAVE LIST TO PRESS’’’

Senator AIKEN. Do you know who gave the list to the press?
Mr. RICHARDSON. I do not know. [Deleted.]

RELEVANCY OF KNOWING PROCED URES NOM INEE FOLLOWED

The CHAIRMAN. Under our system when we are asked to approve a
nomination of a man—whom most of us, including myself, greatly
respect for his personal ability and his personal charm and everything
else that goes with it—the procedures which he has followed in his role
as the head of the National Security Council, and now Secretary of
State, seem to me to be very relevant to our estimate of his future
conduct of this office. It does not necessarily mean at all, in my opinion,
if he ordered a

ll

the taps and asked for them that he should not be

confirmed, but at least we would know where we are. I think we ought

to b
e
a party to the knowledge o
f

the way the procedures are carried
OI).

I would not see any reason, really, why the committee should not
know how the nominee has operated. We gather from what we have
already read in the paper that Mr. Kissinger did request these taps.
He gave the reason the other day in public session that he thought the
national security was involved and that it was in that respect that he
thought they were justified. There were 1

7 different taps. One o
f them,

o
f course, as we all know, is now a member of the staff o
f
this com

mittee who was at that time a member of the staff of Dr. Kissinger.
This does not, in my opinion, reflect upon [deleted]. He does not
seem to b

e very offended about it
. It is a practice that has grown up.

I don’t think many of you approve of it as a procedure, but it seems to
me the committee ought to know about it and g

o

o
n

from there a
s we

we did with the Bohlen case. Senator Sparkman, you were one of the
participants in that incident. It was resolved and we went ahead.
Mr. Bohlen was confirmed. But from the point of view of the com
mittee it would seem irresponsible for us to move o

n in the dark
without resolving the question o

f whether this was a procedure which
has been followed. It may b

e that the taps are justified, and that this is

something we can look forward to in the future, that we will all be
tapped. Maybe the members of the committee have been tapped. I

don't know, but, I think, we ought to know just how we run our
Government.

WHAT COMMITTEE IS AS KING FOR

Senator Scott. I think we are entitled to know Mr. Kissinger's role

in it
. I am very leery about looking at those raw files.

The CHAIRMAN. We are not asking to look a
t

the raw files. We are
asking to look at the study which was prepared by Mr. Ruckelshaus

a
s to the nature of the operation. We are pretty well informed that

nothing violating o
r seriously violating, if at all, the national security

was discovered in these taps. I don’t know that there is anything that

is
, going to compromise them, but it is a procedure involved in how

21–561–73—2
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we are going to run our Government that seems to me to be very
interesting.
Senator Scott. Could the Attorney General break down the cate
gories of these wiretaps? Are they a

ll alike, a
ll

1
7 o
f them, or did they

fall into different categories?

HEARING PROCED URE

Senator JAVITs. Mr. Chairman, would the Senator yield, may I

respectfully suggest as always we follow some procedure. I would like

to question the witnesses very closely and I await on the ruling of the
Chair as to how we should go about it

.

The CHAIRMAN. I was waiting for the Attorney General to proceed
with his statement and then we will have the usual questioning.
Senator JAVITs. All right.

BOHLEN CASE

Senator SPARKMAN. Mr. Chairman, before you move on, you re
ferred to the Bohlen case. You remember we were at an impasse onº when the Chair appointed Senator Taft and me to go down andcheck.

-

I don’t know just what may be implied b
y

the term, “the raw files.”
We saw everything that was in that and I suppose that was it. We
came back and reported to the committee. Senator Taft made a very
strong statement on the Senate floor. I made a mild one, but we both
came up with this feeling that we would never want to be investigated
by the FBI on the basis of the supposed facts that they had in their
files. Much o

f it
,
I think, was utterly ridiculous, and the statement

was made to the committee and on the floor of the Senate, and we
promptly moved to approve Mr. Bohlen's confirmation.

REVEALING INFORMATION SUPPORTED

I don’t see that there would b
e anything hurtful in revealing this

information. I would like to know if all of his aides that were connected
with the I understand this was connected with the National Security
Council, wasn’t it

,

and involved leaks that were given. In fact we saw
those leaks in the papers ourselves a

t

that time. They thought it was
highly important. But if they were al

l

tapped why then we might be

concerned with a
ll

o
f them, a
ll

o
f

u
s

a
s
a general principle. We are

particularly concerned with one who is now on the staff o
f

our com
mittee and it seems to me we would be entitled to have full information
on them.

The CHAIRMAN. Go ahead, Mr. Attorney General.

INFORMATION’s IMPORTANCE TO COMMITTEE AGREED WITH

Mr. RICHARDSON. There is certainly no disagreement between the
committee and Mr. Ruckelshaus and myself with respect to the im
portance to the committee o
f

the information about the procedure
followed and Dr. Kissinger's role in it
.

The memorandum which has
just been distributed to you in effect embodies al

l

the information that
can b

e gleaned from the report in that respect and it might be useful

if I proceed from page 2 of this memorandum before w
e

resume
questioning.
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SPECIAL PROGRAM OF WIRETAPS

In order to find the source of the leaks that have become of concern
to the administration in the spring of 1969, a special program of
wiretaps was instituted in mid-1969 and terminated in February 1971.
The information thus obtained was made available to senior officialsº for national security matters in order to curtail further€8, KS.

Mr. Ruckelshaus, as he said earlier, in a press conference on May 14,
1973, elaborated further on this background. In all, 17 individuals
were tapped as part of this special program. In each case a request
for authorization was submitted to Attorney General Mitchell by
the Director of the FBI, J. Edgar Hoover. All the requests for author
ization were signed by J. Edgar Hoover and approved by John N.
Mitchell.
The individuals tapped fell into three categories.
1. Governmental employees who had access to sensitive information;
2. Newsmen who had printed leaked information;
3. Governmental employees who were discovered from the taps
themselves as possibly involved in the leaks.
Thirteen of the taps were governmental employees and four were
newsmen. The first taps were installed in May 1969 and the last
were taken off in February 1971. They ranged in length from 1 to
21 months.
The FBI report to Mr. Ruckelshaus reflects the concern over the
leaks of sensitive information transmitted to the Attorney General
and the Director of the FBI in early May 1969 by the President and
Dr. Kissinger. The FBI records on which this report was based do
not, however, reflect a

ll

the deliberations that led to any given wireta

o
r

the relevance to the leaked information o
f all the taps placed.

Some names to b
e tapped were generated by consultation between

the NSC staff and William Sullivan, the FBI Assistant Director for
Domestic Intelligence. When the NSC supplied a name the request
for authorization to the Attorney General recited that fact with
little elaboration by the FBI. This reflected the FBI's traditional
role a

s

the sole agency in the Federal Government that conducted
national security wiretaps.

DR. KISSINGER's Role

As best can b
e

determined from the FBI records, Dr. Kissinger's
role included expressing concern over leaks o

f

sensitive material and
when this concern was coupled with that o

f

the President and trans
mitted to the Director of the FBI, it led to efforts to stem the leaks,
which efforts included some wiretaps o

f

Government employees and
newsmen. His role further involved the supplying to the FBI of

names of individuals in the Government who had access to sensitive
information and occasional review o

f

information generated by the
program to determine its usefulness. Any further elaboration of his
role would have to come from Dr. Kissinger himself.
This is all that can b

e found in the report. The rest of the report
deals with the summary o
f

information obtained about these indi
viduals from the taps themselves.

I should elaborate a little, I think, because Mr. Ruckelshaus and I

have talked to Dr. Kissinger in order to supplement our own under
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standing of what occurred. Dr. Kissinger was, as he pointed out, new
to his role of the National Security Council staff and totally unfamiliar
with the uses of electronic surveillance of any form.
He did, however, feel deep concern, as did the President, and indeed
those of us in the Department of State, I having happened to be
there at the time, over the leaks. According to Dr. Kissinger, what
originated here really was apparently a proposal by the director of the
FBI, J. Edgar Hoover, to employ in this instance a technique that had
been used in other comparable instances, and so the question then was
who will be tapped. Well, an obvious prospect for this were the
reporters who had printed leaked information, and we thought that
this might turn up someone who over the phone transmitted additional
information. [Deleted.]
The other likeliest prospect so far as the White House staff were
concerned with the members of the National Security Council staff
themselves who had access to the information that had been disclosed,
and so Dr. Kissinger was asked to furnish the names of those indi
viduals and undoubtedly the furnishing of those names led to the fact
that in certain instances they were made the subject of electronic
surveillance. But it does not appear that he had other than one, a
sharing of the concern over the leaks, and, two, an originating role in
supplying SC staff names, any direct part in the process whereby
these wiretaps were instituted.
Senator MANSFIELD. It does not appear you say.
Mr. RICHARDSON. It does not appear.

ORIGIN OF REQUESTS FOR TAPS

The CHAIRMAN. Does it appear that Dr. Kissinger went to the
President and asked for these taps?
Mr. RICHARDson. No.
The CHAIRMAN. He did not initiate the idea of asking for the taps?
Mr. RICHARDSON. No, unless it is fair to say that you have to take
together the report which undertakes to reflect what the records show,
and Dr. Kissinger's own recollection of what occurred as to which, of
course, he is a better witness than we are, but the FBI records indicate
that there were requests for wiretaps of identified individuals, in one
case by Dr. Kissinger and in two instances, on his behalf by then
Colonel Haig.
[Deleted.]

SEPTEMBER 10, 1973, MEMORANDUM FROM ATTORNEY GENERAL

ºtor AIKEN. May I ask, Mr. Chairman, is this statement clasS1116×Ci(

Mr. RICHARDSON. No.
Senator AIKEN. OK.
[The document referred to follows:

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL,
Washington, D.C., September 10, 1973.

MEMORAND UM

To: Senate Committee on Foreign Relations.
From: Elliot L. Richardson, Attorney General.
Subject: Role of Henry A. Kissinger in placing of wiretaps to stem leaks of sensi
tive material affecting our national security in the period May 1969 to Feb
ruary 1971 as reflected in Justice Department records.
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The report which a member of the staff of this Committee requested from the
Justice Department just prior to Henry Kissinger's confirmation hearing last
Friday and which was alluded to in the hearings themselves was not written for
the purpose of discovering the role of Dr. Kissinger in the placing of the questioned
wiretaps. The report requested by then FBI Acting Director William D. Ruckels
haus was meant to be a summary from the FBI files of all seventeen taps including
who requested them, their duration and what information was discovered. The
report contains the names of the individuals tapped and some information about
them that could prove embarrassing to them. It has long been Justice Department
policy that this kind of material should not be disclosed unless an overriding public
interest makes it essential.
It is hoped that this memorandum, which attempts to glean from the report in
question Dr. Kissinger's role in the placing of the wiretaps, meets what we per
ceive to be this Committee's legitimate concern for that role.

BACKGROUND

On May 22, 1973, the President made the following statement with respect
to the rationale for the taps in question:

By mid-1969, my Administration had begun a number of highly sensitive
foreign policy initiatives. They were aimed at ending the war in Vietnam,
achieving a settlement in the Middle East, limiting nuclear arms, and
establishing new relationships among the great powers. These involved highly
Secret diplomacy. They were closely interrelated. Leaks of secret information
about any one could endanger all.
In order to find the source of the leaks, a special program of wiretaps was
instituted in mid-1969 and terminated in February, 1971. The information thus
obtained was made available to senior officials responsible for national security
matters in Order to curtail further leaks.
I also attach for your information the opening statement in a press conference
held by William D. Ruckelshaus on May 14, 1973 which elaborates further on the
background of this matter. In all, 17 individuals were tapped as part of this
Special program. In each case a request for authorization was submitted to
Attorney General Mitchell by the Director of the FBI, J. Edgar Hoover. All
the requests for authorization were signed by J. Edgar Hoover and approved by
John N. Mitchell.
The individuals tapped fell into 3 categories:
1. Governmental employees who had access to sensitive information.
2. Newsmen who had printed leaked information.
3. Governmental employees who were discovered from the taps themselves as
possibly involved in the leaks.
Thirteen of the taps were governmental employees and four were newsmen. The
first taps were installed in May of 1969 and the last were taken off in February of
1971. They ranged in length from one to 21 months.

THE KISSINGER ROLE

The FBI report to Mr. Ruckelshaus reflects the concern over the leaks of sensi
tive information transmitted to the Attorney General and the Director of the FBI
in early May, 1969 by the President and Dr. Kissinger. The FBI records on which
this report was based do not, however, reflect all the deliberations that led to any
given wiretap or the relevance to the leaked information of all the taps placed.
Some names to be tapped were generated by consultation between the NSC
staff and William Sullivan, the FBI Assistant Director for Domestic Intelligence.
When the NSC supplied a name the request for authorization to the Attorney
General recited that fact with little elaboration by the FBI. This reflected the
FBI's traditional role as the sole agency in the Federal Government that conducted
national security wiretaps.
As best can be determined from the FBI records, Dr. Kissinger's role included
expressing concern over leaks of sensitive material and when this concern was
coupled with that of the President and transmitted to the Director of the FBI,
it led to efforts to stem the leaks, which efforts included some wiretaps of govern
ment employees and newsmen. His role further involved the supplying to the FBI
of names of individuals in the government who had access to sensitive information
and occasional review of information generated by the program to determine its
usefulness. Any further elaboration of his role would have to come from
Dr. Kissinger himself.
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WILLIAM D. RUCKELSHAUs, ACTING DIRECTOR, FBI, PRESS ConFERENCE, MAY 14,
1973, 2:00 P.M.

Mr. CoNMY. Good afternoon. This is an on the record news conference with
William D. Ruckelshaus, Acting Director of the FBI. Mr. Ruckelshaus has a
brief statement, after which he’ll be pleased to respond to any questions. There
are hand microphones on the sides of the room may I suggest it will be easier for
all of us to hear if you use those when you do ask your questions. There is a
background paper on wiretapping that's available to you. You may use it as you
See fit. There is also a text of Mr. Ruckelshaus' statement and a full transcript of
the entire news conference will be available, hopefully, later today.
Mr. RUCKELSHAUs. Gentlemen, I’d like to read this statement, in its entirety
so that we have this problem in context before your questions.
Shortly after assuming this job, my attention was drawn to several newspaper
and periodical accounts of electronic surveillances, better known as wiretaps,
having been placed on telephones of government employees and newsmen in an
effort to stem the leaks of information related to highly sensitive foreign policy
issues. Upon inquiry, I was informed by FBI employees that these surveillances
had been performed and that the records relating to them were missing from the
FBI files. Also the question had been raised in the Ellsberg trial whether informa
tion from these alleged taps had been used by the prosecution in any way and thus
tainted the evidence.
As a result of this information, I immediately ordered an investigation into the
facts surrounding the taps and the missing records. The investigation was started
Friday, May 4, 1973, and was conducted under my personal supervision by
highly skilled FBI personnel at Headquarters. Forty-two separate interviews
were conducted, all by Headquarters personnel, and included travel to Phoenix,
Arizona; Tampa, Florida; Savannah, Georgia; New York City; and Stamford,
Connecticut.
The investigation revealed that from May, 1969, to February, 1971, based on
consultations between the Director of the FBI and the White House, certain
wiretaps were instituted in an effort to pinpoint responsibility for leaks of highly
sensitive and classified information which, in the opinion of those charged with
conducting our foreign policy, were compromising the Nation’s effectiveness in
negotiations and other dealings with foreign powers.
There was a total of 17 wiretaps placed for this purpose. Four were placed on
newsmen as the potential recipients of leaks and thirteen on government employees
as the potential sources. The taps were on for varying lengths of time during the
period in question; two for as little as 30 days and one for as long as 21 months.
These requests were handled in the same way as other requests involving
national security for a number of years and in prior Administrations. When a
government agency or the White House requests surveillance the request is studied
by the senior officials of the FBI, and if the Director approves, authority is then
requested from the Attorney General. If he approves, as was done in this case, the
surveillance commences, summaries are prepared from the logs, which are trans
mitted to the interested agency, or as in this case, the White House.
Because of the sensitivity of these particular surveillances, the records were
very closely held; first in the Director’s Office and then on the Director's orders
under the custody of Mr. W. C. Sullivan who was an Assistant to the Director.
The investigation indicates that sometime in the summer of 1971, after the
taps were all taken off, Mr. Sullivan contacted Mr. Robert Mardian, who was then
Assistant Attorney General in charge of the Internal Security Division, and
informed him of the nature of these records and recommended that they be trans
ferred to The White House. According to Mr. Mardian, the recommendation was
made on the claim by Mr. Sullivan that Mr. Hoover might use the records in
some manner against the Attorney General or the President. Mr. Sullivan does not
affirm Mr. Mardian's claim. There is certainly no proof that Mr. Hoover had
such intention but the charge had its desired effect. According to Mr. Mardian, he
informed Mr. Mitchell, who in turn informed The White House. The records were
taken from the files by Mr. Sullivan, who ordered them given to Mr. Mardian, who
delivered them to The White House.
When the FBI discovered the records were missing upon Mr. Sullivan's retire
ment in the fall of 1971, it commenced an inquiry which ended when Mr. Hoover
was informed by Mr. Mitchell that the records had been destroyed. It should be
noted that Mr. Mitchell has denied making such a statement to Mr. Hoover.
This conflict cannot be resolved because of Mr. Hoover's death. Mr. Mitchell,
however, confirmed that the records were moved to The White House.
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In any event, the FBI accepted the premise that the records had been destroyed,
and when I assumed my present position, I had no reason to believe that the
records were still intact. It was not until last Thursday night that our investiga
tion revealed, during an interview with Mr. Mardian in Phoenix, that the records
probably still existed and might be in The White House.
The next day the records were located in The White House, having been filed
in a safe in Mr. Ehrlichman's outer office.
Unfortunately, the records were not located in time to respond to Judge Byrne's
inquiries about the potential taint of evidence in the Ellsberg trial. The inter
ception of Ellsberg's conversations all occurred when he was either a guest of
Morton Halperin, National Security Council, or conversing with him. It was one
of those conversations of Mr. Ellsberg which I had informed the Judge on Wednes
day, May 9, 1973, had been remembered by one of our employees who had
monitored the tape. Of course, whether the location of the records would have
had any affect on the Judge's decision is not for me to say.
On Saturday an FBI Agent and I went to The White House, identified and
retrieved the records and they now rest in the FBI files.
The investigation was conducted with skill, speed and effectiveness by the
FBI and resulted in the full retrieval of the records. I believe it is in the public
interest to reveal these facts so that this story can be put in proper perspective.
Now I have two more points that I want to make, gentlemen. One is that I
recognize how very emotional the question of wiretaps is in our society, and I
asked at the time this investigation started that a history of the use of electronic
surveillances or wiretaps in the FBI or by the FBI be prepared. The handout
that you now have or is available is the result of that inquiry. I felt that the
history was informative and good enough that it warranted being handed out at
this press conference so that again these taps can be placed in that historical
perspective. Secondly, since I am sure it will be one of the first questions, I want to
touch on the reasons why I have not revealed the names of the 17 people who
were placed under electronic surveillance during the course of this effort to stem
the leaks. At first I felt it was probably a good thing to reveal these names in the
interest of openness and letting the public know precisely what happened. And
upon reflection I concluded that the potential harm to be done by the release of
these names outweighed the good that could result in the openness of revealing
them. The potential harm is clear to the employees of the Government in that
their positions in the Government since they were at least once under Suspicion
and most, if not all of them, have since been exonerated, might be jeopardized.
It's less clear as to the newsmen as to why the names would not be released, but
again, upon reflection and a certain degree of agonizing I concluded that the
potential was still there for some harm to be done by revealing their names to
the public. And I was finally persuaded by the realization that if I made a mistake
in releasing the names there was nothing I could do about it

,

but if I make a

mistake in not releasing them I can always rectify that mistake by doing so later.
So in response to any of your questions a

s to what these names are, o
r

who is

involved, my answer will be the same and that is that I will neither confirm nor
deny that any of the names that you request are the subjects of this surveillance.
I’ll now attempt to answer your questions.

LEAKS RESULTING IN SUBMISSION OF PARTICULAR NAME

The CHAIRMAN. Could you indicate what leaks, for example,
occurred that resulted in the submission of a particular name? Does
this occur in the summary?
Mr. RICHARDsoN. No, it does not. The summary only contains
the sort of general background that was described b

y

Mr. Ruckelshaus

in his May 1
4 statement and later by the President in his May 2
2

Statement.
ATTORNEY GENERAL's REQUESTS FOR TAPS

The CHAIRMAN. Does the summary indicate whether o
r

not the
Attorney, General requested any names to be tapped?
Mr. Richa RDsoN. There are two instances—I want Bill to hear
this—the chairman's question was does the summary indicate any
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instance in which the Attorney General requested or originated a
request for a wiretap, there are two.
Mr. RUCKELSHAUs. Yes, there are.
Mr. RICHARDSON. In every other case his role simply appears to
have been that of approving the use of the wiretap.

ATTORNEY GENERAL'S DENIAL OF ASKING FOR TAPS

The CHAIRMAN. I thought that the Attorney General had said at
sometime or another that he had never asked for specific names to
be tapped?
Mr. RUCKELSHAUs. Mr. Chairman, I think I can answer that
question. There had been stories that appeared starting in Time
Magazine back in February of 1972 indicating the existence of these
taps. There had been denials by Attorney General Mitchell of the
existence of these taps starting then, and as the press conference
record indicates this denial was, in effect, belied by the existence of
the signed authorizations by the Attorney General himself on a

ll

1
7

o
f

these taps that were installed.

APPROVAL OF AUTHORIZATIONS

The CHAIRMAN. Did h
e sign the authorizations in blank and allow

Mr. Kissinger to fill in the names?
Mr. RUCKELSHAUs. Mr. Kissinger never had anything to do with
the authorizations themselves. That would be a request form that
was sent from the director o

f

the FBI requesting authorization to

install a given wiretap to the Attorney General. On the bottom o
f

that form would be a line for approval by the Attorney General.
The CHAIRMAN. Did he not approve them in blank?
Mr. RucKELSHAUs. No, I am sure he did not.
The CHAIRMAN. In batches of three or four, is that not true?
Mr. RUCKELSHAUs. I am sure h

e

did not approve these in blank,
Mr. Chairman. But in fact signed them a

s h
e would receive them

from the director of the FBI.

INITIATION OF TAPS

The CHAIRMAN. Is it fair to say that al
l

but maybe one o
r

two
were initiated by Mr. Kissinger?
Mr. RUCKELSHAUs. No, I don’t think that is fair to say that he

initiated the taps themselves. I think the names were generated from

a number o
f sources, including the members o
f

the NSC staff who
might have access to the information that was leaked. I think also
some o

f

the names were generated by the FBI when they overheard

in the given wiretap names o
f people who might have been the source.

JUSTIFICATION OF AND RATIONALE FOR TAPS

The CHAIRMAN. Take [deleted] who was [deleted] to [deleted].
What in the world would be the excuse for tapping his phone? What
could b

e the justification? This puzzles me a
s a matter o
f procedure.

I am not particularly interested in what they found out, but it seems
very odd to me that they would initiate a tap, and especially if Mr.
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Kissinger initiated the tapping, of a [deleted]. If he would do that
I don't know that he would not tap any member of this committee
or the Majority Leader or anybody else. What is the excuse for it?
This is what bothers me. What is the rationale?
Mr. RUCKELSHAUs. I think again, Mr. Chairman, the rationale
would have to be access to information. The question of whether
that justified it or not, I think is a question that we are not really
equipped to answer. But the rationale was he would fit into the cate
gories that are named in the memorandum, category 1

.

OBSESSION WITH SECURITY

The CHAIRMAN. What this indicates is such an obsession with
security that there is no limit in our Government. I am puzzled by it.

Take the concern about the Pentagon papers. I read the Pentagon
papers. They were an awful bore. Why you cared about them being
published is beyond my comprehension and it seems silly to me why
you care. You brought the suit.
Senator SCOTT. I would like to second that.
The CHAIRMAN. That is what puzzles me. Parts of this don’t
bother me.

PROCEDURE FOLLOWED IN TAPPING QUESTIONED

It is the procedure that you follow. Our Government has come to

where a
ll

o
f

u
s

are going to look at each other and wonder if we are
going to be tapped. I used to be asked, “are you being tapped.” I always
said that I have no reason to think I am tapped because I am not
important enough. I sort of passed it off as a joke. I did not think it

was worthwhile for anybody to tap my phone and I never believed it
was. When I had a conversation with you I asked you and you said
none o

f

our members had been tapped. I did not have any reserva
tions that you did not tell me the truth about it because why should
we be. But this is most peculiar. I can see why maybe [deleted] who
worked for him was not loyal o

r

even [deleted] but you go over here

to the Department of Defense. You have [deleted] over in the State
Department who was a deleted] and I think [deleted]. Why in the
world were such people tapped? If you had that kind of suspicion, I

would think you would fire them. There is something about the
procedure that seems very peculiar to me.
Mr. RICHARDSON. Mr. Chairman, I don’t think there was a question

o
f specific suspicions attached to any individual. It was a question of

their access to the information. In the case of NSC members the names
were chosen solely on the basis that they had seen the information in

question in the case o
f

[deleted] it was they had access to the NSC
process.

Senator CASE. On what basis do you make that assertion, on your
own knowledge?
Mr. RICHARDSON. No, I base it on the FBI records indicative of the
fact that there are certain common denominators among the names
and one common denominator is a role which on its face entailed
access to the information. This accounts for the names of NSC staff
and o
f

[deleted] not any grounds o
f suspicion per se.

21–561–73 3
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STORIES CONCERNING SALT NEGOTIATIONS UNDER BEECHER BYLINE

-- One of-the, the Chairman touched on the question of concern with
leakage, I remember vividly myself as a member of the State Depart-
ment, the concern we had to certain stories under the Beecher byline
with respect to SALT negotiations. This is as simple a problem as the
kind of situation the homeowner faces in trying to setl his house. He
would just as soon not have a neighbor tell a prospective buyer What
his fallback price is, and we were in a what we thought was a highly
critical and even portentous negotiation with the Soviet Union, and
to find that information which we believed to have been held by very
few people in the executive branch was being pointed with a high
degree of accuracy in Beecher's sto lies was considerably worrisome.

Senator CASE. This was an earlier experience of yours?
Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes. And one of the consequences of this, Mr.

Chairman, is that it tends to inhibit the kind of free discussion within
the executive branch that ought to exist in the evolution of policy.
The result of the leaks was progressively over time to narrow the
group of people who participated in policy deliberations. In the case
of SALT, for example, the size of the group shrank and shrank. The
result of SALTf, I think, has been good, but it meant that people
in the State Department who vould ordinarily, and I think desirably
have been involved were not involved.

The CHAIIIMAN. M\Ir. S)arkman.

COMMITTEE STAFF MEMBER

Senator SPARKMAN. Mr. (iiairnian, as I understand while we may
be concerned and imtereste(l in all of the names on this list, the one
\e are particularly conceIned with right now is a inember of the staff
of this committee.

The CilAIRMAN. [I)eleted]. I hoped you would ask tliiat.
Seiator SPARKMAN. [Deleted] was a oilell)er of r. Kissinger'.s

staff, ats I iiiderstanid, or a lliel'ber of tie. staff of the Security Council.
What was his position lit that time?

M\ir. RICIIARSON. He Was [(hlet,(l ill a )0osi ll ch that I NSO
writtell material, ilncomlilg oir olitgoilig w\elit tli',ogh ihim.

Senator SPAiRKMANx. And that was tile reason that ie was included
ill the list of 17?

Mr. RIciAlbsON. T'hat 'eitlln iilV would h\e bon a reason for his
namei11, to be furiisledI amnOlig thie staff liamid,?

Senator SPARKMAN. \\'its there anythiiiig found that was objection-
able so far as lie va- cii('rlie(?

Mr. RiiIciiso-N. Notlhiig iii ny iiifbrntatioil available to Mr.
lRuckelshaus or to me ili(icates tilt uv flu(ing it all.

Soiator SPARKMAN. What a)out the other 16?
The CHAIRMAN. before -on1 fillish that, was the til) discontinued

whAlen lie calle oil this committee? Did it cotiiie beyond? -
Mr. RUCKEiSiAU , . Mr. Cliairmanu, ats I related to youl ill our earlier

co liv(eriitiol that you alluded to a inoiielit ago there has never been
ill the (.a-;e of ally staff ieiber that were oli the letterhead that you
sul)piiedl to tile or nilly' ml1emliibers of this c0milittee ally wiretap phced
oil iiii by t ie Fill.
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The CHAIRMAN. Did the tap already placed continue beyond his
employment in the NSC2
Mr. RUCKELSHAUs. It was not continued or there was not a tap on
[deleted] while he was a member of the committee staff.
Senator SPARKMAN. This committee?
Mr. RUCKELSHAUs. This committee staff.
The CHAIRMAN. It was discontinued then when he left the NSC'?
Mr. RICHARDSON. Mr. Chairman. May I make an off-the-record
statement?

The CHAIRMAN. Well, yes.
[Discussion off the record.]

GTJARDING AGAINST LEAKS

Senator SPARKMAN. Mr. Chairman, you say you are walking a very
narrow line. I think al

l

o
f

u
s ought to because we don't like to see these

leaks that really concern important matters in the SALT talks, which
were important, and other things that a

t

that time were important.

S
o far as I am concerned I have been asked lots of times if I felt my

telephone was bugged and I said I had no idea and I did not care. They
can bug mine any time they want to, but I do think we ought to be
very careful. I am just saying this; it may not even b

e pertinent to the
hearings this morning. But I hope we will get out of this situation and

a
t

the same time I know we have this job of guarding against leaks that
might prove harmful to our country. That is al

l
I care to ask.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Aiken.

LEAKING NEWS TO ACHIEVE STATUS IN DISTRICT

Senator AIKEN. I used most of my time, Mr. Chairman. I simply
would like to say I have noticed during the years I have been here
that leaking classified o

r important news to certain newspapers
appears to b

e

one way o
f achieving status in the District. That is al
l
I

have.
DID DR. KISSINGER INITIATE ANY REQUEST FOR TAPS2

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Ruckelshaus and Mr. Richardson, to the best

o
f your knowledge did Dr. Kissinger initiate, I repeat, initiate, any

request for taps?
Mr. RICHARDsoN. The only answer I can give you to that insofar as

we can construct the picture as a whole, no. It is true, on the other
hand, that he or Colonel Haig on his behalf are identified in three
instances in the formal requests for authorization submitted to

Attorney General Mitchell as having requested taps, -

The total picture, however, a
s

reconstructed is one in which, a

decision was made a
s
a result o
f
a deliberative process involving the

President and Kissinger and the director o
f

the FBI that individuals
on the NSC staff who had, or others who had access to this informa
tion should b

e the subject of taps, so that the decision that this would

b
e

done was not a Kissinger decision, even though for purposes o
f

the
form submitted to the Attorney General he is in some cases identified

a
s

the originator.
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The CHAIRMAN. To the best of your knowledge he did not originate
any of these requests?
Mr. RICHARDSON. Although he is identified in the FBI records as
having requested taps directly or through Haig, my discussions with
Dr. Kissinger have convinced me that he was not the originator, in
the fundamental sense of the word, of any of these taps.
Mr. RUCKELSHAUs. Senator, in the President's statement of May 22
of this year in which he discussed this series of taps, he specifically
states that he authorized the program among which were included
wiretaps on certain individuals to try to stem these leaks and I think
it was this authorization under which Dr. Kissinger was operating
in supplying names either himself or through Colonel Haig to the
FBI that resulted in taps.
Mr. RICHARDsoN. That is all, Mr Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Case.
Senator CASE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

NECESSITY OF COMMITTEE REPRESENTATIVE SEEING FBI REPORT

Mr. Chairman, I would like, if I could, to find some way in which
we can reconcile this matter, but I can’t find any way in my mind
in which we can do it without a representative of this committee who
is responsibly chosen, whomever the Chairman wants, perhaps one
on each side, seeing the FBI report. This I think would be true in
any event, and I think it be particularly true that we would be regarded
and I would regard myself as negligent if we did not insist on the best
evidence, and this is not impugn either the Attorney General or
Mr. Ruckelshaus in any way.
They are giving us, I am sure, and they have given me privately,
the best information about this, but I think we ought to see it or
have it seen by a representative of this committee as the best evidence
because we will be regarded as not doing our job if we don't and the
public won't be satisfied unless we do this. Against the background
of the misrepresentations that have been made to us in oral testimony
by the highest officials of our Government, I think we would be just
wrong with anything less, and while this is not exactly the same as
seeing the files of a man under consideration for appointment himself
or the files regarding him, it is

,
I should think, although somewhat

less o
f

a
n

extreme concession to congressional prerogatives for us to

see this, how the executive branch o
f

the Government works. The
purpose, a

s

we all know, is to find out not only what has been done
but what is likely to happen in the future, chiefly for two reasons:
One, to give the American public a

s good a
n

idea a
s they can get o
f

the extent to which officialdom has the right to pry; and, two, and
more particularly this new department o
r department new to this

man, wonders what it must expect in al
l

o
f

its branches a
s

far a
s

Supervision goes.
EFFECT AND USE OF WIRETAPS

Now, certainly it is not necessary to make a
n argument on behalf

o
f wiretaps. All I can say is on that score, whether a person minds it

o
r not, the device is one which potentially gives one man authority

over another, control over another, and renders that second person,

a person tapped, in case o
f any kind of thing that may b
e harmful to
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him, of which he may be afraid or something of that sort, puts him in
the control of the person who has that information to a degree which
is intolerable and therefore it is something never to be used except in
the most extreme circumstances. We have, as a committee, the duty oi
this occasion to make that point.

The CHAIRMAN. That is the point I am trying to make myself.-

COMMITTEE REPRESENTATIVES NOT REQUIRED TO PASS JUDGMENT ON IT

Senator AIKEN. Mlay 1 ask one question there. Would the repre-
sentatives of this committee be required to pass judgment on the
guilt. or inocence of tie 17 Pieoltl ?

The CHAIRMAN. No; that is not involved. It is the procedure that
is involved.

Sent01 AiKEN. But if one of then was foun---

PROCESS OF INITIATING ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE

Mr. RLCIIRIsON. 'May I inake one comment, Mr. Chairman, in
relV to Senator Case's statement. It sh,0hl be clear both with respect
to the past and certainly the future that the Secretary of State or the
adviser to the President for national security affairs would not, have
in an\- eveit the power unilaterally to initii'te electronic surveillanceof ,11iv illlivitillil.

It shioill be reinlhaized that in each instance here the specific
reultest for iut liorization came from the Director of the lFederal
Bliireai of lIi'vct iezuliona who him-clf obviously bears responsibility
with re pect to tcchmiqle-; of ill vcstigatiol etuployed in the U.S.
Go'vrimimiet aid in each intl,lance, the request for authorization was
approved by tle Attorne- " General, will certainly as far as the future
is coliceliIleil, i1i\ sitllition \\huichl Was deee))d bv Dr. Kissinger to
potentillk j uslify, anld 1 a11 not sure there wouhil be any, given the
history of 1i.s sit tiation. hit if it were to arise, the Secretary of State
wvOmill" coit, ,iiliir to lit' Divctor of tlie FBI, ('lief Clarence Kelly
or to me. al we wou li hva, to (,xr,(i-,v iidepclidellt respolnsibility
as to wheltie or iot this tcchljique would be employed.

T11V ('llAI MMAN. ,S01ltit()l' ('IIIII'C]I.

No couRtr owwlIiiS OBTAINED) FOR 17 TAPS

S'eimatot (C't'vii(1. In vonnetion with a n-- (f tlietse 17 taps, I take
it tlat no cotr ortder was evcr obtained?

N1r. RlC.ubIN," . No.

C 'ANGE IN LAW ('ONCERlNING IR'ET.APS

Senator (C'it' icii. flits tlwr, bcellc a i.i11nge of t lie law in this respect
a 11 result of mbihscyilotli cot c l(i,-i-s or tioes it still lie. within the
K r), of I Ite Attole.V (ielre:l Ii senlf to -ign off a re(quiest by the

irvel or ofI itll, FBI al wir'tap;)i' one who miay be., thought suspect?
.\ih. liCHA .I\L SON. "liucr IiMu- bceIi a cli lge illt he law since the

wiretaps in issue hecre. "hliis was reflecctd ill a decision of the Si preme
Court of tc ie Lnited States in so-cailed K(ith case, tle U.S. v. United
Slates l);strC ('oirt landed dowi in Junie of 1972. That decision held
that tlw Constitution forbade the ise of electronic surveillance
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without a court order against citizens of the United Statesin situations
involving a threat only to the internal security of the United States.
In other words, it situationu involving concern with domestic violence
or subversion.

The case did not reach the situation of the American citizen in a
context involving a concern with national security. The position of the
Government is that where the national sec urity" is involved there is
still authorization for electronic surveillance Avithotit a curt order
against a U.S. citizen.

At any rate, ns a result ,,f (he KIth decision in June of last year
there were, there were then ill effect six or seven wiretaps against
U.S. citizens or orgainizalions in situations not involving national
sectiritv, andl those wiretap-; were removed and, there are none now in
effect in that tylpe siti ntion.

DID COURT UNDERTAKE PRECISE DEFINITION OF NATIONAL SECURITY?

SentorJ 'numnuc. Itm the In;th c'ase, did the Court undertake to
set forth a )reci.,e (, definition of ml tional security?

Mr. Ria lilsoN. No, th1ey did tint.
''Iev recogilizedl in a good (leal of the hnguage of the opinion that

the Ollmibus ('rime ('ontrol Act adopted in 196S I think, did contain a
recital to the general effect that the ('ongress did not intend one way
or another by creating proviions for tihe Court authorized wiretaps in
certain types of criminal c.ase, to alfect one way or another whatever
inherent power -tie Presilen t iighit have to obtaiil electronic sur-
veillance in national scmit v ,'zves: that issue has been dealt with in a-
nunmer of lower coi rt decision, Nl. iicli lie invariablv sustained the
power of tle excuEivie ratl h to use electronic 'urveillance in
national security 1111I foreign intelligence situations. ''his authority
was conlfirled 111ost recently ill ti(, decision 2 or 3 weeks ago here in
the Di,;trict of ('ohilbin b y N" Judge Pratt, Zu'eibon v. United States.
This i,5,1(e is, of coure, )resente(! in the lawsuit brought by Morton
lalperin agaimist l)r. Kissinger 11cd others.

HEARING PROCEI)URE

The ('HAIRM.AN. Geth in1eni, ifo'tiitely we have ti11 open meet-
big lt 10:30. )r. Ki-inger I l)restini is over there. I don't know what
to (10 about tle procedMire l lel' .-me it i. obvious if we hang around we
are going to go far over wlie tihe. I w, oder if we should perhaps recesa
until, sa", 4 o'clock tlhis after)on '. !,en we will hia\e time to go into
this matter. Wha t does tlie 'omnmtiltee wish to do about it?

Senator Mrtvurs. Nir. ('liairmanm. mv feeling is if we limited each of
us to 5 minutes; it i- 'very ill))rt ant to know what we are going to
question Dr. Kisinlttr a hott.

The ('m m.IRNI+N. Whiat Ci 1 EI)? Shall I go over and start the hear-
ing with Dr- Eissinmgsr?

Senator ,J.,vI. Yes.
SeInaItor PEI.L.. Ori' .
[Discussion off tIle ',cord.]
Senator JAvIrS. Nit. ('hiairnia, I wvouh suggest we each have 5

Illinlltes.
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Senator CHURCH. I have completed my questions.
The CnAII.MANN. Will you notify Mr. Kissinger we will be a little

late.
Senator Javits.
Senator JAVITS. Is Senator Cinirch through? Thlank you.

COULD WITNESSES BE COMPELLED) TO TESTIFY CONCERNING FBI
ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE?

Mr. Attorney General, do you believe that you could be compelled
to testify in a relevant case to \vhat voui know and what Ruckelshaus
knows about these FBI electronic suirveililnces?
M- Ir. RIcHARDsoN. You mean ill an individual case?
Senator JAVITS. Yes.
Mr. RICHARDSON. ('onceivablv. I think it is a question hard to

answer in the abstract but there could certainly be circumstances
which justified it.

WHY IS INFORMATION I)IFFERENT FROM OTHER SECRET MATERIAL?

Senator JAVITS. Well no-w (o volt consider that we, in our official
duty, which is what we are questioning you about, are in ny different
situation from either youi or ir. RulckelshauIs. considering the fact
that we too represent an inlependent branch of the Government with
a reason for knowing? You have lots of things that are secret that are
given to its now. Why should this be lut in some different class from
tiny other secret lalllte,|iti? \Ve ar entitled to secret material as much
as you are, you know about it, why shouldn't we?

Mr. RicilARDSON. No question, of collJse, Senator Javits, as to the
right of access; of this committee to secret materials. The issue here,
however, is simply whether or not the committee does have a real
reason to see information with respect to the individuals who are
wiretapped or information obtained as a result of those taps as dis-
tinguished from any information that m e have with respect tc Dr.
Kissinger's role.

PROCEDURE CONCERNING NAMES ANI) 1)1R. KISSINGER' S ROLE

SUGGESTED

Selnator JAVtTS. 'Ir. Attorney General, would you, therefore, see
any objection to tlt' folloving i)rocedure: Give us the names, the 17
nauines; we examine l)r. Kissinger ill executive session under oath, as
to his initiation or illv connection with those surveillance requests or
anything eIse related 'to them, and based upon that testimony, for us
to see \w hatever, in tie opinion of tile chairman of our coninittee and
the ranking nunorily nmber and the Attorney General, becomes
relevant by virtue of Dr. Kissinger's testimony under oath on indi-vidhilal nantles?

Mr. RiCH.RIA SON. I would have to give some further thought to that,
Senator Javits. It had been m view that we should seek to establish
a line between whatever we could furnish or Dr. Kissinger could
furnish directly with respect to his role, on tile one side, and the cor-
roboration cflicially of the list of nanes or the specific information
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developed with respect to an individual, on the other. And if we are to
depart from that distinction, I would have to do so only as the result
of a little more deliberation than is possible here.

Senator JAVITS. Well, Mr. Attorney Geperal, if I may explain my-
self further, the Attorney General has already said that this particular
inquiry, line of inquiry, is material. He said material equals relevant to
Dr. Kissinger's confirmation. We cannot begin to make inquiry with.
out the names. Certainly we have a right to know the names in order
to find out from Kissinger what he did or did not initiate and what he
did or did not practice respecting a given name. All I say is we want
that first. We have a right to it. NN hen we have it then'we question
him, that is the next step. Then we must again prove relevance, if we
wish to go further, and it seems to me that that will depend upon
Dr. Kissin erys testimon.v.
I pro(eea Upon the theory that there is nothing in this, in my judg-

ment, that wil stop his confirmation. But I also proceed from the
theory that members of this conimit tee with legitimate concern, have a
right to know, and I have i right to know. So I say let us start with
wflat is an essential )egin ning. We can't question him. All we know is
the name of MIr. lalperin. Other than that we know nothing. We
can't question him about his relationship to these taps without a list
of the names of the people tail) ped. It seems to me, Mr. Attorney
General, that if you are protecteil, or to whatever extent you are pro-
tected, insofar as the list is concerned, only, that is a proper first start-
invoint. Ave are protecte(l, too.
lr.RIRO I ertaitnly would not want to reject ont of hand

that possible method of procedure; and if the committee were to
conclude that that is the procedure it wishes to follow, I would give
the committee a very prompt response to it from our point of view.

Senator JAVITS. Thank you, Mr. Attorney General. My time is up.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator from Missouri.
Senator SYMINGTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

TIME PERIOD OF COMMITTEE STAFF MEMBER'S TAP

Mr. Rucke.hjau,, iin your statement you say, "The taps were on
from May 1969 to February 1971." In early 1969 [deleted] came with
the committee anid left )r. Kissiiger's employ September 1969 and
joined this commit tee in October 1969. As it result of what the Attorney
General said, was the tap taken off very quickly?

Mr. RU(KELSHAUS. I think----
Senator SYMINGTON. If it went from Mfay of 1969 to Mav of 1971

and lie went to work for the committee iil October 1969, inaimuch as
he was tile one I dealt tie mo-t with on (ertaini mat ters, I am interested.

NIr. RUCKElUSHAUtS. As tihe Attornc General relate, Senator

Symimigtoi,, there was ill respect to this member of the committee
staff a very short pelio(l of time in which a tap was on, and this was an
inslaime of about a month starting ili May of 1969 so that lie was not
subject to ainy electronic sur\'eillamie while lie was a member of the
committee.

Senator SYltNGTON. Senator Javits' question is pertinent because
we would like to know why tile tai) was put on and why it was taken
off so quicklyy.
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Mr. RICHARDSON. The reason it, was put on was simply that papers
flowed through his hands. It wits not a question of the existence of any
suspicion.

Senator SYMI NGTON. Aie resigned, was not discharged.
Mr. RICIA DSON. 'Ihat is true.

REASONS WITNESS KNOWS MR. EfIRLICIIMAN DOES NOT HAVE TAPS

Senator SYMINGTON. How do you know NIlr. Eli'licliman has not a
copy of 10he-e tapes? It i., easy to copy a tape.

,Nlr. UCRKELsI! Uus. \ell. the reclw(,T1 are fairly voluminous, Senator,
and what I think N!Mr. ' E"irliclniti didl . lirlichinan simply
held the tape- as cil-t(Iian frown tie \\lhit(e louse after they were
transferred frl Illtie FBI to tile Wh'lile l - .e.

HAS ACTION BEGIN TAKEN AS IIEsULT (i' TAPs?

SeIator' SYMI NGTON. hIave ,o: taken aiy actiont against anybody
as a result of inforinalroll ' att receive ()I thle-v tips?

Nl. RU;C(KEtsMT us. Tht FBI has ti kem tno actionl at all.
Senator SYMINcTON. If I may (1ttote toy colleagtie from New York,

thev mav I)e raw to us bit they are not raw to vou. You know the
facis: we don't. Based on tile information il tlhe ta'tes, has any action
been taken witht respect to tan'y)o(l" wio was tapped?

Nilr. RUCKELSMAUS. I think )r. Kissinger would be the best witness
to that, Sed.,tor, because tlie purpo e of the tap- themselves was to
discover whether a nv of tese intdivid als was the source of leaks and
there could be no way Vot (0o1(I tell frOm that itforination just
exactly how it coil(l be put together witi other information that could
lead to that conclusion.

Mt. RrIHmDSON. [Deleted.1

VIEWERS OF RAW FILES ANt) POSSESSORS OF FBI REPORT

Senator Si YiINGTON. Woitld Yott file fot' the record, 'Mr. Attorney
General, t ho-;e people in the Government who have seen the raw files
in this particular case, and also the lames of anybody outside the
Government who has a copy of tie FBI report ?

Mr. RICHARDSON. I ('ertaitdv C(an't (10 the iltte' because no one out-
side the Government should lave seen it. We do knot know how the
natues have been disclosed.

Senator SYMINGTON. That would be ill" next question, (1o you know
who released the numes; of those tapl)pe(d.
.[Ir. RicH.Aso(N. No.
Senator SYtINGTON.NI r. Rttckelsltatts mentioned it in the statement.
.\r. RICHARDSON. lie hats a slisPiciol, I think.
Ml'. RIUCKELSHAUS. I (oni't know. I have no firsthand information

as to WIo put out tit ltllies.

Setmator,' SYMINGTON. Could yolt give ts a list of all people who
have seen the raw files, in tile Governnent and outside?

Mr. RICHARDSON. Well, tle raw files I doti't know that we can,
this would be hard to reconstruct. We could identify some names.

21-561 -73-4
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Mr. RUCKELSIIAUS. The problem is, Senator, I am not trying to
be evasive; there are a number of employees ill the FBI who are
mechanically involved ill i any wiretapping operatioll who might have
information that we would not necessarily know about. They might
have bits and pieces of the inforrmation )ecause of their monitoring
responsibilities or transcription responsibilities.

Senator SYMINGTON. MI'. Suillivaii was obviously opposing his
chief, Ni'. Hoover. Inasmuch as Mi. Mitclelf denies what was sup-
posedly said by Mr. loo'er, et cetera, it would be interesting to find
out all the people involved, a list of those you tlink have seen the
raw files.

Tliank you, Mr. (iairmami.
The CHA'IIAIIAN. Nto' Scott.

INITIATOR OF' MONITORING NEWSMEN

Senator SCOTT. I think I will save time by asking one question
ani that is on the newsmen. 'The newme n, o course, would not be
within the category of the governmental employees with access to
sensitive information. Is there anything in tle files that would indi-
cate that tie monitoring of the newsnen was initiated in the first
instance I)v L)i. Kissiger?
Mr. RICiHARDSON. [Deleted.1
Ail'. RU('KELSIAUS. The answer is somewhat anibiglolilS. There is-

and I think that we be-t be very clear oil dliat and again because of
tile ilialiner ill which tile 1111ithorizatioin was origin ally imlde by the
President to instlitute thlis i'gira i to sto) the leaks the transnissioins
by the FBI of requests to the Attorney General for authorizations
sometimes contained the rQllest as having collie from either Colonel
laig or Dr. Kissinger when tils may be-may have been a form that
W'as.agreeld upon for get tilii. authorization from tle Attorney General
to mate it given wiretal). 'i'ls mar11y not reflect exactly what happened
or how an individual name canie up. It mnay )e iml)os.-,ible to recon-
struct )r. Kissinger"s role from t lie FBI reords. h'lis (loes not mean
tile FBI records are (llil)eratel v inaccurate or are10' meant to cover tip
tle true facts. In orer to satisfy this coicmittee. I tlink \oi would
have to ask him tilt question peirsomlly. Thle Attorney General and
I are just really not in iositi b to be able to mnswel" that 'itll assurance.

[Deleted.]
M Ir. RUCKELSiiAU.. Ilowever, having been a )irecto r of the FBI

for 75 days, I know that th le general procedure in tile FBI was that,
where i1 given national security y wiretall) \\-I originated by information
time FBI had, there was a ver elaborate request made of time Attorney
General justifying his au th;rizat ion for a given tiap, lit where tile
FBI received a request from tie National Security Council, this elab-
oration was not, as I rile, Ialide.

Senator ('ASY. Could thit elialborate l)rocedure be avoided by
having a Director get lenry Kissinger to say "Let me have the (lope?"'

Mi. RUCKELSHITAUS. Sure.
Senator ('.,,s:. In other words, tie authorizing document does not

necessarily, in itself, tell tie full story.
Mr. RUCKESIIAUS. That's possible.
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Senator CASE. I think we ought to know if Mr. Kissinger is going
to lend himself to that kind of a practice. It is a matter of some
relevance, too.
Mr. RICHARDSON. As Mr. Ruckelshaus has pointed out, the answer
to Senator Scott's question about newsmen is ambiguous, in that
newsmen who printed stories containing leaked information fell into
one of the originally designated categories. I think it is clear from the
record that the idea of doing that did not originate with Dr. Kissinger.
Senator Scott. That is what I was really trying to get at. That he
is not the person who thought of the idea of tapping the newsmen.
That is all I wanted to get at.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Pell.
Senator PELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

SECURITY WIOLATION NOT INDICATED BY TAP

Did the tap on [deleted] in any way indicate that he had violated
security?
Mr. RICHARDSON. No.
Mr. RUCKELs HAUs. The answer is “No.”

NO MEMBER OF COMMITTEE HAS BEEN TAPPED

Senator PELL. Also, Mr. Attorney General, I wanted to confirm this
again. Is it correct to say that no member of this committee, to the
best of your knowledge, has been tapped?
Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes, none has.
Senator PELL. Is that your view?
Mr. RUCKELSHAUs. That is true, Senator, but because a similar
request was made by the chairman when I was in the FBI and I
made a search and I can state categorically that is true.

KEITH DECISION's LIMITATIONS ON WIRETAPPING

Senator PELL. Thank you. Somewhat further afield the Keith
decision cited earlier, saying that no citizens of the United States can
be tapped, still leaves in the field of national security, foreign em
bassies, or foreign people.
Mr. RICHARDSON. Well, the decision is not, does not necessarily
exclude U.S. citizens who are involved in some situation of foreign
intelligence or national intelligence or espionage. What it says is you
can’t use taps without a court order in situations involving domestic
subversion, violence and the like.
Senator PELL. Does this mean now you cannot use taps going after
the Mafia or organized crime?
Mr. RICHARDSON. No, but you can't do so without a court order.
In other words, in going after organized crime we do seek and obtain
court orders under title III of the Omnibus Crime Control Act.
Senator PELL. And would you have to have that court order in
order to put one on?
Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator McGee.
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LIST OF NAMES REQUESTED FROM MR. KISSINGER

Senator McGEE. Do I recollect correctly about Friday's hearing
that in response, in essence, to some of these questions about Mr.
IKissinger's role that Dr. Kissinger replied, as I remember, that when
the FBI, the President, Mr. Kissinger, whoever was involved, maybe
the Attorney General, made the decision collectively, that Mr.
IKissinger was asked to submit the names of those who would have
had access in his agency to the leaked information for purposes of
checking it out.
Mr. RICHARDso N. Yes.
Senator McGEE. Is that a correct recollection?
Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes.
Senator MCGEE. That should remind us, at least of one of the factors
present in the Kissinger position. Whether he would modify it in an
executive session we would have to find out.
Mr. RICHARDsoN. There was the only list of names as to which he
would have information not equally available to other people.
Senator McGEE. He was asked to submit that list to determine
their relationship, if any, to specifically leaked information.
Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes.
Senator McGee. Were there any factors associated with the leaks
but not associated with the sensitive diplomacy that entered into the
decisions that were made?
Mr. RICHARDSON. No, certainly not as to that list. It is possible
with respect to two or three names on the list as to which there is no
obvious relationship to National Security Council staff or the distribu
tion of National Security Council papers. In any event these are
individuals, and I think this is clear from all the information available
to us as to whom Dr. Kissinger was entirely unaware that there was
any tap at all.
Senator McGEE. Is there anyone on the list of 17, obviously other
that the 4 newsmen, who did not have known access to the leaked
material?
Mr. RICHARDSON. Could you repeat that?
Senator McGEE. Yes. Is there anyone on the list of 17, except for
the 4 newsmen obviously, who did not have access to the known
leaked material?
Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes, there were in two or three instances and
these are the same individuals to whom I referred in response to your
earlier question.
Senator McGEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

REQUEST FOR TAP

The CHAIRMAN. Did [deleted] request the tap on [deleted].
Mr. RICHARDSON. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Did Mr. Kissinger?
Senator CASE. He can’t answer that question.
Mr. RICHARDsoN. I am not sure—I don’t think his name figures.
Senator CASE. Who did ask for the tap on [deleted]?
Mr. RUCKELSHAUs. All of these people with access to the informa
tion were generated, those names were generated pretty much the
same way.
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Senator CASE. But it is very odd that [deleted] would not have
asked—it is very odd that Dr. Kissinger would have asked for a tap
on [deleted].
Mr. RUCKELSHAUs. Mr. Chairman, I think what would have hap
pened would be that the request would come from the President or
the director of the FBI-there are people who would have access to
this information could have been the source that [deleted] name may
have been generated in that fashion.
Mr. RICHARDsoN. He was the principal point of contact for [deleted]
with the National Security Council staff.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Muskie.

ABANDONMENT OF PAST RESTRAINTS

Senator MUSKIE. Mr. Attorney General, I won't try to belabor
any points that were made. I have always believed there are certain
gray areas in the relationship between the Presidency and the Congress
that are better left undefined, areas such as the impoundment of funds,
executive privilege, and classified information. We have been able to
avoid precise definitions over the years because of the practice of
restraint on the part of both the Presidency and the Congress.
What troubles many of us is that there is so much evidence that
the restraints that have been honored in the past have been abandoned
by some and that abandonment could lead to a society in which some
men are more equal than others. That is really what is at the heart
of our inquiry here. I do not detect in this discussion this morning
any real revulsion against the notion that in national security, there
must be a guideline for the use of this technique. But when restraints
are abandoned in secret, then there is no check against the abandon
ment. This is what Senator Case is speaking about. This is what all
of us are speaking about. So I express that as a matter of philosophy
and I think it underlies this whole discussion.
For instance, in this list of 17, and I have not verified it—I have
no way of verifying it—at least two are names of people who were
closely associated with me in a foreign policy advisory role throughout
1970 and most of 1971. I am naturally curious and interested as to
whether or not when they became associated with me and were no
longer associated with the executive branch, they were still subject
to electronic surveillance. If they were, there is a possible inappro
priate purpose as well as the continuance of an appropriate purpose.
So the line becomes very obscure. And I think as a society we have
a right to know whether that line is slowly being breached and under
mined to the detriment of the credence of all of us. So I am interested
in Senator Javits' suggestion. I am not sure it is the only one, but it
is a specific one, and I think we need to resolve some pertinent
questions that were put this morning. I am not going to repeat them
or try to find another set of words to put them in, but simply state
the philosophical view and illuminate the point.

INITIATIVE FOR PRESIDENT's AUTHORIZATION OF WIRETAPS

I will make this one point. Mr. Ruckelshaus emphasizes that these
wiretaps were originated under the President's authorization. I
would be curious to know whether or not that authorization was the
result of some initiative taken by some person other than the President.
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Somebody must have recommended to him that this technique be
used. Who was the one person? Was it several? Did it include Dr.
Kissinger? It is of concern to us to know where these ideas originate,
what their motivation is

,

and whether or not there are greater respon
sibilities o

f people whose inclinations are in this direction.

PROCED URES FOR USE OF ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE

Mr. RICHARDsoN. May I comment briefly, Senator Muskie, because

I think you have, as have others, including Senator Case, appropriately
touched on the fundamental issues involved here. First, I would like
very briefly to assure the committee that so far as Mr. Ruckelshaus
and the present director of the FBI and I are concerned we are
dedicated to seeking to assure that the policies, procedures, guidelines
employed in this area are as clear and a

s communicable a
s possible

and that they restrict the use of electronic surveillance to as narrow
an area a

s possible, and that they demand as clear as possible a showing

o
f justification. We share the feeling that this is a technique that

should never be used except on a very compelling showing, and we
regard it as our responsibility to make sure that the procedures
require that showing and that the showing is properly evaluated u

p

to and including an evaluation by myself.

CHECKING ELECTRONIC SURVEI LLANCE THROUGH LEGISLATIVE BRANCH

Senator MUs KIE. Could I put a question to you? The separation of

powers doctrine represents a
n approach to government never pre

viously taken. That is
,

the way to avoid abuse o
f authority is to

divide it into compartments and then to provide an additional check.
Mr. RICHARDsoN. Yes.
Senator MUs KIE. It seems to me that the possibilities of electronic
surveillance are so great unchecked that we must find a way to check

it
.

The only way to check it is through the legislative branch. Would
you agree with that?
Mr. RICHARDsoN. Yes, in principal I would, and this is why Mr.
Ruckelshaus and I encouraged Mr. Kelly in his confirmation hearings
before the Senate Judiciary Committee to express a generally affirma
tive approach, respond to the idea o

f establishing a
n oversight sub

committee for the FBI. He did this and in fact the subcommittee has
now been established, and one o

f

the reasons why we felt, and Chief
IKelly agrees, that this is desirable is that it is a way of providing a

n

element o
f

check o
n

the exercise o
f

this power that heretofore has not
been in cºist once.

I believe also we have been exploring how best to make com
municable the poiicies and procedures that are followed, and I hope
that we are continuing with that idea at some point we could make
these more widely understood [deleted].
The CHAIRMAN. Senator McGovK.RN.
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PLACEMENT OF NATIONAL SECU HITY DEMAND A HEAD OF OPEN SOCIETY

Senator McGov ERN. Mr. Chairman, I am going to yield my time
just with one observation. I think not only in this case but in many
others it is now clear that we have placed the demands of national
security ahead of the requirements of an open society. I think it is
something that is going to have to be gone into much more thoroughly,
not simply with reference to Dr. Kissinger's confirmation but many
things that have come to light in the last few months. That is all I
want to say at this time.

PUBLICATION OF STATEMENTS OF ATTORNEY GENERAL AND
MR. RUC KELSHAUS

Senator SPARKMAN. Mr. Chairman, may I ask this question. Are
the Attorney General's statement and that of Mr. Ruckelshaus to
be published in the transcript after editing?
The CHAIRMAN. He stated that the statement he made, written,
is not classified. It can be given to the public.
Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes. We have not
The CHAIRMAN. So far as the executive hearing, it always has to
be sanitized and the usual procedure will be followed in that case.
Senator SPARKMAN. I said after being edited.

COMMITTEE ACTION CONCERNING DENIAL OF SUMMARY

The CHAIRMAN. As I understand it
,

the situation is that the At
torney General has declined to make available the summary. Now
what the committee does about that will have to be decided in execu
tive session later. I agree with the Senator from New Jersey. I am
not satisfied to accept the statement made without having a sub
committee a

t

least o
f this committee take a look at the summary.

Senator JAVITs. Mr. Chairman, I am prepared to make a motion
whenever we get into executive session to follow the procedure which

I outlined to the Attorney General. He says that if we do agree that
that is what we want that h

e would then give us, a
n immediate,

relatively immediate, answer. Senator Muskie has suggested, very
kindly, that my suggestion is a good one but maybe there will be
others. I would hope, Mr. Chairman, that the Chair will get the com
mittee together this afternoon so that we may in the regular way
move whatever anybody wants to.
The CHAIRMAN. I would like to do that this afternoon.
Senator JAVITs. We can meet at 4 o'clock if you would like. We
ought to g

o

over there. I hate to keep Dr. Kissinger waiting, Is 4

o'clock about right. We will meet here in executive session at 4 o'clock.”
Mr. RICHARDSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members o

f

the committee.
[Whereupon, at 11:05 a.m., the committee recessed.]

* [Committee business meeting; unpublished.]
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NOMINATION OF HENRY A. KISSINGER

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 17, 1973

UNITED STATES SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONs,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 11:15 a.m., in room
S-116, the Capitol Building, Senator J. W. Fulbright chairman],
presiding.

Present: Senators Fulbright, Sparkman, Mansfield, Symington,
Pell, McGee, Muskie, Humphrey, Aiken, Case, Scott, and Griffin.
Also present: Senator Goldwater.
Also present: Mr. Marcy of the committee staff.

OPENING STATEMENT

The CHAIRMAN. We are very pleased to have you, Dr. Kissinger. I
would say just by way of preliminary, and then I want to call upon
Senator Sparkman and especially Senator Case and then the rest of the
members, that the discussion that we have had really, if I can try to
summarize it

,
is that it is the procedure o
f decisionmaking, particularly

with regard to wiretapping in which we are interested. It is not the
substantive material which you discovered in wiretapping. But I think

I speak for the committee in saying that the procedure o
f wiretapping

without the most stringent, if I could use the proper word, restrictions
upon its being used is what concerns the committee more than any
thing else. I believe i speak for every body and that is the consensus.
One other thing that concerns u

s very much is the combination o
f

the two offices o
f

head o
f

the National Security Council, and o
f

the
State Department. I believe most of us feel that this also is a precedent
which will narrow the bases on which future decisions are made and
the number o

f people who participate in important decisions even
further. Those are the two, I believe, outstanding questions. That is

b
y way o
f preliminary explanation of the nature o
f

the discussion here
this morning in the committee.
Senator Sparkman, would you like to start the questions?
Senator SPARKMAN. I will ask him one o

r

two questions, Mr.
Chairman.

WITNESS' ATTITUDE TOWARD PRACTICE OF WIRETAPPING IN FUTURE

Based upon the principle of the discussion we have had this morning
relating to this question o
f

when and under what conditions we will
have wiretapping, the committee, I think, is unanimous in its feeling

(291)
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that such a thing ought to be used only in extreme circumstances. The
Attorney General has, for instance, given a statement—you have seen
that statement that he made
Mr. Kiss INGER. Yes.
Senator SPARKMAN continuing]. Of the conditions under which he
would invoke wiretapping. I think the whole committee indicated its
desire to know from you not so much what has been done in the past—
we have gone over that several times—but what you propose with
reference to this practice in the future.

TESTIMONY OF HENRY A. KISSINGER, NOMINEE TO BE SECRETARY
OF STATE–Resumed

Mr. KISSINGER. Mr. Chairman, the issue of wiretapping is one about
which I feel rather strongly, which has given me a great deal of personal
anxiety and, therefore, I am very glad to answer this question. As I
have attempted to point out on a number of occasions, a great deal
depends not only on the form and procedures but on the attitudes.
I would like to make two points. First, I never recommended the
practice of wiretapping. I was aware of it

,

and I went along with it to

the extent o
f supplying the names o
f

the people who had had access

to the sensitive documents in question. Despite some newspaper
reports, I never recommended it

,
urged it

,

o
r took it anywhere.

Indeed, the thought that I might b
e in a position to do this in the

fourth month of a new administration which I joined as an outsider

is in itself inconceivable.
Second, while I confess I thought it was necessary, in the light of

the explanations that had been given to me by both the Director of

the FBI and the Attorney General, to the effect that this was a

common practice, of which I had n
o independent knowledge but

which I accepted, I nevertheless disassociated myself from a
ll further

internal national security matters as soon as I could. And if you will
look at the history o

f

what has come to be known a
s the Watergate

affair, I did not participate in any discussions o
r

have knowledge o
f

any o
f

these activities, nor did I read the reports of these wiretaps,
even those confined to national security matters, after the early
spring of 1970.
Now then, what will be my attitude in the future? I cannot conceive

a circumstance in which I would recommend a wiretap on a subordinate

in the State Department. If there were some great security matter
and if the constituted law enforcement authorities would recommend
such a thing, then my tendency would b

e to adhere strictly to the
criteria set out by the Attorney General. I cannot now foresee a cir
cumstance in which I would recommend a wiretap, and certainly not
for newspaper leaks.
Senator SPARK MAN. I will not pursue that further. We did want a

statement from you as to what your policy would be.

STATE DEPARTMENT's POLICYMAKING ROLE

I hope that in handling the State Department you will do what I

believe you would, and that is put new life into the Department, and
make it truly the alter-ego o

f

the President in our international rela
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tions. I have a feeling that we may have lapsed into a kind of easy
going-along with the State Department, and not played as vigorous a
role as we might. That is my own personal hope. I believe you will
do it

.

Of course, I would follow the assurance you have given u
s in

working closely with this committee.
Mr. Kiss INGER. In three administrations, Senator, it is true that
the State Department, has gradually declined in its policymaking
aspect. There are a variety of reasons for it

.

Some o
f

them have to d
o

with the fact that it is easier to make decisions rapidly in a small
circle. It has to do also with the internal organization of the State
Department, which is more geared to clearing cables than to making
long-range policy; therefore, whenever there is a major decision to be

made, the tendency o
f

the State Department has been not to make it
,

for the State Department has not had the quality of producing the
policy options but has rather confined itself to drafting the instructions.
Now, it is my firm intention to restore the State Department to its
policymaking role. I have a number of personnel changes in mind. One

o
f

the most important will be to reinvoke the policy planning staff and
give it a central role also in the development o

f policy, in making
sure our day-to-day policy is geared to our long-range policy. One o

f

the reasons why I accepted the President’s nomination is my hope of

turning the State Department into a principal policymaking adviser

to the President.
Senator SPARKMAN. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Case, would you like to ask questions?
Senator CASE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

LEAKS WHICH LED TO WIFETAPPING

Dr. Kissinger, I would like to ask you for the record to answer a
s

specifically a
s you can, what the leaks were that disturbed you and

when they occurred.
Mr. Kiss INGER. That led to the wiretapping?
Senator CASE. Yes.
Mr. KISSINGER. First, Senator Case, you have to remember that
this happened 4 years ago, and that chasing down leaks was not my
central preoccupation. The leaks that i now remember—the first that

I remember—rather graphically concerned the substance of a National
Security Council meeting o

n

the Middle East.
Senator CASE. When was that?
Mr. KissiNGER. Since it happened when President Eisenhower was
still alive, it must have been in February 1969.
Senator CASE. You remember it quite specifically?
Mr. Kiss NGER. I remember it quite specifically.
Senator CASE. That was the one you referred a

s

to having
Mr. Kiss!NGER. Because I was not aware of the fact that President
Eisenhower could use such graphic language. Having visited him in

the hospital, I thought he was in a rather weakened state, and when

I heard that language o
n

the telephone and the way it was expressed,

it left a rather deep impression on me.
Another leak that I remember had to do with the deliberations
concerning the shootdown o
f

the EC-121, the reconnaissance plane
off the shores o
f North Korea.
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Senator CASE. When was that?
Mr. KissiNGER. That was in April 1969.
Senator CASE. What was the nature of that leak?
Mr. KISSINGER. As I remember it now, and I do not remember it
very well, it had to do with the internal deliberations of the President
and his advisers as to the courses of action that might be taken in
cluding the consideration of military actions that had been planned
and then rejected.
Senator CASE. Was this a matter that was discussed in a wide
circle within this group?
Mr. Kiss INGER. It was discussed in a small circle within the National
Security Council.
Senator CASE. One, three, four, five people?
Mr. KISSINGER. That would have been discussed among the Secre
tary of State, the Secretary of Defense, the Director of the Central
Intelligence Agency, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and
my office. We had a small working group meeting at the White House
with the deputies of al

l

these individuals, working out a scenario o
f

the
diplomacy and the military actions that could be taken, and so forth.
Then, of course, I remember the Cambodian leak.
Senator CASE. When was that?
Mr. Kissi NGER. Early May 1969.

b º CHAIRMAN. What was the Cambodian leak? What do you meanby that?
Mr. KISSINGER. The leak about the bombing of Cambodia.
The CHAIRMAN. Early 1969?

HIEIGHTENED CONSCIOUSNESS AND ATM OSPHERE OF LEAKS

Mr. KISSINGER. Early 1969. Let me say another thing about that.
First, when one is new in Government, leaks take on an extraordinary
significance, because one has a sort o

f
a tendency to think that a top

secret paper is inviolate, and when one suddenly sees the essence o
f

it in the newspaper there is usually a rather strong reaction. I have
talked to members o

f previous administrations who have described
their similar reactions to me.
One has to be candid. This is sometimes out of proportion to the
intrinsic damage that this particular leak may do, looked a

t in the
long view. But it tends to have a

n

effect on confidence.

in the interval of the changeover between administrations, some

o
f

our predecessors told u
s that one o
f

the things we should b
e par

ticularly careful about was leaks, by which those who had disagreed
with policies would try to lobby against them afterward.
So I would, first, say that there was certainly a necessity, but
second, that there was also probably perhaps a heightened conscious
ness o
f

leaks that was not always related to the long-term damage
that the particular leak might do. And this was coupled with the
fact that the divisions in the country were profound o
n

some o
f

these issues. It created a certain civil war atmosphere that would
not be appropriate under current conditions.
Senator CASE. That was only true, was it not, in regard to Cam
bodia? There was no real division within the country about the Middle
East.
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Mr. Kiss NGER. That is true. There was on the Korean thing, and
there were a whole series
Senator CASE. Not that it was not serious but I just meant
Mr. KISSINGER. There were a whole series of other leaks that I just
do not remember today, that would constantly be called to one's
attention.
|Committee staff note: Thirty-nine and one-half pages of the ver
batim transcript were deleted at the request of the Department of
Justice and the Executive Office of the President. The pages deleted
contain Senator Case's discussion with the witness of each instance of
electronic or other surveillance described in the FBI report.]
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Mansfield.
Senator MANs ºf ELD. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Aiken.

SITUATION CONCERNING FAO MEETING IN ROME

Senator AIKEN. I had two or three questions sent down in writing
by request relative to the influence of the military in formulating State
Department policies. But I have had one request, an oral request
this morning, that relates to the action of United Nations affiliated
agencies. The story I had was that the FAO |Food and Agricultural
Organization] had called a meeting in Rome rather prematurely.
The report indicated that they, in view of the very large food crop
we are producing in this country, plan to dispose of it as long as it is
at our expense, and that the Administration is not pleased with the
situation and is not sending any high level representatives to that
meeting contrary to their usual custom.
Mr. KISSINGER. Senator Aiken, I am not familiar with that event.
Senator AIKEN. Yes.
Mr. KissiNGER. But I can tell you that I intend, if I should be
confirmed in time, to appear before the United Nations General
Assembly to state the United States position with respect to the
agricultural problem on a worldwide basis, and that my proposal
would include giving the United Nations a significant role in deter
mining the needs on a comprehensive basis. But I do not know this
Senator AIKEN. This would not be the first time that the United
Nations had itself attempted or offered to dispose of U.S. resources,
including financial resources.
Mr. KISSINGER. That would not be the first time.
Senator AIKEN. No, it certainly would not. That is all, Mr. Chair
II].8.1).

The CHAIRMAN. Senator from Missouri.
Senator SYMINGTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

RECOMMENDATION OF CHARLES TOM HUSTON

Dr. Kissinger, the Dean papers were given to Judge Sirica and he
gave them to the Armed Services Committee. At that time I was act
ing chairman. In those papers was a document signed by Tom Charles
Huston, which was an extraordinary document.
Mr. KISSINGER. I have never seen it.
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Senator SYMINGTON. It was a memorandum, copy to the President
and Mr. Haldeman. It recommended surreptitious entry. I think you
know the document I am referring to.
Mr. KISSINGER. I have read it in the paper.
Senator SYMINGTON. The document appeared a clear fascistic effort
to overcome the law. That is the way I read it

.

Later the President referred to it as a plan which went into effect
for 5 days, then was withdrawn under the protests o

f Mr Hoover.

In the handwriting o
f Mr. Hoover were his noted objections on the

paper that we had.
Then, there was a document from the Central Intelligence Agency
Director. “I was astonished the Attorney General knew nothing
about it.” It is my guess that what happened was that Hoover de
manded the President put it in writing, and then it went to the At
torney General, to whom h

e reported a
t

least in theory, and said “I

demand it in writing because it is breaking the law” and then the At
torney General told the President he could not write the letter because

it would break the law.

AVAILABILITY OF INFORMATION FROM WITNESS AFTER CONFIRMATION

I have been on the National Security Council and think I under
stand its functioning. If you stay in the two positions, you are going

to be in a position where you will have unprecedented authority never
before granted to anybody but the President.
Are we going to be able to get adequate information from you? You
have assured u

s

o
n

the wiretapping. You have assured u
s

o
n

the ex
ecutive privilege. And this is our last chance.
Are we going to be able to handle this in the American way of the
past o

r
is there going to be additional effort made to handle it on the

basis a
s

recommended by the Huston memorandum.
Mr. KISSINGER. First of all, Senator, let me say something that I

feel very deeply about. What I have said to this committee about co
operating with this committee is not a device to get confirmed. Under
any projection, we are going to have a very rough time over the next
3% years in terms of both domestic and international problems. I
believe that it is absolutely essential for the legislative and executive
branches broadly to restore confidence in government, and in the
purposes o

f

this country, so that our successors will be able to operate
within the framework of public trust and long-term conditions. So
this is not your last chance at me. Indeed, I hope that if the com
mittee confirms me, we can take up very rapidly a close and confident
association. So you will not depend o

n

the individual questions asked
around the table, but you will know constantly what I am doing.

HUSTON MEMORAND UM

Now, to get first to the Huston memorandum, after May 1970 I

was disassociated from any internal security matters. I did not know
there was such a thing as the Huston memorandum. I know newspapers
are making fun o

f

these statements o
f

mine. They happen to be

true. I did not know there was such a memorandum. I did not know
there was such a committee studying these problems, and my first
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knowledge of al
l

these matters was when I read about them in the
newspapers where they were revealed. So in all candor, with the
fullest access to me, you still would not be able to find out about the
Huston memorandum. I took the position, after I had understood the
workings of the internal security process, that my office was not
equipped to handle it

,

because, as Senator Sparkman pointed out, one
thing leads to another, and we were in no position to follow it up.
And after that I felt that the agencies that had the primary respon
sibility for internal security should deal with it

,

and that the National
Security Council should confine itself to foreign policy, to the relation
ship between military policy and foreign policy, and CIA activities
and not FBI activities. This was not any reflection o

n

the FBI; it

was just a matter which I wanted the FBI strictly to handle, and I

did not wish to handle it
. Frankly, Senator Symington, I would

propose to continue this policy.

wit WEss’ INTENTION VIS-A-VIS COMMITTEE

But with respect to my intention vis-a-vis this committee, a
s I

have pointed out, the only thing that I would feel should b
e excluded

from the discussions are personal conversations with the President,
actual deliberations within the National Security Council—to which

I could not testify even a
s Secretary of State—and the Forty Com

mittee, which you, however, have access to in your capacity a
s a

member o
f

the intelligence subcommittee. Upon a
ll other matters I

believe this committee should inquire into, specifically including the
relationships between military and foreign policy decisions and all
intelligence matters that are part of the work of this committee.
Senator SYMINGTON. Thank you. Yours is a reassuring statement.

LACK OF SUPERVISION OF INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY

I have one more question, about the Forty Committee. When I first
went on this committee, I became distressed about the fact the com
mittee was making decisions and recommendations against facts pre
sented by the Central Intelligence Agency to the Armed Services Com
mittee. So I urged Senator Russell to put some members o

f this
committee o

n

the joint committee, and gave him the reason why, and

h
e did, by invitation: Senator Fulbright, Senator Hickenlooper, Sen

ator Mansfield, and others. Later that was abandoned and no members
of this committee were included.
There is no secret about the fact the supervision o

f

the Central
Intelligence Agency has not been consistent. The subcommittee of the
Central Intelligence Agency, Oversight Committee, ceased to function

in the Armed Services Committee and the matter was passed over to

the five senior members o
f

the Appropriations Committee o
f

which
the chairman of Armed Services Committee was a member, a

s was
the ranking minority member.
On the floor when it came up with the chairman of the Appropria
tions Committee, some 2 years ago, he said he did not know what they
were doing with the money and did not want to know. That is not
proper Senatorial review.
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OBTAINING SAME INFORMATION CIA GIVES ARMED SERVICES COMMITTEE
SUGGESTED

From the standpoint of this background, I think we could have
avoided several bad mistakes. In any case, as you know, the Central
Intelligence Agency reports to the National Security Council. The
National Security Council is an advisory body to the President and
you chair every important committee on the National Security
Council.
Mr. KISSINGER. There is really only one committee.
Senator SY MINGTON. The two intelligence committees are broken
down and you chair both of them. Is there any reason why, in your
position, you cannot come before this committee and give us the
same type and character of information given to the Armed Services
Committee by the Central Intelligence Agency head?
Mr. KISSINGER. I frankly have never considered that question. I
have no personal reluctance to do this. May I discuss this with the
Director of the Central Intelligence Agency and the President to see
what the implications are?
Senator SYMINGTON. Well, the Director of the Central Intelligence
Agency in effect reports to you, but you might discuss it with the
President. My point, I have seen several cases where I am confident
that we would not have done what we did if this committee had been
in on the information in question. You will be the Secretary of State
and you will also be the chief intelligence officer in the executive
branch, as chairman of these committees. You are saying you want to
have a relationship with us. As the chairman of this committee knows,
this has been a matter of grave apprehension to me for at least 5 years
if not more. I am not talking about detailed intelligence functioning
because we do not get into that any more than we get into war plans
in the Armed Services Committee. But I am talking about broad
policy approaches and decisions.
Take the case of Chile today. Chile is a very serious situation.
[Deleted.] We are not at war with Chile. I would think it was as much
the prerogative of this committee to know what was going on down
there from the standpoint of a major intelligence agency than it would
be the Armed Services Committee unless we plan to send a fleet down
there to support the generals.
Mr. KissiNGER. Senator Symington, I frankly do not know what it
is that is being given to the Armed Services Committee, and therefore
it is hard for me to know the reasons for or against giving it to you.
My inclination would certainly be to tell the committee what the
general policies are.
Senator SYMINGTON. Do you not get these reports from the CIA
as head of the NSC intelligence committee?
Mr. KISSINGER. No, I get reports, but I do not know what they
testify to. This is what I do not know.
Senator SYMINGTON. Would you be willing to give us the same
information they give the Armed Services Committee?
Mr. KissiNGER. That is what I would like to check on. As I say, I
have no personal reason not to do it

. Now, there may be intelligence
reasons why the information should b

e kept to one particular sub
committee. In that case it might be possible to add a member of the
Foreign Relations Committee in addition to yourself to that sub
committee. I just do not know how it can be worked out in practice.
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Senator SYMINGTON. I would make one more observation for the
record.

Mr. KISSINGER. I am in favor of giving this committee the same
information.

COMMITTEE ACCESS TO INTELLIGENCE INFORMATION

Senator SYMINGTON. In my opinion, the country is going bankrupt
under present policy. It is only a matter of time, babysitting the
world with necessary as well as unnecessary expenditures. Nobody
wants to see the country more secure than I.
Mr. KISSINGER. I know that.
Senator SYMINGTON. You get into this question of what the possible
enemy has, what we are building against, where there are tremendous
differences of opinion; and then the diplomatic aspect. You go to
China, you go to the Soviet Union; so does the President. Yet, this
year we are asking for $7 billion more for military than we did 2 years
ago. Inasmuch as with the premise we badly need money here at home,
not your primary field or that of the President, certainly not mine,
but I notice in this afternoon's paper al

l
the oil companies are de

manding a lot more money for oil, a big headline. I think we should
know more about this and the economic situation in general. This
committee is noted for not leaking despite what people have said. I

have been o
n it some 1
2 years. There have never been any serious

leaks. I do not see why therefore the Committee is not cut in on this
intelligence information. You are the intelligence head man. Why
should you not come up here before this committee, which considers
economic, military, and political policy with relation to countries
with which we are not at war.
Mr. KISSINGER. I would have no hesitation in a closed session,
which we would have to work out with the chairman, to give you
what I know o

f

the intelligence estimates. I think, I did not know
you were not getting those.
Senator SYMINGTON. We get little of real value before this com
mittee. Laos is the best illustration.
Mr. KISSINGER. To discuss those with you.
Senator SYMINGTON. I have done my best to understand the
accelerated production o

f Trident and do not think it is justified.

I say that as a shopman in my youth. There is nearly $1,000,000,000
involved. Build it

,

but build on a regular basis, what they originally
said they wanted to do. Fly before you buy was the slogan. The
Committee o

n Armed Services listens to it al
l

and rejects the recom
mendation for the accelerated production, primarily the result o

f

Rickover's lobbying the Congress. There are other reasons too, but
that is the primary reason. The full committee listens carefully to the
recommendation o

f

the subcommittee and supports the unanimous
recommendation of the subcommittee by one vote.
Then a request is made for a Central Intelligence Agency review
on the latest Russian position o

n weapons, and a
s
a result a Senator

reverses his vote, and the American people are stuck in my opinion,
for the extra cost incident to a totally unnecessary and unbusinesslike
acceleration. The Foreign Relations Committee, under its charter,
deserves to have comparable information.

21–561—73—6
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ACCELERATED TFIDENT PROGRAM

The CHAIRMAN. Since the question has arisen, do you think there
are developments justifying an accelerated program of Trident?
Mr. KISSINGER. I believe that in the light of the Soviet systems
that are now being built, I would hate to see a unilateral change in
our existing programs until we have had an opportunity to negotiate
further in SALT II. But I would think that as part of that negotiation
we could well consider slowing down the Trident program.
The CHAIRMAN. But as of now, you do favor the accelerated pro
gram?
Mr. KISSINGER. As of now, but I have not studied it as fully as
Senator Symington has.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Scott.

FURTHER OPPORTUNITIES FOR DISCUSSION WITH WITNESS

Senator Scott. First of all, this is really not the last chance for the
committee to exchange views with and to continue to receive the coop
eration of Dr. Kissinger because, of course, he will be submitting a
number of names up here for confirmation and each of those offers
its own forum for discussion of these matters we have already dis
cussed and new matters.
[Deleted.]
Mr. KISSINGER. [Deleted.]

ATTORNEY GENERAL'S GUIDELINES FOR SURVEILLANCE
WITHOUT WARRANT

Senator Scott. I would ask you whether you associate yourself
with the Attorney General's letter to the chairman of this committee
of the 12th of this month and the guidelines he sets out as to new
applications for surveillance without a warrant. He says “In general,
before I approve any new application for surveillance without, a
warrant, I must be convinced that it is necessary (1) to protect the
Nation against actual or potential attack or other hostile acts of a
foreign power; (2) to obtain foreign intelligence information deemed
essential to the security of the United States; or (3) to protect national
security information against foreign intelligence activities. 18 United
States Code 2511 (3).”
Do you associate yourself in general with that as the guideline§. would guide you in the administration of the Department oftate?
Mr. KissiNGER. I would associate myself fully with this. Of course,
the determination would be left to the Attorney General and to the
President. I would not expect on my own to take the initiative in
any event.
Senator Scott. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KISSINGER. [Deleted.]
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Pell.

ACCESS TO INFORMATION CONCERNING NUCLEAR WEAPONS STORAGE

Senator PELL. I was struck with Senator Symington's line of
questioning. I remember the illustration of the difficulties the members
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face and the committee faces in the question of what nations have
nuclear weapons stored on their territory. For us to do our job intel
ligently we ought to know those nations. It obviously makes a
difference in our arrangements there and the only way I was able to
find out, as a member of the Foreign Relations Committee, what
countries have American nuclear weapons was that Senator Symington
was kind enough to recall it from his memory and was able to inform
me of it

.
I think that is not a correct procedure. I think we should

know within this committee. I would hope you would give us similar
information.
[Deleted.]
Mr. Kiss INGER. [Deleted.]
The CHAIRMAN. Gentlemen, it is getting late. I have several
questions that will take some time. Do you wish to ask now?
Senator McGEE. I cannot come back, Mr. Chairman, because I am
the chairman o

f
a House-Senate conference on agriculture, including

Arkansas. It will not take me long but I do have some questions
which I think I can
The CHAIRMAN. You can come back at 2:30?
Senator MUSK (E. I had some plans, but they have been shattered.
The CHAIRMAN. Go ahead and then we will come back at 2:30.
Senator \lcGEE. If that is agreeable, I appreciate the chance to

work this in.
As you would appreciate, Dr. Kissinger, I have been besieged with
questions on Chile inasmuch a

s I am Chairman o
f

the Western
Hemisphere Subcommittee which met last week.
Mr. KISSINGER. Which I am aware of,

DECISION TO MAINTAIN NEUTRALITY CONCERN ING CHILEAN SITUATION

Senator McGEE. As we pursued the collection of information with
the Assistant Secretary so we might better understand the situation,
invariably the line o

f questioning would stop with his suggestion that
that is all he knew, that he was not in on the final decisions. So the
first questioning that comes to mind obviously, is the intimation h

e

made that after the coup was planned that somewhere a
t

the top
there was a conscious decision made by somebody to insure non
involvement, neutrality? At what level would that take place?
Mr. KissiNGER. First, Senator, you have to remember that when
any crisis occurs, there is total confusion even in the White House.
Though most people would expect that intelligence information puts
one ahead o

f

the information curve, you can generally assume that in

the middle of a crisis the newspaper reports may be slightly ahead o
f

the intelligence information. So the first thing we confronted, when
ever it was, Tuesday morning or Wednesday morning
Senator McGEE. Tuesday morning. -

Mr. KissiNGER [continuing]. Tuesday morning, was total confusion

a
s to what was really going on down there, and who was doing what

to whom.

The decision to maintain neutrality, or whatever its significance is
,

was taken a
t
a meeting o
f what is called the Washington Special Ac

tions Group—I will be damned if I can remember how it got that
name, it happened 4 years ago—which meets automatically whenever
there is a crisis. It is chaired b
y

me and it has the Deputy Secretaries
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from a
ll o
f

the departments. Our decision, frankly, was sort o
f
a

holding decision until w
e

could see more clearly. The only complete
decision we made was to turn our fleet around and move it north so

it would not be within—it was intended to be about 150 miles from
the Chilean coast but then come around a

t

the Falkland Islands.
[Deleted.]

..
. We took the decision that we would not say anything that indicated

either support or opposition—that we would avoid what we had done

in Brazil in 1963 where we rushed out b
y

recognizing the government.
We instructed the Ambassador that he could not establish diplomatic
contact and that if he were approached h

e would send his military
attachés to maintain the contact.
Now, then, when we make these decisions, they tend to get very
literally applied, so everyone was afraid even to express sorrow a

t

the
personal fate o

f Allende, which we rectified the next morning. But
that decision would have been taken in the Washington Special
Actions Group and approved b

y

the President.

WASHINGTON SPECIAL ACTIONS GROUP AND TASK FORCE ON CHILE

Senator McGEE. Is the Washington Special Actions Group the
group that is sometimes, in the press in this case, alluded to as the
task force on Chile?
Mr. KISSINGER. No.
Senator MCGEE. That is not it?
Mr. KISSINGER. No; the Washington Special Actions Group gen
erally operates in an emergency. It meets almost automatically in

a
n emergency. Then there would be a task force headed b
y

the Depart
ment o

f

State that works out the concrete details. The Washington
Special Actions Group might say “we will take a hands-off policy for

2
4

hours o
r

4
8

hours. We have to get a
n analysis o
f

what sort o
f

proposals have been made.”

In this case we had to find out, for example, what supplies were
going into Chile, so that it did not look as if we were suddenly pouring

in supplies. We had to shop around to various departments to find
out whether, in the routine delivery o

f existing programs, something
might be planned for those 2 or 3 days that would create problems.
That sort of thing. We would give the instruction and then the task
force on Chile would work out the concrete details. We have got
them right now working o

n
a study o
f

what the various dimensions of

humanitarian and other assistance might be, and a
t

the same time we
are having them study what the various expropriation issues are,
because we d

o not want to be hit b
y

1
0 companies suddenly, filing

claims for expropriated property and making it look a
s though this

whole exercise was designed b
y

u
s in order to get compensation for

expropriation, although that is one o
f

our long-term objectives.
This is just to give you the feel of how we operate.

RETURN HOME OF AM BASSADOR DAVIS WEEKEND BEFORE COUP

Senator McGEE. Ambassador Davis was home the weekend before.
There are those who jumped to the conclusion that there must be a

cause and effect relationship.
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Mr. Kiss NGER. I can explain to you exactly how that happened. In
fact, if it proves anything it proves the opposite. When I was nomi
nated I called back-annong the first group that is—Ambassadors
whom I knew well and trusted, like Ambassador Sullivan. I asked
each of them to tell me in each area of the world those ambassador's
whom they liked, whom they thought most highly of, so that they
could advise me (a) about the area, and (b) about personnel in the
Department that they might have met in the area. Ambassador Davis
was on two lists that were given to me. I had only met him fleetingly
and for all practical purposes did not know him. |Deleted.]
When I mentioned his name I was told that there was turmoil in
Chile. I then asked the Department to instruct Ambassador Davis to
come back in whatever 48-hour period he thought was least likely to
cause difficulty, and he himself chose that weekend.
We did talk about the situation in Chile for about 5 minutes. I
asked him about coup reports. He said they were endemic, and I
said, “Just make sure that none of our Embassy personnel has any
thing to do directly or indirectly with any of the plotters, if there
are plotters, in response to any approaches.” He said he had given
those instructions. There was no talk about the coup except the rumors
that had been around for weeks and months.

SUGGESTION OF CIA INVOLVEMENT IN CHILEAN AFFAIRS

Senator McGEE. As you listen to some of the comments here this
morning, there is a suggestion that the CIA has been deeply involved
in Chilean affairs over a period of time in one way or another. This
came out in the ITT hearings, for example. Was the CIA deeply
involved at this time?
Mr. Kiss NGER. The CIA had nothing to do with the coup, to the
best of my knowledge and belief, and I only put in that qualification
in case some madman appears down there who without instructions,
talked to somebody. I have absolutely no reason to suppose it

.

[Deleted.]

INTIM ATION THAT U.S. ECONOMIC POLICIES CONTRIBUTED TO ALLEN DE
H.E (GIM E COLLAPSE

Senator McGEE. The intimation has been rather strong from
some quarters that our economic policies contributed directly to the
collapse o

f

the Allende regime, that is
,

cutting off credits with the
Western Hemisphere Bank and a few other programs like that.
Mr. Kiss INGER. Well, first of all, it is incorrect to say that we cut
off the credit. Most of the credits that were cut off were cut off as the
result of the basic policies of the Allende government. Mr. McNamara
gave a speech o

r press statement last summer in which he explained
that the World Bank does not extend credit if there is an expropriation
without compensation, if the economic policies of the country do o

f

make it a good credit risk, and a third reason which I have now
forgotten.
Second, the export-import credits were cut off after Chile defaulted

o
n

the loans that it had already had, and the bilateral aid was affected
by the Hickenlooper amendment.
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It is one of the curious aspects, however, of the way economic aid
is given that by defaulting on its debt payments a country can, in
effect get its economic aid indefinitely. Rescheduling $250 million
worth of Chile's debts over the last 2 years had the same practical
effect as giving it $250 million in economic aid, in addition to the
fact that it got $85 million in disbursements from existing multi
lateral loans that had been approved prior to the shutdown of credit.
And I think it got about $25 million of humanitarian aid from the
United States during the period of the Allende government. There
fore, I think that the judgment of the New York Times editorial
yesterday is correct that it was the policies of the Allende government,
its insistence on forcing the pace beyond what the traffic would bear
much more than our policies that contributed to their economic chaos.
[Deleted.]
Mr. KISSINGER. I was going to say, Senator McGee, that the
political parties did not know anything about this coup, to our knowl
edge, and I do not have the impression that there was any organized
labor support for it

.

Senator McGEE. It was only the protests from the working group
types, including the basic political groups that supported Allende a

s

well as those who were opposed to him?
Mr. KISSINGER. That is my impression.

QUESTION OF CONFIDENTIALITY

Senator McGEE. That is all I want to take time for, Mr. Chairman.
We speculated in here before you arrived this morning about the
legitimate areas o

f confidentiality in government, policymaking in

critical times because we have seen the over-extension o
f that, and if

I may say so, the prostituting of the real intent of confidentiality a
s

in the case Senator Muskie was developing here this morning. He
carried here a protest from a man highly respected b

y you and me in

the academic world, Ruhl Bartlett, who was no friend o
f

the adminis
tration policy o

n Southeast Asia. He raises the point, in regard to

Elisberg, that the tragedy was that somebody in the government blew
the Ellsberg case. There was a legitimate case that had to be made for
confidentiality and yet they loused it up through over-extension and
the like. The case was rightfully dismissed. Is there a legitimate area
there where we ought to be concerning ourselves a

s we look down the
road ahead?
Mr. KissLNGER. In al

l

candor I have to say I consider what Ellsberg
did an extremely dangerous thing, which cannot be deduced from the
intrinsic merit o

f

individual papers. When thousands o
f governmental

papers suddenly appear in the newspapers, and when then the Govern
ment has to prove that the papers individually d

o not threaten national
security one had a prescription for a situation in which foreign govern
ments may simply wonder to what extent, they can deal with u
s in

candor. So I think the question of confidentiality is a very serious one.
But there has to be a relationship between the concern and the
actions that are taken, and I have stated publicly at a press confer
ence, and I will repeat here, that I think there was no justification
for the break-in into Ellsberg's psychiatrist's office. [Deleted.]
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As for my relationship with this committee, I have expressed many
objectives to this committee and said what I intended to do. In all
candor, though, it depends on the spirit with which we implement it

,

and on the conviction both of the committee and that I would have
about what the country really needs. And we can work partly in an

adversary and partly in a colleagial relationship.
As I said before, I am profoundly convinced that the greatest
problem we have now in the country is to restore our national faith

in ourselves, and it is that attitude which is a better guarantee for
how we work together than any abstract commitments I now might
make during confirmation hearings.
Senator McGEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. We will adjourn until 2:30, then.
Mr. KISSINGER. Mr. Chairman, would 3 o'clock also b

e possible, o
r

would that be
The CHAIRMAN. All right, if it is all right.
Mr. KISSINGER. I have somebody who is here from out of town.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, then, 3 o'clock.
[Whereupon, at 1:20 p.m., the hearing was recessed, to reconvene a

t

3 p.m., this same day.]

AFTERNOON SESSION

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.

I will start the questioning to indicate what my concern is
. It is

very serious, as you well know. For the record, I will say a few words.
This morning, Senator Symington made reference to a

n article
which he since gave me. I am not sure that you have seen it.
Before I start, I want the record to show that at approximately
12:05, Senator Goldwater left the committee. Senator Scott asked
me to say that for his own reasons,

CONCERNS REGARDING DECISION MA KING PFOCED URES

As I indicated this morning and a
s I indicated before, it is the

procedures o
f decisionmaking, and particularly the role o
f

this com
mittee and the Congress in decisionmaking, that concern me most.
My interest in the tapping was not in the substance o

f

the tapping

o
r

what was thought to be found out or whether you found it out o
r

not. It is simply the procedure of employing these methods in arriving
at decisions.

DIFFICULTY o
f

REconcILING vote witH PAST Policy Positions

Those are the things with which I am concerned and also the effect
upon my own attitude toward the policies that have been followed,
not only in the previous 4 years but the preceding 4 years. I have

a good deal o
f difficulty in reconciling the position that I have taken

with a vote which would appear to be an endorsement of the policies
which I had opposed.
As a little background I want to read you two or three excerpts and
hopefully to give some background as to what concerns me.
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This is the way the New Yorker article of September 17 begins:
Henry Kissinger is a prodigiously intelligent, articulate, talented, witty, cap
tivating and imposing man.

I won’t read it all, but, skipping down, the author is describing the
hearing the other day:

The Senators, in effect, were being asked to ratify a series of actions that should
never have taken place without their approval and most of them had a part
in protesting. But what the Senators were forced to pass judgment on was a whole
new way of government, how we had been governed in recent years and how we
would be governed from now on.

I will put the whole article in the record. I agree with the first
sentence about your personal qualities, but it is the series of actions
in this country with which you have been associated and the way the
Government is carried on which concerns me most.
[The article referred to follows:

[From the New Yorker, Sept. 17, 1973]

THE TALK OF THE Town

NOTES AND COMMENT

HENRY KIssiNGER is a prodigiously intelligent, articulate, talented, witty,
captivating, and imposing man. He is quite unlike most of the people President
Nixon surrounded himself within the White House. He has style, he has intellectual
finesse, he has warmth and humor, he speaks the English language, he is without
pretension, he is not mean-spirited, he seems instinctively drawn to telling the
truth, and he clearly wants to serve his country well. He also appears to have a
historical vision, shared by the President: that by maintaining our military
preeminence and by standing fast wherever we think we are challenged, as we
thought we were in Indo-China, we may avoid a nuclear confrontation with,
first, Russia and, second, China, and thus preserve a relatively peaceful world
for many decades. Now he has come before the Senate Foreign Relations Com
mittee as the President’s choice for Secretary of State. In the questioning that
took place on the first day of the confirmation hearings, last Friday, the senators
displayed a mixture of admiration, respect, and bewilderment. Obviously, Kis
singer was not a man to be lightly rejected. Yet there was a profound uneasiness
in the air. It was as if two Henry Kissingers sat before them in the hearing room;
the Henry Kissinger who had the highest possible qualifications for the post to
which he had been named—who had the makings of a great Secretary of State—
and the Henry Kissinger who had been intimately bound up with the conduct
of our foreign affairs for the past five years. It was as if a third man, too, sat
before them: President Nixon. For if the President had an alter ego on the world
stage it was Kissinger. The actions of the two men could not be separated. To
gether, for five years, they had dictated our foreign policy.
To confirm Henry Kissinger as Secretary of State was to ratify what he had
done, and what the President had done, for those five fateful years. And what
had that been? Together, they had established relations with China, improved
our relations with Russia, and successfully completed the first phase of SALT—
and for these immense achievements most Americans are grateful. Together, also,
they had planned the undisclosed bombing of Cambodia in 1969 and 1970; they
had initiated the unauthorized wiretapping of members of Kissinger's staff and
of newsmen in 1969; they had planned the invasion of Cambodia in 1970; they
had planned the use of American air power to support the invasion of Laos in
1971; in 1971, too, they had “tilted” in favor of Pakistan in the India-Pakistan
War, though at the time Pakistan was carrying out mass murder of Bengali
subjects in East Pakistan; in early 1972, they had planned the mining and block
ading of North Vietnamese harbors; later in 1972 they had planned the “Christmas
bombing” of North Vietnam—all this done in secrecy, and without congressional
consent. The senators, in effect, were being asked to ratify a series of actions
that should never have taken place without their approval, and that most of
them had abhorred and protested. Try as they might, the Senators could not
escape this nightmarish five-year history. While the President and the men of
Watergate were, it now appears, undermining our democratic system of govern
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ment in domestic affairs, the President and Henry Kissinger were undermining
the system in foreign affairs. Last Friday, Kissinger gave the Senators assurances
that he would mend his ways. There were even subtle overtones of remorse. But
what the Senators were forced to pass judgment on was a whole new way of gov
ernment: how we had been governed in recent years and how we would be gov
erned from now On.
They had to think about the dark side of the Kissinger record; how he, together
with the President, had violated the Constitution, defied Congress, and con
temptuously ignored the will of the nation's people. The senators were presented
with a dilemma. They could have this charming, brainy, penitent-seeming man as
Secretary of State if they would forget the last five years of history, including
the millions of victims of an un-Constitutional and unnecessary prolongation of a
war, and if they would overlook the curious fact that the nominee had by no
means been joined in his expressions of regret by his present and future superior,
the President. In happier times, Kissinger—the same man, with the same ex
traordinary qualities—might have walked into the hearing room with a record
that was unmarred. Today, Kissinger is not so fortunate. After five years of close
collaboration with President Nixon, after acting with him in secrecy and without
the legal and moral sanction of Congress or the American people, he walked into
the hearing room with a burden that must be anguishing both to him and to his
judges. One could only look on in sorrow as the senators, the President, and Henry
Kissinger faced one another in these tragic circumstances.

WITNESS' SEM.INA R ON U.S. FOREIGN POLICY DECISIONMAKING

The CHAIRMAN. Following that, there is a very interesting excerpt
from a seminar which you gave at the University of California in
1968 in this morning's paper. I am sure you recall that. I don’t know
whether you read this morning's article or not.

TESTIMONY OF HENRY A. KISSINGER, NOMINEE TO BE SECRETARY
0F STATE–Resumed

Mr. KISSINGER. I glanced over it.

The CHAIRMAN. You glanced at it
. I think it is relevant to this same

problem that concerns me. I will quote the part which raises the same
type o

f questions that is raised by these other articles. This is a quote
from your statement. I assume there is no doubt about the statement
having been made.
Mr. KISSINGER. I am sure it is correct. I haven't verified it.
The CHAIRMAN. This was given a

t

the University o
f California, by

Dr. Kissinger in 1968. It says:8- ->

Also, research and intelligence organizations, either foreign o
r national, attempt

to give a rationality and consistency to foreign policy which it simply does not
have. I have found it next to impossible to convince Frenchmen that there is no
such thing a

s an American foreign policy, and that a series o
f

moves that have
produced a certain result may not have been planned to produce that result 4 * *.

Once the American decisionmaking process has disgorged an answer, it becomes
technically very difficult to change the policy because even those who have serious
doubts about it become reluctant to hazard those doubts in an international forum.
There is no telling what would come out o

f
a reevaluation o
f existing measures. If

one wishes to influence American foreign policy, the time to do so is in the forma
tive period, and the level is the middle level o

f

the bureaucracy—that of the
assistant secretary and his immediate advisers. That is the highest level in which
people can still think.

That is the end of that particular quote. This suggests, of course,
the very problem we run up against time and time again with regard

to the State Department, the Defense Department, the USIA and

a
ll others, about the access to information. At the very level, as you
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say, of the formative period, we have generally been confronted with
the statement that this is at the working level and no decisions have
been made. Therefore, we have been denied the benefit of any of the
working papers.
I am skipping in order to save time. Further on it says:
There is no such thing, in my view, as a Vietnam policy; there is a series of
programs of individual agencies concerned with Vietnam. These programs are
reconciled or not, as the case may be, if there is a conflict between the operating
agencies. In the areas where there is no conflict between agencies, it would be
very unusual to get a high level consideration of a problem. When conflict exists,
the environment becomes receptive. For example, when General Westmoreland
asked for 200,000 troops, that forced a high level review. But the day to day opera
tions of a war or of an alliance diplomacy will not generally engage the President
and the Secretary of State.

Then a little further down:

Our governmental process works reasonably well in relation to specific technical
issues and also when there is an adversary procedure. If one department is strongly
for something and another department opposed, then the President or cabinet
officer has a chance of elaborating an overall purpose. The system goes awry if
you have a small, dedicated, unopposed group.
Because of this gap between expertise and decision-making, a great deal of
communication occurs by means of a briefing. Now, briefings reward theatrical
qualities. They put a premium on the ability to package information and to
present a fore-ordained result. Every briefer worth his salt says, “Interrupt me
at any point with a question.’ Usually the victim of the briefing is very proud if
he can formulate a question. The briefer has heard the question a hundred times
before and it is like throwing a fast ball across the middle of the plate to Mickey
Mantle. He gives a glib response which is overwhelming. All this creates a state
of mind where the policymaker may have the uneasy feeling of knowing he is
being taken, even though he doesn’t quite know how. This magnifies the sense
of insecurity.
Some of the key decisions are kept to a very small circle while the bureaucracy
happily continues working away in ignorance of the fact that decisions are being
made, or the fact that a decision is being made in a particular area. One reason
for keeping the decisions to small groups is that when bureaucracies are so un
wieldy and when their internal morale becomes a serious problem, an unpopular
decision may be fought by brutal means, such as leaks to the press or to con
gressional committees. Thus, the only way secrecy can be kept is to exclude from
the making of the decision all those who are theoretically charged with carrying
it out.

QUOTES FROM WITNESS’ SEM [NAR ON POLICYMAKING PROCESS

I think this is a very interesting article. The last part I want to
read is this:

If you do not know how this process operates, it is very difficult to predict on the
basis of abstract rationality how it is going to come out. The reason why this par
ticular problem is magnified is

,
it seems to me, that only in the rarest cases is there

a relationship between high position and great substantive knowledge.

Mr. KissiNGER. Oh, yes.
The CHAIRMAN.

Most of our elective officials had to spend so much o
f

their energy getting
elected that they can give relatively little attention to the substance o
f

what they
are going to do when they get elected. And therefore you get the curious phenom
enon o
f people deciding to run for high office first and then scrambling around
for some intellectuals to tell them what their positions ought to be. In many
cases it is not that the intellectuals are used merely a

s speech writers that the
policy makers already have; it is literally the case that you are starting with a

tabula rasa, and that the position the political leader takes is much influenced
by the type o

f

intellectual that sometimes quite accidentally winds up in his
entourage.
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The typical political leader of the contemporary managerial society is a man with
a strong will, a high capacity to get himself elected, but no very great conception
of what he is going to do when he gets into office. This is true of many of the cabinet
officials as well, and in this sense . . . I am pessimistic about the ability of
modern bureaucratic society to manage a world which is quite discontinuous with
its previous experience. . . .

That, together with the President's statement of September 10–
do you wish to comment upon this statement?
Do you go along or not?
Mr. Kiss INGER. Could I just make two quick comments?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sure.
Mr. Kiss INGER. Two or three comments.

CONFIRMATION WOULD NOT REPRESENT END ORSEMENT OF PAST
POLICIES

First, with respect to the New Yorker piece which I haven’t seen,
I don’t believe that confirmation by this committee would represent
an endorsement of the policies that have been pursued by this admin
istration. I think they would represent an expression of my fitness to
perform in the office to which the President has nominated me.
One would expect that the Senators would maintain the positions
that they had maintained before, some of which were in strong
opposition to administration policies, and others in support of ad
ministration policies, and the necessity of a dialog between the com
mittee and the administration is not based on the assumption of agree
ment but on the necessity of making sure that the points of view are
adequately represented before the decision is taken.

WITNEss’ 1968 SEMINAR ON PROCESS OF CONDUCTING GOVERNMENT

With respect to the second piece that you just read, Mr. Chairman,
it is obvious from this piece that I had no expectation whatever in the
spring of 1968 of being appointed to any office in Government, and
certainly not to this office. It is intended as an analytical piece on how
I had observed from the fringes the Government to be operating and
on my judgment on elective officials in the executive branch that I
had seen perform up to that point.
It was my impression in the administrations that I had seen up to
then that the adversary proceedings were extremely important.
in my present job I have made a major effort to make sure that
varying choices are presented to the President. Curiously enough, one
of the elements resisted by the bureaucracy has been the development
of options. The secret dream of most big departments is to present to
the President a paper to which he can only say yes or no, and since he
doesn’t know what to do if he says no, he almost always is forced to
say yes. My experience has been that it is very difficult to get govern
mental departments to present genuine options to the President.
My role, rather than restricting options, has been to try to expand
them. But, what I believed then I still essentially agree with, as an
analytical description of the process, not as a desirable way of con
ducting Government.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, what you were stating there was
the way it was actually run not the way you think it ought to be run.
Is that correct?
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Mr. Kiss INGER. Exactly, that is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Your statement about keeping decisions to a very
small group and that these others should be excluded—you don’t
still believe that?
Mr. Kiss INGER. I didn’t believe it was desirable then.
The CHAIRMAN. It is just the way it was then.
Mr. Kiss INGER. I had in mind then the Tuesday lunches that
President Johnson had, in which no records were kept, and which
were the essential method of Government in the last 18 months of
the then administration.
I believe that it is essential to present every significant point of
view to the President, recognizing that there may be debates about
what may be significant.

PRESIDENT'S SEPTEMBER 10 STATE OF UNION MESSAGE

The CHAIRMAN. This is by way of background as to procedures.
The next point is the President's own statement, which is the most
disturbing of all, of September 10, 1973. I would assume you did, but
I will leave it to you to say if you participated in the preparation of
that statement.
Mr. KISSINGER. No; I did not.
The CHAIRMAN. You had nothing to do with it?
Mr. KISSINGER. No, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. The special State of the Union address.
Mr. KISSINGER. No; I had not seen it before it was given. My office
may have seen it for a routine review.
The CHAIRMAN. I am bound to say I am very surprised he would
make such a statement without having cleared it with you or your
not having participated in it

. I assumed o
n matters particularly re

lating to foreign relations that was the case.
Mr. KISSINGER. That is almost invariably the case. In this special
instance it was not the case.
The CHAIRMAN. For the record I want to read the part that dis
turbs me, at least following the question this morning that the Sen
ator from Missouri put to you. I quote from the President's State of
the Union address on September 10. That was just about a week ago.
He says and I quote:

The House has already cut about 25 percent from the military aid program and
the Senate has cut it by one-half. Not only have extraordinary cuts been made

in the funding, but restrictive amendments have been added in committee and
others may b

e suggested on the fioor. I cannot stand by while these crucial pro
grams are gutted in haste and reaction.
Current foreign aid programs are being funded through a continuing resolution
which ends on September 30. This approach is unsatisfactory, especially in light

o
f

demands resulting from North Vietnamese truce violations in Cambodia.
Yet the Congress continues not only to provide smaller dollar amounts but also

to make unreasonable requests for access to sensitive information and impose
counter-productive conditions on specific programs. Such demands are unac
ceptable; they would badly compromise our ability to maintain security around
the world.

I intend to make every effort to increase the funding for fiscal year 1974
security assistance requirements. I shall also strongly resist efforts by the Congress

to impose unreasonable demands upon necessary foreign policy prerogatives o
f

the executive branch. A spirit of bipartisan cooperation provided the steel which
saw America through the cold war and then through Vietnam. We must not
jeopardize the great potential for peace and progress in the post-Vietnam era by
losing this strong bipartisan spirit.
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It seems to me to be short of a declaration of war on the part of
the President against the Congress. Part of the congressional actions
those that he mentioned, of course, have already been agreed to by this
committee and the Senate. That is the part relating to the provisions
in the State Department Authorization Act. I assume you support
his views about them, whether you had anything to do with his state
ment or not. Is that correct?
Even though you didn't participate in the statement, I assume that
you support it?
Mr. Kiss INGER. You have to assume that, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. You do assume that.

PA RTICIPANTS IN PRE PARATION OF STATE OF THE UNION MESSAGE

Who would have participated in the preparation of the State of
the Union message? Do you know?
\ Ir, NissINGER. Well, \l r. Chairman, I think this is one area where I

should not comment o
n the internal advisory system within the White

House. But in general this State of the Union statement was con
ceived largely, or exclusively, I would have thought, on domestic
In a t t e l’S.

The CHAIRMAN. But the view o
f

some o
f us, including myself, is

that what we believe to be unnecessarily large expenditures in the
very field in which h

e objects to any cut, are the principal reason for
domestic difficulties, as the Senator from Missouri pointed out.
Senator SYMINGTON. Would the Chair yield for a question in

context?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.

JUSTIFICATION FOR NATIONAL DEFENSE REQUEST

Senator SYMINGTON. Everybody knows of your interest in Europe
and the desire to perpetuate our position over there. But in Southeast
Asia the war has been over several weeks, yet the administration is

asking for $7 billion more than 2 years ago for national defense. How
can that b

e justified?
Mr. Kiss 1NGER. Weil, the reason is partly inflation, partiy increases

in personnel costs which we discussed in open session, partly the fact
that many acquisition programs had been delayed b

y

the necessity o
f

funding the Vietnam War. I think it is a combination of these factors
that has produced the request.
Let me say one general thing. The chairman referred to a declaration

o
f war, and I have mentioned bipartisanship. This, of course, led to

implications that these two statements may not b
e fully consistent

with each other.
As I said in my opening statement to this committee, I cannot
guarantee that either the administration o

r I personally will always
agree with the dominant view o

f this committee, and bipartisanship
cannot be interpreted to mean that either side must accede to the
other in order to have cooperation. But I do believe that it must mean
that both sides should deal in the most candid way with each other,
and explain their reasoning well before they make the decision. And

o
n

the military budget, I think it ought to be possible either to demon
strate or to fail to demonstrate what the rationale is in terms of
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strategic doctrine and foreseeable Soviet programs, so that at least
the issue can be clearly drawn. That would be my firm intention.
But the short answer to your question is that the reason is a com
bination of all the factors which I mentioned.
Senator SYMINGTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

LACK OF OPPORTUNITY TO CONSIDER POLICY BECAUSE OF SECRECY

The CHAIRMAN. But we don't have an opportunity to consider, one
way or the other, what the policy is because it has been made in the
past in such secrecy.

EXAMPLE OF CAMBODIAN IN CURSION

The best example of all is the Cambodian incursion. I won’t recall
all of the incident, but we know both you and the Secretary of State
met with this committee, you informally and he formally, shortly
before the incursion. We were given no opportunity to express our
view that that was an improvident move. You admit that.
Mr. KISSINGER. Well, Mr. Chairman, there are two issues: One is
the meeting that I had informally at your house.
The CHAIRMAN. That is right.
Mr. KISSINGER. A week before the President's speech.
The second and more fundamental issue is whether a decision of
this magnitude should be taken without this committee having an
opportunity to express its views.
With respect to the first, the fact of the matter is that when I met
with you that you remember that evening I was called to the tele
phone four or five times by the President.
The CHAIRMAN. I remember you were. I don’t remember how many
times. You didn’t tell us what he said, but anyhow I remember that.
Mr. KISSINGER. No, but I am telling you now.
That was the first time that he was beginning to consider the
incursion that took place a week later. It had been discussed in only
the most general way before, only to be rejected. So I was in no
position to tell the committee then something that had not only not
been decided but hadn’t even been considered.
The intensive discussion of the incursion started the next morning,
and the phone calls were primarily to instruct me to get that process
of consideration started. The final decision was not made until Mon
day or Tuesday of the next week.
So, simply from the point of view of my personal relationship with
this committee, I think you should understand I was in no position
to tell you something that was at that point not even under active
consideration.
However, the more fundamental point which you raised should the
United States engage in a significant military move
The CHAIRMAN. Before you go to that, was the Secretary of State
aware of this?

Mr. Kissing ER. On Thursday night or later?
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SECRETARY OF STATE's Awa RENESS OF CAMBODIAN INCURSION

The CHAIRMAN. Was he aware of it when he came to this committee,
which was about 3 days before the incursion. It was after the meeting
with you. I am just curious. Did he know about it or didn’t he? We
have been wondering ever since. Did he know and didn’t tell us or
did he not know about it?
Could you tell us that, if you know? Was he consulted?
Mr. KISSINGER. He was consulted.
[Deleted.]
Mr. KISSINGER. I would have thought, Mr. Chairman, on any
significant military move, unless it was of such enormous sensitivity
that the whole future of this country might be imperiled—in which I
would not include the incursion in Cambodia—I would expect that
there would be discussion initially with the chairman and the ranking
member, and then one would have to see what other discussion would
be necessary.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Aiken?

COMMITTEE POSITION CONCERNING CAMBO DIA

Senator AIKEN. Secretary Rogers came up to discuss with us on the
27th of April, and I think we made our position rather plain informally.
We took no formal vote at that time. He said he would report our
position to the President. I hope he did.
Mr. KISSINGER. I am sure he did.
Senator AIKEN. You probably were there. Our position was in
formally very much opposed to extending the fighting over Cambodia
as a whole, but not necessarily in opposition to the elimination of the
sanctuaries along the border.
The CHAIRMAN. I think that record primarily was concerned with
the extension of aid. I read that record not long ago and I don't
believe it was ever brought to the attention of the committee that you
were contemplating a physical invasion by U.S. forces of Cambodia.
I don’t think that even came up in the hearings.
Senator AIKEN. Well, the strip along the border was costing us
something like 100 lives a week.
Mr. KISSINGER. That is correct.

EXCLUSION OF COMMITTEE AND SENATE FROM ADVANCE KNOWLEDGE

The CHAIRMAN. What I am trying to get at is not really your
justification of the incursion, but the procedure by which these
decisions are made and the exclusion of this committee and, in a sense,
the Senate, from any knowledge of the decisions in advance and any
opportunity to express an opinion, which we feel is the function of the
committee and of the Senate.
Mr. KISSINGER. Mr. Chairman, as I have said this morning, I
believe that the very unusual circumstances that existed at that time
and the internal dissention that had developed, produced a number of
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decisions which should not be the normal pattern of the relationship
between the executive and the legislative branches. And given the
state of the country right now, I do not believe that major decisions
should be taken in foreign policy that cannot enlist a wide public
following, and which do not have support in the legislative branch.

COMMITTEE's ACCESS TO INFORMATION

The CHAIRMAN. But it seems to me to be inconsistent with this
statement of the President, with which you say you associate yourself,
that you resist very strongly this committee's access to information
amendment.

This gives me the feeling even now of a continuity of the same
attitude toward congressional participation. How can we possibly
have an opportunity to have an input, as they say, to have our views
even considered, if you resist so positively the access to information
amendment.
That is all we wanted out of that.
\Ir, KISSINGER. I don’t think it resists positively the access to
information, Mr. Chairman. As I understand the amendment, any
communications to and from the Department should be considered to
be submitted to the committee, and this should be considered.
The CHAIRMAN. Only if requested by a majority of the committee.
I, or Senator Case, or Aiken, can't call up and then say, “Send me a
document.”
It would have to be a formal action by the committee concerning
something we would like to know. We had several instances where
information was refused on this basis. The whole committee requested

it
. It wasn’t just my request. This would indicate, as of 2 weeks ago,

this same attitude—that it is so sensitive that it cannot be given to us.
There are things that are not connected with the Vietnam war to

which we think we should b
e entitled, such things as the plans of what

we intend to do in foreign aid. We are not seeking battle information

in any on-going war, but those things that relate, I think, to the formu
lation of policy.
Mr. KISSINGER. Mr. Chairman, this amendment is so generally
drawn that it really imposes no restriction. As I said, I would make a
major effort, and I have already had preliminary discussions with
your staff on seeing to it that members of the committee would be

informed through access to the appropriate junior officials, Assistant
Secretary and below, through discussions with me and my immediate
associates, and b

y

whatever other means we can work out, about the
trend o

f

our policy in general and in specific areas prior to the time
that decisions are taken.

I have mentioned to your staff, for example, my desire to meet
with the committee, o
r

with the appropriate subcommittee, to lay
out the issues as we see them now in SALT before we formulate a

position which would lead to concrete negotiations, including our
current position. [Deleted].
So the principle o

f it
,
I agree with. The right to produce every
document, o

r

to demand every document, is what is at issue in this
amendment.
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The CHAIRMAN. Then I regret that we could not have received a
counter proposal for use in rewriting the amendment in some fashion
which would be acceptable to you and would still be acceptable to us.
Instead of that we now have a situation in which it has been taken
out on a point of order in the House.

ADMINISTRATION's ACCEPTANCE OF JACKSON AMENDMENT

You mention SALT. When you briefed us on what you had done
in SALT, I agreed with you, if you will remember. We had talked
about it and we supported you. I was very embarrassed and I think
some of my colleagues were, after we went al

l

out insofar as we could

in support of your position, a
s explained in detail to u
s

a
t

the White
House and I think in other meetings only to find ourselves undercut

in the last minute by the administration saying, “Well, we really
don’t have any objection to the Jackson amendment.”
Senator Symington put a great deal o

f

time o
n this as I did and

others. We were going a
ll

out in support o
f

what you had persuaded

u
s

was a good agreement and then, i think we were undercut in that
position by having it altered in a very substantial way a

s several o
f

u
s said, in the acceptance o
f

the Jackson amendment.

FUTURE INTENTIONS CONCERNING SALT

I bring it up only because you mentioned the SALT talks. What
do you intend to do in the future? I thought it was a most unfortunate
development.

Mr. Kiss INGER. Mr. Chairman, my impression is that the issue of

the permanent agreement in SALT is going to evoke a
n extremely

lively debate within the executive branch and perhaps between
various committees o

f

the Congress. It is my intention, at a time to

b
e worked out between us, to give you a full description o
f

where
we stand, what I believe the outstanding issues are, and where the
negotiations might take us.
My only prediction is that for the next 6 weeks it will be sort of

a
n exploratory conversation in Geneva and that the big decisions

will not have to be made until November and December, when
perhaps this committee will not be in session. Therefore, I would
welcome a

n opportunity sometime in October, at your convenience,

to explain either to your Subcommittee o
n Disarmament o
r

to the
entire committee where we stand and what the issues are. Because I

think that some of the debates that happened with the interim
agreement are a pale forecast o

f what is going to await us with a

permanent agreement.
The CHAIRMAN. I thought that was appropriate to mention it

. It

is one example in which many o
f
u
s

were in thorough accord with what
was originally the position of the administration.

CONSOLIDATION OF FUNCTIONS OF NSC HEAD AND SECRETARY OF STATE

One other thing and then I will try to reserve some of my further
questions until after the members who didn’t get an opportunity to

ask questions this morning. I think one of the questions that concerned
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the committee prior to the discussion this morning was your twin
positions as head of NSC and Secretary of State.
Many of us were inclined in the first instance when it was an
nounced you would be Secretary of State, and therefore willing to come
to the committee, that this was a good thing.
But I think I reflect at least the views of a number of us that con
solidating these functions narrows further the base of policymaking to
you alone. There will be no Secretary of State who has any input into
the National Security Council, and the converse of that, because you
wear two hats. That bothers us very much. It is a situation which I
think sets a precedent which I assume in the future would be very
likely to be followed. I am bound to say I have grave reservations
about this.
Is that essential, do you think? Is that necessary? With your ex
perience and prestige, it would seem to me you could do without being
the head of the National Security Council.
Mr. Kiss INGER. Mr. Chairman, I think the words “head of the
National Security Council” give a somewhat misleading impression.
The criticism that has been often made of the National Security
Council operation is that its staff has expanded excessively and that
it became a rival of the Department of State as the principal adviser
to the President on foreign policy.
Now as things develop in this administration, as I pointed out
previously, I performed three principal functions: one was the manag
ing of the NSC system. The second was to negotiate on sensitive
matters of direct concern to the President. The third was as adviser
[deleted] to the President on matters of foreign policy and national
security policy.
Now, two of those functions are really personal functions, in the
sense that the President will select whomever among his advisers he
believes can best fulfill those functions of adviser and negotiator.
They are not dependent on the position of head of the National Se
curity Council machinery.
Those two functions will move with me to the State Department
in that sense.
Second, my move to the State Department will bring about a
reduction of my current NSC setup, especially in its operational
capacity, and will confine its role primarily to the management of
interdepartmental machinery.
Now then, with respect to the management of interdepartmental
machinery, the direct role is not that of producing a particular solu
tion and, therefore, gaining particular inputs. The correct role is to
present as many of the choices as can be generated to the President,
and the best check on the adequacy with which it is performed is
whether the other agencies feel that their views have received an
adequate hearing.

If the positions are separated, then the management of the inter
departmental machinery will be conducted obviously, in different
capacities, and that range of activity would again be withdrawn from
congressional discussion. My advisory role would not be particularly
affected. The thinking was that this would better reflect the operation
of the Government as it is now to do it by combining these two ele
ments, and it would not produce a disproportionate influence toward
the narrowing of the circle.
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WITNESS’ OCCUPANCY OF Two POSITIONS

The CHAIRMAN. I don't see how you can help it. It is contrary, it

seems to me, to your statement that our governmental process worked
reasonably well in relation to specific technical issues and also when
there is an adversary procedure.

When you occupy both positions, I don’t know how you can take one
position on a

n issue a
s Secretary of State and another position in the

National Security Council. These are two o
f

the most important
institutions.
Mr. KISSINGER. The National Security adviser is not supposed to

take a position, and a
s National Security adviser I never take a posi

tion, at the National Security Council. When issues are presented
there, they are presented a

s they have emerged through our inter
departmental machinery in terms o

f options.

WITNESS’ REFERENCE TO ALWAYS ACTING ALONE

The CHAIRMAN. I was handed your statement in another interview

in which you say, “What do I care? After al
l

the main point stems from
the fact that I have always acted alone.”
What do you mean by that?
Mr. Kiss INGER. I suspect that it is from the Fallaci interview.
By the time Miss Fallaci, who is a somewhat exalted personality,
grasped what I had said, put it into Italian, and then got it retrans
lated from the Italian into English, something must have been lost.
Mr. Chairman, if I wanted to conduct policy alone, then the insti
tutional positions would really b

e not very crucial, and if what I said

is correct about the national need, then the last thing anyone should
attempt to do is to conduct foreign policy alone.
The CHAIRMAN. I am bound to say this is not personal.
Mr. Kiss INGER. I understand.
The CHAIRMAN. I felt President Johnson was inclined to conduct
policy with three people. The few times I went down there before he
strongly disagreed with my position, it was usually he, McNamara,
and Rusk. Sometimes McGeorge Bundy was called in to answer a

question about a paper, but there were three people. I had the dis
tinct impression that that was al

l

there was to the decisionmaking
process. You described in your article the way bureaucracy developed.
You described it without approving it and you inherited these other
procedures. Looking toward the future this bothers me.
Mr. Kiss NGER. Mr. Chairman, with a

ll respect, our procedures,

whatever their other failings, are much more systematic than those o
f

President Johnson. Our procedures operate through a series o
f com

mittees, each o
f

which requires officials a
t every level to give the

maximum number of options. So that by the time it reached the Presi
dent, either in written form o

r

before the NSC, it has been gone over
by a

t

least two committees whose primary instruction—this is what the
NSC machinery does
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. KissiNGER [continuing]. Whose primary instruction is to lay out
the options for the President. And a
s I pointed out, one of the most
difficult things is to get the bureaucracy to produce choices. One o
f

my efforts in the Department of State, apart now from the added
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positions will be to get the Department to think in terms of policy
choices rather than in terms of particular advocacy.

WITNESS’ VIEWS ON CONGRESS

The CHAIRMAN. In this article of yours, which I mentioned earlier,
where you were describing the way the system works, there is almost
Ino mention of Congress whatever—other than the one time where it
refers to “election to Congress,” which you deplore, apparently, and
another time to “elected officials don’t know anything about sub
stance.” Were you describing a situation?
Mr. KISSINGER. No, Mr. Chairman, my ignorance about Congress
at that time was total. I meant elected officials.
Senator CASE. Such ignorance is bliss.
Mr. KISSINGER. I beg your pardon?
Senator CASE. Such ignorance is bliss.
Mr. KISSINGER. No, I have no complaints about my relations with
Congress.
But, Mr. Chairman, I think if you read other things I have written
at the time, my experience with elected officials was with the Presi
dential candidates, and I was referring to elected officials in the
executive branch.
The CHAIRMAN. There are only two.
Mr. KISSINGER. Or aspirants to election to the Executive.
The CHAIRMAN. But the point I come back to is this. I can see an
ongoing struggle as the President states it in the State of the Union
message. The one place that I felt and still believe where different
demands could be reconciled is in the Congress. You have said on
other occasions you are not an economist. In a sense you don’t seem
to feel it is your responsibility to be concerned about this question of
priorities within the Government—that is the demands or the necessity
for domestic requirements weighed against foreign.
That is somewhat similar, I think—I am not trying to be unfair to
you—to some of the military attitude. They feel it is not their job
to assess the strength or weakness of the economy as a whole. All they
assess is what they consider to be their requirements of an adequate
defense. I have a feeling that your concentration upon foreign policy
is somewhat the same. But it is the Congress, I think, under our sys
tem which will with its collective judgment—granted it is very
difficult for it to make its decisions—finally reconcile these conflicting
requirements. We are not given an opportunity by the administration,
in my opinion, as a body, whether it be this committee, the Senate or
the Congress, to perform this function.
For many reasons we are simply not able to perform that function
properly, I think, because of the lack of information, the overwhelming
power to lobby and to influence Members with the resources at their
command, and the great number of specialists. Of course, this could
lead to saying maybe with such a big country this system is inadequate.
I would be willing to discuss that at another time. It is a very serious
question.
It may be that we are no longer capable of performing the function
the Constitution sets out for us and maybe it is your impatience or
others' with our inadequacy which leads to this situation, but so long
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as we have it
,

we have to try to make it work. But, I am trying to say,
it doesn’t work unless there is some opportunity for the Congress to

know what the policy is and to have a
n opportunity to express its

view.
Some o

f

u
s

believe the collective view o
f
a lot o
f people, even

though they are not outstanding experts and not great geniuses, does
have a kind o

f
a validity in that it avoids serious mistakes such a
s

I think were made by President Johnson under conditions we are all
aware o

f. This I think is fundamental to how this process is going to

work with you occupying two of the most significant positions in

the Government.
That is what I was trying to say. I will ask some questions about
other policies later on.
Mr. KISSINGER. I could say one thing, Mr. Chairman
The CHAIRMAN. But before I yield would you care to comment on
that?
Mr. Kiss INGER. Mr. Chairman, you are quite correct that prior

to my coining into the government I was concentrating my own
academic thinking entirely o

n

the executive-branch aspect of policy
making. I had next to no contact with the Congress. My only contact
with the Congress, curiously enough, was an appearance before your
committee to testify about the M

i LF in 1963 o
r 1964, and except

for that I had to al
l

practical purposes no contact with the Congress
except one o

r two personal friendships.
After coming to Washington, I came to understand increasingly
the roie o

f

the Congress and the importance of the Congress, and within
the constraints of my office I tried my best to establish communi
cation with the Congress. I would say that what you said in your
statement about the collective wisdom o

f

the Congress, the necessity

that the Congress participate in policymaking and b
y

which a
t
a

very minimum it can avoid serious mistakes, I would subscribe to

completely.
The CHAIRMAN. Did I understand, did the majority leader wish to
ask a question a

t this point?
Senator \{ANSFIELD. i want to make a few comments.
Dr. Kissinger, I don’t think I will ask many questions but I will
throw out some thoughts which I would hope and would expect you
would give serious consideration to.

CONSU LTING Y OUN GER STATE DEPARTMENT EMPLOYEES

I note, for example, that you have been meeting with a number of

the older men in the Department, ambassadors and the like. I would
hope that when you are confirmed and in office, you would likewise
meet with some of the younger people in the Department because I

think that they still have open minds, they are liable to have ideas,
and they aren't too set in their ways.

RESTORING SUPREM ACY OF STATE DEPARTMENT

I would hope also that you will be very much aware of the fact that

in the Department which you administer you have CIA personnel as

attachés a
t

the various embassies, that you have Defense attachés a
t

the various embassies. I would hope that their first loyalties would be
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to the State Department rather than to the CIA or the Defense De
partment from which they come.
I make that suggestion on the basis of the fact that when Mr. Ken
nedy was President he issued a directive which made very plain, if
adhered to, that the ambassador was the No. 1 man in each country.
If he is going to be the No. 1 man he has got to have control of his staff
no matter from where they come.
This question of attachés is something to which I think you ought
to give some consideration.
[Deleted.]
Senator MANSFIELD. What this committee wants to see is the
supremacy of the Department of State restored. It is first among its
peers, and we think for too long it has not been given the recognition
which it deserves.
As a matter of fact, it has the smallest budget by far of any of the
regular departments of the Government. I am not in favor of a higher
budget unless it can be brought about through a reduction in these
other areas where I think the funds are entirely too high.

NEWS ITEM FROM THE PHILIPPINES

I note in the Washington Post of yesterday the headline “U.S.
Helps Manila Fight Insurgents.” It is taken from the Manchester
Guardian datelined Manila. The first paragraph reads:
U.S. Special Forces teams are being used in remote Philippine areas in an effort
to aid the government's counter-insurgency efforts.

And further down another paragraph:

With a reputation such as the Green Berets acquired in Vietnam, suspicions
about their role in the Philippines are rife. Knowledgeable Filipinos point out that
the Special Forces operations are financed by U.S. aid in Manila, a not infrequent
euphemism for the CIA.

I would hope that the differences between the U.S. aid program
and the State Department would be corrected in some degree. If
my memory serves me correctly, the aid program gets about four
times the budget that the State Department gets, and with a

ll
that

money to play around with, they can d
o

a
n awful lot o
f things that

create suspicion.
CHILE

Lastly, Dr. Kissinger, is the question o
f

Chile. May I say that I

am somewhat disturbed at the events which occurred in Chile last
week. It isn't a case of having sympathy for Allende a

s
a Marxist,

but it is a case of Allende being elected not by a majority, but a plu
rality of the Chilean people in a constitutional election and being con
firmed by the Congress. Then we find out in the past year or so that
the CIA was quite interested in the election before Allende was
installed, that the ITT was quite interested in the election before h
e

was installed, in the Government before h
e

was installed, and that

it even went so far as to raise funds or to offer to raise funds to par
ticipate in that election.
The thing that disturbs me is that for the first time in many decades,
the Chilean Armed Forces which have been a bulwark for democracy
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in that country and a strict adherent to constitutional rule, have now
brought about a change in the Government.
But the important factor is what is the effect of this going to be in
our relationship with the other countries of Latin America.
I note, for example, that Mrs. Allende has now been given refuge
in Mexico, that there are demonstrations against us in Argentina, even
though we a

ll recognize that Peron is not too friendly toward this
country, and perhaps other situations will arise which will be tied

in with what happened in Chile last week.

I only hope, Dr. Kissinger, and I am assuming that in all these
geographic areas you will move carefully and cautiously, that you will
do what you can to bring about an upgrading of the Department o

f

State, and that in so doing you will restore to the State Department
its supremacy among peers as far as the Departments in this Govern
ment are concerned.
That is al

l
I have to say, Mr. Chairman.

WITNEss' CONSULTATION WITH SENIOR AND JUNIOR PERSONNEL

Mr. Kiss INGER. Senator, one of my principal objectives is to return
vigor to the State Department, and to make it the primary organ in

the formulation o
f policy, because this is the only way we can have

permanence in our approach to foreign policy.
Most of my consultations with ambassadors have concentrated on
the question o

f

who the best people in the Department are, and I have
collected a thick book now o

f

the ablest people in each category—
Career Minister, FSO-1, 2

,

and 3
;
I can't go further down than that

because below that it becomes a more general process—and if I am
confirmed, I think you will find that within the first 6 months, some
rather drastic moves will b

e made to bring younger men into key
positions more rapidly.
Now, one difficulty with the news reporting is that well-known
ambassadors get reported and the younger people I see do not get
reported. You can b

e sure I have seen individuals from each category,
including the officers of the Foreign Service Association, a

ll

o
f

whom
are FSO-2's and FSO–3's, and I asked a

ll

o
f

them the same questions

that I am asking the senior ambassadors; namely, who are the best
people, and how can we rejuvenate the Foreign Service.
Now, in this connection, I have a number of tentative conclusions
and a number of concerns with respect to the Foreign Service, which

a
t

an appropriate time perhaps the Chairman would want me to

discuss with the committee. Because I think, for example, that
many Foreign Service officers prefer to serve abroad and prefer to be

ambassadors rather than assistant secretaries. I think you gentlemen
will agree that the position o

f Assistant Secretary is much more vital,
except in a few cases, for the conduct o

f

American foreign policy than

is the position o
f

ambassador.
So we have a problem o

f

how we get a scale o
f

values by which the
younger men will want to contribute to the making o

f

national policy
here in Washington. There are a whole range of questions like that,
which at an appropriate time should b

e determined by the Chairman

o
f

the Committee, and I would like to put that before him.
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BUREAU OF INTELLIGENCE AND RESEARCH

Now, secondly, the question of INR. This is a problem about which
I have been doing some thinking, and I am not sure I have yet come
to a conclusion.
Right now the State Department has, as Senator Mansfield pointed
out, something like 335 spaces. I think they are trying to get 390,
if I understand the figures correctly. Some of these spaces are used
for liaison functions with the other agencies, and part of it is used
for the production of intelligence. - -

Now, the issue is whether it is possible to have a separate intelligence
funct on in the State Department separated both from the geographical
bureaus and from the other intelligence agencies that can ever compete
with the other agencies, no matter how you fill them up. I am sharing
with you my perplexities. I have not made up my own mind on this
question. You could argue, for example, that the political counselors
that report from a

ll

over the world really ought also to be reporting
intelligence information. Right now they have the tendency to report
whom they talk to at lunch or at an office. For policymaking, it is

much more important to understand what the trends are, where the
country is going, what the intangibles o

f political leadership are, and
that is more in the intelligence evaluation field than it is in the tradi
tion o

f political reporting. I feel very strongly that the Foreign
Service officers ought to be taught to report trends rather than to say
we report only what the head of this party told u

s

a
t
a meeting and

then iet the intelligence people make the evaluation. -

They ought to be trained to do some o
f

the evaluation itself. As it

it is now, Senator, when you are in Washington, some of the State
Department reporting about countries you don’t know is almost
inexplicable because they give you a very accurate account of the
conversation but they rarely tell you what it means.
Now, that suggests to me, first of aii, that INR ought to be much
more closely related to the geographic bureau and ought to be able to

levy requirements o
n

the geographic bureaus. That is
,

they ought

to be able to say that in order to produce intelligence they must learn
from the diplomats what the trends and developments in their area

à ºð.

Secondly, I think that in the coordination role with the other
intelligence agencies, the most useful thing that the State Department
can d

o
is to create a body o
f people who would ask the tough questions

and conceive o
f

their role a
s being that of the devil's advocate, rather

than try to produce intelligence, and keep firing questions into the
other agencies and see what answers they get back.
But whether it is possible to have a separate intelligence organiza
tion that produces its own intelligence within the Department of

State and still b
e able to compete with the other agencies, that I

have a question about. But I grant you that from what I have seen

o
f

the intelligence product o
f

the State Department, the present func
tion is not satisfactory. As to how it can be improved, I would like to

wait until I can get over into the Department and discuss it with Ray
Kline and some of the people who have been working on it
.

Senator MANSFIELD. You must understand that these are justº for the future. I am glad you have given attention to themall I’é àCl V.
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RELATIONS WITH AID AND USIA

Mr. KissiNGER. First, with respect to AID and USIA and other
agencies, one of the difficulties, as I have observed them, of the
agencies which are technically under State Department supervision
but have some sort of independent status, is that State Department
supervision has not been aggressively exercised.
I have had some preliminary discussions with possible recruits on
this, and I intend to assign each of these agencies to an Under Secre
tary who has a specific responsibility to follow what they are doing
rather than to wait for a policy issue to emerge.

GREEN BERET ACTIVITIES IN PHILIPPIN ES

I did not know there were special forces teams active in the
Philippines. Our posture should be of noninvolvement in civil war
around the world, except in the most unusual circumstances, which
do not obtain in the Philippines. Nor do they obtain in Chile. And my
impression is that we were not involved in any of the coup planning
or any other matters. But I do agree with you that the impact of
events in Chile on the hemisphere can be very considerable.
Senator MANSFIELD. Thank you, Doctor.
The CHAIRMAN. I am amazed, if I may say so, that you didn't know
about the Philippines. We raised this question at the time of Sullivan's
confirmation. That this is just what I feared would be the result.
Are you saying you really didn't know that the Green Berets were
operating in the Philippines?
Mr. KISSINGER. I did not know.
The CHAIRMAN. Forty teams are there.
Mr. KISSINGER. I know that there is a public safety program in the
Philippines.
The CHAIRMAN. They call it all sorts of things.
But this is exactly what I raised about Sullivan-that we hoped he
wouldn’t be sent to the Philippines to start the same procedure over
there we have just had in Southeast Asia. Now this article that
Senator Mansfield has just read looks like the beginning of the same
thing.
Are you saying you will do everything you can to stop that?
Mr. KISSINGER. I would say that Americans—
Senator MANs FIELD. In a

ll honesty, I should read more o
f

the
article:

The activities of these Green Berets are designed as civic action and professional
development programs and are presented a

s an attempt to assist rural Filipinos.
“We go out in the mountains, and—I hate to use the tern—we do good. This is

the only job I know where I get paid for doing good,” said Major Jay Brunner, a

Special Forces spokesman.
Civic Action teams help the mountain people to dig wells or clean up springs;
they conduct veterinary work such as injecting pigs and show films on health and
sanitation. They inspect and extract villagers' teeth.

I think that is a good side, but they are Green Berets.
The CHAIRMAN. I know they were doing good in Southeast Asia,
according to all the reports we had. They were building Sunday
schools, I remember McNamara saying, when I said something derog
atory way back. He said, our boys are giving candy away to children
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and building Sunday schools on Sunday and doing a
ll

that good. That
has been a stock description o

f

our activity.
Senator MANSFIELD. I didn’t mean to interrupt, doctor; go ahead.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you really feel we should now inject Green
Berets into the Philippines?
Mr. Kiss INGER. I do not believe that American personnel should
engage in military activities in the Philippines, o

r paramilitary
activities.
The CHAIRMAN. Paramilitary. If they are going to d

o that they
ought to have civilians do it—not Green Berets—just for appearances.
Mr. Kiss INGER. If they are going to do civil actions.
Senator MANSFIELD. It may interest you, Mr. Chairman, that the
Green Berets were out in Montana in the last couple o

f

summers
doing a lot o

f good work, such as helping the Indians build bridges.
The CHAIRMAN. I am all for them, say, in Montana and not in the
Philippines.
The Senator from Maine didn’t have a

n opportunity and h
e

is

prepared to do it now.

QUESTIONS RAISED IN MAIL

Senator MUs RIE. I have been enlightened. I know it is toward the
end o

f

the day and I don’t want to plow over the same ground if I

can avoid it
.

But there are some questions I would like to put within
the context o

f what has already been discussed.
The questions which have been raised in my mail fall into two
categories: One, there is concern that your confirmation would in

effect constitute approval of policies, attitudes, techniques, and so o
n

o
f

which so many, including members o
f

this committee, have been
critical.
The second category has to do with what the foreign policy o

f

the
administration under you a

s Secretary o
f

State would be. Those
expectations have to be measured against what we have experienced

in the last 5 years. I think it is in that category that the questions o
n

wiretapping fall.
WIRETAPPING QUESTIONS

We have covered wiretapping considerably and yet it seems to me
there are some gaps in the testimony at this point.

I think i would b
e inclined to agree that those who vigorously

supported the wiretaps in the past would probably support them in

the future, whatever is said in the record here.
There is no way o

f making a general commitment in these hearings
stick if the man who makes it does not believe in it.
Mr. Kiss INGER. Senator, I will object to the statement that I

vigorously supported them in the past.
Senator \{USKIE. No, I am not suggesting it. We don’t know who
vigorously supported them. It isn't clear. I am not putting that
monkey on your back. I am simply trying to explain why it is that
questions continue to be pursued and why it is that I continue to be

asked b
y

people how I can support this nomination given the ambi
guity of Dr. Kissinger's role with respect to wiretapping.
The questions that I put are put for the purpose o

f clarifying that
role further to the extent that I can.
|Deleted.]
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Mr. KISSINGER. [Deleted.] The origin of this particular program
was a meeting in the President's office which I have described to you,
and in which the President ordered the use of wiretaps, and in which
my contribution was to describe leaks that had occurred. I would sum
up the problem at the time as follows—and I had asked myself this
question very much : Did I have any reason to suppose that the
Government was doing anything wrong? And second, was I, in exe
cuting orders that I thought were legal, doing anything that was
wrong or illegal?
I can say that the idea that this was not common practice or that
this was in any sense illegal, simply never crossed my mind. I believed,
when the Director of the FBI said this had been common practice in
every previous administration, that it was a distasteful program that
was being reinstituted in this administration. I do not from my own
knowledge know that this program was carried out in previous ad
ministrations.
I have been told since, again by many people who should know,
that it was carried out in previous administrations.
As to my own role, I think, what you have seen will support that I
confined my participation scrupulously to individuals who had had
access to the information, and that nobody was penalized as a result
of this. On the contrary, many of the people who were part of the pro
gram became my closest associates, and others who had been part of
this program had been kept on my staff against very strong opposition
from many quarters. [Deleted.]
And after this one program I did not participate in any other
internal security program of the administration so none of these
memorandums to which Senator Symington referred to this morning,
the Huston program, the Plumber program, or whatever else was done,
or the approach to Mr. Helms in the Watergate episode, was conducted
with any knowledge of my office or of me personally. I think this is
what the committee should keep in mind when it assesses the degree
of my own propensity to use such tactics.
Senator MUSKIE. When the experience of previous administrations
was described, was it described as being used to uncover leaks?
Mr. Kiss INGER. It was described as having been used to uncover
leaks and to protect national security information. But I might have
been remiss in not inquiring further into it

.

Senator MUSKIE. I am not making that judgment necessarily.
Mr. Kiss INGER. That is how it was described to me.
Senator MUSKIE. You see, I make a distinction between national
security a

s
a justification, and leaks. To close leaks and sources of

leaks would require a surveillance effort that could b
e

a
s wide a
s

the
2% million civil servants of this Government. If the closing of leaks

is a sufficient justification, there is no limit. I gather, of course, from
your testimony that there were imits to this in actual fact. But if you
establish it as a principle, then the principle is pretty hard to contain.
|i)eleted.]

BASIS FOR INITIATING WIRETAPS

Senator MUs RIE. Now with respect to each wiretap initiated a
s
a

result of the name that you provided, was that related to a specific

leak of specific information? I know you couldn't recall. But was it

your impression that it was a specific leak of specific information or

a fishing expedition?
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Mr. KISSINGER. It was not a fishing expedition. My recollection is
that if there was a leak of a complex of documents, the names of those
who had access to these documents would be given.
Senator MUSKIE. All of them?
Mr. KISSINGER. No, it was on a rather restricted basis, because if
we had followed this literally we could have given 50 names. If we
had followed our instructions literally we could have given, as I am
sure [deleted] can confirm, many more names on my own staff.
What we in fact did was to interpret the instructions to mean the
top individual in charge of that particular department. I do not
recall any name being given on a fishing expedition.
Senator MUSKIE. And the guidelines that were laid down or in
structions as you refer to them, was anything there to indicate what
the time frame of the tap was to be? The law provided, I think,
a review after 90 days. That is my understanding.
Mr. KissiNGER. No, to the best of my knowledge. [Deleted.]
It was not a procedure with which I was then very familiar, and it
was partly because it became clear as it developed that there was no
systematic way or indeed fair way I could handle this procedure that
it was decided to separate my office from these activities. We did
not give a time limit. I do not know whether that 90-day time limit
refers to national security wiretaps or whether that is a requirement
for court ordered wiretaps. The Attorney General would know this.

SAFEGUARDS ON WIRETAPS

Senator MUSKIE. I think it relates to court ordered wiretaps. But
it suggests that a safeguard to an indefinite continuation of a wiretap
should have been in the direction itself.
Mr. KISSINGER. In retrospect it does now appear to me that in any
intelligence operation one should apply such a safeguard, which I
must say I instituted in the Forty Committee, where any operation
that is not specifically renewed in the Forty Committee in 6 months
lapses. I think it is dangerous to start a process which doesn’t have an
automatic cutoff date because somebody may just forget to cut it off.
Senator MUSKIE. What disturbs me is that a wiretap started
according to national security procedures ought to be terminated
under the guidelines by the same persons and with the same considera
tions. Otherwise [deleted] the wiretap initiated for perfectly proper
purposes under whatever guidelines it operated can be continued for
any purpose—for national security or political purposes or what not.
It is clear from what you said this morning when I raised a certain
point that you were unaware what considerations governed the
termination of wiretaps.
Mr. KISSINGER. [Deleted.] I never pressed the question explicitly.
I assumed that a wiretap which proved unproductive was terminated.
[Deleted.]
Senator MUSKIE. [Deleted.] Let me ask this question—there are
so many details I could go into but I will not—but to put the pertinent
question, you studied the Attorney General's letter of September 11th?
Mr. KISSINGER. Yes.
[Deleted.]
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PEN ALTIES FOR LEAKING AND CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

Senator MUSKIE. Let me ask another question relating to something
that is not covered in the Attorney General's letter. The administra
tion sent up a new codification of the criminal code which includes
recommendation of criminal penalties for the leaking of classified
information. Classified information is supposed to be very clearly
related to national security. But there is a violation of public policy
on the side of overclassifying rather than underclassifying. Yet, the
administration proposes criminal penalties for leaking classified in
formation, including leaks to newspapermen and others.
The Attorney General does not address himself here to the question
of how his letter applies if that should become law. If that should
become law, then you do not have to have national security, as
defined in this letter, to justify wiretaps—because you have domestic
legislation to do it

.

So what we are curious about is the overall policy,
and I think the committee is disposed to accept what you say at face
value. But what we are trying to probe in addition is whether there

is an administration policy past, present o
r

in the future. There
seems to be a paranoia about a

ll

o
f this because we are doubtful

about the principal motivation behind such programs. I do not know
how we erect safeguards in a confirmation hearing. We certainly can
get you committed so far as your own intention and philosophy are
concerned, but what is your reaction to this kind o

f thing? Should
we press for a further clarification of what the policy will be?
\{r. Kiss INGER. Senator, I have the impression if what I have been
told is correct and what I have experienced, that the phrase “national
security” has been used in a rather wide discretionary way in a number

o
f

administrations for wiretapping, and I would not be at a
ll

offended

if criteria were established for the definition of national security in

the use o
f wiretaps, as long as they keep in mind that there may b
e

some genuine cases in which some discretion must b
e left. Nor would

I be offended if there were some provision for legislative oversight and

a special committee for the FBI, or whatever else Congress may choose

to do. But clearly, it seems to me to be the case that national security
wiretaps in a number of administrations, unless I have been profoundly
misled, have been used in a rather discretionary manner and that this
area o

f

discretion should b
e more strictly defined.

With respect to the issues you raised, you were kind enough also

to raise it with me once in private conversation
Senator \{Us KIE. Yes. -

Mr. KISSINGER. I have not had a
n opportunity to study this in that

depth. But there seems to me to be two issues. One is
,

there is no
question that documents a

t this time are being overclassified, and that
the low classifications have almost no significance any more. Because
when you see something that is stamped confidential it almost means

it is not even worthy to discuss with newsmen, and therefore, the
higher classification really sets up a psychological block not to further
discuss with newsmen. But when you see a confidential document
cross your desk you throw it away, and if it is not top secret you do
not read it. So that is overclassification.
On the other hand, I am very worried about the doctrine that where
somebody leaks a document, the Government then has to establish
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that it threatens national security. Because, first of all, it is not easy
to prove; second, it may be possible to prove only by revealing other
things, and, therefore, setting in motion a chain of declassifications
that are not desirable. How you strike a balance between preventing
the Government from hiding behind the classification system and
second, leaving it to the individual to decide that the Government is
hiding behind the classification system, that I frankly have not thought
through. I would be very sympathetic to an attempt to look at the
classification system in a very serious and searching manner. But then,
once the classifications have been established—clearly with periodic
declassifications, because that should also have a terminal point to it—
then what the penalties should be I have not thought through. But
I would not leave it up to the individual’s discretion and then force the
Government to have to prove actual damage from case to case This
is my philosophical reflection on it

.

Senator MUSKIE. I think that covers my questions, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you have any questions, Senator?

GEORGE WASHINGTON'S FAREWELL ADDRESS

Senator AIKEN. I would like to point out this is the 177th anni
versary o

f George Washington's farewell address and from reviewing
that speech o

f George Washington, I find the situation has not changed
too much in the last 177 years. I might read a couple of short sentences
from his address:

The spirit of encroachment tends to consolidate the powers of all the depart
ments in one and thus to create, whatever the form o

f government, a real des
potism,

And a little later he says,

If in the opinion of the people the distribution or modification o
f

the constitu
tional powers b

e in any particular wrong let it be corrected by an amendment

in the way which the Constitution designates but let there be no change by
usurpation, for though this in one instance may b

e the instrument o
f good it is

the customary weapon by which free governments are destroyed. The precedent
must always greatly overbalance in permanent evil any partial or transient
benefit which the use can a

t any time yield.

Farther down in his speech h
e warns against enacted legislation

discriminating against any particular country that refuses to comply
with our wishes and policies and threatening them with loss o

f

trade if

they do not comply with us, and o
f course, some o
f

our amendments
had not even been thought of at that time.
But I think George Washington had some pretty good ideas. I do

not know if it is pure coincidence that the Post printed what it did this
morning, but, personally, I think it should be required reading in

a
ll

our educational institutions. Actually, the author, although
he may have been critical o

f

those who were newly elected to the
Congress, apparently failed to realize how fast they learn after they
have once gotten in. That is al
l I have to say. [Laughter.]

SAFEGUARDS CONCERNING DEFINITION OF NATIONAL SECURITY

. The CHAIRMAN. I was not really contesting the substantive allega
tions that those who are elected do not know about a lot of things. I

d
o not contest that. Again, my interest is in the procedure by which
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they participate if we are to follow a procedure and have anything to
do with it

.

There are one o
r

two things you discussed with the Senator
from Maine that I wanted to follow. You say the safeguards. I do not
see any safeguards in the way of definition of what is national security
that can b

e written, but it does seem to me our system is based o
n the

idea that more than one on a very restricted number decide. In the case

o
f

the Attorney General's letter, I take it to mean h
e would decide what

is national security.
Surely it ought to be possible that in a rare case, and you say it is

rare, you cannot conceive of the recurrence of some of these situations
that some mechanism by which someone other than the Attorney
General would be consulted, and it is similar, but it does not have to

b
e

the same, a
s in the domestic cases where they have to g
o through

a court. It is true you can find judges who will not b
e independent

and so on, but nevertheless, it is a procedure that is followed. Is it not
possible for us, that is

,

working together, to decide that so many, in

these rare cases—I hope they are rare –that someone else b
e brought

into the decision o
f

whether it is national security or not to guard
against some o

f

the cases here that were gone over b
y

Senator Case,
certainly some of them you had nothing to do with but they are in
cluded in the list, which clearly appear to be beyond national security

a
s we usually think of it
,

and they with people—
Dr. KISSINGER. [Deleted.]

INITIATIVE FOR WIRETAPS

The CHAIRMAN. Did you at any time specifically make a clear ini
tiative, take the clear initiative yourself on any tap o

n

even a single
one?
Mr. KISSINGER. No.
The CHAIRMAN. You never did?
Mr. Kiss NGER. Not in the sense that I said “tap this individual.”

I carried out the criteria of a previous decision. There could have been,

a
s I pointed out, a different perception by the FBI.

The CHAIRMAN. No single tap. The criteria?
Mr. KISSINGER. No.
The CHAIRMAN. You have stated time and again about the criteria
that were used, but you never did yourself initiate a specific tap?
Mr. KISSINGER. [Deleted.]
The CHAIRMAN. But not after May 1970, you did not receive the
reports, as I understood it?
Mr. KISSINGER. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Prior to that time you did receive some reports.

WITNESS’ APRIL, 1970 DISAssoci ATION FROM CASES

Senator MUSKIE. Could I ask what you meant when you said you
disassociated yourself from these cases in April 1970? What did that
disassociation mean?
Mr. KISSINGER. The disassociation meant that it was decided that

it would be best if my office confined itself to the foreign policy aspects

o
f national security rather than the internal security aspects. This was

not in itself a value judgment o
f

the basic principle. It was simply a
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judgment that as I received information, for example, I was in no
position to do anything with it

,

and that second, I was simply not set
up to handle internal national security matters. Therefore, it was
decided from that time o

n that while I had some relationship to that
program informally, through my deputy, General Haig and Director
Sullivan of the FBI, that reports would no longer go to me since there
was nothing I could d

o with them. Second, any other internal security
program would b

e handled by the internal security agencies o
f

the
Government rather than by the National Security Council.
The CHAIRMAN. The criteria
Senator MUSKIE, General Haig was in your office continually?
Mr. KISSINGER. But only for that part. He too was not connected
with any part of it

,

except that a
s Director Sullivan o
f

the FBI
received a report that seemed to him particularly egregious, h

e would
then informally notify Haig, but only in the wiretap program. On none

o
f

the other programs did we receive even any information.
Senator MUsKIE. General Haig received such reports?
|Deleted.]
Senator CAs E. Mr. Chairman——
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.

REGULATIONS ON DISS EMINATION OF INFORMATION TO MR. NEWHOUSE

Senator CASE. I did not mean to interrupt, but at some time before
Dr. Kissinger left I did want to raise with him the matter we had
before about your regulations on dissemination o

f

information.
Mir. KISSINGER. What I have done, Senator Case—since I do not
think a selective showing of documents is fair to the committee—is

to bring back everything in my files for you to look at, of which I can
leave copies o

f everything except the internal NSC paper, because I

am told that those should not be left as a matter of principle. But you
can look at them all and you can keep them all except one.
Senator CAs E. Mr. Chairman, this relates to the Newhouse book
and a couple o

f comments, one I think in the Boston paper and the
New Republic, as I recall it

,

that complained that he had received
favored treatment from Dr. Kissinger and his office.
Mr. Kiss INGER. Well, they had received
Senator Case. That is what I was inquiring about and what I
had been hopeful we could put on the public record so that everybody
would know just what the rules o

f

the game were with respect to

such matters. It was not a matter of my personal interest.
Mr. KISSINGER. Why do we not make an extract of the rules?
Senator CASE. If you could do that.
Mr. Kiss INGER. If you do not need the whole document. I just
brought the whole document because I did not want to extract from

it myself.
Senator CASE. I am not interested in inquiring into this for any
personal reason a
t all. I wanted to make public whatever the rules
are so that everybody can know the way he stands.
Mr. KISSINGER. He received favored treatment in the sense that he
was the only one doing a book, but we would have given that sort of

help to others. We wanted to make sure that what he said was
essentially correct. I barely knew Newhouse at the time, and a

s you
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will see, and as I already testified, I saw him only once and never
saw him again.
Senator CAs E. There is no complaint about Newhouse at all. I
think he used to work for the Committee at one time and is generally a
highly respected writer and analyst. The only thing that I wanted to
get out of this was, if I could, a better understanding from the stand
point of the Security Council and everybody's standpoint as to what
the ground rules were in regard to the release or access to material that
in a sense is classified. We do not have access to this kind of informa
tion. We often cannot get it as a matter of right even in Congress, and I
wanted to be sure there was not something in the nature of a leak.
But beyond that and more importantly, to get into the public domain
what the ground rules are. And if that can be done, Mr. Chairman,
I would ask that it be made—I am not making this a condition of my
action or the Committee's action but just to be sure it gets into
the record so we can get it out.
The CHAIRMAN. How do you propose we do it?

GUIDELINES IN DEA LING WITH M R. NEW HOUSE

Senator CASE. Dr. Kissinger suggests we make a statement about
what the policy is in this and any other case he has.
Mr. KISSINGER. I will let you read the document, and I can read
my guidelines into the record. The document itself concerned a re
quest to me by Phil Odeen, who was the head of my program analy
sis staff—and they in turn were dealing with Newhouse—about
whether he could show him the documents dealing with the 1968
negotiations. I refused that. I told him he could do that verbally
with him but he could not show him the documents, as I testified
before the committee. I will show you the document, the whole
document. But the three principles were: First, no access to specific
NSDM's or internal memorandum. NSDM's are national security
decision memorandum, which lay out specific policy decision. Second,
very limited discussion of current issues, since the information was
very sensitive. Third, no discussion of the negotiations leading up
to the May 20 announcement. The May 20 announcement is the
May 20, 1971, announcement which I negotiated with Dobrynin and
which was the breakthrough in the SALT negotiations. These were
the three basic guidelines.
Then, in addition, he asked for permission to read the documents
of the 1968 negotiations, and I refused to let him look at the docu
ment but said they could talk to him orally about them. They were
totally dated at that point, but I do not believe in letting national
security documents be shown.
In addition, I have a letter here from Mr. Barry Carter, in which
he asked me for permission to read the galleys of Newhouse's book.
He had already left my staff so he did not need my permission.
Barry Carter had been a member of my program analysis staff
under Odeen and had been the contact with Newhouse. Carter asked
me for permission to read the galleys of Newhouse's book. I can let
you read the whole letter and make that part of the record. And I
refused him permission. I have another letter from Carter in which
he pointed out to me that he told Newhouse he would not read the
galleys of his book for factual accuracy.

-
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This week I received another letter from Carter in which he said
that he had been asked by several newsmen about my testimony,
and he made the following statement. I have not been in touch with
Carter: this was what he volunteered.
Senator CASE. He is not a member of the staff now?
Mr. KISSINGER. No; he resigned from my staff a year and a half
ago, 15 months ago.
Senator CASE. The substance of his statement is
Mr. KISSINGER. (Reads:
I have read the transcript of Dr. Kissinger's remarks before the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee on Tuesday. It is a fair and accurate statement regarding
the instructions to the NSC staff about assistance to John Newhouse. In his
testimony Dr. Kissinger says that to the best of his knowledge, I did not read
the galleys of John Newhouse's book. He is correct, I did not read the galleys.
Any further questions regarding Dr. Kissinger's instructions should be referred
to him. I can assure you that I carried out his instructions to the letter.

All of these you can make part of the record, if you want.
Senator CASE. Mr. Chairman, I will leave that to you.
The CHAIRMAN. We can make it part of the record and give you
an opportunity to
Mr. KISSINGER. I have no interest in making them part of the record.
But these are unclassified.
The CHAIRMAN. From that you can make whatever public state
ment you agree on with Dr. Kissinger.
Senator CASE. Thank you.

CRITERIA FOR WIRETAPS

The CHAIRMAN. [Deleted.] This would apply to myself, to nearly
everyone on the committee who has lunch with or sees or receives in
the committee, in their offices, almost any member of the Russian
Embassy, for example. We have access, in other words, to people
who are connected with or a part of a foreign government with whom
we may have problems.

This is what bothers me about this criteria we are talking about and
how you apply the principles as written in the Attorney General's
letter. This is very broad, indeed. I expect all of us have been called
upon by various members of the staffs of some foreign government.
Mr. Kiss INGER. We!}, \{r. Chairman, as Senator Case knows, this
was not connected with my office,
The CHAIRMAN. But it comes up in connection with it

.

Mr. Kiss INGER. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. And in connection with the criteria we are to
follow?
Mr. Kiss NGER. And, therefore, I am really in no position to ex
plain it with any precision.
The CHAIRMAN. But you are going to be in a very neutral position
concerning any effort to bring this rather casual manner in which they
tap people under control. That is all I mean.

ºr. KISSINGER. [Deleted.] I do not have the
report any more my

Sei I.
The CHAIRMAN. I understand that.
Mr. Kiss INGER. But secondly, I would not, as Secretary of State,
agree that the fact that someone knows a member o

f

the Soviet
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Embassy, even if that member of the Soviet Embassy has an intelli
gence connection, would justify the use of wiretaps.
The CHAIRMAN. There is a well-known gentleman, whom I am sure
you know, Mr. Arbatov. He comes over here once or twice and he
usually calls on a number of people.
Mr. Kiss INGER. Including me.
The CHAIRMAN. Including you, and, of course, there is no problem
about knowing, I suppose, who he calls on, but this again brings me
back to the question of who is going to decide what is national security.
If connections with or knowledge with or meeting with someone
who is part of an intelligence service, and I suppose anyone in an
embassy could be it is very difficult to ascertain. You really have no
check at a

ll presently unless someone other than the Attorney General

o
r

one person like that makes a decision as to whether or not a wiretap

is justified.
Mr. Kiss INGER. As you know, Attorney General Richardson testi
fied that at present and for some considerable period, nobody is being
tapped simply because of social contact with Soviet citizens, and I

would see n
o

reason for changing this situation.

WITNESS’ RELATIONS WITH M R
.

YOUNG AFTER ASSIGNMENT TO MR.
EHRLICH MAN's STAFF

The CHAIRMAN. There is one other question that I have been asked
for you to comment upon. It is the apparent discrepancy, if I may use
that word, between your testimony about Mr. Young and your
relations with him after he was assigned to Mr. Ehrlichman's staff, al
though, a

s
I understand the former testimony, h
e remained o
n the

payroll of the National Security Council.
Mr. KISSINGER. That is correct.
[Deleted.]

COMIPILATION OF RECORD OF EVENTS RELATING TO WIETNAM WAR

The CHAIRMAN. There is one other matter that you might throw
some light upon growing out of the May 22 statement of the President
in which he said:

I also assign the unit of other investigatory matters dealing in part with compil
ing an accurate record o

f

events relating to the Vietnam war on which the Govern
ment's records were inadequate. Many previous records have been removed with
the change o

f

administrations which bore directly on the negotiations then in

progress. Additional assignments included tracing down other national security
leaks including one that seriously compromised the U.S. negotiating position in

the SALT talks.

I think in this connection you have stated that you have denied
knowledge of any activities of the so-called Plumbers prior to their
revelations in the press?
Mr. KISSINGER. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Were you aware o

f any group in the White House
charged with preparing records o

f

events related to the Vietnam war
for use in connection with negotiations in progress in 1971?
Mr. Kiss INGER. Well, Mr. Chairman, I was not aware of the fact
that there was a unit that was charged with this responsibility. I think
the record has made clear there were a number of individuals in the
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White House who occasionally made requests of various kinds, which,
as a matter of principle, I refused. On two or three occasions I was
asked to supply historical documents for this or that purpose, and I
invariably refused. I have written records to prove that I always
refused them.

|Deleted.]
But I was not aware that there was a formal unit.
[Deleted.]

UNIT TO BE ASSIGNED INVESTIGATIVE MATTERS BY PRESIDENT

The CHAIRMAN. Can you enlighten us as to whom the President
was referring when he said “I will assign the unit a number of other
investigative matters”? Could that have been the Plumbers?
Mr. KISSINGER. It may have been the Plumbers, but I do not
know which one.
The CHAIRMAN. They were assigned the duty of the time
Mr. Kiss INGER. [Deleted.]
I have always taken a very absolute view that national security
documents entrusted to me will not be released.
The CHAIRMAN. The matters were not entrusted to you for any
studies in progress?
Mr. Kiss INGER. I occasionally had studies prepared in my shop,
when a specific issue arose, on the legislative history on that issue,
but that has nothing to do with that and is not relevant to that
problem.
[Deleted.]

ADMINISTRATION POSITION ON TEAR GAS AND HERBICIDES

The CHAIRMAN. One or two other things. The President has not
yet replied to this committee's letter of April 1972 concerning the
Geneva protocol. Now that the Vietnam war seems over, is there
some chance that the administration might review its position on
tear gas and herbicide and permit the committee to act on its protocol?
Mr. KISSINGER. We have an interdepartmental study of that
underway and we should come up with a position very soon.
The CHAIRMAN. Secretary Rogers promised to provide to this com
mittee the NSC studies on herbicides and tear gas when they were
completed. Are they now completed?
Mr. KISSINGER. I think they are in the stage of being completed.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you think that we can anticipate receiving a
recommendation in the near future?
Mr. KISSINGER. I would expect so, Mr. Chairman.

QUESTION OF USE OF FORCE IN FOREIGN POLICY

The CHAIRMAN. I asked you the other day in open session about the
policy in Vietnam and you were asked by others about the policy in
the Middle East. I realize it is a little late to open this up again, but I
would like a little bit of enlightenment about this real question of the
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use of force in foreign policy. In the press recently Senator Stennis
was quoted as saying that he would have no hesitancy in approving a
reopening of the bombing of North Vietnam. I think I am correct in
that.
Mr. KISSINGER. I did not read this, Mr. Chairman.

FUTURE IN SOUTHEAST ASIA

The CHAIRMAN. Can you give, very briefly, if you can, your attitude
now about what the future is in Southeast Asia, Indochina?
Mr. Kiss INGER. I would think, Mr. Chairman, that the military
issue should be left to the people of the area, and that, therefore, short
of an event I cannot now foresee, the President would not come to
the Congress and ask for approval to resume military operations.
The CHAIRMAN. Say that again, I did not get that.
Mr. KISSINGER. Short of an event I cannot now foresee, I would
not expect the President to come to the Congress and ask for approval
to renew any military operations. In any event, as I said in the public
session, he would not renew military operations in Indochina without
the approval of the Congress, and I do not think it is necessary for
him to tie his hands ahead of time about whether he plans to make a
request of the Congress.
As far as the political evolution in the area is concerned, we have
now a political settlement in Laos, as you know. In South Vietnam
there is a good possibility of stability; it will never be in any very
clearcut way. It is an uncertain situation, but one that seems to be
stabilizing. In Cambodia, it frankly depends on whether the local
forces can establish some equilibrium.
The CHAIRMAN. Supposing they do not?
Mr. Kiss INGER. If the local forces in Cambodia do establish an
equilibrium, I would expect negotiations to take place.
[Deleted.]
The CHAIRMAN. It would not?
Mr. KISSINGER. By itself, no.

AUTHORITY TO RESUME BOMBING

The CHAIRMAN. Do you feel you have authority to resume the
bombing without congressional authority?
Mr. Kiss INGER. No. I have made clear, Mr. Chairman, that we
will not resume military operations in Indochina without congressional
approval.
The CHAIRMAN. Even though
Mr. KISSINGER. Under any circumstances.
The CHAIRMAN. That is what I was trying to make very precise,
even though things did not go well in Cambodia?
Mr. KissiNGER. If we thought of resuming military operations we
would return to the Congress for authority.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, that was what I wanted to make very clear.
Mr. Kiss INGER. We think that the Congress has spoken on that
issue, and while we disagreed with the decision, we will abide by it
strictly.
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AUTHORITY TO RESPOND TO INCIDENTS SUCH AS EC-121

The CHAIRMAN. Would you say you would come to the Congress.
concerning, for example, the incident mentioned the other day, and
you mentioned it today, the EC-121 or something being shot down in
Korea. Do you feel that the President has authority to respond to
that by bombing without authority from Congress?
Mr. KISSINGER. Let me say, Mr. Chairman, that in such a situation
we would certainly feel that we should discuss it with the chairman
of the Foreign Relations Committee before making a decision.
The CHAIRMAN. That is not quite responsive. Do you feel you have
the authority to do it without congressional approval?
Mr. Kissing ER. Yes. I think that the President has the authority
to protect American lives. I would not like to draw a clear line between
where he must go to the Congress
Senator AIKEN. Mr. Chairman, may I ask, suppose the plane
carrying half a Cabinet got hijacked and got forced down in Cam
bodia, would the President then have to come to Congress to get
authority to try to rescue them?
Mr. KissiNGER. When there are clearly emergency conditions, where
American lives are at stake, he has the power.
The CHAIRMAN. That is a hypothetical condition that is quite
different. I clearly give you a case.
Senator CASE. This is a hypothetical world.
The CHAIRMAN. This is not a hypothetical issue. [Deleted.]
Mr. Kiss INGER. [Deleted.]
The CHAIRMAN. The only reason for bringing it up is that question
of how far you think the President has authority to act in this manner
without congressional approval.
Mr. Kissing ER. Mr. Chairman, at the time of the Korean incident
I was in Government about 2% months, and at that time I was not
a primary adviser on policy. My job at that time was to act as the
President’s agent in collecting the views of the various departments
and in making sure that the views of various people were fully repre
sented to him with all their implications.
The CHAIRMAN. In any case, you have clarified the point, however
valid or invalid it may have been.
Let me take just one moment to see if there is anything I have
overlooked.

QUESTION OF POPULATION CONTROL

General Draper called me this morning at 7 o'clock and requested
that I perhaps not to ask you so much as urge you to give sympathetic
consideration to the question of population control. I was just barely
back from my walk when the phone rang and I thought an emergency
was pending.
Could you express your views about population growth? [Deleted.]
Mr. KISSINGER. [Deleted.]
The CHAIRMAN. Would you say something?
Mr. KissLNGER. I have always taken his views seriously and we will
give very serious attention to them.
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|U.S. MIDDLE EAST POLICY

The CHAIRMAN. You testified the other day that there is no change
in our policy in the Middle East, this being one of the very critical
positions at the moment.
Does that mean that we will not do anything more than we have
done to encourage the negotiations of that war?
Mr. Kiss NGER. Mr. Chairman, this is one of the issues on which
if I am confirmed, and when we have a discussion on how to work out
a relationship between the committee and the Secretary of State we
should find a form of communicating that has the minimum possibility
of getting into the public record. [Deleted].
I will say for the record here that a combination of concerns with
energy, the long-term danger to the peace that are inherent in the
area, and our interest in a better relationship with al

l

the nations in

the area, will make this one of the regions of great interest. But I

would b
e glad to discuss this with you in a form that can b
e worked

Out.

The CHAIRMAN. It is becoming and will become, apparently, much
more critical in view o

f

the recent action only yesterday in Vienna
and the dire prophesies o

f shortages this winter, I would think.
Mr. KISSINGER. There is no question about that,
The CHAIRMAN. You have no doubts about that?
Mr. Kiss INGER. No doubts whatsoever. But I think the tactics
have to be rather carefully thought through. That involves the
relationships with the Arabs, with Israel, with the West European
countries and with Japan, and a

ll

o
f

these have to be synchronized
together with our own domestic programs for research and develop
ment. So there is no question but that the Middle East is one of the
key areas requiring our attention.

POSITION COMIMITTEE IS IN

The CHAIRMAN. Finally, I will reiterate what I stated in the
beginning, which was raised also b

y

Senator Muskie, concerning the
position we are in, in view of our differences o

n policy in Vietnam and
also the policy as expressed in the passage I read to you from the
President's statement only 2 weeks ago on the 10th of this month, o

f

appearing to endorse that. It is very troublesome because, a
s you

well know, I don’t endorse it
.
I mean I have a very deep feeling about

our using the procedures o
f

force in places where I do not regard our
security as being involved and in addition to that there is this question

o
f balancing the priorities. That statement of the President strikes me

a
s laying down a very firm challenge to the Congress about reducing

expenditures in the military area. The Trident was mentioned, and
the area that Senator Symington has so well described. As I told you,

I subscribe to that initial statement that I read to you from the New
Yorker, but I still have a very strong disagreement with the policies.

It leaves me, and I think some others, in a very great quandary about
this matter. We would b

e in the position of endorsing those particular
policies.
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Mr. Kiss INGER. Of course, Mr. Chairman, the decision of whether
to confirm my nomination is for the chairman and for the committee
to make. Let me say that I would not construe confirmation as en
dorsement of policies which you have opposed, nor would I construe
it as a commitment on the part of the chairman in any sense to give
up views that he has strongly held in the past.
I would construe it as a statement of your belief that I am qualified
to carry out the Office of the Secretary of State, and as an obligation
on my part to deal with the committee and with the chairman on the
basis of respect and total candor. I would fully expect that there are
issues on which we would continue to differ, but within a framework
of mutual respect.
Senator AIKEN. George Washington had the same trouble.
The CHAIRMAN. I am quite sure there is nothing new about some
of these problems, but the differences that have arisen between the
Congress and the executive branch before you entered it have been
almost unprecedented since the Civil War.
There certainly was nothing in World War II or World War I or the
Korean war comparable to it

.
You are a historian; do you agree with

that?
Mr. KissiNGER. I agree, Mr. Chairman, that there are these dif
ferences whether o

r not you confirm my nomination. Those difficulties
have to be overcome to the greatest extent possible, and hopefully
removed, because our functioning as a democracy is a

t

stake.
The CHAIRMAN. As we said, there is a question o

f whether the
democracy is capable of dealing with this problem.
Mr. KISSINGER. Mr. Chairman, if we can’t deal with these problems

a
s
a democracy, we can't deal with them a
t

all.

-

The CHAIRMAN. Deal with them a
s a
n authoritarian government, I

Q’lleSS.

"Mr. Kissisger. I don't think that is our national genius.
The CHAIRMAN. I don’t think it is

,

either.
Senator Case, have you anything else you would like to say?
Senator CASE. No, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Aiken, would you like to say anything
further before we adjourn at this late hour?
Senator AIKEN. Amen.
Mr. KISSINGER. I think, Mr. Chairman, that I have expressed my
views, and I think these hearings have been conducted with fairness.

I appreciate the opportunities that you gave me to express my views
in the executive session as well.

I can only reiterate, assuming confirmation, that everything will
depend o

n

the spirit in which this relationship is carried out, and that

o
n my side a very major effort will be made.

SANITIZATION OF RECORD

The CHAIRMAN. I think it would b
e very important if you and
your staff could cooperate with our staff to sanitize this executive
record. There is much in this that I think you will agree is not sensitive.
There are obviously certain things which we both agree should not

b
e published, but would it be agreeable to you for it to be submitted

in the immediate future for that purpose because I think many such
statements such a

s your last one would b
e very beneficial.
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Mr. KISSINGER. Sanitize which?
The CHAIRMAN. Sanitize this record. In other words, take out the
references.
Mr. KissiNGER. Of the executive session you mean?
The CHAIRMAN. Of the executive session.
Mr. Kiss NGER. Yes, I agree to that, if we can leave out the ref
erences to individuals.
The CHAIRMAN. That is what I mean; that is what I have in mind.
We have had the other public record and this is a matter of such
great significance there is great public interest, that I think you and
your staff working with our staff should sanitize the record. Then we
will, of course, review it before it is published. I thought it would be
understandable and I thought you would agree.
Senator AIKEN. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. You take out whatever you feel is of a personal
nature, those names that you felt should be omitted.
Senator AIKEN. Mr. Chairman, it is understood that this action of
the staffs working together to get this executive meeting straightened
out would not hold up the confirmation proceedings.
The Čºvº. I don't knºw that it'should like very long, I don’t
know when you think the confirmation proceeding will take place.
Senator AIKEN. That is set for the committee vote tomorrow.
The CHAIRMAN. I think a report on a matter of this consequence
ought to be available. We have to have a report; that is normal and I
don't anticipate any great delay. I don't think we would have much
difficulty in deciding what you wish to take from the record.
Senator AIKEN. The hearings would be available tomorrow.
The CHAIRMAN. I would think the committee would make a report
in its recommendation to the Senate, which is normal practice. I am
not suggesting we do not proceed with the committee meeting to
morrow to vote on it

.
I was suggesting that Mr. Kissinger has made

some, I think, very useful, in his own behalf, statements today which
would b

e very useful to be included in the record.
Mr. Kiss NGER. [Deleted.]
The CHAIRMAN. I understand.
Mr. KISSINGER. The general philosophical statements or anything
else
lºud

on substance today I have no hesitation to include in the
I'eCOI’(1.

The CHAIRMAN. That is all I had in mind.
What do you say?

PUBLICATION OF HEARINGS

Senator CASE. That is fine. As a matter of expediting it
,

would it

save any time not to publish the wiretap portion until later?
Senator AIKEN. As I understand it the hearings up to now are
virtually ready for the printers.
Could the hearing o

f today, if it is going to cause 2 o
r
3 days'

delay, be printed a
s
a supplement which would b
e available before

the full Senate if called on to vote on the nomination?
The CHAIRMAN. I would think that is all right.
Mr. MARCY. Sort of volume 2.

The CHAIRMAN. As soon as they get it ready.
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Senator AIKEN. Before the vote on the floor the hearing of today
could be published.
The CHAIRMAN. I don’t think there would be any problem.
Mr. KISSINGER. My only concern—but that is entirely up to the
judgment of the Senate—is a visit to the U.N. next week in which
there are very many foreign ministers who want to discuss MBF.R.
The CHAIRMAN. You don’t need to worry about that; you are talking
about the 24th.
Mr. KissLNGER. Yes.
Mr. MARCY. I just want to point out the fiscal problem. We are in
pretty good shape if we do it as Senator Aiken has suggested, have
two volumes and make this supplementary. Then you will be actually
able by about Wednesday morning to get the full
Senator AIKEN. Could the full 4 days of hearings be published some
time tomorrow?
Mr. MARCY. I should say we are having a little bit of a problem
getting the hearing with the Attorney General sanitized. You will
remember we had that.
The CHAIRMAN. This is much more important than that one.I am not worried about that one.
Senator AIKEN. That ties in more with today than it does with the
formal hearings on the nomination.
Mr. MARCY. If we run into a problem, we will let you know.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there anything else?
If not, the committee is adjourned.
Thank you very much.
Mr. Kiss INGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Whereupon, at 5:35 p.m., the committee adjourned, subject to
call of the Chair.]
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[The following statement was inadvertently omitted from the public hearings.]

STATEMENT BY IRENE. T. HARTER, SEPTEMBER 7, 1973

I thank the Chair—and the Committee—for the opportunity to speak at this
confirmation hearing.

It is difficult, after all the White House inspired fanfare, proclaiming the logic
and brilliance of Dr. Kissinger's nomination, to question it

.

Selected journalists and politicians have become accustomed to accepting Dr.
Kissinger's confidential briefings (tailored to their individual biases) as proof o

f

his achievements.

But fortunately, independent thought is not dead in this republic. Mary
McGrory, William V

. Shannon, and others have raised questions. Does Dr.
Kissinger have the bone-deep sense o

f morality, compassion, and judgment
needed in our Secretary o

f

State a
t

this watershed o
f history? Can he rebuild

and manage the Department o
f

State after he has done so much to weaken it?
Thank God for the professors, insulated by objectivity and distance from Dr.
Kissinger's gloppy unctuousness. Their apprehension is deep. They object to

his Bismarckian vision o
f power, his pompous treatises on political-military

systems, his preoccupation—at least prior to 1969—with Europe, and his contempt
for international economic issues and the United Nations.
Analysts in Japan, Europe, the Arab states, and Latin America consider Dr.
Kissinger's views inimical to their interests.
On the other hand, the Communist leaders seem eager to see this nomination
confirmed. Perhaps they fear any other Secretary o

f

State would b
e worse than the

devil they think they know.
Even so, Dr. Kissinger remains a sacred cow of the National Security Establish
ment. Some who distrust him curb their criticism, fearing reprisals, once his
power has been secured.
We should ask much from those in high office. We need leaders who respect the
law, individual rights, and human dignity. Secretary Rogers said at a press
conference August 20—“It is very important for the United States not to become

so obsessed with security matters that laws are freely violated . . . One of the
things that provides security for Americans is the fact that we are a law-abiding
nation, and that means protection for all individuals and a protection for individualrights.
This seems to be the antithesis of Dr. Kissinger's philosophy. So far, the Ameri
can people have seen only the iceberg tip o

f

the Kissinger foreign policy—the
part that has been in the limelight for four and a half years. The bulk of his busi
ness has been sub rosa, deliberately shielded from public scrutiny. Under the
glamorous banner headlines were the deceptions and ugly deeds authorized by the
Forty Committee, headed by the dark side of Dr. Kissinger. The words “National
Security” have camouflaged crime, confusion, corruption—and Dirty Tricks—
around the world.
To comprehend Dr. Kissinger's total role, one must examine his participation

in the Secret bombing o
f

Southeast Asia, the protracted withdrawal of U.S. forces
during four long years of death, destruction, and “negotiation,” the spread of War
into Cambodia and Laos. And one must perceive the damage done to the ideals of a

nation under the law by the full pardon granted in the Green Beret case early in§ o
n

the
ground that its public examination would harm “The National

ecurity.
Clearly the Viet-Nam War absorbed much of Dr. Kissinger's energy since 1969.
Those who shared his assumptions were rewarded. Critics became White House
“enemies.” Whatever their rank o
r

station in life, they were harassed and dis
credited. Public opinion was manipulated to portray to the world a facade of

support for all his presumed diplomatic triumphs.

(341)
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The Committee may recall my testimony May 10 regarding the unsuitability of
Graham Martin to serve as U.S. Ambassador to South Viet-Nam. I outlined his
distributing role as Ambassador to Thailand, and I expressed concern that he
improperly countenanced the use of the Embassy’s Medical Unit as a cover for
CIA Dirty Tricks. For years, Ambassador Martin has succeeded in covering up
the wrongdoing that occurred under his stewardship.
Mr. Macomber, the former Deputy Under Secretary of State for Management,
permitted no objective inquiry within the Executive Branch into the many allega
tions of mismanagement and abuse of authority under Graham Martin. I had
hoped, when I testified in May, this Committee would expose Mr. Macomber's
cover-up.
There were press reports that Dr. Kissinger's secret discussions with Committee
members short-circuited the Committee's examination of these issues. Dr. Kissinger
apparently maintained that Graham Martin faithfully did his duty in Thailand.
These reports, if true, raise troubling questions. Did Dr. Kissinger know of
Martin's malversations in Bangkok? Does he consider these activities the “duty”
of American Ambassadors? If so, his tenure as Secretary of State is ominous. The
problem is no less if Dr. Kissinger twisted the arms of Committee members without
direct awareness of the true circumstances.
Perhaps this incident illustrates why the Kissinger foreign policy and diplomatic
style were associated with the White House obsession with “leaks.” What Dr.
Kissinger has done was quite different from what the public was told of his deeds.
Congress, the press, and the public were to be deprived of accurate information or
knowledge regarding his activities, because the true facts, if known, would under
mine public confidence in his realm of secrecy and manipulation.
We know the Plumbers were installed at the White House to plug “leaks.” This
was after J. Edgar Hoover vetoed use of the FBI for such bizarre purposes—a
month before his unexpected death. Details remain fuzzy, but we know the co
directors of the Plumbers were Egil Krogh (responsible to John Ehrlichman) and
David Young, formerly Dr. Kissinger's appointments secretary, apparently still
responsible to Dr. Kissinger for “National Security” matters.
Some press accounts appeared to indicate that CIA careerist Macomber,
Ostensibly representing the Department of State, J. Fred Buzhardt, representing
the Department of Defense, and Robert Mardian, representing the Department of
Justice, exercised loose surveillance over their “National Security” operations,
which were strikingly similar to other Dirty Tricks conducted overseas. When
the American people hear the “White House Horrors” involved “The National
Security” and cannot be publicly divulged, they suspect these operations were
illegal and morally indefenseable.
They were apparently so secret Mr. Macomber did not tell Secretary Rogers
what he knew about them. The Secretary seems never to have learned of the
bugging, wire-tapping, and other harassments that intimidated the Foreign
Service during his tenure.
The Department of State could not prosper under these conditions. Press
accounts of poor morale in the Department miss the point. Dr. Kissinger de
liberately and aggressively crippled the Foreign Service. The Department as an
effective institution underwent shocking deterioration.
Aided and abetted by Mr. Macomber, the personnel authorities of the Depart
ment of State manipulated diplomatic assignments and promotions to reward
those who accepted Dr. Kissinger's mind-blowing assumptions regarding “The
National Security.” The Foreign Service personnel system is peculiarly susceptible
to such manipulation. The abuses never before reached so deep within the
diplomatic service.
For example, 59 Class 4 officers received selection-out notices during a short
period ending in 1971. Most rendered very creditable service to their country.
Some exhibited a degree of independence intolerable to the Kissinger-Macomber
syndrome of diplomatic management.
This Committee's 1971 inquiries regarding three of these officers elicited false
and misleading explanations from Mr. Macomber.
The late Charles W. Thomas was the best known. Ambassador Fulton Freeman
described Mr. Thomas’ work in Mexico in superlative terms, concluding his
departure from the Foreign Service would be “a loss which at this critical juncture
of the Foreign Service can ill be afforded.” Ambassador Freeman said Mr. Thomas
contributed “in a major way to the solution of one of the prickliest problems that
had plagued U.S.-Mexican relations for so many years.” His Mexican assignment
extended to many and varied duties—even to criticism o

f cursory CIA work o
n the
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Lee Harvey Oswald case. Mr. Thomas also rendered important service in Haiti and
as a representative to UNESCO-only to see less skilled, less diligent, and perhaps
less independent-minded diplomats promoted ahead of him.
The Committee also knows of John Hemenway's complaints regarding his
Selection-Out from the Foreign Service, but has not yet chosen to examine his well
documented allegations.
The Committee's records also include selected documents reflecting John
Harter's successful 1971 skirmish with Mr. Macomber over employee rights.
There are many, many other examples of injustice in recent Foreign Service
personnel operations—at all levels—but these three are especially well documented.
If the Committee should ask its staff to examine some of these careers in detail, it
would see why the Foreign Service deteriorated in the Kissinger-Macomber
years. It would also grasp why many Foreign Service Officers are alarmed that Dr.
Kissinger aspires to be simultaneously in command of the Department of State
and de facto head of the CIA.
The uneasiness of the professionals is magnified by ugly rumors that Dr. Kis
singer intends: to shrink the size of the Foreign Service, to bring more of his
proteges and spooks into its ranks, to destroy its management function, to reduce
its capacity for independent judgment, and to insure its “loyalty”—meaning
absolute subservience—to his person. The rumors are plausible because of his
known distrust and contempt for the Foreign Service.
Undoubtedly the entire foreign affairs community could benefit from skillfulº Some functions of the Cold War Machine should be cut. Others eliminated.
But the problems are too big and too complicated to solve overnight. To impose
surgery without careful forethought would invite disaster. The essential pre
requisite to reform is a better public grasp of the problems.
Once there is this understanding in the public domain, the blue-ribbon Com
mission on the Organization of the Government for the Conduct of Foreign Policy
might be able to devise suitable recommendations for effective long-range reform.
The Ervin Committee has exposed grievous abuse of the public trust. But the
Alice in Wonderland World of “National Security” blocks its probe into the Great
Political Tragedy of 1972.
The spear carriers caught at the Watergate were found guilty of burglary. They
said their mission was to safeguard “The National Security” from ill-defined
radicals and subversives. Their misjudgment was more than excess of zeal. At
least Hunt, Liddy, and Barker seem to have had a distorted view of “The National
Security” as the point at which domestic politics and foreign affairs intersect.
Those who manipulated the spear carriers bear a much greater guilt for the
many Watergate crimes. They have not yet been publicly identified. We do not
yet know who was responsible for the hallucination that “The National Security”
required such crimes, which were tantamount to subverting the American political
process.
The Ervin Committee has provided irrefuteable evidence of a surrealistic and
paranoid White House mood, at least from 1970 on. The Administration saw
itself as a fortress besieged. Experts in the “proven” methods for dealing with the
threats were needed. Recourse to CIA techniques, equipment, and personnel was
natural.
Mr. Chairman, the Foreign Relations Committee must not shirk its duty. It
should thoroughly examine the role of Dr. Kissinger—as President Nixon's
Special Assistant for National Security Affairs—in creating the mood—the
paranoia—and the suppression. It should examine—as it has never ever examined
any nominee—the interests, attitudes, and actions of Dr. Kissinger, to determine
whether he has the qualities to occupy the seat of Thomas Jefferson, John Quincy
Adams, and their distinguished successors.
Thorough public hearings on the mythology of “National Security” should
make it clear why Watergate happened—and what Dr. Kissinger did to cause
it to happen. He may have been unaware of the interactions between his personal
approach to world affairs and the responses of numerous pragmatists and oppor
tunists in the White House, the Committee to Re-Elect the President, and the
Department of State. But he may have been a vital missing link in the puzzle
which baffles the American people in 1973.
The example of the Watergate Committee is before you. You are the only
public agency which can complete its analysis, because of the pervasive inter
connections between foreign affairs, a perverted concept of “The National
Security,” and domestic politics which led to the unfortunate events of 1972.
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